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BOOK III

*بسم الله الرحمن الرحيم*

Chapter XXX

SECTION I

1442. Death and Soul.

"The boast of heraldry, the pomp of power,
And all that beauty, and all that wealth ev'ry gave,
Awaits alike the inevitable Hour,
The paths of glory lead but to the grave."

(a) **Death is inevitable.** There's no escape from it. It makes no distinction between high and low, rich and poor. It lays its icy hand on the highest and the lowest. Sceptre and crown must stumble down before its inevitable on-haught. The greatest personalities of the world, past and present, were subject to this fate. Adam, Noah, Moses, Krishna, Akbar, Napoleon, Alexander, and even Muhammad had to die. The highest intelligent man of the globe or the greatest scientist could not invent a plan of avoiding it. It snatcheth away an affectionate son from the clutches of his parents, a beloved husband from the consoling bosom of his wife, a worldly man from his enormous riches, and a powerful king from his vast kingdom. What is then this great calamity which every mortal is subject to? This is nothing but God's law that everything having breath must die. The Quran declares: Everything shall taste of death—7:184Q. Wherever you are, death will overtake you, though you remain in lofty towers—1:78Q.
(b) What does death mean?

Death, we must have a clear idea of. Death is called Jubatun in Arabic.
Life is called Zuhur. Death inseeds vigour into the body, as lamps or lights have no life without electricity. When there is no electricity, are they idle? Similarly body and soul are one. The limbs freely move because the limbs of the body cease to move after "death" of the body. But there is a current in the body. As you eat, drink, and breathe, so there is current in the body. As food, water, and oxygen are present in the body.
That current is life. There is another current, the soul. The soul remains and will return to Him who has created it. The evil after death is great; no one will escape. Allah is of the spiritual world. We are transferred from one place to another. If one is nothing but the turning place, there is no place for movement in a man. Is soul then devoid of content?

Quran says: "O soul that art from the first instant, when (with Him) and without a partner was Him—be not afraid; do not perceive—2:154." The same thing is said in 31:28Q. The view is also clear from what Allah says in 30:25, 29.
Body is a conveyance for soul. If body is lost, the soul cannot be lost. Life remains though body perishes. Life cannot be said to have extinguished. Paralysis of all bodily limbs, and cannot be said to have destroyed.
(c) **Evolution of man.** Death is the first stage of eternal journey to heaven—31:42, as birth is the first stage of this world's journey. Before birth, there was another journey of man. His creation began from a small life-germ. Then stage by stage, it grew into a dead figure. Unto that figure, current of life was infused and it began to move. After sometime, it is ushered into this world. The Holy Quran says: Have you considered the small life-germ? Is it that you created it or are We the creators? We have ordained death among you, and none can prevent Us that We may change your attributes and make you grow into what you know not—56:58Q. O people! if you are in doubt about the Resurrection, then (remember) surely We created you from a small life-germ, then from a clot of blood, then from a lump of flesh, complete in make and incomplete, that We may make clear to you, and We cause what We please to stay in the wombs till an appointed time, then We bring you forth as babies, then that you may attain your maturity, and of you is he who is caused to die and of you is he who is brought to extreme old age—22:5Q. And certainly We created man of an extract of clay. Then We made him a small life-germ in a firm resting place. Then We made the life-germ a clot, then We made the clot a lump of flesh, then We made the lump of flesh bones, then We clothed the bones with flesh; then We caused it to grow into another creation; so blessed is Allah, the best of the creators. Then after that, you will certainly die. Then on the day of Resurrection, you will surely be raised—23:12,16Q. Attention has been drawn, therefore, of the various stages in the law of evolution of man. By evolution, the identity of the man remains though forms change. A child of two years is the same man when it grows old. A small life-germ of one month in womb is the same man as the child of two years. Similarly this man will continue after death to have taste of another life after shaking off this material physique. A child did not know any thing in the womb as there was covering of womb. He sees clearly everything when he is brought to this world. Similarly a man does not see and know clearly everything under the cover of this material body and material world. When it will be taken off by death, the hidden secrets of nature will be perfectly brought to light before him. It is wonderfulto look at a man from a small life-germ to a powerful king in the world.
Similarly it will be strange to look at a man advancing to the spiritual world stage by stage.

(d) **Is Death to be hoped for?** To hope for death is unlawful. The reason is twofold. Firstly, hoping for death or committing suicide means acting contrary to the wishes of Allah. Death should be left entirely in the hand of Allah at His sweet will. Secondly, by death a man is deprived of deeds which would have done benefit to himself and to the world at large, or if he is bad, he should not have hastened to receive punishment of the grave but wished for expiation of sins by living longer. Is everlasting life then desirable? The answer also must be in the negative, as perpetual sense of life will frustrate the very object of creation of man. Horse is necessary for reaching a goal. If the goal is reached, there is no necessity of it. Similarly the object of soul is to attain the love of Allah. If the object is reached, the body is not needed in this world. If it goes astray, the earlier the body goes, the better for a man.

(e) **Constant Thought of Death is Profitable.** (i) As death is inevitable, man must think of it and what will occur after it. One who does not think of it lives in a fool's Paradise. About this man, the Almighty Allah said: Say, verily death from which you all flee away will surely overtake you. Then you will be taken in a world of futurity and attestation, and you will then be informed of what you did—92:8Q. Death is a great admonisher. Constant remembrance of death protects a man from sins and saves him from the transitory vanities of this world. He tries to adorn himself with all the virtues that will take him to Paradise and to avoid the sins that will take him to Hell. It gives a thought in one's mind that he is a sojourner, and as such he should have light commodities in the world. The Holy Prophet said: If you could have seen what I see, you would have wept much and laughed little—30:7. When David remembered death, he used to weep (Yahyaul Ulum). (ii) **Four kinds of men in death thinking.** (1) For a worldly man. Death is generally displeasing to him, as it would deprive him of his worldly riches and vanities. Therefore he gives up thought of death. By this, he removes himself further away from Allah. (2) For a man who is repentant of his past sins. He does not hate death; but he dislikes that it should soon come to
him because he is engaged in repentance for his past sins. (3) For a good man. He is glad to meet death, as it will take him soon to Allah. (4) For a truly religious man. He does not feel pleased or displeased with the advent of death as he has completely resigned himself to the will of Allah. (iii) **Method of Death Thinking.** Think of death at least one hour every day in a lonely place. Remove all thoughts of the world, and think of your condition and the condition of your family when you are dead. Remember the death of those who were once devoted to you. Think how they spent their life, how they were forgetful of death, the condition of their eyes, noses, teeth, hairs, and how they are now objects of food for worms. Think about the disputes and litigations that have cropped up regarding their properties after their death. Think about their wives who are now betrothed to other persons. If you have passed 40 years of your life, you have passed nearly 4th of it unless you die earlier. Your life's evening is then near at hand, as day's evening is near when 4th of the day has passed away. Therefore be prepared for immediate death. Utilise every minute that passes by. The Holy Prophet said: Value five things before five: your youth before your old age, your health before your illness, your riches before your poverty, your leisure before your occupation, and your life before your death—29:8.

1443. What is Soul and Its Functions?

(a) Soul is something accommodated only in a man. It has not been given to any created thing other than man. A cow cannot think but a man can. This is because of soul. The Almighty says: And they ask you about soul. Say: Soul is from order of Allah—17:5. Verily I created man from clay. So when I fashioned him and instilled in him from My Spirit—32:9. So soul is a special divine thing and may be compared to a borrowed light from Allah. As the original light is not reduced by the lending of lights, God is not also reduced by the innumerable lights of souls. Because of this soul, man is honoured as the lord of creation. Even Allah termed Adam as His Khalifa (Vicar). What are the functions of soul and why has it been created? The ob-

REFERENCES ABOUT DEATH—Death is fixed 8:144Q; man mortal—8:184Q; the dead can not speak with the living—53:22Q; 50:92Q; the dead receive spiritual benefit—22:22; actions stop at death—28:25; 99:1; cause of sudden death—38:13; necessity takes place of death—32:26; life in this world 21:95Q; nation's death is after a fixed term—7:54; life and death for trial 47:2Q; high reward for one who dies in a strange land 80:5; be in this world like a traveller—80:7; believer dies with sweat on forehead—80:10; none should flee from epidemics—80:48.
ject of soul is to attain its own original source i.e. Allah. Everything returns to its origin. Body is of earth and therefore it will return to earth, but earth cannot consume soul which will return to its origin i.e. Allah. The object of the creation of eyes is to see things of this world, of legs to walk upon, and of ears to hear. Similarly the object of creation of soul is to strive to attain Allah and to have His love. This is the natural attribute of soul. If there is defect in sight, there is disease in eye. Similarly if the heart does not move towards Allah or to obey His words, there is disease in soul. When it finds taste in striving towards Allah, it is sound and remains in natural state towards the path of progress. About this soul, the Quran says: The day on which property will not avail, nor sons, except him who comes to Allah with a sound soul - 26:88, 89Q. As we cannot conceive of Allah but in relation to His attributes, so also we cannot conceive of soul but in relation to its attributes. There is therefore good and bad soul. Soul remains normal in the beginning of life. It is afterwards by actions that it is made bad or good. The Quran says: He will indeed be successful who purifies it, and he will indeed fail who corrupts it- 91:9Q. Soul therefore takes three names in the process of evolution. In the first stage, it is called “Nafse Ammara.” i.e. soul prone to disobedience and evil. The Quran says about this: Verily this soul is prone to evils 18:48Q. Then in the second stage, it develops into a moral soul called “Nafse Lawwasnah” i.e. self-accusing soul. It is then engaged in distinguishing right from wrong and accuses itself for every wrong done. The Quran says: Nay, I swear by the self-accusing soul—75:2Q. Then in the third stage, the moral soul develops into a spiritual soul called “Nafe-Mutmainnah” i.e. a soul pleased (with God). The Quran says about it: O soul that is at rest—89:28Q. Then after death, soul will continue to develop in the spiritual worlds.

As soul is a divine thing, divine attributes are imprinted in it. The Prophet therefore said: Imbue thyself with divine attributes. Development of these attributes or faculties of man will lead him to Paradise and bad use of these will lead him to Hell. This is good and bad use of souls. There is a great effect of physical health upon the development of mental state of a man. The latter again greatly affects the moral development which again helps the spiritual progress. Thus there is continuation of progress of a soul till it attains its object. The
chief function of soul is therefore to love Allah. Whenever a rust falls on it, it should be removed from it. There is a polish for every thing and the polish of soul is the remembrance of Allah.

(b) **Power of Soul.** Soul has got wonderful force when properly used. It is like a small dynamite placed in a big factory or a small engine which carries millions of tons of loads. A high and cultured soul may carry millions of the people with him as the Prophets of Christianity and Islam did and are still doing. Of this magnificent power of soul, the Quran speaks: Surely We offered the trust to the heavens and the earth and the mountains; but they refused to carry it and feared from it, and man carried it. Surely he is unjust, ignorant —33:72Q. Owing to this soul, man is the lord of creations, because the greatest power is placed in him. That power of soul is great is also seen from hypnotism and mesmerism. Majority of men are, however, idle and have got no power. What is the reason for it? The reason is nothing but lack of knowledge in the use of soul and actual user of it. Because of our ignorance in setting up a machine, it cannot be said that the engine has lost its force. When properly used, it will take its normal force. When not used, it will remain just like a dead figure. So is the case with soul. How can then the power of soul be created? Force or steam in an engine is generated by a fixed degree of heat and water. Out of proportion of things, electric energy is generated. In like manner, out of proportionate use of attributes imprinted on soul, there arises a power unprecedented in force. If however there is no mixture of things in proportionate degree, soul remains like water in a tank or fire in a furnace. Therefore all men should acquire soul-power after cultivation of all the virtues in a proportionate degree.

(c) **Can Soul of Dead Men Correspond with us?** It is said that the soul of a dead man can inform us about its condition in the spiritual world. How is it possible? The following will give some light into this proposition. The soul of a living man can not have knowledge of the soul of the dead, as the soul is covered by outer screens in the form of passions and wants of physical organs and of the physique itself. By death, these screens are completely removed, and hence the events of spiritual world appear vividly to souls of dead men. During life-time, it is not so possible. But a good soul
may get a faint idea of the events of the spiritual world. Prophets were exceptions to this rule. They lived as dead in this world and therefore they had perfect vision. Ordinary men have got correct dreams. The Prophet therefore said: Correct dream is 46th part of prophethood 9:90. How can this take place? The following is the explanation. Everything from the beginning to end is preserved in the Guarded Tablet (85:22Q). Things of the spiritual as well as of this world are in continuation of being reproduced from this Tablet. Souls of dead men are brought here. They can know their mutual conditions. The great Tablet is a great mirror. Our soul also is like a mirror. As a mirror can see pictures of another mirror, so one soul can see pictures of the Guarded Tablet which consists of the souls of dead men. If however there is screen over the mirror, nothing can be seen. In dream, soul sometimes becomes free from engagement of this world and physical needs; therefore it can grasp something of the events of the spiritual world. There are however the screens of passions. Therefore, there cannot be any clear vision. The greater is the degree of purity of soul, the greater is the power of vision. The Quran says—Nay, rust has fallen upon their souls—83:14Q. If there are cloud and fog in the sky, the rays of the sun cannot reach us to give a view of all things. If there is screen of the world over the sun, it becomes night and nothing is then visible which was visible in day-time even in clouds; likewise great sins are great screens which prevent clear vision. The Quran therefore says—Verily you were unmindful of this and then We removed your screen from you—50:22 Q.

1. Abu Hurairah reported that the Messenger of Allah said: None of you shall wish for death, whether a righteous man who perchance may add to (his) good works, or a sinner who perchance may be repentant. —Bukhari.

2. Same reported that the Ms. of Allah said: None of you shall wish for death, nor shall he call for it before it comes to him; because when he dies, his hope is cut off, and certainly the age of a believer does not add but good. —Muslim.
3. **Anas** reported that the Messenger of Allah said: None of you shall wish for death on account of an injury which afflicted him. If there is no alternative action, let him pray: O Allah! give me life so long as the life will be good for me; and take away my life when death will be good for me. —Agreed.

4. **Obadah-b-Swamet** reported that the Messenger of Allah said: Whoso likes to meet Allah, Allah also likes to meet him, and whoso does not like to meet Allah, Allah also does not like to meet him. Ayesha or some of his wives said: Certainly we dislike death. He replied: That is not so; but when death comes to a believer, he is given good news of the pleasure of Allah and His gifts. There is then nothing dearer to him than what is before him. So he likes to meet Allah and Allah also likes to meet him. And an unbeliever—when death comes to him, he is given good news of the punishment of Allah and of His chastisement. And there is nothing more detestable to him than what lies in front of him. So he dislikes to meet Allah, and Allah also dislikes to meet him. —Agreed.

---

1444. Meeting with Allah signifies death in the general sense of the term but its real meaning is not death but change of man from one stage to another, change of man from worldly temptations to spiritual benefits of the next world. Whoso takes the world with all its enjoyments dislikes to meet Allah and whoso takes it as a seed-ground for the future likes to meet Allah. This is not in opposition to hadis no I which says that none shall hope for death.
5. **Abdullah-b-Amr** reported that a man out of those who were born at Medina died there. The Holy Prophet said his funeral prayer and said: Would that he should have died other than in his place of birth! They asked: And why is that, O Messenger of Allah? He said: Verily a man when he dies other than in his place of birth, there is measured for him in Paradise from his place of birth up to the end of his footprints. 1445

—Nisai, Ibn Majah.

6. **Abu Qatadah** reported that he was narrating a tradition: The Messenger of Allah passed by a dead body and said: Either a relieved man or one from whom relief is sought. They asked: O MS. of Allah! what is "a relieved man or one from whom relief is sought?" He said: A faithful servant takes relief from the tumults of the world and its troubles to the mercy of Allah; and as for a sinful servant, men, cities, trees and beasts are relieved of him. —Agreed.

7. **Abdullah-b-Omar** reported: The Messenger of Allah caught hold of my shoulder and said: Live in

---

1445. He who dies abroad gets greater reward than that of one who dies at home. To give an idea of reward in Paradise, it has been said that the former will get a space in Paradise as spacious as the distance from his home to the place of death. This gives a great stimulus to take journey abroad for propagation of Allah's faith, or for zihad, or for actions in the way of Allah.
this world as if you are a foreigner or a sojourner. Ibn Omar used to say: When you enter into evening, don't expect (to live upto) morning, and take from your health for your disease, and from your life for your health.

—Bukhari.

8. Jaber reported: I heard the Apostle of Allah say three days before his death: None of you must die unless he has a good thought about Allah. 1744

—Muslim.

9. Abu Hurairah reported that the Messenger of Allah said: Increase the remembrance of the Destroyer of all pleasures-death.

—Tirmizi, Nisai, Ibn Majah.

1446. See also 8:110. A foreigner or a traveller on a way has the following characteristics; he must not erect a permanent structure in his place of rest; he must take for his use things which are essentially necessary; he does not forget his journey's end and therefore he takes care to reach it as early as possible; he does not make permanent love with men around as he has to leave them very shortly; and in short, he does not do such things as are not becoming for a traveller on the way. So also a man should think and act in this temporary world of ours. Health and life are the best treasures of man. So he should make utmost use of them without spending a single minute uselessly. Diseases and death are coming nearer and nearer.

1447. Good thinking about Allah means expecting forgiveness from Allah after death and thinking Him with all the divine attributes in order to follow them. This thought about Allah arises however at death if a servant is devout and pious. Piety and duty are condition precedent to such thought.
10. **Boraidah** reported that the Ms. of Allah said: A believer dies with sweet on forehead. 1448

—*Tirmizi, Nisai, Ibn Majah*.

11. **Anas** reported that the Holy Prophet visited a youth while he was at point of death. He asked: How do you find yourself? He replied: O Ms. of Allah! I hope for Allah and I fear my sins. Then the Ms. of Allah said: These two (things) do not unite in a heart of a servant like this at a time except that Allah grants him what he hopes for, and gives him security from what he fears from. 1449

—*Ibn Majah, Tirmizi (Rare)*

12. **Haresah-b-Mudarreb** reported: I went to Khabbah, while he was cauterized in seven places. He said: Had I not heard the Ms. of Allah say "None of you must hope for death," I would have hoped for it. Indeed I saw myself with the Ms. of Allah while I owned no dirham; and verily now by the side of my house, there are 40,000 dirhams. He

1448. This has been interpreted in several ways. The most acceptable interpretation is that a believer is one who is not idle but acts and strives hard in this world up to his death. He is always active and energetic. To this effect, the Holy Quran says: We have created death and life to try who amongst them is best in actions—47:24. Another author interprets it by saying that at the time of a believer's death, sweat will be found on forehead.

1449. If hope of Allah's mercy and fear of sins and punishment unite in a dying man's heart, Allah eliminates fear and keeps hope. In other words, He forgives him of his sins and grants him happiness.
narrated: Then his coffin was brought. When he saw it, he wept and said: But no coffin was found for Hamzah except a white gown with black cloths. When it was put upon his head, it became bare from his feet, and when it was put upon his feet, it became bare from his head, till it was spread upon his head and “Azkhar” grass was placed upon his feet.\footnote{Ahmad, Tirmizi.}

13. **Obaidullah-b-Khalid** reported that the Messenger of Allah said: Sudden death is (for) overtaking of grief.\footnote{Abu Daud.}

\footnote{427w. Mu’az-b-Jabal reported that the Messenger of Allah said: If you desire, I shall inform you what Allah will first ask the believers on the Resurrection Day and what the believers will reply to Him. We said: Yes, O Ms. of Allah. He said: Verily Allah will ask the believers: Do you like to meet Me? They will reply: Yes, O our Lord. He will ask: Why? They will reply: We hoped for Thy pardon and Thy forgiveness. He will say: My forgiveness has become sure for you. —Sharhi-Sunnat and Abu Nayeem}

\footnote{\textsuperscript{1450}. The Arabs practised cauterization or touching of wounds and bruises with fire-burnt irons. In this case, Khabbab was wounded and sick so much so that but for the Prophet’s hadis, he would have sought for death. Tirmizi did not narrate from “Then his coffin was brought” up to the end.}

\footnote{\textsuperscript{14}1. This means that griefs and sorrows became so overwhelming that heart collapses and then death occurs. Balhaqi and Razin added: Overtaking of grief is for an infidel and mercy for a believer.}
428w. Abdullah-b-Amr reported that the Messenger of Allah said: The gift of a believer is death. 1442

—Baihaqi.

429w. Ja'ber reported that the Messenger of Allah said: Don't hope for death, and verily the dread of a lofty place is great, and verily it is fortunate that the age of a servant is prolonged, and the Almighty and Glorious Allah gives him provision of turn (to obedience).

—Ahmad.

430w. Abu Omamah reported: We sat facing the Messenger of Allah. He reminded us (of death) and softened our hearts. Then Sa'ad-b-Abi Waqqas wept and began to weep much. He said: Woe to me! would that I died! Then the Ms. of Allah said: ( ) Sa'ad! do you hope for death near me? He repeated it thrice and then said: O Sa'ad! if you have been created for Paradise, then what prolongs your life and makes your action good is better for you.

—Ahmad.

431w. Ja'ber reported that the Messenger of Allah said: He who flees away from epidemics is like one who flees away from the holy war; one who is patient therein shall have for him the reward of a martyr. 1458

—Ahmad.

---

1442. Death is a reward for a believer because this world is a prison house for him owing to his living within temptations of passions, sins and worldly vanities. Death takes him out from these troubles. Hence it is a gift and a boon to a believer.

1458. In places affected by epidemics, no outsider should go there and none from the affected areas should go outside.
SECTION 2

1445. Time & Remembrance of death.

(a) Pangs of Death. Pangs of death are great, as death is the
greatest event in a man’s life. These pangs can be described in full
by nobody except one who has tested them. Those who have got
no experience thereof can know them either from the prophets
or by guess. The Holy Prophet said at the time of death: O Allah!
help me in the pangs of death or intoxications of death—3:115. Jesus
Christ prayed: O assembly of disciples! call to Allah to make these
pangs easy for me (Yahya). Hazrat Ayesha said: I saw nobody on
whom pain was more severe than on the Ms. of Allah—3:105. If then
the pangs of death were so severe on the greatest soul of the world,
our miseries know no bounds. At death, every nerve, vein, limb
and even life extinguish. Imagine what a great strain falls on the
body. If a limb is burnt by fire, the whole body suffers with pain
and sleeplessness. In case of death all the limbs of the body and
all the component parts of each limb together with life and soul will
be taken out. There is in addition the ghastly appearance of the
Angel of death. To a sinner, he comes with a huge body as big as
the distance between heaven and earth; but to a virtuous man, he
comes with form not the least fearful. It is stated by Imam Gazzali
that the angel of death receives from Allah on the 15th date of
Sha’ban a list of persons who will die in the course of the following
year. A dying man sees also the two angels who have recorded his
sins and virtues. These angels will address a virtuous man “There’s
good reward for you,” a sinner “There’s no good reward for you”.
The dying man begins also to see his abode in Hell or Paradise
according he is a sinner or a virtuous man—39:4,25. All these things
become gradually vivid to a dying man, just as everything in the
world becomes gradually visible to a child just coming to the world
from the dark womb or to a man in sun-light out of deep darkness
of night.
(b) **Fear of I’man at death bed.** Death is a Qiyamat (Doomsday) of the body. At this time, it will be extremely difficult to keep I’man unless a man was habituated to virtues. Pious man, therefore, always think of *Khateema Bil-Khair* (end with good). The Prophet said: Verily actions will be judged by the ultimate results—32:5. Help and be near to one another, because the inmates of Paradise will be sealed with an action of the inmates of Paradise inspite of whatever action he might have done, and verily the inmates of the Fire will be sealed with an action of the inmates of the Fire inspite of whatever actions he might have done. Two causes generally operate to bring disbelief at death-bed—introduction of innovations (Bid‘at) in religious matters not approved by the Quran and Hadis, and inordinate love for the world and its fineries to the utter neglect of the Hereafter. For this reason, martyr’s death is easy as he cuts off all earthly connections before his death when he enters the battle-field.

(c) **Death of a believer and Kafir.** Death of a believer will be easy by divine wisdom, and that of an unbeliever extremely painful. A vivid description has been given in tradition no. 39. 432w. In case of death of a believer, angel of mercy will remain present. Soul of such a man will be taken to heaven while it will continue to diffuse fragrance and sweet scent and will be felicitated everywhere it will pass by angels. In case of an unbeliever or Kafir, angels of punishment will remain present at death time. It will then be taken to heaven while it would continue to diffuse offensive odour and will be condemned and rejected. Then it will be hurled down to his grave—30:25.

(d) **Duties of those present at death-bed.** Every body present at death should dictate to the dying man—There is no God but Allah, and Muhammad is His Messenger and His servant—30:14. Such an atmosphere should be created with the remembrance of Allah that the dying man may have good and happy thoughts about Allah. In other words, he should have tendency towards mercy and forgiveness from Allah. A man uttering sincerely the formula of faith will enter Paradise—30:19. The chapter ‘Ya’sin’ should also be recited in his presence—30:20. Those present should continually speak of the good deeds of the dying man and the angels will then say “Ameen”
corroborating the opinions of the people—30:15. The signs of a virtuous man are generally the following-sweat on forehead—30:10, shedding of tears and dry effect on lips.

14. Abu Sayeed and Abu Hurairah reported that the Messenger of Allah said: Dictate to your dying man “There is no god but Allah”.
—Muslim.

15. Omme Salamah reported that the Messenger of Allah said: When you are present before a sick or a dying man, say good things, because the angels corroborate what you say.
—Muslim.

16. Same reported that the Messenger of Allah said: There is no Muslim whom calamity affects and then who utters what Allah has commanded him “Verily we are for Allah and to Him shall we return. O Allah! give me refuge in my calamity and leave therefrom good for me”, except that Allah will leave therefrom good for him. When Abu Salamah died, I enquired: Who among the Muslims is better than Abu Salamah, the first man with family who emigrated to the Messenger of Allah. Afterwards I uttered it. Then Allah left for me the Ms. of Allah. 1455
—Muslim.
17. **Same** reported that the Messenger of Allah went to Abu Salamah while his eye-sight was gone and it went into the sockets. Afterwards he said: Verily (as for) a soul, when it is taken out, eye-sight follows it. Whereupon the people of his house began to weep. He said: Don't utter over yourselves but good, because the angles give approval of what you utter. Afterwards he prayed: O Allah! forgive Abu Salamah and raise his rank among the rightly-guided ones, and leave behind his successor from his descendants among those who remain behind, and grant us pardon and him, O Lord of the universe, and give ample space for him in his grave and give light therein for him.

—Muslim.

18. **Ayeshah** reported that when the Messenger of Allah expired, he was covered with a striped garment.

—Agreed

19. **Mu‘az-b-Jabal** reported that the Messenger of Allah said:

Whoso's last word is "There is no deity but Allah", he will enter Paradise. 1456 —Abu Daud.

---

1456. Omme-Salamah was afterwards married to the Holy Prophet on account of the promise that Allah leaves better things for a man or woman if he or she speaks well of a dead husband or wife.

1456. This may either be uttered by the tongue or by the mind, but it is better to utter it both by mind and tongue. Such a man will enter Paradise but after suffering for the sins he might have committed in the world.
20. Ma'qal-b-Yasar reported that the Messenger of Allah said: Read the chapter “Yasin” over your dying man. 1457

—Ahmad, Abu Daud, Ibn Majah.

21. Ayesha reported that the Ms. of Allah kissed Osman-b-Mazun while he was dead. He was weeping till the tears of the Prophet flowed down upon the face of Osman. 1458

—Tirmizi, Abu Daud, Ibn Majah.

22. Same reported that Abu Bakr kissed the Prophet while he was dead.

—Tirmizi, Ibn Majah.

23. Hussain-b-Wahwah reported that Talha-b-Bara’a fell ill. So the Prophet came to see him and said: Verily I don’t see Talha but death has just now fallen upon him. So order me about him, 1459 and make haste and verily it is not proper that the corpse of a Muslim should be kept waiting among the backs of his family members.

—Abu Daud.

---

1457. It is chapter 96 of the Holy Quran. Muhammadian doctors laid a great emphasis to the reciting and pondering over this chapter. This chapter should be read before and after death.

1458. Osman was the first among the Refugees who died at Medina, and was buried at Zannatul Baqi. It is deduced from this that it is lawful to weep over a deadman and to kiss him before burial.

1459. Order me about him means order me to say funeral prayer over him and to bury him in the grave. It is better (Mustahhab) to bury a dead body earlier, because there is every chance of the dead body being decomposed and disfigured and thereby producing disgust in the minds of the people present.
24. Abdullah b. J'afar reported that the Messenger of Allah said:
Dietate to your dying man "There is no deity but Allah, the Wise,
the Generous; glory be to Allah, the Lord of the Mighty
Throne; all praise is for Allah, the Lord of the
whole universe. They asked: ()
Messenger of Allah! how is it for
the living? He said: Better and
better.
—Ibn Majah

25. Abu Hurairah reported that
the Messenger of Allah said: (As
for) a dying man, the angels come
to him. If the man is pious, they
say: Come out, O pure soul
lodged in pure body. Come out
being praised, and receive good
news with pleasure and fragrance
and the Lord without being angry.
They continue to utter it for till
it comes out. Then it is taken to
heaven and an opening is given to
it. It is then asked: Whose is
this? They will say: So and so's.
Then it will be said: Welcome to
the pious soul lodged in a pious
body. Enter being praised and
take good news with pleasure and
fragrance and Lord without being
angry. That will continue to be
uttered for it till it will come to the
end of the heaven wherein there
is Allah. When a man is impious,
they will say: Come out, O
impure soul lodged in impure
body. Come out being despised, and take good news with hot water and squeezings of impurities and various punishments of their kind. That will continue to be uttered for it till it comes out. Then it will be taken towards heaven and an opening will be granted to it. It will then be asked: Whose is this? It will be said: So and so's. It will then be accosted: 'No welcome to impure soul lodged in impure body. Return being despised and verily the doors of heaven will not be opened for you. Then it will be hurled down from heaven and it will find shelter in the grave. —Ibn Majah.

26. Same reported that the Messenger of Allah said: When the soul of a believer comes out, two angels meet it to take it up. (Hammad narrated: Then he mentioned about the fragrance of its air, and he mentioned about musk). He (Prophet) said: The inmates of heaven will say: Pure soul has come from the side of the earth. Blessing of Allah on you and on the body which you have haunted. Then it will be taken to its Lord. He will say: Roam with it till the end of the world. He said: As for an infidel, when his soul comes out, (Hammad said that he mentioned about its stench and mentioned about curse) the inmates of heaven will say: An impure soul has come from the side of the

الجنة ديمة راضي ومجيدة رسملي واخر من شمل ازرايا فأنا أزقى لها ذلك حتى نخرج ثم يرجع بها إلى السماء ويعتقد لها في مغفل من هذا يقول فلان يوم امرجبا بالنفس الغيبة كانت في الجسد الحزيب ارجعي ديمة طنها لا تقنع لك اذاب السماء فتسر من السماء ثم تصبر الى القدر (ابن ماجة)

عنة ابِن رسول الله صلى الله عليه وسلم قال إذا خرجت روح المؤمنين تلقاها ملكان يعدوا نها قال حماد بن عبيد رجحها وذكر المسك قال ردقل أهل السماء رجح طيبة جاء من قبل الأرض صلى الله عليك وعلى جسدك مدنت تعمه فينطق به إلى ربه ثم يقرر انطلقوا به الى آخر الأجل قال ران الصادق إذا خرجت روح قال حماد رجح من ننزله وننزل لنا ونازق أهل السماء رجح خبرت جاء من قبل
earth. It will be said: Roam with it till the end of the world. Abu Hurairah said: Then the Messenger of Allah turned his cloth which was upon him over his nose in this way (owing to stench).

—Muslim.

27. Same reported that the Messenger of Allah said: When death comes to a believer, the angels of mercy come with white silk and say: Come out well-pleased (with Him) and well-pleasing you to the pleasure of Allah and to fragrance and to Lord without being angry. Then it will come out like the most fragrant air of musk till some of them will hand it over to others, till they will come with it to the doors of heaven. They will then say: How excellent is this fragrance which has come to you from the earth. Then they will take therewith the soul of the believers. For them, there will be a greater delight on account of it than (that of) someone of you for his absent man (when he arrives). They will ask it: What has so and so done? What has so and so done? They will say: Leave it, and verily it was in the anxieties of the world. He will say: It has died. Has it not come to you? They will say: It has been taken to its mother Habiyyah.

1460. Habiyyah is the name of the worst and the lowest hell and therefore it signifies the greatest degradation that a man can be subjected to.
As for an infidel, when death comes to him, the angels of punishment come to him with rod. They then say: Come out being displeased (with Him) and He displeasing you towards the punishment of Allah, the Almighty and Glorious. And then it will come out like the most stenchy air of a corpse, till they will come down with it to the door of the earth. They will then say: What a great stenchy smell of this air till they will bring with it the souls of the infidels. —Ahmad, Nisai.

28. Abdur-Rahman-b-ka‘ab reported from his father who said: When death came to Ka‘ab, Ommè Bishr came to him and said: O Abu Abdur Rahman! if you meet so and so, convey my greetings to him. He said: May Allah forgive you, O Ommè Bishr, we are not free (to think) of that. He said O Abu Abdur Rahman! have you not heard the Messenger of Allah say: verily the souls of the believers are in a green bird which hangs down with a tree of Paradise? 'Yes' said he. She said: It is that. —Ibn Majah.

29. Same reported from his father who used to say that the Ms. of Allah said: Verily the soul of a believer is (in) a bird which hangs in a tree of Paradise till Allah will return it to its body on the day He will raise him up.

—Malek, Nisai, Baihaqi.
30. Muhammad-b-Munkader reported: I visited Ja'ber-b-Abdullah. While he was dying, I said: Send greetings to the Ms. of Allah.

—Ibn Majah.

437w. Bara'a-b-A'jeb reported: We came out with the Messenger of Allah for funeral prayer of one of the Helpers and came near the grave while it was being dug. The Ms. of Allah sat down and we also sat down around him, as if there was a bird over our heads, and in his hand was wood which bends therewith towards the earth. He raised up his head and said twice or thrice: Seek refuge with Allah from the punishment of the grave. Then he said: Verily when a believing servant is about to part away from the world and approach towards the hereafter, the angels, white of faces, as if their faces are sun, descend upon him from heaven. With them there is coffin out of the coffins of Paradise and perfumes from the perfumes of paradise till they take seat near him to the distance of eye-sight. Afterwards the angel of death comes (peace be on him) till he sits near his head and says: O pure soul! come out towards forgiveness and pleasure of Allah. He said: Then it comes out flowing like the flowing of a drop of water from a cup. Then he takes it when
he takes it up, he does not leave it in his hand for the twinkling of an eye till they take it up, and place it in that coffin and in that shroud; it then comes out of it like the most excellent fragrance of musk that is available on the surface of the earth. He said:

Then they ascend therewith and they do not pass (that is with it) by any group of angels who do not but ask 'whoes is this pure soul'. They reply "So and so's, son of so and so" with the best names with which they named him in the world, till they come with it to the nearest heaven and seek an opening for it. There is then an opening for them. Then those who are near it out of every heaven transfer it to a heaven that follows it, till it is taken to the seventh heaven. The Almighty and Glorious Allah says: Write down the scroll of My servant on the highest heaven and send him back to the earth, because I created them therefrom, and I shall take them back therein, and I shall again take them out therefrom. He said: Then his soul is returned to his body. Afterwards two angels come to him, make him sit and ask him: Who is your Lord? He says: My Lord is Allah. They ask him: What is your religion? He says: My religion is Islam. They ask him: Who is this man that was
sent amongst you? He replies: He is the Messenger of Allah. They ask him: What is your (source of) knowledge? He says: I read the Book of Allah, I believed it and took it to be true. Then a proclaimer proclaims from heaven: My servant has spoken the truth. So spread out a bed for him of Paradise and give him a dress of Paradise and open out a door for him towards Paradise. He said: Then its air and fragrance come to him, and in his grave it is spread out to the distance of eye sight. He said: A man, beautiful of face good of dress, fragrant of air, comes to him and says: Give good news with that which gives you pleasure. This is your day of which you were warned. He will ask him. Who are you? Your face is the face which brings good. He will say: I am your good actions. Then he says "O Lord! bring the hour, O Lord! bring the hour", till I return to my family and property.

He said: As for the infidel servant when he is about to depart away from the world and advances towards the hereafter, angels, ugly of faces, come down upon him from heaven with a cloth with them. They sit near him to the distance of eye-sight and then the angel of death comes; afterwards he sits near his head and says: O impure soul! come out
towards wrath of Allah. He said: Then it comes out from its body, and he snatches it off as iron-pits are snatched off from wet wool and then he takes it. So when he takes it he does not leave it in his hand for the twinkling of an eye, till they put it in that cloth, and there comes out therefrom (something) like the most stenchy smell of a corpse that is found on the surface of the earth. They then ascend therewith. They do not pass therewith by any party of angels but who say: Whose is this impure soul? They reply: So and so's, son of so and so—with the worst of his names with which he was named in this world, till it is taken to the nearest heaven and an opening is sought for it, but there is no opening for it. Then the Ms. of Allah recited: The doors of heaven will not be opened for them, nor will they enter Paradise till a camel can enter the hole of a needle. 1461 The Glorious and Almighty Allah says: Write his scroll in the lowest hell in the lowest earth. His soul is then hurled down. Afterwards he recited 'And he who sets up a partner with Allah, he falls down as it were from heaven, the birds pick him up or the wind carries

1461. This is a Quranic verse recorded in 7:40Q. It means that the unbelievers will never enter Paradise as they do not believe in the unity of Allah for the divine service.
him off to a distant place (22:31Q.)

Then his soul is returned to his body. Two angels then come to him and make him sit and ask him: Who is your Lord? He says: Ah! Ah! I don’t know. They ask him: What is your religion? He says: Ah! Ah! I don’t know. Then a proclaimer proclaims from heaven “He has spoken falsehood. So spread out for him a bed from fire, and open for him a gate towards the fire. Then its heat and heated air come to him, and his grave is narrowed down for him till his side-bones are exchanged in him.

A man, ugly of face, impure of cloth, stenchy of air, comes to him and says: Give good news of that which will give you trouble. This is your day of which you have been warned. He asks: Who are you? Your face is the face which brings evil. He says: I am your evil deed. Then he says: O Lord! don’t make the Resurrection occur. In a narration like it, he added thereto: When his soul comes out, every angel between heaven and earth and every angel in heaven send blessings to him, the doors of heaven are opened up for him and
there are no guards of door who do not but pray to Allah that his soul may be taken by their fronts. His soul (meaning infidel’s) is then taken with the veins, and then every angel between heaven and earth and every angel in heaven curse him. The doors of heaven are shut up against him. There are no guards of door who do not but pray to Allah, so that his soul may not be taken by their front. —Ahmad.

SECTION 3

1462. Washing & Coffin.

Unlike many religions, Islam formulated positive rules for washing the deceased and covering it with coffin cloth. They go to show that due reverence and respect shall be shown to a dead body irrespective of its actions in the world while alive and irrespective of its fate in the grave. A dead body shall be placed on a piece of wood and washed in such a way as is sufficient to cleanse it from external impurities. At least three washes have been prescribed preferably with soaps which stand for lot-tree leaves in days of yore. In the act of washing, the places of ablution according to order shall be taken first, and beginning should be made from the right hand side. After it is washed and cleansed, it shall be placed in a coffin-cloth or a shroud consisting generally of three white pieces—30:35. Then sweet scent and camphor shall be applied to important places of the body and over the shroud. This will remove a sense of abhorrence for a dead-body from the minds of the public who are ready for its funeral prayer. Afterwards, it shall be placed on a bier specially made for the purpose and taken to an open space for funeral prayer. Martyrs and the killed in warfields may be cofined with their wearing cloths and their bloods as no bath in their case is necessary—30:39. According to Imam Shafeyi, there is no necessity of funeral prayer and bath in case of a martyr in the battle-field—30:62; but Imam Abu Hanifah holds that prayer is necessary though not bath—30:40. A pilgrim may be cofined with his Ihram clothes and with his head uncovered—30:84. A wife can lawfully wash the dead-body of her husband but the husband cannot (Behesti Jewar).
31. **Omm Atiyah** reported: The Messenger of Allah came to us while we were washing his daughter. He said: Wash her thrice, five times or more than that if you think it proper, with water and lot-tree leaves, and apply camphor or something of camphor at the joints. When you finish it, call me. So when we finished, we called him. He gave his waist-wrap to us and said: Cover her with it. In a narration: Wash her in odd numbers, three, or five, or seven, and begin from her right hand side and her places of ablution. She said: We washed her hairs three times and then we placed her on her back.

---Agreed.

32. **Ayesha** reported that the Messenger of Allah was confined with three cloths, Yemeni, white, with cotton made in Sohul wherein there was no gown, and no turban.

---Agreed.

33. **Jaber** reported that the Messenger of Allah said: When someone of you shrouds his brother, let him make his shroud good.

---**Muslim.**

1463. She was Jainab, daughter of the Prophet by his first wife Khadijah.

1464. This does not mean that coffin cloth should be rich and luxurious. It is sufficient if it is white, simple and sufficient so as to cover all the limbs of the body. *Sohul* is a town in Yemen where clothes are prepared.
34. **Abdullah-b-Abbas** reported that a man was with the Holy Prophet. His camel trampled him while he was a pilgrim and so he died. Then the Messenger of Allah said: Wash him with water and lot-tree leaves, and coffin him in his two clothes, apply no perfume to him and don't cover his head, and verily he will be raised up on the Resurrection Day while he will be reciting "Labbaik".

—Agreed

35. **Ibn Abbas** reported that the Ms. of Allah said: Put on your white dress, because it is the best of your dresses, and coffin your dead bodies therewith. Antimony is the best of your eye-paints, because it grows hairs and increases eyesight.

—Abu Daud, Tirmizi, Ibn Majah.

36. **Ali** reported that the Messenger of Allah said: Don't spend much in funeral cloth, and verily it will be destroyed a hasty destroying. 1466

—Abu Daud.

1465. Muhrim means a man who is observing the rituals of pilgrimage or of a visit to the Holy Ka'ba. Labbaik means 'Present to God'. The Ihram clothes are two unsewn pieces—one wrapped up round the waist and another on the body. It appears from the hadis that in case a man dies in Ihram, he should be buried with his Ihram cloth as coffin and that no perfume should be applied to him. This is the mazhab of Imams Shafeyi and Ahmad, Imams Abu Hanifah and Malek hold, however, that there shall he no distinction between a pilgrim or a Muhrim in this respect.

1466. The funeral cloth will not last long. It will soon be wasted in the grave, hence costly garment should not be used as coffin,
37. **Abu Sayeed al-khodri** reported that when death came to him, he called for new cloths and put them on. Then he said: I heard the Messenger of Allah say: A dead man shall be raised up in his cloths wherein he dies.

—**Abu Daud.**

38. **Obadah-b-Swa’met** reported from the Messenger of Allah who said: The best of coffins is a gown, and the best of sacrificing animals is a horned ram.

—**Abu Daud, Tirmizi and Ibn Majah from Abu Omanah.**

39. **Ibn Abbas** reported that the Messenger of Allah passed order in respect of the dead of the Uhud in order that their coats of iron and skin might be taken from them and that they might be buried with their bloods and their clothes. 1477

—**Abu Daud, Ibn Majah.**

40. **Sa’ad Ibrahim** reported from his father that some food was brought before Abdur Rahma’n-b-Auf while he was fasting. 1478 He said: Mus’ab-b-Omrar was martyred, and he was better than me. He was buried in a sheet which, if his head was covered, kept his legs open, and if his legs

---

1477. According to Imam Shafii, no bath and funeral prayer for a martyr in the battle field are necessary, but Imam Abu Hanifa holds that funeral prayer is necessary, and not bath.

1478. Abdur Rahman was one of the few companions who received good news of Paradise during their life-time. This hadis refers to a verse of the Holy Quran: Whoso intends this temporary world, We have given for him therein what We wish for one We like and then We have prepared for him hell in which he will enter debased and dejected. He thought that he was unfortunate as he received rewards in this world.
were covered, kept his head open. And I consider that he said: Hamzah was martyred and he was better than me. Afterwards what was spread for us from the world was spread (or he said: We have been given from this world what we have been given), and we feared lest our virtues hastened (rewards) for us. Then he began to weep till he left the food. —Bukhari.

41. Ja'ber reported that the Messenger of Allah came to Abdullah-b-Obai after he was placed in his grave. He passed order about him and he was taken out. Then he placed him on his two knees and cast his saliva on him and shrouded him with his gown. He said that he coffined Abbas with a gown. 1469

—Agreed.

SECTION 4

1470. Funeral prayer and procession

(a) Funeral prayer called Janaja prayer is usually necessary in case of all Muslims, male or female, that have breathed in the world, or of infants who lived only for a few seconds—30:80. Taking part in this service is Farze Kefayah. If some of the Muslims would perform it, the remaining Muslims will not be held up for sin. It is however a duty of every member of the Muslim Common-wealth to attend the

1469. Abdullah-b-Ubay was the chief of the hypocrites at Medina. He was a constant danger to the little Islamic Common-wealth then existing. They were still Muslims. Inspite of their deep-rooted enmity to Islam, they received treatment from the Prophet unparalleled in the history of the world. After the death of Abduallah, Prophet gave his gown to be used as a shroud for the chief of the hypocrites and he himself led his funeral prayer. That he was a mercy for the world is seen from this example.
funeral and burial service of the deceased. Those who take part in the prayer must perform ablution. The bier shall be placed in front in an open place. When, however, it is not possible for rain or other reason, it may be held within the mosque. It can be held also for an absent deceased—30:49. The Imam shall stand generally in the middle of the dead-body facing it, and the people present will form themselves generally in to three lines—30:78, facing the Qibla. The Imam will open the prayer by reciting ‘Takbir’ in a loud voice and hands will be raised up to the ears and then placed as in prayer. Then the following shall be read.

سبحانكِ أللهم وَتعالى جدالِ ولا يَغِيركِ

“Glory to Thee, O Allah, and Thine is the praise, and Blessed is Thy name, and Exalted is Thy Majesty and there is none to be served besides Thee”. After this, the Opening chapter of the Book should be read in silence by the Imam and the people—30:51. After then, the Imam shall recite the second takbir in a loud voice without the hands being raised up and then the following shall be read.

"O Allah, exalt Muhammad and the true followers of Muhammad as Thou didst exalt Abraham and the true followers of Abraham; surely Thou art the Praised, Mighty. O Allah! bless Muhammad and the true followers of Muhammad as Thou didst bless Abraham and the true followers of Abraham. Surely Thou art the Praised, Mighty.

اللهُ مَلُّ على محمدٍ وَعلى النَّبِيِّ مُبِينِ

Afterwards the Imam shall read the third Takbir in a loud voice. It will be followed by a prayer for forgiveness of the deceased in silence in the form as recorded in traditions 30, 52, 71, 72 and 79. Then the fourth Takbir shall be recited in a loud voice by the Imam followed
by Taslim which runs thus — السلام عليكم ورحمة الله (Peace be on thee, and mercy of Allah). The prayer will be thus finished with supplication.

(b) The dead-body shall then be put on the shoulders of men to be carried to its permanent resting place in a procession as a mark of respect. All present must join in this funeral procession—30:44, and march on preferably on foot—30:68. Riding has been condemned—30:68. A great reward has been promised for him who joins this procession—30:48. Whenever the dead-body passes, all must stand up to show respect to it—30:46. In this procession or afterwards, care must be taken to avoid speaking evils of the deceased and all must engage themselves in extolling its virtues.

42. **Abu Hurairah** reported that the Ms. of Allah said: Hasten with the dead-body. If it was pious, you will be taking good in advance to it (piety); and if it was other than that, you will be putting off evil from your shoulders —Agreed.

43. **Abu Sayeed** reported that the Ms. of Allah said: When a dead-body is placed and the people carry it over their necks, it says if it was pious "Take me in haste," and if it was other than pious, it says to its family-members "Woe to it! where do you go with it?" Everything except man hears its voice. Had a human being heard, he would have surely fallen in swoon. —Bukhari.

44. **Same** reported that the Ms. of Allah said: When you see a deadbody, stand up. Whoso follows it, let him not sit down till it is put down. —Agreed.
45. **Ali** reported that the Ms. of Allah said: For a Muslim over a Muslim, there are six (duties) in a just manner. He will greet him when he meets him, he will respond to him when he invites him, he will respond to his praise of Allah when he sneezes, he will visit him when he falls ill, he will follow his bier when he is dead, and he will love for him what he loves for himself.

—Tirmizi.

46. **Jaber** reported that a bier was passing. The Ms. of Allah got up for it, and we also stood along with him. We asked: O Ms. of Allah! verily she is a jewess. He said: Verily death is a terror. So whenever you see a bier, stand up. 1471

—Agreed.

47. **Ali** reported: We saw the Ms. of Allah standing up and so we stood up, and sitting and so we sat—that is about a bier. 1472

—Muslim.

1471. This shows how broad and catholic was the view of the Prophet. He did not hesitate to show respect to the dead-body of a Jewess. This proves that all dead-bodies should be honoured and respected, regard being had that they are dead-bodies belonging to no caste and creed.

1472. In a narration of Malek and Abu Daud: He stood up for a dead-body and he sat down afterwards. Without this addition, the former meant that one should remain standing till the bier passes away from sight. The latter version of Abu Daud meant otherwise.
48. **Abu Hurairah** reported that the Ms. of Allah said: Whoso follows the bier of a Muslim out of faith and hope of reward and remains with it till he says funeral prayer over it, and then finishes its burial, certainly he will return with reward of two Qirats, every Qirat is like Uhud; and whoso says his prayer over it and returns before it is buried, he will certainly return with one Qirat. 1473

---Agreed.

49. **Same** reported that the Holy Prophet gave death-news of Negus to the people on the day he died, and he came out with them to the praying place, formed ranks with them and recited four takbirs. 1474

---Agreed.

---

1473. Uhud is a mountain near Medina where the battle of Uhud took place. Qirat ordinarily means one-twelfth portion of a dinar (about Re 1/-), but here it means a great reward.

1474. Takbir is recitation of "Allaho-Akbar" i.e., Allah is greatest. Negus is the official title of the Abyssinian kings. The particular king here was Ashamah. He was at first a Christian and then a Muslim. He took special care of Prophet's companions who migrated to Abyssinia for the first time in the 5th year of the Cali to avoid persecutions of the Quraish. The Holy Prophet learnt from revelation that Negus had died. The companions did not first believe, but when they heard of his death on the exact date which the Holy Prophet mentioned, they were astonished and became more attached to the Prophet. This shows that no funeral prayer as a rule can be held within the mosques. Funeral prayer can be made for an absent dead-body according to Imam Shafei but not according to Imam Abu Hanifah.
55. Ibn Abbas reported that the Ms. of Allah passed by a grave buried at night. He asked: When has it been buried? They replied: Last night. He asked: Why have you not informed me? They said: We buried it during darkness of the night. So we disliked to awake you from sleep. He then stood and we formed ranks behind him and then he prayed over it. 1480

—Agreed.

56. Abu Hurairah reported that a black woman (or a youth) used to live in the mosque. The Ms. of Allah missed her and enquired about her (or him). They said: He died. He said: Why have you not called me? He replied that they had thought her (or his) affair as it were insignificant. He said: Guide me to his grave. So they guided him. Then he said prayer over her and said: Verily these graves are full of darkness over their dwellers and verily Allah will lighten them for them owing to my prayer over them. 1481

—Agreed.

4180. The name of this man was Talha-b-Bara'-uomair. This also corroborates that funeral prayer over a dead man after burial is lawful.

1481. The narrator was not exact in narrating whether the dead-body belonged to a woman or to a youth. Therefore 'his' or 'her' has been used,
57. **Koraib**, a freedman of Ibn Abbas reported from Abdullah-b-Abbas that a son of his died at Qadid or at Usfan. He said: O Koraib! see how many persons gather for him. He said: Then I came out when lo! people gathered for him. I informed him and so he said: You say that they are forty. 'Yes' said he. He said: Take him out because I heard the Ms. of Allah say: There is no Muslim who dies and then 40 men who do not set up anything with Allah stand for his funeral prayer but Allah accepts their pleading for him. 1482

—Muslim

58. **Ayesha** reported from the Ms. of Allah who said: There is no dead man for whom a party of the Muslims numbering one hundred intercede but Allah accepts their intercession for him. Muslim

59. **Anas** reported that they passed by a dead-body and praised it with good. Then the Prophet said: It has become certain. Then they passed by another and spoke ill of it. He said: It has become certain. Omar asked: What has become certain? He replied: You have praised it with good, and so paradise became certain for it;

---

1482. These 40 men must be pious and must not set up anything with Allah. In other words, their actions in this world are guided only by the motive of seeking pleasure of Allah. There is no other consideration for which they act.
and you have spoken ill of it, and so the fire became certain for it; you are the witnesses of Allah in this world. 1498 Agreed upon it. And in a narration: The believers are the witnesses of Allah in this world.

60. **Omar** reported that the Ms. of Allah said: Whoso Muslim is witnessed by four men as good, Allah will admit him in Paradise. We enquired: And three? He said: And three. We asked. And two? He replied: And two. Then we did not ask him about one.

—Bukhari

61. **Ayesha** reported that the Ms. Allah said: Don't backbite the dead, as they have reached what they sent in advance.

—Bukhari

62. **Jaber** reported that the Ms. of Allah was uniting every two persons out of the martyrs of Uhud under one shroud and then saying: Who among them was more attached to the Quran? When one of the two was hinted at, he put him first in the grave and said: I shall be a witness of these men on the Resurrection Day. He then passed order for their burial with their blood. He did not say funeral prayer over them, nor were they washed. 1494

—Bukhari

1498. The attestation itself does not make one lucky of Paradise and unlucky of Hell, but this is a sign that the man would be an inmate of Paradise or Hell.

1494. Imam Shafi'i follows this hadis, while Imam Abu Hanifa follows hadis no. 82.
63. Ja'ber-b-Samorah reported that a horse without rein was brought to the Prophet. He rode upon it when he departed from the funeral prayer of Ibn Dadhah, and we were walking around him.

—Muslim.

64. Mugirah-b-Shu'bah reported that the Holy Prophet said: The rider shall march behind the dead body, and the footman shall walk behind its back and by its front and by its right and by its left-sides very near to it. (As for) a child, funeral prayer shall be said over it, and for its parents there shall be prayer for forgiveness and mercy. 1493 —Abu Daud.

65. Juhri reported from Sa'lem from his father who said: I saw the Ms. of Allah, Abu Bakr and Omar walking in front of a dead-body. 1486

—Abu Daud, Tirmizi, Nisai.

66. Abdurrah-b-Mas'ud reported that the Ms. of Allah said: A bier shall be followed, and he who

1485. In a narration of Ahmad, Tirmizi, Nisai and Ibn majah, the Holy Prophet is reported to have said: A riding man shall be behind a dead body and a footman shall be near it wherever he wishes, and a child shall be prayed for. The reporter in Musahih is Mugirah-b-Ziyad. According to Imam Ahmad, when a child is 4 months and 10 days old in the womb, funeral prayer for it shall be said if it is born dead. Imam Abu Hanifa and others hold that the child must be born alive in order to acquire a right of funeral prayer.

1486. Tirmizi says that the traditionists hold it as "Mursal." This tradition is followed by Imams Shafei and Ahmad. Imam Abu Hanifa holds, however, that walking behind the bier is better as it imparts admonition and shows respect to the dead-body.
was not with it shall not follow him who is in front of it. 1487
—Tirmizi, Abu Daud, Ibn Majah.

67. **Abu Hurairah** reported that the Ms. of Allah said: Whoso follows a bier and carries it three times, he has indeed fulfilled what was due from him about its right. 1488
—Tirmizi.

68. **Saoban** reported: We came out with the Holy Prophet in the matter of a bier. He saw some men riding. So he said: Are you not ashamed that the angels of Allah are upon their feet, while you are upon the backs of animals? 1489
—Tirmizi, Ibn Majah, Abu Daud.

69. **Ibn Abbas** reported that the Prophet read the “Opening of the Book” in a funeral prayer.
—Tirmizi, Abu Daud, Ibn Majah.

70. **Abu Hurairah** reported that the Ms. of Allah said: When you pray over a dead man, make your prayer sincere for him.
—Abu Daud, Ibn Majah.

---

1487. This hadis supports Imam Abu Hanifa’s view that the bier should be followed. Tirmizi said that a narrator of this tradition Abu Ma’ jed is not known.

1488. It is mentioned in Sharhi-sunnat that the Prophet carried Sa’ad-b-Mu’ as when he was dead between two woods.

1489. Abu Daud’s narration is slightly differently worded. Tirmizi said that it was narrated as Maqaf tradition. Hadis 80:68 shows that riding is lawful behind the bier. It has been said that the rider in the former case could not walk. The Jurists however agreed that there should be no riding in front of a bier.
71. **Same** reported that when the Apostle of Allah prayed over a dead body, he used to say: O Allah! forgive our dead and our living, our present and our absent, our young and our old, our male and our female. O Allah! whosoever of us Thou keepest alive, give him life in Islam, and whosoever of us Thou causest to die, cause his death upon faith. O Allah! deprive us not of his reward, nor try us after him.

—Ahmad, Abu Daud, Tirmizi, Ibn Majah.

72. **Waselah-b-Asqa’a** reported: The Apostle of Allah said funeral prayer over a man among the Muslims. I heard him say: O Allah! so and so, son of so and so, is in Thy protection and in the rope of Thy neighbourhood. So save him from the trials of the grave and punishment of the fire. Thou art the Owner of grant and truth. O Allah! pardon him and show him kindness. Verily Thou art the Forgiving, the Merciful.

—Abu Daud, Tirmizi.

---

1490. Nisai narrated the tradition from Ibrahim Ash’imali who reported it from his father. His narration ended up to the Prophet’s saying of “Our female.” In a narration of Abu Daud, he said: Give its life upon faith, and cause it to die upon Islam. It was ended with “And don’t misguide us after it”.

1491. The rope here means the Holy Quran. It says: And hold fast by the rope of Allah (6:103). Neighbourhood signifies security or peace. The meaning of “in the rope of Thy neighbourhood” is that he be in peace owing to his long attachment with the Holy Quran.
73. **Ibn Omar** reported that the Messenger of Allah said: Remember the virtues of your dead and withhold from their sins. 1492

—**Abu Daud, Tirmizi.**

74. **Na‘fe-Abi-Galeb** reported: I said prayer with Anas-b-Ma‘lek over a dead body of a man. He stood in front of its head. Then they brought the dead-body of a woman of the Quraish. They asked: O Abu Hamjah! pray over her. Then he stood in front of the middle of the bier. Ala-b-Ziyad said to him: Thus I have seen the Apostle of Allah standing for funeral prayer (over the woman) as you are standing by her, and over the man as you are standing by him. He said: Yes. 1493

—**Tirmizi, Ibn Majah.**

75. **Abdus Rahman-b-Abi Laila** reported that Sahl-b-Hunaif and Qais-b-Sa‘ad were seated at Qadesia, 1494 and then a dead-body was passing by them. They

---

1492: This hadis teaches the world that the virtuous acts of the dead past should be always spoken of irrespective of their castle and creed, and the evil deeds should not at all be mentioned while the dead are talked of. This catholicity of Islam is without any parallel in the history of religions. It has been said that speaking ill of the dead is a greater back-biting than that of those who are alive, because pardon may be obtained from those who are alive for the sin thus committed but it is not so in the other case.

1493: In a narration of Abu Daud, there is similar report with an addition which runs thus: And he stood by the buttock of a female.

1494: Qadesia is a place nearly thirty miles off from Kufa. It is well-known because the famous battle of Qadesia took place here at the time of the Caliph Omar. Zimmis were those non-muslim subjects who were under protection of the Muslim by virtue of
got up. It was said to them both that it was of the inmates of this world, that is, of the protected non-Muslims. They both said that a dead body had passed by the Apostle of Allah and he stood. He was told: Verily it is a dead-body of a Jew. Then he said: Was it not a soul? 1435

Agreed.

76. Oba'dah-b-Swamet reported that whenever the Ms. of Allah followed a bier, he used not to sit down till it was put down in the grave. A learned man of the Jews submitted to him and said to him: Thus we do, O Muhammad. He said: Then the Ms. of Allah sat down and said: Act in opposition to them. 1436

—Abu Daud, Ibn Majah, Tirmizi, (Rare).

77. Muhamad-b-Sirin reported that a dead-body passed by Hasan b-Ali and Ibn Abbas. Then Hasan stood up, but Ibn Abbas did not stand. Then Hasan asked: Did not the Apostle of Allah stand up for the dead-body of a Jew? 'Yes' said he, "afterwards he sat down."

—Nisai.

1435. The Prophet took his stand to show respect to the dead-body of a Jew simply because it was a man possessing soul. This teaches us that as soon as a man is dead, hostility should cease and honour should be shown to the deceased soul. How fine is the teaching: How catholic is the treatment towards foes!

1436. Tirmizi said that the narrator Bishr-b-Rafe was not so confirmed.
78. Malek-b-Hubairah reported: I heard the Apostle of Allah say: There is no Muslim who dies and is then prayed for by three ranks of the Muslims but he makes (Paradise) obligatory. 1497

—Abu Daud.

79. Abu Hurairah reported from the Holy Prophet about prayer over a dead-body: O Allah! Thou art its Lord, and Thou hast created it, and Thou hast guided it towards Islam, Thou hast taken out its soul and Thou knowest best about its secret and its open. We have come as intercessors. So forgive him.

—Abu Daud.

80. Jaber reported that the Prophet said: No child shall it be prayed over, nor shall it inherit, nor shall it be inherited till it takes breath.

—Tirmizi, Ibn Majah.

438w. Ali reported that the Ms. of Allah ordered us to stand up in presence of a dead-body. Then he sat down after that, and he ordered us to sit down.

—Ahmad.

1497. The narrator said: Whenevert there were no sufficient men for funeral prayer, Malik used to divide those present into three lines owing to this tradition. In a narration of Tirmizi, he said: Whenever Malek-b-Hubairah used to say funeral prayer and the people present were few, he used to divide them into three lines. Then he used to say that the Apostle of Allah said: Whoso divides over it into three lines, it (Paradise) becomes obligatory. Ibn Majah narrated similar to this tradition.
**SECTION 5**

(a) **Burial is a natural and responsible system.** A decent burial and not burning of the dead-body has been recommended by almost all the religions of the world. As dead-bodies must be respected, the system of burial was introduced as far back as the time of Adam. It is for the earth either to consume the dead-body or not to consume. The earth has, however, no power to consume the dead-bodies of the prophets. Body is made of earth and it is nourished by fruits and crops grown from the earth. Then it will again return to earth. This is the natural state of things, because “everything returns to its origin—كل شيء يرجع إلى أصله”

Soul is not from earth but from God’s essence, and hence it will return to its origin. Therefore reason dictates that the best method for disposing of the dead-body is by burial.

(b) **Procedure of Burial.** The grave must be excavated deep in order to keep the dead-body at a safe depth from sanitary point of view. The dead-body shall then be placed upon the ground of the grave with its face turned towards the direction of the Holy Ka’ba. An invocation as recorded in tradition 30:92 shall then be read. Near the head, three stones or pieces of earth shall be placed either with the recitation of the first and the last portion of the Chapter Cow of the Holy Quran, or with the following—منها خلقناك رفينا نعيدهُم ومنها نذر جمع نارة أخرى—From it We have created thee, and unto it We shall send thee back, and from it We shall raise you a second time—30:55 Q. Then bamboos or woods

1498. People gathered there. He divided them into three lines and then the Ms. of Allah said: Whosoever is prayed over by three lines, it (Paradise) becomes obligatory. Ibn Majah narrated like it.

This is applicable in all prayers. The Imam must stand on the same level with his followers upon the ground.
would be placed in a horizontal or oblong manner at a little distance above the dead-body to prevent earth from falling down, and spreading of earth will begin from the side of head—\(30:43\) Q. When everything is complete, the earth shall be made high in the centre like the back of a camel—\(30:83\) and water shall be spread over it \(30:99\). Then after invocations for the good of the deceased and forgiveness for his sins, all will depart from the place.

(c) Abominable things. The Holy Prophet greatly disliked high constructions over the graves and condemned even plastering of graves—\(30:85\). Inscriptions of any kind over the grave in commemoration of the deceased have been banned—\(30:93\). Sometimes he ordered to demolish high domes over the graves—\(30:84\). He discouraged even prayer over the graves—\(30:86\).

REFERENCES. You cannot make these hear who are in the graves—\(36:23\) Q; grave is the first stage of external journey—\(31:8\); graves not to be treated as mosques—\(34:147, 149, 150\); grave's condition—\(33:620\)w; Prophet was buried at his place of death—\(44:176\); Friday's death ominous—\(94:564\).

81. A'\textsuperscript{mer}-b-Sa'\textsuperscript{ad} reported that Sa'\textsuperscript{ad}-b-Ali Waqqas said in his illness of which he died: Dig an oblong grave for me and fix sticks upon me as was done with the Ms. of Allah.

---Muslim.

82. Ibn Abbas reported that a red velvet was placed on the grave of the Apostle of Allah. \(1500\)

---Muslim.

83. Sufyan-at-Tammar reported that he saw the grave of the Messenger of Allah as the back of a camel.

---Bukhari.

84. Abul Hayyaz-al-Asadi reported: Ali told me: Shall I not send you for what the Messenger of Allah sent me?—that you

\(1500\). Qatifa means velvet. It was spread in the grave of the Holy prophet over the ground.
shall not leave any picture except that you have destroyed it, and any high sepulchre except that you have levelled it down. 1501

—Muslim.

85. Jaber reported that the Messenger of Allah prohibited from plastering a grave or constructing a building over it, or sitting over it. —Muslim.

86. Abu Marsad-al-Ganawi reported that the Messenger of Allah said: Don't sit upon the graves, nor pray towards them. —Muslim.

87. Abu Hurairah reported that the Messenger of Allah said: That someone among you should sit upon a burning coal and then burn his clothes and thereby take heat to his skin is better for him than that he should sit on a grave. —Muslim.

88. Ibn Abbas reported that the Messenger of Allah said: Oblong grave is for us and straight grave is for others. 1502

—Tirmizi, Abu Daud, Nisai, Ibn Majah.

1501. Some men take refuge to the graves of saintly men and sometimes take their permanent residence there. This is prohibited according to Islam. The construction of buildings or flower gardens in the grave-yard is prohibited. It appears also from this that reading the Quran sitting by or over the grave is also disallowed. The jurists say that up to a height of one cubit or half a cubit, pucca fencing can be raised and, that pictures shall be hung up nowhere in the grave. By this act, the last remnant of idolatry has been killed.

1502. Ahmad also narrated it from Jarir-b-Abdullah. 'Lahd' is a grave which covers the dead body from superficial view from above without any artificial covering, and 'Shaq' is a grave which is straight and which exposes the dead body fully to the view before burial.
89. **Hesham-b-A’mer** reported that the Prophet said on the day of Uhud: Dig, make spacious, make deep, make good and bury two or three in one grave and face most of them according to the Quran. 1508

—Ahmad, Tirmizi, Abu Daud and Nisai.

90. **Jaber** reported that when there came the Day of Uhud, my aunt came with my father to bury him in a graveyard. Then a proclaimer of the Messenger of Allah proclaimed: Send back the martyrs to their beds. 1504

—Ahmad, Tirmizi, Abu Daud, Nisai.

91. **Ibn Abbas** reported that the Holy Prophet entered a graveyard at night. Then a light was brought for him. He began from the side of Qiblah and said: May Allah bless you if you were God-fearing and the reader of the Quran. 1505

—Tirmizi.

1506. In other words, faces of dead men must be turned towards the Holy Ka’ba which is the Qibla of the Muslims for all affairs as directed by the Quran. It also appears that in case of necessity, two or more dead bodies can be buried in one grave. Ibn Majah narrated it up to “make good”.

1505. In other words, the dead-bodies should be taken back to the field of Uhud to be buried there. From this, it is deduced that martyrs should be buried in the battle-field and not in ordinary grave-yards. This is also commendable (Mustahab) in case of other people.

1504. It is said in Sharhi-Sunnat that its chain of narration is weak. Tirmizi says that this tradition is fair and correct.
92. Ibn Omar reported that whenever the Apostle admitted a dead-body in a grave, he used to utter: In the name of Allah, and with the help of Allah, and upon the religion of the Apostle of Allah. (And in a narration: Upon the way of the Apostle of Allah).

—Ahmad, Tirmizi, Ibn Majah.

93. Jaber reported that the Ms. of Allah forbade plastering of graves making inscription thereon and treading. 1503

—Tirmizi.

94. Qasem-b-Muhammad reported: I went to Ayesha and said: O mother! open for me the grave of the Apostle of Allah and his two companions. So she opened for me the three graves which were neither high, nor joined to ground-level, cemented with new stones of the plain.

—Abu Daud.

95. Bara'a-b-A'jeb reported: We came out with the Messenger of Allah for funeral prayer of a man among the Ansars. We reached the grave-yard while the grave was yet being dug. Then

1606. This hadis distinctly gives instructions that no inscriptions either in wood, stones or anything is allowed on graves by way of commemorations. This shows that no writing either of the Quranic verses or sayings of the Prophet over a grave is legal. Some doctors of Hanifi mazhab held it as only Makruh but lawful.
the Ms. of Allah sat facing the Ka’ba and we (also) sat with him.

—Abu Daud, Nisai, Ibn Majah

96. Ayesha reported that the Messenger of Allah said: To break a bone of a dead-man is like breaking it during life time.

—Malek, Abu Daud, Ibn Majah

97. Amr-b-al A’s reported that he said to his son while he was on the point of death: When I shall be dead, no mourner and no fire shall accompany me. Then when you will bury me, spread earth over me with ease and then keep standing around my grave as long as a she-camel is slaughtered and its meat divided, till I take comfort on your account and know with what I shall reply to the messengers of my Lord. 1507

—Muslim

98. Ibn Abi Mulaikah reported that when Abdur Rahman, son of Abu Bakr, died at Hubush (it is a place), he was carried to Mecca and buried there. When Ayesha arrived, she came to the grave of Abdur Rahman, son of Abu Bakr, and then said: By Allah, had I been present to you, you would not have been

1507. This is not a hadis as it appears from the context. Still it has got its value as it was the action of a companion. After burial, people should stand a while for peace of the departed soul.
buried except where you died. Had I had seen you, I would not have visited you. 1.03 —Tirmizi.

99. **Abu Rafe** reported that the Messenger of Allah placed Sa'ad and spread out water upon his grave.

—*Ibn Majah.*

100. **Abu Hurairah** reported that the Apostle of Allah prayed over a dead-body and then came to the grave and put down three (stones) from the side of its head.

—*Ibn Majah.*

435w. **Urwah-b-Zubair** reported that there were two men at Medina. One of them used to prepare oblong grave and another the contrary. They said: Whoso among the two comes first to do his deed, (they would follow him). Then one who used to dig oblong grave came and so he prepared (such) grave for the Prophet.

—*Sharhi-Sunnat.*

436w. **Ibn Abbas** reported that the grave of the Apostle of Allah was filled up from the side of his head.

—*Shafeyi.*

437w. **Ja'far-b-Muhammad** reported a defective tradition from

---

1603. Abdur Rahman was brother of Hazrat Ayesha. He died at Hubshi near Mecca. Hazrat Ayesha was so much overwhelmed with grief at the death of her brother that she came all the way from Medina to Mecca and recited some verses in front of the grave of her brother. This shows that a dead-body should be buried in the place where it dies. The verses occur in the original book.
his father that the Ms. of Allah threw three pebbles at a time over the dead body with his hands and that he spread (water) over the grave of his son Ibrahim and put pebbles on him. 1503

—Sharhi-Sunnah.

438w. Jaber reported that the grave of the Holy Prophet was watered, and he who spread water over his grave was Bilal b Rabah. He began from the direction of his head till he reached his feet.

—Baihaqi.

439w. Abdullah-b-Omar reported: I heard the Apostle of Allah say: When someone of you dies, don't keep him confined and take him hastily to his grave, and let "the opening of the Cow" 1510 be read near his head, and "the end of the Cow" near his feet.

—Baihaqi.

440w. Amr-b-Hajj reported that the Apostle of Allah saw me reclining over a grave. Then he said: Let us not give trouble to the inmate of this grave, (or don't give trouble to him).

—Ahmad

1503. Shaleyi narrated it up to "spread water." At the time of the placing of the first stone, Prophet used to recite: إِنْيَا خَلَقْنَاكُم (therefrom We have created you), at the time of second stone: إِنْيَا نُمِيدْكُم (therein We shall send you back), and at the time of the third stone: وَمِنْهَا فَرَجْحُكُمُ تَأَرَّخُ أُخْرَى (And therefrom We shall take you out another time).

1510. This is the second chapter of the Holy Quran.
CHAPTER XXXI

SECTION

1511. MOURNING.

(a) Natural mourning lawful. Mourning on the death of dear ones comes out naturally in mind and is not therefore illegal. On such an event, there arise a great grief in mind and a great commotion in the whole system which produce tears in eyes and melancholy look in appearances. That grief which arises sincerely in heart as a matter of course cannot be prevented and as such not prohibited. The Holy Prophet himself wept at the death of his son Ibrahim and some of his beloved companions—31:1. Simple weeping is therefore not bad and brings no sin either on the deceased or on the weeping man or woman—31:20. But loud wailing followed by strikings of breasts, hands and feet, and tearing of clothes have been held to be abominable (31:3). Artificial mourning along with the wearing of black badges has not been recommended, so also the system of hired mourners (31:7) as such mourning is opposed to nature. There is however difference of opinion as to whether a dead-body is punished owing to the loud bewailings of the inmates of the house. Hazrat Omar, Ibn Abbas and Ibn Omar used to hold in accordance with the traditions recorded in 31:2, 14 and 15 that it is punished. But Hazrat Ayesha held that a deceased is not punished on the principle that “nobody will bear the burden of others 23:12Q. The view of Hazrat Ayesha seems to be more correct on the ground as stated by her and also on the ground that no sin attaches to a dead man after he is dead—4:29. She explained away the traditions of the opposite view by saying that there were the wailings over the unbelievers in those cases.

(b) Condolence. It is, however, a duty on every member of the Islamic Common-wealth to have condolence on the death of his brother-Muslim and to convey words of sympathy and consolation to the relatives of the deceased. The best words of condolence according to the Holy Prophet are: عِنَّ الْلَّهِ مَا أَخْذَ وَلَهُ مَا عَطَى وَكُلُّ شَيْءٍ عِنَّهُ بَاجِلٌ مُسَمَّى (Verily what ‘Allah’ has taken away is for Him, and what He has given is for Him, and everything near Him is up
to a fixed time), and إننا رأنا الرجوع (Verily we are for Allah, and to Him we shall return). The neighbouring Muslims should supply provision to the inmates of the deceased's family at least for three days—31:13. This is the practical sign of condolence so far as the general Muslims are concerned. In case of relatives, the pain of separation is more acute, and therefore mourning for at least three days is lawful.

(c) **Mourning of a widow.** In case of a consummated widow, the mourning for four months and ten days from the time of her husband’s death has been allowed. She is not allowed to take a second husband during this period. After it is over, there is no bar on her to take a second husband. During the period of mourning, a widow shall observe the simplest mode of life and shall indulge in no fineries of this world. She must put off her ornaments and wear simple unstriped garments. In pre-Islamic times, it was the practice among the Arabs that after the husband's death, the widow had to closet herself in a small dungeon and put on rugged and unclean clothes, had to keep the hairs small and sometimes even preferred death. At times, an animal was brought to her. She used to sacrifice it and besmear her private parts with its blood. These things were abolished by the Holy Prophet. The widow should not shift from her husband’s house in this period and she shall not use perfumed oil. The cruel rigours of life that are put on a widow in some societies have been strongly condemned by the Holy Quran and Hadis.

(d) **Patience and forbearance.** The reward of patience and forbearance on the death of son, wife, father, mother and other dear relatives is very great. It has been fully discussed in note 365. Three children or even one child of parents who died ahead of parents will carry them to Paradise—31:5,23. Even patience at their death brings good rewards—31:10. It must be remembered however that the best time of patience is at the first news of mishap. There is no good in bewailings and lamentings as in that way the dear deceased cannot be regained but on the contrary they open the gate of ill health and indifference. Such a bewailing man should remember that too much grief is a cause of sudden death (hadis).
1. **Osamah-b-Zaid** reported that the daughter of the Prophet sent for him (informing): Verily a son of mine has died, so come to us. He sent conveying greetings and saying: Verily what Allah has taken is for Him and what He has given is for Him, and to Him everything is for a fixed time. So be patient, and hope for reward. Then she sent for him giving him oath to come to her without fail. So he got up and there were with him Sa'ad-b-Obadah, Mu'az-b-Jabal, Obai-b-Ka'ab, Zaid-b-Sabet and some men. The boy was raised up before the Apostle of Allah, while his mind was bursting into grief. His two eyes became full of tears. Sa'ad said: O Ms. of Allah! what is this? He said: This is tenderness which Allah placed in the hearts of His servants, and certainly Allah shows kindness to the kind among His servants.

---Agreed.

2. **Abdullah-b-Omar** reported that Sa'd-b-Oba'dah complained of his illness. So the Prophet came to him to see him with Abdur Rahman-b-Auf, Sa'd-b-Abiwaqqas and Abdullah-b-Mas'ud. When he went to him, he found him in swoon. Then he said: He has just expired. They said: No, O Ms. of Allah.
Then the Prophet burst into tears. When the people saw weeping of the Prophet, they also wept. He said: Do you not hear that verily Allah will not punish for tears of eyes, nor for grief of heart, but He will punish for this, (and he pointed out to his tongue), or He will show kindness? And verily a dead man will be punished on account of the weeping of his family for him. —Agreed.

3. **Abdullah-b-Mas'ud** reported that the Ms. of Allah said: There is none among us who beats faces and tears out shirts and cries aloud like the crying of the Days of Ignorance. —Agreed.

4. **Abu Burdah** reported that Abu Musa fell senseless. His wife, mother of Abdullah, came to him crying aloud. Afterwards he regained sense and said: while he was talking with her: Do you not know that the Ms. of Allah said: I am displeased with one who shaves (hairs), cries aloud and tears”?

5. **Abu Hurairah** reported that the Apostle of Allah said: There is no Muslim for whom three of the issues die and who then enters the fire except that He unlooses the Oath. \(^{1512}\) —Agreed.

\(^{1512}\) This means that one whose three minor children died will enter Paradise. The unloosening of the oath means that if such a man enters the fire, it will be nothing that Allah will break His oath to the effect that such man will never enter the fire.
6. **Same** reported that the Apostle of Allah said: Allah will say:
There is for a faithful servant of Mine no reward near Me except Paradise when I cause to die his dear one out of the inmates of the world and then he seeks it (reward).

   —Bukhari.

7. **Abu Sayeed-al-Khodri** reported that the Apostle of Allah cursed a female mourner and a female hearer of mourning. 1513 —Abu Daud.

8. **Anas** reported that the Ms. of Allah said: There is no believer but for whom there are two doors—one door through which his actions rise up and another through which his provision comes down. When he dies, they weep over him, and that is His saying: The heaven and earth do not weep for them. 1514 —Tirmisi.

9. **Ibn Abbas** reported that the Apostle of Allah said: Whoso has got his two minor issues among my followers dead, Allah will admit him with them.

---

1513. Here mourner means one who makes Naahah means to weep with various descriptions of the dead or to cry aloud. This was prohibited.

1514. "The heaven and earth do not weep for the unbelievers" say the Quran. It appears therefore that on the death of a believer, heaven and earth weep.

1515. FART is called preceding. It means also the man who goes ahead of a caravan and keeps water, storage and everything necessary at the next station for caravan. Here it means minor child who dies before parents. The child is as it were gone to another world ahead of his parents to prepare for their enjoyments in Paradise.
in Paradise. Ayesha asked: He who has got one minor son dead from your followers? He said: O darling! and even he who has got one minor son dead. She asked: He who has got no minor issue from your followers? He replied: Then I am one who will precede my followers who will never be troubled like me.

—Tirmizi (Rare).

10. Abu Musa al-Ash'ari reported that the Messenger of Allah said: When a child of a servant dies, the Almighty Allah says to His angels: Have you taken out the life of My servant's child? 'Yes' they reply. He says: You have taken the life of the fruit of his heart. They say: 'Yes'. He says: What has My servant said? They say: He has praised Thee and recited Istirja'a. 1516 Allah then says: Build a house for My servant in Paradise and name it the House of Praise. —Ahmad, Tirmizi.

11. Abdullah-b-Mas'ud reported that the Apostle of Allah said: Whoso gives consolation to one who has got mishap, there is

1516. Istirja'a means to recite “Verily we are for Allah and to Him we shall return”. This reward is for those believers whose children die in their presence and who utter Istirja'a, thereby keeping patience and resigning to Allah.
for him the like of his reward. —Tirmizi, Ibn Majah.

12. **Abu Barjah** reported that the Apostle of Allah said: Whoso consoles a bereaved woman will be dressed in Paradise with gown. —Tirmizi (Rare).

13. **Abullah-b-Ja'far** reported that when the death-news of Ja'far reached, the Holy Prophet said: Prepare food for the family of Ja'far, and there has indeed come to them what has kept them engaged. —Tirmizi, Abu Daud, Ibn Majah.

14. **Mugirah-b-Shu'bah** reported: I heard the Ms. of Allah say: Whoso is loudly bewailed upon will be punished on the Resurrection Day with what he was bewailed upon. —Agreed.

15. **Amrah-b-Abdur Rahman** reported: I heard Ayesha (and it was mentioned to her that Abdullah-b-Omar used to say: Verily a dead-man will certainly be punished on account of the cry of the living over him)

1517. Fellow-feeling, mutual sympathy and co-operation are the keynote of Islam and form the principles of Islamic brotherhood. There is a hadis: "Wos: guides towards good, there is for him like the reward of one who acts up to it—4:86. Therefore the rewards of fellow-feeling are no less than those awarded to the afflicted.

1518. This indicates that friends and relatives of the family of the deceased shall feed them, until they become so framed in mind that they can cook food with their hands. This is Mustahab (laudable). Some say that food of three days should be supplied as the period of mourning legally extends to three days,
say: May Allah forgive Abu Abdur Rahman. Behold! verily he did not speak falsehood, but he either forgot or committed mistake. Verily the Apostle of Allah passed by a Jewess who was cried upon. He said: Verily they are crying over her, while she is certainly punished in her grave.

—Agreed.

16. Abdullah-b-Abi Mulaikah reported that a daughter of Osman-b-Affan died at Mecca and we came to attend her (funeral prayer). Ibn Omar and Ibn Abbas also attended her. While I was sitting in the midst of the two, Abdullah-b-Omar said to Amr-b-Osman who was facing him: Do you not prohibit crying? Verily the Apostle of Allah said: A dead-man is certainly punished for cry of his family-members over him. Ibn Abbas said: Omar also used to say something of that. Then he narrated and said: I came out from Mecca with Omar till we were at Baidwa'a when I saw he was by the side of some riding men under the shade of samorah tree. He said: Go and see—who are these riding men? Then I looked when I saw he was Suhaib. I informed him (Omar) and so he said: Call him. Then I went
to Shuaib and said: Go and meet Omar, the Commander of the Faithful. When Omar was wounded, Shuaib went to him weeping and saying: Alas brother! Alas friend! Omar said: O Shuaib! do you bewail over me while the Prophet said: Verily a deadman will certainly be punished for wail of his family members over him? Ibn Abbas said: When Omar died, I mentioned it to Ayesha. She said: May Allah be kind to Omar. No, by Allah, the Ms. of Allah did not say: Verily the dead-man will certainly be punished for wail of his family members over him, but Allah increases punishment of a polytheist for wail of his family members over him. Ayesha said: Sufficient for you is the Quran—"And no one will bear the burden of another". Ibn Abbas said at that time: Allah makes you laugh and weep. Ibn Abi Mulaika said: Then Ibn Omar said nothing. 1519

Agreed.

17. Ayesha reported that when the murder of Ibn Hares, Ja'far and Ibn Rawahah reached

1519. The controversy was with regard to wailing. Hazrat Omar, Ibn Abbas and Ibn Omar held that it is prohibited both for a believer and an infidel, while Hazrat Ayesha held it lawful in the case of an infidel only. He created individual responsibility for sins. In other words, the dead-man cannot be punished for wailings of others. Ibn Abbas said that it is only Allah who makes man laugh and weep and therefore a dead man is responsible. The former version accords with reason.
the Apostle of Allah, he sat down while grief could be recognised on him. I was then looking from an opening of a door, that is, a hole of a door. A man came to him and said about wives of Ja'far and mentioned about their wail. He then passed order to refrain them. He departed and came to him for the second time, (and said) that they did not obey him. He said: Prohibit them. Then he came to him for the third time and said: By Allah, O Ms. of Allah, they overcame us. She conjectured that he said: Throw dust over their faces. I said: May Allah mutilate your nose! You did not do what the Ms. of Allah ordered you (to do) and you did not spare the Ms. of Allah from mourning. 1520

—Agreed.

18. Numan-b-Bashir reported: Abdullah-b-Rawahah fell senseless and her sister Amrah began to wail: O Jabalah (mighty), and O such and such; (she was repeating it). When he recovered, he said: Don't say anything but what has already been said for me; you are such and such. He added in a narration: When he dies, don't weep over him. —Bukhari

1520. These persons died at the battle of Muta in Syria. The Holy Prophet was overwhelmed with grief at their death and condoled with the family-members of the martyred persons.
19. **Abu Musa** reported: I heard the Messenger of Allah say: There is no dead man who is dying and whose bewailers stand up and say: O mighty one! O master! and similar to that, but Allah entrusts two angles to him who give blow to him and ask: Were you such?

— *Tirmizi (Approved, Rare)*

20. **Abu Hurairah** reported: A certain man was dying from the family of the Prophet. So the women gathered together to weep over him. Omar stood prohibiting them and driving them away. Then the Messenger of Allah said: O Omar, leave them; verily eye is shedding tears, heart has been pierced and promise is near.

— *Ahmad, Nisai*

21. **Imran-b-Husain and Abu Berzah** reported: We came out with the Messenger of Allah for funeral prayer. He saw a people throwing off their clothes and walking only in one shirt. Then the Messenger of Allah said: Do you take recourse to the deeds of the Days of Ignorance, or do you imitate the practices of the Days of Ignorance? Indeed, I desired that I should pray against you, so that you may turn back
with figures other than yours. Then they took their clothes and did it no more. —Ibn Majah.

22. Ibn Omar reported that the Messenger of Allah forbade a dead body to be followed with wail. —Ahmad, Ibn Majah.

23. Abdullah-b-Mas'ud reported that the Messenger of Allah said: Whoso sends in advance three of his sons who have not attained maturity, they will become for him a strong vanguard against the fire. Abu Zarr said: I sent two in advance. He said: And two. Obai-b-Ka'ab, father of Munzir and chief of the Quran-readers, said: I sent one in advance. He said: And one.

—Tirmizi, Ibn Majah (Rare)

24. Abu Omamah reported from the Prophet who said: The Almighty and Glorious Allah will say: O son of Adam! if you had kept patience and cherished hope of reward at the time of first shock, I could not have been pleased to reward you with less than Paradise. —Ibn Majah.

25. Bukhari reported a suspended tradition. He said: When Hasan-b-Hasan-b-Ali died, his wife erected a dome over his grave for one year. Afterwards
she demolished it, and then she heard a crier saying: Listen! have they found what they lost? Another replied to him: Nay, they became despairing and so they returned.

—Bukhari.

26. **Omm Salama** reported:
When Abu Salama died, I said:
A strange man and in a strange land! I must weep a weeping for him which will be talked about. I was then preparing to weep over him when lo! a woman came intending to help me. Then the Messenger of Allah approached her and said twice: Do you wish to admit the devil in a house wherefrom Allah drove him out? So I refrained from weeping and did not weep.

—Muslim.

26. (a) **Omm Salama** reported that a woman came to the Holy Prophet and said: O Messenger of Allah! verily my daughter’s husband is dead, and she complains of her eye. Shall we apply eye-paint on her? The Messenger of Allah said twice or thrice “No”. Every time he was saying ‘No’. Afterwards he said: Verily there are four months and ten days. Surely one of you used to throw dungs in the Days of
Ignorance at the beginning of a year. —Agreed.

26. (b) Oumm Habibah and Jainab-bn-Jahash reported from the Messenger of Allah who said: It is not lawful for a woman who believes in Allah and the Latter Day to mourn over a dead-man for more than three nights except for four months and ten days for husband. —Agreed.

26. (c) Oumm Salamah reported that the Messenger of Allah said: No woman whose husband is dead shall wear sky-coloured robes, or dyed clothes, or ornaments, or dye her hairs, or apply eye-paint. —Abu Daud, Nisai.

26. (d) Oumm Salamah reported: The Messenger of Allah came to me when Abu Salamah died. I have just then applied ointment over me. So he said: What is this, O Oumm Salamah? I replied: That is ointment wherein there is no fragrance. He said: Certainly it makes you look young. So don't use it except at

1591. In Pre-Islamic days, a widow had to sacrifice an animal and had to besmear her private parts with the blood and dungs of this animal. This aboriginal custom was abolished by the Prophet.

1592. A period of four months and ten days is to be observed. The majority of jurists say that the time begins from the date of death, while Hazrat Ali holds that it begins from the date when the widow comes to know of the death of her husband.
night and put it off at day time, and don't comb with fragrant oil, nor with henna, as it is a dye. I asked: O Messenger of Allah! with what thing shall I then comb my hairs? He replied: With date leaves with which you will cover your head. 1323

—Abu Daud, Nisai

26. (e) Ommme Atiyyah reported that the Messenger of Allah said: No woman shall mourn over a dead man beyond three days except over a husband for four months and 10 days. She shall neither put on coloured robes except simple dress, nor shall she paint eyes, nor shall she touch perfumes except a piece of costus or incenses when she becomes free from menses. —Agreed.

441w. Hussain-b-Ali reported that the Holy Prophet Ali said: There is no Muslim male or a Muslim female who is afflicted with a mishap and then remembers it though its period is long and renews for that Istirjaa'a but the Almighty and Glorious Allah will renew for him (reward) at that time, and will give him like the

1328. After her divorce, the woman was observing the period of waiting. She entered into her third and final menstrual discharge. In the mean-time, her husband died. The question was whether she would observe 'Iddat' for 4 months and 10 days after the date of death. It was said that she need not observe Iddat of death as iddat of divorce was in the final stage.
reward of it on the day on which he was afflicted therewith.

—Ahmad, Baihaqi.

442w. Abu Hurairah reported that the Messenger of Allah said:

When the thong of any of you is cut off, let him recite Istirja'a, because it is from the mishaps.

—Baihaqi.

443w. Omme Darda'a reported:

I heard Abu Darda'a say: I heard Abul Qasem say: Verily the Almighty and Glorious Allah said:

O Jesus, verily I shall send after you a people who, when they will get what they will desire, will praise Allah, and when they will be afflicted with what they will not desire, will cherish hope of reward and will be patient while there will not remain forbearance and wisdom. He said: O Lord, how shall it come to pass over them without having forbearance and wisdom? He said: I shall give them from My forbearance and knowledge.

—Baihaqi.

444w. Sa'ad-b-Abi Waqqas reported that the Prophet said:

It is all good for a believer. If anything good, befalls on him, he praises Allah and is grateful, and if a disaster befalls on him, he praises Allah and keeps patience. A believer is, therefore,

1524. See note 1516 for the meaning of Istirja'a.
rewarded in his every affair, till in a morsel of food he lifts up to the mouth of his wife.

—Baihaqi.

445w. Ibn Abbas reported that Jainab, daughter of the Messenger or Allah, died. The women began to weep, and Omar began to beat them with his stick. The Apostle of Allah stopped him with his hand and said: Tarry, O Omar. Afterwards he said: Beware (O women) from the noise of the devil. Then he said: Whenever it occurs from the eye and from the heart, it is verily from the Almighty and Glorious Allah and from mercy; and what comes to pass from the hand and from the tongue is from the devil.

—Ahmad.

SECTION 2

1525. VISITING GRAVES (زيارة القبر)

(a) Visiting graves is lawful if object is lawful. Graves and cremation grounds are true admonishers of mankind. They remind us of the inevitable hour of death, and of the transitory nature of this world and its vanities. They thereby make our hearts soft and fit for culture of all virtues. If a visit to the graves and cemeteries are taken with this object in view, it is Sunnat and commendable (Mustahab). The Holy Prophet used to visit the grave of his mother and weep—31:28. He used often to slip away quietly from Ayeshas
bed in the grim silence of night to the famous grave-yard “Jannatul Baqiy” where lie entombed the early martyrs of Islam. Thus a visit to the graves supplies us spiritual food and incites us to do good and avoid evils. If, however, the visit is undertaken with the object of worshipping graves, or seeking favour from the inmates of graves, it is unlawful (Haraam), because the object is illegal and any act in furtherance of an illegal act is unlawful. Some other objects also may lawfully be entertained in mind, such as seeking forgiveness for the deceased and blessing from the shrines of the prophets, saints and pious divines, and to keep afresh the duties towards dead relations and friends. In every week, parents’ graves should be visited if possible. The Prophet said that he who visited his grave, he should be an intercessor for him and a witness (36:57:3w). He said: Whoso makes pilgrimage and then visits my shrine after my death, becomes like one who visits me in my life-time(36:57:4w).

(b) Rules. In visiting graves, the following rules should be observed. The visitor shall stand facing the graves and keeping his back towards the Holy Ka’ba and shall greet the inmates of the graves by reciting the most commonly accepted formula السلام عليكم أهل الديار المُؤمنين والمسلمين وانا ان شاء الله بكم للحقين نسأل الله لنا ولكلعائمة

Peace be on you, O inmates of the graves from the believers and the Muslims and certainly we shall reach you if Allah wishes. We pray to Allah for succour for us and for you—31:29. He shall bear in mind that the graves should not be touched and kissed or the dust lying over them should not be besmeared over faces and heads. Then he shall read if he likes the chapters first and “Ikhlas (112Q)” of the Quran 3 or 7 times and bestow its merits on the souls of the deceased. He may then seek forgiveness for them. A number of innovations have cropped up in different forms in different countries which have not been corroborated by any tradition of authenticity. Some of these are the following:—distribution of charity over the graves, making gift of the Quran, reciting the Holy Quran, feeding on the 3rd or 10th or 40th day after death, and wearing black colours and badges. Muslims are, however, advised to bestow charity on the poor and the distressed on occasion of the death of a man.

(c) Women visitors. Visit of the graves by women were
generally not approved—31:34, as they are very weak in heart. They are, however, not strictly prohibited to visit graves, and specially the grave of the Holy Prophet at Medina.

27. Boraidah reported that the Messenger of Allah said: I forbade you from visiting graves, but visit them. And I forbade you from meat of sacrificial animals beyond three days, but keep so long it pleases you; and I forbade you from 'Nabiz' drink except in skin-reservoir, but take drink in all skin-reservoirs, but don't drink inótxicants. 1526

—Muslim.

28. Abu Hurairah reported that the Holy Prophet visited the grave of his mother 1527 and wept and made those around him weep. He said: I sought permission of my Lord to seek forgiveness for her but He did not give me permission; and I sought His permission to visit her grave, and He gave me permission. So visit the graves, and verily they remind death. —Muslim.

1526. In the beginning of Islam, these three things were prohibited. The graves were objects of worship of Pre-Islamic Arabs antagonistic to the doctrine of unity. The Pre-Islamic Arabs held the custom of not eating the meat of sacrificial animals out of veneration. The Holy Prophet abolished it and permitted 3 days’ use of such meat and the remainder was to be distributed among the needy. It was altogether abolished in latter days of Islam when it had no want. Liquor is disallowed but Nabees is allowed. Nabees is prepared from a mixture of grapes and dates which is boiled until 3rd of it evaporates.

1527. Prophet's mother's name was Amina. When Prophet was six years old, he was taken by his mother to her father's place. When she was returnig to Meccaa, she died at Abwa where she was buried.
29. **Boraidah** reported that the Apostle of Allah used to teach them (companions) whenever he came out to the grave-yards (saying): Peace be on you, O inmates of the abodes out of the believers and the Muslims, and verily we shall certainly reach you if Allah pleases. We pray for succour for us and for you to Allah. \[^{1528}\] —Muslim.

30. **Ibn Abbas** reported that the Holy Prophet passed by graves at Medina. He turned his face towards them \[^{1529}\] and said: Peace be on you, O inmates of graves. May Allah forgive us and you! You have preceded us, and we are following.

—*Tirmizi (Approved, Rare)*.

31. **Ayesha** reported that whenever she had her night from the Holy Prophet, he used to come out to Baqiyah \[^{1530}\] at the latter part of night and say: Peace be on you, O abode of the believing people. What you have been promised with has come to you. You are tarried till tomorrow \[^{1531}\] and certainly we...
shall reach you if Allah wills. O Allah! forgive the inmates of the Baqiy of Garqad.

—Muslim.

32. **Same** reported that she asked: O Apostle of Allah, how shall I recite (meaning) at the visiting of graves? He said: Say: Peace be on the inmates of abodes out of the believers and Muslims, and may Allah show mercy to those who predeceased us and who will succeed us, and verily we shall certainly reach you, if Allah wills. —Muslim.

33. **Ibn Mas'ud** reported that the Ms. of Allah said: Verily I prohibited you from visiting graves but visit them, because they teach us renunciation in the world and remind the hereafter.

—Ibn Majah.

34. **Abu Hurairah** reported that the Ms. of Allah cursed those females who are accustomed to visit graves. 1681a

—Ahmad, Tirmizi, Ibn Majah (Approved, Correct).

446w. **Muhammad-b-Nu'man** raised this tradition up to the

1681a. This was said before the visit of graves was allowed. Some however say that visit of grave by women is prohibited. This hadis does not prove that the women are debared from visiting graves. Those women who are always accustomed to visit graves have been meant here.
Holy Prophet who said: Whoso visits the grave of his parents or of one of them in every week is forgiven (of sins) and enrolled as obedient.

—Baihaqi.

447w. Ayesha reported: I used to enter my house wherein there is the Apostle of Allah (buried), and I used to put off my clothes and say: Verily he is my husband, and he is my father. When Omar was buried with them, I did not enter it by Allah, except that I kept my clothes tied up on me out of shame of Omar.

—Ahmad.

SECTION 3

1532. Punishment of Grav.

(a) What does grave mean? Grave means the period from the time of death up to the Resurrection Day when judgment will take place. It is immaterial therefore to consider that the grave means only a place prepared underneath the ground. It may be a land grave, or a watery grave or any kind of grave in which a deadbody is disposed of. The Holy Quran speaks of this period as grave. It says: Then He causes him to die, then assigns to him a grave, then when He pleases, He will raise him to life again—90:21Q. This is Barzakh which literally means a period that intervenes between two things. The Holy Quran says: Until the death overtakes
one of them, he says: Send me back, my Lord, send me back, haply I may do good in that which I have left. By no means! it is a word that he speaks, and before them is Barzakh (barrier) until the day when they are raised up—23:100Q. Thus grave is Barzakh meaning a period as above stated.

(b) Punishment and Enjoyment in grave. Punishment in the grave is a truth according to the Holy Quran and Hadis—31:38. Consequently pleasure in the grave is also a fact. Life in the grave is the beginning of another life just like the beginning of a man in the mother's womb. A dead man feels pain of separation from the world, while another dead man feels pleasure as he avoided the life of struggles and misfortunes. This proves that a life of torture and happiness begins in the grave as a child feels in its mother’s womb heat and cold. It shows that a consciousness of a higher life has sprung up in him immediately after death. Therefore punishment in the grave means a condition of the guilty people in Barzakh. It will take its full and perfect shape on the Resurrection Day as a child takes full and perfect feelings of sufferings and enjoyments as soon as it is ushered into this world. A virtuous man will live in a semi-conscious state of happiness in his grave as if he is in dream in the midst of the sweet company of a beautiful girl. When he will be awake, he will exclaim: O woe to us! who has raised us from our sleeping place?—36:51Q. The sinner will also live likewise in the midst of huge snakes, tigers and lions as if he is in dream. He will continue to have such punishment in proportion to his evil deeds in this world just as a husbandman gathers crops from his field in proportion to his labour in cultivation. In case of an unbeliever, the punishment will be the most severe as he is disloyal to the Almighty King just as a rebel disloyal to a king meets with extreme penalty of law. The Holy Prophet gives us an idea of this severity by saying that 99 serpents of huge dimension will be continuing to bite him—31:448w. In addition, there will be the pressure of grave from all sides so much so that the bones and veins of one side of the body will be turned to another side. Even a man like Sa'ad-b-Mu'az for whom 70,000 angels joined in funeral service was subject to a pressure of the grave—31:449w. Other forms of
punishment have been described in the traditions recorded in this section.

(c) **Further explanations of these punishments and enjoyments.**

(i) Firstly, these descriptions of punishments though sometimes unintelligible to us are really truths. There is no other alternative but to believe in things which we do not see, perceive and conceive. Man has been given nothing but a little of sight, feeling and knowledge. How can he then comprehend all the secrets of nature? Do we see everything around us? Do we see what a powerful microscope sees in water and lands? Did the companions see Gabriel when the latter came before the Prophet in their midst? Besides, eye-sight depends on external light which is also insufficient to give a sight of all things. Can we comprehend radio, wireless telegraphy and other scientific inventions? If not, should we disbelieve them and hold that these are not truths? Here without belief in the divine pronouncements and inspired sayings of His Messenger, there is no other alternative. (ii) Secondly, a man has got a peculiar language of his own just as a bird or a beast has got. He can well comprehend a matter, or nature of punishment or enjoyment if it is conveyed to him in his own language, and if he is placed within physical agencies of punishment and enjoyment that are moving within his sight and knowledge. Therefore snakes and tigers as destroying agencies, and beautiful damsels and girls as pleasure-giving agencies have been described. Had the punishments and enjoyments would have been described without these things, they would have been too dry and abstract and not within clear comprehension of a man. (iii) Thirdly, these punishments and pleasures may be tried to be understood from events in dreams. Death is nothing but a continuing sleep, and events in sleep may be compared with events after death. A man sees in a dream that a huge tiger or lion is chasing him with furious speed and the man is also hastily running for fear of his life. The tiger or lion has been joined by huge serpents of gigantic figure in order to chase the man. These things continue for hours together till the man gets up from sleep. Are not these things sufficient punishments? If they continue for centuries after centuries, will they not be sufficient punishments? Similar are the punishments and pleasures
in the grave. A friend of the man sees nothing but a motionless figure sleeping by his side. He does not see his runnings, shoutings, pangs and fears. Similarly we do not see and hear the punishments and happiness of the graves. Again the sleeping man sees snakes and tigers with bodies though they are not within the view of his friend reading by his side. Similarly it is not impossible to have punishments and enjoyments in the graves with bodies. (iv) Fourthly, snakes are feared not because of their bodies as such, but because of the dangerous effect of poison that is in them. Take the poison of the snake and leave aside the snake itself. Cannot a man be sufficiently punished with this poison and not with a body in which there is poison? If it is possible, punishment and pleasure may be given spiritually without forms or agencies. (v) Fifthly, poison is an effect of the biting of a snake. Therefore it is the effect of an action that gives punishment or reward. If the action is good, the effect is reward; if the action is bad, the effect is punishment. The snake is feared because of its poison. Similarly bad action should be feared because of its punishment at the end. Again poison brings death of body, while bad action damnation of soul. Soul is greater than body. Therefore soul-burning is greater than the burning of a limb. This will begin in the grave with the end of this physical frame. (vi) Sixthly, there is another cause of punishment and pleasure. Everything we possess in this world is an object of our attachment and love. What we love cannot be parted away from us without some sort of grief and agony. The degree of grief depends on the degree of love. The greatest object of attachment gives the greatest amount of pangs on separation. It is therefore reasonable that what we shall leave behind after death in this world will be a cause of intense heart-burning in the grave. The greater the number of commodities and goods and the greater the attachment for them, the more intense will be the agony after permanent separation by death. Therefore increase your properties or decrease. The martyrs had no attachment for the world before they joined warfare. Hence there will be no punishment for them in the grave. (Allah knows best).

35. **Bara’a-b-A’job** reported from the Prophet who said: A Muslim, when asked in his grave, shall bear witness that there is no god but Allah and that Muhammad is the Apostle of Allah. This is because of the verse of the Almighty: Allah makes those firm (in faith) who believed in the confirmed word in this world’s life and in the hereafter. And in a narration from the Prophet, he said: Allah makes those firm who believed in the confirmed word which was revealed about punishment of the grave. He will be questioned. Who is your Lord? He will reply: Allah is my Lord and Muhammad is my Prophet.

—Agreed.

36. **Anas** reported that the Apostle of Allah said: Verily a servant, when he is placed in his grave and his companions depart away from him, hears the knocking of their shoes. Two angels will come to him, make him sit and ask: What did you use to say about this man ‘Muhammad’. As for a believer, he will answer: I bear witness that he is the servant of Allah and His Messenger. It will be

---

1388: The confirmed word is the formula of belief: I bear witness that there is no god but Allah and that Muhammad is His servant and Messenger.
said to him: Look to your place in Hell, which Allah exchanged for a place for you in Paradise. Then he will see both together.

As for a hypocrite and an infidel, he will be questioned: What did you use to say about this man? He will reply: I don't know; I used to say what the people said. It will be said to him: You have neither known, nor have read. He will then be given blow with an iron rod, and so he will make an uproar which will be heard by everybody who has followed him except the two classes

---Agreed.

37. Abdullah-b-Omar reported that the Messenger of Allah said: Verily when someone of you dies, his abode is placed before him at morn and at night. If he is one of the inmates of Paradise, it is of the inmates of Paradise; and if he is one of the inmates of the fire, it is one of the inmates of the fire. He will be said: This is your place, till Allah will raise you up towards it on the Resurrection Day. ---Agreed.

1584. Two classes are man and Jinn. They are accountable for actions and they will not hear anything of the happenings of the grave. Beasts, birds and other creatures will hear these things. If men could have heard such punishment in the grave, they would not have buried their deadmen any further.
38. Ayesha reported that a Jewess went to her and narrated the punishment of the grave. She said to her: May Allah give you protection from the punishment of the grave. Ayesha asked the Apostle of Allah about the punishment of the grave. "Yes" he said, "the punishment of the grave is a fact." Ayesha said: I did never see the Prophet say a prayer afterwards except that he sought refuge to Allah from the punishment of the grave.

Agreed.

39. Zaid-b-Sa'bet reported that while the Prophet was passing by the garden of Banu Nazir riding on a donkey belonging to him, and we were along with him, lo! it suddenly got frightened and was about to throw him off, and lo! there were five or six graves. He asked: Who is aware about the inmates of these graves? A man replied: I. He asked: In what condition did they die? He replied: In infidelity. He said: Verily these people are suffering punishment in their graves. But for the fact that you would not bury (the dead), I would have prayed to Allah to make you hear the punishment of the grave which...
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I hear. Then he turned his face towards us and said: Seek refuge to Allah from the punishment of the fire. They said: We seek refuge to Allah from the punishment of the fire. He said: Seek refuge to Allah from the punishment of the grave. They said: We seek refuge to Allah from the punishment of the grave. He said: Seek refuge to Allah from the calamities—what is therefrom manifest and what is hidden. They said: We seek refuge to Allah from the calamities—what is manifest therefrom and what is hidden. He said: Seek refuge to Allah from the trial of Dajjal. They said: We seek refuge to Allah from the trial of Dajjal.

—**Muslim.**

40. **Abu Hurairah** reported that the Messenger of Allah said: When a deadman is buried, two black and blue-coloured angels will come to him. One of them is called Mankir and another Nakir. They will ask: What did you use to say about this man? If he was a believer, he will reply: He is the servant of Allah and His Messenger. I bear witness that there is no god but Allah and that Muhammad is His servant and Messenger.

1686. **The Holy Prophet** was endowed with some special secrets of prophethood with which ordinary mortal is not blessed. Therefore he could tell plain truths about punishment of the grave.
They will then say: We knew that you would reply thus. Afterwards, his grave will be made spacious up to seventy cubits in (every) seventy, and then there will be light for him therein and it will be said to him "Sleep". He will say: I shall return to my family and inform them. They will say: Sleep like the sleep of a bridegroom whom nobody can make awake except the dear ones of the family, till Allah will raise him up from that bed of his. If he was a hypocrite, he will say: I heard men saying a word the like of which I say: I don't know (him). They will say: We knew that you would say so. Then it will be said to the earth: Come constrained over him. It will then come too much straitened for him and his two sides will be exchanged. He will not cease to receive punishment therein, till Allah will raise him up from that bed of his.

—Tirmizi.

41. Bara'a-b-A'jeb reported from the Apostle of Allah who said: Two angles will come to him, will make him sit and ask him: Who is your Lord? He will say: Allah is my Lord. They will then ask him: What
is your religion? He will say: My religion is Islam. They will then ask: Who is this man who was raised among you? He will reply: He was the Apostle of Allah. They will ask him: What has informed you? He will say: I had read the Book of Allah and brought faith therein and testified. There is therefore His saying: Allah confirms those who believe in the surest word—the verse (14:27Q).

He said: A proclaimer will proclaim from heaven: Verily My servant has spoken the truth. Spread for him a place in Paradise and dress him with the dress of Paradise, and open for him a door towards Paradise. Then it will be opened. He said: Then its air and fragrance will come to him and it will be extended for him therein to the distance of his sight. As for an unbeliever, he mentioned his death and said: His soul will be returned to his body and two angels will come to him, will make him sit and ask: Who is your Lord? He will say: Oh! Oh! I don’t know! They will then ask: What is your religion? He will say: Oh! Oh! I don’t know! They will then ask: Who is this man who was raised among you. He will say: Oh! Oh! I don’t know! Then a proclaimer will
proclaim from heaven: Verily he has spoken falsehood. So spread for him a bed of the fire, and dress him with the dress of the fire and open for him a door towards the fire. He said: Then its heat and hot wind will come to him, and his grave will become too narrow for him till his two sides are exchanged. Then he will be entrusted to a blind and deaf angel with an iron rod with him. If a mountain would have been beaten therewith, it would have turned into dust. He will beat him therewith such a beating that what is between east and west will hear it except the two classes. He will be turned into dust and again the soul will be returned to him.

—Ahmad, Abu Daud.

42. Osman reported that whenever he came to a grave, he used to weep till it wetted his beard. It was questioned to him: Do you remember Paradise and Hell? Don't weep. And you are weeping for this! He said that the Ms. of Allah had said: Verily the grave is the first stage out of the stages of the Next World. If he escapes it, then what will be after it will be easier than this, and if he does not escape it, then what will come after it will be more severe.
He reported that the Prophet said: I have never seen a terrible place but that the grave is more terrible than it.

—Ibn Majah, Tirmizi (Rare)

43. Same reported that the Apostle of Allah, when finished burying a dead man, used to stay there and say: Seek forgiveness for your brother and pray for him for firmness (in faith) because he will be asked just now.

—Abu Daud.

44. Ibn Omar reported that the Messenger of Allah said: This is the man for whom the Throne shook and the doors of heaven were opened, and 70,000 angels were present (in funeral prayer) for him. Still it (in grave) became narrow for him and then it was made spacious.

—Nisai.

45. Asma’-a-bn-Abi Bakr reported that the Messenger of Allah stood up to deliver sermon and then narrated about the trial of the grave wherein a man will be tried. When he narrated it, the Muslims gave out a loud shriek. Bukhari narrated it

1586. This hadis is an argument for those who say that the dead can receive blessings and forgiveness of sins through the actions of the living. However, it is accepted by all that prayer for the dead is allowed at any time and under all circumstances.

1587. This is Sa’ad-b-Mu’az of whom reference has been made in 81:449w.
thus and Nisai added: It (shriek) interfered between me and my understanding the words of the Apostle of Allah. When their shriek became quiet, I asked a man near me: Oh! may Allah bless thee! What has the Ms. of Allah said in the last part of his sermon? He reported that he had said: It has been revealed to me that you shall be tried in the graves nearly similar to the trials of Dajjal.

46. Jaber reported from the Holy Prophet who said: When a dead man is admitted in a grave, he remembers as it were the sun at the time of its going down. Then he sits, rubs his eyes and says: Leave me to pray.

—Ibn Majah.

47. Abu Hurairah reported from the Apostle of Allah who said: Verily a dead man is taken to the grave, and then the man sits in his grave without fear and perturbation. Afterwards it is said to him: Wherein were you? He will reply: I was in Islam. He will then be asked: Who is this man? He will reply: Muhammad, the Messenger of Allah. He came to us with clear

1588. He remembers that he shall have to pray the sun-set prayer because there is darkness in the grave. Accordingly he tells the angels Mankir and Nakir to wait with their question till he finishes his prayer. This can be done only by a man who used
proofs from Allah and so we did believe in him. It will be questioned to him: Have you seen Allah? He will reply: It is not in power of anybody to see Allah. Then an opening will be made out for him towards the fire, and he will see towards it, some hurling down others. It will be said to him: Look what Allah has saved you from. Then an opening for him will be made towards Paradise and he will cast his glance towards it and what is therein. It will be said to him: This is your place; upon the sure (belief) you lived and on it you died and on it you will be raised up if the Almighty Allah so wills. An impious man will sit in his grave fearful and perturbed. It will be questioned to him: Wherein were you? He will say: I don’t know. It will then be asked to him: Who is this man? He will reply: I heard the people say a word which I say. Then an opening will be made for him towards Paradise and then he will look to its fineries and what is therein. He will be asked: Look to what Allah has deprived you from. Then an opening will be made for him towards the fire. He will look at it that some of them were hurling others down. It will be
said to him: This is your place, upon doubt you lived, upon it you died, and upon it you will be raised up again if the Almighty Allah so wills. 1589

—Ibn Majah.

448w. Abu Sayeed reported that the Apostle of Allah said: 99 serpents will bite an unbeliever in his grave. They will bite him and sting him till the Hour comes to pass. If any serpent among them gives out a breath into this world, it will never yield vegetables. 1540

—Darimi.

449w. Ja'ber reported: We came out with the Prophet to Sa'ad b-Mu'az when he expired. When the Prophet performed his funeral prayer, and he was buried in his grave and earth was levelled upon him, the Apostle of Allah read ‘Tasbih’ 1541 and we also recited tasbih for a long time. Then he recited ‘takbir’ and so we did. It was questioned: O Ms. of Allah, why have you recited tasbih and then takbir? He said: The grave became too narrow for this pious man till Allah made it spacious on its account.

—Ahmad.

1589. It appears from this tradition that the habits of the virtuous man in this world's life will be reproduced in the grave and the habits of the sinner will also be reproduced in like manner. So the virtuous man will have no difficulty in the trials of the grave while a sinner will have difficulty at every step.

1540. Tirmizi narrated exactly like it with a slight change in wording. He reported 70 serpents instead of ninety-nine. How suchos may give trouble may be seen from the article itself.

1541. Tasbih means "Sobhan-Allah" (Glory be to Allah). Takbir means 'Allahc-Akbar'—(Allah is greatest).
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1542. Pre-destination (التقدير)

(a) Meaning of Taqdir. Taqdir means in the popular sense pre-destination, fate or destiny. It means literally to make manifest of the measure of a thing or simply to determine a measure. Another word which comes in this connection is Qaza meaning pre-decree or pre-decision. Taqdir is to determine a measure, while Qaza is the decree of bringing this measure into action. The former is the law and the latter is to put the law into execution. In other words, Taqdir signifies the creation of things subject to certain immutable laws, while Qaza is the ordering of a thing to come to pass. In case of the Almighty Allah, these laws were pre-determined long long before the creation of heaven and earth and may be called the natural laws. Those laws not only operate in the material world but also in the spiritual world. This is a Taqdir that a fixed quantity of water and fire will create steam or force. Likewise it is also Taqdir that out of a mixture of certain amount of good works, a spiritual force will be created. It is also a Taqdir that fire destroys a thing. Its destroying nature has been made an immutable law. Similarly “that internal fire of mind will destroy the soul” is a Taqdir or natural law. It can therefore be said that the natural laws of creation and of destruction have been pre-determined. In other words, Taqdir of everything has been pre-decreed. The Quran says therefore about Taqdir: The sun runs to an appointed course, that is the Taqdir (law) of the Almighty—36:38Q. We ordained death among you, and We are not to be overcome—56:60Q. Taqdir means also pre-measurement. The Quran says: Surely We have created everything to a measure—54:49Q. We created every-thing, then ordained for it a Taqdir (measure)—25:2Q.

(b) Different views about Taqdir. Much intellectual blood has been spent over the question of pre-destination. Many religions like Judaism and Christianity were greatly agitated over this
problem, and the strong Muslim solidarity which the Prophet had once so laboriously cemented has been greatly weakened on account of bitter controversies over this question. This is because there are apparent conflicting views on the subject in the Quran and Hadis. On the one hand, the scriptures uphold the doctrine of freedom of will and the consequent responsibility for actions, and on the other they emphasise that it is only God who guides and misguides as He pleases and that the fate of men and everything was pre-determined before their creation. Among the former Muslims, there were two extreme schools of thought—the Zabariyas and the Qadriyas. The former school holds that God is the Creator of man's deeds whether good or bad and that man is entirely powerless and without responsibility in the matter. They contend that man has got no power to go beyond his destiny or decree of God before his creation. They cite the following Quranic verses in their support. And whomsoever Allah guides, there is none that can misguide him—39:36Q. And if Allah shall afflict you with harm, then there is none to remove it but He, and if He intends good to you, there is none to repel His grace—10:107Q. And with Him are the treasures of the unseen—none knows them but He, and He knows what is in the land and in the sea, and there falls not a leaf but He knows it, nor a grain in the darkness of the earth, nor anything green or dry but it is all in a clear book—6:59Q. No evil befalls on the earth, nor on your own souls but it is in a book before We bring into existence—57:22Q. The Holy Prophet said: Nothing repels a pre-decree except supplication—38:11, and vow cannot repel pre-destination—24:21.

The Qadriyas and later on the Mutazilas hold that man has got absolute freedom of will and the consequent responsibility for actions, and that if the former view is accepted, the rewards for virtuous acts and punishments for sins cannot at all be explained. They cite the following verses in support of their case. "And whatever affliction befalls on you, it is on account of what your hands have wrought"—42:32Q. "No bearer of burden shall bear the burden of another, and man shall have nothing but what he strives for"—53:88Q.

(c) Attempted Solution of Taqdir. The two views as above noted are diametrically opposite to each other, and none could find
out a satisfactory solution of the problem. We have therefore no other alternative but to believe in predestination as well as in freedom of will with consequence of actions. Let us, however, try to harmonise the apparent conflict to some extent leaving the rest to God. We deliberately surrender to Divine Words in this respect because we all know that we cannot have everything what we wish for inspite of our earnest and sincere attempts therefor, and that we—different individuals—have been born with different degrees of wisdom, vision and genius. What a highly gifted man can do with a very little effort cannot be done by an ordinary man with untiring zeal and constant efforts. This complexity of human character leads us to absolute faith both in predestination and human freedom of will. The next point is that the right view according to the majority of the Muslim jurists and to our opinion is the mean between the two extreme views. In other words, man is neither absolutely compelled, nor absolutely free. Man has got relative and very limited freedom of thoughts and actions for use and misuse of which he will be held responsible on the Day of Resurrection. Man is confined within limitations of space and time and within certain conditions and circumstances. He knows not his past and future. He has been created with a little degree of knowledge, and his power of conception and perception is limited as they are invariably supplied by external organs. If an ant thinks that it has got absolute freedom uncontrolled by anything in the world, it would be wrong on its part. If a clock says that it has got freedom because of its regular movements, it would be improper for it. A clock moves within a fixed space and within a fixed time. It is predestined to move so. It cannot go beyond its space, and it cannot move approximately beyond its time, but still it moves for the time being uncontrolled by human hand. Similarly, man has got freedom of movement. As he has got will unlike clock, he has also got freedom of will. Thus action and will are not absolute, nor are they absolutely controlled by external agency, say God. It cannot be said that a clock moves a second as soon as it receives the order of its maker. Similarly it is not proper to say that a man takes his step because his Maker directs him to do so at every moment. On the whole, a clock is regulated by a human expert though it moves mostly independant of its maker. It can therefore be said that its fate has been pre-determined. Similar is the pre-determination or fate of
human beings. It can also be said that the clock moves at the
direction of its maker. Similarly it can be said that nothing is done
but by permission of Allah as He is the ultimate cause of all things.
Man makes everything of a clock according to Qadr or measure, and
he can know its possible action and approximate duration and gives
therefore an approximate guarantee. In other words, the actions of
a clock and its duration have been determined before its creation.
Similarly the duration and actions of man were pre-written before he
is created. The Prophet therefore said that Allah wrote 50,000 years
before creation the fate of things—32:2.

The question is how this fate was pre-determined, whether arbitrarily
or with consummate wisdom. In other words, the question is whether
man acts according to the dictation of his fate or he shapes his own
fate and fortune by himself. Islam dictates that man makes his own
fate within his given freedom and genius. An ant cannot make a
headway like that of a man however earnest it is as its desting was
pre-determined very much lower than that of a man. There is also
difference in human beings regarding wisdom, power and capability.
Some are born genius, some are gifted with other talents, some are
born dull. So far as the question of talents and capabilities are
concerned, it must be admitted that it is the work of fate written
beforehand independent of any efforts either of themselves or of
their parents. Man has got no control over that, just as a clock
has got no control over its size, duration and perfection. Thus
within given talent, a man can create his own fate, and each will
be responsible in proportion to his gifts received from the Most
High. The question is whether God interferes in this limited freedom
of man over which he has got control and not of those things over
which the hand of destiny is paramount. Allah says: Whomsoever
Allah guides, there is none to misguide him—39:36(Q). Again He
says: Whatever disaster befalls on you, it is on account of what your
hands have wrought—42:30(Q). The latter verse surely means that
we have got limited responsibility in proportion to our gifts given
by God. The former verse means that Allah guides and misguides
(1) mediately and not directly, and (2) that He guides and misguides
according to His Laws and not arbitrarily and that His pleasure or
discretion is exercised in a manner conformable to His promulgated
laws, though He has got power to do things arbitrarily. With regard
to indirect interference, something has been said above with the example of a clock. It will be more clear from the following example. A man writes with a pen. One man says that it is the pen that writes; another says that it is the hand that writes as it moves the pen; another says that it is the invisible mind that writes because the hand has got no power unless mind moves it. Each has got limited freedom though it is admitted that ultimately it is the invisible mind that writes because if there is no mind, there is no action. Another intelligent man says that it is the Absolute Mind (i.e. God) that writes, and not the mind of a man as the human mind is dictated by the former. Thus mediately God is the primary cause of our actions though immediately we are held responsible for them. We shall suffer only to the extent of our responsibility, and God will release us from Hell ultimately as He is the ultimate cause of actions. The Quran says: And know that Allah intervenes between man and his heart—8:24Q. Now with regard to the second point, namely Allah’s using His pleasure according to His laws, it is seen that Allah in giving limited freedom of will to man from His Absolute Freedom of will dictated His laws to use that will according to the Absolute Will. The Absolute will of God is not capricious and arbitrary. So the limited will of man should not be capricious and arbitrary. The former follows the natural laws created by Him, the latter also should follow His laws first and then the laws created by His messengers. Those who follow the divine laws must enjoy, and those who transgress them must suffer. It is a divine law that man should keep away from the fire. If he obeys that, he will enjoy the bright sun-shine, if he breaks the law by falling into it, he will be destroyed. Similarly God instructed us to be away from the fire of Hell by following His Laws. If we obey that, we shall be in bliss; if not, we shall suffer Hell-fire. This is the natural law both in the material and spiritual world. As for those who follow the laws, Allah leads them to guidance just as Allah grows crops for those who cultivate and sow. As for those who do not follow the laws, Allah misguides them just as Allah does not grow crops for those who do not cultivate and sow. Allah is not at all arbitrary. The Quran supports the above theory. It distinctly says: As for those who do not believe in Allah’s verses (laws), Allah will not guide them and they shall have a painful chastisement—Q. It is not attributable to Allah that
He should lead a people astray after He has guided them, till He makes clear to them what they should guard against—9:115Q. This verse shows the necessity of divine laws and Prophets in order to justify punishment. The Quran again says: He does not misguide by it except the transgressors—2:28Q. Allah causes the unjust to go astray—14:27Q. It appears therefore that the virtuous and the innocent are not led astray, but those that transgress His laws are made so. This is just like this saying: Allah does not give light to one who himself closes all the doors and windows of a room upon himself, but gives light to one who opens up the doors and windows. That is Allah's guidance and misguidance. In other words, the natural laws of God must operate and give rewards and punishment. There is no changing of such law. It is called Allah's guidance and misguidance. Look at a tiny seed. If it is placed under certain laws, it will grow into a big tree and yield fruits. That is its goal. If it is not placed under sun, water and earth, it will be destroyed. That is the transgression of its laws and the consequent punishment. Man also has got a certain amount of freedom to place himself under certain laws and grow into a useful citizen. In the spiritual world also, man is free to follow the divine laws. If these laws are obeyed, man will reach his goal, be it paradise or companionship with God; but if not, he will destroy himself and will be going far away from his goal which he will reach after suffering a great deal for his falling back. Hear what the Quran says: So whoso follows the right way, it is for his own soul; whoso errs, he errs against his own soul—30:41Q. Hence Allah's guidance and misguidance mean the workings of natural laws. These laws are uniform and not at all capricious. Had they been capricious, no scientific invention would have been possible. The Quran says: There is no changing in Allah's creation (laws)—30:80Q. Hence taqdir means natural laws or ordinances, and as such it is not inconsistent with freedom of will. On the contrary, it helps it. It is a Taqdir that out of the union of male and female an issue will be born under certain circumstances; and that seed of one kind cannot produce another kind. He who follows the above laws can create a child. God's direct interference is not at all necessary. The natural law must operate, "That an animal can move" has been pre-written. Hence the
movements of men have been pre-written. This machine of the universe with its beings and things is going on thus according to certain immutable laws or Taqdir. These natural laws with consequent actions of individuals that will be done according to their choice in future were pre-written, and this is called "fate."

**Allah's Knowledge.** Allah is not bound by space and time. He knows the secrets of everything and its open, its past and future, every man's choice to guide himself or to misguide himself, his life and his death, his fortunes and his misfortunes, his abode in Hell or in Paradise. So it may be said that the actions of everyman and his consequent fate were pre-written in a book. It is not at all impossible as it is within the all-comprehensive knowledge of Allah long before the creation of man and his deeds. This pre-knowledge is called "the Book of Destiny." It is not true that actions follow according to the fate but man shapes his own destiny within his given power. In this sense it is said that what is lotted cannot be blotted. This is a mere foreknowledge of God and not God's doings. It does not mean that Allah actually chooses a wrong course for one man and right course for another, hell for one and heaven for another regardless of actions. Mere knowledge of a thing does not interfere with the choice of an agent.

**Allah's power.** It is true that Allah has got absolute power, and no power of anything can overthrow it. Allah remind men of His powers occasionally through phenomena of nature, namely earth-quakes, sinking down of lands, floods and thousand other *vis majoris.* Man's power is very very limited and consequently his will is also very very limited. Allah has therefore power to guide and misguide by turning the wheel of human will, but that is regulated generally by His own laws. Sometimes in extreme cases of oppression, these laws are broken as in case of Abraham who was sitting safe in the fire.

**ALLAH'S KNOWLEDGE:** Quran—He knows the treasures of the unseen—6:69; conception, birth and duration of life written in a book—35:11; Allah encompasses all things in His knowledge—35:12; He knows your open and secret—6:3.

**ALLAH'S POWER:** Quranic references—6:17; all good and evil controlled by Allah—10:107; His is command and creation—7:54; Allah guides according to actions—4:111; Creator of everything—2:29; Sustainer of everything—11:6.
Belief in Taqdir. What does it mean? Belief is emphasised in a thing which is not within conception of man. When belief in pre-destination has been enjoined, it must be understood that without belief, arguments will not be sufficient and highly satisfactory to convince a man of this question. Therefore we must believe in Taqdir. It implies a belief that man is neither possessed of absolute power, absolute knowledge and absolute will, but his power, knowledge and will are controlled by the hand of God according to certain laws and not arbitrarily. It is a belief that man has got no control over many things like birth, death, talents and gifts, but he has got a very limited control over his doings—either to follow the right course so as to bring reward or to follow the wrong course so as to bring punishment. It is a belief that everything is subject to Taqdir i.e. divine laws, popularly called natural laws of the universe. It is a belief that we must go on working and thereby shape our own destinies.

BELIEF IN TAQDIR: necessary—1:36; note 44; vow cannot alter pre-measurement—24:21; Prophet feared lack of faith of his followers in pre-measurement—26:66w; nothing repels a pre-decree except supplication—88:11.

NATURAL LAWS ARE TAQDIRS: Quran—alteration of night and day, fall of rain, changing of winds—2:164; 8:19; various kinds of fruits out of fall of rain—6:100, 42; sun bright and moon light—10:5; spread mountains and rivers, fruits are of two kinds—13:4; night and day two signs—17:12; all orbs travel in horizon—21:88; every beast has been created from water—24:45; night a covering and sleep a rest—25:47; difference in tongues and colour among men—30:29; Allah created pairs of all things—51:48; 60:36; sun runs to an appointed course, that is the Taqdir (ordinance) of the Mighty, Knowing; moon has got stages (orbits) —98:39; everything runs to a fixed term—59:5; He creates you in the wombs of your mothers a creation after creation, a triple darkness—39:6; Allah revealed in every heaven itsa fir—41:11; We made Taqdir of death among you and We are not to be overcome, in order that We may bring in your place the likes of you and make you grow into what you know not—56:60; a seed contains potentialities of mighty development if placed under laws—56:68; seven heavens and seven earths—68:12.
1. Ibn Omar reported that the Messenger of Allah said: Everything is according to a measure, even weakness and intelligence.

—Muslim

2. Abdullah-b-Amr reported that the Ms. of Allah said: Allah had written down the measures of creations 50,000 years before He created the heavens and earths. He said that His Throne was (then) upon water.

—Muslim

3. Abu Hurairah reported that the Apostle of Allah said: Adam and Moses quarrelled before their Lord. 1743 Adam got the better of Moses. Moses said: You are Adam whom Allah created with His hand, and He breathed unto you from His inspiration and made His angels prostrate before you and lodged you in His Paradise. Then you sent down men to the earth for your fault. Adam said: You are Moses, Allah selected you with His message and His word, and He gave you the tablets wherein there was clear exposition of everything and He took you quite close for secret talks. What period have you found that Allah wrote the Torah before I was created? Moses said:

في جنبته ثم أهبطت الن给宝宝ات نملة
ألي الأرض قال ادم أنت موسى الذي
اصطفى الله برسالته ويكلمه واعطاه
الانواء فيها تبين كل شيء وفرتب
فيها نظم وحکت الله كتب التوراة بل

1743. This took place in the spiritual world according to the Holy Prophet and he came to know it by revelation.
40 years. Adam said: Have you found therein: And Adam disobeyed his Lord and then went astray? Yes said he. He said: Will you blame me for an action which I did, which Allah had written down against me that I would do it, 40 years before He created me? The Apostle of Allah said: Adam then got upper hand over Moses. —Muslim.

4. Ibn Mas‘ud reported that the Ms. of Allah informed us (and he was truthful, trustworthy): The creation of one of you is gathered in semen in the uterus of his mother for forty days, then it becomes clot of blood in similar (period), then it becomes a lump of flesh like that, then Allah sends an angel to him with four words and then he writes down his actions, his term, his provision and whether unfortunate or fortunate. Afterwards soul is breathed unto him. By One besides whom there is none to be worshipped, verily anyone among you would perform the actions of the inmates of Paradise till (when) it would remain between him and it (Paradise) but only a cubit, the ordinance would come to prevail over him. Then he would perform the actions of the inmates of the fire till he would enter it. And verily there would be someone of you who would do the
actions of the inmates of the fire till (when) there would remain not but a cubit between him and it (Hell), the ordinance would come to prevail over him. Then he would perform the duties of the inmates of Paradise and enter it.

—Agreed.

5. Sahl-b-Sa‘ad reported that the Ms. of Allah said: Verily a servant would do the actions of the inmates of the fire while he would be one of the inmates of Paradise, and he would do the actions of the inmates of Paradise while he would be one of the inmates of the fire. Verily actions will be judged by the ultimate results. 1541

—Agreed.

6. Abu Hurairah reported that the Apostle of Allah said: Verily Allah pre-ordained for the son of Adam his share of fornication. That will overtake him without doubt. Fornication of eye is (bad) look, fornication of tongue is argument, and mind entertains hopes and passions, and anxiety makes it true or false. Agreed upon it. And in a narration of Muslim, he said: There has been ordained for the son of Adam his share of fornication.

1541. Here Khawatim is plural of Khatimah meaning either death or end. A man will go to Paradise or Hell according as he keeps his belief at the time of his d.a‘th. This, however, is dependent upon previous good or bad actions in life time. Actions also are judged by the ultimate results of things. Therefore any action undertaken by any man must be finished.
That will come to pass beyond doubt. (As for) the two eyes, their fornication is (bad) look; and as for the two ears, their fornication is seeking to hear; and as for the tongue, its fornication is talk; and as for the hand, its fornication is catching; and as for the leg, its fornication is foot-step, and the heart entertains passion and hope, and anxiety makes that true or false.

7. **Imran-b-Hussain** reported that two men of Muzaimah tribe asked: O Apostle of Allah! inform about what the people do to-day and labour therein. Is it a thing which has been pre-ordained over them and which has gone among them from measurement that has been pre-ordained, or about what will be or in future out of what their Prophets gave them and so proof has been established among them? He said: No, rather a thing which has been pre-decreed for them and which has passed among them; and the corroboration of that is in the Book of Allah, the Glorious and Almighty: And by the soul and by Him who made it perfect. Then He intimated to it by inspiration its deviating from truth and its piety. 1544

---

1545. **To-day means this world.**

1544. **These are verses 91:7-8 of the Holy Qur'an. The remaining verses are...** — He will indeed be successful who purifies it and he will indeed fail who corrupts it. The divine thing called "soul" is lodged in in a man and there is predecree on it its freedom, either to tread the right path or the wrong one. In the former case, it will get salvation and in the latter case destruction. This is the ordinance here meant."
8. Abu Hurairah reported: I asked: O Ms. of Allah! verily I am a youthful man, and I fear hardship over myself. I don't find anything with which I can take wives. He was as it were seeking his permission for castration. He remained silent from me. Afterwards I asked like that and he remained silent from me. Afterwards, I asked like that and he remained silent from me. Then I asked like that. Then the Apostle of Allah said: O Abu Hurairah! pen has become dry about what you will meet. So either undergo castration over that or give up. —Bukhari.

9. Abdullah-b-Amr reported that the Apostle of Allah said: Verily the hearts of the children of Adam, the whole of them, are between two fingers of the Merciful like a single heart which He changes as He pleases. Afterwards the Ms. of Allah said: O Allah! (O Changer of hearts) turn our hearts to Thy obedience. —Muslim.

10. Abu Musa reported that the Apostle of Allah stood among us with five sermons. He said:

1517. ‘Pen has become dry’ means what has been decreed must come to pass. It is therefore all one whether one undergoes castration. One thing is very clear and thus kills passion or marries in spite of provision. Thus instincts cannot be checked except by...
Verily Allah does not sleep, nor it is becoming of Him to sleep; He makes provision short and raises it up; the actions of night are raised up to Him before the actions of the day, and the actions of the day before the actions of the night, and light is His screen. Had He disclosed it, the brilliances of His face would have burnt everything of His creation as far as His sight would have gone.

—Muslim.

11. Abu Hurairah reported that the Ms. of Allah said: The hand of Allah is full. No expense can reduce it. (He is) a great Bestower both day and night. Have you considered what He spent since He created the heaven and earth? Verily what was in His hand has never diminished, and His Throne was upon water, and in His hand there is the Balance which He lowers and raises up. Agreed upon it. And in a narration of Muslim: The righthand of Allah is full.

12. Same reported that the Ms. of Allah was asked about the children of the polytheists. He said: Allah knows best what they were doing. 1548 —Agreed.

1548. Allah knows best whether the children of the polytheists would go to Paradise or Hell. For full explanation, see note 117.
13. Oba'dah-b-Swa'met reported that the Apostle of Allah said: Verily the first thing which Allah created was pen. He addressed it: Write. It replied: What shall I write? He said: Write the decree. So it wrote what was created and what will be created up to eternity. —Tirmizi (Rare)

14. Muslim-b-Yasari reported that Omar-b-al-Khattab was asked about this verse: And when your Lord created from the children of Adam, from their back, their descendants the verse. 1549 Omar said: I heard that the Ms. of Allah was asked about it. He replied: Verily Allah created Adam and then rubbed his back with His right hand and took out a progeny from him. He said: I created these for Paradise and with actions of the inmates of Paradise which they will do. Afterwards He rubbed his back with His hand and took out a progeny from him. He said: I created these for the fire and with actions of the inmates of the fire which they will do. A man asked: O Ms. of Allah! for what actions? The Ms. of Allah said: Verily when Allah creates a servant for Paradise, He keeps him engaged in the actions of the inmates of

1549. The rest of the verse is: and made them depose against their souls: Am I not your Lord? They all replied: Yes. We bear witness, lest you should say on the Day of Resurrection: Surely we were heedless of this—7:172Q.
Paradise till he dies upon an action out of the actions of the inmates of Paradise and then He will admit him therewith in Paradise; and when He creates a servant for the fire, He keeps him engaged in the actions of the inmates of the fire till he dies upon an action out of the actions of the inmates of the fire and then He will admit him therewith in the fire.

—Malek, Tirmizi, Abu Daud.

15. Abdullah-b-Amr reported that the Ma. of Allah came out with two books in his hand and said: Do you know what these two books are? 'No' we said, 'O Ma. of Allah except that you are to inform us. He replied to one who was by his right hand: This is a book from the Lord of the worlds. Therein are the names of the inmates of Paradise and the names of their fathers and their relatives. Then it was counted up to their last and so there will be never any increase among them and no decrease among them. Then he said to one who was by his left: This is a book from the Lord of the worlds wherein are the names of the inmates of the fire and the names of their forefathers and their relatives. Then it was counted up to their last and so there will never be increase among them and no decrease among them. His companions said: O Ma.
of Allah! for what action if it is an affair which has finished? He said: Help and be near one another, because the inmate of Paradise will be sealed with an action of the inmates of Paradise whatever actions he might have done, and verily the inmate of the fire will be sealed with an action of the inmates of the fire whatever actions he might have done. Afterwards the Ms. of Allah hinted at his two hands and so he threw them (book) and then said: Your Lord has become free from the servants—a party in Paradise and a party in Hell.

—Tirmizi.

16. Abu Khezamah reported from his father who said: I asked: O Ms. of Allah! inform me about charms which we practise, and about medicine with which we medically treat, and about amulet which we guard over. Do all these nullify anything of the decrees of Allah? He said: It is of the decree of Allah. 1560

—Ahmad, Tirmizi, Ibn Majah.

17. Abu Hurairah reported: The Ms. of Allah came out to us while we were quarrelling about pre-decree. He became angry till his face turned red, as if the seeds of pomegranates were spread on

1560. Allah has created men, diseases and cures, and He premeasured all things before man's creation. Therefore if it has been decreed that a man must die at a point of time, no amount of medicine would keep him alive, but medicines have been recommended in case of diseases. See notes 619, and 732.
his two cheeks. He asked: Have you been ordered with this or have I have sent to you with this? Verily those who were before you were ruined when they contended about this affair. I took oath over you, I took oath over you that you would not quarrel with one another about it. 1551

—Tirmizi.

18. Abu Musa reported: I heard the Ms. of Allah say: Verily Allah created Adam from a handful (of earth) which He took from all earths. So the children of Adam came into existence according to the condition of earth. Among them are the red and the white and the black; and in that there were soft, hard, impure and pure (earths).

—Abu Daud, Ahmad, Tirmizi.

19. Abdullah-b-Amr reported: I heard the Ms. of Allah say: Verily Allah created His creations in darkness, and then cast His light upon them. So whoso got anything from that light found guidance, and whoso missed it became misguided. For this reason I say: Pen has become dried up over the knowledge of Allah. 1552

—Ahmad, Tirmizi

1551. Ibn Majah narrated a similar hadis from Amr-b-Shu'ail. The Holy Prophet prohibited discussion on Taqdir as it is not ordinarily intelligible, nor any discussion will lead to any profit. It will be nothing but courting destruction.

1552. In other words, there is no change in the decree of Allah. It must come to pass.
20. Anas reported that the Apostle of Allah used often to say: O Changer of hearts! make my heart firm upon Thy religion. I said: O Prophet of Allah! I believed in you and in what you have come with. Do you still fear for us? 'Yes' said he, 'verily the hearts are between two fingers out of the fingers of Allah. He changes them as He likes.'

—Tirmizi, Ibn Majah

21. Abdullat-b-Omar reported that the Ms. of Allah said: When anyone of you dies, his place is presented before him at morn and at night. If he is one of the inmates of Paradise, he is of the inmates of Paradise, and if he is one of the inmates of the fire, he is of the inmates of the fire. He will be said: This is your place till Allah will raise you up to it on the Resurrection Day.

—Agreed.

22. Ibn Abbas reported that the Ms. of Allah said: There are two factions among my followers who have got no share in Islam—the Murjiyas and the Qadriyahs. 1558

—Tirmizi (Rare)

1558. The Marjiyas are those who are disinclined to do any action on the belief that what has been lotted cannot be blotted. The Qadriyahs are those who altogether abolish belief in predecease and base their rewards in actions done. These are two opposite extrinsic views and hence these sects have been declared illegal by Islam, for Islam accepted doctrine of faith in predecease as well as in freedom of will in a limited sense.
23. **Ibn Omar** reported: I heard the Apostle of Allah say: There shall come to pass sinking down of earth and metamorphosis among my followers, and that will be among those who will disbelieve in pre-decree.

—Abu Daud.

24. **Same** reported that the Apostle of Allah said: The Qadriyahs are the Magians of this people. If they fall ill, you shall not visit them; and if they die, you shall not be present (in funeral).

—Ahmad, Abu Daud.

25. **Omar** reported that the Holy Prophet said: Don’t be familiar with the Qadriyahs and don’t entrust them with justice.

—Abu Daud.

26. **Matar-b-Oka’mes** reported that the Ms. of Allah said: When Allah decrees for a servant that he should die in a land, he creates a necessity there to for him.

Ahmad, Tirmizi

---

1654 The Qadriyahs have been called Magians because they are like Magians in believing the agency of good actions and bad actions. The Magians believe that good comes from God of good and evil from the God of evil. The Qadriyahs believe also that good comes from God and evil from the devil.
27. **Ayesha** reported: I heard the Apostle of Allah say: Whoso talks anything about pre-decree, shall be questioned about it on the Resurrection Day and whoso holds no talk about it, will not be questioned. —*Ibn Majah.*

28. **Ibn ad-Dailami** reported: I came to Obay-b-Ka‘ab and told him that some doubt about pre-decree has fallen in my mind. So narrate a tradition, so that Allah may remove it from my mind. He said: Had Allah wished to punish the dwellers of His heavens and the dwellers of His earth, He could have punished them without being unjust to them, and had He wished to show mercy to them, His mercy would have been better for them than their actions. If you spend gold like Uhud mountain in the way of Allah, Allah will not accept it from you till you believe in pre-decree and know that whatever afflicts you is not due to your fault, and whatever fault you commit does not go to afflict you. If you had died upon (a condition) other than this, you would have entered the fire. Then he said: I came afterwards to Abdullah-b-Mas‘ud who also narrated like that. Then I came to Hujaisah, son of Yaman, who also narrated the same. Then I
came to Zaid-b-Sabot who informed me like that from the Prophet of Allah. 1555
—Ahmad, Abu Daud, Ibn Majah.

29. Nafe' reported that a man came to Ibn Omar and said: Verily so and so conveys greetings to you. He said: It reached me that he had innovated. If he had made innovation, don't tender greetings from me to him, and verily I heard the Ms. of Allah say: There shall come to pass among my people or among this people sinking down of earth and metamorphosis and stone-throwing among the Qadriyas. 1556
—Tirmizi, Abu Daud, Ibn Majah, (Approved, Correct).

30. Abu Hurairah reported that the Apostle of Allah said: When Allah created Adam, He rubbed his back and then every breath that He would create up to the Resurrection Day from his progeny fell down from his back. And He created before the eyes of every man among them a spark of light. Then He presented them to Adam. He asked: O Lord!

1555. This tradition has laid a great emphasis on the faith in pre-decree. We must believe that God is the door of everything inspite of our efforts. If He wishes, He may forgive us and if He wishes, He may punish us irrespective of our actions.
1556. This shows that it is not binding to return the greeting of an innovator. On the contrary, their boycott should be advocated.
who are these? He said: Your descendants. Then he saw a man among them whose spark of light between his two eyes pleased him. He asked: O Lord! who is he? He said: David. He asked: O Lord! how much hast Thou fixed as his age? He said: 60 years. He said: O Lord! give him an increase of 40 years from my age. The Ms. of Allah said that when the age of Adam finished except 40 years, the angel of death came to him and Adam said: Is it not that 40 years remain out of my age? He said: Have you not granted it to your descendant David? Then Adam quarrelled, and so his descendants quarrelled; and Adam forgot and ate from the tree and so his descendants forgot, and he committed sin and so his descendants committed sin. —Tirmizi.

31. Omme-Salamah reported that she asked: O Ms. of Allah! the pain of poisoned mutton which you ate has not ceased to afflict you every year. He said: Nothing affected me therefrom but it was already decreed upon me; and Adam (was created) from his soil. —Ibn Majah.

1557 When the Prophet went to conquer Khaiber at 8 A. H., a Jewess gave food to the Prophet mixed with poison, but God saved him therefrom. The poison, however troubled the Prophet till his death. "Adam was created from his soil" means Adam's fate was written before he was created.
32. Ibn Mus‘ud reported that the Ms. of Allah said: One who buries alive and one who orders for burying alive are in the fire.

—Abu Daud.

450w. Abu Musa reported that the Ms. of Allah said: The parable of heart is like a feather in a vast field which the wind turns from back to front. —Ahmad.

451w. Ayesha reported that the Apostle of Allah said: There are six persons whom I curse and whom Allah curses, and every prophet will be asked: One who adds to the Book of Allah, one who disbelieves the pre-decree of Allah, one who is powerful in oppression in order to honour one whom Allah has dishonoured and to dishonour one whom Allah has honoured, one who takes the unlawful things of Allah as lawful, and one from my followers who takes as lawful what Allah has forbidden, and one who gives up my ways.

—Baihaqi.

452w. Abu Darda‘a reported that the Ms. of Allah said: Verily

1558. He who makes interpolations and exaggerations in the Quran will get curse from Allah.

1559. He who dishonours the pious and religious men will get punishment from Allah.
the Almighty and Glorious Allah finished five things for every man of His creation: his fixed term, his action, his resting place, his movement and his provision. 1560

—Ahmad.

453w. Ali reported that Khadijah asked the Prophet about her two sons who died in the Days of Ignorance. Then the Apostle of Allah said: They are in the fire. When he saw disgust on her face, he said: Had you seen their places, you would have disliked them. She asked: O Ms. of Allah! regarding my son begotten by you? He said: In Paradise. Then the Ms. of Allah said: Verily the believers and their children shall be in Paradise, and verily the polytheists and their children shall be in the fire. Afterwards the Ms. of Allah read: Those who believe and who make their children follow them—Q. 1561 —Ahmad.

454w. Abu Darda' reports that the Holy Prophet said: Allah created Adam when He created him. Then He stroked his right

1560. These five things have been pre-decreed-time for death, amount of achievements, place of death, achievements and wealth.

1561. The two sons of Khadija that died in the Days of Ignorance were Hixed and Hares begotten by her first husband, Abu Halab. The children spoken of here are those that have attained maturity.
shoulder and took out a white race as if they were seeds, and He stroke his left shoulder and took out a black race as if they were coals. Then He said to those who were in his right side: Towards Paradise and I don’t care. He said to those who on his left shoulder: Towards the fire and I don’t care.' —Ahmad.

455w. Abu Nazrah reported about a man called Abu Abdullah from the companions of the Holy Prophet. His companions went to him to visit him in illness, and he was weeping. They asked him: What makes you weep? Has not the Apostle of Allah said to you: Make short your moustache and stay firm on it till you meet me? 1563 He said: Yes, but I heard the Ms. of Allah say—Verily the Almighty and Glorious Allah caught one hold with His right hand and another with another hand, and said: This is for this, and this is for this, and I don’t care. I dont know in which of the two holds I am. 1563 —Ahmad.

456w: Ibn Abbas reported from the Holy Prophet who said: Allah took covenant from the back (descendants) of Adam at

1563. It appears from this that to shorten moustache is Sunnat Muakkadah and that he who follows Sunnat or ways of the Prophet will meet the Prophet either at the Fountain or in Paradise.

1563. Here hold means party. Allah took one party of men in His right hand and another in His left and said that those who were in His right hand would go to Paradise and those in His left hand would go to Hell. The narrator feared in which of the hands of Allah he fell as that would decide his fate.
Nu'man 1564 meaning Arafat. Then He created out of His loin every race created. Then He spread them in His presence like seeds and afterwards talked with them face to face. He asked: Am I not your Lord? 'Yes' said they. We bear witness lest you should say on the Resurrection Day: We were heedless of this, or lest you should say: Verily our forefathers were polytheists before and we were descendants after them. Wilt Thou then destroy us for what the vain-doers did? (7:172Q).

—Ahmad.

457w. Obai-b-Ka‘ab reported about the verse of the Almighty and Glorious Allah: When your Lord created from the children of Adam, from their backs, their descendants, He gathered them together and made them of different classes. Afterwards He gave them shape and power of expression. So they talked. Afterwards, He took covenant and promise from them and then they were made to bear witness over themselves—Am I not your Lord? They all replied: Yes. He said: Verily I make the seven heavens and seven earths to bear witness over you, and I make your father Adam to be a witness over you lest you should say on the Resurrection Day: We did not know

4. Numam is a place near Arafat.
this. Know that there is no deity besides Myself, and no Lord besides Myself and associate not anything with Me. Verily I shall soon send you My messengers, reminding you of My covenant and promise, and I shall reveal to you My books. They all replied: We bear witness that Thou art our Lord and our Deity. There is no Lord for us besides Thee and no Deity for us besides Thee. So they corroborated that. And Adam: (peace be on him) was raised up among them to look towards them. Then he saw the rich, the poor, the beautiful of appearances and others. He said: O Lord! would that Thou hast made Thy servants equal! He said: Verily I like that I should be given thanks. Then he saw the Prophets among them like lamps with light upon them. They were particularised with another covenant about divine message and prophethood, and that is His verse, the Blessed and the Almighty: And when We took from the Prophets their covenants-up to His saying—Jesus, son of Mary, who was among those souls. He sent him to Mary (peace be on her). It has also narrated from Obai that he learned from the side of her mouth.

--- Ahmad
458w. Abu Darda' reported: While we were seated near the Apostle of Allah talking about what will come to pass, the Holy Prophet said: When you hear about a mountain that it has shifted itself from its place, believe it, but when you hear about a man that he has changed his nature, don’t believe it as it will return to what it was created upon.

—Ahmad.

CHAPTER XXXIII
1565. Sins and Virtues.

(a) **What are Sins and Virtues?** There are two-fold duties of a man, duty towards God and duty towards His creations. These duties were clearly laid down in the Quran and Hadis. Observance of these duties is called virtue, and the negligence or breach thereof is called sin. Virtue and sin result from lawful and unlawful things or good and bad things. Why is this distinction of acts as lawful or unlawful, good or bad, virtuous or sinful? Why are we to move within the fixed circles of duties and prohibitions? The reason is not far to seek. Man is endowed with soul which has not been given to anything else in this world. Man is the lord of creation by virtue of this soul. This soul will reach perfection if it is placed under certain laws, and it will degrade to the lowest abyss if it neglects these laws and does what has been prohibited. The stage of development of soul is called its Paradise and the stage of its degradation is called Hell. Take its lesson from the body. If the body is placed under certain rules of health and hygiene, it will develop to normal growth; and if not, it will decay leading ultimately to its destruction.
The observance of the laws of health and hygiene is incumbent for the preservation and growth of the body. Hence the observance of the rules of the Quran and Hadis is compulsory for preservation of the soul from the fire and for its continued progress. Take further lesson from a tiny seed. It has got potentialities of development and growth if placed under certain conditions called its laws. If not, it will be nipped in the bud. Therefore it is for our own good that we should follow the laws conducive to the health of our soul and avoid the laws that will degrade it. The former laws are called virtues and the latter sins. God requires no virtuous deeds of men as He is free from the needs of the world—29:6Q. It is for the perfection of our own souls that we require virtuous deeds. The Holy Quran says: No soul earns evils but against itself—6:165Q. Whoso strives hard strives only for his own soul—29:6Q. There are innumerable verses reminding us of this object of divine service. Hence Islam cuts at the root of the idea that particular gods or goddesses should be pleased with worship and sacrifice of animals. The question of virtue and sin still remains to be further explained. Soul cannot be pleased with what is evil as its natural tendency is to strive towards good. The natural function of eye is to see and of ears to hear. Similarly the natural function of soul is strive towards the laws that are conducive to it. Hence what the normal soul is pleased with is called virtue, and what it rejects or doubts is called sin. A pure soul cannot be pleased with what is evil. Hence a pious man can discern what is virtue and what is sin. This cannot be done by an impious soul as it has been partly robbed of its natural function of discerning by the impious deeds. It is therefore seen sometimes that a man feels pleasure in the commission of sins. The Holy Prophet said in this connection when asked about virtue and sin: Virtue is what thy soul is pleased with, and sin is what kindles doubt in thyself and indecision in thy chest though people gave thee decision—3:458w. In another place he said about sin: When anything smites you within yourself, avoid it—1:2w. Many men have got many minds just as they have got different faces, but the goal is the same in all men in the initial stage. Hence the laws of its preservation and development are the same in the Quran and Hadis.
(b) **Man is born sinless.** Islam adopts the doctrine that a child is born sinless and remains in this state till the age of discretion. Responsibility begins with the advent of discretion in a man. It therefore follows that he who is insane and mad or under the age of discretion is free from sin from whatever parentage he comes. In other words, no minor child and no mad man to whatever religion they may belong can be held sinful. The Holy Prophet therefore said: There is no child but is born upon nature (Islam). Then his parents make him a Jew, or a Christian, or a Magian 2:30. The Quran proclaims: Every child is born in the religion (of Islam) 30:30Q and as such is not sinful. A contrary view is held by some religions. It is said that man is born with a bundle of sins on his back. If this theory is accepted, it begins with an unreasonable proposition. What was the fault of man when creation did not at all begin? Who committed the first sin? It goes then to God Himself who was the First. This is therefore a preposterous proposition and teaches us to start with a defective conscience. Which is the more reasonable view?—whether man is punished and rewarded in this world for his sins and virtues in a previous life before his birth or whether he is punished and rewarded in this world and in a future life for his sins and virtues committed in this world? Reason dictates in favour of the latter.

(c) **In every act, there is Sin and Virtue.** Sin and virtue are the results of a particular action done in a particular manner, or in a particular moment, or in a particular place. In other words, exercise of power by a man in one way or the other produces good and evil, and the same act may be virtue on one occasion and sin on another. Coition with wife is no sin, while it amounts to sin with a strange woman. Coition with wife in menstrual period is sin. Hence the same act of coition amounts to virtue and sin in different circumstances. Murder of a man in defence of self or religion is no sin, while his murder without just cause is a sin. Therefore God has given us everything. We are only to use our discretion in doing or abstaining from doing a thing. The principles of using this discretion have been laid down in the Quran and Hadis.

(d) **Punishment for sin and reward for virtue.** This question has already been partly explained. To add to it, it may be said that
the punishments for sins and rewards for virtues are the natural laws of the Almighty like the laws of birth and death, growth and decay of the things of nature. All the Prophets and all the religious personalities emphasised this important fact without any difference of opinion. Hence it is an immutable law that there are rewards for good actions and punishments for bad actions. Islam says that these rewards and punishment will take place in full in the next world and that they may not come to this world. Out of the seed of paddy, only paddy will grow, and out of human life germs only man will be born. Similarly out of good actions, good rewards will follow and not punishment. The Quran therefore reminds us of this law of nature in the moral and spiritual kingdom. "And the recompense of evil is evil like it"—42:40Q. "Is the reward of goodness aught but goodness"—55:60Q? Sin has got the property of destruction while virtue amelioration. If the destroying food is taken by the body, it will suffer. Similarly if the sins are committed, the soul will suffer; and if the virtuous acts are done, it will develop. There is therefore reward or punishment of every action we do in this world. There's no escape from it unless mercy is shown by God.

(e) **Good removes evil.** In many places in the Quran and Hadis, it has been stated that sins are forgiven if particular acts of virtue are done in a particular manner. The Quran says: If you shun the great things of which you have been forbidden, We will compensate for your evils and cause you to enter to an honourable place—4:31Q. And those who believe and do good deeds, We will surely do away the evil deeds from them—29:7Q. This rule of the effacement of the evils by virtuous deeds is strictly in accordance with the scientific law of the opposite. Heat is removed by cold and cold by heat. In like manner, good removes evils. Virtue is light and sin is darkness. Light cannot live in darkness. Similarly true virtue cannot live with sin. Constant virtuous practices keep the devil miles away. When a man begins to shun evil, inclination for evil gradually dies away, and out of the death of these inclinations in mind, there grows out the intention of doing virtuous deeds. At this stage, the virtuous take delight in doing good deeds and even keep away from some lawful things for fear of falling into sin. The sinners on the other hand take delight in their sins and think
them innocent. In this sense, occasional deeds of virtue have salutary effect upon moral and spiritual development. These are effective medicines for sins. The Quran says: If anyone of you does evil in ignorance, then repents after that and does a good act, He is then Forgiving, Merciful—6:54Q. Sin makes a spot in mind. If that spot is not allowed to take a deep root in the soil of mind, it is practically uprooted. This should be done immediately after the commission of the sinful act. This is the meaning of forgiveness by Allah. The Quran therefore declares: Repel evil with what is best—41:34Q.

(f) **Virtue increases but sin does not.** A virtuous act increases according to the motive and efforts of the virtuous man by ten to hundreds. It is therefore heard from the theologians that ثواب (reward) increases by seventy times, or by seven hundred times, or by seven thousand times. What does this number signify? Does it sound unreasonable? Of course, religion does not stand upon mathematical calculation, still for human conception the numbers are stated to give a clear idea of the gradual increase of rewards. What do we find in nature? If a paddy seed is sown, it will grow hundreds of paddy seeds in proportion to labour. That is why the Quran says: The parable of those who spend their property in the way of Allah is as the parable of a grain growing seven ears with a hundred grains in every ear; and Allah multiplies for whom He pleases—2:261Q. Whoso brings a good deed, he shall have ten like it—6:161Q. This is the least reward of a good deed. Regarding sin, the Quran says: Whoso brings an evil deed, he shall be recompensed only with the like of it. This is the maximum punishment of an evil act. This takes place by divine mercy. It has been emphasised in another verse: Whoso does an evil, it shall not be recompensed with aught but the like of it—40:40Q. In this connection, it should be borne in mind that whatever misfortunes or calamities befall on us, it is on account of what our hands have wrought. The Quran says: And whatever misfortune befalls on you, it is from yourself—4:79Q. It is, however, seen sometimes that a virtuous man is punished more than a sinner in this world. This is because the virtuous man is purged of his evils by the fire of
calamities of this world, while the sinner will be purified by the fire of Hell in the next world.

(g) **Is bad intention** (*waswasah* ) **sin?** The Holy Quran says: And if you disclose what is in yourselves or keep it concealed, Allah will take account of you thereafter. Then He will forgive whom He pleases and punish whom He pleases—2:284Q. This shows that there will be accounting of our deeds and even of intentions on the Resurrection Day. This has been explained by tradition No. 33:5 which runs thus: Verily Allah pardoned my followers for what their breasts prompt towards evils so long as they do not do it or utter. From these, it is learnt that there will be accounting of deeds and intentions but there will be no punishment for mere intentions untranslated into actions or gestures. This view has been made more clear in the following verse: Allah will not punish you for what is vain in your oaths, but He will punish you for what your breasts have earned—2:225Q. This verse speaks of intentional oaths. Unintentional oath is even forgiven, though it is uttered in words. Even action done through mistake brings no sin, while action with intention brings sin. The Quran says: There is no blame on you concerning that in which you made a mistake but (concerning) that which your hearts intended—35:5Q. Thus action with intention or intention with action brings sin, while action through mistake or ignorance, or intention without action brings no sin.

(h) **Waswasah and Ilham.** Waswasah are the evil thoughts that arise in mind, and Ilham is opposed to waswasah meaning passing idea of good thoughts or inspiration. Evil thoughts are of two kinds voluntray and involuntary. Involuntary evil thoughts are again of two kinds-temporary (هلجس) and lasting (خاطر). These ideas suddenly arise in mind without intention. No sin is attached to these ideas. The Quran says: Those who keep aloof from the great sins and the indecencies except the passing ideas, surely your Lord is liberal in forgiving—53:32Q. Voluntary evil thought is that which arises is mind, lasts long and always vibrates the mind to commit sin. It is also pardoned so long as it is not expressed in overt action. If one can restrain oneself from this thought, he gets reward. There is another kind of voluntary evil thought which gives pleasure
and incites to do immoral act without fear of allah. This is sinful. (Mazhare Hoq).

(1) **Record of deeds.** Every action and voluntary intention of a man are recorded by two angels called Keraman Katebin (honourable scribes). The Quran says: And certainly there are keepers over you, honourable scribes, they know what you do—82:10—12Q. And every thing small and great is written down—54:53Q. And he who does an atom's weight of good shall see it, and he who does an atom's weight of evil shall see it—99:7Q. This record of deeds will be handed over to the owners on the Resurrection Day. They will find to their surprise that nothing small or great was left unrecorded. The Quran says: And the book shall he placed, then you will see the guilty fearing from what is in it, and they will say: Ah! woe to us! what a book is this! it does not omit anything small and great but numbers them all—18:46Q. A student of modern times may ask—how can this take place? The answer to him is—how can a man preserve dancings, songs and sounds of a man in gramophone records? If man can do it, is it impossible for his Creator to preserve the deeds of men even without records? How can a wireless machine transmit its news? Ether and air preserve words and transmit them from one station to another. Even without angles, Allah can preserve deeds in the machine of soul, because it takes impressions of deeds and intentions. Hear what the Quran says: Nay, rust has fallen on their hearts—88:14Q. The Holy Prophet said also that black spots and white spots fall on heart—88:100. As soon as a sin is committed, a black impression falls on the pure soul. If it is not removed, it remains and thus hundreds of black impressions make the whole region of heart black. It is the duty of every man to remove these black impressions by washing them with the waters of tears and repentances.

(i) **Great and minor sins.** Any breach of the fundamental duties of which the performance is Farz (compulsory) and Wajeb (obligatory) is called a great sin. Any breach of other minor duties is called a minor sin. Breach of any duty which the Holy Prophet used to do constantly without any break is a great sin. Constant repetition of a minor sin makes it a major one. The greatest
crimes in the secular law are rebellion and murder. Similarly the greatest sin in the eye of God is disloyalty to God and murder without sufficient cause. The Quran says: Surely Allah does not forgive that anything should be associated with Him and He forgives what is besides that to whomsoever He pleases; and whoever associates anything with Allah, he devises indeed a great sin—4:180. The Quran explains this setting up of a partner with Allah as forging lies against Allah and to disbelieving in His communications as in the Quran and the previous revealed books—10:177. Imputations of falsehood consists also of setting up a son or wife with God or of disbelieving the hereafter—1:16. In case of disbelief in all these things and in the prophethoods of Muhammad, Jesus and others, all the good deeds of such a man will be brought to nought—18:103, just as the good actions of a rebel are brought to nought owing to his disloyalty to the Crown.

The following have been enumerated by the jurists to be the great sins:—(1) To set up a partner with Allah; (2) to give up compulsory prayers; (3) to give up payment of Zakat on the part of one on whom Zakat is due; (4) to give up fasting of Ramadhan; (5) to give up pilgrimage on the part of one on whom pilgrimage is due; (6) not to obey parents, especially in their old age and poverty—7:23; (7) to commit fornication; (8) to kill a man unjustly; (9) to drink wine—5:90; (10) to indulge in games of chance—5:90; (11) indecencies open and secret—7:33; (12) rebellion without just cause—7:33; (13) misappropriating the property of an orphan unjustly—17:34; (14) to play deceit in weight and measure—17:35; (15) to take boast—17:37; (16) to speak falsehood; (17) to depose falsely and to take false oath; 17. to commit theft and dacoity; (18) to play or learn sorcery; (19) to marry a relative within the prohibited degrees; (20) to have friendship with the unbelievers to the detriment of Islam; (21) to take property of another by oppression; (22) to take and give interest and usury; (23) to eat flesh of dead animals and swine; (24) to practise sooth saying; (25) to slander the chastity of a male or a female; (26) to break off the blood-tie; (27) to break up promise; (28) to flee away from war; (29) to fight against fellow Muslims unjustly; (30) to
create forgeries on Prophet's words; (31) to speak ill of the Prophet; (32) to speak ill of the Prophet's companions; (33) to suppress facts; (34) to take bribe; (35) to create dissension between two men; (36) to bear malice; (37) to spend extravagantly or to be miserly; (38) spying; (39) to create disturbance in the land; (40) to make innovation in religious affairs; (41) to repeat commission of minor sins, (42) to be naked; (43) to commit suicide; (44) to remain impure where bath is Farz; (45) to disbelieve Taqdir; (46) to break treaty; (47) to call men towards misguidance; (48) all plays except three; (49) to address a Muslim "Kafir"; (50) to do injustice in a decision; (51) to do injustice between wives; (52) to cohabit with a menstruating woman; (53) to cohabit with an animal.*

1. Abdullah-b-Mas'ud reported that a man asked: O Ms. of Allah! what sin is greatest near Allah? He replied: Your calling up a partner for Allah while He created you. He asked: What is next? He said: Your killing of your child for fear of his taking food with you. He asked: What is next? He replied: Your committing adultery with the

wife of your neighbour. Then the Almighty Allah revealed by way of corroborating them: And those who do not call another god with Allah and do not kill one whom Allah has made unlawful except for just cause and those who do not commit adultery—the verse.

1566. —Agreed.

2. Abdullah-b-Amr reported that the Apostle of Allah said: The great sins are to associate a partner with Allah, to disobey parents, to kill a soul and to take false oath. *Bukhārī narrated it.* And in a narration of Anas: False evidence in place of false oath. 1567. —Agreed.

3. Abu Hurairah reported that the Messenger of Allah said: Avoid seven harmful things. They asked: O Ms. of Allah! what are those? He replied: Setting up a partner with Allah, sorcery, killing a soul whom Allah has made unlawful except for just cause, devouring usury, devouring the properties of an orphan, keeping behind on the day of fight and slandering chaste believing women. —Agreed.

1568. The remaining portion of the verse is: And whose does that will meet with great sin. There will be double punishment for him on the Resurrection Day and he will remain therein debased—25:68Q. The Arabs used to kill their female children for fear of poverty. The Quran abolished this brutal custom by saying: And don’t kill your children out of fear of poverty (6:182Q).

1597. The Quran refers to this; And those who bear witness to what is false—25:73Q.
4. Nawas-b-Sam'an reported: I asked the Apostle of Allah about virtue and vice. He said: Virtue is good conduct and vice is what raises doubt in your mind and what you do not like that people may pry into it.

—Muslim.

5. Abu Hurairah reported that the Messenger of Allah said: Verily Allah pardoned my followers for what their breasts prompt towards evils so long as they do not do it or utter.

—Agreed.

6. Same reported that the Apostle of Allah said: The devil shall come to someone of you and say: Who has created this? Who has created this? Till he will ask: Who has created your Lord? When it will reach him, let him seek refuge to Allah and let him resist therefrom.

—Ibn Mas'ud reported that the Apostle of Allah said: There is none among you but was entrusted with an intimate friend from Jinn and with an intimate friend from the devils.

1568. Good conduct is the sum total of all virtues dictated by Islam. See note 816 for full discussion. The great sign of virtue and vice is that in case of the former, the door and the people are pleased with it; and in the case of the latter, they are displeased with it. In the case of the former, there is no tendency of keeping it secret, while there is such tendency in the latter.

1569. This hadis indicates that promptings of evils unless expressed in overt acts or utterances are pardoned. This seems to be contrary to the Quranic verse: And if you disclose what is in yourselves or keep it secret, Allah will take account of you thereabout. Then He will forgive whom He pleases and He will chastise whom He pleases (2:284Q). The hadis mentions about pardon only and not accounting. Unless there are accounts, there can not be pardon. Hence the Quranic verse is not inconsistent with the hadis.
angels. They asked: And you too, O Ms. of Allah? He said: And I too, but Allah helped me to prevail over him 1570 and so he submitted and he does not enjoin me but with good.

—Muslim.

8. Anas reported that the Apostle of Allah said: Verily the devil runs the running of blood in a man.

—Agreed.

9. Abu Hurairah reported that the Apostle of Allah said: There is no human child who, when born, is not touched by the devil and then he begins to cry owing to the touch of the devil, except Mary and her son.

—Agreed.

10. Same reported that the Messenger of Allah said: The cry of the just born child when it falls down is an incitement from the devil.

—Agreed

11. Jaber reported that the Messenger of Allah said: Verily the devil places his throne over water. Then he sends his followers to spread dissension among men. The meanest of them in position to him is one who is greatest among them in spreading dissension. One of them comes and says: I have done such and

1570. Here jinn means the devil. The devil comes from the class of jinn. The Quran says: And he was of Jinn (13:50). There are thus two agencies in a man, an agency of good and an agency of bad.
such, He says: You have done nothing. Then another of them comes and says: I have not left him till I created separation between him and his wife. Then he takes him near and says: How good you are! (A'mash said: I consider that he said: Let him stick to it).

—Muslim.

12. Same reported that the Apostle of Allah said: Verily the devil has become disappointed of being worshipped by those who say prayer in the peninsula of Arabia, but he is in the midst of inciting dissension among them. 1571

—Muslim

13. Ibn Abbas reported that a man came to the Prophet and said: Verily I find a thing new in my mind. That I should be a burning coal is better to me than that I should speak it out. He said: All praise is due to Allah who turned his affair to evil promptings.

—Abu Daud

1571. This is a prophecy that there shall be pure monotheism and absence of idol worship in the whole peninsula of Arabia up to the Resurrection Day. This has been literally fulfilled up to the present Day. There is not a single idol or its worship in the whole of Arabia. Had the Prophet not been a Prophet of Allah, his prophecy would have borne the stamp of falsehood. There will be dissension and partisanship in Arabia either for political power or for any other object. This is also seen at present in Arabia.
14. Ibn Mas'ud reported that the Apostle of Allah said: Verily there is a prompting of the devil in the son of Adam and a prompting of the angel. As for the prompting of the devil, it is to return to vice and falsify truth, and as for the prompting of the angel, it is to return to good and corroborate with justice. So whoso perceives that, let him know that it is from Allah and let him praise Allah; and who so perceives the contrary, let him seek refuge to Allah from the devil. Afterwards he read: Verily the devil threatens you with poverty and enjoins you to be niggardly.1572 —Tirmize (Rare.)

15. Anas reported that the Messenger of Allah said: People will not cease asking till they will ask: He is Allah who created everything, but who had created the Almighty and Glorious Allah? Bukhari narrated it, but it is reported by Muslim; He said that the Almighty and Glorious Allah said: Verily your people will continue to ask: "What is this? What is this?" till they will say: This is Allah who created creation. But who created the Almighty and Glorious Allah?

1572. This is the verse 2:259Q.
16. **Osman-b-Abil-A’s** reported: I asked: O Ms. of Allah! verily the devil revolves between me and my prayer and my Quran-reading throwing doubt in me. Then the Ms. of Allah said: That is the devil called Khenjab; so when you feel it, seek refuge to Allah from him and spit thrice to your left side. Accordingly I did it and so Allah removed him from me. —**Muslim.**

17. **Ibn Mas’ud** reported that the Messenger of Allah said: No man is killed unjustly but there is a share of his murder upon the first son of Adam, because he was the first who introduced murder. —**Agreed.**

18. **Abdullah-b-Amr** reported that the Messenger of Allah said: One tyrannical, one disobedient to parents and one addicted to drinking shall not enter Paradise.

—**Nisai, Darimi.**

19. **Same** reported: I heard the Messenger of Allah say: Trials will be impressed upon hearts like every stick of a mat. Whichever heart will drink it, one black impression will fall upon it; and whichever heart will reject it.

---

1573. This shows that in the midst of prayer, it is allowed to seek refuge to Allah and to spit thrice for the purpose of avoiding the devil. Some learned men do not support this on the ground that spitting can not be done in the midst of prayer.

1574. The first man who committed murder unjustly was Qabil (Cain), son of Adam. Qabil quarrelled with his brother Habil (Abel) relating to certain thing and as a result the murder took place. The Quran has got reference to this incident in the verses 5:27-82Q.
one white impression will fall upon
it till it will make two hearts, white
like a marble stone. Then no trial will be able to injure it as
long as the heavens and earth
will continue. And another
(heart) is black, dark coloured
like a black pitcher. It will
neither know any good, nor deny
bad except what it drinks from
its passion.

—Muslim.

23. **Safwan-b-Assal** reported
that a Jew said to his companion:
Take us to this Prophet. His
companion said to him, Don't say
'Prophet'. If he hears you, he
will have four eyes for him.
Then they both came to the Holy
Prophet and asked him about
nine clear verses. The Ms. of
Allah replied: Set up nothing
with Allah, nor steal, nor commit
adultery, nor kill a soul which
Allah has prohibited except for
just cause, nor take an innocent
man to a man of power that he
may put him to death, nor
practise sorcery, nor devour in-
terest, nor caste blasphemy on a
chaste woman, nor turn back for
flight in a day of fight, and you,
the Jews, have got a special thing
not to exceed the limit on Sabath
Day. Then they kissed his hands and

1875. If a man commits sin, a black spot falls in his heart, and if he does a virtuous deed, a white spot falls in it like a white stone. Nothing can affect the white stone, while the dark spot will grow and grow till it will cover the whole heart. Compare it with 88:100.
feet and said: We bear witness that you are a Prophet. He said: What then prevents you from following me? They said: Verily David prayed to his Lord that a prophet might continue among his descendants, and we fear that lest we follow you, the Jews may kill us.

—Tirmizi, Abu Daud, Nisai.

21. Abu Sayeed al-Khodri reported that the Apostle of Allah came out for I'd-ul-Azha or I'd-ul-Fitr towards the praying place and passed by some women. He said: O assembly of women, give alms, and verily I see majority of you as the inmates of the fire. They asked: OMs. of Allah, for what? He said: You often take to curse and are ungrateful to companions. What I see from one of you about defect of wisdom and religion in comparison with the wisdom of a wise man is a proof. They asked: And what is the defect in our religion and intelligence, OMs. of A’lah? He said: Is not the attestation of a woman like half of the attestation of a man?

176. The Holy Prophet was an illiterate man. He did not therefore read the previous books of religion, still he dictated instructions which were found in the Bible and Torah. This shows that he was a Prophet with knowledge of everything from God. The descriptions of the Prophet were inscribed in the Bible and as soon as the Jews saw those in the Prophet they believed him to be a Prophet as foretold by Moses and Jesus.
one white impression will fall upon it till it will make two hearts, white like a marble stone. Then no trial will be able to injure it as long as the heavens and earth will continue. And another (heart) is black, dark coloured like a black pitcher. It will neither know any good, nor deny bad except what it drinks from its passion.

—Muslim.

21. Safwan b-Assal reported that a Jew said to his companion: Take us to this Prophet. His companion said to him, Don't say 'Prophet'. If he hears you, he will have four eyes for him. Then they both came to the Holy Prophet and asked him about nine clear verses. The Ms. of Allah replied: Set up nothing with Allah, nor steal, nor commit adultery, nor kill a soul which Allah has prohibited except for just cause, nor take an innocent man to a man of power that he may put him to death, nor practise sorcery, nor devour interest, nor caste blasphemy on a chaste woman, nor turn back for flight in a day of flight, and you, the Jews, have got a special thing not to exceed the limit on Sabath Day. Then they kissed his hands and

1875. If a man commits on sin, a black spot falls in his heart and if he does a virtuous deed, a white spot falls in it like a white stone. Nothing can affect the white stone, while the dark spot will grow and grow till it will cover the whole heart. Compare it with 98:100.
feet and said: We bear witness that you are a Prophet. He said: What then prevents you from following me? They said: Verily David prayed to his Lord that a prophet might continue among his descendants, and we fear that lest we follow you, the Jews may kill us. 176

—Tirmizi, Abu Daud, Nisai.

21. Abu Sayeed al-Khodri reported that the Apostle of Allah came out for I'd-ul-Azha or I'd-ul-Fitr towards the praying place and passed by some women. He said: O assembly of women, give alms, and verily I see majority of you as the inmates of the fire. They asked: OMs., of Allah, for what? He said: You often take to curse and are ungrateful to companions. What I see from one of you about defect of wisdom and religion in comparison with the wisdom of a wise man is a proof. They asked: And what is the defect in our religion and intelligence, O Ms. of Allah? He said: Is not the attestation of a woman like half of the attestation of a man?

176. The Holy Prophet was an illiterate man. He did not therefore read the previous books of religion, still he dictated instructions which were found in the Bible and Torah. This shows that he was a Prophet with knowledge of everything from God. The descriptions of the Prophet were inscribed in the Bible and as soon as the Jews saw those in the Prophet they believed him to be a Prophet as foretold by Moses and Jesus.
'Yes' they said. He said: And that is on account of her short intelligence. He said: Does she not, when she menstruates, desist from praying and fasting? 'Yes' said they. He said: That is on account of her defect in religion. —Iyad.

459w. Wabesah-b-Ma’bad reported that the Messenger of Allah said: O Wabesah! you have come to ask me about virtue and sin. 'Yes' said I. He said that he joined his fingers and then held them over his chest and said thrice: Ask decision to your soul, ask decision to your heart. Virtue is what the soul is pleased with, virtue is what the heart is pleased with, and sin is what kindles doubt in soul and indecision in chest though people give you decision. 1577 —Ahmad, Burámi.

460w. Mu’az reported that the Apostle of Allah instructed me with ten counsels. He said: Setup nothing with Allah even though you are killed and burnt, nor be disobedient to your parents even though they direct you to go out from your family and property, nor give up the compulsory prayers wilfully, because he who

1577. The Holy Prophet's intention of placing his hand upon chest was: Ask decision to your heart. If anything pleases it, it is virtue; and if anything pricks it, it is sin. It means that in doubtful things which have not been made clear in the Quran and Hadis about their being lawful or unlawful, the heart should not accept it. It is equivalent to sin. What has been however made clear, the dictation of conscience has got no voice therein.
gives up the obligatory prayers wilfully, the security of Allah becomes free from him, nor drink wine as it is the root of every indecent act; beware of sins as with sins the wrath of Allah becomes lawful; beware of flight from holy war even though the people might have perished, and when death overtakes men while you are among them, keep firm, and spend for your family out of your means, and lift not your stick of teaching good manners from them and create fear in them about Allah. —Ahmad.

461w. Qasem-b-Muhammad reported that a man asked him. He asked: Verily I commit mistakes in my prayer and that appears great to me. Then he told him: Go to your prayer, because that will never depart from you till you go away and you say: I have not completed my prayer.

—Malek.

462. Osman-b-Affan reported that the Ms. of Allah said: Whoso has got a good or bad bed, Allah will disclose therefrom a sheet of cloth with which it will be recognised.

—Mishkat.

1678. Death means virulent infectious diseases such as cholera, small-pox, plague etc. Those among whom these diseases break out should not go out of the infected area, and men of outside area should not come in. See notes 690, 172 and 219.
463w. Ja'ber reported from the Apostle of Allah who said: Whoso pleads an excuse to his brother and he does neither grant it, nor accept his excuse, there is upon him sin like that of the collector of taxes. 1579

— Baihaqī.

464w. Qbah-b’A’mer reported from the Holy Prophet who said: When you see the Almighty and Glorious Allah bestowing favours on a servant from the world which he wants inspite of his many sins, that is only prolonging. Afterwards the Ms. of Allah recited: When they forgot what they were reminded with, We opened the doors of everything over them till when they were overjoyed on account of what they were given, We overtook them unawares and then they were disappointed. — Ihmad.

465w. Amr reported that the Holy Prophet one day delivered sermon. He said in his sermon: Behold! verily this world is a temporary commodity out of which the pious and the impious eat. Behold! verily the hereafter is a truth in futurity wherein the All-powerful king will judge.

1579. The sin of those collectors of Zakat who realise excess amount is like that of one who denies Zakat—8:101.
Behold! verily everything good with its paraphernalia will be in Paradise. Behold! verily everything bad with its paraphernalia will be in the fire. Behold! know that you are upon caution from Allah and know that verily you will be presented according to your actions. So whoso does the weight of an atom of good shall see it, and whoso does the weight of an atom of bad shall see it—

(99:7Q).

—Shafeyi.

CHAPTER XXXIV

SECTION I

1580 Prayer

(a) What is prayer? It is the outpourings of heart to the Great Maker. A sense of faith in a higher Power than oneself for help and guidance, fear of that Power, humility in the presence of the Power, hope for mercy and a feeling of repentance and regret for the omissions and commissions constitute prayer. Again, mind has the natural attribute of soaring higher and higher as it came from the Most High. It is not at all stationary. This aspiration of the human mind towards the Highest Ideal is done through prayers and supplications. Words emanating from the innermost recess of the heart possess potentialities of producing wonderful effect. They have not the wings of birds and yet they can fly, no ears to see and yet they can see, no legs to walk upon and yet they can soar high to penetrate the divine veil. It is only through prayer that the veil between man and God can be uplifted. It can approach up to the Highest Mind and can converse with each other. This drawing
together of the two—their intercourse and conversation—is known in religion as prayer. True prayer directs the self towards one single goal and to tread one straight path. The final stage of prayer is immersing of self to the Universal Self, and will to the Universal Will. Such a man always says “Thy will be done”. The Quran therefore teaches us to say: Verily my prayer, and my sacrifice, my life and my death are all for Allah, the Lord of the universe (6:163Q).

(b) **What is the necessity of Prayer?** Man is man because of his soul. Minus soul, man is a beast. Beast is nourished by food, but soul is nourished by spiritual food. That is done through prayer. Hence man has got two-fold duties—to nourish the body with food and to nourish the soul with prayer. Unless it is done, man turns himself a beast. Prayer is not necessary because God requires it, but because man needs it for perfection. If no prayer is offered, the soul of man will suffer and not God just as the body suffers if no food is given to it. There results the death of body by starvation. Similar is the case with soul if spiritual food is denied to it. There is constant clash between flesh and soul in a man. If soul is not made strong, flesh will gain upper hand and lead the soul to destruction. On the other hand, if soul is made strong by prayer, it prevails over flesh and starts on its onward march of spiritual progress reaching ultimately to the “Blessed companionship.” The Quran therefore gave the most important stress upon prayer by mentioning it 85 times. It says: O men, serve your Lord who created you—2:21Q. And seek assistance through patience and prayer, and surely it is a hard thing except for the believing ones—2:15Q. It (prayer) is a consolation to them—20:130Q. Secondly, prayer is necessary as man is weak and in constant need. When everything is baffled to cure a man, he naturally turns towards his Creator for succour and relief. This is the natural mode of mind. When he finds himself in his last breath either in the fathom of sea or in the mouth of a tiger, his mind naturally calls: O God! help me. There is no escape but from uttering it. Even an atheist remembers God at that time. Prayer is therefore necessary because man is weak and God is powerful, because man is in constant need and God can remove it. The relation between man and God is thus maintained through prayer. Thirdly, prayer is necessary to drink deep in the fountain of divine morals.
Man can anoint himself with the divine attributes through prayer. Man's soul contains vast potentialities of development just like a tiny seed. This development can be attained through prayer. Our eyesight, power of hearing and capacity for thinking are very much limited. We can increase the inner powers through prayers from the Great Source. Hence it has been rightly said: More things are wrought by prayer than this world dreams of.

Everything in the world prays. Mountains pray sitting, trees standing, quadrupeds bending and creeping animals prostrating. All the religions of the world recognise also the efficacy of prayer in some from or other. All the religious personalities of the world laid tremendous stress upon prayer. Muhammad, Jesus, Moses and Abraham (peace be on them) who guide the people of the globe with their teachings had to fall prostrate before the Almighty to wreck the mighty forces of evil when they were baffled in their attempts. They had their heart most sincere, and faith most forceful. Being imbued with divine love gained in fervent prayer, the early heroes of Islam dashed to pieces the mighty devilish forces of the empires of the Chosroes and the Caesars within a marvellously short time and hoisted the banners of Tauhid in their palaces. Prayer is therefore the most important means of taking a man nearer to God and nearer to men. In other words, it teaches a man his duty towards God and his duty towards His creation. Had there been no prayer, man would have thought himself absolutely independent and God would not have been a living force.

(c) The Prophet gave a perfect form of Prayer. There was the institution of prayer in all the religions. Islam added new meaning to it. The object of prayer in Islam is one Absolute God. There is nothing in nature which is fit to be worshipped. The entire universe is for the service of man, the lord of creation, and man is for service of the Creator. Hence the object of worship in Islam is the Great God. Prophets, saints and great men are only entitled to respect and not worship. This unique idea in prayer teaches us to concentrate our mind towards the Great Ideal. Secondly, Islam introduced in prayer clock-like regularity. How much it is ridiculous to think that food for physique is required many times a day while food
for soul is not necessary but once in a week—Sunday or Saturday. Islam supplies daily spiritual food to the soul and does not keep six days for business without remembrance of God. It is supplied not once but at least for five times, not arbitrarily but at fixed times. It is the daily routine work of the Muslims. In leisure or in business, in towns or in villages, in sea or in land, in peace or in war, a Muslim must surrender himself before his Maker at least five times a day. Even when busiest, he would still be able to disengage himself from all worldly occupations and fall in prostration and bowing before the Great Lord. Prayer is the first duty of a Muslim when he gets up from bed and it is his last duty when he goes to bed. It is therefore a fact that the Muslims as a nation have a more vital faith in God than the followers of other religions. A Muslim is being tried daily by God in the busy occupations of daily life. The timings of the prayers are also most trying. They fall due just when a man is most busy. A Muslim thus shows that a moment with God is better than Solomon's kingdom.

Thirdly, it is the characteristic of Islamic prayer that it can be said anywhere under the canopy of sky. Wherever the prayer time comes, a Muslim at once falls in bowing and prostration either in mosque, or in field, or in sea, or on the top of a house. He does not require a church or a temple to pray. He does not require a decorated house. All that he requires is a decorated mind imbued with divine love. Fourthly, Islam introduced in prayer regularity method and uniformity. What is the necessity of outward forms? There are two sides of prayer—external and internal. One is the body while another is the life of prayer. As life cannot live without a body, so prayer cannot live without external forms and movements. An idea cannot live without an institution, and a thought without an object of thought. Therefore the spirit of prayer cannot be activity maintained without external movements. To maintain the spirit of law and order is the object of every good government, yet it cannot be maintained without the huge machinery of regulated government and enactments. Similar is the necessity of external forms and certain enacted rules for keeping the spirit of prayer in intact. The indirect objects of prayer, namely, universal brotherhood, unity of the human race etc. cannot be achieved without outward forms and regularity prevailing uniformly.
throughout the Muslim world. A praying man surrenders himself before the Great Master. As surrender to a king is not effective without bowing and prostration on the ground and standing with folded hands and looking down, surrender in prayer is not forceful if not expressed in bowing, standing and prostration. In giving out the expressions of humiliation and surrender, both mind and body should correspond. There is a mysterious relation between body and mind. A healthy body contains a healthy mind which contributes to the health of the soul. Health of body is acquired by the kind of external food it takes. Therefore there is distinction between lawful and unlawful food. Out of juice of fruits, health is created. Similarly health of soul is maintained out of the spirit of awe and reverence arising out of the external movements in prayer. Therefore external movements are necessary for the inner development of self. Islam is unique therefore in introducing method and uniformity in prayer. All these things combined together with what follows about direct and indirect objects of prayer prove conclusively that the Prophet gave a finishing touch to the true form of prayer as to all other attributes of man.

(d) **Objects of prayer in Islam.** There are direct and indirect objects of Islamic prayer. Hence it has been mainly divided into two parts, private and public, single and congregational. Both the parts combined teach us how best to serve Allah and His creation. There in the service of God and service of humanity in general lies the salvation of mankind.

(i) **Direct objects of Prayer.**

(1) **To remember God and to seek touch with Him.** The Holy Quran says: Surely I am Allah, there is no god but I, therefore serve Me, and keep up prayer for My remembrance—20:14Q. This remembrance of God is said to be the greatest object of prayer. The Quran says: And certainly the remembrance of Allah is the greatest—23:45Q. Make prostration and draw nigh to Allah—96:19Q. Glorify the name of your Lord morning and evening—76:25Q. Thus the Quran and Hadis (34:105) declare that to glorify and to remember Allah is the greatest object of prayer. To explain it more clearly it is seen that in this world there is nothing so great as man, there is,
nothing in man so great as soul and there is nothing in soul so great as the remembrance of God. In this sense the remembrance of Allah is the greatest. Now what does the remembrance of Allah signify? It is to remember His mighty power, His grace and bounty, His mercy and forgiveness, His rewards and gifts and the weakness of man. Such remembrance for at least five times a day cannot allow a sinful mind to remain in sin but fills it up on the contrary with electricity of divine love. How can a man love his beloved unless he remembers him too often? Omission of remembrance amounts to rejection of faith in God. It has therefore been said by the Prophet: To give up prayer is infidelity—34:3. The distinguishing feature between a believer and an unbeliever is prayer—34:2. The worshipper allows himself to merge into the divine Self just like a choloroformed man and finds relish to drink deep in the divine morals. The Quran therefore says: Behold! the hearts find consolation in the remembrance of Allah—13:28Q. As the body gets consolation and relish by taking food, so also a worshipper gets consolation by giving spiritual food to soul. It is a coolness that is derived from the nearness of God and from a conversation with God. As two wireless machines can talk with each other, the human mind and the Universal Mind can also talk secretly with each other.

(2) The Second direct object is self-purification. There are two tendencies in a man—Satanic and Angelic. The former is the destructive forces, while the latter constructive. Prayer destroys the destructive forces and helps the march of constructive forces. It kills devilish tendencies and helps the angelic ones. Even the name ‘Salat’ signifies this. Salat comes from sala meaning burning. Salat therefore burns the evil tendencies in a man. The Quran therefore declares: Verily prayer removes indecencies and evil (23:15Q). How can evil thoughts occur in a mind which remembers Allah at least five times a day? Body is washed of external impurities by bath while soul is washed of impure ideas by prayer. The Prophet therefore enquired of Abu Hurairah: Inform me that if there be a river by the side of the door of any of you wherein he takes bath five times a day, will there remain anything of dirt? ‘No’ said he ‘there will remain nothing of his dirt.’ He said: Thus is the
prayer for five times. Prayer blots out all sins therewith—34:2. When rust of sin falls on soul, prayer can remove it. Prayer is light. How can light live in darkness? The magnetic force of prayer keeps away the evils from enternig into the threshold of heart.

(ii) **Indirect objects.** Prayer in Islam has got many indirect objects to fulfil. It looks to the duty towards Allah as much as to the duty towards His creation. This is done by following the divine attributes in dealing with fellow beings. The Prophet said: “Imbue thyself with divine attributes.” By remembering Allah, we not only remember His unity, glory, majesty, power, mercy, and forgiveness, but also we learn from these to remember the sufferings of the humanity, to think all men as children of the same father and to show mercy and forgiveness even in case of faults. By prayer, we anoint ourselves with divine morals so that they may be put into practice in our work-a-day life with our fellow beings. Some prominent features of prayer in Islam which go to teach us the divine morals are the following:—

(1) **It teaches complete democracy in practice.** In the mosques or any praying place, there is reign of complete democracy in its naked form. All differences of rank, colour and creed are buried in oblivion; and all stand shoulder to shoulder before the Maker, the king along with his poorest subject, the rich gorgeously dressed along with a street beggar in rags, the proud learned along with the illiterate, the masters along with their servants and slaves, the teachers with the laught, and the superiors with the subordinates. An atmosphere of brotherhood, equality and love totally differing from the world of strife, struggles and petty jealousies and enmities of daily life reign in the houses of God. There could be no more levelling influence in the world as witnessed in the praying places. This practical training of equality and love are the lessons for the Muslims to their guiding principles in outside world. This doctrine would have remained a dead letter had not this been put into practice daily in five congregational prayers. There are no cushions for the rich, chairs for the middle class and tools for the poor and the black. All Muslims pray as if they are one man before one Maker.

(2) **Prayer teaches unity among humanity.** Congregational prayer have got a mighty force in the unification of the human race,
while prayer in loneliness aims chiefly at the inner development of self. It unites all the people in a common place at fixed times with a bell of equality. There in the mosque, all the Muslims of the locality assemble at least 5 times a day to outpour their hearts before their common Father. The circle becomes greater when the people of several localities assemble on Friday for Zummah prayer, still greater is the unification of the Muslims in the I'd fields where all the muslims of some villages assemble, exchange their views and embrace one another after burying all their petty jealousies in oblivion and creating an atmosphere of good will and co-operation. What the French Revolution, the American War of Independence and the campaign against Czarist Russia have failed to achieve, Hazrat Muhamad (P. H.) have got the credit of establishing it through the institution of prayer. The Holy Prophet did not forget to establish the world Muslim League or Pan-Islam through the institution of Haj (pilgrimage) in the birth-place of Islam. This is the highest manifestation of the common brotherhood of man and the unification of the whole human race under the common fatherhood of God. All who assemble at Arafat cry with one voice "O God, we are present". This serves not only as a unification of the people of the globe but even of dress and mode of living. The whole of humanity assumes one aspect, one attitude and one dress before its Maker, and thus the grandest and the noblest sight of equality and unity is witnessed in the field of Arafat.

(c) Prayer affords opportunities to hear sermons and to confer. No religion has got regular organisations and regular timings of meetings. Islam only has got ordained meetings for which times and places were fixed by the Holy Prophet. Muslims need no assembly chambers and no legislative houses. Everything has got to be done in the mosques, I'd-fields and the holy precincts of the Ka'ba. All Muslims lay their heads together in the mosque on a footing of complete equality on the questions concerning the welfare of the community. It is within the mosques that measures of defences and expeditions were consulted, and decisions arrived at on politics, finance, education and religion. Islam therefore requires no separate council houses and educational institutions, and the Muslims require no legislation as the Holy Quran and
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Hadis form a complete code of life. Prayer in addition teaches that sermons are necessary for bringing the dead mind to life just as rain water brings a dead land to fertility. This is supplied by Friday and I’d sermons and specially by the recitation of the Quranic verses in the midst of prayer.

(4) **Prayer teaches that God is equally approachable by all men.** There is no intermediary between God and man in Islam. There is no priesthood and no distinction between the clergy and the laity. The keys of heaven are not in the hands of one man. The poor and the rich, the high and the low, the learned and the illiterate, the high-born and the low-born, have all equal rights to pray to Allah and equally invoke mercy and forgiveness from Him. There is no favour to anybody except for piety. Prayer therefore teaches that Islam is a refuge for the down-trodden, the neglected, the depressed classes and the untouchables.

(5) **Prayer teaches that the Muslims as one body shall follow one leader in all their affairs.** Whatever the leader (Imam) commands them to do, the follower must obey that with unquestioned submission. Therefore the leader must be on an elective principle. Once he is elected, there is no shilly-shallying. Even if he commits mistakes, they should be corrected by the followers. If he obeys it, it is all well. If he does not obey it, allegiance to the leader should still be maintained. Therefore allegiance to the Muslim king, however bad from individual standpoint, is necessary. If the leader goes beyond the fundamental rules of the state by not obeying the absolute order of bowing and prostration in prayer and not following the Quran, he must not be obeyed in that case.

(6) **Prayer teaches punctuality and discipline in all of our daily works.** Because of constant timely attendance in prayers for at least 5 times a day, we learn the virtue of punctuality in all our daily works. There is also complete discipline within the mosques. There is no reserved seat. The first comer occupies the front rank and even the mightiest monarch has got no right to pull him behind. No noise of any kind, no over-stepping over the necks of others and no departure from the fixed rules of movements of the body are allowed. This teaches us as to how to develop a sense of discipline
in our offices, institutions, schools and colleges. It teaches also to have fixed time for each duty and to attend to it punctually without loss of time and without overlapping one duty over another. This sense of punctuality and discipline greatly helps methodical work and saves precious time.

7. Prayer helps bodily exercise and military training. In Islamic prayer, one has to bring all his bodily limbs into actions and even his toes and fingers. These movements of the limbs are by Divine Wisdom the perfect modes of physical exercise without undue strain on the body. Prayer also teaches the suitable times of exercise and the usefulness of punctuality in exercise. Those who pray constantly in a day need no walking and physical exercise. Prayer affords us a lesson also for military training. All soldiers of God must stand in congregation side by side in straight ranks with feet close and hands hanging down. Then by the signal of *Allahu Akbar* of the commander, all simultaneously raise their hands up to ear and then place them just below the nipple. Then simultaneously all must bow down at the signal of the commander in front and then prostrate down after keeping the centre of the body straight above the ground upon the hands and knee-joints, so that the bullets and guns may pass over them. At another command, all must stand up. Thus the very movement in prayer is like military drill and sufficient to frighten a strange enemy.

8. Prayer teaches us reverence for superiors. The movements in prayers are so prescribed as are the embodiments of humility and reverential attitude. From this, the servant learns how to show respect to his master, a son to his father, a subordinate to his superiors with this exception that bowing and prostration are reserved only for Allah.

9. Prayer teaches us concentration of mind. Any education, any solution of an important matter, any thought on the wonderful workings of natural phenomena require concentration of mind as in mesmerism and hypnotism. This is highly valuable for a thoughtful man for intuitive knowledge and discovery and greatly helps power of memory. Prayer offers a lesson to achieve that object because the worshipper is to think in prayer nothing but Allah and His Power and Glory.
10. Prayer helps us to love cleanliness. It is compulsory for a Muslim to wash his principal bodily limbs such as hands, face, feet, nose, ear and head before each prayer thus requiring every man to wash these exposed limbs for at least five times a day. Is it not salutary to health? He goes to bed after washing his limbs, and when he rises in the morning he begins by washing his limbs. Teeth-cleansing before each time of prayer has been strongly recommended by the Holy Prophet—7:75; and complete bath from impurities of sexual intercourse and menstrual discharge has been made compulsory before prayer. Clothes and the praying places must be clean of all impurities. There are also prescribed rules of cleanliness from impurities arising out of calls of nature. These external purification is nothing but a prelude to the inner purification of soul from all corrupt ideas. These habits of cleanliness exercised daily for at least 5 times a day teach us to live neat and clean in all matters.

11. Prayer teaches us to rise early from sleep. Prayer compels us to rise early in the morning at the appearance of white colour in the eastern horizon up to the rising of the sun. The wise men also said: Early to bed and early to rise makes a man healthy, wealthy and wise. It is Islam which puts this into actual practice. Besides, it saves our most valuable time as the worshipper begins his day's work half an hour or one hour earlier. Half an hour or one hour's saving everyday would mean a great thing for a great man. One is to rise still earlier at the latter part of the night to say Tahajjad prayer which is optional. Such a worshipper is the most lucky about health, wealth, wisdom and time.

12. Prayer affords us a lesson to know the pious and the sinners because the pious attend the mosque while the sinners do not. Among the attendants also, the strictly pious can be distinguished from others by their mode of movements and prayer. It is of immense value to recognise the men of the locality, their nature and conduct for the smooth running of worldly business. Because of our ignorance

* 1. See note 244 for details of Wuzu.
   2. See note 580,
   3. See the whole chapter VIII.
with the character and conduct of a man, we are often deceived.

13. **Prayer helps love, friendship and healthy social relations.** The cumulative effect of meeting 5 five times a day with the people of the locality is great and goes a great way in promoting healthy social relations between man and man. Prayer draws together men of various temperaments and cements friendship among the votaries.

14. **Prayer helps power of memory and preservation of the Holy Quran and Arabic tongue.** The Quran is to be recited in prayer. The Quran says: Read from the Quran what is easy (73:21Q). This necessitates us to learn the Quran and to commit it to memory, some of us a portion of it and some the whole of it. In Tarawih prayer, the whole of the Quran is generally recited. Thus the power of memory is greatly sharpened and the Quran is preserved in the tablets of hearts. There is another benefit. That is to keep the Arabic language quite alive. Every Muslim however illiterate is conversant with the words of *Allahu Akbar*, *Subhan Allah*, *Bismillah*, *A’uzu billah etc.* Thus a common Lingua Franca of Islam is kept as a living force in the common religion.

15. **Prayer requires every Muslim to have primary education.** Prayer requires a knowledge in the prescribed rules, Quran-readings, supplications and invocations, washing, bath, cleanliness from impurities etc. It is compulsory to be acquainted with all these articles of religion. This requires us to undertake an educational career. Prayer also requires us to understand what we read or utter. The Quran says: O you who believe, do not go to prayer when you are intoxicated, until you know well what you utter—4:43Q. This understanding requires learning and education, especially in the Arabic language. There is also no problem of founding separate schools and colleges on account of compulsory character of education. The mosques with the attached rooms serve the purpose of primary schools.

Has not then the prayer in Islam teaching so many things reached perfection? Is it not then the panacea for all spiritual diseases? Does it not teach the duty towards Allah and duty towards fellow beings? Is it not a friend and a guide in life? It is therefore
that the Holy Prophet said: Prayer has been made a coolness for my eyes (34:15a).

(e) **Sin of giving up prayer or praying carelessly.** The object of prayer is to remember God. To deny to remember God by giving up prayer amounts to infidelity, because the distinguishing mark between Islam and infidelity is to remember only One God. The Holy Prophet therefore said: He who gives up prayer intentionally is indeed an infidel—34:15. It is therefore the chief reason that prayer was dearest to the Prophet—34:15a. He who demolishes prayer demolishes the chief pillar of Islam and consequently the sin of not praying is great. The Quran mentioned about prayer for no less than 82 times, and hence it laid the greatest emphasis on prayer. The sin of giving up prayer can therefore be better imagined than described.

The sin of praying carelessly is no less great. The chief object of prayer is remembrance of God and His attributes. If the prayer is said carelessly and negligently, the object is frustrated. A careless reader cannot reproduce his lessons to his master however much he might have read. Similarly prayer with an absent mind gives no appreciable benefit. On the contrary, such a praying man sometimes commits sin in the following way. When he utters "Thee do we worship," he is remembering something on which his mind hovers over. The Quran therefore curses such praying man saying: Woe to the praying ones who are heedless in their prayer—107:7Q. Don't go near prayer while you are drunken till you know what you say, and be not of the heedless ones—7:304Q. Praying means whispering with Allah. So a praying man should be careful of what he utters and what he means by his utterances. At the time of talk before a mighty king if one is heedless of what he utters, he is punished if not driven away as a mad man. Similar is the punishment by the King of kings.

(f) **Should no prayer be said if mind not in proper mood?**

Some are apt to argue that it is useless to pray when mind is not in proper mood or when a man is not acquainted with even some verses of the Quran or the preliminary rules and regulations of prayer. This is entirely a wrong conception. To argue in this way amounts to the saying that a man should not read the simple
A, B, C, if he cannot read Shakespeare's poems all at once. First habituate yourselves to praying and then you will find ample taste. To pray when mind is soft means not to pray at all, because mind may not become soft. An illiterate man not knowing any verses of the Quran may still get ample religious merits by bowing and prostration done in strict obedience to Divine command just as a loyal subject bows down to the orders of the Crown without trying to understand the import of the order. To disobey the command is to court punishment and displeasure of the Crown. Similarly to disobey the Divine Command on lame excuses is to make oneself liable to Divine Displeasure and consequently of sin and punishment. In such a case, the bodily movements are the languages of the worshipper giving full expressions of the feelings of heart.

(g) Excellence of Prayer. The excellence of prayer is great as it is the foremost duty of a Muslim and the chief of the pillars upon which the grand superstructure of Islam stands. It is the distinguishing feature between a Muslim and a non-Muslim. The Prophet's last instruction was about prayer and slave—2:94. He also said that a prolonged and continued prayer is the best of actions—2:94. The Holy Prophet also said that prayer expiates sins—34:466w. The Quran says: Prayer keeps one away from indecency and evil—Q. Besides the compulsory prayers, the sunnat prayers bring abundant rewards which have been described in 34:500, 508,509. He said: Whoever prays six rak’ats after sun-set prayer without talking evil between them will be given an equivalent of divine service for twelve years—34:514. See section 30 for the merits of prayers.

(h) Language of Prayer. Language is a vehicle of conveying thoughts and ideas to fellow beings. It is therefore on outer garb of thoughts. Even without language, thoughts can be expressed partly by signs, gestures and movements as are done by the lower animals. Language is the more convincing form of expression. If, however, external movements are combined with utterances, it would be more effective and forceful just as the mixture of heat and water produces the powerful steam. Therefore prayer without
language is not so effective. A mute sitting often brings no result as God is inconceivable.

The question is: *What should be the language of Prayer?* Should it be said in Arabic which is the language of the Quran and the Prophet, or in the language of the worshipper? There is a good deal of controversy about this matter. Imam Abu Hanifa upheld that prayer in any language is acceptable provided the spirit of prayer is maintained, while the other three Imams held that prayer must be said in the Arabic tongue. The practice for the last thirteen hundred years is in favour of the latter, and prayer is said invariably in Arabic in all Muslim countries except in Turkey which prescribed the language of its own in prayer in recent times. Apart from the practice, let us see what the Quran and the reason dictate about the language. The Quran says: Therefore read of the Quran what is easy. Again it says: Read as much of it as is easy—73:20Q. Again the Quran says: Read in the name of your Lord—96:1Q.

It appears from these verses that the prayer must be said in Arabic. This finds corroboration from the practice of the Prophet himself. At the time of the Prophet, many people speaking non-Arabic tongue notably the Persians accepted Islam. Salman the Persian is a good instance. They were all commanded to pray in the Arabic tongue. There was not a single departure from this. It is clear therefore that prayer must be said in Arabic and with the recitation of the Quranic verses in it. Why then Arabic was prescribed as the language of the worshipper in Islam? It has already been described that the prayer has to serve some objects, direct and indirect. Of the indirect objects of Islam, there are the universal brotherhood and unification of the human race. If prayers are said in the different languages of the world, there would be a bubble of languages and the bubble of the sentiments of the worshippers. In that case, the object of universal brotherhood is frustrated. It is necessary that the universal religion of Islam should have one *Lingua Franca.*

Secondly, if prayer in Arabic is not maintained, there would be a good-bye to the Arabic Quran, Arabic Qibla, Arabic Haj, Arabian Prophet and ultimately to the Arabian faith. If prayer is said in the Bengali or English language, there would be no necessity of the Arabic Quran, and God’s command "Read of the Quran what is
easy" will be disobeyed. There would arise the necessity of compilation of Bengali prayer book, English prayer book etc. Even in the same language, many prayer books will see the light. Thus a rivalry will ensue of the books of prayers giving a permanent goodbye to the spirit of prayer. When Arabic is discarded in prayer, the next step would be to discard the Quran in Arabic as a waste of time. Children will be educated only to learn their mother tongue both for religious and worldly affairs. A sense of abhorrence will arise for the foreign Arabic tongue and ultimately for the foreign faith. The universal religion of Islam will get scattered and in a couple of generations national religions will spring up adopting many national tongues. Thus the old story of friction of religions will repeat itself. Indeed an universal religion should have one universal tongue. The Arabian tongue not only cements the unity of the human race but also binds the hearts of the Muslims to the Quran and the Prophet. Hear what the Quran says to remain steadfast to the Quran and not to any other book: Hold fast to the rope of Allah all together (3:102Q). Thirdly, the sense, beauty and rhythm of the original Quran are impossible to be translated owing to the fact that the Quran came from God Himself while the translations from His servants. Is there anybody of any tongue who can translate the beauties of the Fatiha, the chapter Ikhlas, the words like Allaho-Akbar, Sobhan Allah, Al-hamdolillah, etc. etc.? Will there be the same music in the translation? Is there no difficulty in translating the words which manifest the glory, greatness, grandeur, goodness, love, purity, power and knowledge of the Supreme Being? It is argued by the oppositionists that intelligent prayer makes the heart turn towards the Almighty. If it is taken to be true, we would have found that the majority of the Christians saying prayers in different languages have turned saints, or the majority of the Hindus have turned sadhus? Far from it. It is the prayerful attitude that counts more in religion than mere understanding. Reverence and intelligence are two different things. The most intelligent man is not the most reverential. But it is surely better that intelligent reading should be combined with reverence. Now just weigh the two aspects of the question, either to maintain the unity and solidarity of Islam by saying prayer
in Arabic or to help the destruction of Islam by omitting the Quran-reading in prayer. The final seal to this controversy has been laid down by God Himself. He commands: When the Quran is recited, listen to it—7:234Q. And the morning Quran-reading is witnessed (by angels)—31:23Q. A praying man is, however, allowed to pray in any language where the Quran reading is not necessary, namely: Monazat, Khutba, Milad, Supplications, Invocations, Niyyah etc. There is absolutely no bar to outpour one’s heart before his Maker in these things and in silent whisperings with God.

(i) **Prayer in Islam is not rigid but simple.** Prayer in Islam is not so rigid as is generally supposed. If anybody be unable to pray by standing owing to some excuse or ailment, he is allowed to pray in sitting posture. If he is still unable, he may pray leaning upon a side, and if still unable, he may pray by signs and gestures. The Quran says: Pray standing: if you are then unable, then sitting: if you are still unable, then upon a side—4:145Q. If anybody is in journey, he may shorten his prayer—11:110Q. If he is in the war-field or in a place of fear, it can still be shortened. If water injures a man in the performance of Wuzu, hands and face may be made pure by pure earth. Prayer may be said anywhere on God’s earth because God is everywhere—12:115Q. In short, Allah does not inflict hardship on anybody beyond his capacity—2:286Q.

(j) **Stray thoughts in Prayer.** It is a common experience every praying Muslim with what tremendous force stray and coherent thoughts suddenly flash in mind till prayer lasts. The devil is seen to work most earnestly at that time. This is a proof that prayer is the most efficacious mode of worship and hence the devil comes imperceptively in mind to commit havoc with these thoughts. The causes of these thoughts are two-sided: external and internal. Externally eyes see things and ears hear sounds and songs. Out of sight and hearing, a thought is created in mind. One thought suddenly creates hundreds of thoughts throughout the whole region of mind with stray thoughts. The best remedy is to shut up the eyes in prayer and hear attentively the recital of the Quran by the Imam. It is advisable therefore to pray in a small room and upon a plane cloth in a plain building. For this reason, clothes of prayer should be simple and mosques should be
easy" will be disobeyed. There would arise the necessity of com-
plementation of Bengali prayer book, English prayer book etc. Even in
the same language, many prayer books will see the light. Thus a
rivalry will ensue of the books of prayers giving a permanent good-
beye to the spirit of prayer. When Arabic is discarded in prayer,
the next step would be to discard the Quran in Arabic as a waste
of time. Children will be educated only to learn their mother tongue
both for religious and worldly affairs. A sense of abhorrence will
arise for the foreign Arabic tongue and ultimately for the foreign
faith. The universal religion of Islam will get scattered and in a
couple of generations national religions will spring up adopting
many national tongues. Thus the old story of friction of religions will
repeat itself. Indeed an universal religion should have one universal
tongue. The Arabian tongue not only cements the unity of the
human race but also binds the hearts of the Muslims to the Quran
and the Prophet. Hear what the Quran says to remain steadfast to
the Quran and not to any other book: Hold fast to the
rope of Allah all together (3:102Q). Thirdly, the sense, beauty
and rhythm of the original Quran are impossible to be translated
owing to the fact that the Quran came from God Himself while the
translations from His servants. Is there anybody of any tongue who
can translate the beauties of the Fatiha, the chapter Ikhlas, the words
like Allaha-Akbar, Sobhan Allah, Al-hamdolillah, etc. etc.? Will there
be the same music in the translation? Is there no difficulty in
translating the words which manifest the glory, greatness
grandeur, goodness, love, purity, power and knowledge of the
Supreme Being? It is argued by the oppositionists that intelligent
prayer makes the heart turn towards the Almighty. If it is taken
to be true, we would have found that the majority of the Christians
saying prayers in different languages have turned saints, or the
majority of the Hindus have turned sadhus? Far from it. It is
the prayerful attitude that counts more in religion than mere un-
derstanding. Reverence and intelligence are two different things.
The most intelligent man is not the most reverential. But it is
surely better that intelligent reading should be combined with
reverence. Now just weigh the two aspects of the question, either
to maintain the unity and solidarity of Islam by saying prayer
in Arabic or to help the destruction of Islam by omitting the Quran-reading in prayer. The final seal to this controversy has been laid down by God Himself. He commands; When the Quran is recited, listen to it—7:204Q. And the morning Quran-reading is witnessed (by angels)—34:23Q. A praying man is, however, allowed to pray in any language where the Quran reading is not necessary, namely, Monazat, Khutba, Milad, Supplications, Invocations, Niyyat etc. There is absolutely no bar to outpour one’s heart before his Maker in these things and in silent whisperings with God.

(i) **Prayer in Islam is not rigid but simple.** Prayer in Islam is not so rigid as is generally supposed. If anybody be unable to pray by standing owing to some excuse or ailment, he is allowed to pray in sitting posture. If he is still unable, he may pray leaning upon a side, and if still unable, he may pray by signs and gestures. The Quran says; Pray standing; if you are then unable, then sitting; if you are still unable, then upon a side—4:145Q. If anybody is in journey, he may shorten his prayer—4:101Q. If he is in the war-field or in a place of fear, it can still be shortened. If water injures a man in the performance of Wuzu, hands and face may be made pure by pure earth. Prayer may be said anywhere on God’s earth because God is everywhere—12:115Q. In short, Allah does not inflict hardship on anybody beyond his capacity—2:286Q.

(j) **Stray thoughts in Prayer.** It is a common experience of every praying Muslim with what tremendous force stray and incoherent thoughts suddenly flash in mind till prayer lasts. The devil is seen to work most earnestly at that time. This is a proof that prayer is the most efficacious mode of worship and hence the devil comes imperceptively in mind to commit havoc with stray thoughts. The causes of these thoughts are two-sided-external and internal. Externally eyes see things and ears hear sounds, talks and songs. Out of sight and hearing, a thought is created in mind. One thought suddenly creates hundreds of thoughts covering the whole region of mind with stray thoughts. The best remedy is to shut up the eyes in prayer and hear attentively the reading of the Quran by the Imam. It is advisable therefore to pray in a dark small room and upon a plane cloth in a plain building. For this reason, clothes of prayer should be simple and mosques should not
be decorated with variegated colours. About internal causes, they are the most dangerous. This is the result of numerous duties in hand and of deep engagement with worldly affairs. The more a man is engaged in worldly affairs, the more are his stray thoughts. Hence moderate means is good. Secondly, the thing which produces thoughts should be given away in charity if possible. This will amount to cutting of the root of stray thoughts. To drive out the sparrows from a tree is only occasional. The driven sparrows will again come to the tree to make noise. If the tree is, however, cut at its root, sparrows will never come again. Thus the tree of love for worldly affairs should entirely be cut off at its root, and then and then only stray thoughts would cease to crop up in mind.

(k) **Meaning of some movements in prayer.** Scanning a little in the bodily movements in prayer, we find the following:

(1) **Turning towards the Qibla** means not only that everybody should turn towards the oldest centre of monotheism but also that he should set his mind's eye fixed only to one goal i.e. Allah, and not to any object besides Allah.

(2) **Covering of private parts** means not only keeping concealed the principal organs of evils but also the covering of all faults of all men from being made public. If there is necessity of covering the outer parts, how much more is the necessity of covering the inner faults?

(3) **Standing in prayer means** standing of a prisoner convicted of death before a mighty king. If, however, the worshipper does not stand with this sense of humility, or is unmindful of such a standing before the Mighty Presence, the consequence is very severe.

(4) **Niyyat** means the motive of prayer, the intention of obeying the divine command, of forsaking all evils of the world and seeking nearness to Him.

(5) **Takbir** means uttering *Allahu-Akbar* and believing that Allah is greatest. If mind is unmindful at the time of its utterance, the thing remembered is held to be greater than Allah.

(6) **The reciting of *إِعْرَزْ بِاَلسُّتُرُ** is meant to recognise that Allah's help should be sought to suppress and remove the evils and evil inclinations or occurrence of stray thoughts in mind.
(7) The reciting of Alhamdo-Lillah ( hãng ) means that all praise and glory is due to Allah and to none besides Him. Should we praise a radio or an aeroplane for its wonderful work or should we praise the inventor of radio or aeroplane? Similarly no praise is for the machine placed in a man but for its Maker or Creator of man.

(1) Spirit of Prayer and its rituals. It should be remembered that too much stress upon forms and rituals should not be given as is now done. Prayer will then be divorced from the spirit underlying it. Some exert themselves in prolonging or shortening vowel points of verses or pronouncing in a manner that excites laughter. He is just like one who approaches a king giving more attention to pronunciation and words of a sa'lam then the spirit of reverence and humility underlying it. More attention should be paid to meanings of words than the words themselves. True humility consists, however, beyond utterances and meanings of words and movements of bodies. It is to fill up the mind with electricity of divine love and grandeur which is the cumulative effect of prayer. The more a man is engrossed in divine thoughts, the more his prayer is responded to.

Thus the spirit of prayer is the goal, while the external movements and utterances are only means to gain it. Sincerity and exclusive concentration of mind on divine glory are the keynotes of prayer. The external movements will not reach Allah; only piety will reach Him. The Quran says about this with reference to the sacrifice of animals: Their flesh and their bloods will never reach Allah, but piety will reach Him from you—22:37Q. The Holy Prophet said: Verily Allah looks not to your figures, nor to your wealth but He looks to your hearts and deeds—1:3. The Quran says: Say, verily my prayer, my sacrifice, my life and my death are all for Allah, the Lord of the universe—(6:163Q).

1. Abu Hurairah reported that the Messenger of Allah said: Prayers for five times, one Zumma prayer up to (another) Zumma prayer and one fasting month up to (another) fasting month are causes of expiation of what comes to pass in their midst provided the great sins are avoided. 1581

—Muslim.

2. Same reported that the Ms. of Allah said: Inform me that if there be a river by the side of the door of someone of you wherein he takes bath five times a day—will there remain anything of his dirt? 'No' said he, 'there will remain nothing of his dirt.' He said: Thus are he prayers for five times. Allah lots out all sins therewith. 1582

—Agreed

1581. All minor sins are forgiven if prayers are said five times a day, Zumma prayers attended to and fasting observed. Five times of prayers are sufficient to expiate minor sins. This is conditional upon non-commission of great sins.

1582. Outer body is washed by water and inner soul by prayer. The greater is the wash on the body, the lesser is the dirt that remains on it. So also the the case with soul. Indeed nothing but sound soul will get salvation (26:89Q).
3. **Boraidah** reported that the Messenger of Allah said: The covenant that is between them and us is prayer. Whoso gives it up becomes indeed an infidel.

—*Ahmad, Tirmizi, Nisai, Ibn Majah.*

4. **Anas** reported that a man came and asked: O Ms. of Allah! I have committed an ordained crime. So execute it on me. He did not ask him about it, and then came the prayer (time). So he prayed with the Apostle of Allah. When the Holy Prophet finished the prayer, the man stood and said: O Ms. of Allah! verily I have committed an ordained crime. So execute the ordinance of Allah upon me. He asked: Have you not prayed with us? 'Yes,' he said. He said: Verily Allah has forgiven you your sin or your crime. —*Agreed.*

5. **Ibn Mas‘ud** reported: I asked the Holy Prophet: Which of the actions is dearest to the Almighty Allah? He said: Prayer in its time. I asked: Then what is next? He said: Obedience to parents. I asked: Then what next? He said: Holy war in the way of Allah. —*Agreed.*
6. Abu Hurairah reported that the Messenger of Allah said: Had the people known what is in prayer-call and in the first row, and had they not found but to cast lots about it, they would have cast lots. Had they known what is in Zuhr prayer, they would have vied for it; and had they known what is in the night and early morning prayer, they would have come to them even upon breasts. —Agreed.

7. Same reported that the Messenger of Allah said: There is no prayer more troublesome to the hypocrites than the early morning and night prayers. Had they known what is in them, they would have come to them even upon breasts. —Agreed.

8. Osman reported that the Messenger of Allah said: Whoso says the night prayer in congregation, stands as it were (in prayer) for half of the night; and whoso says the early morning prayer in congregation prays as it were the whole night.

—Muslim.

9. Ibn Omar reported that the Messenger of Allah said: The desert Arabs shall never prevail over you regarding the name of your sun-set prayer.

—Muslim.
(and the desert Arabs appelle it as Isha) and he said: The desert Arabs shall never prevail over you regarding the name of your night-prayer because it is Isha in the Book of Allah. They used to call it 'Atamah' on account of the milking of camel. 1583

—Muslim.

10. Ali reported that the Messenger of Allah said on the Day of the Ditch: They prevented us from saying the middle prayer (the afternoon prayer). May Allah fill up their houses and graves with the fire! 1584

—Agreed.

11. Abdullah-b-Mas‘ud reported that a man came to the Ms. of Allah and asked: O Apostle of Allah, verily I medically treated a woman in the farthest part of Medina, and verily I committed with her what is less than my sexual intercourse with her. 1585 So I am such and do therefore about me what you wish. Omar said to him: Allah concealed you. Would that you have kept (it) secret upon yourself! The Prophet did not return to

1583 The pre-Islamic Arabs used to call the sun-set prayer as 'Isha' and night prayer as 'Atamah' which means darkness in which a man falls at the time of milking a camel. The Prophet named the prayers Magrib and Isha.

1584 The battle of Ditch took place at 5 A.H. It is so called because Medina was defended by a ditch. Prophet and his companions were engaged in digging the ditch and saying: O Allah, there is no felicity but the felicity of the Hereafter. O Allah! have mercy on the Refugees and the Helpers.

1585 I did everything what is less than actual sexual intercourse, such as kissing, touching private parts, trickling nipples, embracing etc.
him anything. 1383 The man got up and departed and then the Prophet sent a man to follow him. He called him and read this verse—and keep up prayer at both ends of the day and a little after dusk. Verily good deeds remove evils. That is a reminder for the remembering ones. A man out of the people said: O Prophet of Allah, is it special for him? He replied: Rather for the whole of mankind. —Muslim.

12. Jaber reported that the Messenger of Allah said: Between divine service and infidelity, there is the giving up of prayer. 1387 —Muslim.

13. Ob'adah-b-Swamet reported that the Ms. of Allah said: Five prayers—the Almighty Allah made them obligatory. Whoso performs ablution well for them and says prayers in their time, and fulfils their bending and prostration, there is a covenant for him upon Allah to forgive him; and whoso does not do, there is

---

1386. Prophet did not give direct answer to his question. It appears from the latter context that he received inspiration from above to answer the query and sent a man to inform him about it. The last sentence shows that hadis is a panacea for all spiritual desesses for the whole of mankind without any distinction of creed and colour.

1387. Prayer is said to be the distinguishing feature between a Muslim and a non-Muslim, as outpouring of heart before one's Maker is natural expression of gratefulness. It appears from this hadis that Muslims should always pray. Those who do not pray are outside the pale of real Islam. It is a food for reflection for many of the Muslims of the present day. According to some companions of the Prophet, one who avoids prayer is an infidel. Imams Malak and Shafayi hold that such a man is near infidelity and that to kill such a man is obligatory. Imam Abu Hanifa holds, however, that such a man shall be informed slight punishment and imprisonment if it is binding.
no covenant for him upon Allah. If He wishes, He may pardon him and if He wishes, He may inflict punishment on him.

_Ahmad, Abu Daud, Malek, Nisai.

14. **Abdullah-b-Shaqiq** reported that the companions of the Messenger of Allah did not consider any of the actions the giving up of which is infidelity except prayer.

_Tirmizi._

15. **Abu Darda’a** reported: My friend advised me: Associate nothing with Allah though you are severed and burnt, nor give up obligatory prayer intentionally. Whoso gives it up intentionally, the covenant becomes free from him. Don’t drink intoxicant, and verily it is the key of every sin.

_Ibn Majah._

15 (a). **Anas** reported that the Messenger of Allah said: Perfume and wives have been made dear to me, and the coolness of my eyes has been made in prayer.

_Ahmad, Nisai._

16. **Ummarah-b-Ruwaibah** reported: I heard the Messenger of Allah say: None shall ever enter the fire who prays before the rising of the sun and before it sets in, that is, early morning and late afternoon prayers.

_Muslim._
17. **Abu Musa** reported that the Messenger of Allah said: Whoso says the two prayers in cold will enter Paradise.

—Agreed.

18. **Abu Hurairah** reported that the Messenger of Allah said: Angels come to you at night and angels come at day time, but they meet together in the early morning prayer and late afternoon prayer. Afterwards those who passed the night amongst you ascend up and their Lord asks them (and He is the knowers of them): How have you left My servants? They answer: We have left them while they were praying and we came to them while they were praying. 

—Agreed.

19. **Jundab-al-Qasri** reported that the Messenger of Allah said: Whoso says early morning prayer while he is in the covenant of Allah, Allah shall never ask you for anything of His covenant, because whoso asks anything from His covenant will get it and then He will turn him down upon his face in the fire.

—**Muslim.**

---

1588. This refers to early morning and late afternoon prayers.

1589. He who says early morning prayer is in the security and protection of Allah. Therefore every true Muslim should also give security and protection to such a man. Allah inflicts punishment on one who is in enmity with the above man.

1590. The covenant of Allah upon His servants on earth is to forgive sins other than great sins. This shows that great sins are sometimes expiated by prayers.
20. Abu Omamah reported that the Messenger of Allah said:
Say your five prayers, fast your month, pay Zakat of your properties and obey one in authority over you, you will then enter paradise of your Lord.

—Ahmad, Tirmizi.

21. Amr-b-Shuaib reported from his father from his grand father who said that the Messenger of Allah said: Order your children to pray when they are boys of seven years and beat them therefor when they are boys of ten years and separate them, one from another, in beds.

—Abu Daud.

22. Ibn Mas'ud and Samarah-b-Jundub reported that the Messenger of Allah said: The middle prayer is the late afternoon prayer.

—Tirmizi.

23. Abu Hurairah reported from the Holy Prophet about the saying of the Almighty: Verily the Quran-reading at morn is witnessed—17:8Q. He said: The angels of night and the angels of day witness it.

—Tirmizi.

24. Zaid-b-Sabet reported that the Messenger of Allah used to say the early afternoon prayer at noon, and he used not to say a prayer which appeared more
difficult to the companions of the Ms. of Allah than it. Then it was revealed: Observe the prayers and the middle prayer—2:238Q. He said: Verily there are two prayers before it and two prayers after it.

—Ahmad, Abu Daud.

25. Salman reported: I heard the Messenger of Allah say: Whoso goes out for early morning prayer goes out with the standard of faith, and whoso goes out at dawn towards the market goes out with the standard of the devil.

—Ibn Majah.

26. Zaid b-Sabt and Ayesha reported: The middle prayer is the Zuhr prayer.

—Tirmizi, Malek.

486w. Abu Zarr reported that the Messenger of Allah came out in winter while the leaves were dropping down. He took two branches from a tree. He narrated that that leaf began to drop down. He said: O Abu Zarr. I said: Present to Thee, O Ms. of Allah. He said: Verily a Muslim servant says prayer hoping thereby the pleasure of Allah and then his sins drop down from him just as this leaf drops down from this tree.

—Ahmad.
467w. Zaid-b-Khalid al-Johani reported that the Ms. of Allah said: Whoso says prayer of two prostrations without being unmindful in them, Allah forgives him of what has preceded from him of sins.
—Ahmad.

468w. Abdullah-b-Amr reported from the Prophet that he mentioned one day about prayer. He said: Whoso protects it, there will be for him a light, a proof and salvation on the Resurrection Day, and whoso does not protect it, there will be no light, on proof and no salvation for him. He will remain on the Resurrection Day with Korah, Pharaoh, Haman and Ubay-b-Khalaf.
—Ahmad, Darimi and Baihaqi.

469w. Omar-b-al-Khattab reported that he wrote to his governors: Verily the most important of your affairs near me is prayer. Whoso protects it and takes care of it protects his religion; and whoso destroys it greatly destroys what is besides it.
—Malek.

---

1531. These were rebels against Allah. Korah was a rich man. Pharaoh was a king of Egypt and Haman was his minister. Obay-b-Khalaf was an arch enemy of Islam. People killed him at Uhad. Protection of prayer means to perform prayer with all its due rites inwardly and outwardly. Anybody doing them will be with prophets and martyrs on the Resurrection Day.

1594. A portion from this tradition has been left out as it relates to time of prayer similar to what has been narrated above. Protecting and taking care of prayer means performing prayer with due rites in appointed times with the real spirit of the remembrance of Allah.
SECTION 2

1593. Times of prayer.

There are fixed times for five compulsory prayers. The Quran says: Surely prayer is the timed ordinance for the believers—4:103Q. The times have been given by the Holy Quran itself. It says: And glorify thy Lord by praising Him before the rising of the sun and before its setting; and during the hours of the night, do also glorify Him, and during parts of the day, that thou mayest be well-pleased—23:130Q. And keep up prayers in the two parts of the day and in the first hours of the night—11:14Q. Keep up prayer from the declining of the sun till the darkness of the night and the morning Quran-reading—17:78Q. It appears from the above verses that prayers must be said compulsorily after getting up from bed in the morning and before going to bed at night, at the time of the declining of the sun after the mid-day and before and after the sun sets in. The times are very significant and speak volumes. The morning prayer signifies that we should all fall in prostration before the Almighty who gave us life after death in sleep and that we should begin the day’s work in the name of the Almighty and that we should finish it before noon to the extent of half. Then at the declining of the sun at noon, we should remember the power of God who can lower a mighty thing even if it rises its head topmost and that worldly glory will decline in a similar way. We should also remember that our life’s half has already finished like the day’s half and that the latter half is approaching with greater speed. Therefore we should turn towards God more than what we did before in the first half of life. Let us pray once more the Asar prayer before the evening of our life comes and before we part away from our day’s work. In the evening, we should remember the power of God who can turn the day into night and the night into day. Then when we go to bed, we should say our farewell prayer as we are going to meet practically death from which we may not rise again next morning. The times of prayer are also significant in the fact that one must fall in prostration before
God even when busiest after disengaging himself from all his worldly concerns. The following are the scheduled times in Islam for prayers:

1. **Fajr** i.e. the early morning prayer which begins from the appearance of the dawn with the white streak of line in the eastern horizon up to the rising of the sun. Thereafter the prayer becomes Qaza.

2. **Zuhr** i.e. the early afternoon prayer which begins from the declining of the sun at noon up to the time of the late afternoon prayer.

3. **Asr** i.e. the late afternoon prayer which begins when a man's shade becomes double and ends just before the setting of the sun.

4. **Magrib** i.e. the sun-set prayer which begins just after the setting of the sun up to the disappearance of the red signs in the horizon.

5. **Isha** i.e. the night prayer which begins from the disappearance of the red colour in the western horizon after sunset up to the mid-night.

There are two optional prayers called fore-noon prayer and Tahajjad prayer. The former comes nearly at the breakfast time and the latter begins from the mid-night up to the appearance of the dawn.

27. **Abdullah-b-Amr** reported that the Messenger of Allah said: The time of Zuhr prayer is: When the sun declines, and the shadow of a man becomes double his length so long as the Asar prayer does not come, and the time of Asar prayer remains so long as the sun does not become yellow; and the time of the sun-set
prayer remains so long as the red-hue does not disappear; and the time of night prayer remains up to the mid-night, and the time of the morning prayer is from the appearance of dawn till the sun does not rise, but when the sun rises, keep away from the prayer because it rises between two horns of the devil 1594.

—Muslim.

28. Boraidah reported that a man asked the Messenger of Allah about the time of prayer. He said to him: Pray with us twice meaning two days. When the sun inclined a little he ordered Bilal, and so he proclaimed Azan. Then he ordered him and he recited ‘Agamat’ of the Zuhr prayer. Then he ordered him and he recited ‘Agamat’ of the Asr while the sun was high like a white egg. Afterwards he ordered him, and so he recited ‘Agamat’ of Magrib when the sun set in. Afterwards he gave him direction and so he recited Agamat of the I’sha prayer when the red hue disappeared. After that he ordered him and so he recited Agamat of the Fajr prayer when there was dawn. When

1594. The infidels used to worship the sun when it began to rise. So in order to oppose this idea and to wipe out idolatry root and branch, the Holy Prophet prohibited every prayer at the time of the rising of the sun after giving it a great condemnation.
there came the second day, he ordered him: Make delay for the Zuhr prayer. So he made delay for it and he was excellent in delaying it. He said Asar while the sun was above. He made more delay for it than what he had done. And he said Magrib before the red-hue disappeared, and he said I’sha prayer after ¾ of the night passed away, and he said: Fajr and then entered the morning therewith. Afterwards he asked: Where is the man who has enquired about the times of prayer? The man said: I, O Ms. of Allah. He said: The time of your prayer is between what you saw.

—Muslim.

23. Ibn Abbas reported that the Messenger of Allah said: Gebriel led my prayer twice near the House. He prayed Zuhr with me when the sun declined a little and it became like the length of a shoe-lace, and he prayed Asar with me when the shade of everything became like itself (double), and he prayed Magrib with me when the fasting man broke his fast, and he prayed I’sha with me when the red-hue disappeared, and he prayed Fajr with me when food and drink became
unlawful for a fasting man. When there came the following day, he prayed Zuhr with me when his shade was like him (double), and he prayed Asar with me when his shade was double of him, and he prayed Magrib when the fasting man broke his fast, and he prayed Isha at one-third part of the night and he prayed Fajr when there dawned the light. Afterwards he looked at me and said: O Muhammad! this was the time of the Prophets before you, and the times are what is between these two times.

—Abu Daud, Tirmizi.

30. **Ibn Ma’sud** reported that the measure of the prayer of the Messenger of Allah for Zuhr was from three to five footsteps in summer, and in winter from five to seven steps.

—Abu Daud, Nisai.

---

**SECTION 3**

1595. **Prayer in haste**

Prayer as a rule should be said at the first half of its appointed time and not at its latter half, because there is pleasure of Allah in the former and pardon of Allah in the latter—34:49. Imam Shafeyi sponsors this view and says that to say every prayer at its
earliest time is Mustahab (laudable). The Quran also says: Hasten to good deeds. The Holy Prophet, while maintaining that prayer during its time is perfectly lawful, laid instructions for greater rewards for early prayer even within the given time. Regarding the morning prayer, the Holy Prophet observed it sometimes in the early dawn in darkness (34:41) and sometimes in distinct light (34:56). That depended upon cold and summer seasons and upon the nature of the congregation and commencement of struggles with non-Muslims at the early part of the day.

As regards Zuhr (the early afternoon prayer), it appears from the traditions that in summer when heat is intense it should be said rather late preferably within the latter half of its time (34:61). About Asar (the late afternoon prayer), there is the general rule as laid down before but Imam Abu Hanifa says that to say it at the latter half is Mustahab. Regarding Magrib (the sun-set prayer), there is the unanimous opinion of the jurists that it should be said at its earliest part (34:52). As regards I'sha (the night prayer), the Holy Prophet laid stress for its saying in the latter half of its time, because silent night gives a peaceful atmosphere for divine service. He disliked sleep before it and any conversation after it. Fajr may be said when a man rises from sleep even after sunrise.

OTHER CONTENTS.—Rulers in latter days will neglect the times of prayer but still they should be obeyed—34:63, 63, night prayer is an innovation in Islam—34:54; no sin in sleep and forgetfulness—34:46, 47; expiation of prayer is prayer—34:43; pre-dawn tiffin extends up to dawn—34:42; three things not to be delayed—burial, prayer and marriage of widows—34:43.

31. Sayyar b-Salama reported: I and my father went to Abu Barzah al-Aslami. My father asked him: How did the Messenger of Allah pray the obligatory prayers? He replied that he used to pray Zuhr which you call the first when the sun inclined a little, and pray Asar
and then any of us could return to his riding camel at the furthest end of Medina while the sun was shining and I forgot what he said about Magrib, and he used to make delay in praying I’sha which you call Atamah, and he used to dislike sleep before it and talk after it; and he used to say optional prayer at the time of Fajr when a man could recognise his friend and read sixty to one hundred (verses). In a narration: He did not care to belate I’sha to one-third of the night, and he did not like to sleep before it and talk after it.

—Agreed.

32. Muhammad-b-Amr reported: We asked Ja’ber-b-Abdullah about prayer of the Prophet. He said that he used to pray Zuhr at noon, and Asar when the sun was shining, and Magrib when it went down, and as for I’sha, when the people were many he used to hasten it; and when they were few, he used to make delay, and Fajr during early darkness.

—Agreed.

1596. The Pre-Islamic Arabs called the time after disappearance of the evening red-hue from the horizon as Atamah which means darkness.
1597. It is not always that the Holy Prophet prayed Fajr early in darkness; sometimes he prayed when everything was visible. These times were chiefly based upon assembly of the people; see traditions 41 and 56.
33. Anas reported: Whenever we prayed at noon behind the Holy Prophet, we used to make prostration upon our clothes out of fear of heat.

---Agreed.

34. Abu Hurairah reported that the Apostle of Allah said: When heat is intense, pray in cool time, (and in a narration of Bukhari from Abu Sayeed: Zuhr), because the intensity of heat comes out from the vapour of Hell. And the fire complained to its Lord and said: O Lord! some portion of myself has devoured others. So He ordered therefor two breaths, one breath in winter and one breath in summer; 1598 the most intense heat which you find, and the most intense cold which you find. 1599

---Agreed.

35. Anas reported that the Messenger of Allah was praying Asar while the sun was up shining and then one departing could go to the high places and return to them while still the sun was

1593. Everything in the earth takes breath and gives out breath at regular intervals. Similarly hell gives out breath twice in a year one in summer and another in winter. In summer, it is commendable (Mustahab) to pray Zuhr somewhat late.

1599. There is a little deviation in wording in the latter portion according to Bukhari in accordance with a second narration of his. It runs: The most intense heat which you find is from its heated air, and the most intense cold which you find is from its intense cold air.
up, and some high places of Medina are four miles or like it from Medina. \[1600\]

—Agreed.

36. **Same** reported that the Messenger of Allah said: That is a prayer of the hypocrite who sits waiting (setting of) the sun till when it becomes yellow and falls between two horns of the devil, he gets up and hurries four (rak'ats) without remembering Allah therein but little. \[1601\]

—Muslim.

37. **Ibn Omar** reported that the Prophet said: As for one whose Asar missed him, his family and property have been robbed as it were.

—Agreed.

38. **Boraidah** reported that the Messenger of Allah said: Whoso has given up Asar prayer, his action has indeed become void. \[1602\]

—Bukhari.

39. **Rafe’-b-Khadiz** reported: We used to pray Magrib along with the Messenger of Allah, and

---

1600. Awali is plural of Al’lah which is a noted place about four miles off from Medina situated upon a lofty place.

1601. That refers to Asar at the fag end of the day. It appears from this that such prayer is abominable (Makruh). The sole object of prayer is to bring the names and attributes of Allah in peaceful memory and to realise His greatness and omnipotence. Every movement of prayer is directed towards that goal—the goal of complete surrender of body and mind towards that Maker.

1602. The nullification of actions does not mean that all previous actions are brought to nought. What is really meant here is that a great deal of merits is lost by non-observance of afternoon prayer. This is the view of Imam Abu Hanifa, The Muta- gilites say, however, that only the great sins nullify actions.
then one of us could return and see the place of his arrow. 1608
—Agreed.

40. Ayesha reported that they used to pray I'sha between setting in of the red-hue and the first one-third of the night.
—Agreed.

41. Same reported that the Prophet used pray Fajr and then the women used to return being covered with their skirts. They could not be recognised owing to darkness. 1504
—Agreed

42. Qatidah reported from Anas that the Prophet and Zaid b-Sabet took pre-dawn tiffin. 1605 When they finished their food, the Prophet got up for prayer and prayed. We asked Anas: What was the time between the finishing of their pre-dawn tiffin and their entering into prayer? He said: The time in which a man can read fifty verses.
—Bukhari.

1608. In other words he used to say sun-set prayer immediately after sun-set. The jurists are unanimous in holding that sun-set prayer is Mustahab (laudable) when it is said in its early time.

1504. The women during Prophet's time used to pray in congregations with males. This custom is still seen at Mecca and Medina where women have got a separate place for prayer which is led by male Imam.

1605 This is sehri-food i.e. food taken before light of dawn for fasting for the next day. This term has therefore been translated here as pre-dawn tiffin.
43. **Abu Zarr** reported that the Messenger of Allah said:
How will you fare when the rulers over you will make the prayer
dead or make delay from its
appointed time? I asked: What
do you then order me? He said:
Say prayer in its time. If you
can overtake it then pray,
and verily it is optional for
you. 1606

—*Muslim*.

44. **Abu Hurairah** reported that the Messenger of Allah said:
Whoso overtakes one
rak’at of Fajr before sun-rise
overtakes the Fajr and whoso
overtakes one rak’at of Asar be-
fore sun-set overtakes the (*entire*) Asar. 1607

—*Agreed*.

45. **Same** reported that the
Messenger of Allah said: When
one of you overtakes a prostrati-
on of Asar before the sun sets
in, let him finish his prayer;

---

1604. This hadis shows that prayers shall be said at their earliest times. If after prayer, congregational prayers are held, and the man who has already prayed wishes to say prayer again in congregation he is allowed, and this will be considered as optional. Imam Abu Hanifa holds that this instruction was with regard to the early afternoon and night prayers as additional prayers after morning and afternoon prayers are Makruh (abominable).

1607. The majority of the learned jurists are of opinion that the rise of the sun and its setting do not make prayers void. A portion of such prayers should have already begun before these phenomena in order to validate prayers. Imam Abu Hanifa holds that morning prayer after sun-rise makes itself void. The other Imams recommended the morning prayer at its early darkness on the basis of tradition no. 41.
and when he overtakes a prostration of Fajr before the sun rises, let him finish his prayer.

—Bukhari.

46. Anas reported that the Messenger of Allah said: Whoso forgets to pray or sleeps there from, its expiation is that he shall pray it when he remembers it. \textit{And in a narration}: There is no expiation for it except that. 1603

—Agreed.

47. Abu Qatadah reported that the Messenger of Allah said: There is no breach of duty in sleep. Verily breach of duty is in wakefulness. So when one of you forgets a prayer or remains asleep there from, let him pray it when he remembers it, because the Almighty Allah said: Keep up prayer to remember Me (30: 14Q) 1603

—Mulsim.

48. Ali reported that the Prophet said: O Ali! there are three things about which you shall not make delay: prayer when it comes, dead-body when it presents itself for burial, and a widow 1603a when you find a match for her. —Tirmizi.

1603. It appears from this that charity can-not be an expiation of the sins committed for neglecting prayers.

1603a. There is no commission of sin of any kind while a man remains asleep. This time is exempted from account. The reason is that in sleep man has got no choice for action. Similarly a man when unsound is not accountable for any action. The last sentence is very significant about the spirit of Islamic prayer. The remembrance of Allah is its chief object.

1603a. Ayyam means a widow or a divorced woman. Great stress has been laid in Islam for widow marriage as widows generally corrupt society. The Prophet who came to establish morality in the world in all its phases could not overlook this important thing.
49. Ibn Omar reported that the Messenger of Allah said:
The initial time of prayer is a pleasure to Allah, and the last
time is pardon of Allah.
—Tirmizi.

50. Omme Farwah reported that the Prophet was asked:
Which of the actions is the best?
He said: Prayer in its initial
time.
—Ahmad, Tirmizi, Abu-Daud.

51. Ayesha reported that the Messenger of Allah did not say
a prayer twice in its latest time, until the Almighty Allah took
away his soul.
—Tirmizi.

52. Abu Auyyb reported that the Messenger of Allah said:
My people will not cease to be in
fortune (or he said upon the
natural religion) so long as they
do not pray the Magrib late up
to the peeping of the stars
through the windows.
—Abu Daud.

53. Abu-Hurairah reported that the Apostle of Allah said:
Had it not been a hardship
over my peop'e, I would have
certainly ordered them to pray Isha
late up to one-third of the night
or its half.
—Ahmad, Tirmizi, Ibn Majah.
54. Mu'az-b-Jabal reported that the Apostle of Allah said:
Say this prayer (I'sha) late because you have been given excellence on its account over all other nations, and no nation before you did say this prayer. 1610

—Abu-Daud.

55. Nu'man-b-Bashir reported: I know the time of this prayer, the last I'sha prayer. The Messenger of Allah used to pray it on the falling down of the moon on the third day (of its rise).

—Abu Daud.

53. Rafe'-b-Khadiz reported that the Messenger of Allah said: Pray Fajr in light, because it is greatest in reward. 1611

—Tirmizi, Abu Daud.

57. Rafe'-b-Khadiz reported: We prayed Asar with the Apostle of Allah. Afterwards a she-camel was sacrificed and it was

---

1610 This is a proof that the religion of Islam began from the time of Adam. In other words, it is a religion of humanity. There is one religion as there is one Lord and that is Islam. The humanity before Prophet of Arabia had to say prayer. Islam made the prayer perfect by adding one more to it and describing its chief object and the means to attain it.

1611 Imam Abu Hanifa holds this view on the strength of 84:86. His followers say prayer when the light of dawn is distinctly visible in the horizon. "It has been written in Sharhi sunnat" says the author of Mishkat, "that Mu'az said: The Ms. of Allah sent me to Yemen and said: When there will be winter, pray Fajr in darkness, and prolong reading of the verses so long as the people are capable of and don't give them trouble and when there will be summer, say morning prayer in light, because the night is short and the people remain asleep. Give them time till they overtake the prayer."
divided into ten portions. Then it was cooked and we ate cooked meat before the setting of the sun. 1612

—Agreed.

58. Abdullah-b-Omar reported: We waited one night waiting for the Messenger of Allah for the last prayer I'sha. He came to us when one-third of the night passed away or after that. We knew not whether anything kept him engaged in his family or something other than that. When he came out, he said: Verily you are waiting for a prayer for which no people of other religion besides you had waited. Had it not been a hardship on my people, I would have certainly prayed with them at this time. Then he ordered the Mu'azzan and so he recited 'Aqamat' of the prayer and then he prayed. —Muslim.

49. Ja'ber-b-Samrah reported that the Messenger of Allah used to say prayers like your prayer, and he used to make a little delay in night prayers after your prayer, 1613 and he used to make prayer short. 1614 —Muslim.

---

1612. This signifies that the Asar prayer should be said at the beginning of its due time. This is the opinion of three Imams and two companions of Imams Abu Hanifa. Imam Abu Hanifa holds, however, that the best time for Asar prayer is in the last. He interprets this hadis by saying that it was done in summer.

1613. This was because night prayer was specially ordained for the Muslims. Imam Abu Hanifa holds that to say night prayer at dead of night is best.

1614. The Holy Prophet used to read short chapters of the Quran in congregational prayers, because there were the weak and the diseased among the congregation.
59(a). Abu Sayeed reported: We prayed with the Apostle of Allah the prayer of night. He did not come out till a similar portion from the mid-night passed away. He said "Take your seat." And so we took our seat. He said: Verily the people have prayed and gone to their beds, and verily you do not cease to remain in prayer so long as you wait for prayer. But for the weakness of the weak and the illness of the ill, I would have certainly delayed this prayer up to mid-night.

—Abu Daud, Nisai.

60. Ommel-Salamah reported that the Messenger of Allah was much more hasty for Zuhr than yourselves, and you are much more hasty for Asr than him. 1615—Ahmad, Tirimizi.

61. Anas reported that the Messenger of Allah used to pray late when it was hot; and early when it was cold. —Nisai.

62. Ob’adah-b-Swa’met reported that the Messenger of Allah said to me: Verily there shall come after me rulers over you whom affairs will keep engaged away from prayer in its time till its time will disappear.

1615 This is the Mazhab of Abu Hanifa to the effect that the prayer should be said a little late.
So say prayer in its time. A man enquired: O Ms. of Allah! shall I pray with them? 'Yes' said he.

—Abu Daud.

63. Qabisah-b-Waqkas reported that the Messenger of Allah said: There shall come after me rulers over you who will make delay in prayer. It will be for you and it will be against them. Pray with them till they pray facing the Kaba.

—Abu Daud.

SECTION 4

1616. Azan (Prayer-call)

(a) Azan. Azan is the call for prayer within its appointed time with certain prescribed words. Such prayer-call is Sunnat at the advent of the time of each congregational prayer. While the Prophet was at Mecca, there was no Azan because the enemies did not allow the Muslims to meet together and pray. The thought of Azan arose in Holy Prophet’s mind when he migrated to Medina. Counsels were held regarding the formulation of a proper prayer-call. Some suggested that there should be blowing of horns, or the ringing of bell, or chimes, or the lighting of fire in a lofty place. At last the suggestion of Hazrat Omar was accepted. It is now the modern Azan, the call to prayer and the true national anthem of Islam. Hazrat Bilal, the negro slave, held the position of the first Muazzzen in Islam.

(b) The delivery of Azan. The call is given out by a man standing in a lofty or prominent place in as loud a voice as possible. He stands facing the Holy Ka’ba with his both hands raised to the
ears—3:71, and chanting with a melodious and loud voice the following sentences in order.

(i) 
(Allah is greatest) repeated four times;

(ii) 
(I bear witness that there is no god but Allah) repeated twice;

(iii) 
(I bear witness that Muhammad is the Messenger of Allah) repeated twice;

(iv) 
(come to prayer) repeated twice;

(v) 
(come to success) repeated twice;

(vi) 
(Allah is greatest) repeated twice;

(vii) 
(there is no god but Allah) once only. The following sentence is added at the call of morning prayer (Prayer is better than sleep) repeated twice.

When the call is finished, all make invocation in the words as recorded in 34:81 (see the text).

(c) Significance of Azan. Azan in Islam has got a great significance. It is not the mere ringing of the bell or the meaningless blowing of horns. This is an appeal from an individual soul to the soul of humanity to turn to Allah, to follow the lead of Muhammad as His Messenger, and to come to take spiritual feast for progress and nourishment of soul appealing in a greater degree than the ringing of the deepest-toned bell or the most costly and elaborate system of chimes. From thousands of thousands of minarets in the world come out spontaneously in loud and sweet melodious voice in the morning and evening, at the declining of the sun and when the sun is in the mid-west and in the grim silence of night, the message of Islam, the message of the desert World Prophet “Allah is greatest, Muhammad is His Messenger, come to prayer, come to success, there is no deity but Allah, prayer is better than sleep.”
What a more grand message to the world can there be? This is the message of Islam to the people of the world. To respond to it on the part of the hearer is wajeb (binding). Who is the devil who can remain silent from responding to the mighty message of Islam, the message that Allah is greatest? Who is the most unfortunate man who does not respond to the invitation for food of soul? Who is there to deny that prayer is not the means of success? Nobody is required to read any book to know the message of Islam. Nobody is required to make a search for the true religion of mankind. It is that which declares Allah to be greatest and the only Being to be worshipped. It is that which makes no distinction in the invitations to prayer and throws open the door of mosque to every son of Adam irrespective of caste, creed and country.

(d) Excellence of Azan. The declaration of this message of Islam to mankind is general and the invitation to join the divine service brings no less religious merit as is generally supposed. The Muazzzen will have great rewards on the Resurrection Day, so much so that all the hearers of the invitation will intercede for him on that day. If the Muazzzen truly believes in what he recites, he will undoubtedly enter Paradise—34:80. Any Muazzzen calling for prayer for seven years out of sincere faith will be free from the fire of Hell—34:86. Supplication between Azan and Aqamat is generally accepted—34:93. The devil runs away when he hears the Azan. Besides prayer times, Azan should be proclaimed in the right ear of the newly-born child or at the time of grief or mishap. It is Sunnat.

(e) Aqamat. The Aqumat is the signal that the prayer is ready and has just begun and that everybody present should disengage his mind from the outside world and engage it in the remembrance of the Almighty. It is necessary in the congregational prayer and it is pronounced in a less loud voice than Azan. It is just like azan with this difference that instead of La ilaha Illa-Allah, قد قامت الصلاة (prayer is ready) is recited twice. With this recitation the prayer truly begins with the hands raised upto the ears.
64. **Anas** reported: They talked of fire and bell and they remembered the Jews and the Christians. Then Bilal was ordered to make **Azan** even and **Agamat** odd. Ismail said: I mentioned it to Ayyub. He said: Except **Agamat**.

—Agreed.

65. **Abu Mahzurah** reported that the Messenger of Allah taught me **Azan** exactly in this form. He said: Say: Allah is greatest, Allah is greatest, Allah is greatest; I bear witness that there is no god but Allah, I bear witness that there is no god but Allah; I bear witness that Muhammad is the Ms. of Allah; I bear witness that Muhammad is the Ms. of Allah; then he repeated and said: I bear witness that there is no god but Allah, I bear witness that there is no god but Allah; I bear witness that Muhammad is the Ms. of Allah, I bear witness that Muhammad is the Ms. of Allah; come to prayer, come to prayer; come to salvation, come to salvation; Allah is greatest, Allah is greatest; there is no god but Allah.

—Muslim.

66. **Ibn Omar** reported that there was **Azan** during the time of the Prophet each twice, and **Agamat** each once except that
he used to say: Prayer is ready, prayer is ready.

—Abu Daud, Nisai.

67. **Abu Mahzurah** reported that the Prophet had taught him Azan in nineteen words and Aqamat in seventeen words. 1617 —Ahmad, Tirmizi, Abu Daud, Nisai, Ibn Majah.

68. **Ziyad-b-Hares as-Sodayi** reported: The Apostle of Allah ordered me to call for morning prayer. So I proclaimed. Then Bilal wished to read Aqamat. The Ms. of Allah said: Verily the brother of as-Sodayi has called for prayer, and verily whose calls for prayer shall recite Aqamat. 1619

—Tirmizi, Abu Daud, Ibn Majah.

69. **Ibn Omar** reported that when the Muslims came to Medina, they used to muster strong and had fixed times for prayer, but none used to call (Azan) therefor. So one day they held talk about that. Some of them said: Adopt like the

1617. According to Hanifi Mazhab, Azan consists of 15 words, while according to Imam Shafeyi, it consists of 19 words as in this hadis. Imam Malek supports Imam Shafeyi. Imam Abu Hanifa says, however, that 8 times of SHAHADAT instead of four have been mentioned in these traditions for teaching by repetition. Imam Abu-Hanifa is however generally followed.

1618. Imam Shafeyi follows this tradition and holds its breach as Makruh. Imam Abu Hanifa differs from this, because sometimes it occurred that Ibn Ommo Makhtum recited Azan, while Bilal recited Aqamat both being companions. This was explained by saying that the Muazzen did not like that another should recite Aqamat.
ringing of the bell of the Christians. Some of them said: Horn-blowing like the horn-blowing of the Jews. Omar said: Will you not send a man who will proclaim Azan for prayer? Then the Apostle of Allah said: O Bilal! get up and proclaim Azan for prayer.

—Agreed.

70 Abdullah-b-Zaid reported: When the Apostle of Allah ordered a bell to be prepared for ringing for the people to muster strong for prayer, there came a man to me while I was asleep (in dream) having a bell in his hand. I said: O Abdullah, will you sell the bell? He asked: What will you do with it? He said: We shall call therewith for prayer. He said: Shall I not guide you to what is better than that? 'Yes' said I. He said: You should call: Allah is greatest, up to the end, and similar is the Agamat. When it was dawn, I came to the Apostle of Allah and informed him what I saw (in dream) He said: Verily it is correct dream if Allah wills. So get up with Bilal and teach him what you saw and call for prayer with him, because he is higher in voice than you. I got up with
Bilal and began to teach it to him, and he was calling therewith. He said that Omar-b-al Khattab heard that while he was in his house. He came out drawing along his skirts (and) saying: O Ms. of Allah! by One who sent you with truth, I have seen just like what he was shown. Then the Apostle of Allah said: Then for Allah is all praise. 1619

—Abu Daud, Ibn Majah.

71. Abdur Rahman reported: My father reported to me from his father from his grand father that the Messenger of Allah ordered Bilal to put his two fingers into his two ears and he said: Verily it will raise your voice high.

—Ibn Majah.

72. Same reported: I asked: O Ms. of Allah! teach me ‘sunnat’ of prayer-call. He said: He rubbed his forehead said: You shall recite: Allah is greatest, Allah is greatest, Allah is greatest, raising therewith your voice. Then you shall utter ‘I bear witness that there is no god but Allah, I bear witness that there is no god but Allah, I bear witness that Muhammad is the Apostle of Allah’.

1619. The present form of azan was agreed to by all including the Holy Prophet.
Allah” lowering your voice there with, and then you shall raise aloud your voice with attestation “I bear witness that there is no god but Allah; I bear witness that there is no god but Allah; I bear witness that Muhammad is the Apostle of Allah; come to prayer, come to prayer; come to success, come to success.” If there comes the early morning prayer, I said: Prayer is better than sleep, prayer is better than sleep; Allah is greatest, Allah is greatest, there is no god but Allah.”

—Abu Daud.

73. Bilal reported that the Messenger of Allah said: Don’t do ‘Taswib’ in prayer except in the early morning prayer 1630

—Tirmizi, Ibn Majah.

74. Jaber reported that the Messenger of Allah said to Bilal: When you call for prayer, be prolonging; and when you recite Aqamat, be prompt; and make time between your Azan and your Aqamat as long as an eater can be free from his eating and a drinker from his drink, and one

1630. TASWIB is to repeat some parts of the formula of Azan, such as “Prayer is better than sleep”, either after or before the prayer-call and near the ears of a sleeping person. This was held by Hazrat Omar as abominable and an innovation. One is, however, allowed to get him awake from sleep by any other means.
called by nature when he enters to answer his call of nature (from his necessity); and don’t stand (for prayer) till you see me. —Tirmizi.

75. Abu Bakrah reported: I came out with the Prophet for the early morning prayer. He did not pass by any man but called him for prayer or moved him by his foot. —Abu Daud:

470w. Malek reported that it had reached him that a Muazzzen came to Omar calling him for early morning prayer. He found him asleep and uttered. “Prayer is better than sleep.” Then Omar ordered him to utter it in the morning proclamation.

—Muatta.

SECTION 5

Excellence of Azan. 1632

76. Muwayiah reported: I heard the Messenger of Allah say: Muazzzens shall have the longest of necks among the people on the Resurrection Day. —Muslim.

1611. This has been said in order to give time to the eaters to finish their eating and to others to perform their necessities which they undertook before Azan. It thus gives a stimulus for congregational prayers.

1632. See note 1616.

1633. The Muazzzens will get great rewards.
77. **Abu Hurairah** reported that the Apostle of Allah said: When there is call for prayer, the devil turns back. He runs through wind till he does not hear the Azan. When the proclamation is finished, he comes forward, till when it is recited in prayer he turns back, till when the recitation is finished, he approaches, till he revolves between a man and his soul saying “Re-member such and such, remember such and such.” He will not cease to re-member till the man knows not how much he has prayed.

—Agreed.

78. **Abu Sayeed al-Khodri** reported that the Messenger of Allah said: The farthest end of the voice of the Muazzen is not heard by any Jinn, man or anything but will bear witness for him on the Resurrection Day.

—Bukhari.

79. **Abdullah-b-Amr-b-al-A’s** reported that the Messenger of Allah said: When you hear the Muazzen, utter what he utters and then send blessings on me; and verily whoso sends one blessing on me, Allah sends ten blessings on him. Then seek a means for me to Allah, because there will be a rank in Paradise which will not be granted except
to one servant out of the servants of Allah, and I wish that he will be myself. So whoso asks means for me, intercession becomes lawful for him. —Muslim.

80. Omar reported that the Messenger of Allah said: When a Muazzzen says “Allah is Greatest, Allah is Greatest,” and then some one of you responds “Allah is Greatest, Allah is Greatest,” next (when) he says “I bear witness that there is no god but Allah,” and he responds “I bear witness that there is no god but Allah”; next (when) he says: “I bear witness that Muhammad is the Apostle of Allah,” and he responds “Muhammad is the Apostle of Allah,” next (when) he says. “Come to prayer;” and he responds “There is no power and no strength except through Allah,” next (when) he says: “Come to success” and he responds “There is no power and no strength except through Allah,” next (when) he says: “Allah is Greatest, Allah is Greatest,” and he responds “Allah is Greatest, Allah is Greatest;” next (when) he says: “There is no god but Allah,” and he responds “There is no god but Allah” out of his (sincere) heart, he will enter Paradise. —Muslim.
81 Jaber reported that the Messenger of Allah said: Whoso responds when he hears the call 1624 "O Allah! Lord of this perfect invitation and ever-living prayer, grant means and honour to Muhammad (P.H.) and raise him up to the position of glory which Thou hast promised him," my intercession will become lawful for him on the Resurrection Day. —Bukhari.

82. Anas reported that the Prophet used to attack when it was dawn, and he used to hear Azan. Whenever he heard Azan, he used to stop or else he attacked. He heard a man saying: Allah is Greatest, Allah is Greatest. Then the messenger of Allah said: Upon the natural religion. Then he said: I bear witness that there is no god but Allah. The Ms. of Allah said: You have come out from the fire. Then they looked at him when lo! he was a shepherd. 1625

—Muslim.

83. Sa'ad-b-Abi Waqqas reported that the Messenger of

1624. This is the prescribed invocation after Azan is finished. To respond to each item of the prayer-call is Wajeb (binding).

1625. Azan is sometimes the signal to point out whether the place belongs to the Muslims or to the unbelievers.
Allah said: As for one who utters when he hears the Muazzen “I bear witness that there is no god but Allah, there is no partner for Him, and that Muhammad (P.H.) is His servant and His Messenger; I am pleased with Allah as Lord, with Muhammad (P.H.) as an Apostle and with Islam as a religion,” he will be forgiven of his sins.  

—— Muslim.

84. Abdullah b-Mugaffal reported that the Messenger of Allah said: There is one prayer between two Azans, there is one prayer between two Azans. Afterwards he said: About the third, it is for one who likes.  

—— Agreed.

85. Abu Hurairah reported that the Messenger of Allah said: The Imam is a security and Muazzen is an object of trust. O Allah! grant guidance to the Imam and forgive the Muazzens.  

—— Ahmad, Abu Daud, Tirmizi.

1626. See note 29 full discussion. The sins refered to here are minor and not great sins.

1627. Two Azans mean here one azan and one takbir recited at the time of the actual prayer. Between these two, the time is opportune for acceptance of a supplication. There are Sunnat and Nafl prayers between these two. Abu Hanifa holds that it is abominable to say (nafl) before the obligatory Magrib prayer. It may mean also that between two azans, there is only one Farz prayer, and that there is only one Azan at the beginning of each time of prayer.

1628. Imam is a security for the followers behind him in prayer. In other words, he takes upon himself the responsibility of his followers in rendering, recitation and other rites of a prayer. Muazzens are objects of trust as by their Azan time for prayer and fasting can be ascertained.
86. Ibn Abbas reported that the Messenger of Allah said:
Whoso calls for prayer for seven years out of hope of reward is enrolled free from the fire.
—Tirmizi, Ibn Majah.

87. Oqbah-b-A'mer reported that the Messenger of Allah said:
Your Lord is pleased with a shepherd of cattle in a peak of the valley of a mountain, calling for prayer and praying. The Almighty and Glorious Allah says: Look to this servant of Mine who is calling for prayer and keeping up prayer out of fear of Me. Indeed I have pardoned My servant and shall admit him in Paradise.
—Abu Daud, Nisai.

88. Ibn Omar reported that the Apostle of Allah said: There will be three persons who will be on the heap of musk on the Resurrection Day: A slave who fulfils the duties to the Almighty Allah and the duties towards his master, and a man who becomes the leader of a people while they are pleased with him, and a man who calls for prayer for five times every day and night.
—Tirmizi (Rare).

89. Abu Hurairah reported that the Messenger of Allah said: A Muazzen is forgiven up to the extreme end of his voice,
and everything fresh and dry bears witness for him; and as for one who is present in prayer, 25 prayers are written for him, and there is expiation for him for what is between these two. 1629

—Ahmad, Abu Daud, Ibn Majah.

90. Osman-b-Abil-A's reported: I asked: O Ms. of Allah! make me a leader of my people. He said: You are their leader, but be followed by the weak among them and take a Muazzen who will not take wages for his call. 1630

—Ahmad, Abu Daud, Nisai.

91. Ommeh Salamah reported: The Apostle of Allah taught me to say at the time of call for sun-set prayer: O Allah! this is the advent of Thy night and going back of Thy day, and the voices of Thy proclaimers. So forgive me. —Abu Daud.

92. Abu Ommamah or someone of the companions of the Apostle Allah reported that Bilal began Aqamat when he

1629. Nisai also narrated it up to "fresh and dry." He adds: For him, there are the rewards of one who says prayer. Ratb signifies here anything moving that has got life such as plants and animals, while Ya'bes is anything inmoveable without life, such as stones, minerals and earth.

1630. It is not lawful for an Imam and a Muazzen to get wages for leading the prayer and calling for prayer. The jurists however allowed provision for those Imams and Muazzens who have been appointed regularly for such services in mosques, as they are not allowed to undertake any other business. It also shows that a true leader of a people is one who is liked by the poor, the helpless and the distressed.
said: “Prayer is just ready,” the Ms. of Allah said “May Allah establish it and make it perpetual” and he said in the whole of Aqamat as in the tradition of Omar about Azan. 1691

—Abu Daud.

93. Anas reported that the Apostle of Allah said: Supplication between Azan and Aqamat is not rejected. 1692

—Abu Daud, Tirmizi.

94. Sahl-b-Sa‘ad reported that the Apostle of Allah said: Two things are not rejected or seldom rejected: Supplication at the time of prayer-call and at the time of Zihad when some of them attack others. And in a narration: And under rain.

—Abu Daud.

95. Abdullah-b-Amr reported that a man asked: O Ms. of Allah! verily the Muazzens have got excellence over us. The Ms. of Allah said: Utter as they utter; when you finish, ask and it will be granted.

—Abu Daud.

1691. This is the form of respond when the following is recited in Aqamat preliminary to actual beginning of prayer “Prayer is just ready, prayer is just ready.”

1692. The granting, however, depends on other things also, for example, the supplicant must not be nourished with impure or unlawful things. At best it signifies that the time between Azan and Aqamat is suitable for acceptance of supplication.
96. Jaber reported: I heard the Apostle of Allah say: Verily as for the devil, when he hears call for prayer, he departs till he reaches the place of Raohaa 1683.

—Muslim.

97. Abu Hurairah reported: We were with the Ms. of Allah. Then Bilal got up calling for prayer. When he was silent, the Ms. of Allah said: Whoso utters this out of sincere faith shall enter Paradise.

—Nisai.

98. Ayesha reported that when the Apostle of Allah heard a muazzen, he used to recite 'Shahadat'.—He said: And I am, and I am. 1684

—Abu Daud.

99. Ibn Omr reported that the Apostle of Allah said: Whoso proclaims Azan for twelve years, Paradise becomes sure for him, and sixty merits are recorded for him every day for every call, and thirty merits for every Aqamat.

—Ibn Majah.

171w. Same reported: We have been enjoined to supplicate at the time of Azan of the sunn prayer. 1685

—Baihaqi.

1683. Raohaa is 36 miles off from Medina.
1684. Shahadat is the formula of attestation which is the following: I bear witness that there is no god but Allah and that Muhammad (P. H.) is His servant and Messenger.
1685. This supplication occurs in the hadis of Omm Salamah—(84:31).
At the time of the Prophet, there were two Azans in the dawn—one for Tahajjad prayer and for pre-dawn tiffin for fasting in the month of Ramzan and another for the early morning prayer. In the former, there was the cry of “Eat and drink,” while in the latter every item of Azan was uttered. The former is therefore no Azan in the true sense of the term. In journey Azan shall be proclaimed when there are two or more persons and there is only one Azan at each time of prayer. The Muazzen must be responded to at the time when Azan is going on.

Contents. Prayer after sun-rise can be said without any sin in case of sleep or forgetfulness—34:104, and the Imam shall be the oldest of the worshippers—34:103. Prayer can be overtaken in its midst—34:107. True leader is he who is followed by the weak—34:93. Pre-dawn tiffin continues up to the spreading of white colour in the eastern horizon—34:102.

100. Ibn Omar reported that the Messenger of Allah said: Verily Bilal used to proclaim at night: “Eat and drink,” till he called Ibn Omm Maktum (for prayer). He (narrator) said that Ibn Omm Maktum was a blind man who did not proclaim for prayer till it was said to him; It has dawned, it has dawn. 1697 —Agreed.

101. Samorah-b-Jundab reported that the Messenger of Allah said: Prayer-call of Bilal must not prevent you from taking your pre-dawn tiffin, nor

1686. See note 1616.
1687. It appears from this hadis that the Prophet had two Muazzans—one for the latter part of night and another for the early dawn. According to him, Imam Shafeyi holds that appointment of two Muazzans is Sunnat. Imam Abu Hanifa says that the first Muazzan was for pre-dawn tiffin for fasting or for Tahajjad prayer, a prayer said at the latter part of the night.
the prolonged dawn but the
dawn spreading rapidly in the
horizon. —Muslim.

102. Malek-b-Huwaires reported:
I came to the Prophet—I
and the son of my uncle. He
said: When you two take
journey, make Azan and recite
Aqamat, and let the senior of
you two be Imam. —Agreed.

103. Same reported that the
Prophet said to us: Pray as
you see me pray; and when
prayer comes, let one of proclaim
you Azan, and then let the oldest
of you be your Imam. —Agreed.

104. Abu Hurairah reported
that when the Messenger of
Allah was returning from the
battle of Khayber, he walked at
night till when fatigue overtook
him, he landed at the latter part
of the night and said to Bilal:
Guard the night for us. Bilal then
prayed what was ordained for
him 1688 while the Ms. of Allah
and his companions fell asleep.

1688. Bilal was ordered to keep awake in order to make the Prophet and his companions
get up from sleep to say early morning prayer. Bilal was then utilising his time in
saying Tahajjud prayer. The battle of Khayber took place at 7 A.H. after the treaty of
Hudaybiyyah. Khayber is nearly 200 miles from Medina and was a stronghold of the
Jewish clan. Exasperated by their repeated treacheries, the Prophet laid siege to their
stronghold and at last a treaty followed.
When the dawn was near, Bilal leaned against his conveyance facing the dawn. His two eyes overcame him while he was leaning against his conveyance. The Ms. of Allah or Bilal or anybody of the companions could not get up from sleep till the sun shone upon them. The Prophet was the first of them to get up. Then the Ms. of Allah was perturbed and said: O Bilal! Bilal said: That which overtook you has overtaken me. He said: Saddle the conveyances. So they saddled their riding conveyances with something. Afterwards the Apostle of Allah made ablution and ordered Bilal. So he read Aqamat for prayer and he said the early morning prayer with them. When he finished the prayer, he said: Whoso forgets a prayer let him pray it when he remembers it, because the Almighty Allah said: Keep my prayer for My remembrance.

—Muslim.

105. Ibn Omar reported that the Messenger of Allah said: There are two traits of character hanging in the necks of the Muazzens for the Muslims, their fasting and their prayer. 1689

—Ibn Majah.

---

1689. People will fast and come to pray after hearing the Azan of the Muazzens. Therefore they must guard the appointed times of Azan for fasting and prayer.
106. Abu Qatadah reported that the Messenger of Allah said: When Aqamah is recited for prayer, don't stand up till you see me coming out. 1640
—Agreed.

107. Abu Hurairah reported that the Messenger of Allah said: When prayer begins, don't come to it running but come to it walking, and you should take to peace. So pray what you overtake and make complete what has missed you. Agreed upon it and in a narration of Muslim: When one of you intends prayer, he is certainly in prayer. —Agreed.

472w. Zaid b-Aslam reported that the Messenger of Allah passed one night on the way to Mecca and entrusted Bilal to make them awake for prayer. Then Bilal fell asleep and they also fell asleep till they awoke while the sun rose upon them. The people got up and were perturbed. Then the Messenger of Allah ordered them to ride on till they came out from that valley. He said: Verily this valley have got in it a devil. So they rode till they came out of that valley.
Then the Apostle of Allah ordered them to get down and make

1640. It is at the time of Muazzan's crying "Come to prayer" that the persons standing behind the Imam should stand up for prayer.
ablation. He ordered Bilal to proclaim for prayer or to read Aqamat. Then the Ms. of Allah prayed with the people and then turned. He saw their frightfulness and said: O people! verily Allah took our souls; and had He wished, He would have returned them to us another time than this. So when someone of you falls asleep at the time of prayer or forgets it and then he is fearful of it, let him pray it as he would have prayed it in its time. Afterwards the Apostle of Allah turned his look towards Abu Bakr the Truthful and said: Verily the devil has come to Bilal and he was praying standing and then he (devil) made him lie down. Then he continued to lull him to sleep just as a child is lulled to sleep, till he fell asleep. Then the Apostle of Allah called Bilal. Bilal informed the Apostle of Allah like that which the Apostle of Allah had informed Abu Bakr. Abu Bakr said: I bear witness that verily you are the Messenger of Allah.

—Malek (Defective.)
SECTION 7

1641. Mosques and Praying Places

(a) Every place in the world is a place of prostration. It is a specialty in Islam that prayer can be offered anywhere under God's earth. The Holy Prophet said: The world, the whole of it, is a mosque—34:147. Wherever you turn, there is the face of God (2:115Q). Therefore as God is everywhere, He can be remembered everywhere under God's earth. God does not live only in temples, mosques and shrines. He lives in every particle of earth. This cosmopolitan spirit of prayer is rarely seen in other religions. Mosque means a place of prostration. Technically it now means a house dedicated primarily only for divine service. Mosque has therefore got a superb meaning unlike temples, churches and synagogues, Islam has got a superb meaning unlike Christianity, Hinduism or Judaism, and Azan has got a grand message unlike the ringing of bells or the blowing of horns. Such is the case with all the doctrines of Islam. Some exceptions have been made regarding places of prayer on the ground of impurity or uncleanness, namely, graves and grave-yards, bath-rooms, public roads, public slaughter—houses, places of dungs and filthes, houses of beasts, camels and cows and the top of the Holy Ka'ba—34:148, 129.

(b) Mosque is the centre of all-round activities. Mosque primarily means as said above a place of prayer. As Islam considers every action in the world as Abadat or worship if done with the object of pleasing Allah, everything good can lawfully be done within the mosque. For this reason, no separate house for each item of national or community's work is required. In other words, mosque can be used as a place of prayer, as an educational institution, as a council-chamber, as a house for war-council and as a secretariat office. In fact, all the good activities of the Muslims relating to individual and national welfare can be done within the mosques. If this is followed, it saves us from enormous expenses of erecting schools and colleges, council chambers, war houses and secretariat offices. This also goes successfully
to meet the compulsory nature of primary education. As the Holy Prophet made education compulsory both for males and females, he also made provisions for educational institutions where boys and girls should be educated. At the time of the Holy Prophet, the mosques served the above purposes. It was in the mosque of Medina that war-councils were held, legislation took place, education was imparted and orders were issued for administration. At the time of Hazrat Omar, two councils held their sittings in the mosque of Medina. Deputations of Muslims and non-Muslims were received within the mosques. The Christian deputation of Nazran and the deputation of Saqif were received by the Prophet within the precincts of the Medina mosque.

The mosque was thus not only the spiritual centre of the Muslims but also their political, educational and military and social centre. In a corner of the Prophet's mosque, a band of missionaries was attached called Ahli-Sufafa who exclusively devoted themselves to divine service and learnt the principles of Islam. Thus there is provision for missionary training in mosques. The mosque of Medina used also to serve the the purpose of library and reading room. In short the mosque was the centre of all-round activities in Islam. If this principle is followed now-a-days, much of the economic, educational, political, social and missionary problems can easily be solved without undue strain on the finances of the Estate. There are, however, certain restrictions, namely, no buy and sale in mosques is lawful—34:143, no execution or retaliation or murder (34:145) and no sexual intercourse.

(c) **Respect to be shown to mosques.** As the mosque is the house of Allah, due respect should be shown to it. The respect is expressed in the following ways. No noise should be made—34:47w and no spitting—34:126. None shall come to mosque with bad odour or bad smell of any kind. Fresh garlic and onions should not be eaten as they may cause annoyance to others—34:146,124; unclean shoes must be put off before one enters the mosque, mosque shall be cleaned and perfumed at times—34:32. At the time of entering it and coming out of it, the invocation as laid down in 34:123,142 and 156 shall be recited. On entry, two rak'ats of prayers shall be said out of gratitude—34:122.
(d) Admission of women in mosques. There is no prohibition for entering the mosque on the part of women for prayer. At the time of the Holy Prophet and the four rightly guided Caliphs, there was the practice of the females praying with males though in a different row or in a separate reserved place. The practice fell afterwards into disuse though it is still found in the case of the Holy Ka'ba and the mosque of Medina. At any rate, women who are willing to attend mosques cannot be prevented from attending them for divine service.

(e) Merits of construction of mosque and attending it. The Holy Prophet declared that the mosque is the best place in the world as is it the centre of divine as well as all-round activities and also because Allah is much remembered therein through these works—34:114. There is an atmosphere of divine glory and divine love within the mosque. There is no place on earth where this takes place. Hence it is called the house of Allah. The merits of praying in mosques in congregation are much greater than those of praying in houses. One reward is recorded for a prayer in a private house, 25 rewards in a tribal mosque, 500 rewards in congregation is a public mosque, 1000 rewards in the mosque of Medina, 50,000 rewards in the mosque of Jerusalem and 100,000 rewards in the Holy Ka'ba—34:121,158. Besides these rewards, there are additional rewards for attending the mosque—34:116,117. The greater is the distance of a house from the mosque, the greater is the reward for attending it—34:118.

To construct a house of Allah has therefore great rewards. House of Allah does not mean that Allah actually resides in it but that Allah is much remembered therein. The Holy Prophet said: Whoso builds a mosque for Allah, Allah will build a house for him in Paradise—34:115. As Islam teaches plain-living and high thinking, it has also laid down the rule that the mosque should be plain and simple and not too high—34:133, nor there shall be any paintings and engravings which may divert the attention of the worshippers. The Prophet himself constructed the mosque of Medina with bricks baked in the sun and posts of the stems of palm trees and roofs of palm-leaves and clay. The great mosques built by Hazrat Omar at Basra, Kufa, Fustat and Jerusalem were all simple structures with
vast court yards in front. The custom of building mosques with domes and minarets and with paintings and engravings was introduced afterwards and the poor structures were replaced by rich ones and the rich hearts by poor hearts.

(g) **Some early mosques.** Among the shrines for divine service in the world, the Holy Ka'ba is the oldest. No trace of any other older mosque was found out on historical researches. From pre-historic days, the place has been a place of pilgrimage and many people from every corner of Arabia came to visit this mosque. The Quran says about the Ka'ba: The first house built for man—3:95Q. Abraham died nearly 4350 years ago and three thousand years before the Prophet Muhammad. The Quran speaks of the existence of the Ka'ba even before that. When leaving his son Ihsmael there, he prayed: O Lord! I have made some of my offspring settle in this barren valley, near Thy sacred House—2:125Q. Muir also says: A very high antiquity must be assigned to the main features of the religion of Mecca.....Diodorus Siculus, writing about half a century before our era says of that part of Arabia washed by the red-sea: there is in the country a temple greatly revered by all the Arabs. This mosque is the oldest sign of monotheism and declares the unity of God from the centre of the world and therefore the Muslims from every part of the world also turn their faces towards this oldest shrine and keep allegiance to it. Next in importance is the mosque of Jerusalem popularly called Masjid-ul-Aqsa. This mosque is the religious shrine of the three great religions of the world, namely, Judaism, Christianity and Islam, and round this mosque are attached the memories of the Prophets Moses, Jesus, David, Solomon and Muhammad. This mosque was the first Qibla of Islam and the Prophet is said to have gone to heaven through this mosque. The Quran refers to this incident: Glory be to Him Who made His servant to go on a night from the sacred mosque (Ka'ba) to the remote mosque (of Jerusalem) of which We have blessed the precincts—17:1Q. Prayer in this mosque carries 50,000 rewards than prayer elsewhere.

**The mosque of Quba.** This is the first mosque in Islam built for congregational prayer by the Prophet on his way from Mecca to Medina at the time of Hijrat. He stayed here for 14 days
and had it constructed. The Quran mentions about this mosque: Certainly a mosque founded on piety from the very first day is more deserving that you should stand in it; in it are men who love that they should be purified—9:10Q.

The mosque of Medina. This is the mosque of the Prophet. In a corner of this mosque lies entombed the Apostle of Allah, the Universal Prophet. The courtyard belonged to two orphan boys. It was purchased from them. It was made of mud bricks, palm trees and palm leaves.

Merits of congregational prayer—34:119. 158; one should return home from journey in day time—34:132; sin of forgetting the Quran is great—34:135; prayer in mosque is asceticism—34:473w; three men are in the security of Allah—34:188; Tahli, Tasbih, and Tamid are fruits of Paradise—38:140; Prophet curried women who are accustomed to visit graves—34:140; light on grave prohibited—34:150; prayer is whispering with Lord—34:158; spitting towards the west is abominable—34:154; a good sermon—34:155; Prophet's intuitive knowledge—34:474w.

108. Ibn Abbas reported that when the Prophet entered the House, he supplicated in every side of it and did not pray till he went out of it. When he came out, he prayed two rak'ats in front of the Ka'ba and said: This is the Qiblah. 1642

—Bukhari.

109. Abdullah-b-Omar reported that the Messenger of Allah entered the Ka'ba—he, Osamah-b-Zaid, Osman-b-Talha al-Hazabi and Bilal-b-Rabah. He shut it against him and stayed therein. Then I asked Bilal when he came out: What did the Apostle of Allah do? He said that he

1642. Muslim narrated this tradition from Osamah-b-Zaid. Imam Malek holds that prayer within the Ka'ba is not allowed on the basis of this tradition, while the other Imams and jurists hold the contrary.
had a pillar on his left, two pillars on his right and three pillars behind him, (and the House was then upon six pillars) and then he said prayer

—Agreed.

110. Abu Hurairah reported that the Messenger of Allah said: A prayer in this mosque of mine is better than one thousand prayers in what is besides it except in the sacred mosque (of the Ka'ba.) 1643

—Agreed.

111. Abu Sayeed al-Khodri reported that the Apostle of Allah said: Drive no camels except towards three mosques—the sacred mosque, the remote mosque (of Jerusalem) and this mosque of mine. 1644 —Agreed.

1643. The Prophet's mosque of Medina has been referred here. Prayer in the Ka'ba is rewarded with 100,000 times than that in other places. Jurists differ with regard to the exact place of the Holy Ka'ba where this reward can be obtained. Some say that it is within the House of the Ka'ba, some within Mecca and some within congregational prayers. The majority of jurists, however, hold that this reward can be obtained by praying within the sacred enclosures of the Ka'ba.

1644. This means that the Muslims should not undertake journey without any necessity but for prayers in these three mosques of Ka'ba, Medina and Jerusalem with which the religion of Islam is attached in different phases from time immemorial. The prohibition or rather discouragement of visiting other places is chiefly due to fear of grave worship. Shah Oliullah of Delhi interprets it by saying that visiting other places will carry no spiritual benefit.

1645. This is interpreted by holding that one who prays in this place will enter Paradise and that one who prays near the pulpit will get the benefit of Prophet's fountain on the Resurrection Day. Some says that this place being a piece of Paradise will never be destroyed. Tahirashi said that as this place is visited always by men, angels and Jinn, it is called a garden.
112. Abu Hurairah reported that the Messenger of Allah said: Between my house and my pulpit, there is a garden of the gardens of Paradise, and my pulpit is upon my well. 1645

—Agreed.

113. Ibn Omar reported that the Prophet used to come to the mosque of Quba on foot or riding every Saturday and to pray two rak'ats therein. 1343

—Agreed.

114. Abu Hurairah reported that the Messenger of Allah said: The cities that are dearest to Allah are their mosques, and the cities that are disliked most by Allah are their markets. —Muslim.

115. Osman reported that the Messenger of Allah said: Whoso builds a mosque for Allah, Allah will build an abode for him in Paradise. —Agreed.

116. Abu Hurairah reported that the Messenger of Allah said: Whoso goes at morn or at dusk to a mosque, Allah will prepare for him an entertainment in Paradise whenever he will pass at morn or at dusk.

—Agreed.

1646: Quba is a place three miles to the south of Medina. The Holy Prophet first landed at Quba on his way from Mocoa to Medina at the time of flight. There a mosque was built which is the first mosque in Islam.
117. Abu Musa reported that the Messenger of Allah said:
The greatest of the people in reward for prayer is the longest
for them in walking (to mosque);
and he who awaits for prayer
till he says it with the Imam
gets higher rewards than one
who says prayer and then falls
asleep.
—Agreed.

118. Ja'ber reported that some
habitation fell vacant round the
mosque. Then the children of
Salamah intended to shift to the
neighbourhood of the mosque.
That reached the Prophet who
said to them: It has reached me
that you intend to shift to the
neighbourhood of the mosque.
'Yes' said they, 'O Prophet of
Allah, we intend that.' He said:
O Banu Salamah! (stay in) your
houses, your footsteps will be
recorded, (stay in) your houses,
your footsteps will be recorded.
—Muslim

119. Same reported that the Mes-
senger of Allah said: Prayer of a
man in congregation is increased
by 25 times than his prayer in
his own house in his market,
and that is because when he
makes ablution, he makes his

1647. In other words, the longer the distance of a house from the mosque of the
Prophet, the greater will be the reward. Therefore the children of Salamah were not
asked not to shift.
ablution well, then goes out to the mosque, and nothing but prayer takes him out. No step does he take but wherewith a step in rank is raised up for him and a fault is dropped therewith from him. When he says prayer, angels continue to bless him, so long as he is in his praying-place: O Allah! send blessing on him, O Allah! show him mercy. And someone of you continues to be in prayer so long as he waits for prayer. In a narration; he said: When he enters the mosque, prayer confines him and he continues to be in supplication of the angels. O Allah, forgive him. O Allah! accept his repentance so long as he does not give trouble therein, so long as he does not talk therein.

—Agreed.

120. Abu Usaid reported that the Messenger of Allah said: When someone of you enters the mosque, let him recite: O Allah! open for me the doors of Thy mercy; and (when) he come out, let him say: O Allah! verily I beg Thee of Thy abundance.

—Muslim.

121. Abu Qatadah reported that the Prophet said: When someone of you enters the mosque, let him
pray two rak'ats before he sits. —Agreed.

122. Ka'ab-b-Malek reported that the Messenger of Allah did not return from a journey except at noon during the day. Then when he arrived, he went first to the mosque, prayed two rak'ats therein and then sat therein.

—Agreed.

123. Abu Hurairah reported that the Messenger of Allah said: Whoso hears a man searching for a lost thing in the mosque, let him say: Allah will not return it to you, because the mosques have not been built for this.

—Muslim.

124. Jaber reported that the Messenger of Allah said: Whoso eats from this plant of bad smell must not come near our mosque, because angels feel annoyed at what man feels annoyed.

—Agreed.

125. Anas reported that the Messenger of Allah said: Spitting in the mosque is a sin, and its expiation is its burial. —Agreed.

126. Abu Zarr reported that the Messenger of Allah said: The actions of my people were presented to me, their virtues

1648. Imam Shafii holds on the authority of this tradition that prayer for two rak'ats is wajib, while Imam Abu Hanifa holds that it is Mustahab (commendable).

1649. This is garlic or onion uncooked.
and their sins. I found out of their good actions nuisance that was removed from the pathway, and I found out of their evil actions spitting within the mosque which was not buried. —Muslim.

127. Abu Hurairah reported that the Messenger of Allah said: When one of you stands up for prayer, let him not spit in his front, because he whispers with Allah so long as he remains in his praying place; nor on his right side because there is an angel on his right side. Let him spit on his left side or under his foot and then cover it. And in a narration of Abu Sayeed: under his left-foot.

—Agreed.

128. Ayesha reported that the Messenger of Allah said in his illness of which he was not cured: May Allah curse the Jews and the Christians who adopted the graves of their Prophet as mosques. 1650 —Agreed.

129. Jundab reported: I heard the Messenger of Allah say: Behold! those who were before you used to adopt the graves of their Prophets and their

1650. Here there is indication that some attempts would be made by some persons to prostrate before the Prophet’s tomb. In order to counteract this evil practice, the Holy Prophet timely warned his followers.
righteous men as mosques. Behold! take not the graves as mosques. Verily I prohibit you from that.

—Muslim.

130. Ibn Omar reported that the Messenger of Allah said: Make your houses your praying places, but take them not as graves. 1651

—Agreed.

130 (a). Abu Hurairah reported that the Messenger of Allah said: There is one Qiblah for what is between the east and the west. 1652

—Tirmizi.

131. Talq-b-Ali reported: We went out on a deputation to the Apostle of Allah and we took oath of allegiance to him and we prayed with him and informed him that there is a cloister for us in our land. We sought from him the excess of his ablution water. So he called for water, made ablution and gurgled. Afterwards he poured it in a pot for us and ordered us. He said: Go out. When you will come to your land, break your cloister and wash its place with this water and take it as mosque. We replied: The city is for off and the heat is severe and water will dry up. He said: Increase it

---

1651 This means that when necessity arises, people take recourse to their own houses. People should not take refuge to graves of pious men.

1652 Qiblah means direction towards which the Muslims turn their faces at the time of prayer.
with water, and verily it will not add to it but blessing. —Nisai.

132 Ayesha reported that the Apostle of Allah passed order for the construction of a mosque in the midst of houses and for its cleansing and perfuming.

Abu Daud, Tirmizi.

133. Ibn Abbas reported that the Messenger of Allah said: I have not been ordered to make the mosques high. Ibn Abbas said: In order to embellish them just as the Jews and the Christians did. 1683 —Abu Daud.

134. Anas reported that the Messenger of Allah said: Of the signs of the Hour, it is that the people will make boast within the mosques.

Abu Daud, Nisai, Darimi.

Ibn Majah.

135. Same reported that the Apostle of Allah said: The rewards of my followers were presented to me till (those of) nuisances which a man removed from the mosque. And the sins of my people were presented to me, but I did not see any sin greater than (that of) a chapter of the Quran or

1683. The latter words belong to Ibn Abbas. Some latter jurists held that high construction of mosques is lawful on the ground that to keep mosques in an ordinary way looks odd in comparison with lofty palaces for dwelling. At the Prophet's time, his mosque was made of date trees and leaves. This was followed by the first two Caliphs. It was Hazrat Osman who first changed its dimension and constructed its walls and made engravings therein.
a verse which a man learns and then forgets. —Tirmizi, Abu Daud.

136. Boraidah reported that the Messenger of Allah said:
Give good news to those who walk on foot to the mosques in
darkness with the (reward of) perfect light on the Resurrection Day. 1654

—Tirmizi, Abu Daud.

137. Abu Sayeed al-Khodri reported that the Messenger of Allah said:
When you see a man taking care of a mosque,
bear witness for him with faith,
because Allah says: He who believes in Allah and the latter
day frequents the mosques of Allah. —Tirmizi, Ibn Majah, Darimi

138. Abu Omamah reported that the Prophet said:
There are three persons each of whom is a security over Allah:
A man who goes out as a warrior in the way of Allah—he is a security upon Allah—till He causes him to death and then admits him in Paradise or sends him back with what he secured from reward or booty; and a man who frequents the mosque—he is a security over Allah; and a man who enters his house with greetings—he is also a security over Allah. —Abu Daud.

1654. This has got reference in the Quran: Their light will run by their fronts and by their sides saying: O our Lord! make our light perfect for us (66:83).
139. Same reported that the Messenger of Allah said: Whoso goes out of his house with ablation towards an ordained prayer his reward is like the reward of a ‘Muhrim’ pilgrim, and whoso goes out towards ‘tasbih’ of the forenoon without aiming at it but for Him, his reward is like the reward of “umrah” pilgrim, and prayer on the footstep of another prayer without any vain talk between them has a record in the highest heaven. 1355

—Ahmad, Abu Daud.

140. Abu Hurairah reported that the Messenger of Allah said: When you pass by the gardens of Paradise, enjoy fruits. He was questioned: O Messenger of Allah! what are the gardens of Paradise? He said: The mosques. 1656 He was questioned: What is the enjoyment of fruits, O Ms. of Allah? He said: ‘Glory be to Allah’ and ‘All praise is for Allah’, and ‘There is no god but Allah’, and ‘Allah is greatest. —Tirmizi.

---

1655. Muhrim is one who observes the rules of Ihram, forbidding certain prescribed things in case of pilgrims to the Ka'ba. Tasbih is to recite—Sobhan-Allah (glory be to Allah). Prayer on the footstep of another prayer means a prayer following another prayer. Between these two prayers, there should be silence in order to deserve this reward.

1656. Mosques are here described as gardens of Paradise as by frequenting mosques for prayers, Paradise is obtained.
141. **Sams** reported that the Messenger of Allah said: Whoso comes to a mosque for anything, it is his acquisition. 

*—Abu Daud.*

142. **Fatimah-bn-Hussain** reported from her grand mother, the great Fatimah, who said that whenever the Prophet entered the mosque, he used to send blessings on Muhammad (P.R.H.) and greetings. He said: O Lord! pardon me of my faults, and open for me the doors of Thy mercy. And when he came out, he used to send blessings on Muhammad (P.R.H.) and greetings. He said: O Lord! forgive me of my faults and open for me the doors of Thy grace.

*—Tirmizi, Abu Daud, Ibn Majah.*

143. **Amr-b-Shu'aib** reported from his father from his grandfather who said that the Messenger of Allah prohibited from reciting poetry in the mosque, and buying and selling therein and that the people should sit together in circle in the mosque on the Zumma day before prayer.

*—Abu Daud, Tirmizi.*

1658. Ahmad and Ibn Majah narrated also that when a man comes out of a mosque, he should recite—In the name of Allah, and peace be on Muhammad, the Apostle of Allah. Tirmizi says that its Isnad is defective.
144. **Abu Hurairah** reported that the Messenger of Allah said: When you see one selling and purchasing in the mosque, say: May Allah grant no profit in your business, and when you see one searching therein any lost thing, say “May Allah not return it to you.”

---Tirmizi.

145. **Hakim-b-Hezam** reported that the Prophet prohibited to seek retaliation in the mosque or reciting therein poems and exequing ordained sentences therein.

---**Abu Daud.**

146. **Mu`awiya-b-Qurrah** reported from his father who narrated that the Apostle of Allah had prohibited these two plants, that is garlic and onion, and he said: Whoso eats them must not come near our mosque. He said: If you have got no other alternative but to eat them, then make them unaffecting by cooking.

---**Abu Daud.**

147. **Abu Sayeed** reported that the Messenger of Allah said: The world, the whole of it, is a mosque except grave-yards and both-rooms.

---**Abu Daud, Tirmizi.**

1659. Here such kind of poetry was meant as was bad and helped corruption. See note 797 for full discussion.

1660 In Islam, prayer can be said anywhere in the world except in grave-yard and other enumerated places. Whenever the time of prayer comes, all Muslims must bow down before one Creator wherever and in whatever position they might remain. Contrast this with other religions.
148. Ibn Omar reported that the Messenger of Allah prohibited prayer in seven places: In dung-hill, public slaughter house, grave-yard, public road, bath room, camel-houses and upon the top of the House of Allah.

—Tirmizi, Ibn Majah.

149. Abu Hurairah reported that the Messenger of Allah said: Pray in the pounds of sheep but pray not in camel-houses.

—Tirmizi.

150. Ibn Abbas reported that the Messenger of Allah cursed those women who are accustomed to visit graves and who take them as mosques and light lamps.

—Abu Daud, Tirmizi, Nisai.

---

1361 There are principles underlying these prohibitions which are as clear as possible and need not be explained.

1662 The women were at first prohibited from visiting the graves but later on they were allowed. Some say that it was promulgated in the beginning of Islam, but later on they were allowed to visit graves. It is, however, admitted by all that the Prophet's tomb may be visited by all, men and women. To kindle lamps on the graves is unlawful. Some visitors to famous shrines offer lamps to be kindled on the graves. This is unlawful. Women are not allowed to visit the graveyard of Jannatul Baqi perhaps, on the literal interpretation of this hadis. Malabudda Minhu holds visit of graves by women as unlawful.
151. **Abu Hurairah** reported: I heard the Messenger of Allah say: Whoso comes to this mosque of mine, while he does not come but for good which he learns or teaches, he is in the position of a warrior in the way of Allah; and whoso comes for what is besides that, he is in the position of a man who looks to commodities of others. 1664

—Ibn Majah.

152. **Sayeb-b-Yezid** reported: I was sleeping in the mosque. A man threw a stone at me, I looked when lo! he was Omar-b-al-Khattab. He said: Go, and bring these two (men). So I brought them. He asked: From whom have you come (or where from have you come)? They said: From the inhabitants of Tayef. He said: Had you been of the inmates of Medina, I would have inflicted punishment on you. You raise your voice high in the mosque of the Apostle of Allah! —Bukhari.

153. **Anas** reported that the Prophet saw spitting towards the Qiblah. It gave him anxiety till it was detected in

---

1664. Those who do not do virtuous deeds or remember Allah in the Prophet's mosque at Medina will be repentant on the Resurrection Day when they will see others returning with rewards.
his face. He got up, removed it by his hand and said: When one of you stands in prayer, verily he whispers with his Lord, and verily His Lord is between him and the Qiblah. So none of you shall ever spit in the direction of his Qiblah, but to his left or under his foot. Afterwards he took the skirts of his cloth and spat therein, and then removed some of it with others. He said: Or do like this.

—Bukhari.

154. **Sa’yeb-b-Khallad** reported (and he was a man out of the companions of the Prophet): A man became Imam of a people. He spat towards the Qiblah while the Ms. of Allah was looking. Then the Ms. of Allah said to his people when he finished: He should not pray for you. After that he wished to lead prayer for them, but they forbade him and informed him about the saying of the Ms. of Allah. He mentioned that to the Prophet. He said: Yes, I thought that he had said: Verily you have annoyed Allah and His Apostle.

—Abu Daud.

155. **Mu’az-b-Jabal** reported: The Messenger of Allah kept us
confined (with talk) one morning from saying the morning prayer till we were about to see the eye of the sun. He came out hastily and engaged himself in prayer. The Messenger of Allah prayed and prolonged his prayer. When he returned greeting, he exclaimed with his (loud) voice. He said to us: Upon your line as you were. Then he inclined to us and said: Behold! verily I shall soon inform you what prevented me from you this morning. I got up at night, made ablution and prayed what was lotted for me. I felt sleep in my prayer till I was completely asleep when lo! I was by the side of my Lord, the Blessed and the Glorious, in the best form. He said: O Muhammad! I answered: Present to Thee, O Lord. He asked: About what do the highest leaders quarrel? I replied: I don't know. He asked it thrice. He said: Then I saw Him placing His palm between my shoulders till I felt coldness of His fingers between my chests. Then everything became shining to me and I came to know. He asked: O Muhammad! I replied: O Lord, present to Thee! He asked: About what do the highest leaders quarrel?
I replied: About expiations. He asked: What are they? I said: The walking of feet towards congregations and sitting in the mosques after prayer, and completely performing ablution at the time of difficulty. He asked: Then about what? I replied: About ranks. He asked: And what are they? I replied: Giving food, talking mildly and praying at night while people remain asleep. He said: Ask. He said: I said: O Allah! I ask Thee of doing good deeds and avoiding abominable things, and love for the destitute, and that Thou shouldst pardon me and show mercy on me. And when Thou dost intend trial of a people, take my breath without putting (them) to trial and I beg Thee of Thy love and the love of one who loves Thee, and the love of one who will take me near Thy love. Then the Ms. of Allah said: Verily it is truth, so read it and then teach it.

—Ahmad, Tirmisi, (Approved, Correct).

156. Abdullah-b-Amr-b-alA's reported that the Messenger of Allah used to say when he entered the mosque: I seek refuge to the Almighty Allah and to His noble countenance and to His aged power from the accursed devil. He narrated that when
he uttered that, the devil said: He has got protection from me the whole day. —Abu Daud.

157. Mu'az-b-Jabal reported that the Prophet loved to pray in gardens. 164

—Tirmizi (Rare).

158. Anas-b-Ma'lek reported that the Messenger of Allah said: Prayer of a man in his house is one prayer, and his prayer in the mosque of the tribes is prayer by 25 times, and his prayer in the congregational mosque is prayer by 500 times, and his prayer in the farthest mosque (of Jerusalem) is prayer by 50,000 times and his prayer in the mosque of mine is prayer by 50,000 times, and his prayer in the sacred mosque (of Ka'ba) is prayer by 100,000 times.

—Ibn Majah.

159. Abu Zarr reported: I asked: O Messenger of Allah, which mosqu was first built in the earth? He said: The sacred mosque. I asked: Then what next? He said: The farthest mosque. I asked: How long there is between these two? He said: 40 years. Then the earth is a

164. Some narrators mentioned the word 'Bastain' (gardens) instead of Hitan (lit—walls).
mosque for you; so pray wherever prayer overtakes you. 1665

—Agreed.

473w. Osman-b-Maz'un reported: O Ms. of Allah, give permission of castration to us. The Ms. of Allah replied: There is not one of us who castrated and who underwent castration. Verily the castration of my people is fasting. He said: Give us permission for travel. He said: Verily the travel of my people is Zihad in the way of Allah. He said: Give us permission for mockery. He said: Verily the mockery of my followers is sitting in the mosques waiting for prayer.

—Sharki Sunnat.

474w. Abdur Rahman-b-A'esh reported that the Messenger of Allah said: I saw my Lord, the Almighty and Glorious, in the best form. He asked: About what do the highest leaders quarrel? I replied: Thou knowest best: He said: He placed His palm between my shoulders, and I perceived its

1664. The foundation stone of the Ka'ba when rebuilt was laid by Paradise Abraham; and that of the mosque of Jerusalem by the Prophet Solomon, and the difference between them is a little over 1600 years. Then why 49 years only! The reason is that these mosques were built long before Abraham and Solomon. For some period, they had no existence. Their sites were recovered by Divine Command and the mosques were rebuilt. Asqalan and Ibn Jauzi sponsored this view.
chill between my chest and then I came to know what is between heavens and earth. And he recited: And thus we showed to Abraham the kingdom of heavens and earth, and so that he might be one of the confirmed believers. 1660

—Darimi (Defective)

475W. Abu Omamah reported that a learned doctor of the Jews asked the Prophet: Which of the places is best? He remained silent therefrom. He said: Remain silent till Gabriel comes. So he remained silent and Gabriel (peace be on him) came. He enquired. He said: The one questioned is not better informed than the questioner, but I may ask my Lord, the Blessed and Glorious. Afterwards Gabriel said: O Muhammad! verily I went to Allah so near that I never had gone so nearest to Him. He asked: O Gabriel! how was this? He said: There are 70,000 screens of light between me and Him. He said: The worst of the places are their markets and the best of the places are their mosques.

—Ibn Habban.

1636. This is the higher form of spiritual existence. The Quran refers to the verse in 6:76Q. The remaining portion of this hadis is exactly similar to the contents of hadis no. 155.
4.6w. Hasan reported a defective tradition that the Messenger of Allah said: There shall come over men a time wherein their talks will be held in the mosques regarding their worldly affairs. Don't keep company with them, and there is no necessity of Allah for them.

—Baihaqi.

477w. Malek reported that Omar built a rest house in a corner of the mosque named Botaiha'a. He said: Whoso intends to be harsh, or recite poem, or raise his voice, let him come out to this rest-house.

—Mu'atta.

478w. Ata'a-b-Yasar reported that the Messenger of Allah said: O Allah, don't make my grave an idol for worship. The wrath of Allah was severe on a people who adopted the graves of their Prophets as mosques.

—Malek (Defective).

SECTION 8

1667. Dress of Prayer

(a) Dress shall be pure. No particular dress for prayer was prescribed by the Holy Prophet as a Muslim lives always in Abada (divine service). The only exception that was made is that the dress must be pure. Nay, purity of dress is a Farz or compulsory thing.
before a man begins his prayer. No filth of any kind, urine, stool, semen or menstruation-blood should remain on it. The very first revelation on purity came down with regard to the cleanliness of dress. The Quran says: O thou that are clothed! arise and warn, and thy Lord do magnify, and thy garments do purify, and uncleanliness do shun—74:1–5Q. This cleanliness of body and dress has been stressed upon by another verse of the Quran: Surely Allah loves those who purify themselves—2:222Q. The Prophet said: Cleanliness is half of faith—7:14. The key to Paradise is prayer, and the key to prayer is cleanliness—7:230w.

(b) **Dress in prayer shall be simple.** A rich mind in a simple garb is the teaching of Islam. The Holy Prophet used to wear such simple dress as was least attractive both to one's own mind and to the public. Once the Prophet prayed with a dress which had paintings. After he finished his prayer, he threw it off saying: It has diverted me from my prayer—24:163. At another time, he put on a silk dress sent to him as present. After prayer, he threw it off saying: It is not proper for the pious—24:135. Many a time, he used to say prayer in one cloth only. It is, however, not prohibited to wear such dresses as are lawful and as one desires to put on. The Quran recommends also good clothing before prayer saying: Who has prohibited the embellishment of Allah which He has brought forth for His servants and the good foods?—7:32Q. Nay it enjoins on decent and clean dress in congregational prayers, so that no sense of disgust may arise in the minds of the audience. The Quran says: O children of Adam! attend to your embellishments at every time of prayer—731Q. The white cloth is, however, the best dress for prayer as it has got the least attraction for diverting the mind from the remembrance of God. He said: Verily the best dress with which you can meet Allah in your grave and mosques is of white colour—6:161. If trousers are put in, they must not be let loose below the ankles—34:167. Prayer is allowed with shoes with which no impurity is is attached—34:171. All females shall wear veils when they pray—34:268.

---

1. See note 618 and the traditions under section 9 of Chapter VIII for details.
2. See note 4 on cleanliness, and note 527 on dress.
160. Omar-b-Abi Salamah reported: I saw the Prophet praying in one cloth having been covered therewith within the house of Ommeh Salamah, and the two sides thrown upon his two shoulders. —Agreed.

161. Abu Hurairah reported that the Messenger of Allah said: None of you must pray in one cloth of which nothing remains on the shoulder. —Agreed.

162. Same reported: I heard the Messenger of Allah say: Whoso prays in a single cloth, let him make its two sides opposite. —Bukhari.

163. Ayesha reported that the Messenger of Allah prayed in a thin garment having paintings. He cast a glance to its paintings. When he turned, he said: Take this garment of mine to Abu Jahm, and bring to me the Anjebaniyah of Abu Jahm, because it suddenly diverted me from my prayer. Agreed upon it. In a narration of Bukhari, he said: I was seeing towards its painting while I was in prayer. So I feared lest it should try me.

164. Anas reported that there was a thin screen of Ayesha with which she covered one side of her house. The Prophet
said to her: Remove this thin screen of yours from us, because its paintings do not cease to come before me in my prayer.

—Bukhari.

165. Oqbah-b-A'mer reported that a gown of silk was presented to the Prophet. He put it on and said prayer therewith. Next he turned and snatched it off. A great snatching like one who dislikes it. Then he said: It is not befitting for the God-fearing men.

—Agreed.

166. Salamah-b-Akwa'a reported: I asked: O Ms. of Allah! I am a hunter. Shall I pray in one shirt? 'Yes' said he, 'and close it though with a thorn.'

—Abu Daud.

167. Abu Hurairah reported that while a man with flowing trouser was saying prayer, the Prophet said to him: Go and make ablution. So he went and made ablution and then came. A man asked: O Ms. of Allah! what is the matter with you that you ordered him to make ablution? He said: Verily he was praying while he let his trouser flow

---

1663. This gown was sent by Muqauqis, king of Egypt, as present to the Prophet. He wore it with respect when silk was not made unlawful.
down, and verily Allah does not accept the prayer of a man with flowing trousers. —Abu Daud.

168. Ayesha reported that the Messenger of Allah said: The prayer of a grown-up woman is not accepted except with veil. —Abu Daud, Tirmizi.

169. Omme Salamah reported that she asked the Messenger of Allah: Shall a woman pray in coat of mail and head-cover without trouser upon her? He said: In case the coat of mail is complete so as to cover the insteps of her feet. —Abu Daud.

170. Abu Hurairah reported that the Messenger of Allah forbade the throwing of a cloth over shoulder in prayer and a man's shutting up his mouth. —Abu Daud, Tirmizi.

171. Shaddad-b-Aus reported that the Messenger of Allah said: Act in opposition to the Jews, and verily they do not pray in their shoes and in their socks. —Abu Daud.

1669. Allah does not accept a prayer as perfect which is said with long trousers flowing down the ankles. Prayer is not void if it is said with such trousers. It is only Makruh.

1670. By menstruating women, grown-up women have been meant. They are those on whom prayer has become obligatory. This also proves that hairs of the head of a woman should always remain covered.

1671. Prayers in Islam are allowed with shoes and socks if there be not dirt in them. If, however, there is dirt, it should be removed and then they may be used. This is to show how Islam is catholic in spirit and what importance it lays on the spirit which is the soul of prayer.
172. Abu Sayeed al-Khodri reported that when the Messenger of Allah was praying with his companions, he put off his shoes and placed them on his left side. When the people saw that, they threw off their shoes. When the Prophet finished his prayer, he asked: What led you to throw off your shoes? They said: We saw you throwing off your shoes, so we threw off our shoes. Then the Messenger of Allah said: Verily Gabriel came to me and informed me that therer were dirt therein. Whenever one of you comes to the mosque, let him examine. If he sees dirt in his shoes, let him remove it and let him pray therein. 1672

—Abu Daud.

173. Abu Hurairah reported that the Messenger of Allah said: When one of you prays, he shall not place his shoes by his right side, nor by his left side sothat it may be by right side of others except when there is none by his left side, and let him keep them between his two legs. And in a narration: Or let him pray therein.

Abu Daud, Ibn Majah.

1672. Ibn Majah also narrated it in slight different wordings.
174. **Abu Sayeed al Khodri** reported: I went to the Prophet and saw him praying upon a mat, prostrating thereon. He narrated: And I saw him praying in one cloth being covered therewith. —*Muslim*

175. **Amr-b-Shu‘aib** reported from his father from his grandfather who said: I saw the Messenger of Allah praying without shoes and with shoes.

—*Abu Daud.*

176. **Muhammad-b-al-Mun-kadir** reported: Jaber prayed with us in a trouser which he tied up from the side of his heels, and his cloth was placed upon a cloth-stand. Someone said to him: You are praying in one trouser! He said: Verily I did that so that one stupid like you may see me. And who is there among us who had two clothes during the time of the Apostle of Allah? —*Bukhari.*

479w. **Obay-b-Ka‘ab** reported: Prayer within one cloth is *sunna* which we used to do with the Messenger of Allah and we were not black-mailed. Ibn Mas‘ud said: Verily that was when there was want of cloth. As for the present when Allah granted means, prayer within two clothes is purer. —*Ahmad.*
SECTION 9
1674. Prayer-Stake (Sutra).

Sutra is a stake or stick which is fixed in front of a worshipper as a barrier in order that the people or anything may not pass through the space between the worshipper and the stake: The stake in front of the Imam is also the stake of the followers. In other words, none is allowed to pass through the open lines between the followers and the Imam. There is however no bar for going in front of the stick. If anyone passes in front of the worshipper though there is no stake, he commits sin—34:181. The stake must be not less than one cubit in height and one finger's hold in diameter.

177. Ibn Omar reported that the Prophet used to go to the praying place in the morning and a stick used to be carried in his front and fixed in front of him in the praying place and then he used to say prayer towards it. —Bukhari

178. Abu Huzaiyah reported: I saw the Prophet at Mecca while he was at Abtah in a red tent of leather, and I saw Bilal taking ablution water of the Prophet, and I saw the people hastily using that ablution-water. Whoso got anything out of it washed therewith, and whoso got nothing out of it took the moisture of the hand of his companion. Afterwards I saw Bilal taking a stick and fixing it. The Apostle of Allah came out with a red robe. He prayed towards the stick two rak'ats with the people, while I saw the people and the beasts passing in front of the stick.

—Agreed
179. **Nafe' from Ibn Omar** reported that the Prophet used to keep his riding camel in front and pray towards it. *Agreed upon it, and Bukhari added*: I asked: Inform me in case the camel moves away. He replied: He used to take a saddle, make it straight and pray towards its back.

180. **Talhah-b-Obaidullah** reported that the Messenger of Allah said: When one of you puts in front of him what is like the back part of a saddle, let him pray and not care who passes behind that. —*Muslim*.

181. **Abu Johaim** reported that the Messenger of Allah said: Had the passer-by in front of the praying place known what is against him (of sins), it would have been forty (times) better for him to wait than to pass by its front. 1675 —*Agreed*

182. **Abu Sayeed** reported that the Messenger of Allah said: When one of you prays towards a thing which screens him from the people, and another wishes to pass by his front, let him drive him out.

---

1675. One of the narrators Abu Nazar said that he did not know whether the Prophet said—40 days, or 40 months, or 40 years.
If he refuses, let him fight with him, and verily he is the devil. —Bukhari.

183. Abu Hurairah reported that the Messenger of Allah said: Woman, ass, and dog make the prayer void, and something like the end of a saddle saves that.

—Muslim.

184. Ayesha reported: The Prophet was saying prayer at night while I was an obstruction between him and the Qiblah like an obstruction of the dead body. —Agreed.

184 (a) Ibn Abbas reported: I came riding upon an ass (and I was at that time coming near to maturity), and the Prophet was saying prayer at Mina with the people towards a thing other than wall. I passed in front of a certain line. I got down and sent the ass to graze and joined the line, but none disliked it for me. —Agreed.

1673. If someone passes inspite of obstruction and as a result of struggle if he is killed, there will be no blood feud according to unanimous opinion of the jurists. Muslim narrated a similar tradition.

1677. It is the opinion of the majority of the jurists that if anything like ass, dog etc. passes in the front of a praying man, his prayer is not nullified.

1678. This tradition and other traditions of such nature have been meant only to give importance to the fixing of a stake or something in front at the time of prayer. See hadis 189.

1679. This proves that if a woman sleeps in front of prayer, this does make the prayer void.
185. **Abu Hurairah** reported that the Messenger of Allah said: When one of you prays, let him fix something in front of his face. If he does not find, let him fix his stick; and if there is no stick with him, let him put some marks. Afterwards what will pass in front of him will not injure him.

—*Abu Daud, Ibn Majah.*

186. **Sahl-b-Abi Hasma** reported that the Messenger of Allah said: When one of you prays towards a stake, let him be adjacent to it. The devil will not nullify his prayer over him. 1680 —*Abu Daud.*

187. **Meqdad-b-al Aswad** reported: I did not see the Prophet praying towards an wood or a pillar, or a tree without placing it up to his right eyebrow or left and without fixing it straight. 1681 —*Abu Daud.*

188. **Fazl-b-Abbas** reported: The Messenger of Allah came to us while we were in a desert belonging to us, and with him there was Abbas. He said prayer in the desert in front of which there was no stake but there

---

1680. This also shows that if an ass passes in front of prayer, it does not nullify prayer.

1681. This stake shall be just near the place of prostration. If it is far away, the rule shall be observed more in the breach.
were one ass and one dog belonging to us, playing in front of him. So it did not matter (anything) on that account.

—Abu Daud, Nisai.

189. Abu Sayeed reported that the Messenger of Allah said: Nothing makes a prayer void; drive out (everything in front) as far as you can, because it is the devil. 1682 Abu Daud.

190. Ayesha reported: I was sleeping in front of the Prophet with my two legs in his front. When he made prostration, he pushed me and then I restrained my legs; and when he stood, I spread them out. She said that there were no lamps at that time in the huts. —Agreed.

191. Abu Hurairah reported that the Messenger of Allah said: Had one of you known what is for him in the passing in front of his brother by way of obstruction to prayer, his standing for 100 years would have been better than the foot step he has taken. —Ibn Majah.

192. Ibn Abbas reported that the Messenger of Allah said: When one of you prays without a stake, the asses

1682. Nothing which passes in front of a worshipper can nullify his prayer inspite of what has been said in traditions 183, 184, and 192. If anything comes in front, that should be driven away and should not be allowed to remain standing because it disturbs the worshipper.
swines, Jews, Magians and women nullify his prayer; and they compensate for him when they pass by his front beyond a stone's throw. 1688

—Abu Daud.

410w. Ka'bil-Ahbar reported: Had one passing in front of a praying man known what is against him, it would have been better for him to go down therewith than to pass by his front. And in a narration: It would have been easier for him.

—Malek.

SECTION 10

1684. Modes of Prayer

(a) Farz, Sunnat and Nafl prayers. The compulsory divine service is held five times a day. Each prayer consists of three parts—Farz, Sunnat and Nafl. Farz is a compulsory prayer directed by the Quran, Sunnat is a prayer observed by the Holy Prophet in addition to Farz prayer, and Nafl is an optional prayer recommended by the Holy Prophet. Each prayer consists of two or four rak'ats and each rak'at is a single unit in a prayer consisting of standing, bowing, prostration and sitting. Every component part of a rak'at will be discussed in their proper places. Except the Farz prayers, no other prayers can ordinarily be said in congregation, and prayers other than Farz may be said at the wish of the worshipper either in the mosque or in a convenient place.

1688. These things do not nullify prayer. The nullification of prayer has been said to give emphasis to fixing of stakes.
(b) **Numbers of prayers.** Below are the details of each prayer.

(i) **Fajr** consists of 2 rak'ats of Farz prayer, and 2 rak'ats of Sunnat prayer before it.

(ii) **Zuhr** consists of 4 rak'ats of Farz prayer, 4 rak'ats of Sunnat before it and 2 rak'ats of Sunnat after it and 2 rak'ats of nafl.

(iii) **Asr** consists of 4 rak'ats of Farz, and 4 rak'ats of Sunnat before it.

(iv) **Magrib** consists of three rak'ats of Farz, and 2 rak'ats of sunnat and 2 rak'ats of nafl after it.

(v) **Isha** consists of 4 rak'ats of Farz, 2 rak'ats of Sunnat after it, three rak'ats of witr and 2 rak'ats of nafl.

(c) **Modes of Prayer.** After Wuzu (ablution), one must go to the praying place with proper dress and standing in the place of prayer, he must recite in silence after facing the Holy Ka'ba (Surely I have turned my face towards One who created the heavens and the earth, being upright, and I am not of the polytheists.

(i) Then the worshipper raises both hands up to the ears uttering الله أكبر (Allah is Greatest). This is called Takbir Tahrima, which makes everything unlawful except remembrance of Allah. With this utterance, there begins a rak'at. Then the right hand is placed below the navel in case of males and above breast in case of females and then the following is recited

"Glory to Thee, O Allah! and there is Thy praise, and blessed is Thy name, and exalted is Thy Majesty, and there is no deity besides Thee. I seek refuge to Allah from the accursed devil. In the name of Allah, the Most Compassionate, the Merciful"

*سبحان الله وُفَتَّمَكُ وَبُنَاءً أَسْمَاكَ وَتَعَالَى جَدَّ رَبّكَ رَحْمَٰتُ عَلَيْهِ الْكُلّ. يُعَزِّكُ عَزَّ مَنْ يُشْيَثُكَ الْمَلَأُ الْعَظِيمُ بَسْمَ اللهِ الرَّحْمَٰنِ الرَّحِيمِ*

Then will follow the recitation of the opening chapter of the
Quran: All praise is for Allah, the Lord of the worlds, the Most Compassionate, the Most Merciful, Master of the Day of Judgment. Thee do we worship, and Thee do we beseech for help. Guide us to the right path, the path of those upon whom Thou hast bestowed favours, not of those upon whom wrath was let down, nor of those who went astray. Then is said "Ameen" (Be it so). Then any portion of the Quran which the reader has got by heart and which is not less than three verses is recited. Then saying "Allah-o-Akbar", he bends down which is called ركوع and recites three times سببنا ربي العظيم (glory to my Lord, the Great). Afterwards he stands erect by saying سمع الله لمن حمده (Allah hears one who praises Him). Then he falls down in prostration, the toes of both feet, knees of both hands and the forehead touching the ground and he recites three times سببنا ربي الالى (glory to my Lord, the Great. Then he sits down and again he falls in similar prostration from the sitting posture. Then he gets up and stands erect. Thus one rak’at of prayer is finished. Another rak’at begins with the same recitations as in the first and ends in sitting like kneeling down. The following is then recited.

"All invocations are for Allah, and all services and all pure things, Peace be on thee, O Prophet! and the mercy of Allah and His blessings. Peace be on us and on the righteous servants of Allah. I bear witness that there is no deity but Allah and that Muhammad is His servant and His Messenger". Then if he is not to say four rak’ats in which case he stands up again to say two rak’ats in a similar manner, he recites the following:

(O Allah! make Muhammad and the followers of Muhammad..."
successful as Thou dist make successful Abraham and the followers
of Abraham, for surely Thou art the Praised, Mighty. O Allah!
bless Muhammad and the followers of Muhammad, as Thou didst
bless Abraham and the followers of Abraham, for surely Thou art
Praised, Mighty. This closes the service which ends with the reci-
tation of اللهم ان ت لسلام و سلم السلام نبارخت يا ذا الجلال و الحكراً
(Peace be on thee, and the mercy of Allah) first turning the head towards the right and then towards the
left. Then follows مَنْعِزَت (invocation) with both the hands raised
abreast: (O God! Thou art Peace, and from Thee is peace. Blessed
art Thou, O One having glory and honour). The details of each
prayer will come as we proceed.

193. Abu Hurairah reported that a man entered the mosque
while the Messenger of Allah was sitting in a corner of the
mosque. Then, he said prayer, and afterwards he came and
greeted him. Then the Messenger of Allah said to him: And
on thee peace. Return and say prayer, because you have not
prayed. Then he returned and prayed. Afterwards, he came and
greeted him. He replied, And on thee peace. Return and then
pray because you have not prayed. He said at the third
time or at that which is subse-
quent to it: O Ms. of Allah,
teach me. He said: When you
stand up for prayer, make
ablution complete, and then face
the Ka‘ba, recite takbir and then
read what is easy for you from the Quran, afterwards bow till you are at ease with the bow, and then rise up till you stand erect, then prostrate till you are at ease with the prostration, then rise up till you are at ease with the sitting, then prostrate till you are at ease with prostration, then rise up till you sit at ease. In a narration: Then rise up till you stand erect, then do that in your whole prayer.  

1985 —Agreed.

194. Ayesha reported that the Prophet used to open prayer with takbir and the Quran-reading with “All praise is due to Allah, the Lord of the worlds.” And when he bent, he used neither to keep his head erect, nor bend it very low but between that; and when he raised his head from bowing, he used not to prostrate till he stood erect, and when he raised up his head from prostration, he used not (again) to

---

1683. This is the tradition on the basis of which Imams Shafeyi, Ahmad and Abu Yusuf held that the standing or sitting erect after bending and prostration is Farz and that the neglect of this duty nullifies prayer, while Imams Abu Hanifa and Muhammad held them to be wajeb as the nullification is said here only to show that it was not a perfect prayer.

1686. Takbir is Allahu-Akbar (Allah is greatest). From this it appears that Bismillah (In the name of Allah) should be recited in silence.
prostrate ‘till he sat erect; and he used to say in every
two rak‘ats the Tahiyya; and he used to spread his
left leg and fix his right leg, and he used to forbid the footstep
of the devil, and prohibit a man’s spreading out both arms
(like) that of the beasts, and he used to close the prayer
with greeting. —Musliim.

135. Abu Humaid as Sayidi reported among a party of the
companions of the Messenger of Allah: I shall remind you
of the prayer of the Ms. of Allah. I saw him: When he
read takbir, he used to place his hands opposite to his two
shoulders, and when he bowed, he used to accommodate his palms
upon his knees and then bend his back; when he raised his head,
he used to make it straight till every vein returned to its place,
when he prostrated, he used to place his two hands without
spreading, nor taking them one by the other; he used to place
the ends of the toes of his legs towards the Ka‘ba; when he
sat in (prayer of) two bendings, he used to sit upon his left leg

1887. Tahiyah is mentioned in note 1724.
1888. This means that one should not place his both arms flat upon the ground.
1889. Imam Shafeyi says that greeting is Farz ‘and Imam ‘Abu Hanifah holds’ it as
and fix his right (leg); when he sat in the last bending, he used to advance his left leg and fix the other and sit upon his seat.

—Bukhari.

196. Ibn Omar reported that the Messenger of Allah used to raise his hands up to his shoulders when he opened prayer and when he recited takbir for bending, and when he raised his head from bending, he raised them up like that, and he said: "Allah hears one who praises him. O our Lord! for Thee is all praise"; and he used not to do that in prostration. 1630 —Agreed.

197. Nafe reported that when Ibn Omar entered in prayer,

1690. It indicates that both the following may be recited together—"Allah hears one who praises Him" and "O our Lord! Thine is all praise." Imam Abu Hanifah says that the first should be recited by the Imam and the second by the followers. When alone, only the former shall be recited. His two disciples Muhammad and Abu Yusuf hold that the Imam should recite both. Imam Tahawi accepted this opinion. It appears also from this tradition that both the hands should be raised up at the time of bending and also at the time of falling in prostration. The Hazif Mashhab does not observe it though dictated by the Prophet. There are different traditions with regard to this raising up of hands. The RAFE-YADAINS (those who uphold the doctrine of raising hands) say that in obedience to more authentic traditions, hands should be raised. Their view is supported by traditions of Ibn Omar (196) and Nafe (197) reported by Bukhari and Muslim; and the other view is supported by traditions of Algamah (211), Bara'a-b-A'jeb, A'sam-b-Kolaib and Mushahed narrated by other traditionists. From these traditions, it is seen that Hazrats Omar, Ali and Ibn Mas'ud did not raise up their hands except once at the time of the first Takbir. It seems, however, that by not keeping to one fixed rule, the Prophet gave emphasis more to spirit of prayer than forms. It is all alike whether one rasas up his hands or not at the time of each bending and prostration. Surely Islam was not revealed to create division on the basis of this question. Different forms were adopted only to give elasticity to the forms.
he used to recite takbir and raise up his hands; and when he bent, he used to raise up his hands; and when he said "Allah hears one who praises Him", he used to raise up his hands; and when he stood from the two bendings, he used to raise up his hands. And Ibn Omar raised that up to the Prophet.

—Bukhari.

198. **Malek-b-Huwaires** reported that when the Messenger of Allah recited takbir, he used to raise up his hands till he touched his ears with them; and when he raised up his his head from bending and said "Allah hears one who praises Him", he used to do like that. And in a narration: till he touched therewith the tips of his ears. —*Agreed*.

199. **Same** reported that he saw the Prophet praying. When he entered into odd number of his prayer, he did not get up till he sat erect. 1631

—Bukhari.

200. **Wa’el-b-Hujr** reported that he saw the Prophet raising up his hands when he entered in prayer. He recited

———

1631 Imam Shafei followed this hadis and held sitting at ease and standing thereafter as sunnat. Imams Ahmad and Abu Hanifah held the contrary. They explain this hadis by saying that it was meant for the old and the weak. They follow the hadis of Abu Hurairah (84:193).
takbir and then remained covered with his cloth, then he placed his right hand over the left. When he intended to bend, he took out his hands from the cloth and then raised them up, and recited takbir and bent. When he said “Allah hears one who praises Him”, he raised up his hand; when he prostrated, he prostrated between his two palms. 1692

—Muslim.

201. Sahl-b-Sa‘ad reported that the people were ordered that a man should place his right hand over his left armpit in prayer.

—Bukhari.

202. Abu Hurairah reported that when the Apostle of Allah stood for prayer, he used to recite takbir at the time when he got up, then he used to recite takbir when he bent, then he used to say “Allah hears one who praises Him” when he raised his loin from the bending, then he used to recite while he was standing ‘O our Lord! Thine is the Praise’; then he used to recite takbir when he fell down, and then to recite takbir when he raised

1692. According to Imam Malek, it is allowed that one should let loose his hands down. Imam Abu Hanifa holds that hands shall be kept just below navel and Imam Shafieyi holds that hands shall be placed above navel. Traditions uphold both the views. The view of Imam Malek is not generally followed.
up his head; then he used to recite takbir when he prostrated, then to recite takbir when he raised up his head. Then he used to do that in the whole of prayer till he finished it, and he used to recite takbir when he stood from the two (bendings) after sitting. —Agreed.

903. Jaber reported that the Apostle of Allah said: The best prayer is of prolonged standing. —Muslim.

204. Abu Hamid as Sayidi narrated among ten of the companions of the Prophet: I know better than you about prayer of the Ms. of Allah. They asked: Narrate. He said: When the Prophet stood for prayer, he used to raise his hands till he took them up to his shoulders, next he used to recite takbir, next he used to read (the Quran), next he used to recite takbir and raise up his hands till he took them up to his shoulders, next he used to bend and place his palms upon his knees, next he used to make his waist straight neither dropping down his head nor raising it up, next he used to raise up his head and say "Allah hears one who praises Him"; next he used to raise up his hands till he took them up to his
shoulders by being straight, next he used to say: "Allah is greatest"; next he used to fall down upon the earth in prostration raising up his hands from his two sides and open the toes of his feet; next he used to raise up his head and make his left leg double and sit thereon; next he used to be straight till every bone went to its place; next he used to get up. He used to do in the second bending like that. Then when he stood up from the bendings, he used to recite takbir and raise up his hands till he took them up to his shoulders, just as he recited takbir when he opened the prayer; next he used to do that in the remaining portion of his prayer till when the prostration in which there was greeting came, he used to take out his left leg and sit with his hip bone upon his left side. Then he greeted. They said: You have spoken the truth. He used to pray thus. 1698

—Abu Daud;

205. Wa‘el-b-Hujr reported that he examind the Prophet carefully when he stood for prayer. He raised up his hands

1698. Tirmizi and Ibn Majah reported in slight different wordings. Tirmizi says that this tradition is Hasan Sahih. Abu Daud also narrated some portion of it from Abu Hamid.
till they were just to his shoulders. He took his two thumbs up to his ears and then recited takbir. \[1694\] —Abu Daud,

206. Qabisah-b-Hulb reported from his father who said: The Ms. of Allah used to be our Imam and take his left hand with his right hand. \[1695\]

—Tirmizi, Ibn Majah.

207. Refa'a-b-Ra'fe reported that a man came and prayed in the mosque. Afterwards he advanced and greeted the Prophet. The Prophet said: Repeat your prayer, because you have not prayed. He said: O Ms. of Allah! teach me how I should pray. He said: When you turn your face towards the Ka'ba, recite takbir, and then read the Mother of the Quran so long as Allah wishes that you should read. When you bend, make your palms upon your knees, and make your bending good, and prolong your back. When you rise up, make your loin erect, and raise up your head till the veins return to their joints. When you prostrate, make your prostration good, and when you

\[1694\] In another narration of him—He raised his two thumbs up to the tips of his ears.

\[1695\] This was at the time of standing.

\[1696\] Mother of the Quran is the Chapter Fatehah which is the first chapter of the Quran and which is recited at the beginning of each rak'at of prayer.
rise; sit upon your left leg and then do it in each bending and prostration till you feel at ease. In a narration of Tirmizi, he said: When you stand up for prayer, make ablution as Allah directed you therewith. Then recite Shahadat and Aqamat. If then there is anything of the Quran with you, read; or else praise Allah and glorify Him, think Him powerful and then bend. 1698

—Abu Daud.

208. Fazl-b-Abbas reported that the Messenger of Allah said: Each prayer is of two bendings—Tashahhud, in each of two bendings, fear, humility and want. Then you shall satisfy your hands saying, (you will raise them both towards your Lord facing their palms towards your face and saying): O Lord! O Lord! And whoso does not do that, he is such and such. And in a narration—he is a loser.

—Tirmizi

1698. Praising Allah is to recite—Alhamdo lillah (all praise is for Allah). Glorifying Allah is to recite—Sobhan Allah (glory be to Allah) and Tahliil means to recite Lahaola Wala Quatta Illah Billah (There is no power and strength except through Allah). It appears from this that one who does not know verses of the Quran should recite in prayer—Tahmid, Tahil and Tasbih as narrated.

1699. Tashahhud is At-Tahiyat (See note 1784). The bracketted portion is the wording of the narrator by way of explanation of satisfaction of hands. This tradition refers to additional prayer. Imam Shafey follows this tradition. Imam Abu Hanifa holds however that additional prayer should be said each by four bendings.
209 Sayeed-b-al Hares-b-al Mualla reported: Abu Sayeed al Khodri prayed for (showing) us. He was loud with Takbir when he raised up his head from prostration, when he prostrated and when he rose up from the bendings, and he said: Thus I saw the Apostle of Allah. 1700 —Bukhari

210. Akramah reported: I prayed behind an old man at Mecca. He recited takbir 22 times. I asked Ibn Abbas: Verily, he is a silly fellow. He said: May your mother be heavy with you! It is the practice of the Apostle of Allah.

—Bukhari.

211. Alqamah reported: Ibn Mas'ud told us—shall I not pray with you the prayer of the Ms. of Allah? So he prayed, but he did not raise up his hands except for one time with the opening takbir. 1701

—Tirmizi, Abu Daud, Nisai.

212. Abu Humaid as-Sayedi reported that when the Messenger of Allah stood for prayer, he faced the Ka'ba and raised

Imams Abu Yusuf and Muhammad say that it is better to pray two bendings at night and four bendings at day time. Imam Abu Hanifa followed the practices of the Prophet as reported in some traditions.

1700. Imam shall recite takbir in open voice. Abu Daud says that it is not so authentic. This supports the view that hands are not to be raised but only once at the time of opening.

1701. This is by way of revelation or intuition of a prophet.
up his hands, and said: Allah is greatest. —Ibn Majah.

481w. Abu Hurairah reported that the Messenger of Allah prayed with us the mid-day prayer, while there was a man in the last of the lines. Then he prayed badly. When he greeted, the Ms. of Allah called him: O so and so, do you not fear Allah? Do you not see how you should pray? Verily you think that something out of what you do is concealed from me. By Allah, I see certainly from my back just as I see from my front. 1702 —Ahmad.

482w. Ali-b-Hussain reported a mursal hadis that the Ms. of Allah used to recite takbir in prayer whenever he lowered or raised voice. That prayer of his continued till he met Allah. —Malek

SECTION 11

1703. Prayer after Takbir.

Invocations after Takbir are read in silence. Different invocations were read by the Holy Prophet at different times. From these invocations, it is seen how deep was the prayer of the Prophet and how sincerely he dedicated himself to the Almighty. We have got, however, to recite the same formula at all times irrespective of our feelings in mind. Imam Shafeyi held that besides the invocations recorded in 216 and 220, the recitation

1703. As the Prophet was an extraordinary person, his gifted qualities were also extraordinary.
of all others is Mustahab in all prayers, but according to Imam Abu Hanifa, Malek and Ahmad, the formula recorded in 216 shall be recited in Farz prayer and all others in Nafl prayers (Hedayah), Imam Abu Yusuf holds that both the invocations recorded in 216 and 220, should be read together. These are however different readings like different dishes. The eater is to choose the dish he wishes to take. Similar is the case with spiritual food. As forced feeding brings more injury than good, so forced reading of one formula at all times brings unmindfulness.

213. Abu Hurairah reported that the Prophet remained silent for a while between Takbir and Quran-reading. I asked: By my father and mother, O Ms. of Allah, what do you recite in your silence between takbir and the Quran reading? He replied: I say: O Allah! keep the distance between me and my sins as Thou hast kept the distance between the east and the west. O Allah! purify me of my faults as a white cloth is cleansed of dirt. O Allah! wash off my faults with water, snow and hail. 1704

—Agreed.

214. Ali reported that when the Prophet rose for prayer (In a narration: When he opened a prayer), he used to recite

1704. The latter portion means that different kinds of sins shall be washed by different kinds of virtues. The recitation of this prayer in silence is not compulsory. It may be done at option. The Holy Prophet prescribed different invocations according to the tastes of different worshippers to be recited in silence after Takbir.
takbir. Afterwards he used to pray: Certainly I have turned my face towards One who created the heavens and the earth, being upright, and I am not of the polytheists. Verily my prayer, my sacrifice, my life and my death are all for Allah, the Lord of the worlds. There is no partner for Him, and I have been commanded with that, and I am one of those who submit. O Allah! Thou art the king! There is no god but Thee! Thou art my Lord, and I am Thy servant; I have been unjust to myself and I confess my sins; so forgive me of all my sins. None but Thou can pardon my sins. Guide me to the best of morals; none but Thou can guide to the best of them (virtues), and remove from me all their evils. None but Thou can remove their evils. I am ready to serve Thee and Thy fortune, and everything good is in Thy hand, and nothing bad can be ascribed to Thee. My existence is from Thee and to Thee. Thou art Blessed and Exalted. I ask pardon of Thee and return to Thee. And when he bent, he used to say: O Allah, for Thee I have bent down, and in Thee I believed
and to Thee I resign. My ears, my eyes, my brain, my bones and my veins humbly
sumbit themselves before Thee. When he raised up his head, he used to say: O Allah! O
our Lord! For Thee are all praise to the full of the heavens
and earth and what is between
them, and the full of what
Thou wishest of anything afterwards. When he prostrated, he
used to say: O Allah! I have
prostrated for Thee, and in
Thee I put faith, and to Thee
I resigned. My face has pro-
strated for One who created it,
fashioned it and made separate
its hearing, and its sight.
Allah is Blessed, the best of
creators! After that, what he
used to say between Tashahhud
and Salam was: O Allah, par-
don me for what I sent before
and after, and what I kept
concealed, and what I made
public, and what I spent extrava-
gantly and what Thou knowest
best from me. Thou art the
first and Thou art the last.
There is no god but Thou

—Muslim.

215. Anas reported that a
man came and entered the

1705. In a narration of Shafey: And evil is not ascribed to Thee and a guided one is
whom Thou hast guided. I am with Thee and to Thee. There is no salvation
but from Thee, and no refuge but to Thee. Thou art Blessed.
rank while he was fatigued with running. He said: Allah is greatest, all praise is due to Allah, profuse and pure praise and being blessed in it. When the Ms. of Allah finished his prayer, he asked: Who of you has uttered the words? The people remained silent. He asked: Who of you has uttered the words? The people remained silent. He asked: Who of you has uttered the words, and verily he has not uttered it wrongly. A man replied: I came and I was fatigued and so I uttered it. He said: I have certainly seen twelve angels going in haste as to who could first raise it up (to heaven) among them. —*Muslim.*

216. **Ayesha** reported that when the Prophet opened the prayer, he used to say: Glory to Thee, O Allah! Thine is all praise. Blessed is Thy name and exalted is Thy Majesty, and there is none to be served besides Thee 1703

—*Tirmizī,*

**Abu Daud, Ibn Majah.**

217. **Jubair-b-Mut'em** reported that he saw the Messenger of Allah saying a prayer. He said: Allah is the greatest of
the great, Allah is the greatest of the great, Allah is the greatest of the great, and profuse praise is for Allah, and profuse praise is for Allah, and profuse praise is for Allah, and glory be to Allah at morn and dusk (thrice). I seek refuge to Allah from the devil, from his breath, his impurity and his evil suggestion. 1707 —Abu Daud, Ibn Majah.

218. Samorah-b-Jundub reported that he remembered from the Ms. of Allah two pauses—one pause when he recited takbir and one pause when he was free from reading “Besides those on whom wrath has fallen, and not of those who have gone astray.” Obay-b-Ka‘ab corroborated him. 1708

—Abu Daud, Tirmizi, Ibn Majah.

219. Abu Hurairah reported that when the Prophet got up from the second rak‘at, he opened the reading with “All praise is due to Allah, the Lord of the worlds” but he did not keep silence. —Muslim.

219(a). Jaber reported that when the Prophet opened prayer,...

1707. Ibn Majah narrated without the words—Profuse praise is for Allah” and in its and—“accursed devil”. Omar said that breath of devil is self-conceit, his impurity is hair and his evil suggestion is doubt.

1708. With regard to second pause, Shafiyi holds it as Sunnat’ because it gives the followers an opportunity to read Fatehah. Imams Malek and Abu Hanifa hold it as Makruh (abominable).
he used to recite takbir and then say: Verily, my prayer, my sacrifice, my life and my death are all for Allah, the Lord of the worlds. There is no partner for Him, and with that I have been commanded, and I am the first of those who submit. O Allah, guide me to the best of actions and to the best of manners. None can guide to their best except Thou. Protect me from evil actions and evil conduct. None can protect from their evils but Thou. —Nisai.

220. Muhammad-b-Muslamah reported that when the Apostle of Allah stood in optional prayer, he recited: "Allah is greatest, verily I have turned my face sincerely towards Oné who created the heaven and the earth; and I am not of the polytheists". And he mentioned the tradition like the tradition of Jaber except that he said: And I am of the Muslims. Afterwards he said: O Allah, Thou art the king, there is no deity but Thou. Glory be to Thee and Thine is the praise. Afterwards he used to read the Quran. —Nisai.

SECTION 12

1709. Quran-reading in Prayer

The Quran-reading in prayer is Farz according to the Holy Prophet and unanimous decision of all the jurists. The jurists
however, differ with regard to the extent of its reading. According to Imam Shafeyi, it is compulsory in all the four rak'ats, according to Imam Malek in three rak'ats, and according to Imam Abu Hanifa in the first two rak'ats. Imam Ahmed followed Imam Shafeyi.

221. Oba'dah b-Sw'amet reported that the Messenger of Allah said: There is no prayer for one who has not read the Opening of the Book. Agreed upon it, and in a narration of Muslim: for one who has not read the Mother of the Quran as well as something more. 1710

222. Abu Hurairah reported that the Messenger of Allah said three times: Whoso prayed without reading therein, the Mother of th Quran, it is defective without completion. 1711 It was questioned to Abu Hurairah: We remain behind the Imam. He said: Read it within yourself, because I heard the Messenger of Allah say: The Almighty Allah said: I divided prayer

1710. Imams Shafeyi and Ahmad on the basis of this tradition hold that without Fatihah (opening chapter), prayer becomes void. Imam Abu Hanifa does not hold such prayer void but only defective. His argument is on the basis of the Quranic-verse: Read what seems easy to you from the Quran (7:20Q). It is however wajib (binding) to read something in addition to Fatihah. The Mother of the Book is the opening chapter of the Quran.

1711. This hadis proves that even the followers in case of congregational prayer is bound to recite Fatihah silently. This is true in case the Imam reads silently such as in mid-day prayer. If the Imam reads loudly, all must remain silent and hear the reading. The Quran says: And when the Quran is read, keep silence (7:204Q). Imam Shafeyi holds that for the followers the recitation of Fatihah is wajeb (binding) even if the Imam reads in audible voice. Imam Ahmad and Malek hold that in case the Imam silently reads the Quran, Fatiha-reading by the followers is wajeb. Imam Abu Hanifa says that the followers shall not read anything behind the Imam, whether he openly reads or silently. The two disciples Abu Yusuf and Muhammad support their master. Imam Abu Hanifa relies on the hadis: Whoso has got an Imam, the reading of the Imam is reading for him.
between Me and My servant into two portions, and there is for My servant what he seeks. When the servant utters "All praise is due to Allah, the Lord of the worlds," the Almighty Allah says "My servant has praised Me," and when he utters "The Compassionate, the Merciful," the Almighty Allah says "My servant glorified Me," and when he utters "Master of the Days of Judgement," the Almighty Allah says "My servant honoured Me," and when he says: "Thee do we worship and from Thee do we seek assistance", He says: "This is between Me and My servant and for My servant there is what he seeks." When he utters "Guide us to the right path, the path of those upon whom Thou hast bestowed favours, not of those upon whom wrath has been brought down, nor of those who went astray", He says; This is for My servant, and there is for My servant what he seeks.

—Muslim.

223. Anas reported that the Prophet, Abu Bakr and Omar used to open prayer with "All praise is due to Allah, the Lord of the worlds". 1712 —Muslim

224 Abu Hurairah reported that the Messenger of Allah said:

---

1712. Though this tradition does not show that Bismillah should be recited before Al-hamdu'llillah, it is, however, that it should be recited before.
When the Imam says “Ameen”, say “Ameen” 1718 because whoso approves his Ameen the approval of the angels, is forgiven of his sins which he sent in advance. Agreed upon it. And in a narration, he said: When the Imam utters “Nor of those upon whom wrath has fallen, nor of those who have gone astray,” say Ameen, because whoso approves his saying the saying of the angels is forgiven of his sins which he sent in advance. 1714

225. Abu Musa-al-Ash’ari reported that the Messenger of Allah said: When you pray, arrange your lines, and then let one of you be Imam. When he recites takbir, recite takbir, and when he says “Not of those upon whom wrath has fallen, nor of those who have gone astray,” say Ameen, and then Allah will love you. When he recites takbir and bends, recite takbir and bend because the Imam bends before you and rises up before you. The Ms. of Allah said: That is in exchange of that. 1715 He said:

1713. Ameen means “Be it so”. This is signifying consent of the follower to the reading of the Imam. The Christians also say Ameen at the end of their prayers. 1714. Bukhari had added a portion. He said: When a reader says Ameen, say Ameen because the angels say Ameen. So who’s Ameen coincides with Ameen of the angels, he is forgiven of his sins he sent in advance. This hadis proves that Ameen should he recited in a loud voice by the Imams. To say Ameen is sunnat according to the opinion of the jurists. Imam Shafiey holds that to read Ameen in voice is sunnat. Imam Abu Hanifa and Ahmad say that it should be read silently. The traditions however support Imam Shafiey.
When he says, "Allah hears one who praises Him," say: O Allah! Thine is the praise, Allah hears you. 1716 Muslim narrated it. In a narration reported by him from Abu Hurairah and Qatadah: When he reads, keep silence. —Muslim.

226. Abu Qatadah reported that the Prophet used to read in the first two rak'ats the Mother of the Book and two Chapters of the Quran, and the Mother of the Book in the last two rak'ats. He used sometimes to make us hear the verse, used to prolong in the first rak'at what he did not do in the second rak'at. (He did) thus in Asr prayer and thus in Fajr prayer. 1717 —Agreed.

227. Abu Sayeed al-Khodri reported: We are guessing the standing-time of the Ms. of Allah in Zuhr and Asr prayers. We guessed that his standing time in the first two rak'ats of the Zuhr prayer was as long as the reading of "Alif, Lam, Mim, the Descending into prostration. And In a narration: In each rak'at as long as thirty verses. And I guessed that his standing in the last two rak'ats was like

1715. Follow step by step with the Imam in bending and prostration or any other mode of prayer.

1716. In his another narration from Abu Hurairah and of Qatadah: When he reads, keep silence.

1717 To prolong prayer in the first rak'at is the common consent of three Imams in order to give opportunity to those who do not finish their ablution.
half of that, and we guessed that in the first two rak'ats of the Asr prayer (his standing) was to the length of his standing in the last two rak'ats of Zuhr prayer; and in the last two rak'ats of the Asr prayer, it was half of that.

—Muslim

228. Ja'ber-b-Samorah reported that the Prophet used to read in Zuhr prayer with—"And by the night when it covers—92Q" And in a narration with "Glorify the name of Thy Lord (87Q);" and in the afternoon prayer like that And in early morning prayer, longer than that.

—Muslim.

229. Jubair-b-Mut'em reported: I heard the Apostle of Allah read the sun-set prayer with "The Mountain (52Q)."

—Agreed.

230. Omm Fazl, daughter of Al-Hares, reported: I heard the Ms. of Allah read the sun-set prayer with "The Sent forth with goodness (77Q)."

—Agreed.

231. Jaber reported that Mu'azz-b-Jabal prayed with the Ms. of Allah. Afterwards he came and led prayer of his people. One night he prayed with the Prophet the I'sha prayer. Then

1718. It appears form this that in the last two rak'ats of Zuhr prayer, verses after Fatihah were read but they were more brief. Imam Shafey holds this as void. Imam Abu Hanifa relies on a subsequent tradition. To read verses in the last two rak'ats is sunnat. It is however lawful, according to Hanifi Mashab, to read Tasbih or to remain silent after Fatihah in the last two rak'ats of Zuhr and Asar prayers. Abu Shai'ba reports from Ali and Ibn Mas'ud that no reading is necessary in the last two rak'ats.
he came to his people and led their prayer. He opened with the chapter "Cow". A man turned aside and greeted and then prayed alone and finished. They asked him: O so and so, have you done treachery? He said: No, by Allah, I must go to the Prophet and inform him. Then he came to the Prophet and said: O Ms. of Allah! verily we are day-labourers, we work at day time, and verily Muaz said the night prayer with you. Then he came to his people and opened with the chapter "Cow". Then the Ms. of Allah stepped forward to Muaz and said: O Muaz! are you a sower of dissension? Read—"And the sun and its brightness (91Q)," and "the Noon and the Night, when it covers (93Q)," and "Glorify the name of your Lord, the Highest (87Q)."

 Agreed.

232. Bara'a reported: I heard the Ms. of Allah read in Isha prayer "And the Fig and the Olive (98Q)", I did hear none with better voice than him.

 Agreed.

233. Jaber-b-Samorah reported that the Prophet was reading in Fazr prayer with "Qaf, and the Glorious Quran," and its like, and his prayer was afterwards lighter.

—Muslim.

1719. This is chapter 18 of the Quran.
234. **Amr-b-Hurais** reported that he heard the Prophet read in the early morning prayer “And the Night when it falls.”

—*Muslim.*

235. **Abdullah-b-Sayeb** reported: The Messenger of Allah prayed with us the Fazr prayer at Mecca. He opened with the chapter of the Believers till the description of Moses and Aron came or the description of Jesus. The Prophet was then over taken with cough and so he bent down.

—*Muslim.*

236. **Abu Hurairah** reported that the Apostle of Allah was reading the Fajr prayer on Zummaday with “Alif, Lam, Mim, Tanjil” in the first rak‘at, and “Has it come over men, (6Q)” in the second rak‘at.

—*Agreed.*

237. **Obaidullah-b-Rafe** reported that Merwan appointed Abu Hurairah as governor over Medina, and he came out towards Mecca. Abu Hurairah led the Zunma prayer for us. He read the chapter Congregation (62Q) in the first prostration and “When the hypocries come to you (6:1Q)” in the last. He said: I heard the Ms. of Allah read these on the Zunma Day.

—*Muslim.*

238. **Nu’man-b-Bashir** reported that the Messenger of Allah used to read in the two I’ds,
and Zumma “Glorify the name of your Highest Lord (87Q)” and “Has the overwhelming event come to you (88Q)”. He narrated that when there was congregation for I'd and Zumma on the same day, he read them both in both the prayers.

—Muslim.

239. Abu Hurairah reported that the Ms. of Allah read in the two rak'ats of Fajr prayer “Say, O you the infidels (10. Q)”, and “Say, He is Allah, the One (112Q)”.

—Muslim.

240. Ibn Abbas reported that the Prophet used to open his prayer with—“In the name of Allah, the most Compassionate, the Merciful.”

—Tirmizi.

241. Wael-b-Hujr reported: I heard the Messenger of Allah say “Not of those upon whom wrath has fallen, nor of those who have gone astray,” and he said “Ameen” prolonging voice thereafter.

—Tirmizi, Abu Daud, Darimi, Ibn Majah.

242. Abu Zuhair an-Numairi reported: We came out with the Messenger of Allah one night and we passed by a man who was excessive in questions. Then the Prophet said; It (Paradise) has become obligatory if he finishes. One of the people asked: With what thing will he finish? He replied: With “Ameen.”

—Abu Daud.

243. Oqbah-b-A'mer reported: I used to drive the she-camel
of the Prophet in journey. He said to me: O Qubah, shall I not teach you the best two chapters which were read? He taught me: Say, I seek refuge to the Lord of the dawn, and say, I seek refuge to the Lord of men. He said that he did not see me reciting very much the two chapters. When he came down for the early morning prayer, he prayed with them the prayer of dawn for men. When he finished, he looked at me and said: O Qubah, how have you seen? —Ahmad, Abu Daud, Nisai.

244. Solaiman-Yasr reported from Abu Hurairah who said: I did not pray behind anybody more in resemblance of the prayer of the Apostle of Allah than (that of) so and so. Solaiman said: I prayed behind him and he used to prolong the first two rak`ats in Zuhr prayer and to make short the (prayer of) last two rak`ats and to make short the Asr prayer, and to read in sun-set prayer with the short Mufassal and to read in I`sha prayer with the medium Mufassal and to read in Fajr prayer with the long Mufassal. 1720

—Nisai, Ibn Majah.

1720. The jurists agree that in the early morning and mid-day prayers, verses of the Quran from long of the short sentenced chapters should be read, and in the afternoon and night prayers with the middle of the short sentenced chapters, and in the sun-set prayer with the shortest of the short sentenced chapters.
245. **Oba’dah-b-Swa’met** reported: We were behind the Prophet in the early morning prayer. He read and then the reading became hard for him. 1721 When he finished, he said: Perhaps you read behind your Imam. ‘Yes’ said we, ‘O Ms. of Allah.’ He said: Don’t do except with the Opening of the Book, because there is no prayer for one who does not read therewith. Abu Daud and Tirmizi narrated it, and there is its substance reported by Nisai. And in a narration of Abu Daud, he said: And I am saying (within myself): What is the matter with me that the Quran contends with me? So don’t read anything of the Quran when I read openly except with the Mother of the Quran. 1722

246. **Abu Hurairah** reported that the Messenger of Allah finished prayer in which he was express in reading. He asked: Did one of you read with me just now? A man replied: Yes, O Ms. of Allah. He

---

The last chapters have been expressed by the word Mufassal (short-worded verses). They are the last chapters of the Quran from the chapter Ohumbers to the end. The long chapters of Mufassal run from “the Chambers” to the Stars (49 to 81) Medium chapters run from “the Night Comer to Lam Yakun” and the remaining are short chapters of Mufassal.

1721. This means that when the followers began to read the Quran along with the reading of the Prophet, it became difficult for the Prophet to follow in spirit what he read. This also shows that Fatihah is Farz and that it should be read even when the Imam reads loudly. This is said however to have been spoken in the beginning of Islam. Imam Abu Hanifa supports the view that this was not in force afterwards.

1722. Mother of Quran is chapter Fatihah (1Q).
said: Verily I was saying: what is with me that I contend with the Quran? He narrated: Then the people abstained from reading with the Ms. of Allah in a prayer in which he was express with reading at the time when they heard that from the Apostle of Allah. — Malek, Ahmad, Abu Daud, Tirmizi, Nisai, Ibn Majah.

247. Abu Hurairah reported that the Ms. of Allah said: Verily the Imam has been appointed to be followed. When he recites takbir, recite takbir; and when he reads, keep silence.

— Abu Daud, Nisai, Ibn Majah.

247(a). Abdullah-b-Abi Auffa reported that a man came to the Prophet and said: Verily I am unable to read anything of the Quran. So teach me what will be a compensation for me. He replied: Say, "Glory be to Allah" and "All praise is for Allah," and "There is no deity but Allah," and "Allah is greatest," and "There is no power, nor strength except through Allah." He asked: O Ms. of Allah, this is for Allah, what is then for me? He said: Say, O Allah! have mercy on me, and pardon me, and guide me, and give me provision. He said after catching his two hands: Thus, Then the Ms. of Allah said: As for this man; he was indeed filled up his hands with good.

— Abu Daud.
248. Ibn Abbas reported that when the Prophet read “Glorify the name of your Highest Lord,” he said: ‘Glory to my Highest Lord.’ —Ahmad, Abu Daud.

249. Abu Hurairah reported that the Ms. of Allah said: Whoso among you reads with “The Fig” and “The Olive” and then comes to end up to—Is not Allah the Wise of the wise, let him reply “Yes, and I am one of the witnesses of that”. And whoso reads—Nay, I swear by the Judgment Day—and comes to end up to—Is not He powerful to bring the dead to life—let him say “Yes,” and whoso reads: “The sent Forth” and comes to—“Then which of the stories do you believe?” let him reply—We put faith in Allah.

—Abu Daud, Tirmizi.

250. Jaber reported that the Messenger of Allah came out to his followers and read out to them the chapter Merciful from its first to its last. They remained silent. He said: Indeed I read it out to Jinn in the night of Jinn, and they were better than you in reply. Whenever I came to His saying “Then which of the bounties of your Lord do you reject”?—they responded: Nothing of Thy bounties, O our Lord, do we reject, and Thine is the Praise.

—Tirmizi (Rare)

1728. Tirmizi mentioned up to witnesses of that.
251. Mu'az-b-Abdullah al Johani reported that a man of Juhainah tribe had informed him that he had heard the Messenger of Allah read in the morning prayer "When it will be shaken (99Q)" in both the rak'ats, I know not whether he forgot or read it intentionally. —Abu Daud.

483w. Ibn Omar and al-Bayazi reported that the Messenger of Allah said: Verily the praying man whispers with his Lord. So let him examine with which he whispers with him. Let not some of you contend with others with the Quran. —Ahmad.

484w. Urwah reported that Abu Bakr Siddiq said Fajr prayer and read in it the chapter "Cow (1Q)" in both rak'ats.

—Malek.

485w. Amr-b-Shuab from his father from his grandfather reported: There is no chapter of 'Mufassal', short or long, except that I heard that the Apostle of Allah led therewith the people in the ordained prayers 1724

—Malek.

SECTION 13

1725. Bowing (الرکع)

'Ruku' means bowing down. In Ruku, the worshipper bows his head forward placing both his hands on knees, so that the back and the head become in a straight line. In this posture, the

1724. Mufassal is the last portion of the Quran from the chapter "the Chambers" up to the end of the Quran.
words as recorded in 34:264 are generally uttered. The worshipper rises up from this posture saying "Allah hears one who praises him" سمع الله من حمده The followers respond in silence: O our Lord! Thine is the praise Then he falls down in prostration. In Ruku, the Quran should never be read—34:257, and never should it be made hastily, as in that case, it will be nothing but exercise. Some other forms of glorification have been prescribed in traditions. They may be recited conveniently at the wish of the worshipper.

252. Anas reported that the Messenger of Allah said: Keep up the bowings and prostrations. By Allah, I am certainly seeing you from my back.

—Agreed.

253. Bara’a reported that the bowings and prostrations of the Prophet were between two prostrations; and when he rose from bowing, it was not standing or sitting, but near the middle position.

—Agreed.

254. Anas reported that when the Prophet said “Allah hears one who praises Him,” he stood till we thought that he gave (it) up. Afterwards he prostrated and sat between two prostrations till we said: He has given (it) up.—Muslim.

255. Ayesha reported that the Prophet used often to say in his bowing and prostration: O Allah! glory to Thee; O my Lord! by Thy praise; O Allah! forgive me in agreement with the Quran. 1726

1726. The Quran says: So glorify (Allah) with the praise of your Lord and ask pardon of him (110:8Q). So According to the injunction of the Quran, this pardon was sought.
256. **Same** reported that the Prophet used to say in his bowing and prostration: The Most Glorious! The most Holy! O my Lord and Lord of the angels and the Spirit.

--- **Muslim.**

252. **Ibn Abbas** reported that the Messenger of Allah said: Behold! verily I have been forbidden to recite the Quran in bowing and prostration. As for bowing, glorify therein the Lord; and as for prostration, strive hard in supplication. Then it is proper that you should be responded to.

--- **Muslim.**

258. **Abu Hurairah** reported that the Messenger of Allah said: When the Imam read “Allah hears one who praises Him,” say “O Allah! O our Lord! Thine is the praise,” because whoso responds to his saying, the angels say: He has been forgiven of the sins he has sent in advance.

--- **Agreed.**

259. **Abdullah-b-Abi Aufa** reported that when the Messenger of Allah raised up his back from bowing, he used to say: Allah hears one who praises Him. O our Lord! Thine is the praise full of heavens and full of earth and full of what Thou wouldest of anything from distance.

--- **Muslim.**
260. Abu Sayeed-al Khodri reported that when the Messenger of Allah raised up his head from bowing, he used to say: O Allah! O our Lord! Thine is the praise, full of heavens and full of earth and full of what Thou wisheth of anything from a distance. Possessor of praise and honour! Right is what this servant says. And everyone of us is Thy servant. O Allah! there's none to deny what Thou hast given, nor anyone to give what Thou hast denied. Fortune giveth no benefit to a fortunate man as against Thee.

—Muslim.

261. Refaa'a-b-Ra'fe reported: We were praying behind the Prophet. When he raised up his head from bowing, he said: Allah hears one who praises Him. A man said from behind him: O our Lord! And Thine is the praise—praise, profuse, pure blessed therein. When he finished, he said: Who has just uttered it? He replied: I. He said: I saw thirty angels and odd running in haste as to who among them will record it first.

—Bukhari.

262. Abu Mas'ud al-Ansari reported that the Messenger of Allah said: The prayer of a man is not perfect till he makes his back straight in
bowing and prostration.

Abu Daud, Tirmizi, Nisai, Ibn Majah, Darimi, (Approved, Correct).

263. Oqbah-b-'Amer reported that when it was revealed "Then glorify the name of Thy Lord, the Great," the Messenger of Allah said: Make it in your bowing. When it was revealed: Glorify the name of Thy Lord, the most High, he said: Make it in your prostration. —Abu Daud, Ibn Majah, Darimi.

264. Aun-b-Abdullah from Ibn Mus'ud reported that the Messenger of Allah said: When one of you bows and says thrice in his bowing "Glory be to my Lord, the Great," his bowing becomes perfect and that is the least of it. And when he prostrates and says in his prostration three times "Glory be to my Lord, the Highest, his prostration becomes perfect and that is the least of it. 1727

—Tirmizi, Abu Daud, Ibn Majah.

265. Huzaifah reported that he prayed with the Prophet who was saying in his bowing "Glory be to my Lord, the Great" and in his prostration "Glory be to my Lord, the Most High," and he came across no verse of mercy but tarried and supplicated; and he

1727. The least is the recitation of these formulas thrice, but the more one recites them, the more is the reward for him; in the case of an Imam, he should remember that the followers consist of the weak, the old and the diseased and that as such the prayer should be shortened.
came across no verse of chastisement but tarried and sought refuge. —Tirmizi, Abu Daud
(Approved, Correct).

266. Auf-b-Malek reported: I got up with the Apostle of Allah; when he bowed, he tarried as long as the (reading of) the chapter Cow, and said in his bowing "Glory be to One possessing power, kingdom, prowess and greatness. —Nisai.

267. Ibn Jubair reported: I heard Anas-b-Malek saying: I have not prayed a prayer behind anybody after the Apostle of Allah more resembling with the prayer of the Ms. of Allah than that of this young man meaning Omar-b-Abdul Aziz. He narrated that he said: We guessed that his bowing was of ten glorifications, and that his prostration of ten glorifications.

—Abu Daud, Nisai.

268. Shaqiq reported that Huzaitah saw a man who did not make his bowing and prostration complete. When he performed his prayer, he called him. Huzaitah told him: You have not prayed! He (narrator) said: I consider him to have said: If you had died, you would have died upon what is other than the natural religion on which Allah created Muhammad. —Bukhari.

483w. Abu Qatadah reported that the Apostle of Allah said:
The worst of men in theft is one who steals from his prayer. They asked: O Ms. of Allah! and how can he steal from his prayer? He said: He does not make his bowing perfect, nor his prostration. —Ahmad.

487w. Nu'man-b-Murrah reported that the Apostle of Allah said: What do you consider about a drunkard, a fornicator and a thief? And that was before the ordained sentences were revealed to them. They replied: Allah and His Prophet know best. He said: These are in indecencies, and there is chastisement for these, and the worst of the thieves is one who steals from his prayer. They asked: And how can he steal from his prayer, O Ms. of Allah? He said: He does not make his bowing perfect, nor his prostration. —Malek.

SECTION 14

1728. Prostration

Prostration is the highest manifestation of humility and self-surrender. The king and the beggar, the high and the low, must surrender to the Almighty after prostrating on the ground. By this act, all the limbs—forehead, two hands, two knees, two ends of feet and nose—are brought to submission. This prostration of limbs is coupled with the glorification of the Maker. What can there be a better form for the expression of self-effacement and self-surrender? The posture of prostration is assumed twice, the worshipper raising his head with Takbir in his lips and sitting and then prostrating with Takbir and repeating words of divine glory at least thrice. Between the two prostrations, the formula as in 34:232 may be recited. To make prostration is Farz in
prayer. It is said that there is nothing which brings a man nearer to God than prostration—34:271. Various forms of glorification have been prescribed in the traditions giving elasticity to outpouring one's heart, but a standard form for all the people, literate and the illiterate, has been taught in 34:264. The devil was turned out of Paradise because of the rejection of prostration. Hasty prostration like the picking of a crow has been prohibited—34:284. In prostration, glorification or seeking for divine favours are both permissible. In short, a worshipper is free to express the yearning of his soul before his great Maker with any word he likes.

269. Ibn Abbas, reported that the Apostle of Allah said: I have been directed to make prostration upon seven limbs, upon forehead, palms, knees, and toes of feet, and not to tuck clothes, nor hair.

—Agreed.

270. Anas reported that the Apostle of Allah said: Be moderate in prostration, and none of you shall spread his arms the spreading of a dog.

—Agreed.

271. Bara’a-b-A’jeb reported that the Apostle of Allah said: When you make prostration, place your palms and raise up your elbows.

—Muslim

272. Maimunah reported that when the Prophet prostrated, he made open between his two hands, so much so that if a goat intended to pass under his hands, it could have passed. \[\text{1729}\]

—Abu Daud.

273. Abdullah-b-Malek reported that when the Prophet made

\[\text{1729} \quad \text{Muslim also narrated it in words which convey its meaning.}\]
prostration, there was opening between his two hands till the
brightness of his armpits was
seen. —Agreed.

274. Abu Hurairah reported
that the Prophet used to say
in his prostration: O Allah!
forgive me of all my sins,
little and great, first and last,
open and secret. —Muslim.

275. Ayesha reported: One
night I missed the Prophet
from bed. I searched for him
and then my hand fell over the
sole of his feet while he was
in prostration with his feet
kept erect. He was saying:
O Allah! I seek refuge from
Thy wrath to Thy pleasure, from
Thy chastisement to Thy
pardon; and I seek refuge to
Thee from Thee; I can't recount
praise on Thee; Thou art as Thou
praiseth Thyself. —Muslim.

276. Abu Hurairah reported
that the Apostle of Allah said:
A servant becomes nearest to
his Lord while he is in prostra-
tion. So increase supplication.
—Muslim.

277. Same reported that the
Apostle of Allah said: When
the son of Adam reads “The
Adoration—32Q” and then
prostrates, the devil goes
off crying and saying: Woe
to me! The son of Adam has
been commanded to prostrate
and so he has prostrated and
there is Paradise for him. I
was directed to prostrate but I declined, and there is the fire for me.

—*Muslim*.

278. **Rabia-b-Ka‘ab** reported: I used to frequent the Prophet at night and take for him ablution water and his necessi-
ties. He told me: Seek. I said: I seek thy company in Paradise. He said: Or anything besides that? He said: Only that. He said: Help me for thyself with excessive prostrations. 1780

—*Muslim*.

279. **Ma‘dan-b-Talhah** reported: I met Saoban, a freed man of the Ms. of Allah. I said: Inform me of an action which, if I carry out, will admit me in Paradise. Then he remained silent. Afterwards I asked him, but he remained silent. Then I asked him for the third time. He said: I asked the Ms. of Allah about that. He said: He taught you with a great deal of prostrations for Allah, and verily you don’t prostrate for Allah a prostration but Allah raises you therefor a rank and put off from you therefor a sin. Ma‘dan said: Then I met Abu Darda’ and asked him. He told me like what Saoban had narrated to me. —*Muslim*.

280. **Wael-b-Hujr** reported: I saw that when the Prophet

---

1780. This was said to teach the man that Allah does not love the idle but the active and that salvation lies in action. The Quran says: There is nothing for man but what he strives for (53:38Q).
prostrated, he placed his knees before his hands; and when he got up, he raised up his hands before his knees. —Abu Daud, Tirmizi, Nisai, Ibn Majah.

281. Abu Hurairah reported that the Messenger of Allah said: When one of you makes prostration, let him not sit just as a camel sits, and let him place his hands before his knees. 1781

—Abu Daud, Nisai, Darimi.

282. Ibn Abbas reported that the Messenger of Allah used to recite between his two prostrations: O Allah! pardon me, and have mercy on me, and guide me, and forgive me, and give me provision.

—Abu Daud, Tirmizi.

283. Huzaifah reported that the Prophet used to say between two prostrations: O Lord! Pardon me.

—Nisai.

284. Abdur Rahman-b-Shibl reported that the Apostle of Allah prohibited the picking of a crow and spreading of a beast, and a man’s taking position in the mosque as a camel does. 1782

—Abu Daud, Nisai.

1781. Abu Solaikan-al-Khattabi says that the tradition of Wael-b-Hujr (280) is more binding than this hadis. He regards this hadis as abrogated. Imams Abu Hanifah, Shafeyi and Ahmad-b-Hanbal follow the tradition of Wael, but Imam Malek follows this.

1782. Picking of a crow means the making of prostration very hastily. The place of a mosque is open to all Muslims irrespective of caste, creed, and position. There is no right of anybody to reserve a portion of it for private use.
were destroyed for this very reason. The Quran says: Woe to the defaulter who, when they measure from people, take it with full measure, and when they measure out to them or weigh out for them, decrease. Do not these think that they shall be raised up for a great day? 83: 1—4Q. The Holy Prophet fixed up the standard measurement. The measurement was of the Medinites who were well-known to it as they were chiefly agriculturists, and the weight that of the Meccans as they were efficient in the weight on account of their commerce. He also said: Nor a people decrease weight and measure but provision is cut off from them—26: 359v.

63. **Ibn Omar** reported that the Messenger of Allah said:
Measurement is the measurement of the inhabitants of Medina and weight is the weight of the inhabitants of Mecca:—*Abu Daud, Nisai*.

64. **Ibn Abbas** reported that the Messenger of Allah said to the owners of measurement and weight:
You have been certainly entrusted with two affairs about which the former nations before you were destroyed. —*Tirmizi*.

65. **Suwaid-b-Qais** reported:
I and the slave Makhrafa brought cloth from Hajar and came therewith to Mecca. Then the Messenger of Allah came to us walking. He bargained with us for clothes and we sold to him. A man there was measuring with weight up. The Holy Prophet said to him: Measure and weigh down.

—*Ahmad, Abu Daud, Tirmizi* (Approved, Correct).
prostrated, he placed his knees before his hands; and when he got up, he raised up his hands before his knees. —Abu Daud, Tirmizi, Nisai, Ibn Majah.

281. Abu Hurairah reported that the Messenger of Allah said: When one of you makes prostration, let him not sit just as a camel sits, and let him place his hands before his knees. 1781

—Abu Daud, Nisai, Darimi.

282. Ibn Abbas reported that the Messenger of Allah used to recite between his two prostrations: O Allah! pardon me, and have mercy on me, and guide me, and forgive me, and give me provision.

—Abu Daud, Tirmizi.

283. Huzaifah reported that the Prophet used to say between two prostrations: O Lord! Pardon me. —Nisai.

284. Abdur Rahman-b-Shibl reported that the Apostle of Allah prohibited the picking of a crow and spreading of a beast, and a man’s taking position in the mosque as a camel does. 1782

—Abu Daud, Nisai.

1781. Abu Salalman-al-Khattabi says that the tradition of Wael-b-Hujr (280) is more binding than this hadis. He regards this hadis as abrogated. Imams Abu Hanifah, Shafeyl and Ahmad-b-Hanbal follow the tradition of Wael, but Imam Malek follows this.

1782. Picking of a crow means the making of prostration very hastily. The place of a mosque is open to all Muslims irrespective of caste, creed, and position. There is no right of anybody to reserve a portion of it for private use.
were destroyed for this very reason. The Quran says: Woe to the defaulter who, when they measure from people, take it with full measure, and when they measure out to them or weigh out for them, decrease. Do not these think that they shall be raised up for a great day? 83: 1–4Q. The Holy Prophet fixed up the standard measurement. The measurement was of the Medinites who were well-known to it as they were chiefly agriculturists, and the weight that of the Meccans as they were efficient in the weight on account of their commerce. He also said: Nor a people decrease weight and measure but provision is cut off from them—26: 359w.

63. Ibn Omar reported that the Messenger of Allah said: Measurement is the measurement of the inhabitants of Medina and weight is the weight of the inhabitants of Mecca.—Abu Daud, Nisai.

64. Ibn Abbas reported that the Messenger of Allah said to the owners of measurement and weight: You have been certainly entrusted with two affairs about which the former nations before you were destroyed. —Tirmizi.

65. Suwaid b-Qais reported: I and the slave Makhrufah brought cloth from Hajr and came therewith to Mecca. Then the Messenger of Allah came to us walking. He bargained with us for clothes and we sold to him. A man there was measuring with weight up. The Holy Prophet said to him: Measure and weigh down.

—Ahmad, Abu Daud, Tirmizi (Approved, Correct).
SECTION 6

933. Payment in advance (السلم)

'Silm' literally signifies a contract involving a prompt delivery in return for a future delivery. Technically it means a contract of sale causing an immediate payment of the price and admitting a delay in the delivery of goods. It is an advance payment for future goods. Advance payment is lawful in all articles of weight and measurement. Money in coins is not included in the description of articles of weight. According to Imam Abu Hanifa, a 'silm' sale cannot therefore be made for goods in exchange of cash money. Goods may lawfully be advanced for goods and not for money. A silm sale with respect to articles of longitudinal measurement such as cloth or the like is lawful because it is possible to define them exactly by number of yards in respect of length and breadth. It is not lawful with respect to animals according to Imam Abu Hanifa but lawful according to Imam Shafeyi. It is also not lawful till the article be in continued existence until the time of delivery which must be fixed. The sale, in short, requires that the genus be specified and that the species, quality, quantity, period of delivery, rate and place of delivery be all determined. Silm sale can be lawfully effected for cash money according to majority of the theologians and it is now the prevailing law.

66. Abu Sayeed al Khodri reported that the Messenger of Allah said: Whoever advances a thing for something, let him not transfer it to others before he possesses it. —Abu Daud, Ibn Majah.

SECTION 7

934. Monopoly (الاحتكار)

Monopoly means storing up of food-grains for getting higher price in times of need and scarcity. This is quite unlawful and at least abominable (Makruh) where such monopoly is likely to prove detrimental. Grains and food-stuffs are connected with the rights of everyone, whence the withholding of them from sale is an invasion of the general rights of mankind and an occasion of scarcity in their
necessary food. It is however not any sin where such storing is not detrimental to the people as in a large city. If however the period of detention be long, it becomes an abominable monopoly, as it then induces detriment. The period of detention is 40 days according to some and 30 days or less according to others. The principle, however, is the injury likely to be caused to people if detained for longer time than is necessary. A person is, however, allowed to monopolize the product of his own grounds or what he brings from a very distant place. Prices of commodities must not be fixed. Except food-grains and necessaries of life, other commodities may lawfully be stored up.

67. **Me'mar** reported that the Messenger of Allah said: Whenever monopolises, he is a sinner.

—*Muslim*

68. **Omar** reported from the Messenger of Allah who said: Bringer of food-grain (to a city) is given provision, and the monopoliser is cursed. 935

—Ibn Majah, Darimi.

69. **Anas** reported that the current price became dear at the time of the Messenger of Allah. They asked: O Messenger of Allah! fix a rate for us. The Holy Prophet replied: Verily Allah is One who fixes price, curtails, gives amply and provides sustenance; and certainly I hope that I should meet my Lord while there will be none amongst you who will hold me responsible either for blood or for property. 936

*Tirmizi, Abu Daud, Ibn Majah.*

---

935. Trade is for the benefit of the people by exchange of commodities from one place to another. The man who fulfils this object and removes want of the people is doubly blessed.

936. It appears therefore that there is a pronouncement of great commercial value in not fixing the price of anything. If price be fixed, there will be no enterprise for commerce and trade, and business of the world will be at a stand still causing a great loss in the mercantile world,
70. **Omar-b-al-Khattab** reported: I heard the Messenger of Allah say: Whoever monopolises over the Muslims their food-grains, Allah will inflict them with epidemics and bankruptcy.

—*Ibn Majah.*

314v. **Ibn Omar** reported that the Messenger of Allah said: Whoever stores up food-grains for 40 days, intending thereby a dear price, has indeed become free from Allah and Allah is free from him.

—*Razin.*

315w. **Mu'az** reported: I heard the Messenger of Allah say: Bad is he who monopolises. If Allah makes commodities cheap, he becomes aggrieved, and if He makes them dear, he becomes pleased.

—*Razin, Baihaqi.*

316w. **Abu Omamah** reported that the Messenger of Allah said: Whoso stores up food-grain for 40 days, and then gives it in charity, it will not be an expiation for him (for his sins).

—*Razin.*

---

**SECTION 8**

937. **Industry** (منعة)

The Holy Prophet said: Never has any one eaten a better thing than what he has eaten of the labour of his own hands—4: 106. Verily the purest of what you eat is of your own earnings—4: 110. This important pronouncement of the Holy Prophet made in an age quite remote from ours has brought a revolution in the industrial world. What order can be greater than this magnificent utterance that the purest of what we earn is of our own earnings. This led the
emperors and saints to take up works and live upon their wages. This injunction led the Muslims to invent machineries of works and various ways of workmanship and manufacturing articles and commodities of common and extraordinary uses. There was therefore a great impetus given to homogenous and extraneous industry on the ruins of which the modern industrial enterprise is chiefly based. What we eat is corns, sugar, salt, oil, butter, etc.; what we use is cloth, soap, paper, utensil, shoe and thousand other things of daily use. According to the instruction of the Holy Prophet, we should ourselves manufacture these articles and supply our needs therewith. This also gives a great impetus to using the indigenous articles and establishment of mills and factories. Indeed the modern mills and machinaries have taken the place of individual labour of by-gone days. Hence the greater the use of these machineries, the greater the prosperity of individuals as well as of nations.

CHAPTER XIX

938. Cultivation (الزراعة) and Gardening (المساكنة)

Mozara‘at signifies primarily cultivation. It means a contract between two persons, one being an owner of land and the other cultivator, by which it is agreed that whatever is obtained from the land shall belong to both in such proportions as may be therein determined. It is just like bhag leases in our country. Mosaqat means watering and signifies a contract like the former on condition that the labourer shall take care of the fruitful trees or plants to be grown. The former applies to lands and the latter to trees and plants. Cultivation and gardening are most important for production of fruits and corns with which people and other animals sustain themselves. Stoppage of cultivation and gardening means famine and starvation for want of food. Hence it must be resorted to. Indeed the whole civilized world is greatly indebted to the tillers of the soil. According to Imam Abu Hanifa, such kind of leases as above described are invalid as wages are uncertain and lie buried in futurity, but according to his disciples and the three Imams, they are valid and the latter view has been accepted by jurists consults. The people of Medina were mostly agriculturists and those of Macca tradesmen. The Holy Prophet himself entered once into a contract with the people of
Khaiber that they should manage and cultivate the gardens and later of Khaiber and enjoy in return half of the produce and give the other half to him. Besides, it is a case of partnership with stock and labour. The produce is participated according to agreement, and nothing is produced, the cultivator or landlord has no claim. The following rules shall be observed in agricultural and horticultural leases:

1. Jaber reported that the Holy Prophet said: Whoso has got land, let him cultivate it or let it out to his brother. If he denies, let him keep his land to himself. —Agreed.

2. Abu Omamah reported that he saw a plough and something of the implements of husbandry. He said: I heard the Messenger of Allah say: This does not enter the house of a people but Allah brings disgrace therein. 939

—Bukhari.

3. Rafeb-Khadiz reported from the Messenger of Allah who said: Whoso cultivates the land of a people without their permission, there is nothing of produce for him, and for him is its expense.

—Abu Daud, Tirmizi (Barel).

4. Qais-b-Muslim reported from Abu Jafar: There were no inmates of any refueling house at Medina who did not cultivate (lands)

939. This was said at the time of battle in the following circumstance: The Holy Prophet saw a man engaged in cultivation without joining Zil or holy war. So the Prophet discouraged it in the time of war. Wealth is a principle source of wealth, then trade and next industry and cultivation. Therefore great importance was given to Zihad.
on condition of \( \frac{1}{3} \)rd or \( \frac{1}{4} \)th of produce. Ali, Sa‘ad-b-Malek, Abdallah-b-Mas‘ud, Omar-b-Abdul Aziz, Qasim, Urwah, the family members of Abu Bakr, the family members of Omar, the family members of Ali and Ibn Sirin had cultivation. Abdur Rahman-b-Aswad said: I was a partner with Abdur Rahman Yezid in cultivation. And Omar engaged people in labour on condition that if Omar gave seeds from himself, there was half for him, and if they gave seeds, for them was the like. —Bukhari.

5. **Abdullah-b-Omar** reported that the Messenger of Allah leased out the date trees of Khaibar and its lands to the Jews of Khaibar,\(^{940}\) on condition that they would labour thereon with their wealth, of which there would be half of their fruits for the Prophet. *Muslim* narrated it. In a narration of *Bukhari*: the Prophet gave the Jews of Khaibar to labour on them and cultivate them, and for them there would be half of what would yield therefrom.

6. **Same** reported: We used to practise Mukhabarah \(^{941}\) and saw no harm in that till Rafe-b-Khadiz held that the Messenger

---

940. Khaibar is a place near Medina where the Jews lived. The Jews were besieged on account of their repeated treacheries, and their lands were taken. These lands were let out again to them on their request.

941. Mukhabarah is a kind of agricultural leases. See note 910-b (3).
of Allah forbade it. We gave it up on account of that.

—Muslim.

7. Hanzalah-b-Qais from Rafe'-b-Khadiz reported that he said:

My two uncles informed me that they used to let out land at the time of the Holy Prophet for what the aqueducts produced or something which the owner of the land set apart. The Holy Prophet prohibited us from that. I asked Rafe':

Then how is it in exchange of dirhams and dinars? He said:

There is no harm in it? And that was what was prohibited as it were. If any man of understanding looks therein with (a sense of) legality and illegality, he will hold it as unlawful on account of what is therein of cheatings." Agree.

8. Rafe'-b-Khadiz reported:

We were many men of Medina who had cultivation. Someone amongst us used to let out his land and say: This plot is for me, and this is for you. Often it yielded crops and another did not yield. The Holy Prophet prohibited it." Agree.

942. The Holy Prophet prohibited here bhag-leases of some descriptions. The reason of the prohibition was unequal distribution of crops. The landlord reserved for himself the crops of some particular lands and gave other plots to the cultivator.

943. The reason is very clear, because one plot yielded something and another plot nothing, so one got nothing and another everything. For this it was disallowed to demarcate lands between a cultivator and an owner which the cultivator has been given to cultivate.
off before he is forgiven, be chopped off and may the nose of a man whose parents (or one of them) reach old age at his time and who is not still admitted in Paradise, be chopped off.

—Tirmizi.

306. Abu Talhah reported: One day the Apostle of Allah arrived with good news upon his face. He said: Gabriel came to me and said: Verily your Lord says: O Muhammad! should it not please you that none of your followers should send a blessing on you except that I should send ten blessings on him, and that none of your followers should send a greeting to you except that I should send ten greetings on him.

—Nasai, Darimi.

307. Obai-b-Ka’ab reported: I said: O Ms. of Allah! verily I send excessive blessings on you, so how much shall be my blessings on you? He replied: As you wish. I asked: One-fourth? He replied: As your wish; but if you increase, it is better for you. I asked: Half? He said: As you wish, but if you increase, it is better for you. I asked: Two-thirds? He replied: As you wish, but if you increase, it is better for you. I asked: Shall I send my entire blessings on you? He replied: In that case, your anxieties will find ample com-
pensation and your sins expiation.

—Tirmizi.

308. Fudhalah-b-Obaid reported that when the Apostle of Allah was seated, a man suddenly came and prayed. He said: O Allah! pardon me and have mercy on me. Then the Apostle of Allah said: You are in a hurry, O praying man! When you pray and sit, praise Allah with His due praise and send blessings on me and then supplicate to Him. He narrated that another man prayed after that. He praised Allah and sent blessings on the Prophet. Then the Prophet told him: O praying man! supplicate and you will be given response. —Tirmizi,

Abu Daud, Nisai.

309. Abdullah-b-Mus’ud reported: I was praying while the Prophet was present with Abu Bakr and Omar. When I sat, I began with praise on Allah and then blessings on the Prophet. Then I supplicated for myself. The Messenger of Allah said: Seek and you will be given, seek and you will be given. —Tirmizi.

310. Abu Hurairah reported that the Apostle of Allah said: One who is satisfied that full measure be given to him when He sends blessings on us, the people

1748. Abu Daud and Nisai reported its substance.
of the House, let him say: O Allah! send blessings on Muhammad, the illiterate Prophet, and on his wives, the mothers of the faithful, and his descendants and the people of his house, as Thou hast sent blessings on Abraham. Verily Thou art the Praised, the Glorious.

—Abu Daud.

311. Ali reported that the Apostle of Allah said: The miser is he to whom I am mentioned but who does not send blessings on me. 1744 —Tirmizi (Approved, Correct, Rare).

312. Omar-b-al Khattâb reported: Verily invocation is kept in abeyance between heaven and earth and nothing therefrom ascends, till you send blessings on your Prophet.

—Tirmizi.

491w. Abu Hurairah reported that the Apostle of Allah said: Whoso sends blessing on me near my grave, I hear him; and whoso sends blessing on me in absence, it is taken to me.

—Baihaqi.

492w. Abdullah-b-Amr reported: Whoso sends one blessing on the Prophet, Allah and His angels send seventy blessings on him.

—Ahmad

493w. Ruwaife reported that the Apostle of Allah said: Whoso

1744. Ahmad narrated it also from Hussain-b-Ali.
sends blessings on Muhammad and says "O Allah! entertain him on the Resurrection Day with an abode adjacent to Thee, my intercession for him will become obligatory. —Ahmad.

494w. Abdur Rahman-b-Auf reported that the Apostle of Allah came out till be entered in to a garden of dates. He fell in prostration and prolonged the prostration till we feared lest Allah took his life. He narrated: I came to examine and then he raised up his head and asked: What is the matter with you? I mentioned it to him. Then he said: Verily Gabriel (peace be on him) said to me: Should I not give you good news that the Almighty and Glorious Allah says for you "Whosoever sends blessings on you, I send blessing on him; and whosoever greets you, I greet him. —Ahmad

SECTION 17.

1745. Invocation after Tashahhud

Invocation after Tashahhud is sunnat. The worshipper may adopt any mode of petition according to his will and may speak in any language he likes to outpour his heart to his Maker after the greeting. The best invocation, however, is that which contains a prayer for welfare in this world as well as in the next. The following invocation occurs in the Quran: O our Lord! give us good in this world and good in the hereafter and save us from the fire (Q). There are other forms of invocation recorded in the traditions in this section and elsewhere. When praying in congregation, the Imam should turn his face towards his followers for the invocation (36:38).
313. **Ayesha** reported that the Apostle of Allah used to make invocation in prayer by saying: O Allah! I seek refuge to Thee from the chastisement of grave, and I seek refuge to Thee from the calamities of one-eyed Dajjal and I seek refuge to Thee from the calamities of life and the calamities of death. O Allah! verily I seek refuge to Thee from all sins and from all debts. Some one asked him: What's the sin for which you seek protection from debt? He said: Verily when a man falls in debt, he talks much, speaks falsehoods and makes promise and breaks (it). —*Agreed*

314. **Abu Hurairah** reported that the Apostle of Allah said: When one of you is free from the last Tasahhud, let him seek refuge to Allah from four things, from the chastisement of Hell and from the chastisement of the grave, and from the calamities of life and death, and from the evils of one-eyed Dajjal. —*Muslim*

315. **Ibn Abbas** reported that the Prophet used to teach this invocation just as he used to teach a chapter of the Quran by saying: Say, O Allah! verily I seek refuge to Thee from the chastisement of the fire and I seek refuge to Thee from the chastisement of the grave, and I seek refuge to Thee from
from the calamities of one-eyed Dajjal, and I seek refuge to Thee from the calamities of life and death. —Muslim

716. Abu Bakr, the Truthful reported: I asked—O Ms. of Allah! teach me an invocation with which I shall supplicate in my prayer. He said: Say, O Allah verily I have done to myself a great injustice, and none but Thou can forgive the sins. So grant me forgiveness from Thee, and show mercy on me. Verily Thou art the Forgiving, the Merciful. —Agreed.

317. A'mer-b-Sa'd reported from his father who narrated: I used to see the Messenger of Allah by his right and by his left sides till I saw the brightness of his cheek. —Muslim.

318. Samarah b-Jundab reported that when the Messenger of Allah finished prayer, he used to turn his face towards us. —Bukhari.

319. Anas reported that the Prophet used to turn towards his right side. —Muslim.

320. Abdullah-b-Mas'ud reported: None of you shall set up anything of his prayer for the devil. He should consider

المسيح الامام داجيل والإرسال بلغته من ضاحة
المحيط والممات (مسلم)
عند أبي بكر الصديق قال قالت
يا رسول الله أعلمني دعاة أدعو به في
فلان قال كل لله أي طلست نفسي
فظلا كذيرا ولا يغفر الدينب إلا أنت
فاضغلي معفرة من غذاءك راحمي
انه أنت الغفور الرحيم (منافق عليه)
عن عيسى بن سعيد عن أبيه قال
كنت آسرى رسول الله صلى الله عليه وسلم
وعن يساره حتى أرى بياض لحدة
(مسلم)
عن سمرة بن جندب قال كان رسول
الله صلى الله عليه وسلم ملأ على عين
بوجه (البخاري)
عن أم سلمان كان النبي صلى الله عليه وسلم
ينصرف عن ميمنته (مسلم)
عن عبد الله بن سعد قال لا يجعل
كثير الشيطان شيا من صلاته درى

1746. Anti-Christ will appear before the Hour and his mission will be anti-God movement. His title would be Messiah as he will be free from all good things. Messiah means one who is far off from good or one whose one eye is blind. It comes from the Hebrew word 'Mashiha' meaning blessed. In this sense, it is used in the case of Jesus Christ.
التفاهم على الله لا ينصر في الرحمن

321. *Bara'a* reported: When we prayed behind the Apostle of Allah, we liked to be by his right side, so that he may turn his face towards us. He narrated: I heard him say: O Lord! protect me from Thy chastisement of the Day on which Thou wilt resurrect or gather together Thy servant.

—*Muslim*.

322. *Omm Salamah* reported: When the women, at the time of the Apostle of Allah, greeted in obligatory prayers, they used to stand up 1747 while the Apostle of Allah remained sitting; and as for those of the males who prayed as long as Allah liked, When the Apostle of Allah stood up, the males also stood up.

—*Bukhari*.

323. *Mu'az b-Jabal* reported The Messenger of Allah took hold of my hand and said: O Mu'az! certainly I love you. I said: And I love you, O Apostle of Allah! He said: Then don't give up to say at the end of each prayer "O Lord!

1/47. The females used to start for their houses as soon as the obligatory prayers were finished in order to avoid the intermingling of both the sexes in the streets after prayer. This tradition proves that the followers should sit as long as the Imam remains sitting.
help me to Thy remembrance, and Thy greatfulness and the best form of Thy worship. 1743
—Abdulrazzaq, Abu Daud, Nisa'i.

324. Abdullrah b-Ma'ud reported that the Apostle of Allah used to greet to his right side “Peace be on you, and mercy of Allah,” till the brightness of his right cheek was seen; and to his left side—“Peace be on you and mercy of Allah,” till the brightness of his left cheek was seen. 1749
—Abu Daud, Tirmizi, Nisa'i.

325. Ata'a-al Khorasani reported from Mugirah who narrated that the Apostle of Allah had said: The Imam shall not pray in the place wherein he prayed till he moves to a side. 1750
—Abu Daud.

326. Anas reported that the Prophet gave them a stimulus for prayer and forbade them to depart from prayer before his departure.
—Abu Daud.

327. Shaddad-b-Aus reported that the Messenger of Allah used to say in his prayer: O Allah! I seek from Thee firmness in action and strong determination in guidance, and I seek from Thee greatfulness for Thy favours and the

---

1743. Abu Daud did not mention the following: “And I love you”.
1749. Tirmizi did not mention “till the brightness of his cheek was seen,” Ibn Masahah narrated it from Ammar-b-Yasar.
1750. The Imam must shift a little for saying ‘sunnat’ and optional prayers from
excellence for Thy service, and I seek from Thee a sound mind and a truthful tongue; and I seek from Thee the good which Thou knowest, and I seek refuge to Thee from the evil of what Thou knowest, and I beg pardon of Thee for what Thou knowest. 1751 —Nisai.

328. Ja‘ber reported that the Apostle of Allah used to say in his prayer after attestation: The best discourse is the discourse of Allah, and the best guidance is the guidance of Muhammad (P. N.). —Nisai.

329. Ayesha reported that the Messenger of Allah used to greet in prayer towards the front of his face and then to incline a little towards his right side.

—Tirmizi.

330. Samorah reported: The Messenger of Allah directed us to return (the greeting) to the Imam, and to love one another and that some of us should salute the other. 1752 —Abu Daud.

496w. Abdullah-b-Mas‘ud reported that the turning of the Prophet from his prayer was often towards his left side in the direction of his room.

—Sharhi Sunnat.

the place where the Farz prayer was said. The followers also should observe this rule.

1751. Ahmad narrated a similar tradition.

1752. To return the greeting upon the Imam means to respond to the greeting uttered by the Imam at the end of the prayer.
SECTION 18

1753. Zikr after prayer

After the Farz prayer is finished, there are some hymns for the remembrance of Allah and His greatness. This may be done at the option of the individual worshipper. The following has, however, been recommended by the traditions and the jurists (vide Durre Mukhtar) :—(1) to read (I seek forgiveness to Allah) several times preferably twelve times; (2) Ayatul Kursi (2:255Q) once; (3) the Refusing verses (113Q, 114Q) once; (4) سبحان الله (glory to Allah), (Allah praise is for Allah) and لله اكبر (Allah is greatest), each 33 times; (5) and if possible لا حول ولا قوة إلا بالله for 100 times. These formulas of divine glory may be recited after sunnat prayers.

331. Ibn Abbas reported: I know that the termination of the prayer of the Messenger of Allah was with Takbir. 1753 — Agreed.

332. Ayesha reported that when the messenger of Allah greeted, he used not to sit except the time required for uttering: O Allah! Thou art Peace, and from Thee peace; Thou art Blessed, O Lord of grace and honour. 1754 — Muslim.

333. Saoban reported that when the Messenger of Allah finished his prayer, he begged pardon thrice and said: O Allah! Thou art peace, and from Thee peace. Thou art Blessed, O Lord of grace and honour. — Muslim.

1753. Takbir means the formula of the remembrance of Allah. Some say that it means Takbir: Tahmid and Tasbih.

1754. This was in the case of prayers in which there is sunnat prayer after obligatory prayers.
334. **Mugirah-b-Shu’bah** reported that the Prophet used to say at the end of each obligatory prayer: There is no deity but Allah. He is One. There is no partner for Him. For Him is the kingdom and for Him is all praise, and He is powerful over all things. O Allah! there is no gainsayer of what Thou hast given, and there is no giver of what Thou hast gainsaid, and fortune does not give benefit to one possessing fortune as against Thee.

—Agreed.

335. **Abdullah-b-Zubair** reported that when the Messenger of Allah greeted from his prayer, he used to say with his loudest voice: 1755 There is no deity but Allah. He is One. For Him is the kingdom, and for Him is all praise, and He is Powerful over all things. There is no power, nor strength except through Allah. There is no deity but Allah, nor do we worship but Him. For Him is gift and for Him is grace, and for Him is the best praise. There is no deity but Allah; being sincerely submissive to Him, though the polytheists dislike. 1756

—**Muslim.**

---

1755. This was recited loudly by way of giving lessons to his followers. It is however agreed that this should be recited in silence.

1754. It is one of the best formula of supplication. If rightly understood and
336. **Abu Hurairah** reported that the poor Refugees came to the Messenger of Allah and said: The wealthy have gone with the highest ranks and permanent gifts. He asked: What is that? They replied: They pray as we pray, they fast as we fast, and they pay charity but we do not, and grant manumission and we do not. The Messenger of Allah said: Shall I not teach you something with which you may overtake those who surpass you and with which you will surpass those who will come after you? And none of you will be better than you except one who will do what you will do. 'Yes, O Ms. of Allah' said they. He said: You will read Tasbih, Takbir and Tahmid \(^{2757}\) at the end of each prayer, each for 33 times. **Abu Saleh** said: Then the poor Refugees returned to the Prophet and said: Our brethren, the owners of properties, heard of what we had done, and so they did like that. Then the Messenger of Allah said: That is the grace of Allah which He bestows on whom He wishes.

---Agreed.

337. **Ka'ab-b-Uzrah** reported that the Messenger of Allah

\(^{2757}\) **Tasbih** is Sobhan Allah (Glory be to God).
said: There are some recitations after prayer, of which the reciters or the doers at the end of each obligatory prayer will not be disappointed—Tasbih for 33 times, Tahmid for 33 times and Takbir for 34 times. 1738

—Muslim.

338. Abu Hurairah reported that the Messenger of Allah said: Whoso glorifies Allah at the termination of each prayer for 33 times, and praises Allah for 33 times and hold Allah greatest for 33 times (and that will be 99 times) and says completing one hundred "There is no deity but Allah. He is one. There is no partner for Him, for Him is the kingdom, and for Him is all praise and He is Powerful over all things," his minor sins are forgiven though they are like the foams of the sea.

—Muslim.

339. Abu Omamah reported:
It was questioned: O Ms. of Allah! which supplication is the most acceptable? He said: (One) in the middle of the latter half of the night and at the end of the ordained prayers.

—Tirmizi.

1738. Tahmid is Alhamdo lillah (all praise is for Allah) and Takbir is Allaho-Akbar (Allah is Greatest). The sentence from—'Abu Saleh said oto. up to end' occurs only in Sahih Muslim. There is another narration of Bukhari: You will read Tasbih ten times at the back of each prayer and Tahmid ten times and takbir ten times. This should be counted in finger prints rather than by beds. The Prophet did not use beds.
340. **Qubah-b-A'mer** reported: The Messenger of Allah ordered me to read the 'Refusing chapters' at the end of each prayer. —*Ahmad, Abu Daud, Nisai, Baihaqi.*

341. **Anas** reported that the Messenger of Allah said: That I should sit with a people who remember Allah from the Fajr prayer till the sun rises is more pleasing to me than that I should emancipate four of the children of Ismail. That I should sit with a people who remember Allah from the Asr prayer till the sun sets in, is more pleasing to me than that I should emancipate four (slaves)

—*Abu Daud.*

342. **Same** reported that the Messenger of Allah said: Who so says the Fajr prayer in congregation and then sits remembering Allah till the sun rises and then prays two rak'ats, there is for him the equivalent reward of one pilgrimage and one visit to the Ka'ba. He said that the Messenger of Allah had said: Perfect, perfect, perfect. —*Tirmizi.*

343. **Azraq-b-Qais** reported: Our Imam surnamed Abu Remsah prayed with us. He said: I said this prayer or similar to this prayer with the Prophet. Abu Bakr and Omar were

---

1759. These are the last two chapters of the Quran (113, 114).
standing in the front line by his right side, and there was a man who overtook the first Takbir from the prayer. Then the Messenger of Allah prayed and afterwards greeted to his right side and to his left, till we saw the brightness of his two cheeks. Then he turned aside like the turning of Abu Remsah meaning himself. Then the man who overtook the first takbir of the prayer with him got up to pray the two rak'ats. Then Omar sprang to his feet and caught hold of his two shoulders and shook him. Then he said: Sit because the People of the Book would have never perished but for want of differentiation in their prayers. 1750 Then the Messenger of Allah raised up his look and said: O son of al-Khattab, may Allah grant thee wisdom.

—Abu Dawūd.

344. Zaid-b-Sa'het reported:
We have been directed to read Tahmīd for 33 times and Tasbih for 34 times. A man of the An'sars saw (an angel) in dream. It was said to him: The Ms. of Allah directed you to read Tasbih at the end of each prayer so many times and so many times. Then make it each 25 times, and make

1750. Differentiation must be made in obligatory, Sunnat and optional prayers either by moving to a side, back or front, or by holding tilts, or going out of the mosque and then coming in.
therein Tahlii, 1761 When it was dawn, he went early in the morning to the Prophet and informed him. Whereupon the Messenger of Allah said: Do (accordingly). —Ahmad,
Nisai, Darmi.

345. Omar-b-al Khattab reported that the Prophet despatched an army towards Najd. They acquired enormous booty and returned with haste. A man from amongst us who did not march out, said: We did not see an army more hasty in retracing and more lucky in booty than this army. Whereupon the Messenger of Allah said: Shall I not guide you to a people who are more lucky in booty and better in return than a people who are present in the early morning prayer and then sit remembering Allah till the sun rises. Those are more hasty in return and better lucky in booty 1762 —Tirmizi (Rare) 497w. Ali reported: I saw the Messenger of Allah upon the planks of this pulpit saying: Whoso reads the Chapter Throne 1768 at the end of each prayer, nothing but death can prevent him to enter Paradise (at that time); and whosoever reads it at the time when he goes to

1761 Tahlii is to recite "There is no power, and no strength except through Allah".

1762 This tradition has been said to be 'Garib' (rare) as the narrator Hammad, son of A'far Hamid, was weak in authority in narrating traditions.
held, Allah gives him security over his house and the house of his neighbour and the people of the houses around him. 1768

—Baihaqi

498w. Abdur Rahman-b-Ganam reported from the Prophet who said: Whoso utters ten times by folding his legs before he departs from the sun-set and early morning prayers “There is no deity but Allah. He is one. There is no partner for Him. For Him is the Kingdom and for Him is all praise; and in His hand, there is good. He gives life and makes dead, and He is Powerful over everything,” ten virtues are recorded for him for every utterance, and ten sins are effaced from him, and ten ranks are raised up for him, and he will have a guard against every abominable thing and a guard against the accursed devil. It is not lawful for any sin to overtake him except polytheism. And he is the best person in action except a man who is more superior to him for uttering a better thing than what he has said. 1764 —Ahmad.

SECTION 19

1765. Self-restraint in prayer

In prayer there is deep concentration of mind towards the remembrance of the Almighty and His glorifications. Hence everything that diverts the attention of the worshipper and breaks its

1766. Those are the verses 2:255 to 257 of the Holy Quran. Baihaqi says that the isnad of its narration is weak.

1764. Tirmizi also narrated it from Abu Zarr up to—“except polytheism. He did
solemnity is either abominable or unlawful, as in that case the very object of prayer is frustrated. It has therefore been recommended that absolute restraint of mind and the organs of hearing and sight should be practised. All the organs and force of a man should be combined to create a divine atmosphere in mind in order to receive the celestial gifts. The worshipper is not allowed to turn his look towards any of his sides, either right, left, above or back except towards the place of prostration. He is not permitted to hold talks with anybody or respond to the greeting. He is not to give out wind. He should shut up his mouth in case of yawning. He should not break his fingers, play with the beard, throw stones or do other acts which divert the attention of the worshipper.

346. Muwayiah-b-Hakam reported: While we were praying with the Prophet, a man among the people sneezed. I said: May Allah have compassion on you? Then the people struck me with their eyes and I said: Alas! may your mother be heavy! What is the matter with you that you are staring at me? Then they began to strike their thighs with their hands. When I saw that they would make me silent, I remained silent. 1786 When the Prophet prayed, I did never see (I swear by my father and mother) any teacher before him and after him better in teaching than him. By Allah, he did neither threaten me, nor assault me, nor rebuke me. He said:

act mention the sunset prayer, nor "In His hand, there is good". He says also that this hadis is Hasan (taib), Sahih (correct) and Garib (rare).

1786. The author of Mishkat says that the word لكي نستكب was found in 'Sahih
Verily this is a prayer in which no talk of men is allowed. Verily it consists of Tasbih, Takbir and the Quran-reading, or as the Prophet said: I asked: O Ms. of Allah, verily I was a young man in the Days of Ignorance, and (now) Allah has brought Islam to us; and verily there are men among us who go to the sooth-sayers. 1767 He said: Don't go to them. I asked: And there are men among us who believe in omens. He said: That is a thing which they will find in their chests. So they must not prevent them. I asked: There are men among us who foretell by marks. He said: There was a Prophet 1768 among the prophets who used to foretell by marks. So the marks which agreed to his marks were (accepted).

—Muslim.

347. Abdullah-b-Mas'ud reported: We used to greet the Prophet while he was in prayer, and he used to respond to us. When we returned from the Negus, we greeted him, but he

Muslim. It is unlawful to say “May Allah have compassion on you” as a reply to ‘All praise is due to Allah’ when it is recited after sneezing

1767. Sooth-sayers used to foretell events and they were attached to the devils and Jinn. The astrologers who foretell events by marks of palms or by other means are also of the same kind. To approach them is infidelity, and they are unbelievers in the great power of Allah.

1768. This Prophet was Wals or Daniel. He used to tell prophecies from Allah by revelation and he used to observe marks incidentally. This however should not be followed by ordinary men as they will not receive revelation. This means that the marks would never coincide with the marks of this particular Prophet as they are now no longer is existence. Therefore foretelling by marks is unlawful.
did not return to us. We asked: O Ms. of Allah! we used to greet you in prayer and you to return to us! He said: Verily there is concentration in prayer.

—Agreed.

348. Mu‘aiqib reported from the Prophet about a man who made the earth even where he prostrated. He said: If you are a doer (of this), then only once.

—Agreed.

349. Abu Hurairah reported that the Apostle of Allah prohibited from (placing hand on) waist in prayer.

—Agreed.

350. Ayesha reported: I asked the Apostle of Allah about (random) looks in prayer. He replied: That is a fraud which the devil practices in prayer of a servant.

—Agreed.

351. Abu Hurairah reported that the Apostle of Allah said: People must abstain from raising up their looks towards heaven at the time of invocation in prayer, or else their sights will certainly be overtaken 1769

352. Abu Qatadah reported: I saw the Prophet acting as

1769. It is Makruh to turn one's look towards heaven in prayer, specially at the time of supplication; as in that case, some place is fixed for Allah in heaven from which He is absolutely free. The Quran says: Wherever you turn, there is the face of Allah (2:115Q). It has been reported that the Prophet once raised up his look in prayer when the following was revealed “And those who are humble in their prayer (28:2Q)”. 
Imam of the people, while Oma'mah, daughter of Abul A's 1770 was upon his shoulder. When he bent, he placed her down and when he rose from prostration, he took her up.

—Agreed.

353. Abu Sayeed al Khodri reported that the Apostle of Allah said: When one of you yawns in prayer, let him shut up his mouth as far as possible, because the devil enters. Muslim narrated it. And in a narration of Bukhari from Abu Hurairah, he said: When one of you yawns in prayer, let him shut up his mouth as far as possible, and let him not recite for it, because that is from the devil who laughs at him. 1771

354. Abu Hurairah reported that the Apostle of Allah said: A party of Jinn came last night to destroy my prayer but Allah gave me strength over it. Then I caught it and intended to bind it with a pillar out of the pillars of the mosque, till all of you looked towards it. Then I remembered the supplication of my colleague Solomon—O Lord! give me kingdom which will not be granted to anybody after me. Then I turned

1770. Abul A's was the son-in-law of the Prophet as he married his daughter Jainab, and Oma'mah was the issue of the marriage. The little girl used to climb upon the back of the Prophet at the time of prayer.

1771. See note 496 for full discussion. Yawning is an act of the devil and occurs generally when the body is idle and the devil's workshop.
him out dishonoured.

Agreed

355. **Sahl-b-Sa'ad** reported that the Apostle of Allah said: Who-
so is interfered by anything in his prayer, let him glorify Allah.
Verily clapping is for women. And in a narration, he said:
Glorification is for men and clapping for women. 1772

Agreed.

356. **Abdullah-b-Mas'ud** reported: We used to greet the Pro-
phet in prayer before we migrated to Abyssinia and he used to
reply to us. When we returned from Abyssinia, I came to him
and found him praying. I greeted him, but he did not reply to
me, till when he finished his prayer, he said: Verily Allah
renews His orders as He wishes, and verily out of what He re-
newed, there is this that you should not talk in prayer. He
returned greeting to me and said: Verily prayer is for reading
the Quran and remembering Allah. So when you are there-
in, let that be your occupation. 1773

Abu Daud

357. **Ibn Omar** reported: I asked Bilal: How did the Pro-
phet respond to them when they greeted him while he was in

1772. If any man or a woman comes to a house wherein a man or a woman is
praying and calls him or her, then if she is a female, she shall claphor hand, and
if he is a male, he shall recite Sobhan Allah aloud.

1773. From this tradition, it has been deduced that it is commendable (Mustahab)
to reply to greeting when the prayer or the Quran-reading is finished.
prayer? He said: He used to hint with his hand. 1774

—Tirmizi.

358. Ref'ah-b Ra'fe' reported: I prayed behind the Apostle of Allah and gave out an yawning and said: All praise is due to Allah, profuse pure praise, blessed therein and blessed thereon just as our Lord wishes and is pleased with. When the Apostle of Allah prayed, he turned round and asked: Who has uttered (that) in prayer? None replied. Then he asked for the second time, but none replied. Then he asked for the third time. Whereupon Refa'a replied: I, O Ms. of Allah. Then the Apostle of Allah said: By One in whose hand there is my life, thirty angels and odd were certainly vying with one another as to who among them will carry it above. —Tirmizi,

Abu Daud, Nisai.

359. Abu Hurairah reported that the Apostle of Allah said: Yawning in prayer comes from the devil. So when one of you yawns, let him swallow (it) as far as possible. 1775 —Tirmizi.

360. Ka'ab-b-Uzrah reported that the Apostle of Allah said: When one of you makes ablution and then makes his ablution

1774. Nisai also narrated it in slightly different wording. To respond to prayer by raising hands or moving head makes the prayer void.

1775. Tirmizi and Nisai narrated in addition: Let him place his hand upon his mouth.
complete and then comes out intending for the mosque, let him not put his fingers upon fingers because he is in prayer. 1776

—Ahmad, Tirmizi, Abu Daud, Nisai.

361. Abu Zarr reported that the Apostle of Allah said: The Almighty and Glorious Allah does not cease to come near a servant while he is in prayer so long as he does not look around. When he looks around, He goes away from him. Ahmad, Abu Daud, Nisai, Darimi.

362. Anas reported: The Apostle of Allah said to me: O darling! Guard yourself from looking around in prayer, because (random) look in prayer is a cause of destruction. If there is no other alternative, then it is in optional and not in obligatory prayers. —Tirmizi.

363. Ibn Abbas reported that the Messenger of Allah used to peep to the right and left without inclining his neck behind his back. —Tirmizi, Nisai.

364. Adi-b-Sa’bet reported from his father from his grandfather who raised it up to the Prophet who said: Sneezing, napping and yawning in prayer, and menses, vomiting and bleeding of nose come from the devil. —Tirmizi.

365. Mutarref-b-Abdullah reported from his father who

1776. Let him not put his fingers upon his fingers’ means—let him not put his fingers of one hand in the midst of the fingers of another. One starting from his house for the mosque with the intention of praying remains as it were in praying while walking.
narrated: I came to the Prophet while he was praying, and there came a silent noise from his belly like the boiling noise of a cauldron, that is, he was weeping. And in a narration, he said: I found the Prophet saying prayer while there was silent noise in his chest like the noise of a grinding stone on account of weeping. 1777—Ahmad, Nisai, Abu Daud.

366. Abu Zarr reported that the Apostle of Allah said: When one of you stands up for prayer, he shall not rub stones, because blessing is looking at him.

—Ahmad, Tirmizi, Abu Daud, Nisai, Ibn Majah.

367. Omm Salamah reported: The Apostle of Allah saw a servant of ours called Allah. When he prostrated, he blew. He said: O Allah! cover your face with dust.

—Tirmizi.

368. Abu Hurairah reported that the Apostle of Allah said: Kill two black things in prayer: serpent and scorpion. —Ahmad, Abu Daud and Tirmizi.

369. Ayesah reported that the Apostle of Allah was praying optional prayers while the door was shut up against him. I came and asked for opening (the door). He stepped forward and opened (the door) for me. Afterwards he returned to his

1777. Nisai narrated the first portion, and Abu Daud the second.
praying place. I mentioned that the door was towards the Ka'ba.

—Ahmad, Abu Daud, Tirmizi, Nisai.

370. Tal'qe-b-Ali reported that the Messenger of Allah said: When one of you emits wind in prayer, let him depart and make ablution and then repeat the prayer. 1778 —Abu Daud, Tirmizi.

371. Ayesha reported that the Prophet said: When ablution of one of you goes in his prayer, let him catch hold of his nose and then turn aside. 1779

—Abu Daud.

372. Abdullah-b-Amr reported that the Apostle of Allah said: When ablution of one you breaks while he sits in the last rak'at of his prayer before he greets, his prayer is lawful. 1780

—Tirmizi.

373. Ja'ber reported: I was saying zuhr prayer with the Messenger of Allah. I took a handful of stones to keep my and palms cool, to put them for my forehead that I may prostrate thereon owing to excessive heat.

—Abu Daud, Nisai.

---

1778 Tirmizi narrated this tradition with addition and alteration. Imam Abu Hanifa holds that in case of involuntary emission of wind, the prayer is not rendered void, but it is otherwise with regard to the other three Imams.

1779. The catching hold of nose has been directed to give an indication to the people that something has happened which rendered the ablution void.

1780 Tirmizi says that its chain of narration is not very strong. Imam Abu
374. Abu Darda’ reported that the Messenger of Allah stood for prayer. Then we heard him say: I seek refuge to Allah from you. Next he said thrice: I curse you with the curse of Allah. He spread his hand to catch hold of something as it were. When he finished the prayer, we asked: O Ms. of Allah, we heard you say something in prayer which we did not hear you say before that, and we saw that you had spread your hand. He replied: Verily the devil, the enemy of Allah, came with a fleck of fire to place it in my face. I said thrice: I seek refuge to Allah from you. Then I said: I curse you with the perfect curse of Allah. He did not seek to end it with three times. Then I intended to take hold of it. By Allah, but for the supplication of my brother Solomon, the children of the citizens of Medina would have come out to play with it while it was in chains. —*Muslim*.

499w. Anas reported that the Prophet said: O Anas! fix your look to the place where you prostrated. —*Baihaqi*.

500. Abu Hurairah reported that the Prophet went out for prayer. When he recited Takbir he turned aside and hinted at them to remain as they were,
Afterwards he came out, took bath and then came while his head was dropping down waters. He then prayed with them. When he finished, he said; Verily I was in impure state and I forgot to take bath.\textsuperscript{1781} 

—Ahmad, Malek

501w. Nafe\’ reported that Abdullah-b-Amr passed by a man while he was praying. He saluted him, but the man returned a word. Abdullah-b-Amr returned to him and said to him: When one of you is saluted while he prays, let him not speak but let him give a hint with his hand. —Malek.

\textbf{SECTION 20}

1782. \textbf{Prostration of mistakes}

In case of mistakes in prayer either regarding the number of rak\’ats prayed by the worshipper or regarding the verses read, the remedy is to prostrate. If the Imam commits such mistake, the whole congregation shall make similar prostrations. There are traditions to show that such prostration can be made either before the greeting or after it. But the Imams had their respective canons. Imam Shafeyi holds that it should be done before Salam, while Imam Abu Hanifa holds that it should be done after Salam. Imam Ahmad upholds both the times for prostration. It appears from the traditions that both are lawful. Hedayah says that this prostration should occur after Salam on both the sides. Some of the other rules that have been deduced from the traditions are the following. Whosoever forgets one wajeb in prayer, the prostration is wajeb. If a man is just near the middle position between sitting and standing when he is in doubt

\textsuperscript{1781} Malek narrated this tradition from Ata\’a-b-Yasar as a defective (Mursal) tradition.
he should sit; and if above that, he should stand. In case of sitting, no prostration is necessary if the rak'ats are correct. In case of mistaken standing, prostration is necessary. If doubt arises as to the exact number of rak'ats prayed, then the rak'ats shall be increased till he thinks that he has prayed excess of what is required.

375. Abu Hurairah reported that the Messenger of Allah said: When one of you stands up for prayer, the devil comes to him and throws doubt in him till he does not know how much he prayed. When he finds that, let him prostrate twice while he is sitting. —Agreed.

376. Ata’-b-Yasar from Abu Sayeed reported that the Apostle of Allah said: When one of you feels doubt in his prayer and knows not how much, three or four rak’ats he prayed, let him remove the doubt and build upon what is certain, then let him prostrate twice before he returns salutation. If he prays five rak’ats, his prayers will intercede for him; and if he prays complete four rak’ats, they (prostrations) will be a cause of disgrace for the devil. 1788 —Muslim, Malek.

377. Abdullah-b-Mas’ud reported that the Messenger of Allah prayed Zuhr with five rak’ats. It was then questioned to him: Have you increased the prayer?

1788. Malek also narrated it from Ata’a as a defective tradition. He reported with a slight alteration which runs thus: He repeated it with these two prostrations.
He replied: What is that? They said: You have prayed five rak'ats. Then he prostrated twice after he returned salutation. And in a narration, he said: Verily I am only a man like you. I forget as you forget. So when I forget, remind me, and when one of you feels doubt in his prayer, let him intend merit, and let him complete it and afterwards let him make salutation and then let him prostrate twice.—Agreed.

378. Ibn Sirin reported from Abu Hurairah who said: The Apostle of Allah prayed one of the two after-noon prayers. Ibn Sirin said: Abu Hurairah named Then but I forgot). He said: Then he prayed two rak'ats with us and next returned salutation. Then he walked towards a spacious plank in the mosque and leaned against it as if he was angry; and he placed his right hand upon his left and entered his fingers into his fingers, and placed his right cheek upon the back of his left palm. The most impatient of the people came out of the doors of the mosque and asked: Has the prayer been shortened? And there were Abu Bakr and Omar among the people. They pressed him to talk about it. And among the

1784 This is either Zuhr or Asar prayer.
1785 In other words, he entered his fingers of one hand unto the fingers of
people, there was a man whose hands were long and who was called "Possessor of hands." He asked: O Ms. Allah! have you forgotten or shortened the prayer? He said: I have neither forgotten, nor shortened. He asked: Is it as the Possessor of hands says? 'Yes' said they. Then he stepped forward, prayed what he had left, next he returned salutation and then read Takbir and prostrated like his prostration or longer. Next he raised up his head and recited Takbir. Next he recited Takbir and prostrated like his prostration or longer. Then he raised up his head and recited Takbir.

Abdullah-b-Buhianah reported that the Prophet prayed Zuhr with them. He stood in the first two rak'ats and then sat. The people also stood with him, till when he finished the prayer and the people were waiting for his salutation, he recited Takbir while he was sitting, and prostrated twice before he returned salutation. Next he returned salutation. 1787 — Agree.

1786 In the book 'Fathul-Bari', the question whether talk in prayer nullifies has been discussed at length. The substance of these discussion is the following. Imam Shafeyi holds that talk or deed in prayer makes the prayer void, if it is held or done willingly. Imam Abu Hanifa holds it as invalid in case of both voluntary and involuntary talk or action. He said that this tradition was reported previous to talks being held unlawful. Imam Ahmad agrees with Imam Abu Hanifa except that the prayer is not rendered invalid if talk or action is held or done for good of the prayer.

1787 According to Imam Shafeyi, the prostration of forgetfulness occurs before the
380. **Imran-b-Hussain** reported that the Messenger of Allah prayed with them and made mistake. Then he prostrated twice. Next he read Tashahhud and next he made salutation. 1788

—Tirmizi (Approved, Rare)

381. **Mugirah-b-Shu'bah** reported that the Messenger of Allah said: When the Imam stands in prayer of two rak'ats—if he remembers before he stands up erect, let him sit; and if he stands erect, let him not sit but prostrate twice for mistake. 1739

—Abu Daud, Ibn Majah.

382. **Imran-b-Hussain** reported that the Messenger of Allah prayed Asr and greeted in the third rak'at. Afterwards he entered his abode. A man known as Kherbag and long of hands went to him. He addressed: O Ms. of Allah! Then he mentioned his action to him. He came out enraged drawing his sheet till he came to the people. He asked: Does he speak the truth? 'Yes' said they. Then he prayed one rak'at and then greeted. Afterwards he prostrated twice and then greeted. 1790

—Muslim.

---

1788. This hadis supports the Hanafi and Hanbali mazhabs. Fatwa Qazi Khan and Hedayyah support the view that after prostration of mistake, Tahiyat should be recited according to this hadis. 1790. The Hanafi mazhab holds the view that in case of standing he should sit if he stands up to the middle and should stand if above that. The express wording of this hadis shows that before erection, sitting is allowed. In case of sitting, no prostration is necessary. In case one sits down from standing, the prayer will be regarded as invalid. 1790. According to Imam Abu Hanifa this hadis was prevalent in earlier stages of Islam. Subsequently, it is said to have been abrogated.
502w. Abdur Rahman-b-Auf reported: I heard the Messenger of Allah say: Whoso prays having a doubt of decrease, let him pray till he has a doubt of increase.

—Ahmad.

SECTION 21

1791. Prostration in the Quran

Prostration on reading some particular verses of the Quran is *wajeb* according to Imam Abu Hanifa, and *sunnat* according to the other Imams. The following are the verses of prostration—7:26; 13:14; 16:49; 17:108; 19:57; 22:18,76; 25:59; 27:25; 32:14; 38:25; 53:62; 84:21; 96:19. It is preferable to make prostration at the end of reading of each of those verses; but according to Imam Abu Hanifa, it may be done afterwards. The latter view is not generally followed.

383. Ibn Abbas reported that the Prophet prostrated in ‘The star’ 1792; and the Muslims, the polytheists, Jinn and men prostrated with him. —Bukhari.

384. Abu Hurairah reported: We prostrated with the Prophet in “When the heaven will he rent asunder,” and “Read in the name of Thy Lord.” 1793

—Muslim.

1792. This prostration comes to pass at the end of 53:63Q. The polytheists prostrated as the devil read after the Prophet had recited: Have you seen the Lāt and the Usza, and Manat the third, the last? Those are the highest deities and verily their intercession is expected.” Polytheists thought that the Prophet had recited this, while in fact the devil recited it resembling the voice of the Prophet.

1793. This is at the end of 84:910 and 96:100.
385. Ibn Omar reported that the Messenger of Allah used to make prostration in the Quran reading while we were near him. He prostrated and we also prostrated with him. We mustered strong till one of us found a place for his forehead to make prostration thereon. —Agreed.

386. Zaid-b-Sa’bet reported: I read out to the Messenger of Allah "And the Star", but he did not prostrate therein. 1794 —Agreed.

387. Ibn Abbas reported: The prostration of "Swad" is not of the binding prostrations, but I have indeed seen the Prophet making prostration therein. —Bukhari.

388. Amr-b-al-A’s reported that the Messenger of Allah taught him fifteen prostrations in the Quran. Out of these, three prostrations are in the ‘Mufassal’ and two are in the Chapter on Pilgrimage. 1795

Abu Dawd, Ibn Majah.

389. Qubah-b-A’mer reported: I asked: O Ms. of Allah, the chapter on pilgrimage has been given excellence because there

1794. Imam Abu Hanifah holds on the basis of this tradition that prostration may be done at other times. But the jurists unanimously recommended to make prostration at the time when the particular verse of the Quran is read. In another narration of Bukhari, Munzahed asked Ibn Abbas: "Shall I prostrate in the Swad"? Then he read—"And from his descendants are David and Solomon", till he reached—"Then follow their guidance". He said: Your Prophet is from those who were directed to follow them. This is the verse 3:25Q.

1795. Mufassal is the last portion of the Quran from “The Champers” to the last. The three prostrations occur in 58:62Q, 84:21Q, and 96:19Q.
are two prostrations therein. ‘Yes’ said he, ‘and whoso does not prostrate for them, shall not read them’. 1796

—Abu Daud, Tirmizi.

390. Ibn Omar reported that the Prophet prostrated in Zuhr prayer. Then he stood and bent. They saw that he read “the Revelation of the Adoration.” 1779

—Abu Daud.

391. Same reported: The Messenger of Allah used to read the Quran to us. When he passed by a prostration, he recited takbir and prostrated, and we also prostrated with him. 1798

—Abu Daud.

392. Same reported that the Messenger of Allah read (the verses of) prostration in the year of Victory, and so all the people prostrated. There were the cavalry and the prostrating ones upon the ground, till the rider prostrated upon his hand. 1799

—Abu Daud.

1796. In the Pilgrimage chapter, these occur at the end of 22:18Q and 22:77Q. Jurists differ with regard to the numbers of prostrations. Imam Ahmad follows this tradition. Imam Shafeyi limits it to 14 excluding 88:25. Imam Abu Hanifah supports Shafeyi but excludes 22:77 and included 88:25. Malek makes it to eleven after excluding 88:25, 58:69, 84:21, and 96:13. Imam Abu Hanifah says however that in the last verses, only bending is sufficient.

1797. Tirmizi says that its chain of narration is not very strong.

1798. This is chapter 32 of the Quran. The people thought that while bowing, the Prophet read the above chapter. This shows that the Prophet did not prostrate at the time of reading the chapter. It was a mere conjecture and hence cannot prevail over positive instructions.

1799. Abu Hanifa holds that one takbir is sufficient without the raising of hands, while Imam Shafeyi holds that there are two takbis—one at the time when hands are raised up, and another at the time of going to prostration.
393. Ibn Abbas reported that the Prophet did not prostrate in any verse of the last chapters since he migrated to Medina. 1800

—Abu Daud.

394. Ayesha reported that the Messenger of Allah used to say about the prostration of the Quran at night: My face prostrated for One who created him and split up his ears and eyes with His power and strength. 1901

—Abu Daud, Tirmizi, Nisai.

395. Ibn Abbas reported that a man came to the Apostle of Allah and asked: O Ms. of Allah! I saw myself this night while I was asleep as if I was praying behind a tree. I fell in prostration and then the tree also prostrated on account of my prostration. I heard it say: O Allah! record for me a reward near Thee for this, and put off a sin from me for this, and make it for me a hidden treasure near Thee, and accept it from me as Thou hast accepted it from Thy servant David. Ibn Abbas said: The Messenger of Allah then read a verse of prostration and then prostrated. I heard him while he was saying the like of

\[\text{الـُنْبِيَّةُ عَلَىِّ عَبْدِهِمُّ عَلَىِّ سَمَٰعِهِمُّ مَعْلَمُهُمُّ.}
\[\text{لَمْ يَسْجُدْ فِي شَيْءٍ مِّنْ الْمَفْطُولِ مِنْهُ.}
\[\text{تَحْيَلُ إِلَىِّ الْمَدِينَةِ}.
\[\text{* (ابْدَارُ)}
\[\text{عَنْ عَائِشَةَ}.
\[\text{قَالَتُ كَانَ رَسُولُ اللَّهِ}.
\[\text{سَلَّمُ يَقُولُ}.
\[\text{فِي سَجْدَةِ الْقَرْأَبِ}.
\[\text{بَلِ الْلَّهِ}.
\[\text{سِجْدَةً}.
\[\text{رَجَبِي}.
\[\text{لَيْلَةٍ}.
\[\text{خَلَقَهَا}.
\[\text{وُضِعَتْ سَجَدَةً}.
\[\text{وَبَصَرَهَا}.
\[\text{وَتَحْيَلَتْ}.
\[\text{مَا أَبْدَارَ}.
\[\text{الْيَوْمِيَّةِ}.
\[\text{وَالْإِسْلَامِيَّةِ}.
\[\text{حَسَنَ}.
\[\text{صَّيْحَةً}.
\[\text{ثُمَّ أَمَرَ بِشَجَرَةٍ}.
\[\text{سَجَدَةً}.
\[\text{سَجَدَتِ السُّجْدَةَ}.
\[\text{لَمْ سَجَدَ}.
\[\text{فِي نَصْرَتِهِ}.
\[\text{أَتَّقَنَّى}.
\[\text{لَهَا}.
\[\text{شِجْرَةً}.
\[\text{سَجَدَتِ السُّجْدَةَ}.
\[\text{لَمْ سَجَدَ}.
\[\text{فِي نَصْرَتِهِ}.

1860. It is lawful to prostrate upon hands whether there is excuse or not but it is said to be abominable (Makruh).

1901. This hadis contradicts that of Abu Hurairah (884). Abu Hurairah accepted Islam at Medina in 7 A.H. His hadis has been accepted as more correct than this. The turning from prostration, the above should be recited. Two more forms have been transmitted: "O Lord! Verily I have been unjust to myself, so pardon me" and "I have two feet which I cannot hold down. The latter has been recommended by Imam Abu Hanifah."
what the man had informed him from the saying of the tree. 1802

—Tirmizi, Ibn Majah (Rare)

396. Ibn Mas‘ud reported that the Prophet read “And the sfar”, and prostrated therein, and those who were with him also prostrated except that an old man of the Quraish took a handful of pebbles or dust and raised it towards his forehead and said: This suffices me. Abdullah said: I saw him afterwards that he was killed as an infidel. 1803 —Agreed.

307. Ibn Abbas reported that the Prophet prostrated in “The sawd” and he said: David prostrated therein by way of repentence, and we prostrate therein out of gratefulness. —Nisai.

SECTION 22

1804. Prohibited times of Prayer

There are three principal times in which prayer is unlawful: (1) When the sun is in the course of rising; (2) when the sun is just in the meridian; (3) and when the sun is in the course of setting. The reason has been given in 34:490. The prohibition is chiefly due to the fact that a Muslim’s action must be in opposition to that of the polytheists. The object is to pluck out idolatry in any shape or form. The sun, when it rises, sets in and is in the meridian, is worshipped by many nations. If prayer is offered at these times, the people outside will take the view that Islam also sanctioned the worship of the sun. Hence it is said that the sun rises or sets in between two horns of the devil. This is also

1801. Ibn Majah did not mention “Accept it from me as Thou hast accepted it from Thy servant David”.

1803: Bukhari says that the man was Omayyah-b-Khaif.
the reason why life pictures were declared unlawful. Imam Abu Hanifa says on the basis of tradition 34:401, that prayer after the morning Farz and afternoon Farz is Makruh (abominable) while other Imams do not hold it to be so. At Mecca, this rule is not applicable. If, however, any rak'at is overtaken before the setting and rising of the sun, the prayer may be legally finished in full. This shows that when the rising or setting was not taken as the occasion of the time of worship, it is not prohibited. In Zumma prayer also, prayer is not unlawful when the sun is in the meridian—34:405.

398. Ibn Omar reported that the Messenger of Allah said:
None of you shall wish to pray at the rising of the sun, nor at its setting. And in a narration, he said: When a portion of the sun rises, leave the prayer till it is up in full; and when a portion of the sun sets in, leave the prayer till it goes in. Make not the rising of the sun the time of your prayer, nor its setting in, because it rises between two horns of the devil. —Agreed.

399. Oqbah-b-A’mer reported:
There are three times in which the Messenger of Allah prohibited us to pray or to bury our deceased: at the time when the sun begins to rise shining till it is up in full; and at the time when the sun stands up in the meridian till the sun inclines, and at the time when the sun is invited for setting till it sets in (completely). —Agreed.
400. Amr-b-Abasah reported that the Prophet arrived at Medina. I also came to Medina and went to him and asked him: Inform me about prayer. He said: Pray Fajr prayer and then abstain from the prayer when the sun rises till it rises up, because it rises when it rises between two horns of the devil and the infidels prostrate for it at that time. Pray Afterwards because prayer is witnessed. —Till (when) the shade rests upon arrow. Then shorten the prayer because Hell is kindled at that time. When the shade returns, pray because prayer is witnessed, presented; till you say Asr prayer. Then abstain from the prayer till the sun sets in, because it sets in between two horns of the devil, and the infidels prostrate for it at that time. I asked: O Prophet of Allah! regarding ablution, inform me about it. He said: There is no man among you who comes near his ablution, then gurgles and throws water into nose and then washes it except that the minor sins of his face and his mouth and his nose drop down; (when) he washes his face as

1805. This prayer is the prayer of Ishraq said at about 9 A.M. This prayer is witnessed by angels who also remain present at that time. This extends up to noon, when the sun is just in the meridian.

1806. This prayer is mid-day prayer after the meridian sun inclines a little towards the west.
Allah directed him, the minor sins of his face drop down from the sides of his beard along with water. Then (when) he washes his hand up to the elbows, the minor sins of his two hands drop down from his fingers along with water; afterwards when he rubs his head, the minor sins of his head fall down from the sides of his hairs along with water; then (when) he washes his feet up to the joints, the minor sins of his legs fall down from his toes along with water. If he stands, prays, praises Allah, glorifies Him and honours Him with what is His due, and his heart becomes free for Allah, his minor sins vanish away like his figure on the day, his mother gave birth to him. 1800

—Muslim.

401. Abu Sayeed al-Khodri reported that the Messenger of Allah said: There is no prayer after Fajr till the sun rises up; and no prayer after Asr, till the sun sets in. 1808

—Agreed.

402. Koraib reported that Ibn Abbas and Meswar-b-Makhrmanah and Abdur Rahman-b-Azhar sent him to A'yesha and

2807. The last sentence shows that all sins, minor or great, are forgiven. The Muslims say, however, that the minor sins are forgiven while the great sins are pardonable under conditions.

To say prayer at this time is said to be mārūḥ (abominable) and not
said: Tender greeting to her and ask her about the prayer of two rak'ats after Asr. He said: Then I went to Ayesha and conveyed to her what they had sent me for. She said: Ask Omme Salamah. So I went to them and they sent me back to Omme-Salamah. Omme Salamah said: I heard the Prophet prohibiting them. Afterward I saw him praying them. Then he entered and I sent a maidservant to him. I said: Tell him that Omme Salamah asked: O Ms. of Allah, I heard you prohibiting these two rak'ats and I saw you praying them. He said: O daughter of Abu Omayyah, you have asked about the two rak'ats after Asr while some people from Qais came to me. They kept me occupied from these two rak'ats after Zuhr. So the two rak'ats are these. 1809

—Agreed.

403. Muhammad-b-Ibrahim reported from Qais-b-Amr who had said that the Prophet had seen a man praying two rak'ats

1803. (i) The two bendings I prayed after afternoon prayer were two sunnat prayers of mid-day prayer which were not said by the Prophet as he was engaged in giving sermons to the tribe of Qais. (ii) Abu Omayyah was the father of Omme Salamah. (iii) It is also inferred from this that for sermons and religious instructions, additional prayers may be neglected. Imam Shafeyi says that Qaza optional prayer may be said after its usual time, while Imam Abu Hanithah holds the contrary view. It has now been established on the basis of authentic traditions that prayer after afternoon prayer is Makruh. Majority of theologians follow this rule.
after Fajr prayer. Then the Messenger of Allah said: Fajr is of two rak'ats. A man said: I did not pray these two rak'ats before those two. So I prayed them now. Then the Messenger of Allah remained silent. 1810

—Abu Daud, Tirmizi.

404. Jubair-b-Mut'em reported that the Prophet said: O Children of Abd Manaf! Prevent nobody who intends to go round this House and to pray in whatever hour he likes, from both night and day. 1811 —Tirmizi,

Abu Daud, Nisai.

405. Abul-Khalil from Abu Qatadah reported that the Messenger of Allah disliked prayer at mid-day till the sun inclined except on Zuma-day. 1812 And he said: Verily Hell is enkindled except on Friday. —Abu Daud.

406. Abdullah-b-as-Sonaziy reported that the Messenger of Allah said: Verily the sun rises with the horn of the devil. When it rises up, it is separated from it. Afterwards when it is

1810. Tirmizi also narrated a similar tradition. He says that the chain of narration of this hadis is not continuous as Muhammad-b-Ibrahim did not hear from Qais-b-Amr. Shashi-Sunnat also narrated this tradition from Qais-b-Qahd.

1811. This silence of the Prophet gave approval of a prayer of two bendings after obligatory prayer. Imam Abu Hanifa says that if the sunnat prayer be not said before Fajr, they may be said after Fajr prayer.

1812. The House is the Holy Ka'ba at Mecca. The children of Abd Manaf were the custodians of the Ka'ba. Hence the instructions were issued to them. The jurists are unanimous in holding that circumbulation round the Ka'ba is always permitted, even at the time of sun-rising and sun-setting and when the sun is just on the meridian. They however differ with regard to the time of prayer in the Holy Shrines. According to Imam Shafi'i, prayer is allowed at the above-mentioned hours. Imam Ahmad holds
in the meridian, it joins it; and when it inclines, it is separate from it; and when it is about to set in, it joins it; and when it sets in, it is separate from it. The Messenger of Allah prohibited prayer in these hours.

—Malek, Ahmad, Nisai.

407. Abu Basrah al-Gefari reported: The Messenger of Allah prayed with us Asr prayer at Mukhammas. He said: Verily this prayer was presented to those who were before you, They injured it. Whoso protects it, there will be double rewards for him; and there is no prayer after it, till the witness rises, and the witness is the star. 1818

—Muslim.

408. Mu'wayiah reported: Verily you pray a prayer. We accompanid the Messenger of Allah. We did not see him praying it. He has indeed prohibited it, that is, two rak'ats after Asr.

—Bukhari.

503w. Abu Hurairah reported that the Messenger of Allah prohibited prayer at mid-day till the sun inclines except on Zumma day.

—Shafeyi.

504w. Abu Zarr reported while he ascended upon the door of

that only the prayer of two bodings after cirumbulation is allowed at these times. Imam Abu Hanifa did not hold any prayer lawful at these hours.

1818. Abu Daud said that Abu Khalil did not meet Abu Qaisadah. Imam Shafeyi follows this tradition, while Imam Abu Hanifa holds that prayer at noon is not lawful.
the Ka’ba: Whoso recognises me, and whoso does not recognise me, then verily I am Jundub. I heard the Messenger of Allah say: There is no prayer after Fajr prayer till the sun rises, nor after Asr prayer till the sun sets in except at Mecca, except at Mecca, except at Mecca. Ahmad, Razin.

SECTION 23

1814. Congregation and its excellence

(a) Congregation. Only Farz prayers may be said in congregation, the smallest number of which is two—34:48. The other prayers are said singly. If a third man joins the congregation of the two, either the Imam shall move forward or the Muqtadi backward, so that the two may form a row with the Imam ahead. The Muqtadis (followers) must follow the Imam in all his movements—34:19. If the females attend, they must take the last row but come out first before the males leave the mosque. They shall not join the males in the street. No perfume should be applied by them when joining the congregational prayers. When there is pressure of hunger or call of nature, it must be first removed by one joining the prayers; because prayerful attitude arises in a peaceful mind.

(b) Is congregational prayer obligatory? There are differences of opinion among the famous jurists in this respect. One section like Imam Ahmad and Ata’a held on the basis of traditions 34:425, 508w that prayer in congregation is Farz Ain (strictly compulsory). Imam Shafeyi held that it is Farz Kefayah (compulsory on the community), while Imam Abu Hanifa and his disciples held it to be Sunnat Muakkadah in the neighbourhood of Wajeb. It is written in Quduri that it is Wajeb and that it can be said in individual houses after calling the males of the houses in one place. It is how seen that the traditions put a great stress for Jama’at and hence Imam Abu Hanifa’s opinion is reasonable and practicable,
(c) **Procedure of Jama'at.** After formation of rows and lines in case of more than two worshippers, the announcement is made by Aqmabat that the prayer has begun. This is really an Azan produced in a lower voice with the utterance of (Prayer has just begun) twice. Immediately after, the Imam starts the prayer by uttering ‘Allaho-Akbar.’ The followers follow him likewise as described in the note. Then in the two rak'ats of Fajr, and in the first two rak'ats of Magrib and I'sha prayers, the Imam reads Fatihah loudly followed by the reading of some verses from the Quran not less than three. The followers remain silent hearing attentively to the reading of the Imam. When the Imam reads the Quran in silence in the remaining prayers, the followers also read Fatihah in silence without the Quranic verses. After Fatihah, the Imam says “Ameen” in a loud or silent voice. Then the followers respond to him by saying in chorus “Ameen.” When the Imam says “O our Lord! Thine is all praise.”

(d) **Merits of congregational prayers.** Great rewards have been promised for congregational prayers. The Prophet said that each step towards the mosque brings reward—34:428. The greater the number of the worshippers in the congregation, the greater are the rewards—34:423. Whoso prays in the congregation for 40 days becomes free from the fire—34:489. Women are also allowed to join the congregation—34:416, 494, but their prayer in their houses is better than in congregation. Except on excuses (such as illness, weakness, blindness, excessive rain, too much heat or cold, darkness etc), prayers in congregation shall not be avoided—34:412.

409. **Ibn Omar** reported that the Apostle of Allah said: Prayer in congregation is superior to single prayer by twenty seven degrees. —Agreed.

410. **Abu Hurairah** reported that the Prophet said: By One in whose Hand there is my life, I indeed intend to order for a bundle of fuel to
be gathered; next order for prayer and to say azan there-
for, and next to order a man to be Imam of the people. I
should remain behind for the
people (and a narration: for
those who do not come to
prayer) that I may burn their
houses against them. And by
One in whose hand there is
my life, had one of them
known that he would get a
(cooked) bone with meat or
two excellent rams, 1315 they
would have been present at
I'sha prayer 1313 —Bukhari.

411. Same reported that a
blind man came to the Prophet
and said: O Ms. of Allah! I
have no guide to lead me to
the mosque. He asked the Pro-
phet to give him permission
that he might pray in his
house. So he gave him permi-
sion. When he went away, he
called him and said: Do you
hear Azan for prayer? 'Yes'
said he. He said: Then re-
respond. 1317 —Muslim.

412. Ibn Omar reported that
he proclaimed Azan for prayer
in a night of cold and wine.
Then he said: Behold! pray

1315. This star rises along with the moon.
1316. Muslim also narrated a similar tradition. This means that great merits can
be acquired in congregational prayers.
1317. 'Be present in prayer' was the instruction given to the blind man Abu Omme
Makhtum who was a poor refugee. This is, however, said to be a special instruction
to Abu Omme Makhtum though he had real excuse. In case of rain, cold and heat,
the lawful to pray in houses without going to the mosque for congregational prayer.
within the houses. Afterwards he said: 'The Messenger of Allah used to direct the Mua-
zzen in a night of cold and rain to proclaim: Behold! pray within the houses.

—Agreed.

413. Same reported that the Apostle of Allah said: When supper is served for one of you while the prayer begins, then begin with the supper and let him make no haste till he finishes it. And as for Ibn Omar, (when) food was served for him and prayer began, he used not to come to it till he finished it (food), though he was hearing the Quran-reading of the Imam.

—Agreed.

414. Ayesha reported: I heard the Apostle of Allah say: There is no prayer at the presence of food, nor it is when calls of nature drive him. 1818

415. Abu Hurairah reported that the Apostle of Allah said: When Aqamat is recited, there is no prayer except the ordained prayers. 1819

—Muslim.

416. Ibn Omar reported that the Apostle of Allah said:

1818. Prayer at the time when food has been served or when one is urged by calls of nature such as passing urine or stool, is Makruh and not prohibited. The reason is obvious, as mind cannot be concentrated at that time in prayer.

1819. It appears from this that after Aqamat, no sunnat prayer shall be said. This is the opinion of Imam Shafeyi. Imam Abu Hanifa however holds that if there is chance of joining the Imam after finishing 'sunnat' prayers, it may lawfully be done. It is said on the basis of traditions that sunnat prayer of the early morning prayer is very important.
When the wife of one of you seeks permission to go to the mosque, he must not prevent her. 1820
---Agreed.

417. Zainab, wife of Abdullah-Mas'ud, reported: The Apostle of Allah said to us: When one of you is present in the mosque, let her not touch perfume.
---Muslim.

418. Abu Hurairah reported that the Apostle of Allah said:
Whoso female applies 'Bakhur' perfume, shall not be present with us in the last prayer Isha.
---Muslim.

419. Ibn Omar reported that Messenger of Allah said:
Don't prevent your women from (going to) the mosques, but their houses are better for them.
---Abu Daud.

420. Ibn Mas'ud reported that the Apostle of Allah said:
Prayer of a woman in her house is better than her prayer in her compartment, and her prayer in her closet is better than her prayer in her house. ---Abu Daud.

421. Abu Hurairah reported:
Verily I heard my beloved Abul Qasem say: The prayer of a woman may not be accepted who applies perfume for (going 1820. It shows that women also can pray in the mosque in congregation. At least they
to) the mosque, till she washes (it) a washing from impurity. 1821

—Ahmad, Nisai, Abu Daud.

422. Abu Musa reported that the Apostle of Allah said: Every eye is a fornicator, and when a woman applies perfume and then passes by an assembly, she is like so and so, that is, a fornicatress. 1822 — Tirmizi.

423. Obay-b-Ka'ab reported: The Messenger of Allah one day prayed the Fajr with us. When he made salutation, he asked: Is so and so present? They replied: No. He asked: Is so and so present? 'No' replied they. He said: Of all the prayers, these 1823 are the most troublesome to the hypocrites. Had you known what is in them both, you would have come to them even walking upon breasts, riding upon conveyances. Verily the first row is like the row of the angels. Had you known what its excellence is, you would have hastened towards it, and verily the prayer of a man with another man is purer than his prayer singly, and his

shall not he prevented to pray in the mosque. The author of Mazhare-Hoque says that this applies in case of old women. There is, however, no such implication in the context of the hadis. This is supported also by the practice prevailing now in the cradles of Islam (Mecca and Medinah) where women pray in congregation in reserved compartments.

1821. Ahmad and Nisai narrated a similar tradition. The portion on which perfume has been applied should be washed and not the entire body, but the washing must be complete so as to leave no trace of perfume.

1822. Abu Daud and Nisai narrated a similar tradition.

1823. The prayers of dawn and night have been meant here.
prayer with two men is purer than his prayer with one man, and what increases is more pleasing to Allah.

—Abu Daud, Nisai.

424. Abu Darda'a reported that the Apostle of Allah said: There are no three persons of a village or a desert among whom prayer is not said (in congregation) but on whom the devil prevails. So you should take to congregation, because the wolf devours the remotest flock. 1824

—Ahmad, Abu Daud, Nisai.

425. Ibn Abbas reported that the Apostle of Allah said: Whoso hears a proclaimer (for prayer), no excuse should prevent him from following him. They asked: And what is excuse? He said: Fear or illness. No prayer of him which has been prayed shall be accepted. 1825

—Abu Daud, Darqutni.

426. Abdullah-b-Arqam reported: I heard the Apostle of Allah say: When Aqamat is recited for prayer and one of you feels (the urge of) stool, let him first pass stool. 1310 —Tirmizi.

1824. Three persons form a complete congregation. If it is not formed, the devil prevails over them. In other words, they meet with destruction.

1825. He who does not pray in congregation even though he has got no excuse does not offer his prayer for acceptance by Allah. This does not mean that prayer without congregation is rendered null and void but it means that no great religious merit is achieved.

1310. Malek, Abu Daud and Nisai narrated like it.
427. **Saoban** reported that the Messenger of Allah said: As for three things, it is not lawful for anybody to do: A man must not be an Imam of a people and then should particularise himself besides them with an invocation. If he does that, he is indeed treacherous to them. And he shall not go into the inner side of a house before he seeks permission. If he does that, he commits with them a breach of trust. And he shall not pray when propelled by a call of nature till he clears it. 1897

—*Abu Daud*.

428. **Abdullah-b-Mas'ud** reported: Indeed we have seen us (companions): None but a hypocrite whose hypocrisy is well-known remains behind a (congregational) prayer, or a sick man if the sick man is then able to walk with the help of two men till he comes to the prayer. He said: The Messenger of Allah taught us the ways of guidance; and of the ways of guidance, there is prayer in the mosque for which proclamation is made. *And in a narration*, he said: Whoso likes that he should meet Allah tomorrow as a Muslim, let him protect these five prayers wherever there is call for them. Verily Allah
promulgated the rules of guidance for your Prophet, and there are of the rules of guidance: And if you had prayed in your houses just as one remaining behind prays in his house, you would have given up the way of your Prophet, and if you had given up the way of your Prophet, you would have gone astray. And there is no man who makes ablution and then makes the ablution well and then intends towards a mosque out of these mosques except that Allah records for him one merit for every step he takes, and raises one rank therewith, and drops down one sin from him there with. Indeed we have seen us; and none but a hypocrite, well-known for hypocrisy, keeps behind from it, and also the man who is brought therewith and is conducted between two men till he stands up in the row.

—Muslim.

429. Abu Sha'āsa' reported that a man came out of the mosque after there was Azan therein. Abu Hurairah said: As for this (man), he has indeed disobeyed the father of Qasem.

—Muslim.

430. Osman-b-Affan reported that the Messenger of Allah said: Whoso is overtaken by a call for prayer in the mosque and then comes out without
coming out for any necessity and intending no return, he is a hypocrite.

—Ibn Majah.

431. Abdullah-b-Omme Makhtum asked: O Ms. of Allah! verily Medina is full of poisonous animals and beasts and I am defective in sight. Do you give me an exemption? He said: Do you hear—"Come to prayer, come to salvation"? ‘Yes’ said he. He said: Then why do you not come? And he did not give (him) exemption.

—Abu Daud, Nisai.

432. Ommme Darda’a reported: Abu Darda’a came to me being enraged. I asked: What has enraged you? I said: By Allah, I know not anything of the affairs of the followers of Muhammad (p. r.) but they pray in congregation, (while you do not).

—Bukhari.

433. Abu Musa al-Ash’ari reported that the Apostle of Allah said: Two or what is more than two form a congregation.

—Ibn Majah.

434. Bilal-b-Abdullah reported from Ibn Omar who from his father who said that the Messenger of Allah said: Don’t deny the women their shares in the mosques when they seek your permission, Bilal said: By
Allah, we do not certainly deny them. 1828 Abdullah said to him: I say that the Prophet had narrated (it), but you say that you prevent them. —Muslim.

5 5w. Ja'ber reported that the Apostle of Allah said: Don't give up prayer for food, nor for anything besides it. —Sharhi Sunnat.

509w. Abu Hurairah reported from the Prophet who said: But for women and children in the houses. I would have kept up Isha prayer and ordered my children to burn with fire what is in the houses. 1839 —Ahmad.

507w. Same reported: The Apostle of Allah enjoined on us: When you remain in the mosque and then proclamation for prayer is made, none of you shall go out till he prays. —Ahmad.

508w. Ibn Abbas reported from the Prophet who said: Whoso hears the prayer-call but does not respond to it, there is no prayer for him but on account of an excuse. 1880 —Darquini.

509w. Abu Bakr-b Solaiman reported: Verily Omar-b-al Khattab missed Solaiman-b-Abi Hasmah from Fajr prayer. Omar then went to the market at dawn, and the abode of Solaiman

1828. In a narration of Salem from his father, he said: Abdullah then advanced towards him and rebuked him with a rebuke which I did never hear like it.

1839. But for the children and women, he would have ordered all to pray in the mosques in congregation and in default to have the houses burnt. In other words, great is the reward of congregational prayer.

1880. His prayer is not accepted who does not go to the mosque for prayer when he hears Azan.
was between the mosque and the market. He passed by Shefa’a, mother of Solaiman and said to her: I have not seen Solaiman in the Fajr prayer. He said: Verily he passed the night praying and then his eyes overcame him. Omar said: That I should be present in Fajr prayer in congregation is pleasing to me than that I should stand up whole night (in prayer).

—Malek.

510w. Muzahed reported from Abdullah-b-Omar that the Messenger of Allah said: No man shall ever prevent his family members from coming to the mosques.

—Ahmad.

SECTION 24

1832 Rows in Prayer

Rows of worshippers should be arranged without leaving any space open, and the two feet of each worshipper should be placed nearly 4 inches apart. The older section of the people, the wiser and the pious should occupy the front rows and then the children. The best is the first row for males and the last row for females—24: 442, 511w. Disorder in congregational prayer is bad and leads to differences among its votaries. Every step taken in order to be in line brings reward—34: 445. No single man shall make a row by himself—34: 454.

435. Nu’man-b-Bashir reported that the Apostle of Allah,

1881. The son of Abdullah-b-Omar said: We prevent them. Abdullah said: I narrate to you from the Prophet, while you say this! He said that Abdullah did not speak about it till he died.
used to arrange our rows straight till he made them a bow as it were, till he saw that we understood him. Afterward one day he went out and stood till he was about to recite Takbir. He then saw a man’s breast going out from the line. He said: Servants of Allah! you must make your rows straight or Allah must turn your faces opposite. —*Muslim.*

436. *Anas* reported: Aqamat was recited for prayer. Then the Messenger of Allah advanced towards us with his face (turning) and said: Arrange your lines and stand shoulder to shoulder, because I see you from behind my back. *Bukhari* narrated it. And in what has been agreed upon, he said: Complete your lines, because I see you from behind my back.

437. *Same* reported that the Messenger of Allah said: Make your lines straight, because the straightening of lines belongs to the Aqamat of prayer. —*Agreed.*

438. *Abu Mas‘ud al Ansari* reported that the Messenger of Allah used to touch our shoulders in prayer and say: Be straight and differ not lest your hearts differ. Let those who are major and wise from you keep attached to me, next those who succeed them, next those who succeed them. Abu
Mas'ud said: You are to day formost in differences. 1888

—Muslim

439. Abdullah b-Mas'ud reported that the Messenger of Allah said thrice. Let those who are major and wise from you stand next to me (in row), next those who follow them. Beware of the uproars of the markets.

—Muslim.

440. Abu Sayeed al Khodri reported that the Messenger of Allah saw delay among his companions. So he said to them: Come forward and follow me, and let those who are behind you follow you. A people shall not cease keeping behind till Allah will keep them behind.

—Muslim.

441. Jaber b-Samorah reported: The Apostle of Allah came out to us and saw us in groups. He said: What is the matter with me that I see you separate? Afterwards he came out to us and said: Do you not stand in rows just as the angels stand in rows near their Lord? We replied: O Ms. of Allah! and how do the angels stand in rows near their Lord? He said: They make the first rows full and stand shoulder to shoulder in the row.

—Muslim.

1888. The Holy Prophet here sounded a note of wonderful connection between mind and body. Mind is moulded by outward movements and environments, and outward movements and environments are the results of mental thoughts. Hence, in Islam,
442. Abu Hurairah reported that the Apostle of Allah said: The best of the rows of the males is their first, and the worst of them is their last, and the best of the rows of the females is their last, and the worst of them is their first. — *Muslim*.

413. Anas reported that the Apostle of Allah said: Make compact your ranks and draw proximity between them, and stand neck to neck. By One in whose hand there is my life, certainly I see the devil entering in the openings of the rows as if he is a black kid.

—Abu Daud.

444. *Same* reported that the Messenger of Allah said: Make the front rank complete, next that which follows it. Whatever defect occurs, let it occur in the last rank.

—Abu Daud.

445. Bara‘a-b-A‘jeb reported that the Apostle of Allah used to say: Verily Allah and His angels send blessings upon those who remain attached to the first rank, and there is no step more pleasing to Allah than a step which is taken to reach a line.

—Abu Daud.

446. Ayesha reported that the Messenger of Allah said: Verily we find a mixture of both mind and body. The movements of limbs, arranging of lines and other physical feats are thus the stepping stones towards spiritual progress. The old, the wise and the majors should fill up the first line in prayer, then those who are near maturity, then those who are still younger and then the women.
Allah and His angels send blessings upon those who stand by the right side of the lines. —Abu Daud.

447. Nu'man-b-Bashir reported that the Apostle of Allah used to make our rows straight when we stood for prayer. When we formed straight rows, he used to recite Takbir. —Abu Daud.

448. Anas reported that the Messenger of Allah used to say to his right side “Be straight, arrange your lines”, and to his left side “Be straight, arrange your lines”. —Abu Daud.

449. Ibn Abbas reported that the Apostle of Allah said: The best of you are those who are closest in shoulders in prayer. —Abu Daud.

450. Anas reported that the Apostle of Allah said: Be straight (in line), be straight, be straight. By One in whose hand there is my life, verily I see you from my back as I see you in my front. —Abu Daud.

451. Abu Hurairah reported that Apostle of Allah said: Keep the Imam in the middle and shut up the openings. —Abu Daud.

452. Ibn Omar reported that the Messenger of Allah said: Make the lines straight, and stand shoulder to shoulder, and shut up the openings, and keep close to the hands of your brethren, and leave not the secret openings of the devil. Whoso joins a line, Allah will
join him; and whoso severs it, Allah will sever him.

—Abu Daud.

453. Ayesha reported that the Messenger of Allah said: People will not cease to keep behind from the first line, till Allah with keep them behind in the fire.

—Abu Daud.

454. Wa'besah-b-Ma'bad reported that the Messenger of Allah saw a man praying singly behind a line. He directed him to repeat the prayer. 1384 —Ahmad,

Tirmisi, Abu Daud (Approved)

511w. Abu Omamah reported that the Apostle of Allah said: Verily Allah and His angels send blessings on the first line. They asked: O Ms. of Allah! and upon the second? He replied: Verily Allah and His angels send blessings on the first line. They asked: O Ms. of Allah! and upon the second? He replied: Verily Allah and His Apostle send blessing on the first line. They asked: O Ms. of Allah! and upon the second? He said: And upon the second also. The Messenger of Allah said: Make your lines straight, and stand shoulder to shoulder, and stand close to the hands of your brethren, and shut up the openings, because the devil enters through what is between them as black kids.

1384. None shall make a row by himself only. He should either stand by the Imam or join the line.
meaning the young ones of goats.

—Ahmad.

SECTION 25

1835. Place of Waiting

The Imam and his followers shall stand in a place of the same level. There shall not be any place for the Imam higher than that of the followers. But the Imam is entitled to a higher place for Khutbah (sermon). If the follower be only one man, he shall stand by the right side of the Imam just a little behind him. In case of two or more followers, they shall make a row behind the Imam. If the second follower joins after the prayer has already begun, either the Imam should go forward in order to afford opportunity to the followers to form a row or the follower should walk behind to make with the new follower a row behind the Imam. The Imam shall stand in front by the middle of the first row, next is the row of the elders, next of the boys, and next of the females. The followers shall stand shoulder to shoulder and very close to one another.

455. Abdullah-b-Abbas reported: I passed the night near my maternal aunt Maimunah. The Messenger of Allah stood praying and I stood by his left side. He caught my hand from behind his back and turned me thus from behind his back—to his right hand side. 1986

—Agreed.

1896. It is written in the Shari-Sunnat that some decisions have been deduced from this tradition—(1) it is lawful to say optional prayer in congregation; (ii) in case of the follower being one, he shall stand by the right side of the Imam. It is written in
456. Ja'ber reported that the Apostle of Allah stood and I came till I stood by his left side. He caught my hand and took me round, till he kept me by his right side. Then Jabbar-b-Sakhar came and stood by the left side of the Ms. of Allah. He caught our hands together and dashed us off till he placed us behind him. —Muslim.

457. Anas reported: I and Yatim prayed in our house behind the Prophet, and Ome Solaim was behind us. 1287

—Muslim.

458. Same reported that the Prophet prayed with him and with, his mother and maternal aunt. He said: He made me stand by his right side and made the woman stand behind us.

—Muslim.

459. Abu Bakrah reported that he came to the Prophet while he was bowing. Then he bowed before he joined the line. Afterwards he walked up to the line. That was mentioned to the Prophet. He said: May Allah increase your greed but do not exceed the limit.

—Bukhari.

460. Samorah-b-Jundub reported: The Messenger of Allah
directed us that in case we are three, one of us should be an Imam.

—Tirmizi.

461. Ammar reported that he became the Imam of the people of Madain. He stood in a shop to pray, while the people were behind him. Huzaisfah came forward and caught his hands. Ammar followed him till Huzaisfah got him down. When Ammar finished his prayer, Huzaisfah said to him: Have you not heard that the Messenger of Allah said: When a man becomes Imam of a people, he shall not stand in a place higher than their place or similar to that? Ammar said: For that, I followed you when you caught my hands.

—Abu Daud.

462. Sahl-b-Sa'd as Sayidi reported that he was asked: Of which thing was the pulpit? He said: It was of the trunk of a jungle which so and so, a slave freed by so and so female, took for the Apostle of Allah. 1888 When it was constructed and placed, the Messenger of Allah stood upon it facing the Ka'ba and recited takbir, and the people stood behind him. Then he read, and the people bent behind him. Afterwards he raised his

---

1888. The trunk was procured from a distance of nine miles from Medina. The name of 'so and so' was Radmi and the female was Ayesah Ansariyah. The pulpit consisted of three steps.
head and then retraced steps behind. Then he prostrated upon the ground and afterwards returned to the pulpit. Next he read, then bent, then raised up his head and then retraced his steps behind, till he prostrated upon the ground. This is the narration of Bukhari and there is the like of it in an agreed one. And he said in his last: When he finished, he turned towards the people and said: O people, verily I had it constructed that you may follow me and know my prayer.

463. Ayesha reported that the Apostle of Allah prayed in his room, and the people followed him behind the rooms.\(^{1889}\)

—Abu Daud.

464. Abu Malek al-Ash'ari reported: Shall I not inform you about the prayer of the Apostle of Allah? He read Qammat for prayer and arranged the males in a line, and placed the boys behind them in a line and then prayed with them. He then mentioned his prayer and said: Thus was the prayer.\(^{1840}\)

—Abu Daud.

465. Qais-b-Ubad reported: While I was in the mosque in

---

1889. This occurred at the time of Ṭiqāf during fasting. Ṭiqāf is self imposed confinement within the corner of a mosque for a fixed period for the purpose of the whole-time service of God. To come out at that time from the mosque is unlawful except when compelled by calls of nature.

1840 One of the narrators of this hadis namely Abdul A'la said that the Prophet uttered ‘my followers’, that is, “thus was the prayer of my followers.”
the front row, a man dragged me dragging from my behind and put me to a corner. Then he stood in my place. By Allah, I then did not know my prayer. When he went away, lo! he was Obay-b-Ka'ab. He asked: O young man! May Allah do not put you in grief. Verily the covenant from the Prophet to us is that we should stand very close. Then he turned towards the Ka'ba and said thrice: The people of the covenant are undone, O Lord of the Ka'ba. Afterwards he said: By Allah, I can not be sorry for them, but I am sorry for those who have been led astray. I asked: O Abu Ya'Hub! what do you mean by thy people of covenant. He said: The persons in authority. —Nisai.

SECTION 26

1841. Imamate (إمامه)

The general rule for the Imamate is that the best man among the worshippers shall be the Imam. He is called the best according to the traditions who can read the Quran well and is well-versed in it. The next man fit for Imamate is one who is well acquainted with hadis and sunnat of the Prophet. The jurists added some qualifications for the office a man of good manners and good appearance. In case all are equal in every virtue, then the Imam shall be selected by lottery. There are some exceptions to this rule. The rulers and their officers are entitled to lead prayers within their jurisdiction. If any Imam has already been appointed for any mosque, he is entitled to lead prayer unless he gives permission to anybody—34:469. There is no bar
of a blind man to become an Imam—34:470. Any major Muslim, whether virtuous or sinner, can be Imam with no injury to prayer—34:472. The best Imam is he who is liked by the Muqtadis and the worst Imam is he who is disliked by them—34:471.

OTHER CONTENTS: Zihad with a commander is wajeb—34:472. An Imam to lead prayer shall not be found before the Hour—34:37. The prayer of three men brings no merit: An Imam disliked by men, wife on whom husband is displeased and two contending brothers—34:476.

466. Abu Mas'ud reported that the Messenger of Allah said: He who is the most excellent reader of the Book of Allah from a people shall be their Imam. If they are equal in knowledge of the Quran, then he who is the most learned of them in hadis; if they are equal in hadis, then he who is the fore most of them in hijrat, and if they are equal in hijrat; then he who is the oldest of them in age. No man shall ever be Imam of (another) man in his rule, nor shall he sit in his house by way of respect to him except by his permission. Muslim narrated it. And in a narration reported by him: And no man shall ever be an Imam of a man in his family. 1341

467. Abu Sayeed reported that the Apostle of Allah said:

1342. Imam Ahmad and Abu Yusuf follow this tradition. In other words, a Quran-reader is superior to a learned man. Imams Abu Hanifa, Muhammad, Malek and Shafei hold that a learned man is superior to a Quran reader, as the learned man has got also correct knowledge of Quran-reading. During the time of the Prophet, Quran-reading received the deep attention of the people.

1343. There is no longer emigration from the place of birth to another land for religious cause. The jurists therefore interpret this hizrat as flight from all sorts of sins.
When there are three, let one of them be their Imam; and the fittest to be Imam is he who is the most well-read among them. —Muslim.

468. Ibn Abbas reported that the Apostle of Allah said: Let the best of you be your Muazzzen, and let the most well-read of you be your Imam.

—Abu Daud.

469. Abu Atiyayah al-Oqaiqi reported: Malek-b-Huwaires used to come to us in our praying-place to hold conversation. There came one-day the prayer time. Abu Atiyayah said: We asked him: Step forward and lead prayer. He said to us: Let a man come forward from you to pray with you, and soon I shall inform you why I am not leading prayer for you. I heard the Messenger of Allah say: Whoso visits a people, shall not be their Imam; and let a man from them he their Imam. —Abu Daud, Tirmizi.

470. Anas reported that the Apostle of Allah left the son of Omme Muktum to succeed as Imam of the people although he was blind. —Abu Daud.

471. Ibn Omar reported that the Messenger of Allah said: There are three persons whose prayers shall not be accepted from them; 1844 one who leads a

44. They don't get religious merits for their prayers. The last sentence means
people while they do not like him, a man who comes to prayer behind (and praying behind means that one comes to it beyond its time), and a man who brings a freed woman under slavery.

—Abu Daud, Ibn Majah.

472. Abu Hurairah reported that the Messenger of Allah said: Jihad is binding on you with every commander, whether he be pious or impious, and though he may commit great sins. And prayer is binding on you behind every Muslim, whether he be pious or impious, and though he may commit great sins, and prayer is binding on every Muslim, whether he be pious or impious, and though he may commit great sins. 1845

—Abu Daud.

473. Salamah bn-al Hurre reported that the Messenger of Allah said: Verily it is one of the signs of the Hour that the people of the mosque will push one another. They will not find an Imam to lead prayer for them.

—Ahmad, Abu Daud, Ibn Majah.

474. Amr b-Salamah reported: We were by the side of a wate

either to enslave a freed slave or to enslave a free woman who was never a slave.

1845. It is Makruh (abominable) to read prayer behind a transgressor, but such thing is perfectly lawful.
the resort of man. The caravan used to pass by us and we used to ask them—what is for men? What is for men? Who is this man? They used to say: Methinks Allah sent him, revealed to him and revealed thus to him. I used to commit that word to memory which was as if boiling in my mind. The Arabs liked to coincide their acceptance of Islam with victory (of Mecca). They used to say: Leave him (Muhammad) and his people. If he gets victory over them, he is a true Prophet. So when the victory came to pass, every people hastened with the acceptance of their Islam, and my father made my people soon to accept Islam. When he approached, he said: I have brought you, by Allah, from the Prophet a mission. He said: Pray such prayer at such time. Pray such prayer at such time. When the prayer time comes, let a man call for prayer, and let one who is the most well-read of you in the Quran become Imam over you. Then they looked and did not find one more well-read of the Quran than myself, as I used to meet the caravan. Then they sent me forward in front of them, while I was a boy of six or seven years. And there was a sheet upon me. When I prostrated, it slipped away from me. A woman of the tribe
told me: Do you not screen away from us the private parts of your reader (Imam)? Then they purchased (a cloth) and made for me a shirt. I did not feel more joy for anything than what I felt for that shirt.\footnote{1846}

---Bukhari.

475. \textbf{Ibn Omar} reported that when the first Refugees arrived at Medina, Salem, a freed slave of Abu Huzaifah, used to act as their Imam, and there were Omar and Abu Salamah (son of Abdul Asad) among them.

---Bukhari.

476. \textbf{Ibn Abbas} reported that the Messenger of Allah said: As for three persons, their prayer will not be raised up beyond a cubit above their heads: A man who became Imam while they did not like him, and a woman who passed the night while her husband was displeased with her, and two contending brothers.

---Ibn Majah.

\section*{SECTION 27}

\textbf{1847. Duties of the Imam}

It is the primary duty of the Imam to make the prayer short, because there might be in the congregation the ill, the weak, the old, the needy, and possibly the women who left their suckling children at home. He shall neither be more hasty in prayer, nor shorter than what has been already prescribed. He should not lengthen his prayer to give time to the worshippers to join their prayers.

\footnote{1846. Imam Shafayi holds on the authority of this tradition that it is lawful}
477. Anas reported: I did never pray behind an Imam a prayer, shorter and more perfect (than that of the) Prophet. If he heard the crying of a child, he used to make it short out of fear lest its mother would be anxious. —Agreed.

478. Abu Qatadah reported that the Messenger of Allah said: Verily I enter in prayer intending to prolong it. Then I hear the crying of a child and I make my prayer short on account of what I know of the over-anxiety of its mother because of its crying. —Bukhari.

479. Qais Abi Ha‘zem reported: Abu Mas‘ud informed me that a man enquired: By Allah, O Ms. of Allah, I shall certainly remain behind from the early morning prayer on account of so and so who is used to prolong it for us. Then I did not see the Prophet more enraged in a sermon than on him at the time. Afterwards he said: Verily there are those among you who give annoyance. So whoso of you prays with men, let him be short; because there may be among them the weak, the old and the needy. —Agreed.

480. Abu Hurairah reported that the Messenger of Allah

for a boy of under-age to be Imam. Imams Ahmad, Malek and Abu Hanifa hold the contrary view. The inhabitants of Balkh held a minor to be a competent Imam in optional prayers. This has been followed by the Syrians and Egyptians. The
said: Your prayer will be led. If they (Imams) are right, then it is for you; and if they commit mistake, then it is for you but against them.

—Bukhari.

481. Osman-b-Abil A's reported: The last of what the Prophet instructed me was: When you become the Imam of a people, make the prayer easy for them. Muslim narrated it. And in a narration reported by him, the Messenger of Allah said to him: Be Imam of your people. I asked: O Ms. of Allah! verily I find something in myself. He said: Come near. Then he seated me in front of him and afterwards placed his palms upon my chest between my breasts and then said: Turn. Then he placed them upon my back between my shoulders and then said: Be Imam of your people. Whoso becomes Imam of a people, let him make (prayer) easy, because there are among them the old, and there are among them the sick, and there are among them the weak and there are among them those that have needs. Then when one of you prays singly, let him pray as he likes.

481(a). Ibn Omar reported: The Messenger of Allah used to direct us to make (prayer) easy, and he used to be our Imams with the rows.

—Nisai.
SECTION 28
1848. Duties of the followers

It is the duty of the Muqtaedis (followers) not to go ahead of the Imam in standing, bowing, and prostration. If anybody joins the congregation after the prayer has begun and advanced, he must follow the Imam in the condition in which he remains in prayer at that time—34:489. He who gets the last rak'at gets the whole prayer provided he finishes the remaining rak'ats after the Imam closes the prayer with Taslim. Anybody who overtaken the prostration shall count the number of the rak'ats he shall have to pray from the following rak'at (bowing). When the Imam recites, the followers either in silence or in loud voice shall recite سمع الله لم حده. When the Imam says رنا لله الخنادم, the followers shall recite إميم. When the Imam recites in prayer loudly, the followers shall listen to the reading; but when he recites within himself the Fatihah, they may read the Fatihah in silence. In other matters, the Imam shall be followed.

482. Bara'a-b-A'jeb reported: We were praying behind the Messenger of Allah. When he said, “Allah hears one who praises Him,” none of us behind him bent his back, till the Prophet placed his forehead upon the ground. —Agreed.

483. Anas reported: The Messenger of Allah one day prayed with us. When he finished his prayer, he turned his face towards us and said: O men! verily I am your Imam. So don't precede me in bowing, nor in prostration, nor in standing, nor in returning; because I see you from my front and from my back.

—Muslim.
484. Abu Hurairah reported that the Messenger of Allah said: Don’t go ahead of the Imam. Recite Takbir when he recites, and say Ameen when he says “And not of those who have gone astray”, and when he bows down, bow down, and when he says ‘Allah hears one who praises him,’ say ‘O Allah Thine is all Praise, O our Lord!’

—Agreed.

485. Anas reported that the Apostle of Allah rode on a horse and had a fall from it, and consequently his right side was fractured. He prayed a prayer out of the prayers while he was sitting, and we prayed also sitting behind him. When he finished, he said: Verily an Imam is appointed to be followed. When he prays standing, pray standing; and when he bends down, bend down; and when he rises up, rise up; and when he says ‘Allah hears one who praises Him,’ say ‘O our Lord! Thine is all praise’; and when he prays sitting, pray sitting in a body. —Agreed.

1849. Bukhari did not mention—And when he says ‘not of those who have gone astray.’

1850. Humaidi, a teacher of Bukhari, says about the Prophet’s saying ‘When he (Imam) prays sitting, pray sitting’ that it was uttered at the previous illness of the Prophet. Afterwards the Prophet prayed sitting while the people were standing behind him. He did not still order them to sit. The last is to be followed as it was the last act of the Prophet. The above has been added by Bukhari alone to the text of this hadis. It appears from this that in case the Imam sits for some reason or other in prayer, the followers should pray standing.
486. Ayesha reported that when the Apostle of Allah was seriously ill, Bilal came to call him for prayer. He said: Direct Abu Bakr to lead the prayer of the people. So Abu Bakr led the prayer for those days. Afterwards the Holy Prophet felt better and so he walked supported by two men, while his feet were putting steps on the ground till he entered the mosque. When Abu Bakr heard his movement, he went behind. The Apostle of Allah hinted at him not to go behind. Then he advanced, till he sat by the left side of Abu Bakr, and Abu Bakr was praying standing and the Messenger of Allah praying in sitting. Abu Bakr was following the prayer of the Messenger of Allah, and the people were following the prayer of Abu Bakr. 1851 —Agreed.

487. Abu Hurairah reported that the Messenger of Allah said: Does he who raises up his head before the Imam not fear that Allah will exchange his head for the head of an ass? 1852 —Agreed.

---

1851. In a narration, Abu Bakr read Takbir to the hearing of the people. There is difference of opinion whether Abu Bakr led the prayer when the Prophet arrived or the Prophet himself. This was consequent upon Abu Bakr's following the Prophet, as no Imam can lawfully follow his follower. Some say that it was special in case of the Prophet.

1852. In other words, Allah will make him devoid of common sense like an ass which is the weakest of all animals in intellect. Mulla Ali Qari says that it was said by way of threat and warning.
488. Ali and Mu'azz-b-Jabal reported that the Apostle of Allah said: When one of you comes to prayer while the Imam is in a state, let him do like what the Imam does.

—Tirmizi (Rare).

488a. Abu Hurairah reported that the Messenger of Allah said: When you come to prayer while we are in prostration, then fall in prostration, and count nothing for it, and whoso overtake a rak'at, overtake the prayer.

—Abu Daud.

489. Anas reported that the Messenger of Allah said: Whoso prays in congregation for Allah for forty days after overtaking the first bowing, two securities are recorded for him—one security from the fire, and another from hypocrisy.

—Tirmizi.

490. Abu Hurairah reported that the Apostle of Allah said: Whoso makes ablution and makes ablution well, and then goes and finds that the people have prayed, the Almighty Allah will give him the equal reward of one who prayed it and witnessed it without anything being diminished from their rewards.

—Abu Daud, Nisai.

491. Abu Sayeed al-Khodri reported that a man came while the Messenger of Allah had already prayed. He said: Is there no man to show generosity to this man and to pray with him?
A man got up and prayed with him. —Tirmīzī, Abu Daud.

492. Obaidullah-b-Abdullah reported: I went to A'yesha and said: Will you not inform me of the illness of the Prophet? She said: Yes. The Apostle of Allah was seriously ill. He asked: Did the people say prayer? 'No' we replied, 'O Ms. of Allah! they are waiting for you.' He said: Put water for me in a pot. He said: We have done. He took wash and intended to stand up but fell down senseless. Then he came to senses and enquired: Did the people pray? 'No' replied we 'they are waiting for you, O Ms. of Allah.' He said: Put water for me in a pot. He said: He sat down and washed and then he was going to stand but fell down senseless. Then he regained senses and enquired: Did the people pray? 'No' we said, 'they are waiting for you, O Ms. of Allah'. He said: Put water for me in a pot. He sat down and took a wash and then went to stand up but fell down senseless. Thereafter he recovered and asked: Did the people pray? We said: No, O Ms. of Allah, they are waiting for you. The people were waiting for the Holy Prophet for the last night prayer: Then the Apostle sent for Abu Bakr to

1853. The name of the man was Sadka as he used to give alms. The last portion being by way of proof is annexed in the note.
lead the prayer of the people. The Messenger came to him and said: Verily the Apostle of Allah directs you to lead the prayer of the people. Abu Bakr being a man full of compassion said: O Omar! lead the prayer of the people. Omar said to him: You are more deserving of it. Then Abu Bakr led the prayer for those days. Afterwards, the Holy Prophet felt rather better within himself and came out (leaning) against two persons (one of them was Abbas) for the Zuhr prayer, while Abu Bakr was praying with the people. When Abu Bakr saw him, he was about to go behind, but the Prophet hinted at him not to retrace back. He said: Make me sit by his side. Then they made him sit by the side of Abu Bakr, and the Prophet sat.

Agreed.

512w. Abu Hurairah reported that he used to say: Whoso overtakes a rak'at, overtakes the prostration; and whoso misses the reading of the Mother of the Quran, loses indeed many good things.

Malek

513w. Same reported that he said: One who raises up his head and guards it before the Imam, verily his forehead is in the hand of the devil.

Malek

1854. Obaidullah said: I went to Abdullah-b-Abbas and said to him—Shall I not present to you what A'yeshah informed me about the illness of the Apostle of Allah? He said: Narrate. Then I presented her tradition to him. He did deny
SECTION 29

1855 Praying the same prayer twice

If a man performs a prayer and then wishes to say it again in another place, he can lawfully do it, the latter being considered as an optional prayer. In case a prayer is said in congregation and a worshipper witnesses it after previously he said the same prayer elsewhere, he has been directed to join the congregation and not to leave it. Imam Malek held that this direction is with regard to prayers other than sun-set and morning prayers. Imam Abu Hanifa adds Asr prayer to them. According to Imam Shafeyi, there is no distinction in prayers.

493. Ja'ber reported that Mu'az-b-Jabal used to pray with the Prophet and then come to his people and lead their prayer.
   —Agreed.

494. Same reported that Mu'az used to pray I'sha with the Prophet, and then return to his people and lead I'sha for them. And that was optional for him.
   —Mishkat.

495. Yezid-b-al Aswad reported: I was present with the Prophet in his pilgrimage and prayed Fajr with him in the mosque at Khaiif. When he finished his prayer and intended to depart when lo! there were two men at the last (row) of the people who did not pray with him. He said: Bring them to me. Then they were brought, while their skin

nothing thorefrom except that he asked: Has she named the man who was with Abbas? 'Nay' said I. He said: He was Ali.
was trembling. He asked: What prevented you from praying with us? They said: O Ms. of Allah! we had prayed in our houses. He said: Don't do (it). When you have prayed in your houses and then come to a congregational mosque, pray with them; and verily it will be optional for you.

—Tirmizi, Abu Daud, Nisai.

496. Bosr-b-Mihjan reported from his father that he was in the assembly of the Messenger of Allah. Then there was Azan for prayer. The Apostle of Allah stood, prayed, and returned while Mihzan was in his assembly. The Messenger of Allah asked him: What prevented you to pray with the people? Are you not a Muslim male? 'Yes, O Prophet' said he, 'but I have already prayed at home.' Then the Apostle of Allah said to him: When you come to the mosque while you have already prayed, and then Aqamat is read for prayer, pray with the people though you have already prayed.

—Malek, Nisai.

497. A man from Asad-b-Khuzaimah reported that he asked Abu Ayyub al Ansari who said: One of us prays in his abode and then he comes to the mosque and the prayer begins—shall I pray with him? I find something in me from that Abu...
Ayyub said: We asked about that to the Prophet. He said: That is his share of congregation.

—Muluk, Abu Daud.

498 Yezid-b-'Amer reported: I came to the Messenger of Allah, while he was in prayer. I sat but did not join the prayer with them. When the Apostle of Allah turned, he saw me seated. He said: O Yezid! have you not accepted Islam? 'Yes, O Prophet' said I 'I have accepted Islam.' He said: What has prevented you from joining the people in their prayer? He replied: I prayed in my house, I think, what you have prayed. He said: When you come to prayer and find the people, pray with them though you have already prayed. It will be optional for you, and this will be recorded.

—Abu Daud.

499. Solaiman, a freed slave of Maimunah, reported: I came to Ibn Omar at Belat while they were praying. I asked: Do you not pray with them? He said: I have already prayed, and I heard the Messenger of Allah say: Don't say a prayer twice in a day. 1855a

—Abu Daud, Nisai, Ahmad.

514w. Na'fe' reported: Verily Abdullah-b-'Omar used to say:

1855a. This has been explained to be applicable in case of Magrib and Fajr prayers but the traditions do not support this contention.
and then he used to pray two rak'ats in his house. 1860 — Agreed.

503. Abdullah-b-Shaqiq reported: I asked Ayesha about the prayer of the Messenger of Allah out of his voluntary acts. She said: He used to pray in my house four (rak'ats) before the Zuhr and then come out and pray with the people, then enter and pray two rak'ats; and he used to pray the Magrib with the people, and then enter and pray two rak'ats; afterwards he used to pray the I'sha with the people, and then enter in my house and pray two rak'ats. And he used to pray at night nine rak'ats wherein there was Witr; and he used to pray at night for long, standing and at night for long sitting; and when he read while standing, he bent down and prostrated in standing, and when he read sitting, he bent down and prostrated in sitting; and when there was the rise of dawn, he prayed two rak'ats. Muslim narrated it. And Abu Daud added: Afterwards he came out to pray the Fajr with the people. 1861

1860. This was followed by Imam Shafeyi. He says that there is a prayer of two rak'ats after Farz of Zuma prayer. A contradictory hadis occurs elsewhere. Abu Yusuf holds the view of 6 rak'ats after Zuma.

1861. This is the proof that to say sunnat prayer at home is mustahab. There are differences of opinion with regard to the number of rak'ats he prayed at night. They vary from 6, 8, 9, 10, 11, 13.
504. Ayesha reported that the Holy Prophet was not more careful for anything of optional prayers than for two rak'ats of the Fajr prayer. —Agreed
505. Same reported that the Apostle of Allah said: The two rak'ats of Fajr is better than the world and what is therein. 1861 —Muslim.
506. Abdullah b-Mugaffal reported that the Messenger of Allah said: Pray two rak'ats before the sun-set prayer. He said at the third time for one who likes, fearing lest people should adopt it as sunnat. 1862 —Agrd.
507. Abu Hurairah reported that the Apostle of Allah said: Whoso among you wishes to pray after Zumma, let him pray four (rak'ats). Muslim narrated it. In his another narration, he said: When one of you prays the Zumma, let him pray four (rak'ats) after it.
508. Omm Habibah reported: I heard the Messenger of Allah say: Whoso takes care of four rak'ats before the Zuhr, and four after it, Allah will make him unlawful for the fire.
—Ahmad, Tirmizi, Abu Daud, Nisai, Ibn Majah.

1832. The learned jurists have laid down that the Sunnat of Fajr prayer is the best, next the sunnat of Magrib prayer, next the sunnat of Zuhr, next the sunnat of Isha and next four rak'ats previous to Zuhr prayer.
1866. The Prophet repeated—"Pray two rak'ats before the sun-set prayer," three...
509. Abu Ayyub al-Ansari reported that the Apostle of Allah said: There are four (rak‘ats) before Zuhr prayer in which there is no greeting. For them, the doors of heaven are kept open.

—Abu Daud, Ibn Majah.

510. Abdullah-b-Sa‘yeb reported that the Apostle of Allah used to pray four (rak‘ats) before Zuhr after the sun declined. And he said: It is an hour wherein the doors of heaven are opened. So I like that pious actions may be lifted up therein for me.

—Tirmizi.

511. Ibn Omar reported that Ms. of Allah said: May Allah show mercy on one who prays four before the afternoon-prayer.

—Ahmad, Tirmizi, Abu Daud.

512. Ali reported that the Messenger of Allah used to pray four rak‘ats before the afternoon prayer, which were separated by greeting the near angels, and also those who followed them out of the Muslims and the believers.

—Tirmizi.

513. Same reported that the Apostle of Allah used to say two rak‘ats before Asr.

—Abu Daud.

514. Abu Hurairah reported that the Messenger of Allah...
said: Whoso prays six rak'ats after the sun-set prayer without talking evil of what is between them, will be given an equivalent of the divine service for twelve years. 1864

—Tirmizi, (Rare)

515. Ayesha reported that the Apostle of Allah said: Whoso prays after Magrib twenty rak'ats, Allah will build for him a house in Paradise. 1865

—Tirmizi.

516. Same reported: The Apostle of Allah did never pray I'sha and then came to me but prayed four or six rak'ats.

—Abu Daud.

517. Ibn Abbas reported that the Messenger of Allah said: There are two rak'ats at the setting of the stars before Fajr and two rak'ats after prostration after the sun-set prayer. 1865

—Tirmizi.

518. Omar reported: I heard the Apostle of Allah say: Four (rak'ats) before Zuhr after declining (of the sun) is counted for their equivalent in the pre-dawn prayer, and there is nothing

1864. Muhammad-b-Ismail said that it is the least known tradition. He therefore held this hadis as very weak.

1865. The traditionists held this hadis as weak. Ibn Hujr and some learned doctors say that the Prophet sometimes read such number of rak'ats after Magrib.

1865. The Quran says: And glorify the praise of Thy Lord when you rise, and glorify Him at night and setting of the stars—52:49Q. This verse has been explained here by the prayer of two rak'ats of sunnat. Again it refers: Glorify the praise of Thy Lord before the rising of the sun and before the setting and glorify him at night and "at the back of prostration". The last word means "at the back of early morning prayer."
but to glorify Allah at that hour. Afterwards, he read: Its shade comes forth from the right sides and left sides in prostration for Allah, while they are humble. —Tirmizi.

519. Ayesha reported: The Apostle of Allah did never in my sight leave two rak'ats after Asr. 1307 —Areed.

520. Al-Mukhtar-b-Qulqul reported: I asked Anas-b-Ma'leq about optional prayer after Asr. He said: Omar used to arrange hands for prayer after Asr. And we used to pray two rak'ats at the time of the Prophet after the setting of the sun before the sun-set prayer. I said to him: Did not the Prophet pray them? He said: He saw us to pray them, but he did neither order us, nor prohibit us. —Muslim.

521. Anas reported: We were at Medina. When the Muazzzen called for the sun-set prayer, they hastened towards the pillars and prayed two rak'ats so much so that a strange man would enter the mosque and think that the prayer had already been prayed on account of the great number of those who prayed them. —Muslim.
522. Marsad-b-Abdullah reported: I came to Oqbah-al Johani and asked: Shall I not make you wonder about Abu Tamim who prays two rak'ats before the sun-set prayer? Oqbah said: Verily we used to do it at the time of the Apostle of Allah. I said: What is now preventing you? He said: Occupation. —Bukhari.

523. Ka'ab-b-Uzrah reported that the Prophet came to the mosque of the children of Abdul-Ash'hal and prayed the sun-set prayer therein. When they finished their prayer, he saw them reciting Tasbih after it. He said: This is the prayer of the houses. Abu Daud narrated it. In a narration of Tirmizi and Nisai: Some people got up to pray optional prayer. Then the Prophet said: You should say this prayer in the houses.

524. Ibn Abbas reported that the Messenger of Allah used to prolong the Quran-reading in the two rak'ats after the sun-set prayer, till the inmates of the mosque would part away.

—Abu Daud.

525. Amr-b-Ata'a reported that Nafe'-b-Jubair sent him to Saiyeb asking him a thing which Muwayiah had seen him to do in prayer. 'Yes' said he, 'I prayed Zumma with him in shortened form. When the Imam
greeted, I stood in my place and prayed (the remainder). When he entered, he sent for me and said: Don't repeat what you have done. When you have prayed Zuma, don't pray it with a prayer till he speaks or comes out, because the Messenger of Allah ordered us to do that, not to say a prayer till we speak or come out.

—Muslim

526. Ata'a reported: When Ibn Omar prayed the Zuma prayer at Mecca, he advanced and prayed two rak'ats. Then he stepped forward and prayed four rak'ats; when he was at Medina, he prayed Zuma prayer and then returned to his house and prayed two rak'ats without praying in the mosque. It was questioned to him. He replied that the Messenger of Allah used to do it. Abu Daud narrated it. And in a narration of Tirmizi, he said: I saw Ibn Omar praying two rak'ats after Zuma prayer and then he prayed four (rak'ats) after that.

415\(\text{w. Makhul reported that it had reached him that the Prophet had said: Whoso prays after Magrib two rak'ats (and in a narration: four rak'ats) before he speaks, his prayer is lifted up to the highest heaven.}

—Rasin (Defective).
516w. Huzaifah reported a similar thing and he added: He used to say: Hasten the two rakiat after the sun-set prayer because they rise up with the ordained prayer. 1863

—Rasin, Baihagi.

SECTION 31

1869. Tahajjud Prayer

(a) Tahajjud. In this section, the night prayer means the Tahajjud prayer. Tahajjud is derived from Hujud meaning sleep. Tahajjud literally signifies giving up of sleep. This prayer was observed by the Prophet from the mid-night up to the appearance of the early dawn. This prayer was specially ordained for the Holy Prophet by the following verses: And forsake sleep by it during a part of the night, being optional for you. Perchance thy Lord will send thee to the Praised Abode—12:79Q. The Prophet was asked to stand up in prayer at night to seek nearness to God by the following verse: O thou who hast wrapped up thyself! rise to pray in the night except a little or add to it, and recite it with a little or add to it, and recite the Quran well-arranged. Surely the rising by night is the firmest way to tread and most impressive in speech—73:1—6Q. According to this direction of the Almighty, the Prophet imposed upon himself the additional prayer of Tahajjud and spent the major portion of his night in divine service. To this effect, the Quran says: Surely thy Lord knows that thou passest in prayer nearly two-thirds of the night and (sometimes) half of it, and also a party of those who are with thee—73:20Q. These risings of the Prophet were generally interrupted by short naps for few minutes. In this prayer at night, the Prophet unrevealed his mind before his great Maker with his entire self-surrender, and remained standing so long in prayer that his feet used to get swollen—31:559. Was this the Prophet who was villified by some European writers for his many marriages?

1863. Baihagi added something to this tradition as reported in Shu'abul I'man.
There is no fixed number of rak'ats in Tahajjud prayer. It is generally a prayer without any fixity of rituals and verses. The great object is to outpour one's heart before his Maker most submissively and with the utmost self-surrender and self-effacement in the worshipper's own language and preferably with the verses of the Quran which he likes most. The number of rak'ats varies from three to thirteen including the Witr prayer. The Prophet used to awaken his wives and the people of the House to come to God by praying at night—34:561.

(b) Excellence of night prayer. Great rewards and merits have been promised for night prayer. Allah descends to the lowest heaven in the latter part of the night and invites invocations and petitions—34:562. Therefore the latter part of the night, specially the middle of the latter half of the night is the opportune moment for acceptance of prayer—34:570. There is a moment in the night in which the prayer of a devotee is accepted—34:563. Night prayer expiates and prevents sins—34:566. The honourable of the Muslims are the learned in the Quran and those that pray at night—34:521w.

527. Ayesha reported that when the Messenger of Allah read two rak'ats of Fajr prayer, he used to talk with me if I were awake; and if not, he used to go to bed. 1870 —Muslim.

528. Same reported that when the Prophet prayed two rak'ats of Fajr, he used to lie down upon his right side. —Agreed.

529. Ayesha reported that the Prophet used to pray eleven rak'ats from the time he finished his 'Isha prayer up to Fajr, greeting at every two rak'ats and praying Witr with one (rak'at)

530. This tradition indicates that there should be some sort of distinction between and sunnat prayers—either by talking, or by lying upon a side or by
making prostration in that, so long as one of you reads fifty verses before he raises up his head. When the Muazzen remained silent at the Fajr prayer and the dawn appeared for him, he used to stand up and pray two light rak'ats and then go to lie down upon his right side, till the Muazzen used to come to him for Aqamat, and then he used to come out. 1871

—Agreed.

530. Same reported that the Prophet used to pray thirteen rak'ats at night, out of which there were Witr and two rak'ats of Fajr.
—Muslim.

531. Masruq reported: I asked A'yesha about the prayer of the Apostle of Allah at night. She said: Seven, nine, or eleven rak'ats excepting the two rak'ats of Fajr.
—Bukhari.

532. A'yesha reported that when the Prophet stood to pray at night, he used to open his prayer with two light rak'ats. 1872
—Muslim.

533. Abu Hurairah reported that the Messenger of Allah said: When one of you gets up at night, let him open the prayer

1871. Imam Shafeyi holds that the witr prayer is one rak'at in the least. The two other Imams follow this opinion in modified form except Abu Hanifa.
1872. These two rak'ats are said to have been meant for ablation. It is Mustahab.
with two light rak'ats. — *Muslim.*

534. Ibn Abbas reported: I passed one night near my maternal aunt Mainunah while the Prophet was near her. The Apostle of Allah talked with his wife for one hour and then fell asleep. When one-third of the latter portion of the night or a portion therefrom passed away, he sat down and looked towards heaven and said: Verily in the creation of heaven and earth, and the changing of night and day, there are surely signs for those who possess understanding—till he finished the chapter. Then he went to the water skin, opened its mouth and then poured water in a pot. After that, he made ablution well between two ablutions without making excess. He stood and then prayed. Then I got up and made ablution and stood on his left side. He caught my ears and led me to his right side. Then he completed thirteen rak'ats of his prayer and after that fell asleep. Then he slept till he snored; and whenever he slept, he snored. Bilal called him to prayer and then he prayed without making ablution. And there was (the follow in) in his invocation:

O Allah! give light to my heart, and light to my sight, and light to my ears, and light to my right,
and light to my left, and light above me, and light below me, and light to my front and light to my back, and make light for me. And some has added: And light to my tongue. And he recited: to my bones, my flesh, my blood, my hairs, and to my person. 

\[1874\] Agreed upon it, In a narration reported by both:

Give light to my soul, and magnify light for me.

535. **Same** reported that he fell asleep near the Apostle of Allah. He awoke, cleansed the teeth and made ablution, while he was saying: Verily in the creation of heavens and earth—till he finished the chapter. Afterwards he stood and prayed two rak'ats wherein he prolonged standing, bowing and prostration. Then he went away and slept till he snored. After that, he did it thrice for six rak'ats, every time using tooth-stick, making ablution, and reading these verses. Then he prayed Witr with three (rak'ats).

—**Muslim**

536. **Zaid-b-Khalid al-Johani** reported that he said: I must

---

\[1874\] It thus indicates that to talk after Tahajjud prayer is not Makruh (abominable). Any religious talk by the way of sermon or teaching is allowed. With regard to the number of night prayers, this hadis differs from that of Ayesha. The Prophet's prayer was different at different times. This supplication as in this tradition should be recited after Tahajjud. Imam Sheik Shihabuddin Subrawardy greatly recommended this invocation.
be examining to night the prayer of the Apostle of Allah. He prayed two short rak'ats and then he prayed two long, long, long rak'ats. Next he prayed two rak'ats, and they were shorter than the two before them. Next he prayed two rak'ats, and they were shorter than the two before them. Next he prayed two rak'ats, and they were shorter than the two before them. Next he prayed two rak'ats, and they were shorter than the two before them. Next he prayed two rak'ats, and they were shorter than the two before them. Next he prayed Witr. And that was thirteen rak'ats. 1875

—Muslim.

587. A'yesah reported that when the Apostle of Allah was old and he was heavy, most of his prayers were said in sitting posture. 1876

—Agreed.

588. Abdullah-b-Mas'ud reported: Verily I knew the forms which the Prophet used to observe. He mentioned twenty chapters from the beginning of 'Mufassal' in agreement with the collection of Ibn Mas'ud—two chapters in one rak'at, of which the last was "Ham, Meem, the Cloud" and "Of what they ask." 1877

Agreed.

1875. In Sahih Muslim, this has been repeated four times, but in the books—Al Humaidi, Muatta of Malek and sunan of Abu Daud', this occurs only once.

1876. This refers to optional prayers.

Mufassal are the last short chapters of the Quran. The chapters referred here are 43 and 48. Here there is reference that Ibn Mas'ud collected the Quran from.
539. Huzaitfah reported that he saw the Prophet praying at night. He was praying thrice 'O Allah! Lord of power, prowess, glory and greatness!' Afterwards he opened with 'Alhamdo' and read 'The Cow,' and then he bowed down and his bowing was as long as his standing. He was saying in his bowing: Glory to my Lord, the Great. Then he raised up his head from the bowing, and his standing was as long as his bowing. He was saying: Praise be to my Lord! Next he prostrated, and his prostration was as long as his standing, and he was saying in his prostration: Glory to my Lord, the Highest! Next he raised up his head from prostration, and he was seated between the two prostrations as long as his prostration, and he was saying: O Lord! pardon me! O Lord! pardon me. Then he prayed four rak'ats, wherein he read 'The Cow', 'The Family of Imran', 'The Women' and 'The Food' (or 'the Cattle' as Shu'bah doubted). —Abu Daud.

540. Abdullah-b-Amr-al A's reported that the Messenger of Allah said: Whoso stands up (in prayer) with ten verses is not recorded as one of the heedless ones, and whoso stands

---

1873. The Prophet lived the middle course in everything according to the instruction of the Quran.
with one hundred verses, is recorded as one of those who are obedient; and whoso stands with one thousand verses, is recorded as one of those who are well-pleased (with Him). —Abu Daud.

541. Abu Hurairah reported that the Quran-reading of the Prophet at night was raised by degrees and lowered by degrees.

—Abu Daud.

542. Ibn Abbas reported that the Quran-reading of the Prophet was of such measure as it would make one hear who was in a compartment while he was in the house. —Abu Daud.

543. Abu Qataadah reported that the Messenger of Allah came out one night when I was by Abu Bakr who was praying and reading with his low voice. He passed by Omar, while he was praying with his voice raised high. When they both came together to the Prophet, he said: O Abu Bakr! I passed by you while you were praying, making your voice very low. He said: I made One hear with whom I whispered, O Ms. of Allah. He said to Omar: I passed by you while you were praying with your voice highly raised. He said: O Ms. of Allah! I was making sleepers awake and driving out the devil. Then the Prophet said: O Abu Bakr! raise up your voice a
little', and he said to Omar 'Lower your voice a little'.
—Abu Daud, Tirmizi.

544. Abu Zarr reported that the Messenger of Allah stood (in prayer) till he reached the dawn with one verse, and the verse is 'If thou shouldst punish them, then surely they are Thy (mere) servants; and if Thou shouldst forgive them, then surely Thou art the Almighty, the Wise.' 1879
—Nisai, Ibn Majah.

545. Abu Hurairah reported that the Messenger of Allah said: When one of you prays two rak'ats of Fajr, let him lie down upon his right side.
—Tirmizi, Abu Daud.

546. Masruq reported: I asked Ayesha: which (state of) action was the most pleasing to the Messenger of Allah? She said: Continuity. I asked: At what time did the Prophet use to get up at night? She replied: He used to get up when he heard the crowing of the cock.
—Agreed.

547. Anas reported: We wished not to see the Prophet praying at night but we saw him praying; and we wished not to see him asleep but we saw him (asleep). 1880 —Nisai.

1879. The Holy Prophet repeatedly read this verse—5:18Q in Tahajjud prayer, This is the form of pleading with which Jesus Christ would intercede for his followers who held the doctrine of Trinity.
1880. In other words, the Holy Prophet did not sleep the whole night, nor did
548. Humaid-b-Abdur Rahman -b-Auf reported that a man from the companions of the Prophet said: I said while I was in a journey with the Apostle of Allah: By Allah, I must watch the Messenger of Allah over his prayer till I see his action. When he prayed the Isha prayer (and that is Atamah), he slept for a portion of the night and then awoke and looked towards the horizon and: O our Lord! Thou hast not created this in vain—till he reached up to—verily Thou dost not break promise.' Afterwards the Prophet inclined to his bed, took tooth brush therefrom, then poured water to a pot from a jar near him, made ablution and then stood and prayed till I said: He has prayed as long as he slept. Then he went to bed till I said: He has slept as long as he prayed. Then he got up from sleep and did just as he had done before and prayed like what he had prayed. Thus the Apostle of Allah acted thrice before the early dawn.

—Nisai.

549. Ya’la-b-Mumallak reported that he asked Omm-Sala-mah, wife of the Prophet, about the Quran-reading of the whole night. He slept at intervals and prayed at intervals till the same. Thus his whole life was a dedication to the Almighty.
Prophet and his prayer. She said: He used to pray, and then sleep as long as he prayed; he used to pray as long as he slept as long as he prayed till dawn. Afterwards she described his Quran-reading when lo! she was describing the reading which was distinct word by word.

—Abu Daud, Tirmizi, Nisai.

SECTION 32

1881. Recitations in night prayer

550. Ibn Abbas reported that when the Prophet stood at night for Tahajjud prayer, he used to say: O Allah! Thine is all praise; Thou art the supporter of heavens and earth and what is therein, and Thine is all praise; Thou art the light of heavens and earth and what is therein, and Thine is all praise; Thou art the King of heavens and earth and what is therein, and Thine is all praise. Thou art the Truth and Thy promise is a truth, and meeting with Thee is a truth, and Thy word is a truth, and Paradise is a truth, and the fire is a truth, and the prophets are true, and Muhammad is a truth, and the Hour is a truth. O Allah! to Thee I have submitted, and in Thee I have put faith, and on Thee I have relied, and to Thee I have turned.
and with Thy help I have fought, and to Thee I have turned for justice. So pardon me for what I sent before and what I shall send latter; and for what I have kept secret, and for what I have disclosed, and what Thou knowest best than myself. Thou art the First, and Thou art the Last. There is none to be served but Thee, and there is no deity besides Thee.

—Agreed.

551. A'yeshah reported that when the Prophet stood at night, he opened his prayer and said: O Allah! Lord of Gabriel, and Michael and Israfeel! Creator of heavens and earth! Knower of the unseen and the seen! Thou dost judge among Thy servants in what they differ. Guide me in what they differ from truth with Thy permission; verily Thou guidest whom Thou likest to the straight path. —Muslim.

552. Obadah-b-Swa'met reported that the Messenger of Allah said: Whoso gets up from sleep at night and says 'There is no god but Allah; He is One; there is no partner for Him; for Him is the kingdom, and for Him is all praise, and He is Powerful over all things, and glory be to Allah, and praise be to Allah, and there is no god but Allah, and Allah is the greatest, and there is no power and no strength except through Allah' and next says: O Lord! forgive me (or
he said—he will be responded to). If he makes ablution and prays, his prayer will be accepted.

—Bukhari.

553. A'yesha reported that when the Messenger of Allah got up from sleep, he said: There is no god but Thou. Glory be to Thee! O Allah! and with Thy praise! I seek pardon of Thee for my sins, and I ask Thee of Thy mercy. O Allah! increase my knowledge, and misguide not my heart after Thou hast shown me path, and bestow on me mercy from Thee. Verily Thou art the great Bestower. —Abu Daud.

554. Mu'az-b-Jabal reported that the Apostle of Allah said: There is no Muslim who goes to bed with the remembrance of Allah in pure state and then gets up at night and begs Allah of good except that Allah gives it to him. —Ahmad, Abu Daud.

555. Shariq al Haozani reported: I went to A'yesha and asked her: With what thing did the Prophet open (his prayer) when he got up from sleep at night? She said: You have asked me a thing which none before you had asked me. When he got up at night, he used to read Takbir ten times, Tahmd ten times and Sobhan-Allah wa-Behamdishi ten times, (and he said—“Glory to the Purest King” ten times), Istigfar ten times,
and Tah Hil ten times. Afterwards he used to say: O Allah! I seek refuge to Thee from the turmoils of the world, and the turmoils of the Resurrection Day. After that, he used to open the prayer. —Abu Daud.

556. Abu Sayeed reported that when the Messenger of Allah got up at night, he used to recite Takbir and then say: Glory be to Thee! O Allah! and with Thy praise; and Thy name is Blessed, and Thy fortune is High, and there is no deity but Thou. Then he said: Allah is Greatest of the great; then he said: I seek refuge to Allah, the Hearing, the Knowing, from the accursed devil from his evil suggestion, and his breath and his impurities. —Tirmizi, Abu Daud, Nisai.

557. Rabia-b-Ka'ab al Aslam reported: I was passing the night near the compartment of the Prophet, and I was hearing him say for long when he got up from sleep at night, 'Glory be to the Lord of the worlds', and then say for long 'Glory be to Allah and with His praise'. —Nisai, Tirmizi (Approved, Correct)

SECTION 33

1882. Excellence of Night prayer

[See note 1879]

Abu Hurairah reported that the Messenger of Allah said:
The devil binds three knots upon the scalp of the head of someone of you when he is asleep by striking on every knot (saying): There is long night for you, so sleep. If he gets up from sleep and then remembers Allah, one knot is loosened; and if he makes ablution, one knot is loosened; and if he prays, one knot is loosened. Then he rises up at dawn happy, self-contented; and if not, he rises at dawn discontented, idle.

—Agreed.

559. Mugirah reported that the Prophet kept standing (in prayer) so long that his feet got swollen. It was questioned to him: Why do you do this, while you have been forgiven of your sins what you have sent in advance and what will come latter. He said: Should I not be a grateful servant? —Agreed.

560. Ibn Mas'ud reported that there was mention of a man before the Prophet. It was said of him that he continued to sleep till morning and did not stand up for prayer. A man said: The devil has passed urine in his ear (or he said—in his ears)

—Agreed.

561. Omm-Salama reported that the Messenger of Allah got up frightened one night from sleep saying: Glory be to Allah! What has come down of treasuries to night! And what has
come down of the tumults! Who will awaken the inmates of the rooms (that is his wives), so that they may pray. How many a one having dress in the world will be naked in the next world! 1888

—Bukhari.

562. Abu Hurairah reported that the Messenger of Allah said: Our Lord, the Blessed and High, comes down to us every night 1884 to the nearest heaven at the time when one-third of the latter portion of the night remains, and says: Whoso calls Me, I shall respond to him; Whoso begs of Me, I shall give him; whoso seeks pardon of Me, I shall forgive him. Agreed upon it. And in a narration of Muslim, he said: Then He spreads His Hand saying till there appears the dawn: Who is to give loan to One who is neither needy, nor an oppressor.

563. Ja'ber reported: I heard the Prophet say: Verily there is an hour at night which no resigning man begging therein of Allah about the good of the affairs of world and the hereafter finds, except that He gives it to him; and that is in every night.

—Muslim.

1888. This refers to those women who put on clothes and dresses of varied hues and kinds. They will find no reward in the next world.

1884. It is narrated by Imam Malik and others interpret it by saying that Allah's mercy come down at particular times at night. As Allah is everywhere present, his
564. Abdullah-b-Amr reported that the Messenger of Allah said: The most pleasing of prayers to Allah was the prayer of David, and the most pleasing of fasting to Allah was the fasting of David. He used to sleep for half the night, and stand up (in prayer) for one-third of it, and then sleep one-sixth of it; and fast for one day and break (it) for another day. —Agreed.

565. Ayesha reported that the he (she meant the Messenger of Allah) used to sleep in the first part of the night and remain awake in its latter part. After that, if he felt any need to go the his wife, he used to finish his need and then sleep. If he was in impure state at the time of the first call, he used to jump up and pour water hastily on him. And when he was not impure, he make ablution for prayer and prayed two rak'ats. —Agreed.

566. Abu Omamah reported that the Messenger of Allah said: You should take to standing at night (for prayer), because it was the practice of the pious before you, and it is the means of nearness for you to your Lord and the means of expiation for sins, and

coming down is only metaphorical. It gives a clear idea to the readers about the importance of the time for divine service.
567. Abu Sayeed and Abu Hurairah reported that the Messenger of Allah said: When a man awakens his wife at night and both pray or he prays two rak'ats in congregation, they are enrolled among those who remember (Allah) from the males and those who remember (Allah) from the females. —Abu Daud, Ibn Majah.

568. Amr-b-Abasah reported that the Apostle of Allah said: The Lord comes nearest to a servant at the middle of the latter half of the night.\(^{138}\) If you are able to become one of those who remember Allah at that hour, so be it.

—Tirmizi (Correct, Rare).

569. Abu Hurairah reported that the Messenger of Allah said: May Allah show mercy on a person who gets up at night and then prays and awakens his wife who also prays. If she declines, he throws water upon her face. May Allah show mercy on a woman who gets up at night and then prays, and awakens her husband who also prays. If he declines, she throws water upon his face.

—Abu Daud, Nisai.

570. Abu Omamah reported that it was questioned: O
Apostle of Allah! which invocation is the most acceptable? He said: That in the middle of the latter night and after the obligatory prayers.

—Tirmizi.

571. **Abdullah-b-Amr-b-al A’s** reported: The Messenger of Allah said to me: O Abdullah! don’t be like so and so. He used to stand up (in prayer) at night and then gave up standing at night. 1886

—Agreed.

517w. **Abu Sayeed al Khodri** reported that the Messenger of Allah said: There are three with whom Allah is pleased: A man when he stands up (to pray) at night, and a people when they stand in rows in prayer, and a people when they stand in rank in a battle with the enemies.

—**Sharhi Sunnat.**

518w. **Osman-b-Abil-A’s** reported: I heard the Messenger of Allah say that David (peace be on him) had an hour at night wherein he aroused his family from sleep saying: O family of David! stand up and pray, because this is an hour in which the Glorious and Almighty Allah responds to supplication except that of a

1886. This gives an indication that Abdullah was in a declining state in the region of spirituality. The real progress is on onward march by gradual degrees.

1887. *Allah Lughat means* Allah is pleased with.
sorcerer or a tax-collector (illegally). —Ahmad.

519w. Abu Hurairah reported: I heard the Apostle of Allah say: The best prayer after the obligatory prayers is a prayer at dead night. —Ahmad.

520w. Same reported that a man came to the Prophet and said: Verily so and so prays at night. When it is dawn, he steals. He said: What you say will soon prevent it.

—Ahmad, Baihaqi.

521w. Ibn Abbas reported that the Apostle of Allah said: The most honourable of my followers are those who carry the Qur'an, and the inmates of night. 1833 —Baihaqi.

522w. Ibn Omar reported that his father Omar-b-al Khattab used to pray at night as long as pleased, till when there came the latter part of the night, he roused his family from sleep for prayer by calling out to them 'Prayer'. After that, he used to read this verse: Enjoin your family for prayer, and be steadfast to it. We do not ask provision from you, We shall give you provision and the result is for the pious. —Malek.

Those who read the Qur'an, commit it to memory and act up to it are the inmates of the Holy Qur'an. The inmates of night are those who remain awake at night, pray and read the Qur'an.
SECTION 34

1889. Middle course in Prayer

The best of affairs, whether worldly or religious, is the most continuing one though it be little—4:142, and the best of affairs is the mean between the two extremes—4:142w. In praying at night, all should remember that it is entirely optional. In observing it, no obligatory duties shall be sacrificed. Health should not be neglected entirely for worship at night because there is a duty also on body—4:146. The Prophet said: When one of you inclines to sleep while he prays, let him lie down till sleep goes away from him—4:143. Let one of you pray cheerfully—4:141. See the traditions of section 10 and note 552 for details.

572. Omar reported that the Apostle of Allah said: Whoso sleeps from his habits (of glorification) or anything therefrom and reads it between Fajr prayer and Zuhr prayer, there is written for him as if he read it at night. —Muslim.

573. Imran-b-Hussain reported that he asked the Apostle of Allah about the prayer of a man in sitting posture. He said: If he prays standing, it is better; and whoso prays sitting, there is reward for him equal to half of the reward of a man praying in standing; and whoso prays lying, there is the reward for him equivalent to half of the reward of a man praying sitting. —Bukhari.

574. Abdullah-b-Amr reported: I was informed that the
Apostle of Allah said: Prayer of a man in sitting is half of prayer. He said: Then I came to him and found him praying in sitting. Then I placed my hand upon his head and said: What is the matter with you, O Abdul lah-b-Amr? I replied: I have been informed, O Ms. of Allah, that verily you said that the prayer of a man in sitting is half of prayer, and you are saying prayer in sitting. He said: Yes, but I am not like any one of you.

—Muslim.

575. Sa'lem-b-Abil Ja'ad reported that a man from Khuja'a said: Woe to me! I have prayed and then taken rest. They found, as it were, defect over it regarding that. He said: I heard the Messenger of Allah say: O Bilal, keep up prayer and give us consolation therewith.

—Abu Daud.

528w. Abu Omamah reported: I heard the Apostle of Allah say: Whoso takes shelter to his bed after being purified and remembers Allah till sleep overtakes him, does not spend an hour at night begging Allah of the good of this world therein and the hereafter except that He gives it to him. 

189. —Nawbi.

524w. Abdullah-b-Mas'ud reported that the Messenger of Allah said: Our Lord became pleased with two men: A man
who lifts up his soft bed and quilt from between his beloved and his household for his prayer; then Allah says to his angels: Look to My servant who has lifted up his bed and his soft bed from between his beloved and his household for his prayer out of desire of what is near Me and out of fear of what is near Me; and a man who fights in the way of Allah and is defeated with his followers and knows what is against him out of defeat and what is for him in retracing and then returns till his blood is shed; then Allah says to his angels: Look to My servant. He has returned out of desire of what is near Me and being his fearful of what is near Me, till blood was shed. —Sharhi Sunnat.

SECTION 35

1891. Witr Prayer

Witr prayer is practically a night prayer. The Holy Prophet used to observe it along with Tahajjud prayers and hence it is found mixed with them. Sometimes he prayed it at the end of I’sha prayer. Later on, the practice came into vogue to say it at the end of I’sha prayer, because it may not be said by the majority of the people at the latter part of the night. Imam Abu Hanifa held the view that it is Wajeb prayer while the three other Imams held it to be sunnat. Regarding the number of rak’ats, there is also difference of opinion. According to Imam Abu Hanifa, it is observed in three rak’ats which is now the general observance, while according to the other three Imams it is only one rak’at.
576. *Ibn Omar* reported that the Messenger of Allah said: Prayer at night is by two rak'ats each. When one of you fears the dawn, pray one rak'at, praying Witr of what he has prayed. —*Agreed.*

577. *Same* reported that the Messenger of Allah said: Witr is one rak'at at the latter part of the night. —*Muslim.*

578. *Ayesha* reported that the Apostle of Allah used to pray 13 rak'ats at night, of which he prayed Witr of 5 rak'ats without sitting in any rak'at except in the last of them. —*Agreed.*

579. *Sa'ad-b-Hisham* reported: I went to Ayesha and asked: O mother of the Faithful, inform me about the morals of the Apostle of Allah. She asked: Do you not read Quran? ‘Yes’ replied I. She said: Verily the morals of the Prophet are the Quran. I asked: O mother of the Faithful! inform me about Witr prayer of the Prophet. She said: We used to prepare his tooth stick and his ablution, and Allah would arouse him as He pleased to rouse him at night. Then he

---

1892. Imams Shafei, Abu Yusuf and Muhammad hold that night prayer is to be said by two rak'ats and not by four.

1893. The jurists are unanimous in holding that five rak'ats at a time may be prayed lawfully. Imam Abu Hanifa extends it to 8 rak'ats without Makruh, and beyond that with Makruh.

1894. This undoubtedly bespeaks of the Holy Quran as the best illustration of the Prophet's life. Whatever he preached, he did; and whatever he did, he preached. Therefore the Quran is the monument of commemorating the morals of the Prophet.
used to use tooth stick, make ablution and pray nine rak'ats without sitting therein, (except at the eighth rak'at), remember Allah, praise Him, call Him and then get up without greeting. Then he used to read the ninth rak'at, and after that sit, remember Allah, praise Him, call Him and then make Taslim to our hearing. Then he used to pray two rak'ats after he greeted in sitting. Those are eleven rak'ats, O darling. When the Prophet grew in years and became fleshy, he prayed Witr with seven, and he did in the two rak'ats like his action in the first, and these are nine, O darling. When the Prophet prayed a prayer, he desired to continue it, and when slumber or pain prevailed over him for (long) standing at night, he prayed 12 rak'ats at day time; and I know not whether the Prophet read the whole Quran in a night, or prayed the whole night up to the dawn, or fasted a whole month besides the Ramadhan. 1895

—Muslim.

580. Ibn Omar reported that the Apostle of Allah said: Make Witr the last of your prayer at night. —Muslim.

581. Same reported from the Prophet who said: Hasten the dawn by Witr. —Muslim.

1895. This hadis indicates that there is no ‘Sunnat’ prayer after Witr, but many traditions contradict this. Imam Malek says that this hadis is not genuine.
582. Ja'ber reported that the Apostle of Allah said: Whoso fears that he is unable to stand up (in prayer) at the latter part of the night, let him pray Witr at the first part of it; and whoso has desire to stand up at the latter part of it, let him pray Witr at the end of the night, because prayer at the end of the night is witnessed and that is better. —*Muslim*.

583. A'yesha reported that in every night the Holy Prophet used to pray Witr at the first portion of the night, or its middle or its last, and he extended his Witr up to pre-dawn tiffin.

—*Agreed*.

584. Abu Hurairah reported: My friend gave me three instructions: Fasting for three days in each month, praying two rak'ats of Zuha and praying Witr before I sleep. —*Agreed*.

585. Gudaif-b-al Hares reported: I said to A'yesha: Inform me whether you have seen the Apostle of Allah taking bath from impure state at the first of the night or at its last? She said: Sometimes he took bath at the first part of the night.

---

1896. Zuha is a prayer of two rak'ats said when the sun is high in the eastern horizon. It is also called *ishraaq* prayer by which name it is commonly known in this part of the country. These two rak'ats are the lowest number of Zuha, and 6 rak'ats are the highest. Abu Hurairah was engaged in preserving traditions. Therefore he was advised to read Witr at the early part of the night, as he could not get up early owing to over-engagement at night. This indicates that occupation in religious matters is better than optional prayers.
and sometime at its last. I said: Allah is greatest; all praise is for Allah who has granted ease in affairs. I asked whether he used to read Witr at the first part of the night or at its last. She said: Often he read Witr at the first part of the night and often at its last. I said: Allah is Greatest. All praise is for Allah who granted ease in affairs. I asked: Whether he used to be loud in Quran-reading or low. She said: Sometimes he was loud and and sometimes low. I said: Allah is Greatest, all praise is for Allah who granted ease in affairs. 1997

—Abu Daud, Ibn Majah.

586. Abdullah-b-Ali Qais reported: I asked A'yesha: With how many (rak'ats) did the Prophet pray Witr? She said: He used to pray Witr with four and three, six and three, eight and three, ten and three, and he used not to say Witr with less than seven, nor with more than thirteen. 1998 —Abu Daud.

587. Abu Ayyub reported that the Apostle of Allah said: Witr is incumbent upon every Muslim. 1999 Whoso likes to pray Witr with five, let him pray; and whoso likes to pray Witr

---

1997. Ibn Majah narrated the last portion of this hadis.
1998. Three rak'ats belong to Witr prayer and the other numbers of rak'ats are for Tahajjud or pre-dawn prayer at night.
1999. Imam Abu Hanifah explains the word 'Haqqu' as binding (wajib), while Imam
with three, let him pray; and whoso likes to pray Witr with one, let him pray.
—Abu Daud, Nisai, Ibn Majah.

588. Ali reported that the Apostle of Allah said: Verily Allah is Witr (odd); He likes Witr. So pray the Witr prayer, O people of the Quran.
—Tirmizi, Abu Daud, Nisai.

589. Kharezah-b Huzaiifah reported: The Apostle of Allah came out to us and said: Verily Allah helped you with a prayer which is better for you than the red camels, (that is) Witr. Allah has ordained it for you between what is between the I'sha and the rising of dawn.
—Tirmizi, Abu Daud.

590. Zaid-b Aslam reported that the Apostle of Allah said: Whoso sleeps from his Witr, let him pray when it is dawn. 1900
—Tirmizi (Defective).

591. Abdul Aziz-b-Juraih reported: I asked A'yesha with what thing did the Prophet use to pray Witr? She said: He used to read in the first (rak at) with—'Glorify the name of your Lord, the Highest' and in the second with 'Say, O you

Shafeyi explains it as 'ordained' or sunnat. Sufyan Saori has preferred five rak'ats for the Witr prayer.
unbelievers' and in the third with 'Say, He is Allah the One,' and the two refuting chapters. 1901

—Tirmizi,

Abu Daud, Nisai, Ahmad.

592. Hasan-b-Ali reported: The Apostle of Allah taught me some words which I should utter in Witr prayer: O Allah! guide me among those whom Thou hast guided aright, and pardon me among those whom Thou hast pardoned, and befriend me among those whom Thou hast befriended, and give blessing to me in what Thou hast bestowed, and protect me from the evils which Thou hast created; verily Thou judgest, and none can judge against Thee; surely he whom Thou befriendest is not disgraced. Blessed art Thou and Exalted, O our Lord 1902

—Tirmizi, Abu Daud, Nisai, Ibn Majah.

593. Obay-b-Ka'ab reported that when the Apostle of Allah returned greeting in Witr, he used to say: Glory be to the Holy King. —Abu Daud, Nisai.

1900 In this case, Witr may be prayed after Fajr prayer.
1901. Nisai narrated from Abūrū Rahmān and Ahmad from Obay-b-Ka'ab. Darimī also narrated it from Ibn Abbaṣ.
1902. There are three differences for recitation of this supplication. Firstly—whether it should be read in the first rak'at of Witr prayer or at its end. Secondly—whether it should be read throughout the year or at the latter part of the fasting month; thirdly—whether it is exclusively for Witr prayer or for other prayers as well. With regard to the first question, Imam Shafī'ī says that it should be read at the end
594. Ali reported that the Prophet used to say at the last of his Witr: O Allah! verily I seek refuge to Thy pleasure from Thy anger, and to Thy pardon from Thy punishment, and I seek refuge to Thee from Thee; I count not praise on Thee; Thou art as Thou hast described Thyself. 1903

Abu Daud,

Tirmizi, Nisai, Ibn Majah.

595. Ibn Abbas reported that he was asked: Have you got (anything) of Muwayiah, the Commander of the Faithful? 1904 He did not pray Witr but with one (rak'at). He said: It is meet that he should be a theologian. In a narration: Ibn Abi Mulaiakah said that Muwayiah had used to pray Witr with one rak'at after Isha prayer, and there was a freed slave of Ibn Abbas near him. He came to Ibn Abbas and informed him. He said: Leave him, because he has enjoyed the company of the Apostle of Allah. —Bukhari.

596. Boraidah reported: I heard the Apostle of Allah say: Witr is a truth. Whoso does not pray Witr is not of us. Witr is a truth. Whoso does not say Witr is not of us. Witr is a

---

1 Witr, while Iman Abu Hanifa holds its recitation in the first rak'at. For the point, see note 1907.

2 Nisai says that the Prophet read it aloud three times. Nisai narrated: When the Prophet used to say thrice—Glory be to the Holy King—raising his voice low the third time—
truth. Whoso does not pray Witr is not of us. —Abu Daud.

597. Abu Sayeed reported that the Apostle of Allah said: Whoso sleeps at the time of Witr or forgets it, let him pray when he remembers and when he wakes up from sleep. —Tirmizi.

—Abu Daud, Ibn Majah.

597a. Ali reported that the Apostle of Allah used to pray Witr with three (rak'ats), reading therein nine chapters from Mufassal, reading three chapters in each rak'at, the last of them being ‘Say, He is Allah, the One.’

—Tirmizi, Abu Daud, Ibn Majah, Nisa'i.

598. A'yesha reported that the Apostle of Allah was praying in sitting and he was reading while he was sitting. When there remained from his reading the proportionate time of what would be taken for (reading) thirty or forty verses, he stood and read while he was standing. Then he bent low and next he prostrated. Afterwards he did like that in the second rak'at. —Muslim.

599. Omm-Salama reported that the Prophet used to read after Witr two rak'ats. 1905

—Tirmizi, Ibn Majah.

recourse to various supplications were as proper under each circumstance. This distinctly shows that rituals are secondary, while spirit in prayer is primary. Companions agreed with the formula as recorded in the tradition of Hasap (34: 592), but other formulas may lawfully be recited. Those who do not remember any of these formulas should read ‘O our Lord! give us good in this world and good in the hereafter, and protect us from the fire.’

1905. This means: What do you say or what is your opinion about the allegation that Muwayiah is reading Witr prayer by one rak'at?
600. Ayesha reported that the Prophet used to pray Witr with one (rak'at) and then bow two bowings, reading the Quran therein while he was sitting. When he intended to bow low, he stood and bowed. —Ibn Majah.

601. Saoban reported from the Prophet who said: Verily this keeping awake at night is difficult and troublesome. So when one of you prays Witr, let him pray two rak'ats if he stands at night; and if not, they are for him.1906 —Tirmizi, Darimi.

525w. Malek reported that it had reached him that a man had asked Ibn Omar about Witr whether it is binding. Abdullah said: Verily the Apostle of Allah prayed Witr, and the Muslims prayed Witr. Then the man began to doubt about it and Abdullah was saying: The Messenger of Allah prayed Witr and the Muslims prayed Witr.

—Muatta.

526w. Nafe reported: I was with Ibn Omar at Mecca, while the heaven was beset with cloud. He feared the dawn, and prayed Witr of one (rak'at). Then it disappeared. He saw that there was (still) night over it. Then he made odd by one and prayed two rak'ats by two rak'ats. When he feared

---

1906. If one can pray Tahajjud prayer, that is good for him. If he can not pray, Witr prayers will partly compensate for it.
the dawn, he prayed Witr with one (rak'at).

—Malek.

527w. Abu Omamah reported that the Prophet used to pray them after Witr while he was sitting, reading therein “When there will be shaking,” and “Say O you infidels!”

—Ahmad.

SECTION 36

1907. Qunut

Qunut means obedience to God. Technically it means an invocation of humility. It is offered at the time of a great disaster, in order to avert it. It is specially used in Witr prayer in the third rak'at. The form of supplication has been noted down in 34:592 according to Imam Safeyi. According to Imam Abu Hanifah, the following is the invocation of Qunut and is now followed by the Muslims in general:

올런 레나 나유반크 와 낙지켜르 람 브스 빌크 와 레시킬 용키 와 디니 용키 (_examplary)

 algunas 낙지겨와 낙지켜르 종유균 와 지켜르 와 대여균 알레마 애약 와 애

폴리 루스드 와 이킬 레싸 와 우פע 와 류와 루마크 와 너시켜 알صعب 안 모صعب

بالغفران ملحقٌ

“O Allah! we beseech Thee for help, and we seek Thy forgiveness, and we put faith in Thee, and we resign to Thee, and we extol Thee for good, and we are grateful to Thee and we are not ungrateful to Thee, and we forsake and leave him who disobeys Thee. O Allah! Thee do we worship, and for Thee do we pray and prostrate, and to Thee do we betake ourselves, and we are quick and hope Thy mercy, and we fear Thy chastisement. Verily Thy chastisement will overtake the unbelievers.” The Holy Prophet prayed with Qunut for punishment
of some particular persons or tribes who butchered and tortured the innocent Muslims as in case of the murder of 70 Muslim missionaries by a tribe. On this occasion, he was prohibited by God to invoke curse upon anybody by the verse: You have got no right in this affair. After that, the Prophet had recourse to the above-mentioned invocations in Witr.

602. Abu Hurairah reported that when the Apostle of Allah wished to supplicate against anybody, or to supplicate for anybody, he used to read the Qunut after bowing; and sometimes he used to say when he uttered 'Allah hears one who praises Him: O our Lord! Thine is the praise, O Allah! save Walid-b-Walid, and Salamah-b-Hashem and Ayyash-b-Abi Rabiyah. O Allah! bind Thy loin (to fight) against the Modars and make it full of droughts like the drought of Joseph', calling out loudly with that. And he used to say in some of his prayers: 'O Allah! curse so and so of the tribes of the Arabs'—till Allah revealed: You have got no right in the affair—the verse. —Agreed.

1908. Walid-b-Walid was brother of Khalid-b-Walid. At the time of the battle of Badr, he was taken as a captive by the Prophet and was let off on a ransom of 4000 dirhams. Afterwards he accepted Islam. Salamah-b-Hisham was brother of Abu Jahl. He was one of the early converts and was therefore subject to severe persecutions. He was imprisoned at Mecca and tortured to abjure the new faith. He somehow escaped and fled to the Prophet. Ayash-b-Abi Rabiyah was also brother of Abu Jahl, and was one of the early converts. Being persecuted, he migrated to Mecca. Afterwards he returned to Medina. Abu Jahl by a false trick took him to Basra and imprisoned him. He also escaped and fled to Medina.
603. A’sem al Ahwal reported: I asked Anas-b-Ma’lek about Qunut in prayer, whether it is before the bowing or after it. He said: Before the bowing. Verily the Prophet read Qunut after bowing for one month. He sent a people known as the Quran-readers of seventy men. Then they were attacked. The Apostle of Allah then read Qunut for a month after the bowing, praying against them.  

Agreed

604. Ibn Abbas reported that the Apostle of Allah read Qunut for one month in succession in the Zuhr, Asr, Magrib, Isha and Fajr prayers. When he said, “Allah hears one who praises Him” in the last rak’at, he supplicated against the tribes of Banu Salaim, Re’el, Zakwan, and Osayyuh; and those who were behind him were saying Ameen.  

Abu Daud.

605. Anas reported that the Prophet read Qunut for a month and then gave it up.  

Abu Daud, Nisai.

606. Abu Ma’lek al-Ash’jayi reported: I asked my father:

1909. At the time of the curse on the tribes of Modar, the Prophet was prohibited from doing so by Allah as he came as “a blessing for the whole of mankind.” Imam Abu Hanifa holds according to this tradition that Qunut after the bending has been abrogated. These seventy persons were inmates of Suffah lodged in a corner of the mosque for exclusive devotion to Allah. Their whole-time business was divine service, learning of the Quran and tenets of Islam. The Prophet sent 70 persons who committed the Quran to memory towards Najd to preach Islam. When they reached Bire-Ma’unah, a place between Mecca and Asfan, A’mr-b-Tofail, Re’el and Zakwan killed them. Only Ka’ab-b-Zaid al Ansari escaped from being killed. This skirmish took place in 4 A.H.
O my father, verily you prayed behind the Messenger of Allah, Abu Bakr, Omar, Osman, and Ali at Kufa at present for nearly five years. Did they invoke Qunut? He replied: O my darling! it is an innovation. 1910
—Tirmizi, Nisai, Ibn Majah.

607. Hasan reported that Omar-b-al Khattab collected the people over Obay-b-Ka’ab, and he was praying for them twenty nights without reading Qunut with them except in the last half. When there came the last ten (days), he used to remain behind and prayed in his house. So they were saying: Obay has fled.
—Abu Daud.

608. Anas-b-Ma’lek was asked about Qunut. He said: The Apostle of Allah read Qunut after bowing, and in a narration, before bowing and after it.
—Ibn Majah.

SECTION 37

1911. Tarawih prayer

This prayer is called Tarawih meaning the act of taking rest. It seems that because the worshippers take a little rest after every four rak’ats, it is called Tarawih usually said in the month of fasting. The number of rak’ats at first was eleven and it was increased to twenty with an addition of three rak’ats...
of Witr prayer. The Holy Prophet fixed no time at night wherein it can be said, but it must be after Isha and before Fajr prayers. The Prophet himself generally prayed it at the latter portion of the night after taking rest in the early part, and sometimes when one-third of the night passed away. At the time of the Holy Prophet and of Abu Bakr and of Omar, Tarawih prayer was said separately in respective houses. Then it was Omar who introduced the system of congregation in Tarawih and added it after the I’sha prayer—34:615. The Holy Prophet said this prayer in congregation only thrice or four times in his life. He recommended that such prayers should be said at home. After the completion of every 4 rak’ats, the following invocation is now read by the Muslims:

"Glory be to One having kingdom and power. Glory be to One possessing honour, greatness, power, might and prowess. Glory be to the living King who neither sleepeth, nor dieth for ever and forever; and He is Glorious, Holy, our Lord, and the Lord of angels and Spirit.

After that the following Monazat is recited:

"O God! we seek to Thee of Paradise, and we seek refuge to Thee from the Fire, O Creator of Paradise and Hell, through Thy grace, O Almighty, O Great Forgiver, O Generous One, O Great Coverer (of sins), O Merciful, O Powerful, O Creator, O Pious One, O God, protect us from the fire, O Protector, O Protector, O Protector, through Thy grace, O Merciful of the merciful."
Night of the Middle Sha'ban. This is generally known as Shabe-Barat (Blessed Night). This takes place on the 15th night of the lunar month Sha'ban. Though there is little mention of this night in the holy traditions, still undue importance has been attached to this night. It is said that this importance was first given in the year 448 at Jerusalem when it was celebrated with pomp and grandeur (Mazhari Hoq, P 435, 1st. Vol.). Traditions 655 to 657 refer to the merits of this night. The pious Muslims should not attach undue importance to this night.

609. Zaid-b-Sa'bet reported that the Prophet reserved a room in the mosque made of date leaves and prayed therein during some nights, till the people gathered around him. Then they missed his voice one night and thought that he slept. Some of them began to make row in order to take him out to them. He said: What I saw of your actions might continue for you till I feared lest it should be ordained for you. If there is ordinance for you for what you have stood up (in prayer), then pray, O people, within your houses; because the best prayer of a man is in his house except the prescribed prayers. —Agreed.

1911. This was in case of Tarawih prayer during the month of fasting. The Prophet took a corner of the mosque as he was under Itikaf (whole-time divine service). He went to his room after praying obligatory prayers. In the mean time, the people thought that he was asleep. He wanted to show by this that Tarawih is sunnat.

1912. This applies in case of optional and Sunnat prayers. The reason is that he engaged in thoughts of divine love much more at home than in the mosque where there is assemblage of many persons. Standing would always refer to standing in prayer. In subsequent traditions, standing in this sense would occur.
610. Abu Hurairah reported that the Apostle of Allah was giving stimulus for standing (in prayer) at the fasting month without ordering them for that with compulsion. He was saying: Whoso stands up in the fasting month, out of faith and hopeful of reward, his sins he sent before are forgiven. The Holy Prophet died, and the injunction rested upon that, and the injunction rested upon that in the Khilafat of Abu Bakr, and half of the Khilafat of Omar was upon that.—*Muslim*.

611. Ja'ber reported that the Apostle of Allah said: When some one of you performs prayer in his mosque, let him say a portion of his prayer in his house, because Allah does good to his house on account of his prayer therein. —*Muslim*.

612. Abu Zarr reported: We fasted with the Apostle of Allah but he did not stand up with us for any portion of the month, till there remained only seven days. Then he stood (in prayer) with us, till one-third of the night passed away. When there was one-sixth, he did not stand with us; when there was one-fifth he stood with us, till half the night passed away. I asked: O Apostle of Allah: Would that you were to pray

---

1914. Here Tarawih prayer has been meant.
optional prayers with us by
standing up this night! He said:
When a man prays with an Imam
till he departs, the standing up of
one night is reckoned for him.
When there was one-fourth (of
the night), he did not stand up with
us till one-third of the night
remained. When one-third of
the night came to pass, he gather-
ed together his family members,
his wives and the people. Then
he stood with us. I asked: And
what is Falah? He said: Pre-
dawn tiffin. After that, he
did not stand up with us in the
remaining month. —Abu
Daud, Tirmizi, Nisai, Ibn Majah.

613 Ayesha reported: I missed
the Apostle of Allah one night
when lo! he was at Baqi. He said:
Don't you fear at Allah and his
Prophet may harass you? I replied:
O Ms., of Allah! verily I thought
that you have come to some
of your wives. He said: The
Exalted Allah comes down at
night of the middle Sha'ban to
the nearest heaven and for-
gives more (persons) than the

1915. This applies to all sunnat and optional prayers except Tarawih.
1916. Tirmizi did not mention the last sentence. Ibn Majah's wording is slightly
different. 'Falah' means success. It is so called because, by pre-dawn tiffin, strength
is acquired for fasting which leads to success.
1917. (i) Baqi is the famous grave-yard at Medina where all the martyrs of Islam
lie buried. (ii) Razin added the following to this tradition: Out of those who are
destined for the fire, Tirmizi said that he heard Bukhari say that it is a weak
tradition. (iii) Razin added also to this tradition. He said that forgiveness also
concerns those who have done hollah acts.
numbers of hairs of the flock of sheep of the tribe of Kalb.

—Tirmizi, Ibn Majah.

614. Zaid-b-Sa’bet reported that the Apostle of Allah said: Prayer of a man in his house is better than his prayer in this mosque of mine except the obligatory prayer. 1918

—Abu Daud, Tirmizi.

615. Abdur Rahman-b-Abdul Qa’riy reported: I came out one night with Omar-b-al Khattab to the mosque, when lo! the people were separate and quite apart from one another. One man was praying for himself, and another man was praying while a party was praying his prayer. Omar said: Verily if I could have gathered these (people) under one Quran reader, it would have been better. Then he firmly resolved and gathered them together under Obay-b-Ka’ab. He narrated: Then I came out with him another night, while the people were praying the prayer of their Quran reader. Omar said: Good is this innovation! Those who sleep away from it is better than those who stand up, wishing (to pray) at latter part of the night, and the people were standing in its first part.

—Bukhari.

1918. Imam Malek, Abu Yusuf and others held on the authority of this tradition that Tarawih prayer brings greater reward when said at home in single, Imams Abu Hanifa, Shafi'iy and others hold that it should be said in congregation. Hazrat Omar
616. Abu Musa al-Ash'ari reported from the Apostle of Allah who said: Verily the Almighty Allah comes down at the night of the middle Sha'ban and then pardons all of His creations except a polytheist or one having malice.

—Ibn Majah, Ahmad.

617. Ali reported that the Apostle of Allah said: When the night of the middle Sha'ban comes to pass, stand up its night, and fast its day; because the Almighty Allah comes down therein at the setting of the sun to the nearest heaven and says: Is there no seeker of pardon that I may pardon him? Is there no seeker of provisions that I may give him provisions? Is there no distressed man that I may relieve him? Is there not so and so? Is there not so and so?—till there comes the dawn.

—Ibn Majah.

used to read it in the mosque. It was Hazrat Omar who introduced congregation in Tarawih.

1919. Ahmad narrated this hadis from Abdullah-b-Amr-b-al A's. In his narration, the following exception was mentioned "One having malice and a murderer of a person." Disloyalty to God is the greatest sin, as disloyalty to a crown is the greatest crime. No amount of good to men can save a disloyal subject or a rebel. Similarly, no amount of good works can save a man if anything is set up in the worship of Allah or Allah's existence is denied. The other sins incurred for breach of duty towards His creation is not so great, but they may be pardoned after full repentance. Some of the following sins come under this catagory: Sin of murder, malice, letting loose of trousers, disobedience to parents, drinking, adultery, unjust tax collecting, oppression, sorcery, foretelling. About these subjects, traditions will be found in this work.

1920. There are different traditions showing different rak'ats of Tarawih prayer, namely, 11, 18, 20 etc. These numbers were initiated to suit the people at the changed circumstances.
528w. Saye-b-Yezid reported that Omar ordered Obay-b-Ka'ab and Tamín ad-Dari to lead the people's standing (in prayer) during Ramzn with eleven rak'ats, and the Quran-reader used to read 'The Distinction' till we were about to lean against staff on account of prolonged standing. We did not depart except at the rising of dawn. 1921

—Malek.

529w. A'raj reported: We found no people who did not but curse the infidels during Ramzan. He narrated: And the Quran-reader used to read the chapter 'Cow' in eight rak'ats. When he stood therein with twelve rak'ats, the people saw that he was short.

—Malek.

530w. Abdullah-b-Abi Bakr reported: I heard Obay say: We used to depart from prayer at Ramadhan 1922 and hasten to feed the servants, being fearful of the missing of the pre-dawn tiffin (and in another narration: being fearful of the dawn).

—Malek.

531w. A'yeshah reported that the Prophet said: Do you all know what is in this night, that is the night of the middle Sha'ban?

---

1921. (i) 20 rak'ats are said to have been generally accepted by the companions.
(ii) To lean against staff in optional prayer is allowed when necessary.
1922. Tarawih prayer was so prolonged that it reached the time of pre-dawn tiffin.
She said: What is therein, O Apostle of Allah? He said: Therein there is written every child that will be born of the children of Adam in this year, and therein there is written every man of the children of Adam who will die in this year, and therein their actions are raised up, and therein their provisions are made to come down. She asked: O Ms. of Allah! Is there nobody who will enter Paradise except with the mercy of the Almighty Allah? He repeated thrice: There is none who will enter Paradise except with the mercy of the Almighty Allah. I asked: Nor you too, O Apostle of Allah? Then he placed his hand over his forehead and said: Nor I, except that Allah has kept me covered with His mercy. He uttered it three times. 1928 —Baihaqi.

SECTION 38

1924. Forenoon Prayer

The forenoon prayer comes between the rising of the sun up in the eastern horizon and a little before midday. It is again of two kinds one is called the prayer of Ishraq (early forenoon) and another 'Chasht' (latter forenoon). The former takes place when the sun is nearly in the mid eastern sky and the second a little before noon. The Ishraq consists of 2 to 6 rak'ats and the Chasht 2 to 12 rak'ats: This prayer

1928. These are the questions of Tqdir. From this, it should not be understood that it closed the doors of actions. The Quran says: And that is Paradise which I would cause to be inherited on account of what you do.
has got a great merit though it is not Farz, wajeb or sunnat. In order to gain excellence and high divine morals, this prayer has been recommended. Nearly all the Prophets used to observe this prayer—Adam, Noah, Abraham, Moses, Jesus and others. Great rewards for this prayer have been promised in the traditions, of which a few have been given here.

618. **Ommehani** reported that the Holy Prophet entered her house on the day of the Conquest of Mecca, took bath and prayed 8 rak'ats. I did never see a prayer shorter than this except that he completed the bending and prostration. And she said in another narration: And that was forenoon prayer 1925

---Agreed.

619. **Mu’azah** reported: I asked A’yesha: How much did the Apostle of Allah pray the forenoon prayer? She replied: Four rak’ats or more as Allah pleased. ---Muslim.

620. **Abu Zarr** reported that the Apostle of Allah said: Charity comes to pass at dawn on every bone of one of you. Every Tasbih is a charity, every Tahmid is a charity; every Tahliil is a charity, every Takbir is a charity, and enjoining good is a charity, and prohibiting evil is a charity; and there is compensation of that in two rak’ats which are said at forenoon. 1926 ---Muslim.

---

1925 Omme Hani was sister of Hazrat Ali. Her real name was Bakhtah.

1926 See note 2386 for full meaning of the Arabic abbreviations.
brought back to life for me, I would not have given it up.

—Malek.

SECTION 39

1931. Optional Prayers

These are Nafl prayers which the Holy Prophet said at option and occasionally; they are important than the prayers of Sunnat Gair Muakkadah. The more important of these prayers are the following:— (1) 2 rak'ats for sanctity of ablation after ablation is performed; (2) 2 rak'ats on entry into mosque, (3) two rak'ats for seeking good and warding off evils called Salatul Istakharah attended with the supplication as recorded in 34:629; (4) 2 rak'ats to ward off griefs and sorrows, (5) 2 rak'ats of prayer for fulfilment of some particular need as laid down in 34:633; (6) 2 rak'ats for rain, (7) and other prayers at the option of the worshipper. If, on the Resurrection Day, anything falls short from obligatory prayers, rewards from this optional prayers will be taken—34:635.

628. Abu Hurairah reported that the Messenger of Allah said to Bilal at the time of Fajr prayer: O Bilal! inform me about the most covetous act you have done in Islam, because I heard the step of your shoes in front of mine in Paradise. He said: I have done no act which was the most covetous to me. Verily I did not make ablution in an hour of night or day but I prayed with that ablution what was ordained for me that I should have prayed.

—Agreed.
629. Ja'ber reported: The Apostle of Allah used to teach us Istikharah (to seek good) in all affairs, as he used to teach us a chapter of the Quran, saying: When one of you is going to do a work, let him say two rak'ats, not being an obligatory prayer, and then let him say: O Allah! I seek good from Thee with Thy knowledge, and seek power from Thee with Thy power, I seek from Thee Thy abundant grace. Verily Thou hast got power and I have no power; Thou knowest and I know not, and Thou art the Greatest Knowers of the unseen. O Allah! if Thou knowest best that this affair will be better for me, for my religion and my livelihood and the ultimate result of my affairs (or he said: for affairs of the world and of the next world), give me power and make it easy for me. Then give me blessing therein. And if Thou knowest best that this affair will be bad for me, for my religion and my livelihood and the ultimate result of my affairs (or he said: for my affairs of the present as well as of the next world), then remove it from me and turn me therefrom, and give me good wherever it might be. Then give me satisfaction over it. He narrated: He used to name his needs. 1932

—Bukhari.

of mine. He said: O Apostle of Allah! I did never proclaim Azan except that I prayed two rak'ats; and no event afflicted me except that I made ablution at its advent; and I considered that there is over me two rak'ats for Allah. Then the Apostle of Allah said: On account of these two (rak'ats). 1985

—Tirmizi.

633. Abdullah-b-Abi Aufa reported that the Messenger of Allah said: Whoso stands in need of something to Allah or to anybody from the children of Adam, let him make ablution and make it well, and let him next pray two rak'ats, and let him next praise the Exalted Allah, and let him send blessings on the Holy Prophet, and let him next say: There is no god but Allah, the Forbearing, the Generous, Glory be to Allah, Lord of the Mighty Throne, and praise be to Allah, the Lord of the worlds. I seek from Thee the granting of Thy mercy, and the firm resolve of Thy forgiveness and profit from every virtue, and freedom from every sin. Leave not any sin for me but Thou hast pardoned it for me, nor any anxiety but Thou hast removed it, nor any need which is a pleasure to Thee but Thou hast decreed it, O Merciful of the merciful.

—Ibn Majah,
Tirmizi (Rare).
1936. Prayer of Glorification

The procedure of this prayer has been described in hadis 634 as narrated below.

634. Ibn Abbas reported that the Prophet said to Abbas b. Abdal Muttalab: O Abbas! O uncle! shall I not give you? Shall I not make a gift to you? Shall I not inform you? Shall I not make you to possess ten virtues? When you will do that, Allah will forgive your sins, its first and its last, its past and its present, its involuntary and its voluntary, its small and its great, its secret and its open. (That is): You should pray four rak'ats reading in each rak'at the Opening of the Book and a chapter. When you become free from the reading in the first rak'at while you are standing, you shall utter 15 times 'Glory be to Allah', and 'All praise is for Allah' and 'There is no deity but Allah' and 'Allah is Greatest', then you shall bow down and utter it 10 times while you are in bowing; next you shall raise up your head from bowing and utter it ten times:

The occurrence of any event, favourable or unfavourable, are important and bring good rewards just in case of Bilal. This shows that Islamic prayers are meant for complete devotion to one God in all affairs of life.
next you shall prostrate down and utter it ten times while you are in prostration, next you shall raise up your head from prostration and utter it ten times, next you shall raise up your head and utter it ten times. And that will be 75 times in each ruku.' You shall do it in the four rak'ats. If you are able to pray it once in every day, do; and if you are unable to do, then once in every week; if you are (still) unable to do, then once in every month; if you are still unable to do, then once in a year; if you are (still) unable to do, then once in your life. 1987

—Abu Daud, Ibn Majah, Tirmizi, Baihaqi.

625. Abu Hurairah reported:
I heard the Apostle of Allah say:
Verily the first of what a servant shall be taken account of on the Resurrection Day from his actions, will be prayer. If it is complete, he will attain salvation and success; and if it is defective, he will be disappointed and a loser. If anything is reduced from his compulsory (prayer), the Blessed and Almighty Lord will say:
Look; is there any voluntary acts of My servant in order that what fallen short of his obligatory prayers may be filled up

1987. Biahaqi narrated this hadis. D'awatul-Kabir and Tirmizi narrated a similar hadis from Abu Hafe'. Ten virtues are acquired by truly reciting the glorifications of Allah as formulated here and ten sins are removed.
therewith? Next will come his remaining actions in that manner. 
*And in a narration:* Next the Zakat (will come) like that.
Next the actions will be summoned in that manner. 1938

—Abu Daud, Ahmad.

636. **Abu Omamah** reported that the Apostle of Allah said:
Allah did not direct anybody for anything better than two rak'ats which he prays; and verily virtue certainly spreads over the head of a servant so long as he remains in his prayer, and nothing can bring the servants nearer to Allah as that from which he comes out, that is the Quran. 1939

—Ahmad, Tirmizi.

**SECTION 41**

**1940. Prayer in Journey**

Islam as a natural and perfect religion of mankind did not forget to give concession to the travellers in matters of prayer and fasting. The Quran says: And when you are in a journey in the earth, there is no blame on you if you shorten the prayer if you fear that those who disbelieve will cause you distress; surely the unbelievers are your open enemies—4:101Q. It

1938. Imam Ahmad narrated this hadis from another narrator. In another tradition, murder has been said to be the first thing to be asked on the Resurrection Day. The contradiction is met in the way that among the duties towards Allah, prayer will be the first thing, and among the duties towards His creation, murder will be the first thing.

1939. In other words, there is nothing like the Quran-reading, either in prayer or outside it, which can bring us nearer and nearer to Allah.
appears, therefore, from this verse that the traveller has got option either to shorten the prayer or to complete it fully. Imam Shafeyi sponsors this view; but according to Imm Abu Hanifah, to shorten prayer in a journey is Wajeb in as much as it is a gift from God which should not be denied. His view is based on tradition 639. The Zuhr, Asr and Isha prayers are shortened to two rak'ats, and the Sunnat prayers are dropped with the exception of the two rak'ats before the Fajr prayer. If anybody wishes to pray Sunnat and Nafl prayers attached to each obligatory prayer, he may do them by signs and gestures in walking, sitting or riding. If the Imam is a traveller, he is allowed to shorten prayer but the Muqtadis (followers) who are not travellers shall pray the remaining rak'ats in full. If, however, the Muqtadi is a traveller, he must follow the Imam and not shorten prayer. It is not necessary to face the Ka'ba when praying on riding though it is necessary at the time of the Niyat. In the midst of prayer, the worshipper shall not move irrespective of the movements of the riding animal or conveyance.

What is the extent of journey in which a man is entitled to shorten a prayer? There is difference of opinion among the Imams. The Quran is, however, silent on the point. The differences are based on different traditions on the subject. It appears from the traditions that the main object of the Prophet was not to make hard and fast rules but to keep the rules always elastic adaptable to particular circumstances of each case looking to the convenience and inconvenience of the particular traveller himself. For information, the main differences have been laid down below. Imam Abu Hanifa says that the required distance is three stations, the distance between the two stations being a journey from morning to mid-day. Imams Shafeyi, Ahmad and Malek fixed the journey of one day, the journey of nearly 50 miles. There are also differences of opinion in case a man breaks a journey abroad for some days. According to Imam Abu Hanifa, if a man stays at a place for at least 15 days with a previous intention, he is to be regarded as a Muqim and is required to pray in full from the beginning of his stay, but he is not required to pray in full if there is no previous intention to stay without having any regard to time for stay. According to Imam Shafeyi, the time limit is
4 days' stay with previous intention and 18 days without intention. In case of further stay, it is wajib to pray in full.

Amalgamation of Prayers. In journey, amalgamation of Zuhr and Asr prayers, and Magrib and 'Isha prayers, are allowed. According to Imam Shafei, Asr may be said along with Zuhr and vice versa. According to Imam Abu Hanifa, Zuhr and Asr may be prayed at the latest time of the former and the beginning of the latter, and the same case is with the Magrib and 'Isha.

It seems, however, that a traveller is free to choose his own line of action for his prayer in a journey provided he is put in inconvenience or trouble for performing his divine service.

637. Anas reported that the Apostle of Allah prayed Zuhr at Medina by four (rak'ats) and prayed Asr at Zul-Hulaifah by two rak'ats. —Agreed.

638. Haresah-b-Wahb al-Khazayi reported: The Apostle of Allah prayed two rak'ats at Mina with us while we were so many that we were not so before, and we were secure. 1941

639. Ya'la-b-Umayyah reported: I said to Omar-b-al Khattab: Verily the Almighty Allah said: You should shorten prayer provided you fear that those who are unbelievers may put you to trial. The people have certainly become secure. Omar said: I wonder at what you have wondered. Then I asked the Apostle of Allah. He said: It is a

1941. This journey was undertaken after the Farewell Pilgrimage. Though there was peace and no fear, prayer was shortened by the Prophet. The provision in the Quranic verses was therefore explained in this way. In other words, irrespective of the provision, prayer must be shortened as denial of God's gift is a sin.
gift which Allah has bestowed on you. So accept His gift.

—*Muslim.*

639a. Anas reported: We came out with the Apostle of Allah from Medina to Mecca. He was praying each prayer by two rak'ats, till we returned to Medina. It was questioned to them: Have you stayed for some (days) at Mecca? He replied: We stayed there for ten (days). 1942

—*Agreed.*

640. Hafs-b-A'sem reported: I accompanied Ibn Omar on the way to Mecca. He prayed two rak'ats of Zuhr with us. Then he came to his camel and sat. He saw some people standing (in prayer). So he asked. What do these people do? I replied: They are reading 'Tasbih'. He said: Had I said prayer of Tasbih, I would have perfected my prayer. I accompanied the Apostle of Allah, and he used not to pray more than two rak'ats in journey, and Abu Bakr, Omar, and Osman did in a similar way. —*Agreed.*

641. Ibn Abbas reported that the Apostle of Allah used to combine Zuhr and Asr when he was on the back of a journey, and combine Magrib and Isha. 1943

—*Bukhari.*

1942. This occurred at the time of the Farewell Pilgrimage. This hadis indicates that even in case of 10 days' stay in one place, prayer shall be shortened. This is contrary to the view of Imam Shafei who holds that in case of four days' stay in one place, to say prayer in full is wajeb.

1943. The prayers of glorification were said after 'Qasar' prayer by some men.
642. *Ibn Omar* reported that the Messenger of Allah used to pray *Isha* with signs in journey upon his riding camel towards a place where she turned with him with the exception of the obligatory prayers, and he used to pray *Witr* upon his riding camel. 1944

—Agreed.

643. *Ibn Abbas* reported that the Holy Prophet undertook a journey and stayed for 19 days praying each by two rak'ats. *Ibn Abbas* said: So we prayed each by two rak'ats in what is between us and Mecca for 19 days. When we stayed more than that, we used to pray four. 1945

—Bukhari.

644. *Imran-b-Hussain* reported: I accompanied the Prophet in a holy fight and witnessed victory with him. He stayed at Mecca for 18 nights without praying each but by two rak'ats,

Ibn Omar prohibited it on the ground that the reason for which obligatory prayer has been shortened will be frustrated by the additional prayer. In such a case, it is better to give up optional prayer. With regard to 'sunnat' prayers, the case is somewhat different.

1944. Imam Shafayi follows the express meaning of the hadis. In other words, *Zuhr* and *Asr* prayers may be said either at the time of *Zuhr* or *Asr*. This is the case with *Magrib* and *Isha*. Imam Abu Hanifa explains this hadis to the effect that *Zuhr* may be said at the lag end of its time and *Asr* at its earliest time. So it the case with *Magrib* and *Isha*.

1946. At the time of the first *Takbir*, a Muslim shall stand facing the *Ka'ba*. Thereafter he is not responsible for the direction of the conveyances. It is lawful to read 'sunnat' and optional prayers on riding conveyances. Imam Abu Hanifa excepted the morning 'sunnat'. Without excuse, it is not lawful to pray compulsory prayers on conveyance. If there is any lawful excuse, it is lawful. These rules have been laid down for actual journey. Regarding *Witr* prayer, Imams Abu Hanifa and Malek rely on other traditions and hold that it shall be said on landing. Imam
saying: 'O citizens! pray four, and verily we are sojourners.'

—Abu Daud.

645. Ibn Omar reported: I prayed Zuhr by two rak'ats along with the Prophet in a journey, and after that by two rak'ats. And in a narration, he said: I prayed with the Prophet in habitation and in journey. I prayed with him four rak'ats of Zuhr in habitation, and after that two rak'ats; and I prayed with him in journey two rak'ats of Zuhr and two rak'ats after it, and two rak'ats of Asr. And he did not pray anything after them; and the sunset prayer in habitation and in journey is equal—three rak'ats, and it is not diminished either in residence or in journey. It is Witr of the day, and there are two rak'ats after it,

—Tirmizi.

646. Mu'az-b-Jabal reported that the Holy Prophet was in the battle of Tabuk. When the sun inclined a little before he started, he combined Zuhr and Asr. If he started before the sun inclined, he delayed Zuhr

Abu Hanifa says that outside the town, it is lawful. His disciple Muhammad differed from him. Another disciple Abu Yusuf held it as Makruh.

1946 It is Mustahab for an Imam to dictate to his followers before prayer that he is reading Qasar prayer. The followers shall complete their prayers though the Imam shortens them. It however the sojourner follows an Imam who is not on journey, he should follow the Imam fully.

1947 The expedition of Tabuk took place at 9 A.H. This was sent to the Syrian frontier to quell disturbances with the Roman empire.
till he landed for Asr. And similarly in the Magrib prayer. When the sun set in before he started, he combined Magrib and I’sha; and if he started before the sun set in, he delayed Magrib, till he landed for I’sha and then he combined them both.

—Abu Daud, Tirmizi.

647. Anas reported that when the Apostle of Allah undertook a journey and wished to pray optional prayers, he used to turn his face with his she-camel towards the Ka’bah and recite Takbir. Afterwards he used to pray to whichever direction his riding camel turned him. —Ibn Daud.

648. Ja’ber reported: The Apostle of Allah sent me to do a work. Then I came while he was praying upon his riding camel towards the east, and prostrating lower than bowing.

—Abu Daud.

649. Ibn Omar reported that the Apostle of Allah prayed two rak’ats at Mina, and Abu Bakr after him, and Omar after Abu Bakr, and Osman in the beginning of his Khilafat. Afterwards Osman prayed four. When Ibn Omar prayed with the Imam, he prayed four; and when he prayed it single-handed, he prayed two rak’ats. —Agreed.

650. A’yeshah reported that the prayer of two rak’ats has been made obligatory. Next the Prop- er talibated and three rak’ats were
made obligatory and the prayer of journey was given up over the first obligatory prayer. Zuhri said. I asked Urwah: What is the matter with A'yesha that she completes. He said: She took proof as Osman had taken proof.  

—Agreed.

651. Ibn Abbas reported: Allah made the prayer obligatory through the tongue of your Prophet, four rak'ats in residence and two rak'ats in journey, and one rak'at in fear. —Muslim.

652. Same and Ibn Omar reported that the Apostle of Allah promulgated two rak'ats for the prayer of journey, and these two are complete without abbreviation, and Witr in journey is sunnat. —Ibn Majah.

653. Bara' reported: I accompanied the Apostle of Allah in 18 journeys. I did not see him giving up two rak'ats when the sun inclined a little before Zuhr. —Abu Daud, Tirmizi (Rare).

533w. A'yesha reported: Everything the Prophet did was that he shortened the prayer as well as completed (it).  

—Sharhi Sunnat.

534w. Ma'lek reported that it had reached him: Ibn Abbas used to shorten prayer in the equivalent distance between

1943. Hazrat, Osman and Ayesha hold that Qasar as well as full prayer may be said in journey.

1943. Imam Shafayi holds on the basis of this hadis that in case of journey,
Mecca and Tayef, and in the equivalent distance between Mecca and Jeddah. (Ma'lek said; And that is the distance of four postal stations). 1950 — Muatta.


SECTION 42

1952. Zumma Prayer

(a) Excellence of Zumma prayer. Great rewards have been promised in the traditions about divine service on Friday which commences on the previous night and ends with sunset. Of course there is no day in Islam like Christianity and Judaism for exclusive devotion in a day of a week and work for the remaining six days, still Islam laid down that Friday is the best day of the week (31:663) and that there is an hour on Friday which is an opportune moment for acceptance of supplication. There are different traditions relating to different times as the best hour, but it seems from the spirit of the traditions that the hour was not fixed and it may be searched for in the whole of Friday. If a man dies on Friday, he will be saved from the punishment of the grave—34:664. The verse of perfection (5:3Q) was revealed on Friday, Adam was created on Friday and the Hour shall occur on Friday.

(b) Conditions of Zumma prayer. Zumma prayer is Wajib and takes the place of Zuhr prayer. It consists of 2 rak'ats prayer may be said in short or in full according to the desire of the worshipper. This is however said to be a weak tradition and cannot prevail over other traditions of authenticity.

1950. One postal station was nearly 18 miles off from another. The distance between Mecca and Tayef is 4 stations, and between Mecca and Jeddah nearly 60 miles. No fixed standard of a journey has been clearly laid down by the traditions. The Asa's and the Imams deduced by Istihad some criterions.
always said in congregation of three according to Imam Abu Hanifa and forty according to Imam Shafeyi. The Quran, however, says without any distinction of number: O you who believe! when the call is made for prayer on Friday, then hasten to the remembrance of Allah and leave off traffic; that is better for you if you know. But when the prayer is finished, then disperse abroad in the land and seek Allah's grace, and remember Allah much that you may be successful—62:9Q. It appears from the above verse that Zumma is obligatory upon all Muslims except those who are ill, women, slaves and boys under age (34:671). But all are allowed to join congregational Zumma prayer including women. Before actually starting for Zumma prayer, a Muslim should pair off nails, shave the objectionable hairs, cleanse the teeth, have a bath, put on the best dress available (34:683) and use scent (34:690) to remove the offensive smells. These are intended to foster habits of cleanliness and to make the assembly as little offensive as possible.

(c) Khutbah (sermon). Before the prayer begins, the Imam is to deliver Friday sermon calling the whole congregation as regards their duties towards Allah and their duties towards His creation and reminding them of the hereafter together with a prayer for the welfare of the community as a whole. In order to keep the solidarity of the community, the language of the sermon must be that of the congregation with the following exceptions: (a) Kalima must be recited; (b) at least one verse of the Quran must be read; (c) the blessings on the Prophet must be sent and (d) Allah is to be glorified and praised.

(d) Some rules and Sunnat Prayers. (i) Silence must be observed at the time of the sermon by the audience who shall listen to the words coming out from the pulpit. (ii) If anybody misses the last rak'at of Zumma prayer, he is to pray singly four rak'ats of Zuhr—34:540w. (iii) He who comes first is entitled to sit in the front rows (note 1972); and none shall commit the sin of joining the front rows by overstepping the necks of other worshippers. There is therefore no reserved place in the mosque for the rich and the poor, for the clergy and the laity. (iv) Nobody shall sit in the temporary vacant seat of another (34:680).

There are four rak'ats of sunnat before the Farz prayer, and four rak'ats of sunnat Muakkadah and 2 rak'ats of sunnat Gajr.
Muakkadah after the Farz prayer. There are other optional prayers, such as two rak’ats for Wuzu and 2 rak’ats of entry into mosque before the Farz, and two rak’ats after the sunnat Gair Muakkadah.

654. Abu Hurairah reported that the Apostle of Allah said: We are the latest generation which will come first on the Resurrection Day, except that they were given the Book before us, and we have been given after them. Then this was certainly their day which was made obligatory on them, that is the Zunna day. Then they differed therein, and so Allah guided us for it, and the people will follow us therein, the Jews tomorrow, and the Christians the day after tomorrow. Agreed upon it. And in a narration of Muslim, he said: We are the latest generation which will come first on the Resurrection Day, and we will be the first who will enter Paradise except that (etc.)—and he mentioned up to its last. And in another report of his and of Huzaiifah: They reported that the Ms. of Allah said at the end of the tradition: “We are the latest generations out of the inhabitants of the world and we are those who will come first on the Resurrection Day to have a decision for our actions before all the creatures.”

1938
655. Abu Hurairah reported that the Apostle of Allah said: The best day on which the sun rises is Friday wherein Adam was created, and wherein he was admitted in Paradise, and wherein he was taken out therefrom; and the Hour shall not come to pass except on Friday.

—Muslim.

655. Same reported that the Messenger of Allah said: Verily there is an hour on Friday in which there is no Muslim servant who seeks good from Allah but Allah grants it to him.\(^{194}\) Agreed upon it, And Muslim added: And he said: It is a short hour. In a narration of both, he said: Verily there is certainly an hour on Friday in which no Muslim prays in standing seeking good from Allah but Allah grants it to him.

657. Abu Burdah-b-Abi Musa reported: I heard my father say: I heard the Messenger of Allah say regarding an hour on Friday: It is between the sitting of the Imam and the finishing of the prayer.

—Muslim.

658. Abu Hurairah reported: I went to Tur and met with

service. The true interpretation has been given by Islam, namely, divine service shall be held everyday, and there is congregational prayer only on Friday.

\(^{194}\) There are nearly 35 traditions relating to the fortunate hour on Friday in which prayer is acceptable.

\(^{195}\) Ahmad narrated this hadis up to—'Ka'ab has spoken the truth.' Ka'ab was a great Jewish doctor. He did not accept Islam at the time of the Prophet and
Ka'ab-b-al Ahbar, and sat with him. He talked with me about the Torah, and I talked with him about the Apostle of Allah. Of what I talked with him, there was this that I said that the Messenger of Allah had said: The best day that the sun rises on is Friday. Therein Adam was created, and therein he was brought down, and therein his repentance was accepted, and therein he died, and therein the Hour shall come to pass. And there is no beast that does not cry on Friday, from the time of dawn till the sun rises, out of fear for the Hour except Jinn and man. And therein there is an hour which no Muslim servant overtakes while he is praying seeking anything from Allah but Allah gives it to him. Ka'ab asked: Is it a day in every year? I replied: Rather in every week. Then Ka'ab read the Torah and said: The Apostle of Allah spoke the truth: Abū Hurairah said: I met Abdullah-b-Salam and communicated to him my meeting with Ka'ab al Ahbar, and what I had informed him on Friday. I asked him: Ka'ab said: That is a day in every

did not meet him, but he embraced it during the caliphate of Omar. Abdullah-b-Salam was a companion at that time, though he was a Jewish doctor before his conversion. It is a great miracle that the Holy Prophet spoke of things in the Torah, while he was himself an illiterate man and agreed with the learned doctors of Jewish religion. This be speaks of divine knowledge bestowed on him.
year. Abdullah-b-Salam said: Ka‘ab spoke falsehood. I asked him. Then Ka‘ab read the Torah and said: Rather it is in every week. Abdullah-b-Salam said: Ka‘ab has spoken the truth. Afterwards Abdullah-b-Salam said: I have indeed known which that hour is. Abu Hurairah said: I asked; inform me about it, and don't be miser to me. Abdullah-b-Salam said: That is the last hour on Friday. Abu Hurairah said: I asked—And how can it be the last hour on Friday? Indeed the Apostle of Allah said: No Muslim servant praying therein shall miss it. Abdullah-b-Salam said: Has not the Messenger of Allah said: Whoso sits in an assemblage waiting for prayer, is in prayer till he prays? Abu Hurairah said: I said: Yes. He said: It is that.

—Malek Abū Daud, Tirmizi, Nisai, Ahmad.

659. A纳斯 reported that the Messenger of Allah said: Seek the hour which is so hoped for on Friday after prayer till the setting of the sun.

—Tirmizi.

660. A纳斯 reported that the Messenger said: Verily the best of your days is Friday. Therein Adam was created and therein his life was taken and therein (will occur) the Trumpet, and therein the swoon.
So increase blessings on me there- in, because your blessings are pre- sented to me. They asked: O Apostle of Allah! and how are our blessings presented to you while you will be swollen? (He said: They were saying: When you will be no more.) He said: Verily Allah made the bodies of Prophets unlawful for earth. 196. —Abu Dawl, Nisai, Ibn Majah.

661. Abu Huraibah reported that the Messenger of Allah said: The promised day is the Day of Resurrection, and the wit- nessed day is the day of Arafat, and the bearer of witness is Friday. The sun has neither risen, nor set on a day better than it. There is therein an hour in which a believing servant praying to Allah for good, does not but find Allah responding to him, nor does he seek refuge from any- thing but He gives him refuge therefrom. 1967 —Ahmad, Tirmizi (Rare).

196. Darimi and Balbaqi in his Da’watu-Kabir narrated this hadis. In other words, earth has got no power to consume the bodies of the Prophets. It is due either to strong frame of body created by Allah or due to some supernatural agency. In Egypt, the tomb of Tutakhamun was dug and his body which is said to have been buried 3400 years ago has been discovered with no sign of decay. If that is true, it is not beyond reason that the Prophet’s body would be preserved. It is unanimously held that the Prophet regained life in his grave after his burial.

1967. This hadis is called garib, because one of its narrators Must-b-Obaidah was (in memory). The words explained here occur in the Quran in the following verse: Consider the heaven full of stars, and the promised day, and the bearer of witness, and one against whom witness is borne (65:1—8Q).
662. **Abu Lobahah-b-Abdul Munzer** reported that the Apostle of Allah said: Verily *Zumma* day is the best of the days and the greatest near Allah, and it is greater than the day of Sacrifice and the day of Fitr near Allah. Therein there are five characteristics. Therein Allah created Adam, and therein Allah sent down Adam to the earth, and therein Allah caused Adam to die, and therein there is an hour in which no servant seeks anything but He gives it to him so long as he does not seek an unlawful thing, and therein the Hour shall occur. And there is no angel near by, and no heaven, and no earth, and no wind, and no mountain, and no sea except that it fears Friday. 

——Ibn Majah.

663. **Abu Darda** reported that the Messenger of Allah said: Increase blessing on me on Friday, because it is witnessed; angels witness it. And nobody sends blessing on me but it is presented to me till he is free from it. He said: I asked: And after death? He said: Verily Allah made unlawful for the earth that it should consume the bodies of prophets; so the Prophet of Allah is alive and is given provision. —Ibn Majah.

1938. Ahmad narrated from Su'ad-b-Mu'az that a certain man of the Ansars came to the Holy Prophet and said: Inform me about Friday: what good is there in it? He said: Therein there are five good things. He narrated up to the last of this hadis. The days of Azhu and Fitr are the two days of the two I'd festivals.
664. **Abdullah-b-Amr** reported that the Messenger of Allah said: There is no Muslim who dies on Friday or night of Friday but Allah saves him from the calamities of the grave. 1959

—Ahmad, Tirmizi, (Rare).

655. **Ibn Abbas** reported that he read: "Today I have perfected your religion the verse, while there was a Jew near him. He said: Had this verse been revealed on us, we would have taken it as a festival. Ibn Abbas said: Verily it was revealed on a day of the two festivals — on Zumma day and on the day of Arfát.—Ahmad, Tirmizi (Rare).

538w. **Abu Hurairah** reported: The Holy Prophet was asked: For what reason has Friday been specialised? He replied: Because the clay of your forefather was made to take shape therein, and there will be swoon therein, and the resurrection, and therein the overtaking, and there is an hour therein out of the last three hours in which anybody who calls Him will be responded to.—Ahmad.

537w. **Anas** reported that when Rajab appeared, the Messenger of Allah used to say: O Allah! give us blessing in Rajab and Sha'ban, and take us to Ramadhan. He said: And he used to say: The Night of Friday

---

1959. It is called Garib because its hadad is not continuous.
is a night most resplendent, 
and the day of Friday is a day 
most dazzling. —Baihaqi.

SECTION 43

1960. Zumma Prayer is Compulsory
(See note 1952).

666. A woman of Banu Abd al-As'hal reported: I asked: O Ms. of Allah! verily there is a rotten way for us to go to the mosque. So how shall we proceed when will rain overtake us? He asked: Is there no way better than this? ‘Yes’ replied I. Then the latter is (to be preferred) to the former. —Abu Daud.

667. Ibn Omar and Abu Hurairah reported that they said: We heard the Apostle of Allah say upon the planks of his pulpit: Let the peoples resist from giving up their Zumma-prayers, or else Allah must put a seal upon their hearts, and then they will be among those who are heedless. —Muslim.

668. Abul Ja'ad az-Zumairi reported that the Messenger of Allah said: Whoso gives up three Friday prayers by way of neglecting them, Allah will seal his heart. 1961

—Abu Daud, Tirmizi, Nisai, Ibn Majah.

1961. Malek narrated the hadis from Safwan-b-Solaim and Ahmad from Abu Qatadah.
650. Samurah b. Junada reported that the Messenger of Allah said: Whose gives up a zulma with- out excuse, let him give one dinar in charity; if he does not find (it), then half a dinar.

670. Abu Hurairah reported that the Prophet said: Zulma is upon one whom the Zulma is upon one whom the Imam. (Abu Darî) reported: Tirmidî reported: 

671. Tâqhîb-Shehâb reported that the Messenger of Allah said: Zulma is a truthful hindrance upon every Muslim in congregation except upon four: Covenanted slave, woman, boy or sick man. (Abu Darî) said: Imam a (not lawful. This means that Zulma is obligatory upon all persons. According to the hadith of the Holy Prophet, the Zulma is upon one whom the Imam is upon one whom the Imam. (Abu Darî) reported: Tirmidî reported: 

672. Ibn-Mas'ûd reported that the Zulma is upon one whom the Imam is upon one whom the Imam. (Abu Darî) reported: Tirmidî reported:
order a person to pray with the people and then to burn the houses of those people who remain behind from Zumma.

—Muslim.

673. **Abdullah-b-Amr** reported from the Prophet who said: Zumma prayer is upon one who hears prayer-call. —Abu Daud.

675. **Ibn Abbas** reported that the Holy Prophet said: Whoso gives up a Zumma without an excuse is written as a hypocrite in a record which will neither be effaced, nor changed. 1385

—Shafeyi.

538w. **Jaber** reported that the Messenger of Allah said: Whoso believes in Allah and the latter day, there is Zumma upon him on Friday, except a sick man, a traveller, a woman, a boy or a covenanted slave. Whoso becomes free from it for sport or merchandise, Allah will become free from him; and Allah is Free (from want), Glorious. 1965

—Darquni.

SECTION 44

Cleanliness & Takbir

675. **Salman** reported that the Messenger of Allah said: A man takes bath on Friday, and purifies himself as far as he can with ablution, and applies oil out of his oils or uses perfume

1964. In some narrations, three Zummas have been mentioned.

1936. Whoso is engaged in trade and sport at the time of Zumma prayer, Allah will not turn His kind attention to him.
of his house, and then comes out without making separation between any two, 1967 and then he prays what has been prescribed for him, and then he keeps silence when the Imam reads, except that he is forgiven what occurs between it and another Zu‘umah.

—Bukhari.

676. Abu Hurairah reported from the Apostle of Allah who said: Whoso takes bath, comes to Zu‘umah and prays what has been ordained for him, and keeps silence till he finishes his sermon and then prays with him, is forgiven what occurs between it and another Zu‘umah, and for three days more.

—Muslim.

677. Same reported that the Messenger of Allah said: Whoso makes ablution and makes ablution well, and the comes to Zu‘umah and hears and remains silent, he is forgiven what comes to pass between it and another Zu‘umah, and three days in addition, and whoso touches a stone, prays in vain. 1968

—Muslim.

678. Same reported that the Messenger of Allah said: When Friday comes, the angels wait upon the door of the mosque

1967. It means that in the mosque one should not make his space for prayer after separating two men who were sitting together previous to his arrival.

1968. This is quite significant about the spirit of prayer in Islam. The outward forms are only means to an end, and not end in themselves. A prayer without reminiscence of Allah is nothing but touching a stone or a ground in prostration.
recording the first comer, and then one who comes after; and the parable of the first comer is like the parable of one who sends a she camel for sacrifice to Mecca, next like one who sends a cow for sacrifice, and next a ram, next a cock and next an egg. When the Imam comes out, they close up their books and hear the Reminder. 1699

—Agreed.

679. Same reported that the Apostle of Allah said: When you have said to your friend on Friday while the Imam is delivering sermon 'Be silent,' you have indeed uttered a vain talk. 1700 —Agreed.

680. Ja'ber reported that the Messenger of Allah said: Nobody from you must cause his brother to get up on the Zummaday and then get up to the back his seat and sit therein, but let him say: Make room 1701—Muslim.

681. Abu Sayeed and Abu Hurairah reported that the Messenger of Allah said: Whoso takes bath on Friday, puts on his best drees and applies scent if it be with him and then comes

1699. In other words, the first comers will get great rewards from Allah. The foremost one will get a reward of sacrificing a camel at Mecca, the next one will get a reward of sacrificing a cow at Mecca, and thus the rewards decrease according to the position of the rows.

1700. The Reminder means the Quran which reminds the people of the directions and prohibitions of Allah.

1701. It appears from this hadis that to hold talk whether good or bad at the time of Khutba is unlawful. See note 1930 for full discussion.
to Zumma prayer without treading over the necks of men, and then prays what Allah has prescribed for him and then keeps silence when his Imam comes out till he is free from his prayer, these are expiations for what is between it and a Zumma which has gone previous to it.

—Abu Daud.

682. Aus-b-Aus reported that the Messenger of Allah said: Whoso gives bath on Friday and takes bath, and wakes up and awakens at the early dawn, and walks on foot and does not ride, and comes near the Imam and hears without vain talk, there is for him for every step the action of a year, the reward of fasting it and standing therein (in prayer).—Tirmizi, Abu Daud, Nisai, Ibn Majah.

683. Abdullah-b-Salam reported that the Apostle of Allah said: There is nothing (bad) on any of you, if he finds to put on two clothes for Zumma-day except the two clothes of his labour.—Ibn Majah, Malek.

684. Samarah-b-Jundab reported that the Apostle of Allah

1972. This is one of the finest teachings of Islam. It is democracy in the mosque and absence of any distinction between the high and the low, the rich and the poor, the noble and the ignoble. The first comers have got absolute right in the first row. It is unlawful to make a man ask to make room for others who come late. It is also Makruh to reserve seats beforehand in the mosque.

1973. This applies in the case of a husband who asks his wife to take bath and who himself takes bath.
said: Be present at the sermon and draw near the Imam; and verily a man does not cease to be distant (from the Imam) till he will be late in Paradise provided he enters it. —Abu Daud.

635. Mu'az b-Anas Al Johani from his father reported that the Messenger of Allah: Whoso oversteps the necks of men on Zumma day, a bridge towards Hell will be prepared for him. 1974

—Tirmizi (Rare).

636. Mu'az-b-Anas reported that the Prophet prohibited from sitting with legs joined to belly on Friday, while the Imam is delivering, 1975 —Tirmizi, Abu Daud.

637. Ibn Omar reported that the Messenger of Allah said: When one of you feels inclined to sleep on Zumma day, let him turn aside from that seat of his. —Tirmizi.

638. Nafe' reported: I heard Ibn Omar say that the Apostle of Allah forbade a man's asking a man to get up from his seat and sitting therein. It was questioned to Nafe': On Friday? He replied: On Friday and other days. —Agreed.

639. Abdillah-b-Amr reported that the Messenger of Allah

1974. Malek narrated it from Yabhy-b-Sayed. It is not against asceticism that one takes up new clothes on festive occasions like I'ds and Zumma-days. The Prophet himself used to put on clothes other than his clothes of daily use on Zumma-day and the days of I'ds. This is not because Allah likes this, but because people are pleased with a man of decent dress.

1975. The word "from his father" is said to have been a mistake.
said: Three (classes of) persons attend Zummah: a man who comes to it with vain talk, and that is his acquisition therefrom; another and a man who comes to it with invocation; he is a man who invokes Allah; if He wishes, He grants it, and if He wishes, He rejects it; and a man who comes to it with attention and silence, and does neither step over the neck of a Muslim, nor gives trouble to anybody; that is an expiation up to the Zummah which follows it and three days more; and that is because Allah says: Whoso does a good, there is for him ten times like it. —Abu Dand.

690. Obaid-b Sabbaq reported a defective tradition that the Messenger of Allah said in a Zummah of the Zummahs: O assembly of the Muslims! verily this is a day which Allah has made a festival. So take bath; and whoso has got scent, it will not injure him if he applies it, and you shall take to teeth-cleansing. —Ibn Majah, Malek.

691. Bara'a reported that the Apostle of Allah said: It is a duty upon the Muslims to take bath on Friday; and everyone of them should apply scent of his

—Abu Dand.

1976. In such a sitting, people are free from sleep, and if there is sleep, there remains no ablation.

1977. He gets no reward in Zummah prayer, as he holds vain talks at the time of sermon. One who is engaged in a supplication to Allah without hearing sermon of the Imam is neither good, nor extremely bad. It is however Makruh near Abu Imam Hanifa and unlawful near the other Imams.
family. If he does not find water is a scent for him. 1978
—Ahmad, Tirmizi (Approved)
583w. Abu Abbas reported that the Messenger of Allah said: Whoso holds conversation on Friday while the Imam is delivering sermon is like an ass who carries loads, 1979 and one who says to him "Be silent", there is no Zuma for him.
—Ahmad.

SECTION 45

1980. Khutbah (Friday sermon)

Khutbah is Farz in Zuma prayer. After the second call for prayer generally uttered in a lower voice than the first call, the Imam stands up on the pulpit facing the audience to deliver sermon. This consists of two parts with the provision of a little rest for the Imam in the middle of the two. This sermon is primarily meant to export the audience towards Allah and His Apostle and to remind them once in every week the transitory nature of this world and the everlasting rewards in the hereafter. Any subject relating to the welfare of the community may be dealt with in the Khutbah. It is therefore necessary that the masses should know what the preacher preaches. In other words, it must be delivered in the language of the worshippers. See note 1952 (c) for further light.

892. Anas reported that the Apostle of Allah used to say Zuma prayer when the sun was inclined. —Bukhari.

1973. According to Imam Malik, Friday bath is wajeb, but the majority regard it as sunnat Muakkadah.

1979. As ass carries loads without any knowledge; a learned man likewise carries books on his back instead of getting any profit from them.
693. **Sahl-b-Salad** reported:
We used neither to take sleep at noon, nor to take food but after Zummah prayer. -Agreed.

694. **Anas** reported that when the cold became intense, the Prophet used to say prayer earlier; and when the heat became intense, he used to pray late, that is Zummah prayer.
—Bukhari.

695. **Sa'yeb-b-Yezid** reported that at first there was Azan on Zummah-day when the Imam was on the pulpit during the times of the Apostle of Allah, Abu Bakr and Omar. When Usman came and the people increased, he added the third azan at Ja'far'a.
—Bukhari.

696. **Jaber-b-Samrah** reported that the Prophet delivered two sermons, in the midst of which he used to sit, reading the Quran and reminding the people. His prayer was short and his sermon was short.
—Muslim.

697. **Ammar** reported: I heard the Messenger of Allah say: Verily the prolongation of the prayer of a man and the shortening

---

1981. It is Mustahab to take food after Zummah on Friday.
1989. Azan began first on Friday at the time when the Imam sat on the pulpit. There was no azan before that. This was the practice all along till Usman introduced third azan. It was first said at Ja'far's abazaar in the market of Medina before the Imam. It is called third as one Azan proceeds Khutba, and another before Azan for prayer. This is now considered as the first Azan.
sermon is a sign of his wisdom. So prolong the prayer and shorten the sermon, and verily there is sorcery in oratory.

—Muslim.

698. Jaber reported that when the Apostle of Allah delivered sermon, his eyes became red, his voice raised up and his anger severe till he was as it were a warner of an army saying—"It will fall upon you at dawn or at dusk", and he used to say—I and the Hour have been raised up like these two. And he joined his two fingers, the ring and the middle. —Muslim.

699. Ya'la-b-Ommayyah reported: I heard the Prophet reading on the pulpit “And they all called: O Malek! let your Lord give decree against us.”

—Agreed.

700. Omm Hisham, daughter of Haresa-b-an-Nu’man, reported: I did not overtake “Qaf, and by the honoured Quran” except from the tongue of the Apostle of Allah. He used to read it on every Zumma upon the pulpit when he delivered sermon to the people. —Muslim.

701. Amr-b-Hurai reported that the Prophet delivered a sermon on Friday while there was a black turban upon him.

1983. It indicates that there will be no other Prophet between the appearance of the Prophet Muhammad and the Resurrection. It is inferred from this that the Resurrection is not distant.

1984. Malek is the principal guard over Hell. He will be addressed by the infidels: we can't bear such misfortunes and punishments of Hell. Let your Lord take our breath.
He let loose its both sides between his two shoulders. — *Muslim*.

702. *Jaber* reported that the Messenger of Allah said while he was delivering sermon:

> When some one of you comes on Friday while the Imam delivers sermon, let him say two rak'ats and let him be short therein. 1915

— *Muslim*.

703. *Abu Hurairah* reported that the Ms. of Allah said:

> Whoso overtaketh a rak'at of a prayer with the Imam, he has indeed overtaken the (entire) prayer.

— *Agreed*.

704. *Ibn Omar* reported that the Prophet used to deliver two sermons. When he ascended the pulpit, he used to sit down until I consider the Muazzzen finished his call. Then he used to stand up and deliver sermon. Next he used to sit without speaking and then he used to get up and deliver sermon. 1195 — *Abu Dawud*.

705. *Abdullah-b-Mas'ud* reported that when the Prophet stood straight upon the pulpit, we turned our faces towards him. 1197

— *Tirmiz*.

706. *Ja'ber-b-Samarah* reported that the Prophet used to

1985. On the basis of this tradition, Imams Ahmad and Shafayi hold that prayer of two rak'ats for ablution is wajib. Imam Abu Hanifa, Malek and others hold that this prayer at the time of delivery of sermon or outside it is not wajib.

1986. This hadis shows that in the sitting between the two sermons, there shall be no talk or reading. Some latter jurists hold, however, that it is better to read Quran or chapter Ikhlas at that time.

1987. Tirmiz said that they did not know this tradition except from Muhammad, who was not so trustworthy.
deliver sermon in standing.

Then sit and then stand and deliver sermon in standing. He who informed you that he used to deliver sermon in sitting, has indeed spoken falsehood. By Allah, I have indeed prayed with him more than two thousand prayers. —Muslim.

707. Ka’ab-b-Uzrah reported that he entered the mosque while Abdur Rahman b-Ommil Hakam was delivering sermon in sitting. He said: Look at this wretch delivering sermon in sitting while the Almighty Allah said: And when they see a merchandise or a sport, they hasten towards it and leave you standing. 1933 —Muslim.

708. Omarah-b-Ruwaibah reported that he saw Bishr-b-Merwan upon the pulpit raising his hands. So he said: May Allah destroy these two hands! Indeed I saw the Prophet that he did not do more than hinting at by his hand ‘Thus’. And he pointed out with his ring finger. —Muslim.

709. Ja’ber reported that when the Apostle of Allah stood straight upon the pulpit on Friday, he said ‘Sit down.’ Ibn Mas’ud heard it and then he sat at the door of the mosque.

1933. This is verse 62:11 of the Qur’an. This verse was revealed at the time when a caravan appeared from Syria to Medina. The companions were then engaged in Zuma prayer. When the caravan was passing by them, all of them except twelve men went out leaving the prayer.
The Apostle of Allah saw him and said: 'Come, O Abdallah bin Mas'ud.'[Mishkat]

Abu Hurairah reported that the Apostle of Allah said: Whoso overtakes a rak'at of Zu'lma, let him join another with it. And whoso misses the two rak'ats, let him pray four (or he said: Zuhr prayer).

—Darqutni.

SECTION 46

1989. Prayer of Fear

So great an importance was given by Islam to prayer that even in battles and places of fear, prayer must be said towards the remembrance of the Almighty who alone can dispel all calamities. The Holy Prophet himself with his devoted followers used to pray and prostrate before the Glorious Allah in the midst of the enemies. The enemies were not unmindful of their divine acts and were naturally disinclined to see the band of angels who fought with them. About this prayer, the Quran says: And when you are in a journey in the earth, there is no blame on you if you shorten the prayer if you fear that those who disbelieve will cause you distress, for the disbelievers are your open enemies. When Taqun art among them and keepest up the prayer for them, let a party of them stand up with thee and let them take their arms; then when they have prostrated themselves, let them go to your rear and let the other party who have not prayed come forward and pray with them—4:101Q. In case of a great danger it is permitted to say prayer either on foot or on riding. The Quran says: But if you are in danger, then say your prayers on foot or on horse back—2:239Q. This is prayer by Imam i.e. by signs and gestures. It appears from the above verses that the congregation must be divided into two batches, one batch to face the enemy and the other to pray one rak'at behind the Imam. The first batch will then take the place of the second batch and the latter will proceed to pray the
remaining one rak'at with the former Imam who is not to break the prayer but to fulfill two rak'ats. This sort of prayer will give an idea in the mind of the enemies that it is a manoeuvre of armies and not prayer.

There are different traditions regarding the modes of this prayer but the above method has been generally accepted.

The Holy Prophet prayed this prayer of fear in four places, at Zatur-Reqa'a, at the valley of Nakhil at Aslan and at Zufard. This shows that this prayer is allowed only in journey. Imam Abu Hanifa says that it is allowed in case of danger in journey as well as in residence.

710. Salam-b-Abdullah reported from his father who said: I joined the Apostle of Allah in a battle towards Najd. We encountered the enemy and then we drew up ranks for them. The Prophet stood to pray for us, and there stood a party with him and another advanced towards the enemy. The Prophet bowed down with those who were with him and prostrated twice, and then they departed to the place of the party who did not pray. Then they came, and the Prophet bowed down with them one bowing and made two prostrations and then greeted. Everyone of them then got up and bent down for himself one rak'at and made two prostrations. Nafe narrated a similar tradition, and he added: If then there comes a fear severer than that, pray walking, standing upon their feet and riding, facing the Ka'ba or without...
facing it. Nafe' said: I don't consider that Ibn Omar narrated that except from the Messenger of Allah. —Bukhari.

11. Yezid-b-Ruman from Salih-b-Khuwwat from one who prayed with the Prophet the prayer of fear on the day of Zatar Reqa'a reported that a party closed up a rank with him, and a party were facing the enemy. He prayed with those who were with him one rak'at. Then he jumped up on his feet and they completed for themselves and then they went away. They then formed a rank facing the enemy, and another party advanced and prayed with them the rak'at of the prayer which remained due. Afterwards he sat at ease and they prayed in full for themselves and then he greeted with them. —Agreed.

712. Ja'ber reported: We came with the Messenger of Allah till we were at Zatur-Reqa'a. When we came to a shade-giving tree, we left it for the Messenger of Allah.

1960. On fact is clear from this tradition that congregation is not to be given up even in case of fear and dread. Imam Malek says that in journey, prayer of fear may be said but Imam Abu Hanifa holds that both in journey and residence it is allowed in case of fear. It is said that the Holy Prophet prayed this prayer in four places—Zatur-Reqa', valley of Nakl, Asfan, and Zufard.

2001. The man was Sabbi-b-Abi Husain. Zatur Reqa'a is the name of a battle which took place at 5 A.H. between the Prophet and the infidels. The Prophet returned victorious without fight. The battle is so called as the Muslims had received wounds in feet and there were sores. Imams Shafeyi and Malek follow this tradition.
Then a man out of the the polytheists advanced, while the sword of the Apostle of Allah was hanging with a tree. He took the sword of the Holy Prophet and brandished it. He asked the Prophet: Do you fear me? 'No' said he. He asked: Who will then protect you from me? "Allah" reported he, 'will protect me from you.' Then the companions of the Prophet threatened him, snatched the sword and kept it hanging. Then Azan was proclaimed for prayer, and he prayed two rak'ats with a party. Next they made delay, and he prayed with two rak'ats with another party. So for the Apostle of Allah, there were four rak'ats and for the people two rak'ats. —Agreed.

713. Same reported: The Apostle of Allah prayed the prayer of fear with us, and we arrayed two lines behind him while the enemy was between us and the direction of the Ka'ba. The Prophet recited Takbir and we all did so. Then he bent down and we all bent down. Then he raised up his head from the bending, and we all raised up. Then he went

1933. At the time of this talk, his companions were not there. During this talk, the sword fell down from the hand of the unbeliever and it was taken up by the Prophet. Afterwards the companions came and the man was pardoned. This was said before the verse for shortening prayers at the time of journey was revealed. It was said at Asfan.
down to prostration, and so also the row which was next to him, and the last row remained standing in the midst of the enemy. When the Prophet finished prostration, and the row which was next to him stood, the last row went to prostration and then they stood and the last row advanced forward and the first row retraced backward. Then the Prophet bent down and we all bent down, then he raised up his head from the bending, and we all raised up. Then he went down to prostration and also the row which was next to him which was the last in the first rak'at; and the last row stood in the midst of the enemy. When the Prophet finished prostration, and the row which was next to him departed, and the last line went to prostration, they prostrated. Then the Prophet greeted with all. —*Muslim*.

714. Abu Hurairah reported that the Apostle of Allah landed (at a place) between Zajnan \[1938\] and Asfan. \[1934\] The polytheists said regarding these (men): A prayer—it is dearer to them than their parents and their children, and it is Asr prayer. So make your affairs common and encounter them with an united front. Gabriel came to the Holy

---

1938. Zajnan is a hill between Mecca and Medina.

1934. Asfan is the name of a place which is only two stations off from Mecca.
Prophet and ordered him to divide his companions unto two battalions and to pray with them and another party to remain standing behind them and to take their arms and ammunitions, so that there should be one rak'at for them, and for the Apostle of Allah two rak'ats.

—Tirmizi, Nisa'i.

541w. Ja'ber reported that the Messenger of Allah was praying with the people the Zuhr prayer in the midst of fear at the valley of Nakhl. 1965 He prayed two rak'ats with a party and then greeted. Afterwards another party came and he prayed with them two rak'ats and then he greeted.

—Sharthi Sunnat.

SECTION 47

1996. I'd Prayers

I'd comes from Anw meaning to return and Fitr means breaking fast. I'dul Fitr means the festival of breaking fast after Ramazan. I'dul Adhr means the festival of sacrifice which occurs on the day following the haj. Islam has got no festival except these two which are also celebrated with a view to demonstrate happiness after performance of duties like fasting. They teach that there is real happiness in the performance of religious duties. These are also practical examples of Islamic brotherhood in which all men irrespective of caste and creed should join these prayers. The prayer of I'ds is performed in the same manner as the 2 rak'ats of Zumma prayer with the exception of Aqamat or Azan. I'd prayers may be said in fields, or in mosques if the congregations are not great. In this prayer, there are seven takbirs in the first rak'at and five in the second, and

1996. Nakhl is a place between Mecca and Tayef.
used a different road.

—Bukhari

724. Bara‘a reported: The Holy prophet addressed us on the day of sacrifice. He said: Verily the first thing with which we should begin in this day of ours is that we should pray and then return and sacrifice (animals). Whoso does that adopts our ways, and whoso sacrifices before we pray, it is verily the mutton of a goat which he hastens for his family. There is nothing of sacrifice (in it).

—Agreed.

725. Jundub-b-Abdullah al Bajaliy reported that the Messenger of Allah said: Whoso slaughters before the prayer, let him slaughter another in its place; and whoso does not slaughter till we have prayed, let him slaughter in the name of Allah.

—Agreed.

726. Bara‘a reported that the Messenger of Allah said: Whoso slaughters before the prayer, verily he slaughters for himself; and whoso slaughters after the prayer, he has indeed perfected his sacrificial rite and adopted the way of the Muslims.

—Agreed.

1998. It is admitted that anything that is sacrificed before rising of the sun on Jumud day is not lawful. According to Imam Shafiey, it is lawful if the sun rises to the extent of an arrow in the horizon. Imam Abu Hanifa holds sacrifice as wajeb on a man possessing mASH after prayer: It extends up to 12th date of the moon. Nahr means sacrifice of a camel or an animal by an arrow.
727. Ibn Omar reported that the Messenger of Allah used to sacrifice and offer for sacrifice at the praying place. —Bukhari.

728. Anas reported that the Prophet came to Medina, and there were two days for them (Medinities) in which they used to play. He asked: What are these two days? They replied: We used to make play therein in the Days of Ignorance. The Messenger of Allah said: Allah has changed for you better things than these two, the day of Sacrifice and the day of Fitr.

—Abu Daud.

729. Boraidah reported that the Prophet used not to come out on the day of Fitr till he ate, and he used not to take food on the day of sacrifice till he prayed. —Tirmizi, Ibn Majah, Darimi.

730. Kasir-b-Abdullah reported from his father from his grand father that the Prophet read takbir in the two I’d—seven in the first (rak’at) before the Quran reading and five in the last before the Quran-reading. —Tirmizi, Ibn Majah, Darimi.

1999. The days of festivals to the Pre-Islamic Arabs were Naoroj and Meherjan which were the days on which the sun was said to have had changes. In other words, night and day become equal in the midst of the two days. They held festivals on these two days from ancient times. These were replaced by the Prophet by the two I’d days.

2000. According to three Imams, the I’d prayers are recited with seven takbis in the first rak’at and five in the second. There is difference of opinion whether Takbir Tahrima is included within these numbers. Imam Abu Hanifa holds, however, that
731. Sayeed-b-al A’s reported:

I asked Abu Musa and Huzzaifah. How did the Prophet recite Takbir in the two I’das? Abu Musa said: He used to recite four Takbirs like his Takbir over a funeral prayer Huzzaifah said: He has indeed spoken the truth. —Abu Daud.

732. Bara’a reported that the Holy Prophet was presented with a bow on an I’day, and then he delivered sermon (banning) it. —Abu Daud.

733. Ja’ber reported: I was present with the Prophet in a prayer on an I’day. He began with the prayer before the sermon without prayer call and without Aqamat. When he finished the prayer, he stood leaning against Bilal, praised Allah and glorified Him, and instructed the people, and reminded them of Allah and goaded them to His obedience. He went to the women accompanied by Bilal and enjoined them to fear Allah, and admonished them and reminded them of Allah. —Nisai.

734. Abu Hurairah reported that when the Holy Prophet came out on an I’day in one way, he used to return by another. —Tirmizi.

there are three takbirs in the first and three in the second besides another Takbir.

Imam Malik and Ahmad hold seven Takbirs with Takbir Tahrima and five without it. Imam Shafeyi holds seven and five without Takbir Tahrima. As the tradition to this effect are somewhat contradictory, one is free to follow any Mazhab. In order to keep the rules elastic, the Prophet practised in various ways.
735. **Same** reported that rain overtook them on an I’d day. The Holy Prophet prayed the I’d prayer within the mosque with them. —*Abu Daud, Ibn Majah.*

736. **Abu Omair-b-Anas** reported from his uncles who were the companions of the Prophet that a caravan came to the Holy Prophet witnessing that they had seen the new moon yesterday. He ordered them to break fast, and at dawn to return to their praying places. —*Abu Daud, Nisai.*

737. **Ibn Juraih** reported that *Ata’-b-Abbas and Jā’ber-b-Abdul-lah* informed me that there was no Azan on the days of Fitr and Azha. I asked *Ata’a* after a while about it. He informed me. He narrated: *Ja’ber-b-Abdullah* informed me: There is neither Azan for prayer on the day of Fitr when the Imam comes out, nor after he comes out, nor Aqamat, nor call, nor anything. There are no Azan and no Aqamat at that time. —*Muslim.*

738. **Abu Sayeed al Khodri** reported that the Apostle of Allah used to come out on the days of Sacrifice and Fitr and begin prayer. When he finished his prayer, he used to stand and turn towards the people while they remained in their places. If he had any necessity for an army, he mentioned it to the
people; or if he had any other necessity he used to pass order about it and he used to say: Give alms, give alms, give alms. And those that were foremost in charity were the women. Then he departed. Thus it continued, till there came Merwan b. al Hakam. I came out taking the hand of Merwan, till we came to the praying place when lo! Kasir b. al Salt built a pulpit of earth and mortar, and lo! the hand of Merwan was holding me as if it was drawing me towards the pulpit, and I was drawing him towards the prayer. When I saw that from him, I said: Where is the beginning with the prayer? He said: No, O Abu Sayeed! what you know has now been abandoned. I said thrice "Never, by One in whose hand there is my life, you can not bring better than what I know. Afterwards he departed. —Muslim.

512w. Ja'far b. Muhammad reported a defective tradition that the prophet, Abu Bakr and Omar read seven and five takhbirs in the two I'ds and prayer for rain and they prayed before the sermon, and they were loud in reading. —Shafiei.

2001. Merwan was born at 2 A.H. and commanded political influence of a great magnitude.

2002 Abu Sayeed did not join the congregational prayer on account to the bad action of Merwan.
543w. Ata’a reported a defective tradition: When the Prophet delivered sermon, he used to lean against his staff a leaning.
—Shafeyi.

544w. Abul Huwaires reported: The Messenger of Allah wrote to Amr-b-Hazm while he was at Najran: Hasten the prayer of sacrifice, and belate the prayer of Fitr, and remind the people (of Allah.)

2003 —Shafeyi.

SECTION 48


(a) Sacrifice is universal. Sacrifice is prevalent in every religion and community. It was believed that sacrifice was adopted to appease some angry deity or to seek favour. This is entirely a pantheistic idea begotten by a belief in the plurality of gods. Islam, while maintaining the institution of sacrifice, introduced in it a meaning which was not recognised before. The Quran says: Their flesh and their blood will not reach Allah, but self-denying practice will reach Him (22:37Q). “And to every nation we appointed acts of sacrifice that they may mention the name of Allah on what He has given them of the cattle quadrupeds. So your God is one God, therefore to Him should you submit, and give good news to the humble ones whose heart tremble when Allah is mentioned and those who are patient over that which afflicts them”—22:34Q. The act of sacrifice of an animal is an act which thus teaches self-denial, submission to one God at the risk of the dearest things in the world, humbleness of heart and patience under sufferings. When these acts of piety are analysed, we find the following. The dearest thing should be sacrificed in the name of Allah. Cow is held by a people as one of the dearest things in the world. The only pro-

2006. Najran is the name of a town in Hijaz. The Holy Prophet appointed Amr-b-Hajm as Governor of Najran and issued instructions to him.
perty of the Arabs are the cattles, sheeps, goats and camels. These are the most valuable sources of income of the Arabs. Sacrifice of these animal causes the greatest mental suffering of this people and a great loss to them. Sacrifice was therefore ordered as a very effective way of driving out love of property from the soul of mind. Therefore this is a thing which teaches surrender to the Almighty. Secondly, cow is regarded as a god by a section of the people. Indeed, it was taken as an object of worship by the Israelites at the time of Moses. Therefore this cow is more reasonably to be sacrificed for the Great Mas'bud (object of worship). Thirdly, sacrifice of an animal is a natural phenomenon. We see around us that some animals such as lion and tiger live by eating other lower animals. Therefore there is the rule of the survival of the fittest. It is but natural therefore that man will sacrifice animal for the purpose of food. In water, there are innumerable worms having breath. Do we not kill these animals? In ether, innumerable worms are floating. Do we not kill them every moment by inhaling and exhaling? Taking the question of vegetables, we see that there is life in them. Do we not kill them by taking them daily in our food? Therefore we come to this proposition that everything in the world is more or less necessary for us and without sacrificing these things, it is not possible for us to live. It cannot be said that man is to be sacrificed for animal. The fact is that everything in the world has been created for man, and man for worshipping God. The object of animal life is to administer comforts to human beings. An animal will reach its goal in this way. We use therefore their milk, their backs for riding, their flesh for food etc. So sacrifice of animals is natural and no animal should be regarded as an object of worship. There is another reason. That is obedience to divine command even if no reason is understood. Another reason is that the sacrifice of Azha commemorates the surrender of Abraham to divine command—84:758.

(b) Some rules. Knife should be sharpened before hand and animal should not be kept waiting for sacrifice before other animals that have already been sacrificed. Sacrifice extends to two days following the Y'd day—84:545w. In the act of sacrifice, the supplication as recited in 84:747 and Allah's name should be recited. One goat
or ram suffices for one man; and one cow for seven, and one camel for seven. This sacrifice is Wajeb upon those who have got *nisab* according to Imam Abu Hanifa and sunnat Muakkada according to other Imams. It should be remembered that in accordance with the spirit of sacrifice, the animal must be stout and strong without any defect in ear, horn, leg or in any other limb. Each camel for sacrifice must not be less than 5 years old, and each cow not less than 2 years, and each goat not less than one year and each ram or sheep not less than 6 months old.

739. Anas reported that the Messenger of Allah made sacrifice of two stout rams having horns. He sacrificed them with his own hand and took the name of Allah and recited Takbir. He said: I saw him putting his one foot upon their buttocks and saying: In the name of Allah, and Allah is Greatest. 2005

---Agreed.

740. Ayesha reported that the Apostle of Allah passed order regarding a ram having horn. It treaded in blackness and sat in blackness and looked in blackness. 2006 It was brought to be offered for sacrifice. He said: O Ayesha! come with knife. Then he said: Sharpen it with a stone. So I did. Then he took it, and took the ram, placed it down and then slaughtered it. Afterwards he said: In the name of Allah, O Allah! accept from Muhammad and the family

2005. To sacrifice with one's hand is Mustahab. To recite the name of Allah at the time of sacrifice is Fars, and to recite takbir is Mustahab.

2006. It treaded in blackness means—it had black feet. It sat in blackness means—its bullocks are black. It looked in blackness means—its eyes are black.
of Muhammad and from the followers of Muhammad. Afterwards he sacrificed, 2007

—Muslim.

741. Jaber reported that the Apostle of Allah said: Don't sacrifice but a year-old animal except when it becomes difficult to you. Then sacrifice one six months old out of ram, 2004

—Muslim.

742. Qubah b-A'mer reported that the Messenger of Allah gave him a flock of sheep in order to divide them among his companions by way of sacrificial feast. A young kid remained (after division), and so he mentioned it to the Prophet who said: You sacrifice it. And in a narration: I asked: O Ma, of Allah! a young kid has remained with me. He said: Sacrifice it. —Agreed.

743. Ibn Omar reported that the Apostle of Allah used to slaughter and sacrifice at the praying place. —Bukhari.

744. Jaber reported that the Messenger of Allah said: One cow is for seven, and one sheep-camel for seven. —Muslim, Abu Daud.

745. Omm Salamah reported that the Messenger of Allah said: When the first ten days approach and some of you wishes

2007. It is Makruh to sharpen the knife before an animal or to sacrifice an animal before an animal. Hazrat Omar is reported to have inflicted seven stripes to such a man.

2006. Taja'a is a ram of more than six months but less than one year. Camels of more than 5 years and cows of more than 2 years shall be sacrificed.
to make offering by sacrifice, let him not touch anything out of its hairs and nails. And in a narration: he must not take hairs, nor nails. And in a narration: Whoso sees the new moon of Zul-Haj and wishes to make sacrifice, let him neither take off its hairs, nor its nails. —Muslim.

745. Ibn Abbas reported that the Apostle of Allah said: There are no days wherein good actions are more pleasing to Allah than in these ten days. They asked: O Ms. of Allah, nor Jihad in the way of Allah? He said: nor Jihad in the way of Allah except (Jihad of) a person who went out with himself and his property and did not return with anything of them. —Bukhari.

747. Jaber reported that the Messenger of Allah slaughtered on the day of sacrifice two horned white and black castrated rams. When he placed them facing the Qibla, he said: Verily I turned my face towards One who created the heavens and the earth upon the religion of Abraham, being upright, and I am not one of the polytheists. Verily my prayer, my sacrifice, my life and my death are all for Allah, the Lord of the worlds. There is no partner for Him, and I have been ordered with

2003. These are only pious wishes of the Prophet but not strictly prohibited.
that, and I am one of the Muslims. O Allah, it is Thine and for Thee, from Muhammad and his people: In the name of Allah, Allah is the greatest.

-Ahmad, Abu Daud, Ibn Majah.

748. Hanash reported: I saw Ali sacrificing two rams. I asked him: What is this? He said: Verily the Messenger of Allah left instruction to me to sacrifice it, and so I am sacrificing it.

-Tirmizi, Abu Daud.

749. Ali reported: The Apostle of Allah ordered us to examine the eye and ear (of the sacrificial animal) and not to sacrifice an animal whose ear has been cut off in front portion or in back portion, or whose ear has been slit long or round.

-Tirmizi, Abu Daud, Nisai, Ibn Majah.

750. Same reported that the Apostle of Allah prohibited to sacrifice an animal with horn and ear torn off.

-Ibn Majah.

751. Bara'a-b-Ajeb reported that the Apostle of Allah was

2010. Darimi also narrated it. In another narration of Ahmad, Abu Daud, and Tirmizi, it is reported: He said: In the name of Allah, and Allah is the Greatest; O Allah! this is from me and from one who does not sacrifice out of my people.

2011. This hadis shows that to offer an animal for sacrifice on behalf of a dead person is allowed, but some jurists held it unlawful. Ibn Mubarak says that an animal may be given away in charity without sacrifice.

2012. Ibn Majah narrated up-to-eye and ear. According to Imam Shafi'i, it is unlawful to sacrifice an animal whose ear has been partly cut off, but it is lawful according to Imam Abu Hanifah provided it is less than half of the ear.
asked: What should be given up from the sacrificial animals?
He pointed out with his hand:
He said: Four (animals); the lame animal whose lameness is open, the blind animal whose blindness is open, the diseased animal whose disease is open, and the lean animal which will not become strong.
—Malek, Ahmad, Tirmizi, Abu Daud, Nisai, Ibn Majah.

752. Abu Sayeed reported that the Apostle of Allah used to sacrifice a ram having horns, stirile looking with black (eyes), eating with black (tongue) and walking with black (feet).
—Tirmizi, Abu Daud, Nisai, Ibn Majah.

753. Mujashe' from Banu Solaim reported that the Apostle of Allah used to say: Verily a ram of more than six months is sufficient for what a year old goat is sufficient.
—Abu Daud, Nisai, Ibn Majah.

754. Abu Hurairah reported: I heard the Apostle of Allah say: How good are the sacrificial rams which are six months old!
—Tirmizi.

755. Ibn Abbas reported: We were with the Messenger of Allah in a journey. Then the festival of sacrifice took place. We seven became partners in one cow and
ten in one camel. 2014

—Ibn Majah, Nisai, Tirmizi, (Approved, Rare).

756. Ayesha reported that the Apostle of Allah said: The son of Adam does not do anything of the actions of the day of sacrifice which is more pleasing to Allah than the shedding of blood, and verily he will come on the Resurrection Day with its hairs, horns and hoofs; and the blood certainly falls in a place near Allah before it falls down on the ground. So make yourself purified therewith. 2015

—Ibn Majah, Tirmizi

757. Abu Hurairah reported that the Apostle of Allah said: There are no days more pleasing to Allah to be worshipped therein than the ten days of Zul-Hajj. The fasting of every day thereafter amounts to the fasting of a year; and the standing up (in prayer) of one night thereafter amounts to the standing up (in prayer) in the Blessed Night. 2016

758. Jundub b Abdullah reported: I was present at the festival on the day of sacrifice with the Apostle of Allah. He did neither prepare for prayer, nor finish it, nor make greeting, when he saw the meat of sacrificial animals, lo! those

2014. Ten however is not the rule for a camel. It is only seven persons who can sacrifice a camel. This hadis is said to have been abrogated.

2016. Allah accepts it sooner than it falls to the ground.

2015. Tirmizi says that its Isnad is weak.
were slaughtered before he finished his prayer. He said: Whoever slaughters before he prays or we pray, let him sacrifice another in its stead. And in a narration, he reported: The Prophet prayed on the day of sacrifice and then he delivered sermon and then sacrificed. He said: Whoever sacrifices before he prays, let him sacrifice another in its place; and whoever has not sacrificed, let him sacrifice in the name of Allah.

—Agreed.

759. Ibn Omar reported that the Prophet stayed at Medina for ten years making sacrifices. 1017

—Tirmizi

760. Zaid-b-Arqam reported that the companions of the Prophet asked: O Ms. of Allah! what is this sacrifice? He said: The way of your fore-father Abraham (P.F.). They said: What is for us therein, O Ms. of Allah? He said: There is one reward for every hair. They asked: For wool, O Ms. of Allah? He said: There is one reward for every hair of wool.

—Ahmad, Ibn Majah.

545w. Nafe' reported that Ibn Omar said: Sacrifice continues for two days after the day of sacrifice. 1018

—Malek.

2017. This shows that sacrifice is wajib. The Prophet also followed this practice every year.

2018. Malek also reports that he heard similar to this tradition from Ali-b-Abi Taleb. The learned jurists follow this, and Fatwah stands upon the tradition reported by Malak.
761. Abu Hurairah reported from the Prophet who said: There is no Fara'a and no Atirah. He said: Fara'a was the first young one (of an animal) which was born to them and which they offered for sacrifice for their idols, and Atirah was in Rajab. 2020 — Agreed.

762. Mekhnaf-b-Solaim reported: We were waiting at Arafat with the Apostle of Allah. I heard him say: O people! there shall be an animal for sacrifice and an Atirah for every member of any household every year. Do you know what Atirah is? It is that which you name Rajabiah. 2021 — Tirmizi, Abu Dawud, Nisai, Ibn Majah.

763. Abdullah-b-Amr reported that the Apostle of Allah said: I have ordered with a festival on the day of sacrifice which Allah appointed for this people. A man asked him: O Ma. of Allah! inform me that if I do not find except a female gifted camel, I should whether sacrifice it. He said: No, but take off its hairs and nails and shorten your moustache and shave your private hairs. That will be

2020 *Atirah was in Rajab* means that Atirah was an animal which was sacrificed in the month of Rajab.

2021. Tirmizi says that this hadis is rare and weak in isnad.
your completing of your sacrifice near Allah. 2032

—Abu Daud, Nisa'i.

SECTION 50

2023. Prayer of Eclipse

The word Khusuf properly signifies lunar eclipse and Kusuf solar eclipse, but the former has been used in the section in a loose form to mean both lunar and solar eclipses. According to the majority of the learned jurists, prayer on the occasion of an eclipse is sunnat. According to Abu Hanifa, there are two rak'ats of prayers for solar eclipse in congregation without any sermon, and two rak'ats for lunar eclipse without congregation. According to Imam Shafeyi, the prayers shall be said in congregation with Khutbah (sermon).

764. Ayesha reported: Verily the sun eclipsed at the time of the Prophet. He sent one to proclaim “congregational Prayer.” He came and prayed four rak'ats by two rak'ats and four prostrations. Ayesha said: I did never make a bending or a prostration more prolonged than this. 2024

—Agreed.

765. Same reported that the Prophet read openly his Quran in the prayer of eclipse.

—Agreed.

766. Abdullah-b-Abbas reported that the sun eclipsed at the

2022. منحية is a she-camel which is gifted to a needy man on condition that the donor will drink its milk while it gives milk and then it should be returned to the owner.

2024. It is seen from this that in every rak'at, two bendings and two prostrations shall be made. Imam Abu Hanifa held that one bending and one prostration are sufficient in one rak'at of the prayer of eclipse.
time of the Apostle of Allah. The Apostle of Allah said prayer while the people were with him. He stood as long as the chapter 'Cow' can be read and then he bent for long and then he rose. Then he kept standing for long and that was less than the first standing. Then he made a long bending and it was less than the first bending. Afterwards he rose and then kept standing for long, and it was less than the first standing. Then he rose and made prostration. Afterwards he stood and remained standing for long, and it was less than the first standing. Next he bent for long, and it was less than the first bending. Next he rose and remained standing for long, and it was less than the first standing. Next he bent for long, and it was less than the first bending. Then he rose and made prostration, and then he went away, while the sun shone bright. He said: Verily the sun and the moon are two signs of the signs of Allah. They do not eclipse for death of anybody or for his life. So when you see that, remember Allah. They asked: O Ms. of Allah! we saw you that you took something in this place of yours, and then we found that you stepped behind. He said: Verily I saw paradise and I intended to take
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768. Abu Musa reported that the sun (once) eclipsed. Then the Prophet stood with horror fearing that the Hour had come. He came to the mosque and prayed with the longest of standing, bending and prostration which I did never see him doing. He said: These are signs which Allah sends not for death of anybody, nor for his life, but He frightens therewith His servants. So when you see anything of that, hasten to remember Him, supplicate to him and seek forgiveness from Him. —Agreed.

769. Jaber reported that the sun eclipsed at the time of the Prophet on the day Ibrahim, son of the Prophet, died. He prayed six rak'ats with the people with four prostrations. 2024
—Muslim.

770. Ibn Abbas reported that the Apostle of Allah prayed when the sun eclipsed 8 rak'ats before prostration. And from Ali, (it is reported) like that.
—Muslim.

771. Abdur Rahman-b-Samorah reported: I was throwing arrows at Medina at the life-time of the Apostle of Allah when lo! there was solar

2025. Ibrahim was son of the Prophet by Mary, the Copt. He was born at 6 A.H. and died at 10 A.H. at the age of 18 months. Prophet wept bitterly on his death.
eclipse. I threw them off and said: By Allah, I must look to what has been revealed to the Apostle of Allah about eclipse of the sun. Then I came to him while he was standing in prayer raising up his hands. He began to read Tasbih, Tahlil, Takbir and Tahmid and invoke till he became tired of it. When he was tired of it, he read two chapters and prayed two rak'ats. —Muslim.

772. Samorah-b-Jundub reported: The Messenger of Allah prayed with us in solar eclipse for which we did not hear any sound. —Tirmizi, Abu Daud, Nisai, Ibn Majah.

773. Akramah reported that it was questioned to Ibn Abbas: Such and such wife of the Ms. of Allah died. Then he fell in prostration. It was said to him: Do you prostrate at this hour? He said that the Apostle of Allah had said: When you see a sign, make prostration. And what sign is greater than the passing away of the wives of the Prophet? —Abu Daud, Tirmizi.

773 (a) Asma’-a-bn-Abi Bakr reported that the Holy Prophet ordered manumission of slaves at the time of the solar eclipse. —Bukhari.

2026. She was Hazrat Safiyah.
774. Obai-b-Ka'ab reported that the sun eclipsed during the time of the Messenger of Allah. He prayed with them and read a long chapter, and said five rak'ats, and made two prostrations. Then he stood for the second time and read a long chapter and then said five rak'ats and made two prostrations. Afterwards he sat invoking, facing the Ka'ba, till its eclipse disappeared.

—Abu Daud.

SECTION 52

2027. Prostration of gratefulness.

The kind of prostration is made on the receipt of a good news or for avoiding harms. Imam Shafeyi says that it is sunnat, while Imam Abu Hanifa and Malek hold it to be Makruh. It is said that the Holy Prophet fell in prostration when he heard the murder of Abu Jahl; Abu Bakr also did likewise when he heard the murder of Musailamah, and Ali when he heard the murder of the Kharijites. This prostration takes place not in prayer but outside it.

775. Abu Bakrah reported that when a happy news reached him or he was pleased with it, he used to fall down in prostration by way of gratefulness to Allah, the Almighty.

—Abu Daud, Tirmizi (Approved, Rare)

776. Sa'ad-b-Abi Waqas reported: We came out with the Apostle of Allah from Mecca with the intention of (going
to) Medina. When we were near Azwaza’a, he got down and then raised up his hands and supplicated to Allah for an hour. Thereafter he fell down in prostration and stayed for long and then he got up and raised up his hands for an hour and afterwards fell down in prostration, and stayed for long. Then he got up and raised up his hands for an hour and then fell down in prostration. He said: Verily I begged of my Lord and interceded for my people. He gave me one-third of my people. Then I fell down in prostration to my Lord out of gratefulness. Afterwards I raised up my head and begged of my Lord for my people. Then he gave me one-third of my people. Then I fell down in prostration to my Lord out of gratefulness. Afterwards I raised my head and begged of Allah for my people. He then gave me the remaining one-third. Then I fell down in prostration to my Lord out of gratefulness.

—Ahmad, Abu Daud.

546w. Abu Ja’far reported that the Apostle of Allah saw a man out of the dwarfs and fell down in prostration.

—Darqutni (Defective).
2028. Prayer for rain

According to Imam Shafiey, Abu Yusuf and Muhammad, prayer for rain is just like prayer for Fajr. There are two rak'ats of prayer for this according to Imam Malek, but there is no prayer for rain according to Imam Abu Hanifa, except supplication, seeking of forgiveness and glorification. Hazrat Omar is said to have only supplicated for rain, but the Hanif mazhab follows not Abu Hanifa but his disciples on this point. They gave a decision for prayer for rain as there are traditions in support of it. It has been suggested that it is better to read chapter Qaf (50Q) in the first rak'at or chapter (57Q); and in second rak'at the chapter (54Q) or chapter (68Q).

777. Abdullah-b-Zaid reported that the Apostle of Allah came out with the people to the praying place to pray for rain. Then he prayed two rak'ats with them wherein he was loud in Quran-reading. He faced the Ka'ba for supplication and raised up his hands and turned his sheet when he faced the Ka'ba. —Agreed.

778. Anas reported that the Prophet used not to raise up his hands in anything of his supplication except in prayer for rain, and verily he used to raise till the brightness of his armpit was seen. —Agreed.

779. Same reported that the Holy Prophet prayed for rain; and he hinted with the surface of his two palms at the heaven. —Muslim.
780. **Ayesha** reported that when the Holy Prophet saw rain, he used to say: O Allah! incessant profitable shower.

—Bukhari.

781. **Anas** reported that while we were with the Prophet, rain overtook us. Then the Messenger of Allah drew his cloth (upon the body) till it drenched him with rain water. We said: O Ms. of Allah! why have you done this? He said: Because it is a new thing from its Lord. —Muslim.

782. **Abdullah-b-Zaid** reported that the Apostle of Allah went out to the praying place and prayed for rain. He turned his sheet when he faced the Ka'ba; he put its right skirt over his left shoulder and put its left skirt over his right shoulder, and afterwards he supplicated to Allah. **Abu Daud.**

783. **Same** reported that the Apostle of Allah said prayer for rain while there was a black gown over him. He intended to take the lower portion of it and to put its upper portion over him. When it became heavy, he turned it over upon his shoulder. **Ahmad, Abu Daud.**

784. **Anas** reported that when there was famine, Omar-b-al Khattab prayed for rain with Abbas-b-Abdul Muttaeleb. He said: O Allah! verily we approach Thee through the

---

*2029. This tradition does not mention prayer for rain.*
means of our Prophet. So give us rain. And verily we seek the means of the uncle of our Prophet towards Tāree, so give us rain. He said: Then they were given rain. —Balābiri.

785. Omar, a liberated slave of Abu Ithnām, reported that he had seen the Prophet praying for rain near Ahjurz-Zait near Zaera's standing with supplication, praying for rain with his hands raised up towards his face, but not allowing them to cross his head 100 —Abn Daud, Fīrūzī, Nisai.

786. Ibn Abbas reported that the Apostle of Allah came out (that is) for prayer of rain, being modest, humble, and obedient. —Fīrūzī, Abn Daud, Nisai, Ibn Mājah.

787. An-nāb-Sha'īb reported from his father who from his grand father who said that when the Apostle of Allah prayed for rain, he said: O Allah, give Thy servants and Thy animals rain and spread Thy mercy and give life to Thy dead city.

—Malek, Abn Daud.

788. Jāber reported: I saw the Holy Prophet raising hands and saying: O Allah! Give us rain, abundant, wide spread, producing herbage, benefitting without doing injury, in haste without

300. Abjaruz-Zait is the name of a place in Medina. It is so called because of the blackness of its stones. Its taste is like olive oil. Zaera is the name of a place in the bazaar of Medina.
delay; He said: Then the clouds poured heavy shower on them. —Abu Daud.

769. Ayesha reported that the people complained to the Holy Prophet about dire want of rain. He passed order for a pulpit and it was put in the praying-place, and he gave a promise to the people that (rain would fall on a day on which) they should come out. Ayesha said: Then the Messenger of Allah came out when a portion of the sun had appeared. He sat upon the pulpit, read Takbir, praised Allah and then said: Verily you complain about famine in your houses and the belating of rain for you from its appointed time while Allah directed you to call Him and promised you that He will respond to you. Then he prayed: “All praise is due to Allah, Lord of the universe, the most Compassionate, the most Merciful, Lord of the day of Judgment. There is no deity but Allah. He docth what He wisheth. O Allah! Thou art Allah; there is none to be served but Thee, (Thou art) rich and we are poor. Send rain upon us, and make what Thou sendest for us a power and a provision for a time.” Then he raised up his hands and did not give up raising till the whiteness of his armpits was seen. Then he turned towards the people his back and turned or changed his sheet with his hands raised.
delay; He said: Then the clouds poured heavy shower on them.

—Abu Daud.

789. Ayesha reported that the people complained to the Holy Prophet about dire want of rain. He passed order for a pulpit and it was put in the praying-place, and he gave a promise to the people that (rain would fall on a day on which) they should come out. Ayesha said: Then the Messenger of Allah came out when a portion of the sun had appeared. He sat upon the pulpit, read Takbir, praised Allah and then said: Verily you complain about famine in your houses and the belating of rain for you from its appointed time while Allah directed you to call Him and promised you that He will respond to you. Then he prayed: “All praise is due to Allah, Lord of the universe, the most Compassionate, the most Merciful, Lord of the day of Judgment. There is no deity but Allah. He doeth what He wisheth. O Allah! Thou art Allah; there is none to be served but Thee, (Thou art) rich and we are poor. Send rain upon us, and make what Thou sendest for us a power and a provision for a time.” Then he raised up his hands and did not give up raising till the whiteness of his armpits was seen. Then he turned towards the people his back and turned or changed his sheet with his hands raised
Prophet used to say: O Allah! I beg Thee of its good and the good of what is therein and the good of what is sent therewith and I seek refuge to Thee from its evils and the evils of what is therein and the evils of what is sent therewith. And when heaven became cloudy, his colour became changed. He came out, entered, advanced and retraced back. When it was raised up, he was pleased with it. Ayesha recognised that and asked him. He said: O Ayesha! perchance it is as the people of A'd said: When they saw it advancing and coming towards their valleys, they said: This is a cloud which will rain over us. (And in a narration, he said: When he saw rain as mercy etc.). —Agreed.

793. Ibn Omar reported that the Ms. of Allah said: The keys of the unseen are five. Then he read: Verily Allah is He with whom is the knowledge of the Hour, and He sends down rain—the verse. 2038

—Bukhari.

794. Abu Hurairah reported that the Ms. of Allah said: It is not famine that there is no rain over you, but it is famine.

2038. The full verse is as follows: Surely Allah is He with whom is the knowledge of the Hour, and He sends down rain, and He knows what is in the wombs, and nobody knows what he shall earn on the morrow, and no one knows in what land he shall die; surely Allah is Knowing, Aware—81: 84Q.
that there is rain over you, but still the earth does not grow anything.
—Muslim.

795. Abu Hurairah reported:
I heard the Apostle of Allah say: Verily the wind is from the mercy of the Almighty Allah. It brings mercy and punishment. So don't abuse it, but ask Allah of its good and seek refuge to Him from its evils.
—Shafeyi, Abu Daud, Ibn Majah.

796. Ibn Abbas reported that a man cursed the wind in presence of the Prophet. He said: Curse not the wind, and verily it has been commanded; and verily as for one who curses a thing which does not deserve it, the curse returns to him.
—Tirmizi (Rare)

797. Obai b-Ka'ab reported that the Apostle of Allah said: Rebuke not the wind. But when you see what you dislike, say: O Allah! verily we ask Thee of the good of this wind and the good of what it contains, and the good of what it has been ordered with; and we seek refuge to Thee from the evils of this wind and the evils of what is therein, and the evils of what it has been ordered with. —Tirmizi.

798. Ayesha reported that when the Prophet saw anything (meaning cloud) appearing in the sky, he used to leave his actions and advance towards it and say:
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O Allah! verily I seek refuge to Thee from the evils of what is therein. If Allah removed it, He praised Allah; and if it rained, he said: O Allah, (send) profitable shower.

—Abu Daud,
Nisai, Ibn Majah, Shafeyi.

799. Ibn Omar reported that when the Prophet heard the verse of thunder and lightning, he used to say: O Allah! kill us not with Thy wrath, destroy us not with Thy punishment, and pardon us before that.

—Ahmad, Tirmizi (Rare)

547w. Abu Hurairah reported:
I heard the Messenger of Allah say: A Prophet among the prophets came out praying for rain when lo! he was by some ants which raised up some of their feet towards the sky. He said: Return, you will be responded to on account of these ants.

—Darquini.

548w. Ibn Abbas reported:
Wind did not blow at any time except that the Holy Prophet sat upon his knees and said: O Allah! make it a mercy, and make it not a punishment. O Allah! make it a joy and make it not a storm. Ibn Abbas said about the book of the Almighty Allah: Verily We sent upon them a violent wind and We sent upon them a barren wind, and We
sent the fertilising wind in
order that it may send the
winds conveying good news.
—Shafei, Baghdad.

549w. Abdullah-b-Zubair re-
ported that when he heard any
thunder, he used to leave con-
servation and say: Glory be to One
whom thunder glorifies with His
praise, and also the angels out
of His fear.
—Malek.

CHAPTER XXXV
SECTION 1

2035. Fasting

(a) Fasting is an universal institution. Fasting is one of the
type fundamental articles upon which Islam stands. It
is an universal institution in as much as all the religions of the
world and all the great religious personalities adopted fasting as
the principal method of controlling and killing passions. The Celts,
the Romans, the Babylonians, and the Assyrians practised it. The
philosophers, either Cynic, Stoic, Pythagorean or Neoplatonic,
left advice for fast. The followers of Hinduism, Jainism, Confucius
and Zoroaster practised it. The Jews observe an annual fast on the
Day of Atonement in commemoration of the descent of Moses
from Sinai. The prophet Moses qualified himself to receive revela-
tion from God after forty days of fasting. Jesus fasted for forty
days in the desert and commanded his followers to faste (Mathew
4:18). Therefore the institution of fasting is universal and existed in
some form or another till it fell into disuse owing to want of method,
regularity and time. That was fasting previously is suppor-
ted by the following verse: The fasting was prescribed for those
who were before you—2:183Q.

(b) Fasting gained perfection in Islam. The injunction about
fasting was revealed in 2 A.H. in Islam. It gave the institution
of fasting a finishing touch and introduced therein method, regular-
ity, and meaning which go together to make it perfect and ever-
living. Fasting will not die a natural death in Islam. Like prayer, the
institution of fasting is kept alive as it is observed every year in the world of Islam and forms the regulating principle of their lives. Fasting was previously resorted to as a sign of grief or mourning or for commemoration of a great event. The underlying idea was to propitiate an angry god. Islam abolished this pantheistic idea and introduced a highly developed significance. The object is that you may guard against evil—2:183Q. In other words, the chief object of fasting is to generate power in a man which can control unruly passions just as a beast is brought under control by keeping it occasionally hungry and then by giving it food. The same principle has been expressed by the following traditions: 'The castration of my people is fasting'—34:473W. 'Whoso is not able (to marry), keep fast, and verily it is (as it were) castration for him'—27:3. Thus fasting has been introduced as it kills the animal propensities in a man. Secondly in Islamic fasting, there is nothing to be eaten or drunk from the early dawn till the setting of the sun. If anything, say even water, is taken, it produces no appreciable effect on mind as a result of hunger. It is then a misnomer of fasting. Thirdly, in order to put an effective check on passions, even intercourse with wife in the hours of fasting has been prohibited. In other religions, this has not been so prohibited and therefore there has been no effective check on passions. Fourthly, fasting is methodical in Islam as in every month of Ramzan, the young and the old, the rich and the poor, the literate and the illiterate, all have to fast with the same spirit of common fatherhood of God and universal brotherhood of man; while in other religions, it is not so. Islam has not forgotten to reserve provisions for optional fasting at the choice of every Muslim. It has therefore kept the door of voluntary fasting open to all. Because of the want of any provision for compulsion, fasting in other religions is practically dead. Islam saved this institution by making it obligatory. This seasonal fasting is natural as the world also undergoes such a fasting in particular season of the year. From Falgun to Baisakh in India, the earth is dried up by God but He gives it food after that period. Thus the drying up of the body is also required in some particular time of the year. For these reasons, fasting has reached perfection in Islam.

(c) Results obtained by fasting. (1) As already stated, fasting brings passions under control. Passion is the root of all evils and
this can be regulated by the method of fasting. In case of excessive food and drink, it rises its head and commits tremendous havoc in the spiritual world. It is a natural law that the more is the physical weakness of the body, the more is the weakness of passion. For example, a man having a strong urge of sexual passion is ordered to fast—27:3. Daily practice of such fast with a little quantity of food taken at regular intervals will completely annihilate the sexual urge. Similar is the case with other evil tendencies. The Almighty Allah created man and his passions. He knows the best medicines for passions and therefore has prescribed fasting. Our fasting does not profit God, nor does our eating; but when in His wisdom, He decreed fast, He did it that we may be given health of body and soul.

(ii) It makes the soul shining. Fasting invigorates the soul and enlivens it from its lethargic state, while excessive eating makes it blind and dark just as excessive water destroys crops. Excessive eating makes a man dull and stupid and deprives a man from the power of thinking. A hungry belly is, however, a fountain of wisdom. This has been the experience of many pious divines.

(iii) Fasting gives taste in Prayer. By the practice of fasting, taste in prayer is enjoyed. A full belly can never taste the sweetness of prayers and invocations. His prayer ends only in tongue and does not enter heart which is full with food.

(iv) Fasting removes false sense of prestige. It removes pride because a hungry man finds himself weak and naturally turns towards One who is strong. Hunger thus makes a man modest and turns the mind towards the Almighty for help.

(v) It saves time and trouble. Fasting reduces the period of sleep and thus a great deal of time is saved for works. Excessive eating keeps a man engaged very often in taking food and responding to the frequent calls of nature while this time can be saved by fasting.

(vi) Fasting saves money. Fasting saves expenditures and thus helps economy. This is no less useful to a worldly man having small means.

(vii) It greatly contributes to the preservation of health. Health improves a great deal by fasting. The great American-physician Dr. Dewey said: ‘Take the food away from a sick man’s stomach, and then you have begun to starve not the sick man
but the disease. The digestive organs are given some rest to work with redoubled energy and vigour just as a land which was left without cultivation for one year brings abundant crops in the year following, or just as a man can work with redoubled vigour after some rest. Spiritual progress depends on healthy mind which again depends on healthy body. Therefore the value of fasting for preservation of health is very great.

(viii) **Fasting teaches democracy.** It teaches democracy which is not even witnessed in prayer. A king may pray with a beggar in the mosque but at home he may lead quite a different life by taking foods at pleasure and by having sexual relations with women. Fasting, however, places all men, rich and poor, on the same pitiful plight of hunger and does not allow anybody to take food and drink or to have sexual relation in day time.

(ix) **Fasting teaches sympathy for the hungry.** Fasting is the only thing which gives a sense of pangs of a hungry man in the mind of the rich. Thus this sense enkindles a spirit of kindness to the poor and the distressed. It also gives rise to the thought how the people will fare on the Resurrection Day when they will feel the greatest urge of hunger and thirst.

(x) **Fasting teaches moral discipline.** Fasting is a training ground for the lesson that man, whatever is his rank and position, is prepared to suffer the greatest privation and the hardest trial. This lesson is learnt from day to day. This practice really contributes to the moral development of man. Fasting accustoms a man to face the hardships of life and increases his power of resistance.

(xi) **Fasting keeps faith in God a living force.** A fasting man can easily satisfy himself by taking food or drink in the inner recesses of his house. There is none to see him if he pours down some drops of water to his thirsty throat but he feels that Allah is near him and so he restrains himself. Thus the existence of Allah is felt closer and closer. This is not for once or twice but regularly for a whole month. In this way, faith in God is kept alive and a new consciousness of a higher life is awakened. For this, the Quran says: Only the patient will be paid back their rewards in full without measure—39:10Q.

(d) **Compulsory Fast.** In all the principal ordinances of Islam
there are two sides, compulsory and optional. Here we are discussing about the compulsory fast. Farz or compulsory fast comes to pass only in the month of Ramzan. It commences with the new moon of Ramzan and ends with the appearance of the new moon of Shawwal. The Quran says with regard to this compulsory fast: O you who believe! fasting is prescribed for you, as it was prescribed for those before you, so that you may guard against evil, for a fixed number of days, but whoever among you is sick or on a journey, then a like number of other days; and those who are able to do it may redeem it by feeding a poor man. So whoso does good spontaneously, it is good for him; and that you fast is better for you if you know. The month of Ramzan is that in which the Quran was revealed........; therefore whoso of you is present in the month, he shall fast therein—2: 183 to 185. Eat and drink until the whiteness of the day becomes distinct from the blackness of the night at dawn, then complete the fast till night—2:187. The Quran was revealed in the month of Ramzan and therefore it is fitting that this month should be observed for spiritual training.

Exceptions: In case of inability to fast, there is no compulsion. Those who are ill, or in journey, or those women who are in the course of menstrual discharge, or pregnant, or have suckling children at breast have been exempted from fasting the Ramzan but they are required to keep fast for the equal number of other days.

(e) Expiatory Fast. The following fasts have been enjoined as an expiation for breach of divine commandments.

(i) Two months' successive fasting in case a Muslim killed a Muslim by mistake and the killer has not the means to free a slave (4:92Q).

(ii) Two months' successive fasting when the husband puts away the wife by saying: Thou art to me as the back of my mother (58:34Q).

(iii) Three days' fasting as an expiation for breach of an oath (5:89Q).

(iv) Fasting if a Muhrim kills a game (5:95Q).

(v) Two months' fasting for breach of one fast of Ramzan without lawful excuse.

(f) Compensatory Fast. Fasting has also been recommended for breach of certain minor duties as compensation.

(i) In default of charity or sacrifice of an animal, a Muhrim
is required to fast for 3 days for breach of certain duties (2:196Q).

(2) If one breaks the Ihram before Haj though he observed Ihram by combining Umrah and Haj together, he is required to fast for three days during the pilgrimage and seven days after the pilgrimage (2:196Q).

(3) In case of breach of a vow, there is fast.

The above fasts assume a binding character on the occurrence of certain circumstances and in default of certain expiations.

2086. Excellence of Fasting.

In this section, there are traditions relating to the virtues and merits which a man gets from God by fasting the month of Ramadhan. In this month, the doors of mercy, forgiveness and kindness are specially opened and the doors of punishment are closed up. So whoso wishes to have these blessings will at once take up to fasting at the advent of this month. God says: It is for Me and I shall certainly compensate it—35:3. The Prophet said: The fragrance of the mouth of a fasting man is more pleasant to Allah than the smell of musk—35:4.

1. Abu Hurairah reported that the Apostle of Allah said: When Ramzan comes, the doors of heaven are opened, 2086a (in a narration: The doors of Paradise are opened), and the doors of Hell are shut up, and the devils are put under chains. And in a narration: The doors of mercy are opened. —Agreed.

2. Sahl-b-Sa‘ad reported that the Messenger of Allah said: In Paradise, there are eight

---

2086a. Mercy and blessing of Allah descend in Ramzan just as in Paradise; and supplications duly made therein are generally granted. 'The doors of Paradise are opened' means that the people are given in Ramzan the means of carrying on good and pious actions. 'The doors of Hell are shut up' means that those who fast are free from such actions as will lead to Hell, and that minor sins are forgiven. 'The devils are put under chains' means that devilish natures are kept under control owing to self-denial from food, and drink and sexual intercourse.
doors of which there is a door named Rayyan. 2087 None but those who fast will enter it.

—Agreed.

3. Abu Hurairah reported that the Messenger of Allah said: Whoso fasts Ramzan out of faith and hopeful of reward, all his past sins will be forgiven for him; and whoso stands up (in prayer) in Ramzan out of faith and hopeful of reward, all his past sins will be forgiven and whoso stands up (in prayer) at the Blessed Night out of faith and hopeful of reward, all his past sins will be forgiven.

—Agreed.

4. Same reported that the Messenger of Allah said: Every good action of the son of Adam shall be multiplied to ten times like it up to seven hundred times. The Almighty Allah said: Except-fasting, 2088 because it is for Me, and I shall Myself compensate it. He gives up his passions and food for Me. For a fasting man, there are two rejoicings, one rejoicing at the time of his breaking fast, and one at the time of meeting his

2087. Similar sense has been expressed in tradition 8:1. Therein it has been stated that fasting men will enter Paradise by the door of Rayyan.

2088. Merits of fasting are manifold and can not be counted in numbers. This is for two reasons. Sincerity of purpose in fasting is greater than all other divine acts as it is a secret worship done absolutely for Allah. Secondly, it is a great medicine for human passions and evil tendencies. A virtue can increase up to 700 virtues just as a paddy-seed can grow up to 700 paddy seeds.
Lord, and certainly the fragrance of the mouth of a fasting man is more pleasant to Allah than the smell of musk. And fasting is a shield. \[2039\] So when the fasting of some one of you comes up, he shall not utter foul words, nor shall he cry hoarse. If then anybody rebukes him or fights with him, let him say: I am a man observing fast. —Agreed.

5. Abu Hurairah reported that the Messenger of Allah said: When there appears the first night of the month of Ramzan, the devils and evil ginn are put in chains, and the doors of the fire are shut up so as no door therefrom can be opened, and the doors of Paradise are opened up, so as no door therefrom can be shut up; and a proclaimer proclaims: O seeker of good! come forward. O seeker of evils, cut short. And for the sake of Allah, they are free from the Fire; and that is for every night.

—Tirmizî (Rare), Ibn Majah, Ahmad.

6. Abu Hurairah reported that the Messenger of Allah said: There came to you Ramzan, a Blessed month. Its fasting—Allah made obligatory on you. The doors of heaven are opened up therein; and the doors of Hell are shut up therein; and the mischievous devils are put in

---

2039. Fasting is a shield as it shields a man from evil deeds and curbs passions.
chains for Allah. There is a night therein which is better than one thousand months. Whoso is deprived of its good, is deprived of all good.

—Ahmad Nisai.

7. Anas-b-Malek reported: At the advent of Rumzan the Messenger of Allah said: Verily this month has come to you; and therein there is a night which is better than one thousand months. Whoso is deprived of it, is deprived of all good; and none is deprived of its good except every unfortunate man.

—Ibn Majah.

550w. Abdullah-b-Amr reported that the Messenger of Allah said: Fasting and the Quran will intercede for a man. Fasting will say: O Lord! I denied him food and sexual satisfaction during day-time. So make me an intercessor for him. And the Quran will say: I denied him sleep during night. So make me an intercessor for him. So they will both intercede.

—Baihaqi.

551w. Salman al-Faresiy reported: The Messenger of Allah admonished us on the last day of Sha'ban. He said: O men! verily there has come to you a magnificent month, a blessed month, a month wherein there is a night which is better than one thousand months. Allah has
made its fast obligatory and
the standing (in prayer) of its
nights optional. 2340 Whoso comes
therein with a good habit, becomes
like one who performs an
obligatory thing in what is
besides it; and whoso performs
an obligatory thing becomes
like one who performs 70
obligatory duties in what is
besides it. And it is a month
of patience; and as for patience,
its reward is Paradise. And (it
is) a month of mutual sympathy,
and a month wherein the provi-
sion of a believer is increased. Who-
so gives 'Iftar' therein to a fast-
ing man, there is for him forgive-
ness for his sins, and emancipation
of his neck from the Fire, and
there is for him the like of his
reward without anything being
diminished from his reward.

We asked: O Ms. of Allah! nobody
of us finds means wherewith to
give 'Iftar' to a fasting man.
Then the Messenger of Allah
said: Allah will bestow this
reward on one who gives Iftar
to a fasting man with a sip of
milk, or date, or a sip of water.
And whoso gives satisfaction
to a fasting man, Allah will give
him drink from my Fountain,
which will not make him thirsty
till he will enter Paradise. And it
is a month of which the beginning
is mercy, the middle is forgiveness
and the end is forgiveness.

2340. This refers to Tarawih prayer during Ramadhan. It is according to Hanafi
Maqabah 'Sunnat Muakkadah'.
and the end is freedom from the Fire. And whoso makes light the (burden of) his covenanted slaves therein, Allah will forgive him, and He will make him free from the Fire.

—Baihaqi.

552w. Ibn Abbas reported that when the month of Ramzan approached, he used to set free every prisoner and give alms to every beggar. —Baihaqi.

553w. Ibn Omar reported that the Messenger of Allah said: Verily Paradise embellishes itself for Ramzan at the beginning of a year to the following year. When the first day of Ramzan appears, wind blows under the Throne from the leaves of Paradise upon the pure-eyed virgins. They say: O Lord! give us our husbands from Thy servants. Our eyes will take solace from them, and their eyes will take solace from us.

—Baihaqi.

554w. Abu Hurairah reported from the Prophet who had said that there is forgiveness for his people in the last night of Ramazan. It was questioned: O Ms. of Allah! is it the Blessed Night? 'No' said he, 'but (as for) a worker, his wages will be given in full when he finishes his work.'

—Ahmad.
SECTION 2

2041. Sight of new moon.

A lunar month consists of 29 or 30 days. According to this calculation, a lunar year is less than nearly 12 days of a solar year. Hence the month of Ramzan rotates in every season and comes back to its starting point during the course of nearly 29 or 30 years. The people of every climate gets advantages by that. If the moon is visible on the 29th Sha'ban, the Ramazan begins on the following day. If not, from the day following the 30th day of Sha'ban. This is the case with the I'd day.

8. Ibn Omar reported that the Messenger of Allah said: Don't fast until you see the new moon; and don't break it until you see it. If then there is cloud over you, count in full. In a narration, he said: The month is of twenty nine nights. So don't fast until you see it; if then there is cloud over you, wait and complete the number thirty. —Agreed.

9. Abu Hurairah reported that the Messenger of Allah said: Fast at the sight of it, and break it at the sight of it; if there is cloud over you, then complete the number of Sha'ban—thirty. —Agreed.

10. Ibn Omar reported that the Apostle of Allah said: We are an illiterate people, knowing no writing and counting. The month is such and such (and he closed the fingers at the
third time). Afterwards he said:
A month is such and such, that is, complete thirty (days), that is, sometimes twenty nine and sometimes thirty. —Agreed

11. Abu Bakrah reported that the Apostle of Allah said: These are two months of festival which do not deccase-Ramazan and Zul-Haj.
—Agreed

12. Abu Hurairah reported that the Apostle of Allah said:
None of you shall precede Ramazan by one or two (fasts) except a person who used to keep fast. Let him then fast that day. 3012
—Agreed.

13. Abu Hurairah reported that the Apostle of Allah said:
When there comes the middle of Sha'ban, don't fast. 2243
—Abu Daud, Tirmizi, Ibn
—Majah.

14. Same reported that the Apostle of Allah said: Count the new moon of Sha'ban for Ramazan.
—Tirmizi.

15. Oumme Salamah reported:
I did not see the Prophet fasting

2042. Fasting on the previous day of Ramazan is generally disallowed. There is an exception in the case of a man who is accustomed to fasting on that day. If a man habitually fasts on Zunna-day which accidentally coincides with the previous day of Ramazan, he is allowed to fast that day. This is however said to be Makrah.

2043. The Holy Prophet told it out of compassion for his followers, as by too much fasting a man may lose his health. If however a man is capable of keeping fast, prohibited as the Prophet is said to have kept fast throughout the month of
for two consecutive months except Sha'ban and Ramazan.

—Abu Daud, Tirmizi, Nisai, Ibn Majah.

16. Ammar-b-Yaser reported: Whoso fasts the day about which he doubts has indeed disobeyed the father of Qasem 2044 —Abu Daud, Tirmizi, Nisai, Ibn Majah, Darimi.

17. Ibn Abbas reported that a desert Arab came to the Prophet and said: Verily I have seen the new moon, that is the new moon of Ramazan. He asked: Do you bear witness that there is no god but Allah? ‘Yea’ replied he. He asked: Do you bear witness that Muhammad is the Apostle of Allah? ‘Yea’ said he. He said: O Bilal! proclaim among men that they should keep fast tomorrow. 2045 —Abu Daud, Tirmizi, Nisai, Ibn Majah.

18. Ibn Omar reported: They (meaning the people) saw the new moon. Then I informed the Prophet: Verily I have seen it (the new moon). So he fasted and ordered the people to observe its fasting. —Abu Daud, Darimi.

2044. Father of Qasem is the Prophet himself. This doubt refers to the fasting of the day which has not been proved to be the 1st Ramazan owing to the absence of the new moon from general view. If there is no cloud and nobody sees the moon, there is no doubt that the day is not first Ramazan. Doubt occurs in the opposite case.

2045. This proves that the deposition of one man is sufficient for proof of sight of the new moon of Ramazan provided the man is pious. Imam Abu Hanifa upholds this opinion.

2046. The Prophet used to count every day of Sha’ban to ascertain the first day of Ramazan.
19. Ayesha reported that the Apostle of Allah used to remember Sha’ban besides which he did not remember so much. Then he kept fast of Ramazan as a result of its sight. If there is cloud over it, he counted thirty days and then fasted.

—Abu D Mädchen.

20. Abul Bukhari reported:

We went out for visiting the House. When we got down at the valley of Nakhlah, we gathered to see the new moon. Some of the people said: It is of three nights; and some of the people said: It is of two nights. Then we met Ibn Abbas and said: Verily we have seen the new moon. Some of the people said: It is of three nights. And some of the people said: It is of two nights. He enquired: In which night have you seen it? We said: In such and such a night. He said: Verily the Apostle of Allah prolonged it for sight and it is of one night that you have seen. In a narration reported by him, he said: We were informed of the new moon of Ramazan while we were at Zate Erq. We sent a man to Ibn Abbas to ask him. Ibn Abbas said that the Apostle of Allah had said: Verily the Almighty Allah has extended it...
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for its sight. If there is cloud over it, complete the number. 2043

-Muslim.

SECTION 3

2059. Rules of fasting

(a) Procedure of Fast. The fast begins from the appearance of the white colour in the eastern horizon before the early dawn till the setting of the sun. In other words, it is about an hour and a half before the sun-rise and extends up to sun-set. Before the beginning of fast, some light food or tiffin generally known as Sehri should be taken as there is blessing in it and as it enables a man to cope with the hardships of fast to some extent. There should be a gap of at least the time required for reading 50 short verses of the Quran between Sehri and the earliest time of Fajr prayer—34:42. In the beginning of Islam, there was Azan for Sehri but it now fell in to disuse—34:101. The duties of a Muslim is, however, to wake up others for Sehri—34:473w. Then the Niyyat should be taken for fast. It runs thus:

ئَلَيْتَ أَنْ أَصُمَّ غَدًا مِنْ شَهْرِ رَمَضَانَ إِلَىٰ غَدٍ فَنَقْلَلْ مِنْ ذَكْرِي أَنْ تَلْقَى أَمَّا آذًا السَّمِيعَ الْعَلِيمَ

'I resolve to keep fast tomorrow in the month of blessed Ramazan, a binding duty for Thee; O Allah, accept from me, verily Thou art the Hearing, the Knowing.'

Then immediately after the setting of the sun, the fast should be broken. This is generally known as Iftar. The sooner the Iftar is taken, the better for rewards. Fast should be broken generally with water and dates with the following invocation.

إِلَيْهِ مَسَّتُ لَكَ وَذُرَّكَ عَلَى رَزْقِكَ وَأَفْطَرْتُ بِهِمْ تُحْمَّلْكُ بِأَرْجَمَ الرَّحْمَٰنِ

'O Allah! I have fasted for Thee, and I have relied on Thy provision and I have broken fast by Thy mercy, O Merciful of the merciful.'

(b) Sunnats in Fast. There are six duties in fast known as sunnats.

i. To partake of Sehri or pre-dawn tiffin.

ii. To break fast immediately after sun-set.

iii. To read Tarawih prayer at night.

2043. It appears from this that the sight of the new moon is a condition precedent to fasting, irrespective of the large or short size of the moon and that in case of different opinions, fasting should be resumed.
iv. To feed the poor and the hungry.
v. To increase the Quran-reading.
vi. To observe I’tikaf within the mosque during the last ten days of Ramazan.

21. Anas reported that the Messenger of Allah said: Take tiffin before dawn, because in this tiffin there is blessing.

—Agreed.

22. Am-b-Al As reported that the Apostle of Allah said: The difference between our fasting and the fasting of the people of the Book is pre-dawn tiffin.

—Muslim.

23. Sahl reported that the Apostle of Allah said: People will continue in prosperity so long as they are quick in breaking fast.

—Agreed.

24. Omar reported that the Messenger of Allah said: When the night comes in from this side, and the day goes back from this side, and the sun sets in, a fasting man shall break fast.

—Agreed.

25. Abu Hurairah reported that the Apostle of Allah prohibited *Wisal* in fast. A man asked him: O Ms. of Allah! do you make *Wisal*? He replied:

---

2060. Sehri is pre-dawn tiffin and Sihn is the 6th part of the night.
2051. The first side refers to east and the second west. At the setting of the sun, it will be considered that fast has been broken though no food and drink were taken.
2052. *Wisal* means fasting for 3 or more days without eating and drinking in the I'tikaf. Abu Hanifa, Malik and Shafeyi held such fasting without break as very virtuous. It is said to be Makra' Tahrima and the majority of the Sunnah.
Who is he among you like me? Verily I pass my night while my Lord feeds me and gives me drink. —Agreed.

26. Hafsa reported that the Apostle of Allah said: Whoever does not intend to fast before day-break, there is no fast for him. —Tirmizi, Abu Daud, Nisai.

27. Abu Hurairah reported that the Messenger of Allah said: When one of you hears the call to prayer while he has a cup in his hand, he shall not put it down till he satisfies his want from it. —Abu Daud.

28. Same reported that the Messenger of Allah said: The Almighty Allah said: The dearest of My servants in My sight are quickest in breaking fast.

—Tirmizi.

29. Salmah-b-A'mer reported that the Apostle of Allah said: When one of you breaks fast, let him break fast with date because it is a blessing; if he does not find it, let him break fast with water, because it is pure.

—Ahmad, Tirmizi, Abu Daud, Ibn Majah.

2033. It is seen from this that niyeyt or intention of fasting must be made at night and if it not so made, fasting is invalid. Imam Ahmad and Malek hold this opinion, while Imam Abu Hanifa says that niyeyt must be made before mid-day. Imam Shafei extends the time up to sun-set.

2034. The cup was raised for drink for eating something. At this time, Azan was proclaimed. The duty of every Muslim at this time is that if he knows that the dawn is apparent, he should stop further eating and drinking for fasting, and if he is ignorant or sees no sign of clear dawn, he shall not stop drinking and eating which he badly requires. Some say that by proclamation here is meant the call for sun-set prayer. At that time fast should be broken after azan.
30. Anas reported that the Apostle of Allah used to break fast before prayer with fresh dates; if these were not available, then with dry dates; if dry dates were not available, he drank some handfuls of water.

—Tirmizi, Abu Daud, (Approved, Rare).

31. Ibn Omar reported that when the Prophet broke fast, he used to say: The thirst has gone and the veins have become wetted and reward has become sure if the Almighty Allah wills.

—Abu Daud.

32. Mu'az-b-Zahrah reported that when the Prophet broke fast, he used to say: O Allah! for Thee I fasted, and over Thy provision I broke it.

—Abu Daud (Defective).

33. Abu Hurairah reported that the Messenger of Allah said: This religion will not cease to prevail so long as the people hasten to break fast, because the Jews and the Christians make delay (in breaking fast).

—Abu Daud, Ibu Majah.

34. Abu Atiyah reported: I and Masruq went to Ayesha and asked: O mother of the faithful! (inform about) two men from the companions of Muhammad (P. N.)—one man hastens to break fast and hastens to pray and another makes delay to break fast and makes delay to pray. She asked: Who among the
two hastens to break fast and hastens to pray? We said: Abdullah-b-Mas'ud. She said: Thus the Messenger of Allah did. And another was Abu Musa. —Muslim.

35. Irbad-b-Sa'riyah reported: The Apostle of Allah called me for pre-dawn tiffin in Ramazan. He said: Come to the blessed tiffin. —Abu Daud, Nisai.

36. Abu Hurairah reported that the Apostle of Allah said: How good is the food of dates before dawn for a believer.

—Abu Daud.

555w. Zaid-b-Khalid reported that the Messenger of Allah said: Whoso breaks fast of a man or supplies a warrior with warm materials, there is for him reward equivalent to the reward of the latter. 2055

—Baihaqi.

SECTION 4

2056. Things which break fast

The following duties are Farz in fasts and breach of one of them shall make the fast null and void.

i. If some one sees the moon, or any body reliable as a witness attests that he has seen it, it becomes compulsory on the former to keep fast.

ii. Niyyat of fast is Farz. In every night after Sehri tiffin, niyyat must be made in mind or uttered by the tongue for the following day's fast. According to some Imams, the time extends up to mid-day.

iii. Anything wilfully introduced unto the body from outside makes the fast void; but if it is introduced out of forgetfulness or if anything goes unto the body as a result of involuntary action, fasting will not be void. Therefore smoking, wilful vomiting, wilful

2055. Baihaqi narrated it in Shu'abul 'Iman, and Muhiyus-Sunnat in Masabih.
taking of medicine and acts of similar nature make the fast void, but if one takes in something as food or drink out of forgt-fulness, or vomits a little quantity involuntarily, or somehow or other allows water to get in without any intention, he will not injure fast. Cleansing the mouth or teeth by gurgling or snipping water into nostrile does not break fast.

iv. Sexual intercourse during the hours of fasting is prohibited. If resumed, it will make the fast void but there is no prohibition at night. Kissing or embracing is however allowed. Masturbation or taking out semen renders the fast also void.

v. In many cases the Prophet held that one who does not resist from false talk and false action is not required to keep fast. Once he advised two men to break fast because they rendered it void by back-biting—4:152w. He said: Fast is meaningless if one speaks falsehood and is engaged in bad actions—4:20. The jurists did not take it as one of the rules which break fast, because it is difficult to judge a man by inward actions. The Prophet therefore made the Charity of Fitr compulsory as a protection of fast from vile discourse and vain talks—8:78.

In cases where a fast is rendered void, one is required to compensate it by fasting 60 consecutive days or in case of inability, to feed sixty poor men.

37. Abu Hurairah reported that the Messenger of Allah said: Whoever does not give up false talk and action according to it, there is no need of Allah that he should give up his food and drink. 20.6a

—Bukhari.

38. Ayesha reported that the Messenger of Allah used to kiss and embrace while he was fasting and he had the greatest control among you over his passions. 20.17

—Agreed.

39. The object of fasting is to bring evil attributes under control. If this object is not attained, mere depriving oneself of food and drink is nothing.

40. The Holy Prophet had complete control over his passions. Inspite of kisses he restrained himself from having sexual intercourse during fasting.
39. Same reported that the dawn overtook the Prophet in Ramazan while he was impure without emission. He then took bath and kept fast. 2038 —Agreed.

40. Ibn Abbas reported that the Prophet took cupping while he was a pilgrim, and he took cupping while he was fasting. 2039 —Agreed.

41. Abu Hurairah reported that the Apostle of Allah said: Whoever forgot while he was fasting and ate or drank, let him complete his fast because Allah fed him and gave him drink.

—Agreed.

42. Same reported: While he was sitting near the Prophet when lo! a man came to him and enquired: O Ms. of Allah! I am undone! He asked: What is the matter with you? He replied: I cohabited with my wife while I was fasting. The Prophet enquired: Will you find a slave to free him? He replied: No. He asked: Are you able to fast for two consecutive months? 'No', said he. He enquired: Have you got means to feed sixty poor men? He said: No. He said: Sit down.

According to Hanafi Mazhab, these things are Makruh if there is fear of sexual intercourse.

2038. Here emission signifies emission by means other than by sexual intercourse. In case of sexual intercourse in Ramazan during the night, the Prophet sometimes took bath at day-break. This shows that fast is not void in case of nocturnal emission before dawn. Here emission was excepted as it did not occur in case of Prophets.

2039. According to three Imams, cupping is allowed in fasting, while Imam Ahmad holds that fasting becomes void in case of cupping.
Al-Hadis

Prophet tarried a little. While we were in that condition, one Araq wherein there were dates (and an Araq is a big bag) was brought to the Prophet. He asked: Where is the questioner? He replied: I. He said: Take this and give it in charity. The man said: To one poorer than myself, O Prophet of Allah? By Allah, there is no inhabitant of a house out of what is between its two sides (meaning two mountains) who is poorer than the inmates of my house. The Prophet laughed, till his canine teeth were seen. He said: Feed your family therewith. —Agreed.

43. Ayesha reported that the Prophet used to kiss her and to chuck her tongue while he was fasting. —Abu Daud.

44. Abu Hurairah reported that a man asked the Prophet about physical embrace of a fasting man. He gave him permission. Another came to him and asked him but he prohibited him. The person whom he gave permission was an old man, and the person whom he prohibited was a youth. —Abu Daud.

45. Same reported that the Messenger of Allah said: Whoever tackled with vomiting

2060. Araq is a bag of corns of nearly 15 seers.
2060a. This hadis is said to be weak according to the author of Masahara-Hoq as to check lip or tongue in fasting is prohibited.
2061. The man was Salmah-b-Sakhar-al-Ansari. If fasting is broken intentionally, it is obligatory.
This was optional fasting. Imams Abu Hanifa, Ahmad and others hold that
it makes the fasting void while Imam Shafii holds otherwise.
while he is fasting, there is no Qaza; and whoever vomits intentionally, let him perform Qaza.
—Tirmizi, Abu Daud, Ibn Majah (Rare).

46. Ma'dan-b-Talha reported: Abu Darda' informed him that the Prophet had vomited and broken fast. He said: Then I met Saoban in the mosque of Damascus and said: Verily Abu Darda' informed me that the Prophet had vomited and then broken fast. He said: He has spoken the truth and I poured ablation water for him.
—Abu Daud, Tirmizi, Darimi.

47. A'mer-b-Rabiyah reported: I saw the Messenger of Allah without numbers using tooth stick while he was fasting.

—Tirmizi, Abu Daud.

48. Anas reported that a man came to the Prophet and said: I complain of my eyes. Shall I use antimony while I am fasting? 'Yes' said he.

—Tirmizi.

49. Some one of the companions of the Prophet reported: I have indeed seen the Prophet at Arj to pour water over his head while he was fasting on account of thirst or heat.

—Malek, Abu Daud.

2068. This hadis proves that teeth-cleansing is allowed in fasting.

2064. Imam Ahmad held that using antimony during Ramazan is Makruh (abominable), while other Imams hold it lawful. Tirmizi said that its isnad is weak and the narrator Abu A'elkah is less reliable.

2065. Arj is the name of a place between Mecca and Medina.
50. Shaddad-b-Aus reported that the Prophet came to a man at Baqi while he was taking cupping. He taught hold of my hand on the 18th Ramazan and said: The man taking cupping and the man giving it broke fast.

—Abu Daud, Ibn Majah, Darimi

51. Abu Hurairah reported that the Prophet said: Whoever breaks fast of one day of Ramazan without excuse and illness, his fasting of his whole age will not compensate it even if he keeps fast for it.

—Ahmad, Tirmizi, Abu Daud, Ibn Majah, Darimi.

52. Abu Sayeed reported that the Apostle of Allah said: There are three things which do not break fast of a man cupping, vomiting, and emission of semen.

—Tirmizi (Weak).

53. Sabet-al-Bonani reported that Anas-b-Malek was asked: Did you dislike cupping for a fasting man during the time of the Messenger of Allah? He said: No, except on account of weakness.

—Bukhari.

54. Bukhari reported a tradition without proof that Ibn

2066. The majority of jurists hold that cupping does not make fasting void, as the Prophet took cupping during Ramazan. This is the Mazhab of Imam Abu Hanifa, Malek and Shafeei. It is said by some that this tradition was abrogated.

2067. One intentional break of fast during Ramazan is compensated by a fast of two consecutive months.

2068. Bukhari narrated this hadis in Tarjamae-Bab. Tirmizi said that he heard Bukhari say that Abu Mutasem, one of the narrators, is found only in this tradition.

2069. Tirmizi said that the narrator Abu Rahman-b-Zayed is weak in authority. Bukhari and Shafi'i also reported this tradition.
Omar used to have cupping while he was fasting. Afterwards he gave it up and then he used to have cupping at night.

55. Ata’ reported that he said: If he (fasting man) gurgles and then throws off what is in his mouth from water, it will not injure him if he takes in his saliva and what remains in his mouth, and he shall not swallow cough. If he swallows the saliva of cough, I shall not say that he breaks fast, but he is prohibited from it.

—Bukhari.

556w. Abu Hurairah reported that the Messenger of Allah said: How many a fasting man there are for whom there is no fast but only thirst; and how many standing (in prayer at night) there are for whom there is nothing of standing at night but sleeplessness.

—Darimi.

SECTION 5

2070. Traveller’s Fast

The Quran says: Whoever among you is sick or upon a journey, (he shall fast) a like number of days—2:184Q. This shows that the traveller or the sick man is not absolutely exempted from the fast. He has been given the option either to fast in Ramazan or to break it. Some of the traditions support this Qur'anic verse. There are some traditions (85, 59, 61 and 64) which apparently show that a traveller shall break fast in journey. These traditions manifest the extremely hard circumstances under which the orders were issued. They do not mean that a traveller must compulsorily break fast but it is fair to break fast in cases of extreme difficulty in journey.
To define the limit of journey is very difficult. See note 1940 for details. In one case the Prophet is reported to have given injunction for fast where there was conveyance to take a man from a fixed place to a fixed place within the hours of fasting—35:62. A traveller is compulsorily to fast if he comes to a place with the intention of permanently residing there.

56. Ayesha reported that Hamzah b-Amr al Aslammi asked the Prophet: Is there any fasting in journey? And he was a great fasting man. He said: Fast if you like, and break if you like. —Agreed.

57. Abu Sayeed al Khodri reported: We joined the Prophet in a holy war on the 16th of Ramazan. There were some of us who fasted and some did not fast. The fasting one did not rebuke one who was fasting, nor one who was not fasting rebuked one who was fasting. —Muslim.

58. Jaber reported that the Messenger of Allah was in journey. He saw a crowd and a man was surrounded. So he asked: What is it? They said: A fasting man. He said: There is no fast for a pious man in journey. —Agreed.

59. Anas reported: We were with the Prophet in a journey.
Some of us were fasting and some were not. We alighted at a place on a hot-day, and those keeping fast fell down, and those who did not keep remained standing. They pitched their tents and watered their camels. The Prophet said: Those who did not keep fast went with the rewards to-day. —Agreed.

61. Anas b-Malek al Ka‘bi reported that the Apostle of Allah came out from Medina towards Mecca. He fasted till he reached Osfan. Then he called for water, raised it afterwards to his hand in order to show it to the people and then broke fast till he reached Mecca, and this was in the month of Ramazan. Ibn Abbas used to say: The Messenger of Allah kept fast and broke it. So whoever wishes shall fast and whoever wishes shall break it. And in a narration of Muslim from Jaber: he had a drink after after-noon prayer. —Agreed.
63. Salamah b-ab-Mubahbaq reported that the Messenger of Allah said: Whoever has got a riding animal which can give him refuge to an abode, let him keep fast of Ramazan where it overtakes him. 104

—Abn Daud.

63. Jaber reported that the Apostle of Allah came out in the year of victory to Mecca during Ramazan. He kept fast till he reached Korn’al Gamim. The people fasted. Then he called a jug of water and raised it up till the people saw it. Then he drank water. It was questioned to him after that: Verily some people fasted. He said: Those are transgressors. Those are transgressors.—Muslim.

64. Abdur Rahman-b-Auf reported that the Apostle of Allah said: One who fasts in Ramazan in journey is like one who does not keep fast in residence. 2074a —Ibn Majah.

65. Hamjah-b-Amr al Aslam reported that he enquired: O Ma. of Allah! I see strength in myself to keep fast in journey. Is there any sin on me? He said: That is a permission from Allah, the High and Exalted. So whoever takes

obscure of either injuring the child in womb or the infant at breast. Where there is no such fear, fast shall be kept.

2074. This does not prohibit fasting in journey. All jurists are unanimous in holding fasting in journey is not compulsory.

This is applicable in a place where there is danger of life.
it is good; and whoever likes to keep fast, there is no sin on him. —*Muslim.*

SECTION 6

2075. Qaza Fast

He who does not keep fast without lawful excuse must fast an equal number of other days in the year. Such is the case with a traveller, a sick man, a menstruating or pregnant or suckling woman. In case of intentional breaking of fast in Ramazan without any lawful excuse, the fast of its one day is to be compensated by a fast of sixty consecutive days.

66. **Ayesha** reported: There were dues of the fast of Ramazan upon me. I could not perform Qaza except in Sha’ban.

   —**Agreed.**

67. **Abu Hurairah** reported that the Messenger of Allah said: It is not lawful for a woman to keep fast while her husband is present without his permission; 2073 nor will she entertain (any) in his house except by his permission.

   —**Muslim.**

68. **Mu’azah al-Adawiyyah** reported that she asked Ayesha: What is the order for a menstruating woman who fulfils her past fast but does not fulfil her prayer. Ayesha said: That affected us and we were

   —**Mu’awiyah bin Abi Sufyan** reported that he asked the Messenger of Allah (ﷺ): What about the menstruating woman? He said: Discharge her. 2074 If she asks: What about the prayer? He said: It is not necessary. 2075

   —**Muslim.**

   2076. Optional fast is to be observed with the permission of husband.

68
ordered to fulfil past fast while we were not ordered to fulfil past prayer. —Muslim.

69. Ayesha reported that the Messenger of Allah said: Whoever dies while there is fast due from him, his heir shall fast for him. —Agreed.

70. Nafe' from Ibn Omar reported from the Prophet who said: Whoever dies with fast of Ramazan due on him, let a poor man be given food on his behalf in place of a day.

—Tirmizi.

557w. Malek reported: It reached him that Ibn Omar was asked: Can anybody fast for another, or can anybody pray for another? He replied: Nobody can keep fast for another and nobody can pray for another.

—Muatta.

SECTION 7
2079. Optional Fast

Besides the compulsory fast in Ramazan, every Muslim is allowed to keep voluntary fasts on any day he likes besides the I'd days and the three days of Tashriq (11th, 12th and 13th of Zil-Haj) provided his health and constitution allow him, and in case of husband and wife with mutual consent. These fasts
should not be continuous without any break or always on fixed days. Friday shall not be specially chosen for optional fast. Generally three days’ fast in a month has been recommended by the Prophet; and according to him, the best optional fast is on every alternate days. David used to keep such sort of fast. The Prophet used to pray: O Allah, keep me hungry for one day so that I may seek help from Thee and give me food on the following day, so that I may be thankful to Thee. The Prophet used to keep optional fasts on the following days: (i) Ashura’a day on the 10th Muharram; (ii) Ayyame-Biz i.e. on the 13th, 14th or 15th of every lunar month; (iii) first six days of Shawwal; (iv) on the 13 to 15th of Sha’ban, (v) 25th and 26th of Rajab (for Miraj); (vi) Monday and Thursday; and (viii) Thursday and Friday.

Voluntary fast may be broken at the request of a host, husband or wife, or in case of sudden ill-health. Fasting for a whole month is held to be Makruh as it makes the body incapable of doing any work.

71. Ayesha reported: The Messenger of Allah used to keep fast so much so that we would say “He will never break fast”. And he used to break it so much so that we would say: ‘He will never keep fast’. And I did never see the Messenger of Allah completing the fast of one month except Ramazan, and I did not see him to keep more fast in any month than in Sha’ban. In a narration, she said: He used to fast the entire Sha’ban, and he used to fast the Sha’ban but a little.

—Agreed.

72. Abdullah-b-Shaqiq reported: I asked Ayesha: Has the Prophet fasted the whole of any month? She said: I did
Of one who fasts throughout the whole year? He said that he did neither fast, nor was without fast; (or he said: He did never fast nor was without fast). He enquired: How is the case of one who is fasting two days and is not fasting another? He said: Somebody can do that. He asked: How is the case of one who fasts a day and does not keep it for another? He said: That is the fast of David. He enquired: How is the case of one who fasts a day and does not keep it for two days? He said: I would like that I would be given strength for that. Then the Prophet said: Three days in every month and one Imanazan to another—this is fasting for the whole year. The fast on the day of Arafat, I hope from Allah, is compensation for the year previous to it and for the year after it; and the fast on the day of Ashura’a, I hope from Allah, is compensation for the year previous to it. 2084 —Muslim.

80. Some reported that the Prophet was questioned about the fast of Monday. He said: Therein I was born and therein revelation came to me. —Muslim.

2084. Fasting on the day of Arafat has been allowed for non-pilgrims only. Fasting for the whole month excepting the prohibited days is held to be makruh by Durr-U-Mukhtar, Fatawa Alamgiri and other books as such fasting makes the person incapable of doing any work.
81. **Muazah-b-Adwiyyah** reported that she asked Ayesha: Was the Prophet accustomed to fasting three days in every month? 'Yes' she replied. I asked her: On which days of a month did he fast? She said: He had no particular care for which days of a month he should have fasted. —*Muslim.*

82. **Abu Ayyub-al-Ansari** reported that he had narrated it: The Prophet said: Whoever fasts Ramazan and then makes it to follow the six days of Shawwal, it becomes like the fasting of the whole year. —*Muslim.*

83. **Abu Sayeed-al Khodri** reported that the Prophet prohibited fast on the days of Fitr and Sacrifice. 2085 —*Agreed.*

84. **Same** reported that the Apostle of Allah said: There is no fast on two days-Fitr and Al-Azha. —*Agreed.*

85. **Nobaisha Al-Huzali** reported that the Messenger of Allah said: The days of Tashriq are the days of eating and drinking and the remembrance of Allah 2086 —*Muslim.*

86. **Abu Hurairah** reported: None of you should fast on Friday except that he should fast either

---

2085. Fasting on the I'd day and on the four days of Sacrifice and Tashriq is prohibited according to this hadis.

2086. The days of Tashriq commences from the 11th of Zil-Haj to 18th.
before it or after it. 2807

—Agreed.

87. Same reported that the Messenger of Allah said: Don't specialise the Friday night among the nights for standing (in prayer), and don't specialise Friday amongst the days for fasting except that one of you is in fasting which he is accustomed to fast. 2808 —Muslim.

88. Abu Sayeed al Khodri reported that the Messenger of Allah said: Whoever fasts a day in the way of Allah, Allah will keep his face at a distance of 70 years from the Fire.

—Agreed.

89. Abdullah-b-Amr-b-A's reported that the Apostle of Allah said to me: He has not fasted who has fasted for the whole year. Fast for three days in a month is the fast for the whole year. Fast three days in every month and read the Quran in every month. I said: Surely I am able to do more than that. He said: Fast; the best fast is the fast of David-fasting a day and breaking it for another. Read the Quran once in every seven nights, and don't do more than that.

—Agreed.

2807. The reason of discouragement is to oppose the notions of the Jews and the Christians who set apart particular days for divine worship.

2808. The Jews and the Christians observe a particular day for divine sermon, and for the rest six days they remain idle. This is strictly prohibited in Islam. Daily divine service is necessary for soul as daily food is necessary for the body. Man should call God always irrespective of days, and man should succour help from God whenever it is necessary. Therefore Islam unlike Christianity and Judaism inculcated divine worship every time.
90. Ayesha reported that the Apostle of Allah used to keep fast on Monday and Thursday.

—Tirmizi, Nisai.

91. Abu Hurairah reported that the Messenger of Allah said: Actions are presented on Monday and Thursday. So I like that my actions should be presented while I am fasting.

—Tirmizi.

92. Abu Zarr reported that the Messenger of Allah said: O Abu Zarr! when you fast three days out of a month, fast on the 13th, 14th, and 15th days.

—Tirmizi, Nisai.

93. Abdullah-b-Mas'ud reported that the Apostle of Allah used to keep fast for three days in the course of a month, and rarely did he break fast on Friday.

2030 —Tirmizi, Nisai, Abu Daud.

94. Ayesha reported that the Messenger of Allah used to fast on Saturday, Sunday and Monday in a month; and on Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday in the latter part of a month.

—Tirmizi.

95. Omme Salamah reported: The Messenger of Allah used to

2039. Some portion of the hadis as reported in Mishkat has been given in another place (4:146). Hence it has been omitted here for fear of repetition.

2090. Abu Daud reported up to 'Month'.
enjoin me to keep fast for three
days out of every month, of
which the first was Monday
or Thursday. —Nisai, Abu Daud.

96. Muslim-al-Quraishi repor-
tes: I asked (or the Apostle of
Allah was asked) about fasting
for the whole year. He said:
Verily your wife has got a
right over you. Fast Ramazan
and that which follows it, and
every Wednesday and Thursday.
In that case you will be fasting
throughout the whole year.

—Abu Daud, Tirmizi.

97. Abu Hurairah reported
that the Apostle of Allah pro-
hibited fasting on the Arafat
day at Arafat. —Abu Daud.

98. Abdullah-b-Busr reported
that the Apostle of Allah said:
Don't fast on Saturday except
what has been made compulsory
on you. If any one of you
does not find except refuge of
grapes, or wood of a tree, let
him chew it 2091 —Ahmad, Abu
Daud, Tirmizi, Ibn Majah,
Darimi.

99. Abu Omamah reported
that the Messenger of Allah
said: Whoever fasts a day in
the way of Allah, 2092 Allah
makes a ditch between him and
the Fire just as between heaven
and earth. —Tirmizi.

2091. This has not been prohibited but it is only a pious wish to oppose the Jews as they observe Saturday as a special day for divine worship.
2092. "Way of Allah" signifies holy war, pilgrimage or journey for education.
100. A'mer-b-Mas'ud reported that the Messenger of Allah said: The reward is (in) the cold season—fasting in winter.

—Ahmad, Tirmizi (Defective).

101. Ibn Abbas reported that the Apostle of Allah came to Medina and found the Jews fasting on the day of Ashura'a. The Apostle of Allah asked them: Which is this day on which you fast? They replied: This is a great day on which Allah rescued Moses and his people, and drowned Pharaoh and his people. Moses then kept fast on it by way of gratefulness, and we are fasting it. Then the Apostle of Allah said: We are more true to, and more-friendly with, Moses than yourselves. Then the Apostle of Allah fasted it and issued order for its fasting. —Agreed.

102. Jaber-b-Samarah reported that the Apostle of Allah used to direct us to keep fast on the day of Ashura'a, and he used to goad us for it and pre-warn us at its advent. When Ramazan was made obligatory, he did neither direct us, nor prohibit us therefrom, nor pre-warn us at its advent.

—Muslim.

103. Hafsah reported: There are four things which the Prophet did not give up—fasting on the Ashura'a day, the 10 days, 3 days out of every month, and
two ruk'ats before the early morning prayer. 2018 —Nisai.

104. Ibn Abbas reported: The Apostle of Allah was not without fast on the days of full light either in residence or in journey. 2014 —Nisai.

105. Abu Hurairah reported that the Apostle of Allah said: There is Zakat for every thing, and zakat for the body is fasting. —Ibn Majah.

106. Same reported that the Apostle of Allah kept fast on Monday and Thursday. It was questioned: O Ms. of Allah! do you keep fast on Monday and Thursday? He said: Verily on Monday and Thursday, Allah forgives every Muslim except two men who forsake each other, saying 'Leave them till they come to terms.'

—Ahmad, Ibn Majah.

107. Ayesha reported: The Prophet came to me one day and said: Have you got anything? 'No' replied we. He said: Then I am fasting. Afterwards he came to us on another day. So we asked: O Ms. of Allah! 'Ha's' food has come to us as present. He said: Show it to me because I rose fasting at dawn. Then he ate. 2093 —Muslim.

—Sunni Mustakadah. Ten day, are the day, before the day of Idul Asha.

2094 Three nights of full light are the 15th, 14th, and 15th of every lunar month. These three nights are called the days of Bara' (full light). They are so called because the fasting on those days drive away the misors and fill up the h with light.
108. **Anas** reported: The Prophet went to Omme Solaim who brought date to him and ghee. He said: Keep your ghee in its pot and date in its vessel, because I am fasting. Then he stood up in a corner of the house and said prayers which were not prescribed; and then he prayed for Omme Solaim and the inmates of her house. 2096

—**Bukhari.**

109. **Abu Hurairah** reported that the Messenger of Allah said: When one of you is invited to a feast while he is fasting, let him say: I am fasting. And in a narration, he said: When one of you is invited, let him respond; if he is fasting, let him pray; and if he is not fasting, let him partake of the feast. 2097 —**Muslim.**

110. **Umme Hani** reported that when there came the day of the Conquest of Mecca, Fatema came and sat down on the left side of the Apostle of Allah and Umme Hani was on his right.

---

2095. Hais is a kind of food prepared with dates and ghee. It is deduced from this hadis that niyyet of fasting can be made at day-break. Imam Malek holds otherwise. It appears also from this hadis that to break optional fast without any excuse is lawful. Imam Abu Hanifa differs from this view and holds that to complete it is wajeb, and that its breaking is only lawful in case of excuse, such as invitation, illness etc. To fulfill it in other days is wajeb.

2096. It shows that a fasting guest should invoke for blessing of the host for the "invitation" even though the guest cannot partake of the feast.

2097. It is wajeb on a fasting guest to break fast to partake of the feast of the host if there is fear that the host would be greatly dissatisfied with the refusal of the guest to accept food. Otherwise to break optional fast is only Mustahab. If, however, there is no pressure on the guest, or there is no other circumstances as above described, it is better for the guest to say: I am fasting.
side. Then Walidah came with a cup of water. He took it and drank from it. Then Umme Hani took it and drank therefrom. She said: O Ms. of Allah! I have broken fast during my fasting. He asked her: Have you performed a thing? 'No' said she. He said: It will not injure you if it is voluntary. Abu Dawud and Tirmizi narrated it. And in a narration of Ahmad and Tirmizi, there is a similar thing. Therein it was: She asked: O Ms. of Allah! take caution, verily I was fasting. He said: A man keeping optional fast is a dictator of his self. If he wishes, he may fast, and if he wishes he may not fast.

111. Al Zuhri reported from Urwah who from Ayesha who said: I and Hafsa were fasting. Food was then served before us. We were eager to eat it and so we ate therefrom. Hafsa then asked: O Ms. of Allah! we were fasting and food was served before us. We eagerly wanted it and we ate therefrom. He said: Observe another day in its place. 2098

—Tirmizi.

112. Umme Umarah-bn-Ka'ab reported: The Prophet went to her, and she called for food for him. He said to her: Eat. She said:

2098. This hadis was also narrated by those who committed the Quran by heart. Abu Dawud reported it from Jumalah, a freed slave of Urwah. According to Imam Shafiiy, it is not necessary to observe another day of fasting if an optional fast is broken. On the basis of this hadis, Imam Abu Hamida holds that to fulfil the Qasa fast is wajib.
I am fasting. Then the Prophet said: Verily when something is eaten before a man keeping fast, the angels bless him till they finish. 2090 —Ahmad

Tirmizi, Ibn Majah, Darimi.

558w. Omme-Salamah reported that the Apostle of Allah used to keep fast more on Saturday and Sunday than what he fasted on other days. He used to say: Verily they are the days of festivals for the polytheists, and I like to act contrary to them. 2100

—Ahmad.

559w. Abu Hurairah reported that the Messenger of Allah said: Whoever fasts a day seeking pleasure of Allah, Allah will keep the Hell distant from him like the distance of a crow that has been flying when it is young till it gets extremely old. 2101

—Ahmad, Baihaqi.

560w. Boraidah reported that Bilal came to the Apostle of Allah while he was taking breakfast. The Messenger of Allah said: Break fast, O Bilal. He said: I am fasting, O Ms. of Allah. Then the Apostle of Allah said: We eat our provision, and the excess of the provision of Bilal is in Paradise. Have

2099. The angels bless him because he feels the temptation of eating but still he restrains himself to seek the pleasure of Allah.

2100. The Jews and the Christians have been meant here. The Jews observe the Sabbath day and the Christians Sunday as special days for divine service. The Jews and the Christians meant here are those who say that Ezra is son of God or that Jesus is son of God.

2101. Baihaqi reported it in Shusul I'man from Salamah-b-Qais.
you understood, O Bilal, that as for a man who keeps fast, his veins glorify and the angels seek forgiveness for him for what is even near him? —Baihaqi.

SECTION 8

2102. The Blessed Night

(a) The Blessed Night. The Quranic verse 2:185 says: The month of Ramazan is that in which the Quran was revealed, a guidance to men and clear proofs of guidance, and the distinction. The verse 44:3 reads: Surely We revealed it in a blessed night. Therefore it appears that the Universal Book was first revealed in a blessed night of Ramazan. Which is this Blessed night in Ramazan? There are different reports in different traditions but it is almost unanimous that the Blessed Night occurs in one of the last ten nights of Ramazan and more probably in one of the five odd nights i.e. 21st, or 23rd, or 25th, or 27th, or 29th night. The popular opinion is, however, in favour of the 27th night of Ramazan but that is not absolutely certain. The traditions indicate that it is to be sought in one of the last ten nights and preferably in the last three odd nights. It was therefore the practice of the Holy Prophet and of his companions to make I'tikaf in the mosque for the whole time divine service during the last 10 days of Ramazan. See the next article for I'tikaf.

(b) Excellence of the Blessed Night. A high place is assigned to this night by the Holy Quran and Hadis. The Quran says: Consider the Grand Book. Surely We revealed it in a Blessed Night, surely We are ever-warning. Therein every wise affair is made distinct, a command from Us, surely We are to send gifts, a mercy from your Lord — 44: 2 to 6Q. In this verse, it has been mentioned that in the night, God's command with regard to every affair for the year to come is made open and clear, and mercy and forgiveness from God descend for those who want them. In the chapter 97, the Quran says: Surely We revealed it in the Grand Night. And what will make you comprehend what the Grand Night is? The Grand Night is better than a thousand nights. The angels and the Spirit descend in it by permission of
their Lord for every affair. Peace! it continues till the break of the dawn. The Quran says that the divine service of one night is equivalent to divine service for 83 years and 4 months. Therefore the whole night should be spent by those who seek good in praying, reading the Quran, invoking God's forgiveness and repenting with tears for the previous misdeeds and determining for future good works.

113. Ayesha reported that the Apostle of Allah said: Search for the blessed night in odd (night) from the last ten (nights) of Ramadan. —Bukhari.

114. Ibn Omar reported that some men from the companions of the Prophet saw the blessed night in dream in the last seven nights. Then the Prophet said: I see that your dream has treaded the last seven (nights). Whoso searches it, let him search it in the last seven (nights).

—Agreed.

115. Ibn Abbas reported that the Prophet said: Search for it, the Blessed Night, in the last ten (nights) of Ramadan, in the remaining ninth, in the remaining seventh, and in the remaining fifth nights. 2103 —Bukhari.

116. Abu Sayeed al-Khodri reported that the Apostle of Allah secluded himself for divine service in the first ten (nights) of Ramadan. Then he secluded himself for the middle ten (nights) in a Turkish dome. 2104 Then he

2103. Counting in this place has been made from the last. It means that one should search for the blessed night on the 29th, 27th or 25th night.

2104. It is a peculiar kind of dome.
raised his head and said: Verily I secluded myself for the first ten (nights), seeking this night. Then I secluded myself for the middle ten nights. Then I was approached. It was questioned to me whether it is in the last ten nights. Whoever secluded himself with me, let him do it in the last ten, because it was shown to me in these nights but then I forgot it though I saw myself (in dream) prostrating in water and dust at its dawn. Then search for it in the last ten and search for it in every odd (night). He said: Then the sky rained that night and the mosque was made of grape branches. The mosque leaked and my eye saw the Prophet while there was the effect of water and dust on his forehead in the morning of 21st (date). —Agreed.

117. Jarre-b-Hubaish reported: I asked Obay-b-Ka'ab and said: Verily your brother Ibn Mas'ud says: Whoever stands up (in prayer) for the year will find the Blessed Night. He said: May Allah bless him. He intended that the people may not sit idle. Behold! verily he knew that it is in the Ramazan and that it is in the last ten (nights).

2105. This signifies that the Holy Prophet exerted hard in divine service during the last 10 nights of Ramazan, kept himself awake throughout these nights for the purpose of divine service and advised his family members to do accordingly.
and that it is the 27th night. Then he took oath without making exception that it is the 27th night. I enquired: O Abul Munzir! for what thing do you say that? He said: On account of a sign or a signal which the Prophet communicated to us that it (sun) rises on that day without sun-shine.

—Muslim.

118. Ayesha reported that the Prophet used to strive hard in the last ten nights besides which he was not accustomed to strive so hard.

—Muslim.

119. Same reported that when the tenth (night) appeared, the Holy Prophet used to tie up his trousers and keep his night awake and keep his family awake.

—Agreed.

120. Ayesha reported: I asked: O Apostle of Allah! inform me that if I recognise any night as the blessed night, what I should say therein. He said: Say: O Allah! Thou art Forgiving, loving forgiveness. So forgive me.

—Ahmad, Ibn Majah, Tirmizi (Authentic).

121. Abu Bakrah reported: I heard the Apostle of Allah say: Search for it, that is the Blessed Night, in the last 9th night, or in the last 5th night, or in the last 3rd night or in the last night.

—Tirmizi.
SECTION 9

2109. Total Seclusion

I’tikaf literally means to stay in a place. Technically it signifies total seclusion from worldly duties and staying in a mosque for a certain number of days, specially in the last ten days in the month of Ramazan for whole-time divine service. The Holy Prophet used to observe I’tikaf in the mosque of Medina during the last days of Ramazan; and in the year in which he died he observed I’tikaf during the last 20 days of Ramazan. Hence I’tikaf is sunnat Muakkadah. Durre Mukhtar says that it is Sunnat Kefayah. During the time of I’tikaf, one is not allowed to do any worldly duties besides what is absolutely necessary, such as calls of nature or bath. He is, however, to take his food and drink within the mosque. There is difference of opinion whether fast is necessary in case of I’tikaf in months other than in Ramazan. The general opinion is that it is necessary. The time of I’tikaf should begin from after the Fajr prayer or after the Magrib prayer.

125. Ayesha reported that the Messenger of Allah used to seclude himself for the last ten (nights) of Ramazan till Allah took away his life. Afterwards his wives secluded themselves after him. —Agreed.

126. Ibn Abbas reported that the Messenger of Allah was the most generous of men with regard to wealth, and he was charitable to the extreme in Ramazan. Gabriel used to meet him in every night of Ramazan and the Prophet used to read the Quran before him. When Gabriel met him, he was more
charitable with regard to his wealth than the passing wind.

—Agreed.

127. Abu Hurairah reported that the Quran was presented to the Prophet once in every year. It was twice presented to him in the year in which he died; and he used to seclude himself every year for ten (nights) while he secluded himself for 20 (nights) in the year in which he died.

—Bukhari.

128. Ayesha reported: When the Apostle of Allah secluded himself, he extended his head towards me while he was in the mosque and then I combed him, and he used not to enter the house except for human needs.

—Agreed.

129. Ibn Omar reported that Omar had asked the Prophet who had said: I took a vow in the days of Ignorance to seclude myself for one night in the sacred mosque (of the Ka’ba). He said: Fulfil your vow.

—Agreed.

130. Anas reported that the Apostle of Allah used to seclude himself in the last ten (nights) of Ramazan and he did not isolate himself for a year. When the following year came to pass he isolated himself for 20 days.

—Tirmizi, Abu Daud, Ibn Majah.

131. Ayesha reported that when the Apostle of Allah intended to seclude himself, he said the Fajr prayer and then he
entered in to his place of seclusion 2110. —Abu Daud, Ibn Majah.

132. Same reported that the Prophet used to visit the sick while he was in seclusion, and he used to pass as he wished and he used not to turn away to ask him. —Abu Daud.

133. Same reported: It is sunnat upon the man of seclusion that he shall not visit the sick, nor shall he be present at funeral prayer, 2110a nor shall he touch a woman, nor shall he cohabit with her, nor shall he come out for a necessity except for a thing from which there is no escape, and there is no seclusion without fast, and no seclusion except in congregational mosque. —Abu Daud.

134. Ibn Omar reported from the Prophet who said: When he made seclusion, his bedding was spread for him, or his bed was placed for him behind the pillar of repentance. 2111. —Ibn Majah.

135. Ibn Abbas reported that the Messenger of Allah said about the man in seclusion: And he isolates himself from sins, and good deeds bring their rewards for him like those of one who acts all the good deeds. —Ibn Majah.

2110. According to the four Imams, I'tikaf should begin from Magrib or sun-set prayer and end after Magrib prayer.
2110a. These two things are allowed when necessity requires his coming out from the mosque.
2111. One of the pillars of the Prophet's mosque at Medina is known as the pillar of repentance. It was so named as Abu Lubabah Ansari committed a guilt for which he tied himself up with a pillar of the mosque for three days. His repentance was afterwards accepted. Hence the pillar gained the name of repentance.
CHAPTER XXXVI
SECTION 1

2112. Pilgrimage

(a) Pilgrimage. Haj has been ordained as one of the five fundamental articles of Islam in 9 A.H. It is the perfection of faith and true surrender to the Almighty. It introduced new meaning and added method and regularity. It is the symbol of the final stage in the spiritual development of men. Some religions introduced the theory of asceticism and absolute monkery and prescribed measures too rigid and hard. Christianity invented monkery. Hinduism introduced the system of Banaprasta wherein a Hindu is advised to go to jungles and exclusively devote himself to divine service. Islam abolished this idea of self-isolation as man is a social being. It prescribes rules and regulations of life which will lead to the perfect development of a man both in the material and spiritual world. It has, therefore, instead of taking the extreme rigour of life, introuced Haj and Jihad. The forces of matter are removed by Jihad and the forces of evil by Haj.

(b) Pilgrimage existed from before. Pilgrimage is not an institution introduced for the first time by the Holy Prophet. The origin of this institution is unknown and cannot be traced back in history. Mr. Muir says “Tradition represents the Ka’ba as from time immemorial the scene of pilgrimage from all quarters of Arabia,........So extensive a homage must have had its beginning in an extremely remote age.” The Holy Ka’ba was visited by the Semitic people. They used to circumbulate it in a naked state and worshipped innumerable idols that were instalted within the holy shrine. On this occasion, they used to hold fairs and bazars, and even pre-Islamic poets had their poetical duels therein. The Holy Prophet was greatly moved to see all these pagan practices linked with the oldest shrine of monotheism and so he revived the original spirit of pilgrimage as founded by the
Patriarch Abraham, the spiritual leader of Judaism, Christianity and Islam and abolished the polytheistic nature of the Haj rituals.

(c) Chief objects of Haj.

(1) Highest training for spiritual advancement. Haj affords the best training ground for absolute and complete surrender to the Divine Command. There the pilgrim forgets his own hearth and home, his comforts and amenities of life, his dear wives and children, his hard-earned wealth, his friends and relatives and everything he possesses, and in their stead takes up an arduous journey to a barren and unproductive land with a great risk of life, pangs of absence from near and dear ones, and take up a dress of two unsewn pieces of cloth bidding adieu to all physical comforts and luxuries. Do not these things afford a sufficient training for true self-surrender? Is it not a severance of all worldly connections to meet the Great High? For whom are all these things done? It is only for the sake of Allah. It is for this reason that the Holy Prophet said: A Haj compensates every sin of a man. Physical pilgrimage is a prelude to spiritual pilgrimage towards God and all cry in a body: We are present to Thee, O Lord, we are present to Thee.'

(ii) It fosters a brotherhood of mankind. Haj has got another object, namely, to foster a spirit of brotherly love and affection among the Muslims of different countries and climes. It is the highest manifestation of Islamic brotherhood and Islamic democracy. Nature dictates that brothers should have one common meeting ground for exchange of love and affection. Haj fulfills this object in the most effective way as it is an universal assemblage of the brethren-in-faith at the central place of monotheism represented by the Holy Ka’ba. Not only there is uniformity of religion among the pilgrims, but there are also unity of dress, unity of living and unity of feelings in Ihram. Dr. Laner says about it in his 'Religious systems of the world': ‘The demonstration of equality furnished on the occasion of Haj is so complete that it is well-nigh impossible to distinguish a servant from a master. The whole of humanity assumes one aspect and one attitude and thus the noblest sight of equality and brotherhood is witnessed in Haj. There is in this city a force which transcends the littleness and divisions of mankind.' The Quran says: There is no blame on you in seeking
bounty from your Lord—2:198Q. This bounty includes other advantages, namely, conference for the wel-fare of the community as a whole for the whole Muslim world. This has been expressly encouraged by another verse in connection with the Haj: Help one another in goodness and piety, and do not help one another in sin and aggression—5:2Q. These have been corroborated by the following verses: Therein are advantages for men (in Haj)—22:28Q. Their affairs are by mutual consultation—(42:38Q). Thus a World Congress of the Muslims is contemplated among other objects by the institution of Haj in the central place of Mecca

(iii) Haj affords a practical example to believe in the divin. origin of all revealed books. It is universally admitted that the Ka'ba is an old shrine and the memories of the Patriarch Abraham and his struggle for pure monotheism are deeply associated with it. The Haj is a commemoration of the great sacrifice of Abraham and his triumph. He banished his wife Hajra in the place where the Ka'ba stands now. She had a son born to her called Ismail. There being nobody by her side at the time of her delivery, she called for help but there was no help near by. Then she ran between Safa and Merwa seven times in search of fire but it was all in vain. When she returned to her baby, she found a well beneath the feet of Ismail which is now known as the famous Zem Zem well. Then Abraham and Ismail raised the God's house. Thereafter Abraham was ordered to sacrifice his most beloved son Ismail. Both father and son were found ready to obey the divine command and the father was about to sacrifice his son at the foot of a mountain near Mina when revelation came down: We have indeed proved your dream true, O Abraham. That great sacrificial spirit of Abraham and Ismail has been corroborated by the sacrifice of I'd-ul-Azha. Again when Abraham was taking his son for sacrifice he was thrice reminded by the devil of his filial affection for his son and thrice did he throw stones to drive it away. When a pilgrim does the duties of running between Safa and Merwa, throwing stones and other rituals of Haj, he is reminded of the fact that the entire institution of Haj existed from the time of Abraham as a commemoration of his acts and trials of life. This shows that the Prophet followed the religion of Islam existing at the time with the exception that he put the seal of perfection to this religion. The Quran says: My Lord guided me to the right, to a most right religion, the faith of Abraham, the upright one—
6:162Q. Haj is therefore a practical example that we should believe in the divine origin of all Prophets and of all revealed books. Is this catholic spirit found in any other religious system?

(iv) **Haj gives us opportunities for Mutual help.** The Quran says: There is no blame on you for seeking bounty from your Lord—2:198Q. The Meccas who have got no land and property get provision annually from the pilgrims by selling their camels cows, goats and rams for the purpose of sacrifice. They have also other gains from other sources sufficient to supply their provision for at least a year. The poor and the needy get help from the rich and thus a spirit of benevolence is created. The Quran says: Feed the distressed one, the needy—22:23Q.

(d) **Spiritual Significance of Haj rituals.** Pilgrimage is performed in the sacred months of Shawwal, Zi'qad and the first 9 days of Zil-Haj. In these months, everyone stops his hand from foul things of every description. The Quran says: Whoever determines the performance of pilgrimage therein, there shall be no amorous speech, no abusing and no disputing in Haj—2:197Q. Leaving aside the petty jealousies and enmities of life, the pilgrim enters into a heavenly life wherein there is nothing but divine glory and divine grandeur. Haj teaches us complete submission to Divine Will because one, without sufficiently understanding the inner meanings of going round the Ka'ba, kissing the Black Stone, running between Safa and Merwa, and throwing stones at Zamrah, does these things in blind submission to Divine order. Therefore God becomes pleased with His servant saying: ‘Without seeking any reason of order, he obeyed Me’. If a servant goes to question the propriety of his master's order without obeying it then and there, the master is not surely very much pleased with him. The Quran says, therefore, about the motive behind the rituals: What! do you make the giving of drink to the pilgrims and the visit of the sacred mosque like one who believes in Allah and the latter day and strives hard in Allah's way? —9:19Q. It is not righteousness that you turn your faces towards the east and the west but righteousness it is that one should believe in Allah etc—(2:177Q). These verses teach us that behind the rituals there is the grand object of the remembrance of Allah. It has been emphasised in another verse: And pilgrimage to the House is incumbent upon men for the sake of Aeeah—3:96Q.

Pilgrimage stands as a symbol as to how to prepare for the next world
after cutting of all worldly connections and to have a sight of the Lord. The Ka'ba is the house of Allah and the surrounding hills are its walls. His grand Durbar is held at Arafat. No tree or even grass can be cut off from the neighbourhood of Allah's house and its court yard. The circumbulation round the Ka'ba and the running between Safa and Marwa are the pilgrim's efforts to get a clue to Allah. In order to meet Him, a pilgrim cuts off all connections from his world as if he is going to the next world to meet Him after death. As the worldly means are necessary for the journey, the good deeds are likewise necessary for the spiritual journey. The greater are the means, the greater are the comforts in journey. Likewise the greater are the good deeds, the greater are the comforts in the spiritual journey. After death the spiritual journey begins. Therefore a pilgrim puts the dress of death i.e. two unsewn pieces and cries: I am present to Thee, O God, I am present to Thee. The loud voices of all the pilgrims in such a way fill up the atmosphere with divine glory. In this journey, none is allowed to do any harm to any animal. The great hardships of the journey represent punishment in the grave. Then actually reaching the Ka'ba, the believer's heart is filled up with electricity of Divine Presence because he sees the House of Allah and circumbulates round it with the hope of getting a sight of His appearance. The stones and cover of the Imperial House are kissed. The kissing of the Black Stone represents the registration of names for the Great Interview in the black page of the stone. If gramophone records can preserve the deeds of men, it is not impossible for the Black Stone to register the names of pilgrims, so that it may be opened on the Resurrection Day before the Divine presence. Being baffled there, the pilgrim goes to run between Safa and Marwa and looks often to the Imperial House in eager search for the Beloved. Then knowing that all will be allowed to see Him in the general court yard at Arafat, he runs towards the vast field which represents the great universal Assemblage of the people in the next world for accounts. There the interview will be granted after a review of the deeds. Arafat is therefore the highest manifestation of spiritual advancement.

Then in the field of Arafat, he learns that everybody is not granted interview on account of the deeds he has done. He then hastens to his world with the best training. He remains at Muzdalafah with the expectation of being called again for the Great Interview. Finding no response, he goes to Mina where he
still waits and dedicates his dear animals and hard-earned wealth to please Allah. The devil comes in but he keeps the devil at a stone’s throw by throwing stones. Then he goes again to visit the Ka’ba and hears this lesson: ‘In order to realise God, do good deeds’.

All these things are lessons for higher spiritual experience which is achieved among the discordant elements of society. Then he is brought nearer and nearer to God.

(e) **Compulsory Haj** The following five conditions make Haj compulsory on a Muslim: (1) He shall be free and not slave, (2) he shall be a major person; (3) he shall be sane, (4) he shall have a sound body and (5) he shall have ability to undertake a journey. All these things combined make a Haj compulsory on a person only once in his life. The Quran says: And pilgrimage to the House is incumbent upon men for the sake of Allah, upon everyone who is able to undertake the journey to it—3:96Q. The fifth condition depends on two circumstances—safe journey and sufficient means for taking a journey to Mecca and to return home and for provision for the dependants during absence from home. The Quran lays down: And make provision, for the benefit of provision is God-fear—2:197Q. To take provision is true God-reliance (36:28). As soon as a man finds himself in the above conditions, haj becomes Farz on him; and if after some time, he becomes ill or poor or loses one of the five conditions, he will not be exonerated from the sin of not making pilgrimage in due time. He is free to absolve himself from the duty by performing it at any time during his life, and after his death his heirs may perform it on his behalf with the assets left by him and free him from the sin (36:7, 8, 23). A representative may make pilgrimage on behalf of another person provided he performed his own pilgrimage previously (36:24). Haj is also Farz on a women provided her husband or one of her relatives within the prohibited degrees is available to accompany her to Mecca—36:29, 9.

(f) **Farz in Haj.** The following are the Farz duties in Haj. If one of them is given up, Haj becomes void. (1) To observe Ibram, (2) to wait at Arafat, (3) to make Tawaf round the Ka’ba and (4) to observe the above duties in order.

(g) **Wajeb in Haj.** There are five wajeb in Haj. If anybody breaks one of these duties, he does not thereby render his Haj void but only invalid. He shall then have to make amends by the sacrifice of at least a goat. (1) To run between Safa and Merwa,
(2) To stay at Muzdalafah on the 10th night of Zil-Haj, (3) to throw stones at Jamrahs, (4) to shave or cut the hairs of the head and (5) to make Tawaf at the time of leaving the city of Mecca.

(h) **Three procedures of Haj.** Haj may be performed in either of the following three modes. These are known as (1) **Hajje-Ifrad** (2) **Hajje-Qeran**, and (3) **Hajje-Tamattu**.

(1) **Hajje-Ifrad** (حاجة إفراد) is the best method of Haj. Therein, Ihram is made for Haj and it continues up to the day of Sacrifice. Then the pilgrim goes outside Mecca and makes Ihram again for Umrah.

(2) **Hajje-Qeran** (حاجة قرآن) is a pilgrimage in which Ihram for both Umrah and Haj is made at a time and it does not end till both are performed. For such a pilgrim, it is wajeb to sacrifice a goat. If he does not find it, he shall have to observe ten days of fasting, three days before Zil-Haj and seven days at home.

(3) **Hajje-Tamattu** (حاجة تمتع) In this Haj, Ihram is made first for Umrah and then for Haj during the days of Haj. There are therefore two distinct Iram in this pilgrimage. This is called pilgrimage of Tamattu’ (enjoyment) because between the two Iram, one is allowed to enjoy everything like a non-pilgrim. The sacrifice of one goat is wajeb in this Haj, in default ten days fasting. In case a pilgrim takes the sacrificial animal with him, he shall remain in Ihram in this Haj till the day of Sacrifice.

(I) **Rules before a pilgrim starts for pilgrimage.** (1) He shall make Taubah (repentance). (2) He shall pay compensation to the injured and the oppressed. (3) His debts must be cleared. (4) He must leave sufficient means for the maintenance of his family during his absence. (5) He shall make wasiat (death instructions). (6) He must take lawful earnings for expense. (7) He shall do some charitable acts. (8) He shall embark on fast conveyance. (9) He shall take an honest and well-informed Muallim. (10) He shall seek blessings from, and pray for blessings on, his friends, relatives and members of his family. (11) He shall pray 2 rak’ats on the eve of his coming out of his house by reciting the first chapter and the chapter ‘Infidels’ in the first rak’at, and the first chapter and chapter ‘Ikhlas’ in the second.

(j) **Merits of pilgrimage.** A pilgrim is a guest of God when he goes to make pilgrimage—36:31. If he dies on the way, he gets the rewards of a Gazi—36:564w. If he seeks forgiveness for anybody, it is generally accepted—36:563w. Haj is practically Jihad
and brings rewards of Jihad—36:10. An accepted haj has got no less a reward than Paradise—36:4. He who dies without performing Haj though it was incumbent upon him, dies a Jew or a Christian—36:17.

(k) General Procedure of Haj. Starting from home, a pilgrim shall enter into Ihram at least at Miqat. When reaching Mecca, he shall make Tawaf seven times and Sa'y between Safa and Merwa seven times. If the Ihram ends there, he shall shave or cut the hairs of his head. Then with a fresh Ihram on the 8th or 9th Zil-Haj, he shall start for Arafat and reach there for waiting at noon. In the evening of the same day, he will return to Muzdalafah and spend the night there. In the early dawn of 10th Zil-Haj, he shall start for Mina reaching there at noon and instantly proceed to throw stones at Jamrah Aqabah. Finishing there, he shall return to Mina and after shaving shall offer animals for sacrifice. On the 11th and 12th Zil-Haj, he will remain at Mina throwing seven stones in the afternoon of each day in the Jamrahs. Then he may remain at Mina on the 13th or return to Mecca on the 12th evening. After returning, he shall proceed to make Tawaf and Sa'y. When leaving, he shall make a final Tawaf.

(L) Some Arabic words in Haj defined.

Al-Haj—One who makes Haj (pilgrimage).

Haj—Pilgrimage to the Ka'ba at Mecca at the fixed time from 8th to 13th Zil-Haj of which the necessary rituals and devotions are called Manasik.

Umrah—A visit to the Holy Ka'ba at any time. In Umrah, waiting at Arafat and sacrifice of animals are dispensed with.

Ihram—The state in which a pilgrim doing Haj or Umrah is required to remain in and observe particular fixed rules for passing it. A man observing Ihram is called Muhrim.

Talbiyah—To recite in a loud voice: ‘Labbaik Allahomma Labbaik’—Present to Thee, O Allah, present to Thee. Its full term will appear in its proper section.

Miqat (muhill)—It is a fixed place near Mecca from which Ihram is to begin.

Tawaf—Circumambulation round the Ka'ba with devotional recitations.

Aqabah—The last place of throwing stones.

Jamrah—The place of throwing stones.
1. Abu Hurairah reported: The Messenger of Allah delivered us sermon and said: O men! pilgrimage has certainly been made obligatory on you. So make pilgrimage. A man enquired: O Apostle of Allah! is it in every year? He remained silent till he (the man) repeated it thrice. Then he said: If I would have said 'Yes', it would have surely become obligatory and you would have had no option. Afterwards he said: Leave me till I leave you, because surely those who were before you were destroyed on account of their frequent questions and their difference over their Prophets. So when I bid you anything, do it if you are able; and when I forbid you anything, leave it.

—Muslim.

2. Same reported that the Apostle of Allah was asked: Which of the actions is best? He replied: Faith in Allah and His Apostle. He was questioned: What is next? He said: Jihad in the way of Allah. He was questioned: What is next? He replied: An accepted pilgrimage.

—Agreed.

3. Same reported that the Messenger of Allah said: Whoso

2118. (i) The Jews and the Christians have been meant in this tradition. (ii) The man who asked the question was Agra'a-b-Habes. He asked the Prophet whether pilgrimage is obligatory in every year. The Prophet was enraged at this question and
makes pilgrimage for Allah without making any sexual intercourse and doing anything foul, returns as on a day on which his mother gave birth to him.

—Agreed.

4. Same reported that the Messenger of Allah said: One Umrah up to (another) Umrah makes amends of what (sin) is between them and an accepted pilgrimage has got no reward except Paradise.

—Agreed.

5. Ibn Abbas reported that the Apostle of Allah said: Verily Umrah during Ramazan is equal to one pilgrimage (in reward).

—Agreed.

6. Same reported that the Prophet met a caravan at Raoha’s and enquired who the people were. They replied: Muslims. They asked: Who are you? He replied: Messenger of Allah. Then a woman raised up a boy before him and asked: Is there any pilgrimage for him? ‘Yes’ said he,

said that it is obligatory only once in life. (iii) ‘Leave me till I leave you’ means—‘leave me questioning till I give you the explanation of your query.’

2114. In order to get the merits, a Muslim must make pilgrimage with no other motive but to satisfy Allah and to obey His command. ‘Foul’ stands for a great sin and repetition of a minor sin.

2115. All minor sins are forgiven between two Umrahas.

2116. Raoha’s is the name of a place which is seventy-two miles off from Medina. This shows that a minor boy or girl is not deprived of the rewards of an optional pilgrimage. By this act, the duty of compulsory pilgrimage is not dropped on his or her attainment of puberty. A slave is also subject to the above law, but a poor man is exempted from another pilgrimage if he happens to be sick after his pilgrimage during his poverty.
and there is reward (also) for you.'

—Muslim.

7. Same reported that a woman of Khasama (tribe) enquired: O apostle of Allah! verily the obligatory injunction of Allah over His servants regarding pilgrimage has overtaken my aged father who can not travel over a conveyance. Shall I make pilgrimage for him? 'Yes' said he. And that was at the Farewell pilgrimage. 2117

—Agreed.

8. Same reported that a man came to the Prophet and enquired: Verily my sister made a vow to make pilgrimage but she has died. The Prophet said: If there had been any debt due from her, would you pay it up? 'Yes' said he. He said: Then pay the debt of Allah, as it has got more right to be paid up. 2118

—Agreed.

9. Same reported that the Messenger of Allah said: No man shall remain alone with a woman, nor shall a woman make journey except with a relative within the prohibited degrees. A man asked: O Ms. of Allah! I have been enrolled for such and such a battle, but my wife intends to go out to make pilgrimage. He said:

2117. It is the duty of an heir that he should make pilgrimage for his predecessor with the income of his inherited property.

2118. If pilgrimage becomes compulsory on a woman, it is wajeb on her part to take either her husband or a relative within the prohibited degrees with her in the journey.
Go; then make pilgrimage with your wife. —Agreed.
10. Ayesha reported: I asked permission of the Prophet to make Jihad. He said: Your Jihad is pilgrimage. —Agreed.
11. Abu Hurairah reported that the Apostle of Allah said: No woman shall make journey to the distance of one day and one night except with a man within the prohibited degrees. —Agreed.

12. Ibn Abbas reported that the Messenger of Allah fixed Zul-Halifah for the inhabitants of Medina, and Hujfah for the Syrians, and Qarn Manajel for the people of Najd, and Yalam for the people of Yemen. So these are for them and for those who come through them without being their inhabitants—for those who wish to make pilgrimage and Umrah; whoever lives nearer (Mecca), his Ihram is from his residence. (The case is) such and such; even the people of Mecca shall make Ihram from it (Mecca). 2119 —Agreed.
13. Jaber reported from the Apostle of Allah who said: The

2119. Zul-Halifah is the name of a place which is only twelve miles off from Medina to the south. Najd means an elevated place, but it is now the high plateau between Mecca and Iraq. Qarn Manajel is the name of a place near Tayef. Yalam is the name of a chain of hills two stations off from Mecca to the south-west. These are fixed places where the vow of Ihram is taken. Whosoever comes through these places for Haj or Umrah must take Ihram from those places and proceed towards Mecca. As for those who start from places nearer Mecca but not beyond the fixed places, they need not take Ihram to enter Mecca.
place of Ihram for the people of Medina is Zul-Halfah, and another place is Huzfah, and the place of Ihram for the people of Iraq is Zate-Erq, and the place for the people of Najd is Qarn, and the place for the inhabitants of Yemen is Yalamam.

―Muslim.

14. Anas reported that the Messenger of Allah made Umrah for four times each being in Zul-Qa’dah except that (Umrah) which was joined with Haj. The Umrah from Hudaibiyah was in Zul-Qa’dah, the Umrah in the following year was in Zul-Qa’dah, the Umrah from Je-erranah was where the booties of Hunain were divided in Zul-Qa’dah and the Umrah was with his Haj. 2120

―Agreed.

15. Bara’a-b-A’jeb reported that the Apostle of Allah made Umrah twice in Zul-Qa’dah before he performed Haj.―Bukhari.

16. Ibn Abbas reported that the Messenger of Allah said: O men! verily Allah prescribed pilgrimage for you. Aqra’a-b-Habes got up and said: Is it in every year, O Apostle of Allah? He said: If I had said ‘Yes’, it would have become obligatory;

2120. (i) The first Umrah of the Prophet took place on Monday, the first date of Zul-Qa’dah in 6 A. H. There were 1400 companions with the Prophet at that time. According to the terms of the Hudaibiyah treaty, he had to return then with the condition of making Umrah in the following year. In the following year, he performed the Qaza Umrah. The third Umrah took place in 8 A. H. after the conquest of Mecca. The Prophet started after night prayer and returned to Je-erranah (which is 18 miles off from Mecca). The fourth Umrah occurred after 9 A. H. when pilgrimage was made common. It took place in the month of Zil-haj.
and if it had been made compulsory, you would not have acted it, nor you would have been able. And pilgrimage is (obligatory) for once, and whoever observes (it) more, it is optional.

—Ahmad, Nisai, Darimi.

17. Ali reported that the Messenger of Allah said: Whoso has got provision and conveyance to take him to the House of Allah but does not make pilgrimage, there is no difference whether he dies a Jew or a Christian, and that is because Allah, the Blessed and the High, says: And for Allah over men, there is the pilgrimage of the House for one who has got means of journeying to it 3:96Q. 2131 —Tirmisi (Rare)

18. Ibn Abbas reported that the Apostle of Allah said: There is no Sarurah in Islam. 2132

—Abu Daud, Darimi.

19. Same reported that the Messenger of Allah said: Whoever intends to make pilgrimage, let him hasten (it). 2133

—Abu Daud, Darimi.

2131. (i) Tirmisi says that Hilal-b-Abdullah, one of the narrators, is not known and hence it is a rare tradition. (ii) The last sentence signifies that he who has got means to perform pilgrimage but still does not finish it is not within the fold of Islam. In other words, he is not a perfect Muslim. Such is the importance given to the institution of pilgrimage.

2132. Sarurah means to lead a life of calibacy and to give up the compulsory pilgrimage. He who leads the life of a bachelor is not a perfect Muslim. So also is the case of one who makes no pilgrimage.

2133. Imams Malek, Abu Hanifah and Ahmad hold that as soon as a Muslim attains maturity and has got means, pilgrimage becomes obligatory on him; and if he does not perform it at that time, he remains in constant transgression till pilgrimage.
20. Ibn Masud reported that the Apostle of Allah said: Make Haj and Umrah follow one after another because they both remove poverty and sins, just as a hammer removes rust of iron, gold and silver; and there is no reward for an accepted pilgrimage except Paradise.

—Tirmizi, Nisai, Ahmad and Ibn Majah from Omar up to 'rust of iron.


22. Same reported that a man asked the Apostle of Allah and said: What is (the description of) a pilgrim? He said: One dishevelled in hairs, giving out bad smell. Another got up and enquired: O Apostle of Allah! which (thing in) pilgrimage is best? He said: Loud respond to Labbaik and sacrifice of animal. Another stood up and

is finished; and during this period his evidence cannot be taken. Imam Shafayi says that the right to make pilgrimage exists up to the last day of one's life and there is no sin if it is performed in the mean time. If he loses his means after the Haj becomes obligatory on him, the duty does not cease. Therefore the earlier it is done, the better.

2124. This refers to Hajje-Quran which has been explained in the head note. By performing this kind of pilgrimage, a man becomes wealthy both in the temporal and spiritual worlds.'

2125. There are two conditions which make Haj compulsory—means sufficient for the journey and provision for maintenance of one's family during his absence and the expenses of conveyance. Imam Malek says that the latter condition is not necessary.
enquired: O Ms. of Allah! what are (the things necessary for) the journey? He said: Means and conveyance.

—Ibn Majah, Sharh-Sunnat.

23. Abu Razin-al-Oqaili reported that he came to the Prophet and asked: O Ms. of Allah! my father is an old man unable to perform pilgrimage and visit the House and ride on. He said: Make pilgrimage for your father and visit the House.

—Abu Daud, Nisai, Tirmizi (Approved, Correct).

24. Ibn Abbas reported that the Messenger of Allah heard a man saying 'Labbaik on behalf of Shubramah'. He asked: Who is Shubramah? He replied: A brother of mine or a relative of mine. He asked: Have you not made pilgrimage for yourself? 'No' said he. He said: Make pilgrimage for yourself and then make pilgrimage for Shubramah.

—Shafey, Abu Daud, Ibn Majah.

25. Same reported that the Apostle of Allah fixed 'Aqiq.

2123. This refers to the word 'Sibill' in the following verse of the Quran: (obligatory upon) one who has got the means of taking a journey to it—2:96. Ibn Majah narrated only the first part of this tradition.

2127. This is the Mashab of Imam Shafeyi and Ahmad. They hold that one who has not already performed pilgrimage cannot perform it on behalf of another. Imam Malek and Abu Hanifa hold otherwise. They explain this tradition by saying that this was only recommended and not made obligatory. Abu Hanifah says also that this tradition is weak.
26. Ayesha reported that the Prophet fixed Za’te Erq for the people of Iraq.

27. Omme Salamah reported: I heard the Apostle of Allah say: Who so makes Ihram for Haj or for Umrah from the distant mosque (at Jerusalem) to the sacred mosque (of the Ka’ba), is forgiven of all sins that was committed before and that may be committed hereafter; or Paradise will become due for him.

28. Ibn Abbas reported that the people of Yemen used to make pilgrimage but without (sufficient) means. They used to say: We are a people who relies on Allah. When they reached Mecca, they begged of men. Then the almighty Allah revealed: Take provisions, and verily the benefit of provision is piety.

---

2128. Aqiq is a place opposite to Zate-Erq. These are the two places for the eastern people for taking Ihram.

2129. It appears from this that the more is the distance of the place of Ihram, the more are the rewards, and that it is lawful to make Ihram from any place beyond the fixed places. It is however Makruh to make Ihram before the sacred months. The above is the view of three Imams. Imam Shafeyi is reported to have said that Ihram beyond the fixed places is illegal.

2130. It occurs in 3: 96Q. ‘The benefit of provision is piety’ means that the best kind of piety consists in supplying oneself with both physical and spiritual food. If one of the two is neglected, it does not become perfect and a man cannot be called a perfectly pious man. The real pious man is he who strives hard both for bread and piety.
29. **Ayesha** reported: I asked: O Ms. of Allah! is there any Jihad for women? 'Yes' replied he, 'there is for them Jihad wherein there is no fighting- Haj and Umrah'. —*Ibn Majah.*

30. **Abu Hurairah** reported from the Prophet who said: The pilgrim and the observer of Umrah are guests of Allah. If they call Him, He responds to them; and if they beg pardon of Him, He grants them pardon.

—*Ibn Majah*

31. **Same** reported: I heard the Prophet say: The guests of Allah are three—the Gazi, the pilgrim and the observer of Umrah. —*Nisai, Baihaqi.*

562w. **Abu Omamah** reported that the Messenger of Allah said: Whomsoever an open necessity, or a tyrant king, or a confining disease, does not prevent from making pilgrimage and who dies without making pilgrimage, let him die a Jew if he likes, or a Christian if he likes. 2181 —*Darimi.*

563w. **Ibn Omar** reported: I heard the Apostle of Allah say: When you meet a pilgrim, salute him and shake hands with him and tell him to ask for forgiveness for you before he enters his house because he has been forgiven of his sins). —*Ahmad.*

2181. In other words, if any Muslim is free to make pilgrimage and has got means of performing the same and is not prevented by any cause whatsoever, he must make Haj. If he does not, he will die a transgressor like a Jew or a Christian.
Abu Hurairah reported that the Apostle of Allah said: Whoever goes out as a pilgrim, or as a visitor of the House, or as a Gazi and afterwards dies in his way, Allah will write for him the rewards of a Gazi and a pilgrim and a visitor of the House.

—Baihaqi.

SECTION 2

2132. Miqat, Ihram and Talbiyah

(a) Miqat: Ihram is observed from Miqat or the fixed places. There are different Miqats for the people of different countries. Pilgrims coming through or near these places are required to enter upon the state of Ihram from those places. The Miqats are the following:

Zul Halifah—for pilgrims coming from the direction of Medina.
Zuhrfah—for pilgrims coming from the direction of Syria and Egypt.
Qrn-al-Manazil—for pilgrims coming from the direction of Najd.
Yalamlam—for pilgrims coming from the direction of Yemen.
Zaṭe Eqr—for pilgrims coming from the direction of Iraq.
Mecca—for the people of Mecca.

(b) Ihram: A pilgrim can enter into Ihram as soon as he starts from his home but as it is excessively hard on him to follow the rules of Ihram from a distant land he may travel in normal state till he reaches the Miqat where he is required compulsorily to enter into Ihram. The first thing for Ihram is to have a bath or at least ablution (36:39). Then two unsewn pieces of white cloth, one covering the lower portion and another the upper portion of the body are worn. Women may wear dress according to their habits. Then after performing two rak'ats of prayer, Niyyat shall be taken for Haj: “O Allah! I make Niyyat for Haj and Umrah (or for Umrah or for Haj). So make them easy for me and accept them from me.” Talbiyah shall next be recited aloud. After that the following things become unlawful till the pilgrim gets out of Ihram:

(1) To wear rich dresses, (2) to use scents, (3) to pair off nails, or shave, cut or pluck out hairs, (4) to have sexual intercourse,
or to play with wife sexually, (5) to marry, (6) to hunt a game except fish in sea, and (7) to have dispute, or quarrel or to do any other unlawful thing. The Quran says: So whoever determines to make pilgrimage, there shall be no amorous speech, no abusing and no disputing in Haj—2:197Q. In case of breach of any of these rules, sacrifice of an animal becomes wajeb. Ihram ends in Hajj. Tamattu after the first circumpilation round the Ka'ba and running between Safa and Marwa provided no sacrificial animal has been taken with a pilgrim; then Ihram for Haj will be taken in the days of Hajj and it will end on the 10th Zil-Haj. In case of other kinds of Hajj, Ihram will continue up to 10th of Zil-Haj. The Prophet in his Hajj in 10 A.H. taught his followers the rules and regulations of Hajj by practical examples. 

(c) Talbiyah is to recite ‘Tlubeik’ as recorded in tradition 36:33. To recite it is wajeb according to Imam Abu Hanifah and sunnat according to Imam Shafeyi. It shall be recited at the end of each prayer, in the morning and evening, at the time of meeting a caravan and of rising up and coming down.

32. Ayesha reported: I used to apply perfume to the Apostle of Allah for his Ihram before he made Ihram and for his coming out of Ihram before going round the House with a perfume wherein there was musk; as if I was smelling the fragrance of the perfume in the parting hairs of the Messenger of Allah while he was under Ihram. 2183 —Agreed.

33. Ibn Omar reported: I heard the Apostle of Allah proclaim with a loud voice with his head covered with saffron “Present to Thee, O Allah, a gift which I have received from a special angel.”

2183. Imams Ahmad and Abu Hanifa said on the basis of this tradition that even if the effects of perfume remain after Ihram, there is no harm. Imams Shafeyi and Malek held it as Makruh.

2184. Talbiyah is the act of a man in Ihram for covering the hair of his head with saffron in order to keep the dust away.
present to Thee! Present to Thee! No partner for Thee! Present to Thee! Verily all praise and all beneficence are for Thee, and also kingdom. There's no partner for Thee, without making my exaggeration in these words.

—Agreed.

34. Same reported that when the Prophet placed his leg in the stirrup and his camel took him up standing, he recited Labbaik near the mosque of Zul-Halifah. 2135 —Agreed.

35. Abu: Sayeed-al-khodri reported: We came out with the Apostle of Allah for pilgrimage crying Labbaik loudly. —Muslim.

36. Anas reported: I was riding behind Abu Talha while they were all crying in a loud voice 'Haj and Umrah,' joining them together. —Bukhari.

37. Ayesha reported: We came out with the Apostle of Allah in the year of the Farewell Pilgrimage. There were some amongst us who made Ihram for Umrah, and there were some amongst us who made Ihram for Haj and Umrah, and there were some amongst us who made Ihram for Haj and the Prophet made Ihram for Haj. As for those who made Ihram for Umrah, it became lawful; and

185. There are three different traditions on this subject. Imam Shafayi holds on the basis of this tradition that Ihram begins without any prayer, while the other three Imams hold that, before Ihram, two rak'ats of prayer should be recited by a pilgrim.
as for those who made Ihram for only Haj or joined Haj and Umrah together, it was not lawful till the day of sacrifice come to pass. —Agreed.

34. Ibn Omar reported that the Apostle of Allah enjoyed in the Farewell Pilgrimage Umrah with Haj. He began and made Ihram for Umrah and then made Ihram for Haj.

—Agreed.

39. Zaid b. Sabit reported that he saw the Prophet preparing for his Ihram and taking bath.

—Tirmizi, Darimi.

40. Ibn Omar reported that the Prophet arranged his head with wash. —Abu Daud.

41. Khalil b. Sa'yun reported from his father who said that the Apostle of Allah said: Gabriel came to me and directed me to order my companions to raise up their voices high with Ihram or with Labbaik. 2186

—Nisai, Ibn Majah, Darimi, Malek, Tirmizi, Abu Daud.

42. Sahl b. Sa'ad reported that the Apostle of Allah said: No Muslim utters Labbaik, except that those who are in his right and in his left utter Labbaik from stones, trees and clots of earth, till the earth is resounded from here and there.

—Tirmizi, Ibn Majah.
43. Ibn Omar reported that the Messenger of Allah used to say two rak'ats at Zul-Halifah. Next when the she-camel kept standing near the mosque of Zil-Halifah, he used to make Ihram with these words and say: Labbaik, O Allah, Labbaik and Labbaik, seeking fortune from Thee; and good is in Thy hand, present to Thee, and inclining to Thee and to actions. —Agreed.

44. Jaber reported that when the Apostle of Allah intended to make pilgrimage, he proclaimed (it) among men. Then they gathered together. When he came to Baida'a, he made Ihram.

—Bukhari.

45. Ibn Abbas reported that the polytheists used to say Labbaik, there's no partner for Thee. The Prophet then used to say: Woe to you! thus far! thus far! except a partner who is for Thee, which Thou controleth and he controleth not. They used to say this and go round the House. —Muslim.

565w. Umarah-b-Khuzaïmah reported from his father who narrated that when the Prophet had done with the crying of Labbaik, he begged Allah of His pleasure and Paradise and begged refuge to Him out of His mercy from the Fire.

—Shafeyi.
SECTION 3

2137. Farewell Pilgrimage

In 10 A.H., The Holy Prophet set out on pilgrimage to Mecca and waited at Arafat where nearly 124,000 persons were present from various parts of Arabia representing various tribes and clans. The whole atmosphere was surcharged with divine glory and the Prophet saw the full triumph of his mission from all sides. The verse then came down: 'To-day I have perfected your religion for you and completed My favours on you—5:3 Q. The Prophet thus set the seal of perfection to Islam and delivered the ever memorable sermon in the field of Arafat which is a standing monument of Prophet's mission of prophethood for the guidance of mankind and its due accomplishment.

46. Jaber-b-Abdullah reported: The Apostle of Allah stayed at Medina for nine years without making pilgrimage. Then in the tenth year it was proclaimed among men that the Messenger of Allah intended pilgrimage. Thereafter many men assembled at Medina and we came out with him, till we came to Zul-Halifah. There Asma'a, daughter of Umaiya, gave birth to Muhammad, son of Abu Bakr. She sent (news) to the Prophet: What shall I do? He said: Take bath and cover (private parts) with a rag and make Ihram. 2138 The Prophet then prayed in the mosque and next rode on Qaswa (she-camel), till when it took him up to Baida'a, he made Ihram with the declaration of Takbir, and with 'O Allah! Labbaik, Labbaik; there's no
partner for Thee, Labbaik, verily all praise and help are for Thee; and the kingdom too, there is no partner for Thee. Jaber said: We did not intend but pilgrimage. We did not know Umrah, till we came to the House with him. He touched the corner and made seven rounds, three rounds by mild running and four by walking. Then he proceeded to the place of Abraham and recited: Take the place of Abraham as a praying place. He prayed two rak'ats and kept the Place between him and the House. 2139 In a narration: He recited in the two rak'ats: Say, He is Allah (112), and say, O you unbelievers! (109). Afterwards he returned to the corner, and then kissed it. He then came by the door to Safa. When he came near Safa, he read: Verily Safa and Marwah are of the signs of Allah. He began as Allah showed him how to begin with it. He began with Safa and ascended thereon till he saw the House. Then he turned his face towards the Ka'ba, declared the Unity of Allah and glorified Him and said: There is no god but Allah, He is one, there's no partner for Him, the kingdom is His, and all praise is His and He

2139. These two rak'ats of prayers at the place of Abraham are wajib according to Abu Hanifa, and sunnat according to Shafeyi. In the first rak'at, the chapter Ikhlas and in the second the chapter 'Say, O you unbelievers', should be read though the latter, according to the general practice, should first be read.
is powerful over all things. There is no god but Allah, the Single. He fulfilled His promise and helped His servant and routed the Allies. Then he sought succour in the midst of that. He uttered a similar thing thrice. Then he got down and walked to Merwah, till his feet touched the bottom of the valley. Then he ran till he ascended and then walked till he came to Merwah. He did on Merwah just as he had done on Safa, till when the last of his rounds was on Marwah, he proclaimed while he was on Marwah and the people were behind him. He said: Had I known my affairs before as I know them after, I would not have driven sacrificial animals and made their Umrah. If there is any of you with whom there is no sacrificial animal, let him make it lawful and let him make it for Umrah. Sraaqah-I-Malek got up and asked: O Ms. of Allah! is this for this year of ours or forever? The Prophet entered his fingers, one unto another and said: Umrah has entered unto Haj twice; no, rather forever and forever. 2140 And Ali came from Yemen with camels of the Prophet and said: What did you utter when you made pilgrimage compulsory? He said: I said: O Allah, I make Umrah just as Thy Prophet made. He said: There is sacrificing
animal with me. So don’t make it lawful. The collection of sacrificing animals which Ali brought from Yemen and which the Prophet brought with him was one hundred. The people, every one of them, made lawful and cut short (their hairs) except the Prophet and those with whom there were sacrificing animals. When there came the 8th day of Zil-Haj, they turned towards Mina and made Ihram for pilgrimage. The Prophet rode on. He prayed there Zuhr, Asr, Magrib, Isha and Fajr. Then he stayed for a while till the sun rose high. He then ordered for a tent of fur to be pitched at Namerah. The Prophet then made journey while the Quraisy did not doubt that he would stay at Masharul Haram as the Quraisy in the Days of ignorance used to do. Then the Messenger of Allah went on till he came to Arafat. He found a tent that had been pitched up for him at Namerah. He got down therein, till when the sun inclined towards the west, he ordered for his she-camel Qaswa which conveyed him. Then he came to the foot of the valley and addressed the people and said:

“Verily your lives and your properties are sacred to you like the sacredness of this day of yours in this month of yours in
this city of yours.

Behold! everything of the days of Ignorance has been destroyed under my feet and the blood claims of the Days of Ignorance have been remitted, and verily the first murder of the muders of ours which I remit was the murder of Ibn-Rabiyah, son of Hares, who was nursed among Banu-Sa‘ad. Huzail killed him.

And verily all usury of the days of Ignorance is forbidden, and the first usury of our usuries that was forbidden was the usury of Abbas, son of Abdul Muttaqeb, and that is entirely forbidden.

Fear Allah about women, because you have taken them with the trust of Allah and made their private parts lawful with the word of Allah. You have got right over them that they shall not entertain anybody on your bed which you dislike. If they do that, scourge them without being oppressivive. And they have got right over you that you shall clothe them and feed them in a just manner.

And I have left for you a thing which if you adhere to, you will never be misguided after me, the Book of Allah and what you get from me by questions.

So what do you say? They said:

We have witnessed that you have certainly communicated message, taught and given admonition. Then he said with his ring finger raised up towards heaven and pointing it towards men: O Allah, bear
witness, O Allah! bear witness (thrice). Afterwards Bilal proclaimed Azan; then he read Aqamat and prayed the Zuhr prayer. Then he read Aqamat and prayed Asr without praying anything between them. Then he rode on till he came to the halting place (Arafat). He turned the back of his camel Qaswa towards the stones and kept Hablul Mustah in his gront and faced the Qiblah. He continued to stay till the sun set in or the reddish colour, went a little till the light of the sun disappeared.

He took Osamah on his riding animal and marched on till he came to Muzdalafah. He prayed Magrib and Isha prayers there with one Azan and two Aqamats without any Tasbih between these two. Then he slept till there was dawn. He prayed Fajr when it was early dawn with one Azan and one Aqamat.

Then he rode on Qaswa till he reached Masharul Haram. He then turned towards the Qiblah, invoked Him, glorified Him, recited Tahil and declared His unity. He continued to stay (there) till it was very clear.

Then he began to march before the sun rose and took Fazl-b-Abbas behind, till he came to the valley of Mohasser. He halted a little and then treded the middle way which comes out over the greater Jamrah, till he came to a
And as for those who united Pilgrimage and Umrah, they only circumulated once. 3141a—Agreed.

48. Abdullah-b-Omar reported that the Apostle of Allah in the Farewell Pilgrimage combined Umrah with the Haj. He led the sacrificial animal with him from Zul-Halaifah. He began and made Ihram for Umrah and then he made Ihram for Haj. The people also combined with the Prophet Umrah with Haj. So there were some among men who took sacrificial animals and some who did not. When the Prophet returned to Mecca, he said to the people: As for one among you who has taken a sacrificial animal, verily nothing is unlawful for him which has been made unlawful for him, till he performs his pilgrimage; and whose among you has not taken a sacrificial animal, let him go round the House and Safa and Mrewah and let him cut (his hairs) and come out of Ihram. Afterwards let him make Ihram for Haj and let him take a sacrificial animal. Whoever does not find any sacrificial animal, let him keep fast for three days during the Haj, and seven when he returns to his family. Then he went round the House when he came to Mecca and kissed the Black Stone first.

Imam Shafeey holds that one Tawaf is sufficient for a pilgrim who unites Haj with Umrah, while Imam Abu Hamafa says that two Tawafs are necessary for such a pilgrim, first at the time of entering Mecca and thereafter after Haj. Tawaf is always combined with running between Safa and Mara'.
Then he made three rounds by mild running and four by walking. He prayed two rak'ats when he finished his circumbulation of the House near the place (of Abraham). Then he greeted and went away. Then he came to Safa and went round Safa and Merwah for seven times and then he did not make anything lawful which was prohibited for him, till he performed his Hajj and sacrificed his animal on the day of sacrifice. Then he hastened and went round the House and then made lawful every thing which he prohibited for himself, and he who led his sacrificial animal did like what the Apostle of Allah had done among men. 2148

—Agreed

49. Ibn Abbas reported that the Apostle of Allah said: This is the Umrah which we enjoyed with it. So whoever has got no sacrificial animal, let him make everything lawful because Umrah has entered unto Hajj up to the Resurrection Day. 2144

—Muslim

50. Ata'a reported: I heard Ja'ber-b-Abdullah say among men including myself: We, the companions of Muhammad, made Ihram for Hajj sincerely for Him alone. Ata'a reported that Ja'ber

2148. It appears from this hadis that the Prophet observed Hajj 'Tamattu' but the fact is that he observed Hajj-Qaran. Here the word 'Tamattu' has not been used in its technical sense.

2144. Here also the word 'Tamattu' has been used not in its technical sense.
had narrated: Then the Prophet started on the 4th day of the morning that passed from Zil-Haj and ordered us to come out of Ihram. *Ata’ā reported that* he had said: Make lawful and go unto women. Ata’ā said that he (Prophet) did not make it obligatory on them but he made them lawful for them. We enquired (being wondered) when there remained only 5 nights between us and Arafat. He ordered us to cohabit with our wives. We came to Arafat while the sexual organs urged to drop semen. Then the Prophet got up among us and said: You certainly know that I am the most fearful of Allah among you all, the most truthful among you all, and the most pious of you all. But for my sacrificial animal, I would have certainly made lawful as you are making lawful. Had I known out of my affairs what I came to know afterwards, I would not have driven the sacrificial animal. So make lawful. So we made lawful, heard and obeyed. Then Ali came from his work and said: With which thing have you made Ihram? He said to him: With that with which the Prophet made Ihram. The Apostle of Allah said: Send sacrificial animal and stay in Ihram. Ali then sacrificed an animal for him. Suraqah-b-Malik asked: O Apostle of Allah! is this for this year of ours or for
ever. He replied: For ever.

—Muslim.

51. **Ayesha** reported: The Apostle of Allah started on the 4th or 5th of Zil-Haj and came to me while he was angry. I asked: O Apostle of Allah! who has enraged you? May Allah admit him in the Fire! He said: What! do you not know that I ordered men with an affair but they are entertaining doubt? Had I known out of my affairs what I came to know after, I would not have led a sacrificial animal with me, till I have purchased it and then made lawful as they made lawful. —Muslim.

SECTION 4

2145. **Entry into Mecca, Tawaf and Sa’y.**

(a) **Entry into Mecca.** The pilgrim shall after entry into Mecca recite the following invocation as soon as the Ka’ba falls in sight.

"There is no god but Allah; Allah is greatest. O Allah! Thou art Peace, and from Thee peace, and Thy abode is the abode of peace. Thou art Blessed, O Possessor of glory and honour. O Allah! this is Thy house. Thou hast made it great and given it honour and respect. O Allah! increase its greatness; and increase its honour and respect, and increase its awe, and who soever makes pilgrimage to it, increase his piety and
honour. O Allah! open for me Thy doors of mercy and admit me in Thy paradise, and give me refuge from the accursed devil.

(b) Tawaf. It signifies circumbulation round the Kâ’ba. The Quran says: And then go round the Ancient House—22:29 Q. It occupies the most important place in the devotional acts of Haj as it is the first act when a pilgrim arrives at Mecca and the last act when he leaves it. The former is called Tawaf-ul-Qudum (the Tawaf of arrival) and the latter Tawaf al Wada (Tawaf of departure). There is another Tawaf called Tawaf az-Zeyarat (Tawaf of visit). It is done on the 10th Zil-Haj and included within the acts of Haj. It may also be performed on the final arrival at Mecca.

Tawaf begins from the Black Stone and ends up to it. Kissing the Black Stone, if possible, the pilgrim shall recite the following invocation:

'O Allah! with (due) faith and testifying Thy Book, and in fulfillment of Thy covenant, and in obedience to the way of Thy Prophet Muhammad (P.B.H.).'

When the pilgrim reaches the door of the Kâ’ba the following shall be read:

'O Allah! this house is Thy House, and this Sanctuary is Thy Sanctuary, and this security is Thy security and this House is a place of refuge to Thee from the fire.'

Then reaching the Rukn-Iraqi, the following invocation shall be read:

'O Allah! I seek refuge to Thee from doubt, polytheism, infidelity, hypocrisy, enmity, bad conduct and bad look in family, property and children.'
Then proceeding further, the following invocation may be recited:

"O Allah! give me shade under Thy shade on the day on which there will be no shade but the shade of Thy Throne. O Allah! give me with the cup of Muhammad (P.H.) such a drink that will not thereafter leave any thirst."

Thereafter reaching the Rukn-Shami, the following invocation shall be read:

"O Allah! make it an accepted Hajj, and an accepted effort of greatfulness, and a forgiven sin and a merchandise that is never destroyed. O Almighty! O Forgiver! forgive and show mercy and pardon what Thou knowest. Verily Thou art the Most Glorious, the Most Honourable."

Thereafter reaching the Rukn-Yamani, the following invocation shall be read:

"O Allah! I seek refuge to Thee from infidelity, and I seek refuge to Thee from poverty, and from the punishment of the grave, and from the calamities of life and death, and I seek refuge to Thee from disgrace of this world and the hereafter.

When going to finish the round near the Black Stone, the pilgrim shall read the following:

O Allah, O our Lord, give us good in this world and good in the hereafter, and save us by Thy mercy from the punishment of grave and the punishment of the Fire.
There shall be at first three mild runnings (Raml) and then four walkings in Tawaf. The Black Stone shall be kissed if possible at the end of each round. Necessary but not frivolous talk is allowed in Tawaf. A pilgrim is allowed to make Tawaf on conveyance if he is ill. Women are permitted to go round the Ka'ba along with the males but they are prohibited from doing it and running between Safa and Merwah when they are in their monthly courses.

Then two rak'ats of prayer shall be offered in front of 'Maqame Ibrahim'.

(c) Sa'y. Afterwards the pilgrim shall run seven times between the mounts Safa and Merwah. The Quran says: Surely Safa and Merwah are among the signs appointed by Allah. So whoso makes Haj to the House or Umrah, there is no blame on him if he goes round them—2:158 Q. When running, the following invocation has been recommended:

"O Lord! forgive and show mercy and pardon what Thou knowest. Verily Thou art the Most Glorious and the Most Honourable. O Allah! give us good in this world and good in the hereafter and save us from the fire.

If the Ihram terminates there, the hairs of the head shall be shaved or cut.

52. Nafe' reported: Ibn Omar narrated that he did not come to Mecca but passed the night at Zi-at-Towa till morning. Then he took bath and prayed before he entered Mecca during day time. And when he came out of it (Mecca), he passed by Zi-at-Towa and passed the night there till (next) morning. He narrated: The Prophet used to do it. —Agreed

4146. Zu-at-Towa is the name of a place within the sacred limits of Mecca.
53. **Ayesha** reported: When the Prophet came to Mecca, he entered it from its valley and went out from its meadow.

—Agreed.

54. **Urwah-b-zubair** reported: the Prophet performed Haj, Ayesha informed me that the first thing with which he began when he came to Mecca was ablution. Then he went round the House and then Umrah was no more. Next Abu Bakr performed Haj and the first thing with which he began was circumbulation of the House and then Umrah was no more. Thereafter Omar and thereafter Osman (did) like that.

—Agreed.

55. **Ibn Omar** reported: When the Apostle of Allah performed circumbulation during Haj or Umrah, the first thing which proceeded was that he ran three rounds and walked four rounds and then made two prostrations. Afterwards he went round Safa and Merwah.—Agreed.

56. **Same** reported that the Apostle of Allah ran thrice from the Stone to the Stone and walked four times, and he ran down the valley of Masil when he went round Safa and Merwah. 2147 —*Muslim."

---

2147. According to Hanifi Mazhab, to run between Safa and Merwah seven times is wajeb, while Shafeyi Mazhab does not hold it to be so. Batn-al-Masil is the name of place between Safa and Merwah.
57. Ja'ber reported: When the Prophet reached Mecca, he came to the Stone and kissed it and then walked to its right and ran thrice and walked four times.

—Muslim.

58. Zubair-b-Arabiya reported: A man asked Ibn Omar about kissing of the Stone. He said: I saw the Prophet touching and kissing it.

—Bukhari.

59. Omar reported: I did not see the Prophet touch the Stone except the two stones of the two right sides.

—Agreed.

60. Ibn Abbas reported: the Prophet went round in the Farewell Pilgrimage riding a camel, kissing the Stone by touch with a stick.

—Agreed.

61. Same reported that the Apostle of Allah went round the House riding on a camel. When he came to the Stone, he hinted at it with a thing in his hand and uttered Takbir.

—Bukhari.

62. Abu Tofail reported: I saw the Apostle of Allah going round the House and touching the Stone by a stick with him and kissing the stick.

—Muslim.

63. Ayesha reported: We came out with the Prophet. We did not talk except about Haj. When we came to Saraf, 3147 a I

Saraf is a place 11 miles off from Mecca.
perceived menstruation. The Prophet came while I was weeping. He said: Perhaps you are menstruating. "Yes" replied I. He said: Verily that is a thing which Allah gifted for the daughters of Adam. So do what a pilgrim does without going round the House till you become pure. —Agreed.

64. Abu Hurairah reported: Abu Bakr sent me during the Pilgrimage about which the Prophet appointed him the leader before the Farewell Pilgrimage on the day of sacrifice among a company. He ordered him to proclaim among men: Behold! no polytheist shall make Haj after this year and none shall go naked round the House. 2143 —Agreed.

65. A Refugee from Mecca reported that Jaber was asked about a man who raised his hand after seeing the House. He said: We have made Pilgrimage with the Prophet but we did not do it. 2149 —Abu Daud, Tirmizi

66. Abu Hurairah reported that the Apostle of Allah came and entered Mecca. He then came to the Stone, kissed it by

2143. The polytheists used to go round the Ka'ba naked before Islam was preached. This custom was abolished along with the order that the non-Muslims will not be allowed to enter the sacred boundary. The Quran says: Verily the polytheists are impure. So they shall not come near the Sacred Mosque after this year (Q).

2149. This is the opinion of Imams Abu Hanifa, Shafi'i and Malik. Imam Ahmad holds that a man shall raise up his hands as soon as he sees the Holy Ka'ba. The Hedayah and Durre Mukhtar support the former view.
touch and then went round the House. Then he came to Safa and ascended it till he looked at the House. He then raised his hands and began to remember Allah and to call (Him) as he was pleased. —*Abu Daud.*

67. **Ibn Abbas** reported that the Messenger of Allah said: Circumambulation round the House is like prayer except that you can talk therein. So whoever talks therein, he must not talk but good. —*Tirmizi, Nisa'i, Darimi.*

68. **Same** reported that the Apostle of Allah said: The Black Stone came down from Paradise. It was intensely whiter than milk, but afterwards the sins of the children of Adam made it black. —*Ahmad, Tirmizi (Approved, correct).*

69. **Same** reported that the Apostle of Allah said about the Stone: By Allah, Allah will certainly raise it up on the Resurrection Day while it will have two eyes to see therewith, and a tongue to speak therewith and to attest for one who kissed it by touch with sincerity. 2150

—*Tirmizi, Ibn Majah, Darimi.*

70. **Ibn Omar** reported that I heard the Prophet say: Verily the Black Stone and the place (of Abraham) are two emeralds from the emeralds of Paradise. Then removed their splendour.

2150 Truth signifies faith in the unity of Allah, and in the prophethood of Muhammad (P.B.)
Had their splendour not been removed, they would have shed lustre on what is between the east and the west. —Tirmizi

71. Obaid-b-Omair reported that Ibn omair used to rush through the crowd to the two corners for which I did not see anybody out of the companions of the Prophet to rush through the crowd towards them. He said: If I do (it), it is because I heard the Prophet say: Verily to touch them both is expiation of minor sins. I heard him also say: Whoso goes round this House for a week and observes it, shall get as it were (the rewards of) the emancipation of a captive. And I heard him also say: No step is taken and no step is raised up but Allah puts off therewith one sin from him and writes for him therewith one reward.

—Tirmizi.

72. Abdullah-b-Sa’eb reported: I heard the Apostle of Allah pray between the two corners: O our Lord! give us reward in this world and reward in the hereafter and save us from the fire. —Abu Daud.

73. Ya’la-b-Umayyah reported: The Apostle of Allah went round the House being covered with a green sheet. 2151—Tirmizi, Abu Daud, Ibn Majah, Darimi.

2151. إغطياء means to put on a sheet covering the upper portion of the body and taking the rest below the right armpit and throwing it over the left shoulder.
74. Ibn Abbas reported that the Prophet and his companions made Umrah at Je'erranah. They mildly ran round the House thrice putting their sheets under their armpits and throwing them over their left shoulders.

—Abu Daud.

75. Ibn Omar reported: We did not omit to kiss by touch these two, right corners, the two right corner and the Stone with difficulty and ease since I saw the Apostle of Allah kissing them by touch. Agreed upon. And in a narration reported by them both, Nafe' said: I saw Ibn Omar touching the Stone with his hand and thereafter kissing his hand. And he said: I did not give it up since I saw the Prophet doing it.

76. Omme Salamah reported: I complained to the Prophet that I was ill. He said: Go round the House from behind the people by riding. So I went round the House while the Prophet was praying by a side of the House reading 'The Tur and the written Book' 215

—Agreed.

77. A'bes-b-Rabiah reported: I saw Omar kissing the Stone and saying: Verily I know that thou art but a mere stone having no power of doing any benefit and injury. Had I not seen
the Prophet to kiss (thee), I would not have kissed thee.

—Agreed.

78. Abu Hurairah reported that the Apostle of Allah said: Seventy angels are entrusted to it, that is the Stone in the right corner. So whoso says "O Allah! verily I seek forgiveness to thee and peace of mind in this world and the hereafter. O our Lord! grant us good in this world and good in the hereafter, and protect us from the fire," they respond "Ameen".

—Ibn Majah.

79. Same reported that the Prophet said: Whoso goes round the House seven times without holding any talk except "Glory be to Allah, all praise is for Allah, there is no god but Allah, Allah is Greatest, there is no power, and no strength except through Allah," ten sins are effaced from him, and ten rewards are written for him, and ten ranks are raised up for him. And whoso goes round the House and holds talk while he is in that condition drives off gifts with his feet just as one who pushes off water with his feet.

—Ibn Majah.

568w. Sashiyyah-bn-Shaibah reported: The daughter of Abu Tujrah informed me saying: I went with some women of the Quraish to the house of the father of Hussain's family in
order to see the Apostle of Allah while he was running between Safa and Merwah. I saw him running while his trousers were moving to and on account of his running fast. I heard him say: Run, because Allah prescribed running for you.

—Sharhi-Sunnat, Ahmad.

587w. Qodama-b-Addullah-b-Ammar reported: I saw the Apostle of Allah running between Safa and Merwah by riding on a camel. There were no scourging and no driving and no saying 'Take care, take care'.

—Sharhi Sunnat.

SECTION 5

2155. Waiting at Arafat and Muzdalifah.

(a) Arafat. Arafat is the name of a plain surrounded on three sides by mountains. It is so called because pilgrims go there to know God. It is said that Adam and Eve came to know each other here after they had lost Paradise and that Abraham was taught here by Gabriel the various devotional acts of pilgrimage. Then the pilgrims, starting from Mecca on the 8th Zil-Haj and staying the night at Mina or starting from Mecca on the 9th morning, reach Arafat at noon and perform Zuhr and Asr prayers together with two Aqamats and wait there till sun-set with divine praises and glorifications. This waiting is so important that if anybody does not attend Arafat from noon of the 9th Zil-Haj till before the

2158. Ahmad narrated this hadis with a slight difference in text. Imam Shafeyi holds on the basis of the last sentence that to run Safa and Merwah is Farz, while Imam Abu Hanifah holds it as Wajeb. In the ease of breach of the former, Haj becomes void but in the latter case it is only invalid which can be validated by the sacrifice of an animal.

2154. From this hadis, it is obvious that the Prophet ran between Safa and Merwah riding upon a camel. Imam Abu Hanifah is of opinion that to run between Safa and Merwah on foot for an able-bodied man is Wajeb. If it is given up without sufficient reason, its expiation is the sacrifice of an animal.
appearance of the dawn of 10th Zil-Haj, his Haj would be considered as void. There the Imam delivers sermon on the mount to the vast assembly declaring the common fatherhood of God and the universal brotherhood of men.

(b) Muzdalifah. Then preferably after sun-set, they hasten to Muzdalifah and reaching there they perform Magrib and Isha prayers together. The Quran says: Then come out from the place from which the people come out—2:199Q. This place is known in the Quran as ‘Mash’ar Al-Haram (the Holy Monument) and sometimes in hadis as Al-Jam (the place of gathering). During the night at Muzdalifah, pilgrims ought to be engaged in divine glorifications. The Quran lays down: Then when you hasten from Arafat, remember Allah near the Holy Monument and remember Him as He has guided you though before that you have been of those who were misguided—2:198Q. Then after saying Fajr prayer at the early hours, the pilgrims start towards Mina on the 10th Zil-Haj reaching there the same day before noon.

80. Muhammad-bn-Abi Bakr Saqafi reported that he asked Anas-b-Majek while they were going at dawn from Mina to Arafat: How were you doing on this day with the Apostle of Allah? He said: Of us, there was some one who uttered Labbaik and it was not denied to him; and of us, there was some one who uttered Takbir and it was not denied to him. 2156

—Agreed.

81. Jaber reported that the Apostle of Allah said: I slaughtered here and at Mina and every place therefrom is a place of slaughter to me. So slaughter

2156. To recite 'Labbaik' is Sunnat from this day up to the last day of stone-throwing. To recite Takbir from the morning of the Haj day at the end of Farz prayers is Wajeb for pilgrims as well as non-pilgrims up to the Asr prayer of the 19th Zil-Haj.
in your tents. I waited here and at Arafat. Every place therefrom is a place of waiting. I waited here and at Muzdalifah and every place therefrom is a place of waiting. —Muslim.

82. Ayesha reported that the Apostle of Allah said: There is no day on which Allah sets free more servants from the fire than on the day of Arafat; and verily He comes near (with forgiveness) and then takes glorifications therewith from the angels. Then He says: What do these people want? —Muslim.

83. Amr ibn Abdullah reported from Yezid b. Shaiban: He narrated: We were in a place of ours at Arafat far away from Amr and from the place of the Imam. The son of Merba Ansari came to us and said: I am the messenger of the Apostle of Allah to you to inform you: Wait at your place of divine service, and verily you are upon the footsteps of your fore-father Abraham (peace be on him). 2157 —Abu Daud, Tirmizi, Nisai, Ibn Majah.

84. Jaber reported that the Apostle of Allah said: Every place at Arafat is a place of

2157. It was the custom of the pre-Islamic Arabs that they set apart particular places at Arafat for particular peoples or tribes. The place of the tribe of YezidibnShaibah was far away from the waiting place of the Prophet. The Prophet gave no license sanction to this practice but on the contrary abolished it altogether making no difference between men and men in the field of Arafat.
waiting; and every place at Mina is a place of slaughter; and every place at Muzdalifah is a place of waiting; and every lane at Mecca is a way and a place of slaughter.

—Abu Daud, Darimi

85. Khalid b. Haozah reported: I saw the Holy Prophet addressing the people on the Day of Arafat riding on a mule and standing on two stirrups.

—Abu Daud

86. Amr b. Shuaib reported from his father who from his grandfather who said: The Holy Prophet said: The best invocation is the invocation on the day of Arafat and the best of what I and the Prophets before me said is: There is no god but Allah; He is one; there is no partner for Him; for Him is the kingdom and for Him is all praise, and He is powerful over all things. 2158

—Tirmizi, Malek

87. Ayesha reported: The Quraisah and those who followed their religion used to stay at Muzdalifah, and they used to be named ‘Hums’ (brave). The rest of the Arabs used to stay at Arafat. When Islam appeared, Allah ordered its Prophet to come to

2158. Malek reported from Talhah b. Obaidullah.
Arafat and to stay there and then to return therefrom. That is (because of) His saying, the Glorious and High: "Then return whencefrom people return".

—Agreed

88. Abbas b. Merdas reported: The Apostle of Allah prayed at Arafat at night for forgiveness of his followers. He was given the response: Verily I have forgiven them except the oppressors; and verily I shall compensate the oppressed therefrom. He said: O my Lord! if Thou wouldest, Thou bestowest Paradise to the oppressed and forgiveth the oppressor. He was not given any response to it at night. When he waited at Muzdalifah up to morning, he repeated the invocation and he was given response to what he had implored. Then he Prophet laughed (or he said: he only smiled). Abu Bakr and Omar said to him: My father and mother be ransomed to thee! this is certainly an hour wherein you are not to laugh. What has made you laugh? May Allah make your teeth (always) laugh! He replied: When the devil, the enemy of Allah, learnt that the Almighty and Glorious Allah granted my prayer and pardoned my followers, he took earth and began to throw it upon his head and cried with woe and destruction.
The despondency I saw from him made me laugh.

—Ibn Majah, Baihaqi.

568w. Talhah b-Obaidullah b-Kariz reported that the Apostle of Allah said: The devil was not noticed on any day more debased, more enraged, more dishonoured and more displeased than on the day of Arafat. That was for nothing except that he saw the descent of gifts and Allah's pardon of great sins excepting what was noticed on the day of Bdr, and verily he saw Gabriel marshalling the angels in ranks: —Malek, Sharhi Sunnat (Defective).

569w. Jaber reported that the Apostle of Allah said. When the day of Arafat arrives, certainly Allah gets down to the nearest heaven and receives glorifications from the angels and says: Look to My servants. They have come to Me dishevelled in hairs and laden with dust and hastening from every distant corner. I bear witness to you that I have pardoned them. The angels say: O Lord! so and so was known as pious, and also so and so male and female. The Almighty and Glorious Allah says: I have forgiven them: The Prophet said: There is no day wherein He sets free from the
fire a greater number than on the day of Arafat.
—Sharhi-Sunnät

89. Hisham-b-Urwah reported from his father who said: Osamah-b-Zaid was asked: How did the Apostle of Allah travel when he returned from the Farewell Pilgrimage? He said: He rode on hastily; and when he found any open space, he ran.
—Agreed

90. Ibn Abbas reported that he returned with the Prophet on the day of Arafat. The Prophet heard a loud noise from behind him and belabouring of camels. Then he hinted at them with his stick and said: O men! you should take to silence, and verily piety is not with the running.
—Bukhari.

91. Same reported that Osamah-b-Zaid was riding behind the Prophet from Arafat to Muzdalifah. Thereafter Fazl rode behind him from Muzdalifah to Mina. Both of them reported: The Prophet continued to recite 'Labbaik,' till he threw stones at Jamrah Aqabah.
—Agreed.

92. Ibn Omar reported that the Prophet amalgamated Magrib and Isha prayers at Muzdalifah, each of them with a single prayer, without any Tasbih. Among these two, nor at the
end of each of these two. 2159

—Bukhari.

93. Abdullah b-Mas'ud reported: I did not see the Apostle of Allah say any prayer but in its appointed time except two: prayers, the Magrib and I'sha prayers at Muzdalifah; and he prayed Fajr on that day before its appointed time. 2160 —Agreed.

94. Ibn 'Abbas reported: I was among the weaker ones of his family members 2161 whom the Prophet sent in advance during the night of Muzdalifah.

—Agreed.

95. Same reported from Fazl b-Abbas who was riding behind the Prophet that he had said about the night at Arafat and the morning at Mazdalifah to the people when they were returning: 'March on with peace'. And he was (at that time) holding back his camel, until he entered Muhasser which is at Mina. He said: You should take the stones of Khazf for being thrown at Jamrah. And he said: The Apostle of Allah did not stop saying 'Labbaik' till he threw stones at Jamrah. —Muslim.

2159. The sun-set optional prayers were said after the obligatory prayers of Magrib and I'sha.

2160. In other words, the Fajr prayer was said in darkness. It should be prayed, however, in the light of the dawn before sun-rise according to all jurists.

2161. (i) The weak ones were the women and children of the Prophet's family.
(ii) To start from Muzdalifah towards Mina before sun-rise is sunnat. (iii) According to the Hanifi Masha'b, stone-throwing begins after sun-rise, while Imam Shafe'yi and Ahmad held it lawful after midnight.
96. Jaber reported: The Prophet hastened from Muzdalifah with easy pace and also ordered them (to march) with easy pace. He hastened by the valley of Muhasser and ordered them to throw (like) the stones of Khazf and said: Perchance I may not see you after this year of mine.

—Agreed.

97. Ibn Abbas reported: During the night of Muzdalifah, the Prophet sent us, the young men of Abdul Muttakebl clan, (to Mina) on ass. Then he began to knock at our thighs and say: My darlings! don't throw stones till the sun rises.

Abu Daud, Nisai, Ibn Majah.

98. Ayesha reported: The Prophet sent Omme Salamah during the night of slaughter. She threw stones at Jamrah before the early dawn and then departed and hastened. And that was a day wherein the Prophet was staying with her. —Abu Daud.

99. Ibn Abbas reported: The permanent resident or the pilgrim shall recite Labbaik till he kisses the Stone by touch.

—Abu Daud.

100. Yaqub-b-A‘sem-b-Urwah reported that he heard Sharid say: I hastened with the Apostle of Allah. His feet did not touch the ground till he reached Muzdalifah. —Abu Daud.

Khazf is small stones like date seeds.

Abu Daud says that it is a Manafi hadis raised up to Ibn Abbas.
101. Ibn Shihab reported: Salem informed me that Hajjaj-b-Yusuf had asked Abdullah in the year he killed Ibn Zubair: How shall we act in the waiting place on the day of Arafat? Salem replied: If you intend (to follow) Sunnat, pray at noon on the day of Arafat. Abdullah-b-Omar said: He has spoken the truth. They used to combine the Zuhr and Asr prayers in Sunnat. I asked Salem: Did the Apostle of Allah do it? Salem said: Did they follow it except as his Sunnat?

—Bukhari.

570w. Muhammad-b-Qais-b-Makhramah reported that the Prophet had delivered a sermon and said: Verily the pre-Islamic Arabs used to hasten from Arafat at the time when the sun became as it were the turbans of men upon their faces before it set in; and from Muzdalifah after the sun rose up, at a time when it became as it were the turbans of men upon their faces. We used not to hasten from Arafat till the sun set in and hasten from Muzdalifah before the sun rose. Our slaughter was opposite to the slaughter of the worshippers of idols and polytheism. —Ahmad.

1164. Hajjaj-b-Yusuf was a notorious tyrant who killed as many as 138000 persons. He was governor of Abdul Malek and killed Abdullah-b-Zubair in the precincts of the Holy Ka'ba. None dared to say anything opposed to his ideas. This tradition should therefore be taken with utmost caution.
SECTION 6

2165. Mina and throwing stones

Arriving at noon at Mina on the 10th Zil-Haj, the pilgrim shall proceed to throw stones which he has taken from a place near Muzdalifah. Then throwing seven stones at the last Jamrah called Jamrah Aqabah, he shall return to his camp. Takbir shall be recited at the time of each throwing. Thereafter animals shall be sacrificed. This right extends up to 12th Zil-Haj. On the 11th, 12th and 13th Zil-Haj which are known as the days of Tashriq, he will throw stones at three Jamrahs (places of stones) with seven stones at each Jamrah on each day. The three Jamrahs are called the first Jamrah, the middle Jamrah and the Jamrah Aqabah. If anybody remains at Mina on the 13th Zil-Haj, it is Wajeb on him to throw stones on that day. The pilgrim may however leave Mina on the 12th Zil-Haj in the afternoon. The Quran says: Whoso hastens in two days, there is no sin on him—2:203Q. On the 10th Zil-Haj or on any subsequent date, the pilgrim shall make Tawaf of the Ka’ba (one of the ingredients of Haj). If it is finished, and also the throwing of stones at Aqabah, the pilgrim gets out of Ihram and can live like a non-pilgrim; but if Tawaf remains due, he is prohibited from hunting and sexual intercourse though other things become lawful on the completion of stone-throwing at Aqabah and shaving of the hairs of the head.

102. Jaber reported: I saw the Prophet throwing stones on the Day of Sacrifice from his riding animal and saying: You should learn your rites, because I don’t know whether I would make pilgrimage other than this pilgrimage of mine.

—Muslim

103. Sama reported: I saw the Apostle of Allah throwing stones similar to the stones of

—Muslim
104. Same reported: The Apostle of Allah threw stones on the Day of Sacrifice at noon, and afterwards at the time when the sun inclined. —Agreed.

105. Abdullah-b-Mas'ud reported: He reached the greater Jamrah, and by keeping the House by his left side and Mina by his right he threw seven stones with the utterance of Takbir at each throwing. Then he said: Thus was the throwing of one on whom the Chapter 'Cow' was revealed. —Agreed.

106. Jaber reported that the Prophet said: Istinja is Tawwun, throwing at Jamrahs is Tawwun, running between Safa and Merwah is Tawwun and circumbulation is Tawwun; and when some one of you throw stones, let him throw with Tawwun. 2166 —Muslim.

107. Qodamah-b-Abdullah-b-Ammar reported: I saw the Prophet throwing stones on the Day of Sacrifice riding upon a red-white she-camel. There were no beating and no driving and no saying: Take your side, take your side:
108. Ayesha reported from the Prophet who said: Verily the stone-throwing and the running between Safa and Merwah have been ordained for commemorating the remembrance of Allah. —Darimi, Tirmizi (Approved, Correct).

109. Sāde reported: We asked: O Apostle of Allah! shall we not build a structure for you which will give you shade at Mina? He said: No; Mina is the halting place of those who precede. —Tirmizi, Ibn Majah, Darimi.

571w. Nafe' reported: Ibn Omar used to stay near the first two Jamrahs a long stay uttering Takbir of Allah and His Tasbih and His Tahmid and invoking Allah; and he used not to stay at Jamrah Aqabah. 2167 —Malek.

SECTION 7

2168. Sacrificial Animal (الحي) (الحي)

Hadyun is an animal that is taken by a pilgrim to be sacrificed within the precincts of the Ka'ba. The descriptions of such an animal have been given in the Quran in verses 2:196, 48:5Q. A goat or an ewe suffices one person, and a camel or a cow for seven persons. The Day of Sacrifice is the 10th Zil-Haj on which two rak'ats of Wajeb prayers are celebrated. The right to sacrifice an animal extends up to 12th Zil-Haj. Some portion of the meat of the sacrificed animal shall be distributed among the poor and the...
needy, and the skin or its price shall be given in charity. See notes for details.

110. **Ibn Abbas** reported that the Apostle of Allah had prayed the Zuhr at Zul-Halifah and thereafter called for his she-camel and marked it in a side of its right hump and shed some blood from it and adorned it with a necklace of two shoes and thereafter rode on his conveyance. When it carried him to Baida’a, he made Ihram for pilgrimage.

—**Muslim**.

111. **Ayesha** reported that the Prophet had once sent a goat towards the House for sacrifice and adorned it with a collar. 2169

—**Agreed**.

112. **Jaber** reported that the Apostle of Allah had sacrificed a cow for Ayesha on the Day of Sacrifice.

—**Muslim**.

113. **Sa‘îd** reported that the Prophet had sacrificed a cow for his wives in his pilgrimage. 2170

—**Muslim**.

114. **Ayesha** reported: I prepared the collars of the she-camels of the Prophet with my own hand. Then he adorned them with collars and sent them as

---

2169. It was the pre-Islamic custom to mark an animal for sacrifice by inflicting an wound in some portion of its body. The reason is that if it was lost, anybody finding it would take it to the place of sacrifice. This practice was retained by the Prophet in a more humanitarian form by marking a sign without wound.

2170. Marking by wound is unanimously prohibited but marking with collars is **sunnat**.
offerings (to the Ka'ba). Nothing was made unlawful for him what was allowed to him.—Agreed

115. Same reported: I prepared their collars of wool which was with me. Afterwards he sent them with my father. —Agreed.

116. Abu Hurairah reported: The Prophet saw a man driving a camel of offering. He said: Ride on it. He said: It is only a camel for offering. He said: Ride on it. He said: It is only a camel of offering. He said for the second or for the third time: Ride on it, woe to you. 2171 —Agreed.

117. Ibn Zubair reported: I heard Jaber-b-Abdullah being questioned about riding on a camel of sacrifice, He said: I heard the Apostle of Allah say: Ride on it with kindness when you are in need of it, until you find (another) back (to ride on). 2172 —Muslim

118. Ibn Abbas reported: The Prophet sent sixteen camels with a man and gave him superintendence over them. He said: O Ms. of Allah! how shall I act with that one which will become a burden to me?

2171 These two traditions have been interpreted to the effect that sacrifice was made with the previous permission of the wives of the Prophet. According to Imam Abu Hanifah, one cow is sufficient for seven persons and one goat for one person. Imam Malek holds that one cow or one goat is sufficient for a whole family as these traditions signify.

2172 It implies that except in case of extreme necessity, the sacrificial animals shall not be taken for riding purposes.
therefrom? He said: Slaughter it and thereafter dye its hoofs with its blood, and thereafter place it upon its side but do not eat it—you or any one of your companions. —Muslim.

119. Jaber reported: We slaughtered in the year of Hudai-biyyah with the Apostle of Allah one camel for seven (persons) and one cow for seven.
—Muslim.

120. Ibn Omar reported that he came to a man who kept his camel waiting for slaughtering it. He said: Let it stand at a distance in obedience to the practice of Muhammad.
—Agreed

121. Ali reported: The Apostle of Allah directed me to take care of his offering camels and to give in charity their meat, their skins and their hoofs and not to give anything of them to one who slaughters. He said: We shall give him from us. 2173 —Agreed

122. Jaber reported: We used not to eat the meat of our sacrificed camels beyond three days. Then the Apostle of Allah gave us permission (to do so) and said: Eat and store. So we ate and stored up (beyond 3 days). —Agreed

---

2173. These camels were sent to the Ka'ba as offerings. They were one hundred in number. Their skins or their equivalent price may lawfully be given in charity. It is unlawful to appropriate them for the use of one who sacrifices it.
123. Ibn Abbas reported: The Prophet sent among his sacrificial animals in the year of Hudaibiyyah a camel belonging to Abu Jahl. It had a silver lining on its head (and in a narration: a gold ring) enraging the polytheists therewith.

—Abu Daud

124. Najeyah-al-Khuzayi narrated: I asked the Prophet: O Ms. of Allah, how shall I act with what will be about perishing out of the sacrificial animals? He said: Slaughter it and then sip its collar in its blood and then let it (meat) be left among men that they (poor people) eat it.  

Malek, Tirmisi, Ibn Majah, Abu Daud, Darimi

125. Abdullah-b-Qurt reported from the Prophet who said: Verily the greatest of the days near Allah is the Day of Sacrifice, and next the Day of resting. Saur said: And that is the second day. He said: Five or six she camels were brought near the Prophet. Then they began to come near him to seek which of them he should begin with. He narrated: When their sides were turned down, he uttered with inaudible voice what I did not understand. I asked: What
did he say? He replied that he had said: Whose wishes, let him cut off (a portion of the animal).

—Abu Daud.

126. Salamah b. Akwa'a reported that the Apostle of said: Whoso of you sacrifices an animal, must not get up at dawn after the third day with something of it (left) in his house. When the following year came to pass, they asked: O Apostle of Allah! shall we do as we did last year? He replied: Eat, feed and store up, as this is a year of famine for the people. So I wished that you would extend your help towards them.

—Agreed.

127. Nubaishah reported that the Apostle of Allah said: Verily we prohibited you from eating their meat beyond three days that it may not injure you. Allah has given you sufficient. So eat, store up and seek reward. Behold! these days are certainly the days of eating, drinking and remembering Allah.

—Abu Daud

SECTION 8

2175. Shaving

Shaving the head or cutting its hairs is Wajeb on a pilgrim. The Quran says: Let them accomplish their needful acts of shaving and cleansing—22:29Q. You shall, certainly enter the sacred
mosque, if Allah pleases, in security, having their heads shaved and having their hairs cut—46.27 Q. Shaving takes place in case of Umrah immediately after the running between Safa and Marwah; and in case of Haj on the Day of Sacrifice after the throwing of stones at Aqabah. Women are exempted from shaving. It is enough if they shorten some hairs at the back.

128. Ibn Omar reported: The Apostle of Allah shaved his head in the Farewell pilgrimage, and so also some men from among his followers; and some of them cut their hairs. —Agreed.

129. Ibn Abbas reported: Muwayiah told me: I have cut (the hairs of) the head of the Prophet with scissors near Merwah. —Agreed.

130. Ibn Omar reported that the Prophet had recited in the Farewell pilgrimage: O Allah! have compassion on those who shave their heads. They asked O Prophet! and on those that cut? He said: O Allah! have compassion on those who shave their heads. They asked: O Prophet! and on those that cut? He said: And also on those who cut. —Agreed.

131. Yahya-b-Hussain reported from his grand-mother who had heard: The Prophet prayed thrice in the Farewell pilgrimage for the shavers (of head) and once for the cutters. —Muslim

132. Anas reported that the Prophet had come to Mina. Then he reached Mina and there
(stones) at it. Thereafter he came to his abode at Mina and slaughtered his animal. Then he called for the barber. The barber took his right side and shaved it. Thereafter he called Talhah Ansari and gave it to him. Then he took his left side and said: Shave. So he shaved him. He gave it to Abu Talhah and said: Divide it among men. —Agreed

133. Ayesha reported: I used to apply to the Apostle of Allah before he made Ihram and on the Day of Sacrifice before he went round the House, such a perfume wherein there was musk. —Agreed

134. Ibn Omar reported: The Apostle of Allah hastened (to Mecca) on the day of sacrifice. Thereafter he returned and prayed the Zuhr at Mina. —Muslim

135. Ali and Ayesha reported that the Apostle of Allah had prohibited a woman from shaving her head. —Tirmizi

135a. Ibn Abbas reported that the Apostle of Allah said: There is no shaving for women. There is only cutting (of hairs) for women. 2178

—Abu Daud, Tirmizi.

136. Abdullah-b-Amr-b-al-As reported that the Apostle of Allah had waited in the Farewell Pilgrimage at Mina for the

2178 It is unlawful for women to shave their hairs. It is sufficient if they shorten some hairs on the back.
people who might be asking him. A man came to him and said; I don't know. I shaved before I slaughtered. He said: Slaughter, and there's no harm. Another came and said: I don't know. I sacrificed before I have thrown stones. He said: Throw stones and there's no harm. The Prophet was not asked about anything done either before or after except that he said: Do, there is no harm. Agreed upon it. And in a narration of Muslim: A man came to him and said: I had shaved before I threw stones. He said: Throw stones and there is no harm. And another came to him and said: I had fastened to the House before I threw stones. He said: Throw stones and there is no harm. 2177

137. Ibn Abbas reported: On the day of sacrifice, the Prophet was asked at Mina and he replied: There is no harm. A man asked him and said: I have thrown stones after evening. He said: There is no harm. 2178

---Bukhari

2177. The following rules should be observed on the day of sacrifice. As soon as a pilgrim reaches Mina, he shall throw seven pebbles at Jamrah-al-Aqabah, sacrificial an animal of defined descriptions, shave the hairs of his head and then go round the Holy Ka'ba. This order is sunnat. Imamah Shafey and Ahamd hold that any breach of this order is not illegal, but according to Imam Abu Hanifah and Malek, an animal is to be sacrificed in lieu of the breach of the rule.

2178. According to three 'Imams, if the throwing of pebbles is delayed up to between afternoon and sun-set. Imam Abu Hanifah holds, however, that if the throwing begins from dawn till night, with this difference, an atonement is required to be sacrificed as
138. Ali reported: A man came to him and asked: O Ms. of Allah! I had hastened (to Mecca) before I shaved. He said: Shave or shorten, there's no harm. Another came and said: I had sacrificed before I throw stones. He said: Throw and there's no harm. —Tirmizi.

139. Osamah-b-Shaik reported: I came with the Apostle of Allah on pilgrimage. The people began to approach him. There was one who asked: O Ms. of Allah! I had run (between Safa and Marwah) before I went round (the House), or I did one thing last and another thing first. He was then saying: There is no harm except upon a person who, being an oppressor, damaged the honour of a Muslim. He is one who has committed sins and is undone.

—Abu Daud.

SECTION 9

2179. Khutbah and Days of Tashriq

Khutbah or sermon is Mustahab on the Day of Sacrifice or the day following at Mina. The Holy Prophet delivered sermon at Mina (36:151).

The days of Tashriq are known in the Quran as the numbered days. The Quran says: And glorify Allah during the numbered days—2:203Q. These are 11th, 12th and 13th of Zil-Haj. Pilgrims are detained at Mina up to the sun-set of 13th Zil-Haj, but they may leave it in the evening of the 12th Zil-Haj. The Quran lays down: Whoso hastens in two days, there is no sin on him; and whoso makes delay, there no sin on him—2:203Q. During the days of These stones are at the three Jamrahs.
140 Abu Bakrah reported: The Prophet gave sermon to us on the day of sacrifice. He said: Verily the time has come back like its form 2179a on the day in which Allah created the heavens and the earth. A year consists of twelve months of which four are sacred—three follow one another: Zil Qa'dah, Zil-Haj and Muharram, and Rajab-Modar 2180 which is between Jumada and Sha'ban. He asked: Which month is this? We said: Allah and His Apostle know best. He remained silent till we thought that he would name it soon other than with its own name. He asked: Is it not Zil-Haj? We replied: Yes. He asked: Which city is this? We replied: Allah and His Apostle know best. He remained silent till we thought that he would give it a name soon other than its own name. He asked: Is it not a city? We replied: Yes. He asked: Which day is this? We replied: Allah and His Apostle know best. He remained silent till we thought that

2179a. A year consists of twelve months beginning from Muharram and ending with Zil-Haj. The Quran says: Verily the number of months near Allah is twelve in the Book of Allah on the day wherein He created the heavens and the earth 2180. The pre-Islamic Arabs used to observe thirteen months in a year and performed pilgrimage a little latter than the of month of Zil Haj. The Holy Prophet abolished the previous practice.
he would soon give it a name other than its own name. He said: Is it not the Day of Sacrifice? We replied: Yes. He said: Verily your lives, and your properties, and your honours are sacred to you like the sacredness of this day of yours in this city of yours in this month of yours. You will soon meet your Lord and He will ask you of your actions. Behold! do not return to misguidance after me, some of you striking the necks of others. Behold! have I delivered my message? They all replied: Yes. He said: O Allah! bear witness and let those present convey it to those absent. How many to whom a message is conveyed are more careful than those who hear.

—Agreed.

141. Wabarah reported: I asked Ibn Omar: When shall I throw stones? He replied: Throw when your Imam throws. I repeated the question to him. He said: We are waiting for time. When the sun declined, we threw stones.

—Bukhari.

142. Salem from Ibn Omar reported that he threw seven stones at the nearest Jamrah reciting Takbir at the end of each throwing. Then he stepped forward till he came to a plain. He kept standing for long facing the Ka'ba, invoking and
raising up his hands. Then he threw seven stones at the middle Jamrah, reciting Takbir at the time of each stone-throwing. Then he took to his left side, came to a plain and remained standing facing the Ka'ba. He invoked and raised up his hands and remained standing for long. Then he threw seven stones at Jamrah Aqabah at the foot of the valley reciting Takbir at the time of each throwing and did not stay near it. Then he went away saying: I saw the Prophet doing thus.

—Bukhari.

143. Ibn Omar reported that Abbas-b-Abdul Muttaaleb had asked permission of the Prophet to pass at Mecca the nights of Mina on account of his charge (of the Well). He gave him permission. 2181 —Agreed.

144. Ibn Abbas reported that the Apostle of Allah came to the well (of Zamzem) and asked for drink. Abbas said: O Fazl! go to your mother and bring water from her for the Prophet. He said: Give me drink. 2183 He said: O Apostle of Allah!

2181: Abbas-b-Abdul Muttaaleb was in charge of Zemzem water. He was allowed to go there at Mecca for this excuse without staying for the prescribed number of nights at Mina. According to the majority of the jurists, it is Wajib to pass the prescribed number of nights at Mina; but Sunnat according to Imam Abu Hanifah.

2182: It shows first, there is no touchability or untouchability in Islam. A man is permitted to have the remaining water of the one which another has used.
they put their hands therein. He said: Give drink. So he drank therefrom, then came to Zemzem while they were drinking and working therein. He said: Act, verily you are in good action. Then he said: But for the fact that you would be prevailed upon, I would have certainly descended till I would have put a string over this—and he pointed out to his shoulder. \[2183\] —Bukhari.

145. Anas reported that the Apostle of Allah had prayed Zuhr, Asr, Magrib and Isha prayers and then slept a sleep at Muhassab. \[2184\] Afterwards he went to the House by riding and went round it. —Bukhari

146. Abdul Aziz-b-Rufai reported: I asked Anas-b-Malek. I asked: Give me information of a thing which you have learnt from the Apostle of Allah. Where did he pray Zuhr on the Day of Tarbiyah? \[2185\] He said: At Mina. He asked: Where did he pray Asr on the day of starting? He said: At Abtah. Thereafter he said: Do what your Commanders do. —Agreed

147. Ayesha reported: Landing at Abtah is not sunnat. Verily

---

\[2183\] After the rites of pilgrimage were performed, the Prophet took a doll of water from the well.

\[2184\] Muhassab is a place of pebbles attached to Mina. It is also called Abtah.

\[2185\] The day of Tarbiyah is the 8th day of Zil-Haj and the day of Naf\(\text{i}\) is the 18th day of the same month.
the Apostle of Allah landed there as it was most comfortable for his starting when he set out (for Medina). 2188

—Agreed

148. Same reported: I made Iḥrām at Tanyeem for Umrah, entered (Mecca) and performed my Qaṣa Umrah. 2187 The Apostle of Allah waited for me at Abtah till I finished. Then he ordered all the people to ride on. He came, passed by the the House and went round it before the early morning prayer. Thereafter he set out for Medina.

—Abu Daud

149. Ibn Abbas reported that the people were going away from every direction. The Apostle of Allah said: Nobody among you must hasten to go away till there occurs the last of his covenant to go by the House except that it has been exempted from a menstruating woman. 2188

—Agreed

150. Ayesha reported: Saʿīdah had menstruation in the night of departure. She said: I don't find myself but to detain you. The Prophet said: My Tawaf

2186. The Holy Prophet got-down at Abtah to leave his luggage, so that he might take them back after his return from Mecca.

2187. The Umrah was made Qaṣa as Ayesha met with her monthly course at that time. This tradition was narrated by the author of Masābih, but the author of Medīkat did not find it in the Sahīhs of Bukhārī and Muslim except in the Sunan of Al-Baihaqī with a slight different text.

2188. While Tawaf is the last rite of Hajj and is Wajab. In this Tawaf, there is no difference and there is no Sahīh between Qaṣa and Medīkat.
is undone and injured! Has she gone round the House on the Day of Sacrifice? It was replied: Yes. He said: Then start.

—Agreed

151. Amr-b-al Ahwas reported: I heard the Apostle of Allah ask at the Farewell pilgrimage: Which day is this? They replied: The day of the greatest pilgrimage. He said: Verily your lives and your properties and your honours are sacred to one another like the sacredness of this day of yours in this city of yours. Behold! no oppressor oppresses but against his own soul. Behold! no oppressor oppresses against his son, nor his son against his father. Behold! verily the devil has been disappointed (to find) that he shall be worshipped no more in this city of yours; but there will be obedience to him in what you dislike of your actions. Then he will be pleased therewith.

—Ibn Majah, Tirmizi (Correct)

152. Rafe-b-Amr al Muzani reported: I saw the Apostle of Allah delivering sermon to the people at Mina on a red-striped mule at the time when came the forenoon and Ali was interpreting it, while the people were in standing and sitting posture. —Abu Da'ud
153. Ayesha and Ibn Abbas reported that the Apostle of Allah had delayed the circumbulation of visit up to the night of the Day of Sacrifice.

—Tirmizi, Abu Daud, Ibn Majah.

154. Ibn Abbas reported: The Prophet did not run in the seven circumbulations of visit wherein he moved.—Abu Daud, Ibn Majah.

151a. Ayesha reported: When the Apostle of Allah prayed Zuhr, he hastened (to Mecca) during the latter part of his day, and thereafter he returned to Mina. There he stayed for the nights of the Tashriq days and threw stones at Jamrah when the sun declined, seven stones at each Jamrah with the recitation of Takbir with each throwing. He tarried near the first and second (Jamrah) and prolonged his standing and became submissive, and he threw at the third without waiting near it.

—Abu Daud

155. Abul Baddah-b A'sem-b-Adi from his father reported that the Apostle of Allah gave permission to the herdsmen of camels on the Day of Sacrifice to give up throwing and to combine the throwings of two days for (the days following) the Day of Sacrifice, so that they throw in either of these.
573w. Ayesha reported that the Apostle of Allah said: When one of you throws stones at Jamrat-ul-Aqabah, everything becomes lawful for him except women. 2139

SECTION 10

2190. Things unlawful for a Muhrim.

(See note 2132 for details.)

156. Abdullah-b-Omar reported that a man asked the Prophet: What dress shall a Muhrim wear? He said: Neither put on shirts, nor turbans, nor long trousers, nor water-proofs, 2191 nor socks except in case of one who does not find sandals and wears socks 2191a; let him shorten them below his heels. Don't put on anything which is touched by saffron, nor a garment dyed with wars. 2192b—Agreed upon it. And Bukhari added in a narration: Nor a woman shall wear in Ihram a long veil 2192 nor shall she put on gloves.

2139. The Mishkat says that its chain of narration is weak. There is another narration of Ahmad and Nisai from Ibn Abbas: He said: When he has thrown stones at Jamrah, everything except women becomes lawful for him.

2191. Baranes are water-proofs that are generally worn to keep off water. A Barans dress covers the whole body including the head and neck and is worn during the rains.

2191a. Imams Malek and Shafeyi hold that no sacrifice of an animal is necessary in case socks are put on; but Imam Abu Hanifah holds that it is necessary.

2191b. Wars are yellow plants used for dyeing.

2192. Veil can be used only when it is put on in such a way that it does not touch the face.
157. Ibn Abbas reported: I heard the Apostle of Allah delivering sermon. He was saying: When a Muhrim does not find sandle, he may put on socks; and when he does not find Ijar, he may put on trousers. *Agreed*

157a. Ya'la-b-Omayyah reported: We were near the Prophet at Je-errana when lo! a Beduin Arab with a long garment came to him and he was dyed with Khulq. He asked: O Apostle of Allah! I am in Ihram for Umrah and this is upon me. He said: As for the perfume which is upon you, wash it off thrice; and as for the long garment, put it off. Then do in your Umrah as you do in Haj.

---Agreed

158. Osman reported that the Apostle of Allah said: No Muhrim shall marry or be married or seek for marriage.

---Muslim.

159. Ibn Abas reported that the Prophet had married Maimunah while he was a Muhrim.

---Agreed

---

2192a. Ijar is a piece of garment which is like 'langi' in our country.
2193. Khulq is a kind of scent made of saffron.
2194. If a pilgrim or Muhrim uses an unlawful thing in Ihram intentionally, to sacrifice an animal is Wajeb on him. If done through mistake, it is not Wajeb according to Imams Shafeyi and Ahmad, but Wajeb according to the two other Imams.

---

2195. Imam Shafeyi and the majority of the learned jurists are of opinion that the said two things are unlawful in Ihram, while the third is simply a pious act without any illegality. Abu Hanifah regards the three things as lawful as there is no unlawful thing while he was in Ihram (see 152).
160. Yezid-b-al'Asam reported from Maimunah: The Apostle of Allah married Maimunah while he was not a Muhrim. —Muslim.

161. Abu Ayyub reported that the Prophet had used to wash his head while he was in Ihram. —Agreed.

162. Osman reported from the Prophet about a man when the latter complained of his eyes while he was in Ihram. He applied aloe to them. —Muslim.

163 Ibn Abbas reported: The Prophet took cupping while he was in Ihram. —Agreed.

164. Ommul Hussain reported: I saw Osamah and Bilal when one of them was seizing the rein of the she-camel of the Prophet and another was raising his cloth for protecting him from heat, till he threw stones at Jamrah al-Aqabah. —Muslim.

2196. The author of Masabih and other jurists reported: "The Holy Prophet took Zainab in marriage while he was not in Ihram, but the fact of his marriage was disclosed while he was in Ihram. When the Ihram was over, consummation took place at Saraf on his way to Mecca. Maimunah died also at S rif Traditions 156 and 160 contradict each other. The learned jurists gave precedence to the tradition reported by Ibn Abbas in as much as Ibn Abbas was more pious and trustworthy than Yezid and it has been reported both by Bukhari and Muslim.

2197. It is lawful to wash the head of a Muhrim provided no hair falls down.

2198. If perfumed antimony is applied to the eyes by a Muhrim, charity becomes compulsory on him; and if there is excessive perfume, sacrifice of an animal is compulsory. If, however, plain antimony without any perfume is used, it will be no sin.

2199. From this tradition, it appears that to give shade to head in Ihram is lawful provided the thing giving shade does not touch the head. Imams Malek and Ahmad hold, however, that it is Makruh. If one-fourth portion of the head or face is covered by a Muhrim, sacrifice of an animal is binding on him; but if less than that, there are only alms upon him.
165. Ka'ab b. Ujrah reported: The Prophet passed by him while he was at Hudaybiyyah before entering Mecca, and he was in Ihram. He was kindling fire under a kettle while lice were falling down upon his face. He asked: Do your lice trouble you? 'Yes' said he. He said: Shave your head and feed six poor men with one Farq (and one Farq is of three sa'as) or fast for three days or sacrifice a stout animal.

—Agreed

166. Ibn Omar reported that he had heard the Apostle of Allah prohibiting women, in their Ihram from wearing hand gloves, veils, dresses of wars and red hue and allowing them after that to put on what they should like out of the different kinds of garments, be they striped silk, or Khaz silk, or gown, or trousers, or long coat, or socks. Abu Daud

167. Ayesha reported: The riders were passing by us while we were with the Apostle of Allah in Ihram. When they were passing by us, one of us let loose her veil over her face from her head. When they crossed us, we removed it. —Abu Daud

One Sa'a is nearly equal to four seers, and one Farq is equal to twelve
168. Ibn Omar reported: The Prophet used to use olive oil while he was in Ihram without perfume, that is without fragrance. Tirmizi

169. Nafe's reported that Ibn-Omar had met with cold and said: O Nafe', throw a cloth over me. Then I threw a Burnus over him. He said: You have thrown this over me while the Apostle of Allah prohibited a man in Ihram from putting it on! Abu Daud

170. Abdullah-b-Malek, son of Buhayyenah, reported that the Apostle of Allah took cupping, while he was in Ihram, in the middle of his head at Lahmi Jamal on the way to Mecca. Agreed

171. Anas reported that the Apostle of Allah took cupping in Ihram on account of a pain upon the sole of his feet. Abu Daud, Nisai

172. Abu Rafe' reported that the Apostle of Allah had married Maimunah while he was free from Ihram, and had consummation

---

2203. Muqattat is the name of an oil which is scented with flowers or other things. If any perfumed oil is used by a Muhrim, sacrifice of an animal is necessary. If there is no perfume, there is no harm. Imam Abu Hanifah holds, however, that the application of excessive oil requires an animal to be sacrificed; but his disciples, Imams Abu Yusuf and Muhammad, say that its expiation is alms.

2209. If one-fourth of the head is shaved, there are only alms to be given and if more than that an animal is required to be sacrificed. If the entire head is shaved in Ihram, sacrifice of an animal is Wajeb. If the hairs fall down without any voluntary act, there is no expiation.
with her while he was out of Ihram; and I was a messenger between them both:
—Ahmad, Tirmizi (Approved)

SECTION 2

2204. Hunting in Ihram

Hunting games by a Muhrim is generally unlawful during the period of Ihram. This law is applicable also in case of an hunted animal being used as a food by a Muhrim. The Quran lays down: O you who believe! do not kill games while you are in Ihram—5:95Q. The Quran and Hadis, however, allow some exceptions: Lawful to you is the game of the sea and its food, a provision for you and for the travellers, and the game of the land is forbidden to you so long as you are in Ihram—5:96Q. Killing of rats, crows and snakes are lawful.

Order by a Muhrim for hunting or his hinting at a game or showing its place or doing anything to catch a game, is prohibited. In case a non-Muhrim hunts a game, it can be used as food by a Muhrim according to Imam Abn Haniah and lawful as a present according to Imam Shafeyi and Ahmad.

Regarding the sacrifice of animals without hunting, it is allowed for a Muhrim. If any rule as noted above is broken by a Muhrim, he shall compensate it as follows: ‘Whoever among you shall kill it (game) intentionally, the compensation is the like of what he killed from the cattle, as two just persons from among you shall judge, as an offering to be brought to the Ka’ba, or the expiation is the feeding of the poor, or the equivalent of it in fasting, that he may taste the bad result of his deed—5:95 Q’.

173. Swa'b-b-Jusamah reported that he had made presentation of an wild ass to the Prophet when he was at Abwa'a (or at Waddan). He (Prophet) returned to Mecca. When he saw what
was in his face, he said: Surely we would not have returned it to you had we not been in Ihram. 2205

Agreed

174. Abu Qatadah reported that he had come out with the Apostle of Allah and kept back with some of his companions who were in Ihram. They saw a wild ass before he saw it. When they saw it, they left it till Abu Qatadah saw it. He rode upon his horse and asked them to take it by his whip but they declined. So he overtook, attacked and slaughtered it. Thereafter he ate and they also ate. They became repentant. When they came to the Prophet, they enquired of him. He asked: Have you got anything therefrom? They replied: There is its (cooked) leg with us. The Prophet took it and ate it. Agreed upon it. And in a narration reported by them: When they came to the Apostle of Allah, he said: Is there anybody among you who ordered it to be attacked or who hinted at it? 'No' replied they. He said: Then eat the remainder of its meat.

175. Ibn Omar reported that the Apostle of Allah said: As

2205. Abwa'a and Waddan are the two places between Mecca and Medina. It appears from this hadis that the meat of a hunted animal is unlawful for a Muhrim. This is the opinion of Hazrat Omar, Abu Hurairah, Talibah, Obaidullah, Ayesha and Abu Hanifah. In this tradition, the meat of a hunted ass was given to the Prophet.
for five things, there is no sin upon one who kills them in the sacred precincts and in Ihram—rat, crow kite, scorpion and mad dog. —Agreed

178. **Ayesha** reported from the Prophet who said: Five things are injurious. They may be killed in lawful condition and in Ihram—serpent, black crow, mouse, mad dog and kite. —Agreed

177. **Jaber** reported that the Apostle of Allah said: The meat of game is lawful for you in Ihram so long as you do not hunt it or it is hunted for you. —Abu Daud, Tirmizi, Nisai

178. **Abu Hurairah** reported that the Prophet said: Locusts are of the games of sea. —Abu Daud, Tirmizi.

179. **Abu Sayeed al Khodri** reported from the Prophet who said: A man in Ihram may kill the ferocious beasts. —Tirmizi, Abu Daud, Ibn Majah


---

2206. **Haram** is the sacred enclosure of the Holy Ka'ba. Within this Haram, all slaughters are prohibited except in the cases enumerated here.

2207. **Hussain Shafevi** and **Malek** are of opinion that a Muhrim cannot partake of an animal hunted by a non-Muhrim. **Abu Hanifah** says that it is
I asked: Can it be eaten? 'Yes,' said he. I asked: Have you heard it from the Prophet? 'Yes,' said he. 2208

—Tirmizi, Nisai, Shafeyi

181. Jaber reported: I asked the Prophet about lizard. He said: It is a game. When a man in Ihram attacks it, he shall sacrifice a ram in its stead.

—Abu Daud, Ibn Majah, Darimi

182. Khuzaimah-b-Jaziy reported: I inquired of the Apostle of Allah about the eating of lizard. He said: Does anybody eat lizard? I also enquired of him about the eating of leopard. He said: Does anybody having piety in him eat leopard?

—Tirmizi

183. Abdur Rahman-b-Osman replied: We were with Talhah-b-Obaidullah while we were in Ihram. A bird was presented to him while Talhah was asleep. Of us, there were some who ate and some who refrained (from eating). When Talhah awoke, he agreed with those who ate it. He said: We ate it with the Prophet. —Muslim.

SECTION 12

2209. Detention in Ihram

In case a pilgrim is detained on the way during the continuance of Ihram for any reason, he shall send an offering (animal) to Mecca within the prescribed time and come out of Ihram.

2208. According to Imam Shafeyi, the lizard is lawful, but it is unlawful according to Imams Abu Hanifah and Malek.
after the animal is sacrificed there or the reasonable time of its reaching the Ka'ba passes. In case of a pilgrim who has made Ihram for both Umrah and Haj, he shall send two animals to Mecca. If any pilgrim does not attend Arafat from the noon of the 9th Zil-Haj to the dawn of the 10th, he shall lose Haj and there is no compensation on him. The Quran lays down: And if you are prevented, (send) whatever offering is easy to obtain and donot shave your heads until the offering reaches its destination, but whoever is sick or has an ailment of the head, he (should effect) a compensation by fasting or alms or sacrificing —2:136Q. In case of obstruction, continued illness, obstruction by an enemy, or brain disorders, a pilgrim may get out of Ihram by sacrificing an animal or in default by fasting and giving alms.

184. Ibn Abbas reported: The Apostle of Allah was obstructed. So he shaved his head, cohabited with his wives and sacrificed his offering animals till he made pilgrimage in the following year.

—Bukhari

185. Abdullah-b-Omar reported: We came out with the Apostle of Allah but the infidels of the Quraisy opposed (him) near the House. Then the Prophet slaughtered his offering animals, and his companions shave and cut (their hairs).

—Bukhari

186. Meswar-b-Makhramah reported: The Apostle of Allah slaughtered before he shaved and ordered his companions to do it.

—Bukhari

187. Ibn Omar reported that he asked: Is not the sunnat of

---

*Note: This obstruction was caused by the Quraisy at the time of Hudaibiyah. In that year, the Prophet could not advance further for Umrah and Haj.*
the Prophet sufficient for you? If anybody from you is prevented from making pilgrimage, he shall go round the House, and Safa and Merwah; thereafter everything will become lawful for him until he makes pilgrimage in the following year; then he shall offer sacrifice or fast if he does not find any animal to sacrifice. —Bukhari

183. Ayesha reported that the Apostle of Allah came to Zubā’ah, daughter of Zobair, and said to her: Perhaps you intend to make pilgrimage. She said: By Allah, I don’t find myself except in pain. He said to her: Make pilgrimage and make condition and say: O Allah! the place of my coming out free from Ihram is that in which Thou dost prevent me (from making Haj). —Agreed.

189. Ibn Abbas reported the Apostle of Allah ordered his companions to sacrifice in exchange of the offering animals which they had sacrificed in the year of Hudaibiyyah in the previous Umrah. —Mishkat

190. Hayyaj-b-Amr-al-Ansari reported that the Apostle of Allah said: Whoever breaks (his leg) or becomes lame, it is lawful (to break Ihram), and he shall make pilgrimage in the following year.

2311 —Tirmizī, Abu Daud, Nisai, Ibn Majah

2311. Abu Daud added: ‘or is ill.’ Tirmizī says that this tradition is Hasan. The Masabih regards it as a weak tradition.
SECTION 13

2212. The Sacred City of Mecca.

(a) Sanctity of Mecca. The sanctity of Mecca has been continuing from time immemorial. The Quran only added to its ancient glory and respect. It says: I am commanded only that I should serve the Lord of this city Who has made it sacred—27:91Q. The Prophet said: Allah made this city sacred since He created the heavens and the earth—36:192. The Prophet once addressed Mecca: By Allah, thou art certainly the chosen land of Allah and the dearest land of Allah in Allah's sight—36:201. It appears therefore that Mecca is the best land in the sight of Allah in the whole world. Abraham prayed for this city: 'O Lord! make this city secure. O our Lord! surely I have settled some of my offspring in an unproductive valley near Thy sacred House, our Lord, that they may keep up prayer. Therefore make the hearts of some people yearn towards them and provide them with fruits—14:35-37Q. Thus Mecca has been made sacred and secure. Towards fulfilment of this object, murder in this city or fight except by way of self-defence is prohibited. There is also a ban against the non-Muslims to enter this city—3:28Q. This city has also been made secure of non-Muslim aggression by the Quranic verses 14:35-
(b) The Holy Ka'ba and the Mosque al-Haram. The city of Mecca has a great sanctity because it contains the Holy Ka'ba and Masjid al-Haram within it. The Ka'ba stands in the centre of an open space like a parallelogram surrounded now by an all round building and minarets. This open space is the Masjid al-Haram (sacred Mosque). The Sacred Mosque contains the Ka'ba, Maqam Ibrahim and the Zamzam buildings. The Ka'ba is a small rectangular building of nearly 50 feet in height. It is also known as Baitul Ma'mur (a house of frequent visit —52:4 Q), and Baitul Atiq (ancient house—2:29 Q). The Ka'ba is very ancient and said to have begun from Adam as a prototype of the Frequented House in heaven; [see note 1641 (g) for details]. The Ka'ba is the Qibla of the whole Muslim world and all Muslims are bound to turn their faces towards it in their prayers. It will be destroyed with the end of the world by a Negro of Abyssinia—36:197.

(c) Prohibited things in al-Haram. Within the sacred enclosure of Masjid al-Haram and generally within the city of Mecca, the following things are unlawful: (1) To kill or fight except by way of self-defence. The Quran lays down: And do not fight with them in the Sacred Mosque until they fight with you in it, but if they fight with you, then slay them—2:191 Q. (2) To hunt or kill a game or any animal except what is offered for sacrifice. (3) To cut plants and trees, to lop off their branches, to take grass and in short to do anything injurious to a life. (4) To carry arms at Mecca or to frighten anybody by any means. (5) To store up food-stuffs or to monopolise them.

192. Ibn Abbas reported that the Apostle of Allah said on the day of the Conquest of Mecca: There is no emigration but there are holy war and pure intention; and when you are summoned for holy war, hasten (to it). And he said on the day of the Conquest of Mecca: As for this city, verily Allah made it sacred on the day He created the heavens and the
earth. It is, therefore, sacred up to the Resurrection Day on account of the grace of Allah. Fight in it was neither lawful for any body previous to me, nor it is lawful for me except for an hour in a day. It is sacred on account of the grace of Allah up to the Resurrection Day. Its thorns shall not be broken, nor its games be molested, nor shall anything found in it be taken up by anybody except he who recognises it, nor shall its grass be cut off. Abbas said: O Apostle of Allah! except Izkhar grass because it is for the blacksmiths and for their houses? He said: Except Izkhar. 2213 Agreed upon it. In a narration of Abu Hurairah: Its trees shall not be cut, nor its things be taken up except by one who notifies.

193. Jaber reported: I heard the Apostle of Allah say: It is not lawful for any of you to carry arms at Mecca. 2214 —Muslim

194. Anas reported that the Prophet entered Mecca on the day of Victory while there was an iron helmet on his head. 2215 When he put it off, a man 2216

2213. Izkhar is a kind of plants in Arabia with thorns.

2214. The majority of the jurists hold that to carry on arms at Mecca without any necessity is not lawful.

2215. This hadis shows that to enter Mecca without Ihram is lawful. This view is followed by Imam Shafeyi. Other jurists hold that it is not lawful and that in the present case, exception was made for the Prophet for one hour only.

2216. The man was Faal-b-Obaid.
approached and said: Certainly Ibn Khatâl is clinging with the curtains of the Ka'ba. He said: Kill him. —Agreed.

193. Jâber reported that the Apostle of Allah entered (Mecca) on the day of the conquest of Mecca without Ihram, while there was a black turban over him. —Muslim

193. 'Âyesha reported that the Apostle of Allah said: One army will fight (to destroy) the Ka'ba. When they will reach a desert of the country, it will sink down with the first and the last of them. I enquired: O Apostle of Allah! how will it sink down with the first and the last of them while there will be their leaders among them? And (what is about) those who will not be among them? He said: It will sink down with the first and the last of them and thereafter they will be raised up according to their intentions. —Agreed.

197. Abu Hurâirah reported that the Apostle of Allah said: A man of Abyssinia with slender legs will destroy the Ka'ba. —Agreed.

2217. It is said that Ibn Khatâl turned a retrograde and killed his servant. The Prophet therefore passed order to kill him within the sacred boundary. Imam Shafi'i holds on the basis of this tradition that it is lawful to execute the ordained punishments within the sacred boundary but Abu Hanîfah is of a different opinion. This order was passed when the Prophet came out of Ihram.

2218. The destruction of the Ka'ba synchronises with the destruction of the world.

2219. At the time of 'Imâm Yehûdî, a king of Egypt named Su'fîî will try to attack the Ka'ba but will be destroyed.
168. Ibn Abbas reported from the Prophet who said: I am seeing him as it were, black and walking wide. He will dismantle it stone by stone. —Bukhari.

169. Ya'la-b-Umayyah reported that the Apostle of Allah said: Storing of the food stuffs in the sacred boundary is a great unlawful thing. —Abu Dawd.

200. Ibn Abbas reported that the Apostle of Allah said to Mecca: 2200 How good art thou among cities and how dear art thou to me! Had not my people driven me out of thee, I would not have resided elsewhere.

—Tirmizi (Approved, Correct, Rare).

201. Abdullah-b-Adi-b-Hamra'a reported: I saw the Apostle of Allah waiting at Hanzarah 2221 and he said: By 'Utham thou art certainly the best of Allah's land and the dearest land of Allah in the sight of Allah. Had I not been driven out of thee, I would not have gone out.

—Tirmizi, Ibn Majah.

202. Abu Shuraih al Adawi reported that he said to Amr-b-Sayeed while he was sending armies towards Mecca: O Commander! give me permission to tell you a saying which the Prophet had broadcasted on the day following the day

220. Th is was uttered when the Prophet was about to return to Medina after the conquest of Mecca.

Hanbal. Hanzarah is a place in Mecca. The Prophet took his stand on it and addressed Mecca with warm recollections.
of Conquest. My two ears heard it and my heart treasured it and my two eyes saw him when he uttered it. He praised Allah, eulogised Him and then he said; Verily Allah made Mecca sacred and the people did not make it sacred. So it is not lawful for any man believing in Allah and the latter day to shed blood therein and to cut down trees therein. If anybody makes lawful (to fight) owing to the fight of the Apostle of Allah therein, tell him: Verily Allah gave permission to His Apostle and He did not give you permission, and verily He granted an hour of the day therein for me. Its sanctity of to-day has come again like its sanctity of bygone days. Let those who are present convey it to those absent. It was said to Abu Shuraih: What has Amr said? He said that he had informed: O Abu Shuraih! I am more informed of that than you. Verily the sacred precincts shall neither give protection to a transgressor, nor to an abonder of murder, nor to an abonder of crime.

—Agreed.

203. Ayyash-b-Abi Rabiah at Makhzumi reported that the Apostle of Allah said: The

9212. (i) In-Bukhari, the word 'Kurubah' has been interpreted as 'detect or crime'.
(ii) Amr-b-Sayyad was a judge of Abdul Malek-b-Marwan at Malina. He sent an army to march towards Mecca in order to kill Abdullah-b-Zubair who had proclaimed himself Khalifa of Mecca. Abu Shuraih stated this tradition to Amr-b-Sayyad, but the latter offered an excuse saying that Abdullah-b-Zubair was a transgressor as he came out of Jamvat and as such he might lawfully be killed.
people shall not cease to be in progress so long as they regard this sacred thing (Ka'ba) with its due respect. When they will disregard it, they will be destroyed.

—Ibn Majah

SECTION 14

2223. The Sacred City of Medina.

(a) Medina. Medina was formerly called Yathrib (pronounced as Yasrib) or Ta'bah. It was raised to the rank of an important city by the Prophet and hence it is called Madinat-un-Nabi or simply Medina. It was the centre of the activities of the Prophet and contains the Prophet's mosque with the mosueum of the Holy Prophet in one of its corners. Its famous graveyard Jannatul-Baqiy is blessed with the tombs of the early martyrs of Islam. Three miles to its south is the famous mosque of Quba where the Prophet stayed for nearly 15 days before he first entered Medina.

(b) It is sacred. The city of Medina was made sacred. According to all the Imams except Imam Abu Hanifah, it is unlawful for pilgrims to cut its trees or to lop off their branches or to hunt and kill games, but these things are lawful according to Imam Abu Hanifah. The Holy Prophet commanded his followers to respect Medina and its inhabitants. He said that even its fruits, dates and dust are cures for diseases and that it will stand as an intercessor for him who keeps its honour, or dies therein, or bears its hardships and trials—36:206, 226. It is guarded always by angels and is safe from epidemics and Dajjal-36:217.

(c) A visit to Medina. The pilgrims should visit Medina after the performance of Haj and Umrah, because the Prophet said: Whoso makes pilgrimage and then visits my grave after my death is like one who visited me in my life-time — 36:574w. The prayer of a man in his house is one prayer ...... and his prayer in the mosque of mine is prayer by 50,000 times—34:158. When the city comes in sight to a pilgrim, the following invocation shall
O Lord! admit me to an admission of truth, and take me out to a place of truth, and appoint for me a great helper from Thee.

Thereafter two rak'ats of prayer shall be read on entry into the Prophet's mosque. The pilgrims shall then visit the holy shrine and send blessings and greetings to the Apostle of Allah with a most sincere and grateful heart.

204. Ali reported: We did not write anything from the Apostle of Allah except the Quran and what is in this scripture (hadis). He reported that the Prophet said: Medina is sacred—what is between Air and Saur. 2224 Whoso introduces an innovation therein or gives shelter to an innovator, there is on him the curse of Allah and of angles and men together. No piety or good work will be accepted from him. The covenant of the Muslims is the same 2224a and the most common man of them can run with it. So whoso breaks the trust of a Muslim, there is on him the curse of

2224. Air and Saur are the two hills by the plain of Medina.
2224a. The covenant is the same for all Muslims at Medina irrespective of status and position in society. If a humble servant protects a polytheist, nobody has got any right to kill the protected person. If anybody breaks this pledge by killing the protected polytheist, there is curse on him.
Allah and of all angels and men together. No piety or good work will be accepted from him. Whoso forms alliance with a people without the permission of his allies, there is on him the curse of Allah and of all angels and men together. No piety or good work will be accepted from him. —Agreed upon it. And in a narration reported by them: Whoso acknowledges other than his (real) father and befriends other than his (real) master, there is on him the curse of Allah and of all angels and men together. No piety or good work will be accepted from him.

225. Sa'ad reported that the Apostle of Allah said: I make unlawful within what is between the two corners of Medina to have its branches lopped off or to have its games killed. And he said: Medina is better for them had they known it. Nobody shall have it after being displeased with it, but Allah will give it (Medina) in exchange someone who will be better than him.

2225. Wala means either alliance or friendship, or the right of a master over a freed slave. In the former case, it means that any Muslim making alliance or treaty with a people who are the enemies of his former ally without any sufficient reason is cursed. In the latter case, it means that if the freed slave dies without children, his properties will revert to his master who set him free from bondage.
and nobody will remain in its trials and hunger but I shall become for him an intercessor or a witness on the Resurrection Day. —Muslim

206. Abu Hurairah reported that the Apostle of Allah said: Nobody shall bear the trials and hardships of Medina out of my followers but I shall become for him an intercessor on the Resurrection Day. —Muslim.

207. Same reported: Whenever the people saw the first fruit, they used to bring it to the Prophet. When he took it, he used to say: O Allah! make our fruits a blessing for us and give us blessing in our Medina, and give us blessing in our foods and corns. O Allah! Abraham was Thy servant, Thy dear friend and Thy Prophet, and verily I am Thy servant and Thy Prophet, and I pray to Thee for Mecca and I pray to Thee for Medina just like what he prayed to Thee for Mecca and similar things therewith. Thereafter he said: He used to call his youngest child and give that fruit to him. —Muslim

208. Abu Sayeed reported from the Prophet who said: Verily Abraham sanctified Mecca and he made it sacred but I have sanctified Medina, making unlawful what is between its
surroundings, not to shed blood therein, not to carry arms therein for fighting and not to tear a tree except for forage.

—Muslim

209. A’mer-b-Sa’ad reported that Sa’ad got upon his palace at Aqiq and found a slave cutting a tree or tearing its leaves. So he misappropriated it. When Sa’ad returned, the masters of the slave came to him and told him to return to their slave (or to them) what he had taken from their slave. He said: By Allah! never shall I return anything which the Apostle of Allah gave him. He refused to return to them.

—Muslim

210. Ayesha reported: When the Prophet came to Medina, Abu Bakr and Bilal vomited. Then I came to the Prophet and informed him. He said: O Allah! make us love Medina like our love for Mecca or even more; and make it healthy, and give us blessing in its foods and crops and drive away its fever and accommodate it at Hujfah.

—Agreed

2225a. Aqiq is a place near Medina.
2225b. The narrator doubted whether the exact word uttered was.
2226. This tradition is said to have been abrogated by another tradition on the subject. At present, nothing can lawfully be taken without the permission of the Abode of the Jews and the Christians.
211. Abdunlha-b-Omar reported about the dream of the Prophet regarding Medina: I found a black woman with dishevelled hair coming out of Medina till she landed at Mahyaah. I interpreted it that the Ta'yun of Medina had been shifted to Mahyaah and it is Hujfah.

—Bukhadi.

212. Su'fian-b-Abi Zuhair reported: I heard the Apostle of Allah say: Yemen will be conquered. A people will appear and spread and live with its inhabitants, and also those that will follow them. Medina will be better for them if they would know it. Syria will be conquered and a people will appear and spread and live with its inhabitants, and also those who will follow them. Medina will be better for them if they would know it. Iraq will be conquered. A people will arise and spread and live with its inhabitants, and also those who will follow them, but Medina will be better for them if they would know it. —Agreed.

213. Abu Hurairah reported that the Apostle of Allah said: I have been commanded (to emigrate) to a village which will destroy all villages. They call it Yathrib which is Medina. It removes evils from men just as

---

219. Ta'yun means the epidemic diseases of virulent type, such as cholera, smallpox and plague.
the hammer removes the impurities of iron. Agreed.

214. Jaber-b-Samorah reported: I heard the Apostle of Allah say: Verily the Almighty Allah gave the name of 'Tabah' to Medina. * (Muslim).

215. Jaber-b-Abdullah reported that an unlettered Arab took the oath of allegiance to the Prophet. Then the unlettered Arab was attacked with a high fever at Medina. He came to the Prophet and said: O Muhammad! return my allegiance to me. He refused. Thereafter he came to him and said: Return my allegiance to me. He refused. Then the unlettered Arab went out. The Apostle of Allah said: Verily Medina is like a hammer which removes its impurities and adds to its excellence. Agreed.

216. Abu Hurairah reported that the Apostle of Allah said: Resurrection will not come to pass till Medina removes its evils as the forge removes the impurities of iron. Muslim.

217. Same reported that the Apostle of Allah said: There are angels over the gates of Medina. Neither epidemics, nor Dajjal shall enter there. Agreed.

---

* The city of Medina was previously called Yathrib. The word "comes from..." which means destruction.

---

* "Tabah" is called also Tabah signifying a town of purity.
218. Anas reported that the Apostle of Allah said: There will be no city but will not soon be visited by Dajjal except Mecca and Medina. There is no gate out of their gates except that angels in rows will guard it. He will alight at Sajah and Medina will quake thrice and then every polytheist and hypocrite will come to him. —Agreed.

219. Sa'ad reported that the Apostle of Allah said: None shall play tricks with the inhabitants of Medina except that he will melt away as salt melts in water. —Agreed.

220. Anas reported: Whenever the Prophet came to Medina from a journey, he used to look to the walls of Medina and unload his conveyance; and if he were riding upon a conveyance, he used to drive it hastily out of love for it (Medina). —Bukhari

221. Same reported that (once) the Uhud came to the sight of the Prophet. He said: This is a mountain which loves us and we also love it. O Allah! verily Abraham sanctified Mecca and I sanctify what is between its sides. —Agreed

222. Sahl-b-Sa'ad reported that the Apostle of Allah said: The Uhud is a mountain which loves us and we love it. —Bukhari.
223. Solaiman b-Abi Abdullah reported: I saw Sa'ad b-Abi Waqqas taking help of a man who was hunting within the sacred boundary of Medina, which the Prophet prohibited. Then he robbed him of his cloth. His masters came and talked with him about it. He said: Verily the Apostle of Allah sanctified this sanctuary. He said also: 'Whoever overtakes anybody who hunts therein, let him take his commodity.' I shall not give back to you any provision which the Apostle of Allah supplied me with; but if you like, I may give its price to you.

—Abu Daud.

224. Saleh, a freed slave of Sa'ad, reported: Sa'ad found some slaves out of the slaves of Medina to cut down some of the trees of Medina. So he took their commodities and said (that is) to their masters: I heard the Apostle of Allah prohibiting the cutting of anything from the trees of Medina and he said: Who so cuts off anything of it, his commodities are for one who takes them.

—Abu Daud.

225. Zubair reported that the Apostle of Allah said: Verily the game of Wazz and its plants are unlawful—prohibited for Allah.

—Abu Daud.
226. Ibn Omar reported that the Apostle of Allah said: Whoso can die at Medina, let him die therein because I shall intercede for one who dies therein. —Ahmad, Tirmizi (Approved, Correct, Rare).

227. Abu Hurairah reported that the Apostle of Allah said: The last town out of the towns of Islam for destruction will be Medina.

—Tirmizi (Approved, Rare).

228. Jarir b. Abudillah reported from the Prophet who said: Verily Allah revealed to me: At whichever of these three places you get down, it will be your place of refuge—Medina, Bahrain or Qansarain.

—Tirmizi.

229. Abu Bakrah reported from the Holy Prophet who said: The dread of Dajjal shall not enter Medina. It will have seven gates at that time. At every gate, there will be two angels. —Bukhari.

230. Anas reported from the Prophet who said: O Allah! give double of what Thou hast given to Mecca of blessings.

—Agreed.

231. Ibn Abbas reported that Usma b. Waqqas said: I heard the Apostle of Allah say while he was in the valley
of Aqiq: 2232 Some one from my Lord came to me this night. He said: Pray in this blessed valley and say: There is Umrah in Haj. And in a narration: And say one Umrah and one Haj. —Bukhari.

573w. A man from the family of AlKhattab reported from the Prophet who said: Whoso visits me of free will, will be in my neighbourhood on the Resurrection Day; and whoso takes his abode at Medina and is patient over its calamities; I shall be a witness and an intercessor for him; and whoso dies in one of the sacred cities, Allah will resurrect him on the Resurrection Day as one of those who have no fear.

—Baihaqi.

574w. Ibn Omar reported a Marfu’ tradition: Whoso makes pilgrimage and then visits my grave after my death is like one who visited me in my life time.

—Baihaqi.

575w. Yahya-b-Sayeed reported that the Apostle of Allah was seated while a grave was being dug at Medina. A man suddenly got down unto the grave and said: Bad is the sleeping place of a believer. The Apostle of Allah retorted: Do you say ‘Bad?’ The man retorted: Verily I have not
CHAPTER XXXVII

2232. The Quran

(a) The Quran. The Holy Quran is the guide of the Muslims. It is the complete code of their every day life—economic, political, religious, social, and moral. It is a revelation from the Almighty with the exact words as are now found embodied therein. The Quran lays down, and certainly it is a revelation from the Lord of the world. The Faithful Spirit has come down with an eigen your heart that you may of the warners, in plain Arabic language—26:192-195Q. The verses of the Quran were uttered by the Holy Prophet to whose heart they were revealed by God through the Archangel Gabriel. The Quran is not the Hadis, because the former was revealed to the Prophet with words, while the Hadis was revealed to him in ideas. The Quran was revealed not at a time but piecemeal in the course of the Prophet's apostolic career covering over twenty-three years, thirteen years at Mecca and ten years at Medina. The first verse (97Q) was revealed in the Cave Hira at Mecca in Lailatul Kadr (Blessed Night) which is one of the last ten nights of Ramzan, and in the pure dialect of the Quraish which is chaste written Arabic.

The Quran was arranged in to chapters by the Prophet himself. It contains 114 chapters, each chapter containing some sections called 'Ruku', and each 'Ruku' containing some verses. There

---

1. See note 88(b) for proof that the Quran and Hadis are not by the same person.
are 30 parts, 114 chapters, 6616 verses, 77948 words and 338606 letters in the Holy Book. 89 chapters were revealed at Mecca while 25 chapters covering nearly one third of the Book were revealed at Medina. The Meccan chapters are generally short and Medinian long. For convenience of reading, the Quran has been divided in to 30 equal parts with seven manzils for reading the whole Quran in at least seven days (35:39).

(b) Collection of the Quran in a book. No complete written copy of the Quran existed at the time of the Holy Prophet. It was not also possible as it was revealed during a course of 23 years. So during his time, it was kept in tablets of hearts, on parchments, papers, leaves and skins. After the holy demise, it was for the first time that the question of its collection in a book form was raised by Hazrat Omar before the first caliph Abu Bakr. At first, the aged Caliph was not willing to do what the Prophet had not done. Afterwards he thought the propriety of collection and undertook the onerous task. The copy thus prepared by Abu Bakr was with Omar's daughter Hafsah (Prophet's wife) after his death. The public had then no written copies. So Omar, during his Caliphate, ordered Zaid-b-Sabit, Abdullah-b-Zubair, Sa'd-b-Abdullah and Abdur Rahman to examine independent sources and to test the veracity of Hafsah's copy. Thus they prepared some copies which he distributed throughout the then Muslim world. These copies were exactly similar to the copy of Hafsah, and that text is now intact throughout the Muslim world. The purity of the Quran has thus been kept intact and it is now what it was 14 hundred years ago.

(c) The Quran is a miracle and an Universal Book. The Quran is the greatest wonder among the wonders of the world. It repeatedly challenged the people of the world to bring a chapter like it but they failed and the challenge remains unanswered up to this day. The Quran declares: And if you are in doubt as to that which We have revealed to Our servant, then produce

---

2. Mecca chapters in order of revelation: 30, 78, 74, 46, 1, 112, 161, 197, 741, 73, 751, 98, 109, 105, 106, 120, 79, 119, 122, 121, 79, 72, 20, 30, 95, 77, 66, 26, 17, 37, 18, 19, 21, 15, 6, 47, 33, 34, 40, 41, 43, 44, 44, 46, 46, 93, 92, 15, 71.
a chapter like it and call on your helper besides Allah if you are truthful—2:238. Say: If men and Jinn should combine together to bring the like of this Quran, they cannot bring the like of it, though some of them help others. And certainly We have made distinct for men every kind of description but majority of men do not consent but denying—2:88Q. As the Quran was revealed, no credit is given therefore to the Prophet, but the fact remains that this book is second to none in the world according to the unanimous decision of the learned men in points of diction, style, rhetoric, thoughts and soundness of laws and regulations to shape the destinies of mankind. It is an epitome in itself. It is an universal book like the vast page of Nature. Worlds of nature are, subject to laws. Nature is mute and does not explain the reason of such laws, while the Quran explains them and says that there is one God who is regulating the government of this universe with these laws with an object in view. The Quran is a perfect code of a human life. It is a Divine Light that dissipates darkness from all around. Man-made lights are insufficient to remove the all-pervading darkness and hence man-made laws are insufficient as a panacea for all problems of the world. By the divine Light of the Quran, all darkness is removed from the soil of mind just as by the sun all darkness of the universe is removed. It is therefore a solution of the world problems both temporal and spiritual, and is thus an Universal Book for the guidance of mankind.

(d). Merits of the Quran-reading. The merits and rewards of the Quran reading are great. They vary according to the degree of attention and understanding that are applied to its reading. The object of reading is to remember Allah, to glorify Him, to remember His orders and prohibitions and to take lessons. It removes rust on soul just as bath removes dust on body (37:382w). As constant watering and cultivation are necessary to make a ground soft and fit for the growth of crops, so constant intelligent reading is required to make the mind soft and to make it endowed with virtues and divine attributes. The greatest merit in the Quran-reading consists of its reading in prayer (37:580w) as by reading one letter in prayer, 25 merits are obtained; while by reading it outside prayer, ten merits are obtained. The Prophet said that the best man is he who has learnt the Quran and teaches it (37:1) and that there is envy for one whom Allah has given
the Quran and who stands up by it (37:5). The angles also attend
to the morning-reading of the Quran: 'And the morning
Quran-reading is witnessed—17:78Q'. That is corroborated
by the traditions 8 and 9 of this section. The Quran will stand
as an intercessor on the Resurrection Day—37:13. For one
letter like Alif, there are at least ten rewards increasing many
times. A true Hafez following the instructions of the Quran will
intercede with success for ten persons out of his friends—37:31. Some
other rewards have been recorded in tradition 37:599w. To
learn the Quran so far as it is necessary for daily prayers is
compulsory and to commit it to memory is Farze Kefayah.
Let it be, however, remembered that the Quran will be an opponent
of one who reads it with an absent mind or careless fashion.

(e) Rules to be observed in Quran-reading.

(i) There are external and internal manners and rules which
must be observed by every Quran reader. The following are the
external rules:

1. He shall perform ablution and take bath if necessary.
The Quran lays down: None shall touch the Quran except those
who are pure—56:79Q.

2. He shall sit facing the Holy Ka'ba.

3. He shall read the Quran with a reverential attitude
and shall not hold any talk or eat at the time of reading.

4. He shall read slowly, distinctly and intelligently with
his mind fixed always on meanings.

5. He shall feign to weep at the time of reading the descrip-
tions of punishment if tears do not come out.

6. He shall start reading by reciting: I seek refuge to Thee
from the accursed devil. In the name of Allah, the Most Merciful,
the Most Compassionate.

7. All others who are near the reader should simply hear
his reading as the rewards of the hearers and the readers are equal.
The Quran says: When the Quran is read, remain silent that you
may be shown mercy (56:78Q).

8. He shall read with a sweet and melodious voice.

9. After the the end of the Quran-reading, the Opening
chapter and the beginning of the Cow up to Muflehun shall
be read.

10. The Quran shall be finished at least within one year.
and at least within seven days. To go beyond this limit is abominable.

(ii) The following are the internal rules of Quran-reading:

1. He shall read the Quran with a firm belief that it is the Word of God and that God is speaking with him and that an absent mind will be surely punished.

2. He shall give much more attention to meanings than to the words uttered. The grasping of the inner meanings depends however on the degree of the purity of soul and mind. In other words, the pious and not necessarily the intelligent can truly understand the inner meanings. An educated man can understand the word ‘fire’ but a man with pure soul can know the real thing which is expressed by the word ‘fire’. The pious catch the real thing while the learned catch only the names by which the things are made known to the outer world. If a man does not understand the reason of a verse of the Quran, he must believe in it. An ox does not know the reason of cultivation. It is only man who knows it. Likewise a man may not understand a Quranic verse, but still he should believe in its truth.

3. He shall change the attitude of his mind according to the nature of the verses he reads. In case of the descriptions of punishment, he shall take a fearful attitude; and in case of the descriptions of Paradise a countenance of joy. Allah gives a hint in this verse: Had We revealed this Quran upon a mountain, you would have certainly seen it fearful, prostrated out of fear of Allah—59:20Q.

IMPORTANT CHAPTERS IN THE QURAN. The following are the important chapters and verses in the Quran:

1. OPENING CHAPTER (1Q) known as Fatihah is the most meritorious (37:10). No previous Prophet was given a chapter like it (37:17) and there is nothing like it (37:31). There is cure in it—37:594w and a rank—37:598w.

2. CHAPTER IKHLAS (112Q). A single reading brings rewards of reading one third of the whole Quran—37:10. To love it is to gain Paradise—37:22. Other references:3728, 37:44 46, 47, 48, 51, 583w, 599w.

3. CHAPTER YA’SIN (68Q). It is the heart of the Quran—37:87. Its reading brings rewards of ten readings of the Quran—37:578w. If recited at noon, all needs are removed—37:591w. It should be read before a dying man—37:592w.

4. CHAPTER SHAKING (99Q). It brings rewards of reading half of the Quran (37:44). It is sufficient—37:68.

5. VERSES 2:84 to 86. No Prophet was given the like of it—37:17; sufficient for protection of a man—37:18. If read for three nights, the devil goes away from the house, 37:35.
1. Osman reported that the Apostle of Allah said: The best of you is he who has learnt the Quran and then teaches it. —Bukhari.

2. Oqbah-b-A‘mer reported: The Apostle of Allah came out while we were in Suffah and asked: Who among you likes to go out every day at morn to Bathhan or to Aqiq and bring two she-camels with young ones without committing sin and severing blood-tie? We replied: O Apostle of Allah! everyone

(6) VERSE 2:255Q is a great verse near Allah—87:587w, 15. If it is read at the time of sleep, the devil will not come till morning—87:16.

(7) CHAPTER COW (3Q). If it is read in any house, the devil will not remain there—87:12. It will give shade in the next world—87:15. Other references—87:585w, 586w.

(8) ‘The Family of Imran’ (3Q)—87:18, 585w, 586w.

(10) VERSES 13:1 to 10. Dajjal will not attack him—87:19.

(11) REFUGING VERSES (118, 114Q). They are the best refuging verses—87:28, 30; should be recited in bed time—87:24.

(12) VERSES 40:1—32. If it is recited at dusk, he will be protected till dawn; and if at dawn, he will be protected till dusk—87:34.

(18) CHAPTER 44Q. If recited at night, 70000 angels will seek forgiveness for him—87:40.

(14) CHAPTER 67Q. Whoso reads it, it will intercede for him till he is forgiven.

(15) Other important chapters are 59:38—25Q, 1227Q, 55Q, 56Q, 101Q etc. References. Quran—The Quran contains everything—25:14, to forget the Quran-reading is a great sin—34:195; 38:4. He who commits it to memory is honourable—34:521w. The Quran was revealed with truth for men 39:41Q; 7:204, 25:1. See notes 2414 and 2415 about the purity and revelation of the Quran.

2287. Suffah is a corner of the Prophet’s mosque at Medina which was reserved for those companions, who exclusively devoted themselves to divine worship. They are called As‘habe-Suffah (companions of the Suffah).

2288. Bathhan and Aqiq are two places at Medina, the former being very near and the latter four miles off from Medina. In these places, markets are held and fine camels are sold. Camels form the best wealth of the Arabs, and hence the Quranic verses have been compared with she-camels.
of us likes that. He said: Is it not better for one of you that he should come out at morn to the mosque and teach or read two verses from the Book of Allah than (to have) two she-camels, and three (verses) better for him than three (she-camels), and four (verses) better than four (camels) and their equivalent numbers (better than) the equivalent she-camels? —Muslim.

3. Abu Hurairah reported that the Apostle of Allah said: Does anyone of you likes, when he returns to his family, to find therein three fat big pregnant she-camels? 'Yes' replied we. He said: Then three verses which anyone of you reads in his prayer are better than three fat big pregnant she-camels.

—Muslim.

4. Ayesha reported that the Messenger of Allah said: One who has got expert knowledge in the Quran is with the honourable pious scribes; and one who reads the Quran and struggles therein while it appears difficult to him has got double rewards.

—Agreed.

5. Ibn Omar reported that the Apostle of Allah said: There's no envy except for two: a man whom Allah has given the Quran and who stands up by it throughout the night

---

2185. These are the honoured angels who keep the records of the deeds of men.
2186. See note 88 for details.
and throughout the day, and a man whom Allah has given wealth and who spends therefrom throughout the night and throughout the day.

—Agreed.

6. Abu Musa reported that the Apostle of Allah said: The parable of the believer who reads the Quran is the parable of an orange of which the smell is pleasant and the taste is pleasant, and the parable of the believer who does not read the Quran is the parable of a fresh date which has got no smell but of which the taste is sweet, and the parable of the hypocrite who does not read the Quran is like the parable of a colocynth which has got no smell but of which the taste is bitter, and the parable of the hypocrite who reads the Quran is the parable of a fragrant flower which has got a pleasant smell but of which the taste is bitter. Agreed upon it. And in a narration: The believer who reads the Quran and acts up to it is like an orange, and the believer who does neither read the Quran, nor act up to it is like a fresh date.

7. Omar-b-al Khattab reported that the Apostle of Allah said: Verily Allah will raise up some peoples by this Book and bring down others by

—Muslim
8. Abu Syyed alKhodrī reported that Usaid-b. Huzair had said: While he was reading one night the Chapter 'Cow' at a time when his horse was tied up near him, the horse suddenly jumped up. Then he remained silent and the horse also kept quiet. Again he read and the horse jumped up. Then he remained silent and the horse also kept quite. Again he read and the horse jumped up. Then he finished while his son Yahya was near it. He feared lest it might attack him. When he detained it, he raised up his head towards heaven when lo! there was a canopy wherein there were as it were lights. When it was dawn, the Holy Prophet was informed and he said: Read, O son of Huzair? Read, O son of Huzair? He said: O Apostle of Allah! I fear lest it may tread upon Yahya who is near it. I went to him and raised up my head towards the heaven when lo! there was something like a canopy wherein there were as it were lights. I came out till I did not see it. He asked: And do you know what it is? He replied "No". He said: Those were the angels who came near to hear your voice. Had you read, they would have remained till
dawn and the people would have been looking at them. They could not have hidden themselves from them. —Agreed

9. Bara'a reported: A man was reading the Chapter Cave (18Q) while there was a horse by his side tied up with two ropes. A cloud covered him and it began to come nearer and nearer while his horse was jumping up. When it was dawn, he came to the Prophet and narrated it to him. He said: That is the consolation that came down with the Quran. —Agreed

10. Abu Sayeed al-Mualla reported: While I was praying within the mosque, the Prophet called me but I did not reply to him. Thereafter I came to him and asked: O Apostle of Allah! verily I was praying. He said: Did not Allah say: Respond to Allah, and to his Apostle when he calls you? Then he said: shall I not teach you the most meritorious chapter of the Quran before you go out of the mosque? He took hold of my hand. When we wished to come out, I said: O Apostle of Allah! you have said that you would teach me the most meritorious chapter of the Quran. He said: All praise is due to Allah, the Lord of the worlds, that is the seven
oft-repeated verses and the
great Quran which I have
brought.
—Bukhari

11. Ziyad-b-Labeed reported
that the Prophet mentioned
something. He said: That
(will come to pass) at the time
when learning will depart. I
asked: O Ms. of Allah, and
how will learning depart while
we have been reading the Quran
and educating our children
to read it and while our children
will educate their children to
read it up to the Resurrection
Day? He said: O Ziyad! may
thy mother be heavy with thee! if I had been the most
learned man at Medina, I
could have taught you. Do not
the Jews and Christians read
the Torah and the Bible while
they do not know what is in
them?
—Ahmad, Ibn Majah,
Tirmizi

12. Abu Hurairah reported
that the Apostle of Allah said:
Don't make your houses grave-
yards. Verily the devil flees
away from the house wherein
the chapter 'Cow' is read.
—Muslim

13. Abu Omamah reported: I
heard the Apostle of Allah say:
Read the Quran; verily it will
come as an intercessor on the
Resurrection Day for its readers.
Read the two brilliant chapters
'the Cow' and 'the Family of Imran' because they will come on the Resurrection Day like two clouds (as it were), or two canopies, or two flocks of birds in rows, giving shade to their readers. Read the chapter 'Cow'. Verily to take recourse to it is a blessing and to give it up is a cause of grief, and the indolent will be unable to overtake it.

—Muslim

14. Nawas-b-Sam'an reported: I heard the Apostle of Allah say: The Quran will be brought on the Resurrection Day along with those who used to act up to it. The chapters 'Cow' and 'the Family of Imran' will come in advance of it as if they will be like two clouds or two black shades with a shining space between them both, or they will both be like two flocks of birds in rows giving shade to their readers.

—Muslim

15. Obai-b-Ka'ab reported that the Apostle of Allah asked: O Abul Munzir! do you know as to which verse of the Book of the Almighty Allah is greatest near you? I said: Allah His Apostle know best. I asked: O Abul Munzir! do you know as to which verse of the Book of the Almighty Allah is greatest near you? I said: He is Allah; there is no deity
but He, the Ever-living, the Ever-subsisting (2:255Q). Then he struck my chest with his hand and said: O Abul Munzir! may learning welcome thee with cheers! —Muslim.

16. Abu Hurairah reported: The Apostle of Allah entrusted me with the charge of Zakat during Ramzan. Somebody came to me and began to take away some food-stuffs. I overtook him and said: I must take you to the Prophet. He said: I am a needy man with a big family in my charge, and so I have got a pressing need. He said: Then I let him go free and went at dawn (to the Prophet). The Prophet asked: O Abu Hurairah, what did your prisoner do last night? I said: O Apostle of Allah! he complained of a pressing need and a big family. Then I felt pity for him and let him go his way. He said: Behold! verily he belied you and he will soon return. Then I came to know that he would soon return on account of the Prophet's saying 'that he would soon turn back'. I noticed that he came to take foodstuffs. So I arrested him and said: I must take you to the Apostle of Allah. He said: Leave me as I am, a needy man, with a big family in my charge. I shall
not come again. Then I showed kindness on him, and let him have his way. I went at dawn and the Prophet asked me: O Abu Hurairah! what did your prisoner do? I replied: O' Apostle of Allah! he complained of a pressing want and a big family. Then I took compassion on him and let him have his way. He said: Behold! verily he belied you and will soon come back. Then I noticed that he came to take the food-stuffs. I arrested him and said: I must take you to the Apostle of Allah and this is the last of the three times. Verily you promised that you would not come again but you have come. He said: Leave me; I shall teach you some words with which Allah may give you benefit. When you go to your bed, read the verse of the Throne: "He is Allah, there is no deity but He, the Ever-living, the Ever-subsisting", till you finish the verse (2:255Q). Verily a protector from Allah will not cease to come over you, and the devil will not come to you till morning. Then I let him go his way. I went at dawn and the Prophet asked me: What did your prisoner do? I replied: He promised me that he would teach me some words
with which Allah will do me benefit. He said: Behold! verily he has spoken the truth to you though he is a great liar. Do not you know with whom you were speaking since three nights? I said: No. He said: He is the devil.

—Bukhari

17. Ibn Abbas reported: When Gabriel (P. H.) was seated near the Prophet, he heard a voice from above. He raised up his head and said: It is a door from heaven which has been opened to-day and which was never opened before except to-day. An angel got down from it. He said: He is an angel who has come down to the earth to-day and who did never come down before but to-day. He greeted and said: Give good news of two lights which I have been given and which no Prophet before you was given—the Opening of the Book (1Q) and the last portions of the Chapter Cow (2:84 86). You will never read a letter from them but you will be given (reward) therefor.

—Muslim

18. Abu Mas'ud reported that the Apostle of Allah said: As for the two verses at the end of the Chapter Cow, whoso reads them at night, they are sufficient for him. —Agreed

19. Abu Darda'a reported that the Apostle of Allah said:
Whoever commits to memory ten verses from the beginning of the chapter Cave (18: 1—10Q) will be protected from Dajjal. 2297

—Muslim.

20. Same reported that the Apostle of Allah asked: Will you not be able to read one-third of the Quran in one night? They replied: And how can he read one-third of the Quran? He said: 'Say, He is Allah, the One,' it will be equivalent to one-third of the Quran. —Muslim, Bukhari from Abu Sayeed.

21. Ayesha reported: The Prophet sent a man in command of an army, and the latter used to read (the Quran) for his companions in their prayer and end with "Say, He is Allah, the One (112Q)''. When they returned, they mentioned it to the Prophet. He said: Ask him for what reason he did so. They asked him. He said: Because it is descriptive of the Merciful, and I like to read it. The Prophet said: Inform him that Allah loves him. —Agreed.

22. Anas reported that a man said: O Apostle of Allah! I like this chapter: 'Say, He is Allah, the One (112Q)''. He said Your love for it will admit you in Paradise.

—Tirmizi, Bukhari

2297: Dajjal stands for devil in this place.
23. Oqbah-b-A'mer reported that the Apostle of Allah said:
Do you not see the verses sent down this night the like of which was never seen? He said: 'Say, I seek refuge with
the Lord of the dawn (113Q)' and 'I seek refuge with the Lord
of men (114Q)'. —Muslim.

24. Ayesha reported: Whenever the Prophet went to his bed
every night, he used to join together his palms, puff breath
unto them and read therein:
'Say, He is Allah, the One (112Q)' 'Say, I seek refuge with the
Lord of the dawn (113Q)', 'Say, I seek refuge with the Lord of
men (114Q)', and rub therewith his body as far as he could,
beginning therewith from his head and face and what was
projecting from his body. He used to do it thrice. —Agreed.

25. Abdullah-b-Amr reported that the Apostle of Allah said:
The reader of the Quran will be asked: Read, ascend 2183 and
recite as you used to do in the world, because your rank is at
the time of the last verse you read. —Ahmad, Tirmizi, Abu
Daud, Nisai.

26. Ibn Abbas reported that the Apostle of the Allah said:
Verily he in whose chest there is nothing of the Quran is like
a destroyed house.
—Tirmizi (Correct), Darimi.
27. Abu Sayeed reported that the Apostle of Allah said: The Glorious and Exalted Lord will say: Whoever is kept engaged by the Quran from (His) remembrance and beseeching, I give him more than what the beseechers are given; and the excellence of the Word of Allah is above all other words like the excellence of Allah over His creations.

Tirmizi, Darimi, Baihaqi (Approved, Rare).

28. Ibn Mas'ud reported that the Apostle of Allah said: Whoso reads a letter from the Book of Allah, gets one virtue in its place; and one virtue has got ten rewards like it. I don't say that 'Alif, Lam, Mim' is a letter, but Alif is a letter, Lam is a letter and Mim is a letter.

—Tirmizi (Approved, Correct, Rare)

29. Hares-b-A'war reported: I was walking within the mosque when lo! the people were engaged in vain discourses, I went to Ali and informed him of this. He said: Are they doing this still? 'Yes' said I. He said: Behold! I heard the Apostle of Allah say: Behold! there will soon appear calamity. I asked: What will be the way of getting out of it, O Ms. of Allah? He said. The book of Allah wherein there are the
tidings of those before you and the tidings of those after you and the decision of what occurs among you. It is clear, not a vain discourse. Whoso among the oppressors abandons it, Allah shall ruin him; and whoso seeks guidance in what is besides it, Allah shall misguide him, and it is the firmest rope of Allah, and it is the great reminder, and it is the straight path. It is a thing with which passions neither go astray, nor the tongues falsify, nor the learned are satisfied with it, nor does it grow old by excessive repetitions, nor its wonders come to an end. It is a thing from which the Jinn did not turn away when they heard it, so much so that they said: Verily we have heard an wonderful Quran that guides to truth; so we took faith in it. Whoso speaks according to it, speaks the truth; and whoso acts up to it, is rewarded; and whoso decides therewith is just; and whoso invites to it, is guided to the straight path. —Tirmidhi, Darimi

30. Mu'azal-Johaniy reported that the Apostle of Allah said: Whoso reads the Quran and acts up to what is therein, his parents will be adorned on the Resurrection Day with a crown of which the brilliance will be greater than the rays of the sun in the houses of this world provided it (sun) existed in your midst.
What is then your conjecture about one who works up to it? —Ahmad, Abu Dawud.

31. Ali reported that the Apostle of Allah said: Whoso reads the Quran, and commits it to memory, and knows its lawful things as lawful and unlawful things as unlawful, Allah will admit him in Paradise and will accept his intercession for ten persons out of his family members, for every one of whom the fire has become sure.

—Ahmad, Ibn Majah, Tirmizi

32. Abu Hurairah reported that the Apostle of Allah asked Obai-b-Ka'ab: How do you read (the Quran) in prayer? Then he read 'the Mother of the Quran (1Q). The Apostle of Allah said: By One in whose hand there is my life, the like of it was never revealed either in the Torah, or in the Gospel, or in the Zabur, or in the Quran; and it is 'the seven off-repeated verses' and the greater Quran which I have been given.

—Tirmizi (Approved, Correct.)

33. Same reported that the Apostle of Allah said: Learn the Quran and read it, verily the parable of the Quran for one who learns, reads and stands up therewith in prayer is like the parable

2389. Its isnad is weak.

2390. Tirmizi reported that this tradition is rare as one of its narrators, Hafs-al-Sulaiman, was not so strong in memory.
of a bag filled up with musk which diffuses its smell in every direction; and the parable of one who learns it and sleeps while it is in his belly is like the parable of a bag of musk that is closed up.

Tirmizi, Nisai, Ibn Majah.

31. Sams reported that the Apostle of Allah said: Whoso reads at dawn the (chapter) Believer—'Him, Min'—up to—'To Him is the return (40:1 to 3)' and Ayatul Kursi (2:225 or 2570), is protected therefor till dusk; and whoso reads them at dusk is protected therefor till dawn.

Tirmizi (Rare), Darimi.

35. Nu'man-b-Bashir reported that the Apostle of Allah said: Verily Allah had written a book 2000 years before He created the heavens and earth. He revealed from it two verses with which He closed the chapter 'Cow', and these two are not read three nights in a house but to drive off the devil from coming close to it.

—Tirmizi (Rare), Darimi.

36. Abu Darda'a reported that the Apostle of Allah said: Whoso reads three verses from the first portion of the Cave (13:1-3Q) is protected from the trial of Dajjal.

—Tirmizi (Approved, Rare).

2344. To learn a portion of the Quran necessary for compulsory prayers is Farze Ain on every Muslim and to teach it is Farze Kalayah. The opening chapter is better than an optional prayer as the former is Farze Kalayah.
37. Anas reported that the Messenger of Allah said: There is certainly a heart for everything, and the heart of the Quran is 'Ya, Sin—36Q,' and whoso reads 'Ya, Sin,' Allah writes for him in exchange of its reading (the rewards of) the reading of the (whole) Quran ten times.

—Tirmizi (Rare), Darimi.

38. Abu Hurairah reported that the Apostle of Allah said: Whoso reads 'Ham, ∷ Mim' (the Vapour—44Q) in a night, gets up at dawn while 70,000 angels seek forgiveness for him.

—Tirmizi (Rare)

39. Same reported that the Apostle of Allah said: Whoso reads 'Ham, ∷ Mim' (the Vapour—44Q) in the Jumma night is forgiven. Tirmizi (Rare)

40. Irbad-b-Sariyah reported that the Prophet used to read 'The Glorifications' 224; before he went to bed, saying: Verily therein there is a verse which is better than one thousand verses. —Tirmizi, Abu Daud

41. Abu Hurairah reported that the Apostle of Allah said: Verily there is a chapter of the Quran (consisting) of thirty
verses, which intercedes for a man till he is forgiven, and that is—Blessed is He in whose hand is the kingdom (97Q).

—Ahmad, Tirmizi, Abu Daud, Nisai, Ibn Majah.

42. Ibn Abbas reported: A certain companion of the Prophet pitched his tent over a grave and it did not occur to him that it was a grave. There was a man reading thereon the chapter "Blessed is He in whose hand is the kingdom (67Q)" till he finished it. Then he came to the Prophet and informed him. The Prophet said: It is that which prevents, it is that which secures salvation, saving him from the chastisement of Allah. Tirmizi (Rare).

43. Jaber reported: The Prophet used not to sleep till he read—'Alif, Lam, Mim (The Descent (32Q) and 'Blessed is He in whose hand is the kingdom'.

—Ahmad, Tirmizi, Darimi, (Correct).

44. Ibn Abbas and Anas-b-Malek reported that the Apostle of Allah said: 'When it will be shaken (99Q)' is equivalent to half the Quran, and 'Say, He is Allah, the One—112Q' is equivalent to one-third of the Quran, and 'Say, O you unbelievers (109Q)' is equivalent to one-fourth of the Quran.

—Tirmizi.
45. Ma'qal-b-Yasar reported from the Prophet who said: Whoso reads at dawn three times 'I seek refuge to Allah, the Hearing, the Knowing, from the accursed devil', and then reads three verses from the last portion of the chapter Banishment (59:23-25), Allah gives for his care 70,000 angels who send blessings on him till dusk; and if he dies on that day, he dies a martyr; and whoso reads it at dusk is in the same rank.

—Darimi, Tirmizi (Rare)

46. Anas reported from the Prophet who said: Whoso reads every day 'Say, He is Allah, the One (112Q)' two hundred times; the sins of fifty years are effaced from him except that debt will remain due from him. 2243

—Tirmizi, Darimi.

47. Same reported from the Prophet who said: Whoso intends to sleep on his bed and then inclines to his right side for sleep and thereafter reads "Say, He is Allah, the One (112Q)" one hundred times, the Lord will say to him when there will occur the Resurrection Day: O My servant! enter Paradise upon your right side.

—Tirmizi (Approved, Rare)

2243. In another narration, 50 times have been mentioned.
48. Abu Hurairah reported that the Prophet heard a man read ‘Say, He is Allah, the One (112Q)’; and he said “It has become sure.” I asked: And what has become sure? He said: Paradise.

—Malek, Tirmizi, Nisai.

49. Farwah-b-Naual reported from his father who asked: O Apostle of Allah! teach me something which I shall read when I shall take shelter to my bed. He said: Read—‘O you infidels (109Q)’; and verily it is a purifier of polytheism.

—Tirmizi, Abu Daud, Darimi.

50. Oqbah-b-A’mer reported: When I was travelling with the Prophet between Hujjah and Abwa’a, a gust of wind and intense darkness prevailed over us. The Apostle of Allah began to seek refuge with ‘I seek refuge with the Lord of the early dawn’ (113Q) and ‘I seek refuge with the Lord of men’ (114Q),’ and he was saying: O Qubah! seek refuge with them both and nobody sought refuge with anything like them.

—Abu Daud.

51. Abdullah-b-Khubaib reported: We came out in a night of rain and intense darkness wishing (to come to) the Prophet and then we found him out. He said: Say. I asked: What shall I say? He said: ‘Say, He is Allah, the One (118Q),’ and the
two Refugiing Chapters three times when it is dawn and when it is dusk, it will suffice you for everything. —Tirmizi, Abu Daud, Nisai.

52. Oqbah-b-A'mer reported: I asked: O Apostle of Allah! I read the chapter Hud (11Q) or the chapter Joseph (12Q). He said: You will never read anything which is more acceptable to Allah than 'Say, I seek refuge with the Lord of the early dawn (113Q)'. —Ahmad, Nisai, Darimi.

53. Abdullah-b-Amr reported: A man came to the Prophet and said: Read out to me, O Apostle of Allah. He said: Read three (chapters) having 'Alif, Lam, Ra'.
He said: My years have increased and my heart has become hard and my tongue has become thick. He said: Read three having 'Ham, Mim'. He replied as he had replied. The man said: O Apostle of Allah! read out a comprehensive chapter to me. Then the Apostle of Allah read out to him 'When it will be shaken (99Q)', till he finished it. Then the man said: By One who has sent you with truth, I shall never do more than this. Then the man turned back.
The Apostle of Allah said twice: The humble man has got salvation. —Ahmad, Abu Daud.

54w. Abdur Rahman-b-Auf reported from the Prophet who said: There will remain three
things under the Throne on the Resurrection Day: the Quran (manifest and secret) which will dispute with the people, and trust and blood tie which will proclaim 'Behold! whoso joins his tie with me, Allah will join His tie with him, and whoso cuts off the tie from me, Allah will cut off the tie from him.'

—Sharhi Sunnat.

577w. Oqbah-b-A'mer reported: I heard the Apostle of Allah say: If the Quran is wrapped up in a leather and then thrown in the fire, it will not be burnt.

Darimi.

578w. Abu Hurairah reported that the Apostle of Allah said: Verily the Almighty Allah rea 'The Ta'ha (20Q)' and 'The Ya'sin-36Q' one thousand years before He had created the heavens and earth. When the angels heard the Quran, they said: Happy will be the people on whom it will be revealed, and happy will be those obests which will bear this, and happy will be those tongues which will hold talk in accordance with it.

--Darimi.

579w. Abu Hurairah reported that the Apostle of Allah said: Interpret the Quran and follow its important things, and its important

2344. These three things are the most important virtues in the sight of the Prophet and whoso observes them will be admitted in the shade of the Throne of the throne at the Resurrection Day. The Quran will stand against those who do not observe and act up to it, and it will intercede for those who read it and acted up to it.

2344a. The leather stands for human skin. In other words, it a man reads the Quran and acts up to it, he will not be burnt by the fire of Hell.
things are its obligatory duties and its prescribed ordinances.

—Baihaqi

580w. Ayesha reported that the Prophet said: The reading of the Quran in prayer is better than the reading of the Quran in what is besides prayer; and the reading of the Quran in what is besides prayer is better than Tasbih and Takbir; and Tasbih is better than charity, and charity is better than fasting, and fasting is a shield against the fire. —Baihaqi

581w. Osman-b-Abdullah reported from his grand father who had said: The Apostle of Allah said: The Quran-reading of a man without the Book has got one thousand merits and his Quran-reading with the Book increases in addition to it to two thousand merits

—Baihaqi

582w. Ibn Omar reported that the Apostle of Allah said: Verily these hearts receive rust as iron receives rust when water falls on it. It was questioned: O Apostle of Allah, And what is its remedy? He replied: Constant remembrance of death and the Quran-reading

—Baihaqi

583w. Aifa'-b-Abd al kalayi reported that a man had asked: O Apostle of Allah! which chapter of the Quran is greatest? He said: say, He is Allah.
the One (112Q). He said: Which verse of the Quran is greatest? He said: Ayatul Kursi-Allah, there is no deity but He, the Ever-living, the Ever-subsisting (2:225-227Q). He asked: O Apostle of Allah! which verse do you like that it might benefit you and your followers? He replied: The last portion of the chapter Cow, and verily it comes from the treasures of mercy of the Almighty Allah under His Throne. He gave it to this people. There is no good of the good of this world and the hereafter but is contained therein. —Darimi.

584w. Abdul Malek-b-Umair reported a Mursal tradition: The Apostle of Allah said: There is cure from every disease in the Opening of the Book (1Q) —Darimi, Baihaqi.

555w. Osman-b-Affan reported: Whoso reads the last portion of ‘The family of Imran’ in a night, the standing of a night (in prayer) is recorded for him. —Darimi.

586w. Makhul reported: Whoso reads the chapter ‘The Family of Imran’ at night on the Jumma day, the angels send blessings on him up to the night. —Darimi.

587w. Jubair-b-Nufair reported that the Apostle of Allah said: Verily Allah closed the chapter Cow with two verses
which were given to me out of His treasure under the Throne. So learn them and teach them to your wives; verily they are a blessing and a means of nearness and supplication.

_Darimi (Difective)_

58w. _Ka'ab_ reported that the Apostle of Allah said: Read the chapter Hud on the Jumma day.

——_Darimi_.

589w. _Abu Sayeed_ reported that the Apostle of Allah said: Whoso reads the chapter Cave on the Jumma day, there is light for him between two Jummas.

——_Baihaqi_.

590w. _Khalid-b-Ma'dan_ reported: Read the chapter of Salvation, and that is 'Alif, Lam, Mim (The Descent)' and verily it reached me that a man used to read it more than he used to read other things, and he was a great sinner. It spread its wings over him saying: O Lord! forgive him, and verily he reads me very much. Then the Almighty Lord accepted its intercession and said: Write one virtue for him in exchange of one sin and raise up a rank for him. And he also said: It will argue on behalf of its reader in the grave saying: O Allah! had I been of Thy Book, accept my intercession for him; and had I been not of Thy Book, escape me from it. It
will then become like a bird which will spread over its wings upon him and will intercede for him and will prevent the punishment of the grave from him. And he said about 'The Blessed (17Q)' in a similar manner. It was Khalid who used not to go to bed till he read them both. Taus said:

These two have been given superiority over every other chapter of the Quran by sixty times.

—Darimi

591w. Ata'-b-Abi Rabah reported: It reached me that the Apostle of Allah said: Whoso reads 'Ya,Sin—36Q' in midday, all his needs are fulfilled.

—Darimi (Defective)

592w. Maqal-b-Yasar al Muzani reported that the Apostle of Allah said: Whoso reads 'Ya, Sin', seeking the pleasure of the Almighty Allah is forgiven of his sins that were committed in the past. So read it near your dying men.

—Baihaqi

593w. Abdullah-b-Mas'ud reported that he said: Verily there is hump for everything and the hump of the Quran is the chapter Cow (1Q); and Verily there is a pith for everything and the pith of the Quran is the Mufassal.

—Darimi

594w. Ali reported: I heard the Apostle of Allah say: For everything, there is an adornment, and the adornment of
the Quran is 'The Merciful (55Q)'.

—Baihaqi

595w. Ibn Mas'ud reported that the Apostle of Allah said: Whoso reads the chapter—'The Great Event (56Q)' every night, no pressing want will befall on him at any time. Ibn Mas'ud used to enjoin on his daughters to read it every night. —Baihaqi.

596w. Ali reported that the Apostle of Allah used to like this chapter—'Glorify the name of your Lord, the Most High (87Q)'. —Ahmad.

597w. Ibn Omar reported that the Apostle of Allah said: Will not some one of you be able to read one thousand verses every day? They replied: And who is able to read one thousand verses every day? He said: Will not some one of you be able to read 'Abundance hath destroyed you (102Q)'? —Baihaqi.

598w. Sayeed-bal Musayyeb reported a Mursal from the Holy Prophet who said: Whoso reads 'Say, He is Allah, the One (112Q)'. ten times, a palace will be built for him in Paradise; and whoso reads it twenty times, two palaces will be built for him in Paradise; and whoso reads it thirty times, three palaces in Paradise will be built for him.

Omar-bal Khattab said: By Allah, O Apostle of Allah, in this case we shall increase our palaces. The Apostle of Allah
said: Allah is more generous than that.

—Darimi

596. Hasan reported a Mursal that the Prophet said: Whoso reads one hundred verses in a night, the Quran does not dispute with him that night, and whoso reads two hundred verses in a night, the Qunut of one night is recorded for him, and whoso reads from five hundred verses in one night up to one thousand verses, gets up at dawn with the rewards of Qintar. They asked: And what is Qintar? He said: Twelve thousands.

—Darimi.

SECTION 2

Rules of the Quran-reading [See note 2232 (e)]

54. Abu Musa al Ash'ari reported that the Apostle of Allah said: Guard the Quran. By One in whose hand there is my life, it is certainly more slipping away than a camel in its fetters.

—Agreed.

55. Ibn Mas'ud reported that the Apostle of Allah said: Evil it is for anybody to say 'I have forgot such and such a verse. Rather he forgot. Remember the Quran; and verily it is slipping more from the breasts of men than the quadrapeds.

—Agreed.

56. Ibn Omar reported that the Apostle of Allah said: Verily the parable of a reader of the Quran is as the parable of an owner of tied camels. If he looks after them, he draws
them back; and if he sets them free, they go away. —Agreed.

57. Jundub-b-Abdullahr reported that the Apostle of Allah said: Read the Quran till your minds are attentive to it; but when you differ, be away from it. —Agreed.

58. Qatadah reported that Anas was asked: How was the Quran reading of the Prophet? He replied: It was prolonged. Then he read “Bismillah Ar-Rahman Ar-Rahim”, 3346 prolonging Bismillah, and prolonging Ar-Rahman, and prolonging Ar-Rahim.

—Bukhari.

59. Abu Hurairah reported: The Apostle of Allah said: Allah did not hear anything (sweeter) than what He heard from a Prophet—his singing with the Quran. —Agreed.

60. Same reported that the Apostle of Allah said: Allah does not listen attentively to anything what He hears to a Prophet—his reading the Quran with melodious and loud voice.

—Agreed.

61. Same reported that the Apostle of Allah said: He who does not sing with the Quran is not of us. —Bukhari.

62. Abdullah-b-Mas'ud reported: The Apostle of Allah said to me while he was upon the pulpit:

[Translation in Arabic script]
Read out to me. I said: I shall read out to you while it was revealed to you! He said: Verily I like to hear it from others. Then I read out the chapter 'Women (4Q)', till I reached this verse—How will it be when We shall bring a witness from every people and bring you a witness over them? He said: Sufficient it is for you at present. Then I turned my look towards him when to him two eyes were shedding tears.

—Agreed.

63. Anas reported that the Prophet said to Obai-b-Ka‘ab: Verily Allah directed me to read out the Quran to you. He said, Allah has taken my name to you! 'Yes' said he. He said, Have I been mentioned near Allah, the Lord of the worlds? 'Yes' said he. Then his eyes shed tears. And in a narration: Allah directed me to read out to you—'Those who are polytheists (Q). He asked: And has He taken my name? 'Yes' said he. Then he wept.

64. Ibn Omar reported: The Apostle of Allah prohibited to take journey with the Quran to the land of the enemies.

2247. This means: Stop reading. Let me ponder over what you have already read.

2248. Obai-b-Ka‘ab was a great Quran-reader. See page 2 (Introduction).

2249. The jurists hold that the Quran may lawfully be taken to the land of the enemies but it is Makruh. If any letter is written to an infidel with a verse of the Quran, it is quite lawful as the Prophet used to do it for the sake of conversion and write letters to the kings and emperors inviting them to accept Islam.
Agreed upon it. And in a narration of Muslim: Do not travel with the Quran, because I am not secure from its being overtaken by the enemies.

—Mishkat.

65. Abu Sayeed al-Khadri reported: I sat with a party of the poor refugees; some of them were covering others from nudity, while a reader was reading out to us, when lo! the Prophet came and stood among us. When the Prophet remained standing, the reader became silent and greeted. Then he asked: What were you doing? We replied: We were listening to the Book of the Almighty Allah. He said: All praise is for Allah who created among my followers those with whom I have been commanded to keep patience. Then he sat down in our midst in order to make himself comfortable among us. Afterwards he hinted thus with his hand. They all sat in a circle and their faces turned close to him. He said: O Refugees! take good news of a perfect light on the Resurrection Day; you will enter paradise before the rich people by half a day, and that is 500 years.

—Abu Daud.

2350 The poor Refugees were so very poor that they had not even sufficient cloth so as to cover their bodies therewith. It was then not a complete nudity which kept the private parts wholly uncovered.
66. Bara’-a-b-A’jeb reported that the Prophet said: Adorn the Quran with your voices. 

_Ahmad, Ibn Majah, Abu Dawūd, Darimi._

67. Sa‘d-b-Obadah reported that the Apostle of Allah said: There is no man who learns the Quran and then forgets it but will meet Allah on the Resurrection Day with his ears and nose mutilated.

_Abu Daud, Darimi._

68. Abdullah-b-Anb: reported that the Apostle of Allah said: He does not understand who reads the Quran in less than three days.

_Tirmizi, Abu Daud, Darimi._

69. Qubah-b-A’mer reported that the Apostle of Allah said: One who reads the Quran aloud is like one who gives alms openly, and one who reads the Quran with a low voice is like one who gives alms in secret.

_Abu Daud, Nisai, Tirmizi (Approved, Rare)._  

70. Suhaib reported that the Apostle of Allah said: He who considers the unlawful things of the Quran as lawful does not put faith in the Quran. — _Tirmizi._

71. Lais-b-Sa’ad reported: He asked Omme Salamah 2250a about the Quran-reading of the Prophet, when lo! she was

---

2250a. Lais-b-Sa’ad reported from the son of Abu Malaikah who had reported from Ya’la-b-Mamlik who had asked Omme-Salamah.
describing (his) Quran-reading as very distinct, word by word.

—Tirmizi, Abu Daud, Nisai.

72. Ibn Juraih reported from the son of Abu Mulaikah who had narrated: The Apostle of Allah used to take pause in his Quran-reading by uttering Alhamdo Lillah Rabbi Alamin and then taking a pause, and thereafter saying 'Ar-Rahmaner Rahim' and then taking a pause.

—Tirmizi.

73. Jaber reported: The Apostle of Allah came out to us while we were reading the Quran, and there were Arabs and the non-Arabs amongst us. He said: Read. Everybody is good (in reading). There will soon appear peoples who will keep it up as an arrow is kept straight. They will hasten with it and will not make delay therewith. 2251

—Abu Daud, Baihaqi.

601w. Huzaifah reported that the Apostle of Allah said: Read the Quran with the tunes of the Arabs and their accents, and guard yourselves from the tunes of the paramours and the tunes of the people of the Books. There will soon appear a people after me who will sing with the Quran

2251: In latter times, the people will read the Quran in a hasty manner without looking to the inner meanings and without correct pronunciation of words. The last sentence means either that the people will read it hastily or that they will read it for worldly benefit and not for next-worldly gain or for seeking the pleasure of Allah.
the singing of songs and mourn-
ing. It will not cross their
throats. Their hearts will be
tried, and also the hearts of those
who will be pleased with their
affairs.
—Baihaqi, Razin.

602w. Bara’a-b-A’jeb reported:
I heard the Apostle of Allah say:
Read the Quran with your
excellent voices, because an excel-
llent voice adds beauty to the
Quran.
—Darimi.

603w. Taus reported a Mursal
saying that the Apostle of Allah
was asked: Who among men
has got the most excellent sound
in the Quran reading and the
most excellent reading? He
said: One whom you consider
when you hear him that he fears
Allah. Taus said: Talq was
like that.
—Darimi.

604w. Obaidah al-Mulaikh
(and he had company with him)
reported that the Apostle of
Allah said: O readers of the
Quran! I lean not against the
Quran, 51a recite it with its due
recitation throughout the whole
night and day, read it with an open
voice, read with melody except
what is difficult therein, that you
may attain salvation. And seek
not its rewards in this world,
and verily there is reward for it
(in the next world).
—Baihaqi.

605w. Ibn Mas’ud reported
that the Messenger of Allah said:

51a. Leaning against the Quran means to be careless in reading or to read
with an absent mind.
The Quran has been revealed upon seven dialects. For every verse therein, there is an inner and an outer side; and for every end, there is study.

—Sharhi Sunnat.

SECTION 3

2252. The Collection of the Quran

[see note 2232(b)]

74. Omar b-al Khattab reported: I heard Hisham-b-Hakim-b-Hezam reading the chapter Distinction (25Q) other than what I read it and what the Apostle of Allah read it over to me. I was about to hasten (attack) on him, but then I gave him time till he finished. Then I tied him with his cloth and came with him to the Apostle of Allah. I said: O Apostle of Allah! I heard him reading the chapter Distinction other than what you read over to me. The Apostle of Allah said: Send him to read. Then he read as I had heard him read. The Prophet said: Thus it has been revealed. Then he asked me: Read. I read. He said: Thus it has been revealed: Verily this Quran has been revealed upon seven dialects. So read what appears easy therefrom.
75. Ibn Mas‘ud reported: I heard a man reading (the Quran) and I heard the Prophet read it in a different way. I came with him to the Prophet and informed him. I noticed disgust upon his face. He said: Both of you are correct. Don’t differ, and verily those who were before you differed and so they were destroyed.

—Bukhari.

76. Obai b-Ka‘ab reported: I was in the mosque and a man entered to pray and he read a reading which I disliked. Another got in and read a reading ther than that of his companion. When we finished the prayer, we went in a body to the Prophet. I said: This man read a reading which I disliked. Another man came and read a reading other than that of his companion. The Prophet ordered them both and so they read. He approved their affairs. Disbelief then fell into my mind and not such when I was in the Days of Ignorance. When the Prophet saw what troubled me, he hit my chest and then I was perspiring and I was as it were looking towards Allah with a faint heart. He addressed me; O Obai! I was given to read the Quran over one dialect. I returned to Him to say: Make it easy for my followers. It was then returned to me for the second time saying. Read (it) with two dialects.
I returned to Him to say: Make it easy for my followers. It was then returned to me for the third time: Read it with seven dialects, and there is a seeking for you for every time that I sent you back, which you should seek from Me. I said: O Allah! forgive my followers. O Allah! forgive my followers. I made delay for the third for a day on which the entire creation will turn to me, including even Abraham (peace be on him).

—Muslim.

77. Ibn Abbas reported that the Apostle of Allah said: Gabriel read over (the Quran) to me in one dialect. I returned to Him and continued to seek for more from Him till it reached seven dialects. Ibn Shihab said: It reached me that as for those seven dialects, they are the (same) affair. They don't differ in lawful and unlawful things.

—Agreed.

78. Obayb-Ka'ab reported that the Apostle of Allah met Gabriel and asked: O Gabriel! I have been raised up among an illiterate people amongst whom there are the weak, the old, the boys, the girls and men who did not read any book. He said: O Muhammad! verily the Quran has been revealed upon seven dialects. Tirmizi narrated it. And in a narration reported by Ahmad and Abu Daud: He said: There is but
sufficient cure therein. And in a narration reported by Nisai. He said: Verily Gabriel and Michael came to me. Gabriel sat by my right side and Michael by my left. Gabriel said: Read the Quran upon one dialect. Michael said: 'Increase it'—till he reached up to seven dialects. And every dialect is a sufficient cure. 2253

79. Imran-b-Hussain reported that he passed by a story-teller who was reading and then begging alms. He recited Istirjā'a and then said: I heard the Apostle of Allah say: Whoso reads the Quran, let him there-with beseech Allah. Verily there will soon appear peoples who will read the Quran to beg there-with of men. —Ahmad, Tirmizi

80. Ibn Abbas reported that the Apostle of Allah was not aware of the distinct character of a chapter till there came the revelation to him: 'In the 2254 name of Allah, the Most Compassionate, the Most Merciful'. —Abu Dawūl

2253. This hadis has been the subject of nearly forty interpretations and many brains were agitated to find out its true meaning. The majority hold, however, that these seven dialects are not seven different tongues but differences in the manner of reading and pronouncing certain words. For example, at the end of the first chapter (’Brien) sometimes pronounced as Zwallin and sometimes as Drallin. In this way, there are seven different pronunciations or readings according to different consonants. This was due to different readings of the same Arabic language among the various tribes of Arabia but the reading of the Quraish was the most chaste among them.

To be still more clear, let us take further examples. 'Hatta' is pronounced by some tribes as 'Athā', Qul as Gol, Yasin as Asin etc. Elaborate discussions will be found in the Introduction to Maulana Md. Ali's translation of the Holy Quran.

2254. There was no sign of separation of the chapters in the Quran. When Bismillah was revealed, they were made separate by its
81. Alqamah reported: We were at Hems. Ibn Mas'ud read the chapter Joseph (12Q). A man said: It was not thus revealed. Abdullah said: By Allah, I certainly read it during the Apostle of Allah. He said: You have done good! While he was talking with him he perceived a smell of wine from him. He asked: Do you drink wine and falsify the Book? Afterwards he executed the ordained sentence on him.

Agreed

82. Zaid b-Sabet reported: Abu Bakr sent to me (a man) after the martyrdom of the warior of Yamamah, when lo! ‘Umar b-al Khattab was near him. Abu Bakr said: Verily, Omar came to me. He said: Martyrdoms are very frequent in the battle of Yamamah among those who committed the Quran to memory, and certainly I fear, that if there is increase of martyrdoms among the readers of the Quran in different places, many things of the Quran will be lost, and verily I consider it (proper) that you should pass order for collection of the Quran. I said to Omar: How shall we do a thing which the Apostle of Allah did not do? Omar said: By Allah, this is good. Omar did not cease to repeat (it) to me, till ‘Abdullah opened my breast for that and I considered (proper) what Omar
had considered. Zaid reported that Abu Bakr had said: Verily you are a wise young man. I must not disbelieve you as you used to write down the revelations for the Apostle of Allah. So search for the Quran and collect it. By Allah, if you had put me to the task of taking away a mountain from the mountains, it would not have been heavier to me than what you have ordered me for the collection of the Quran.

I said: How shall you do a thing which the Apostle of Allah did not do? He said: By Allah, this is good. Abu Bakr did not cease to repeat (it) to me till Allah opened my breast for what He had opened the chest of Abu Bakr and Omar. Then I searched for the Quran collecting it from the date palms, white stones, and breasts of men till I found out the last portion of the chapter: ‘Repentance’ (9:128-129Q) with Abu Huzaimah al-Fazari. I did not find it with anyone beside him. ‘Certainly, an apostle has come to you from among yourselves till the end of the Immunity—9Q.’ This compilation was with Abu Bakr till Allah took away his soul; afterwards it was with Omar while he was alive and then it was with Hafsah, daughter of Omar. 2256 —Bukhari

2256 The long chapters are the chapters 9 to 9. Mayen are the chapters 10 to 28. It is so called because each of them consists of nearly 100 verses. Me’t (مث) means one hundred and Maytech is plural of Me’t. Masah are the chapters from 39 to the end of the Quran. Mofassal are divided into three classes: long, middle and short. The long Mofassal are the chapters 49 to 84, the middle Mofassal the chapters 85 to 98 and the short Mofassal the chapters 97 to the end.
8). Anas-b-Malek reported: Huzaifah-b-Yaman came to Osman while he was engaged in a fight with the Syrians for the conquest of Armenia and Azerbaijan along with the people of Iraq. Their difference in the Quran-reading frightened Huzaifah. Huzaifah said to Osman: O Commander of the Faithful! overtake this people before they differ about the Book like the difference of the Jews and the Christians. Then Osman sent for Hafsa saying: Send the compila- tion to us that we may copy it in to several compilations, and we shall thereafter return it to you. So Hafsa sent it to Osman. He ordered Zaid-b-Sabet, Abdullah b-Zubair, Sayeed-b-A’s and Abdullah b-Hares-b-Hisham. They copied it into several scripts, Osman said to the party of the three Quraishites: When you and Zaid b-Sabet differ in anything of the Quran, write it in the dialect of the Quraish, because it was revealed in their dialect. They did accordingly till when they copied the compilation in to several scripts, Osman returned the compilation to Hafsa. He sent one copy out of what they had copied to every country, and passed order regarding what is besides it out of every compilation or script of the Quran to be burnt.
Ibn Shihab said: Kharejah-b-Zaid-b-Sabet informed me that he had heard Zaid-b-Sabet say: I missed a verse from the Allies (33:28) at the time when we copied the compilation. I used to hear the Apostle of Allah read it. We searched for it and found it with Khuzaimah-b-Sabet al Ansari; 'Among the believers, there are men who are true to the covenant which they made with Allah (33:23).' So we introduced it in its chapter in the script.

—Bukhari.

84. Ibn Abbas reported: I asked Osman: What has led you to incline towards 'The Booty 8Q' and that is from Masani, and towards 'The Immunity (6Q)' and that is from Meyin, and that you joined together, and that you did not write the line 'In the name of Allah, the Most Compassionate, the Most Merciful' and placed it within the seven long (chapters)? What has led you to that? Osman replied: The Apostle of Allah flourished at a time when numerous chapters were revealed to him. Whenever anything was revealed to him, he used to call those who used to write. He used to say: Place these verses in the chapter in which there is mention of such and such (verse). Whenever a verse was revealed to him, he used to say: Place
this verse in the chapter in which there is mention of such and such. 'The Booties' was among the earlier chapters revealed at Medina, and 'The Immunity' was among the latter chapters of the Quran that were revealed, and its narration is similar to the narration of the latter. Then the Prophet died but he did not mention whether it belonged to it. On account of this, I joined them together and did not write the line "In the name of Allah, the Most Compassionate, the Most Merciful," and I placed it among the seven long chapters.

—Ahmad, Tirmizi, Abu Daud.

606w. Boraidah reported that the Apostle of Allah said: Whoso reads the Quran to get provision therewith from the people, will come on the Resurrection Day with his face as a bone stripped off flesh.

—Baihaqi.

CHAPTER XXXVIII

SECTION I

2255. Invocations (الدعاء)

(a) Merits of invocation. The Holy Prophet said: Invocation is the marrow of divine service 33:9. Allah likes to be implored and beseeched —14:38 He who invokes will find the doors of mercy open to him 33:15. In invocation, there are complete surrender and recognition of one's own utter helplessness on the one hand and
power in One, the Creator of heavens and earth. When these things are fully recognised, the object of divine service is attained and hence is the importance of invocations. The Quran says: will you invoke others besides Allah, if you are truthful? Nay, Him you shall invoke that He may clear that for which you pray—6:40. Q. The Prophet said: Allah does not generally return a hand empty when it is raised up to heaven with an invocation—30: 19, 21.

Some contend that as there is pre-destination of everything, no amount of invocation can revoke it and hence it is useless. In fact, predestination does not mean what it is popularly understood (see note 1542). The Almighty Allah says: When My servant asks you about Me, then certainly I am very near. I respond to the invocation of an invoker when he calls Me, so let them invoke Me and put faith in Me that they may find the right way—2: 186 Q. Therefore when this has been the order for invocation from Divine knowledge, men should have no scruple to have recourse to invocations. The Prophet said: Nothing but invocation repels pre-destination—38:11.

(b) Opportune moments for invocations. The following are the opportune moments for acceptance of invocations by the Almighty Allah; so these moments should not be neglected or lost without some sort of invocation:

(1) At the end of each obligatory prayer, (2) on Friday, (3) in the morning, (4) in the latter half of night, (5) in the month of Ramazan, (6) on the day of Arafat, (7) at the time of breaking fast, and (8) between Azan and Aqamat—34: 93.

(c) Invocations are accepted. Invocations as they are offered are generally accepted, and the hands raised up towards God in humble submission are not generally returned empty—38:20. The invocations of the following persons are granted without doubt:—The invocation of (1) an absentee for a man who is absent, (2) a fasting man, (3) one oppressed against his oppressor, (4) a just ruler, (5) parents for their children, (6) a traveller, (7) a pilgrim in the course of his journey, (8) a warrior fighting in the way of Allah, (9) one who is ill, (10) one who is overwhelmed with sorrow and grief—38:5, 18:23 28, 26, 607w5, 34:94; 26:39. Invocations are not accepted from a person whose flesh has grown out of unlawful things and earnings, and from a person who seeks to commit sins therewith or to gain unlawful things, and from a person who is tired of invocations without response—38:5
(d) Rules of invocations. In beseeching Allah for anything, the following rules should be observed by a Muslim: (1) He shall invoke in opportune moments. (2) He shall raise up both of his hands confronting his face. (3) He shall invoke with sure conviction that it will be granted. (4) He shall invoke with a full attentive mind with absolute surrender to the Almighty for His help. (5) He shall repeatedly invoke like a boy before his father. (6) He shall seek forgiveness of God before invocation and read Tasbih, Tahlii, Tahmid and Salat.

(e) Some forms of invocation in the Qur'an:
'O our Lord! grant us good in this world and good in the hereafter and save us from the chastisement of the fire'—2:201Q.
'O our Lord! pour down patience upon us, and make our steps firm and assist us against the unbelieving people'—2:250Q.
'O our Lord! do not overtake us if we forget and make mistakes. O our Lord! do not lay on us a burden as Thou didst lay on those before us. O our Lord! do not impose upon us that which we have not the strength to bear, and pardon us and grant us protection, and have mercy on us. Thou art our Master. So help us against the unbelieving people'—2:266Q.
'O our Lord! we have been unjust to our souls. If Thou shouldst not forgive us, and have mercy on us, we shall certainly be of the losers—7:23Q.

1. Abu Hurairah reported that the Apostle of Allah said: For every prophet, there was an acceptable invocation, and every prophet hastened to make his invocation; but I have kept my invocation in abeyance (intercession for my followers) up to the Resurrection Day. That will be, if Allah wills, accessible to every of my followers who died without setting up anything with God. —Muslim.

*Abu Hurairah*
2. Same reported from the Apostle of Allah who said: O Allah! verily I have taken a covenant to Thee which Thou dost not make me to break it, and verily I am a mortal. Whomsoever of the believers I have injured, abused, cursed or flogged, make it for him a blessing, a means of purification, and a means of nearness which may take him therefor near Thee on the Resurrection Day. —Agreed

3. Same reported that the Apostle of Allah said: When someone of you invokes, let him not say: O Allah! forgive me if Thou wisheth, give me provision if Thou wisheth; but let him invoke with certainty. Verily He doeth what He willeth. There is no voice to deny it.

—Bukhari.

4. Same reported that the Apostle of Allah said: When someone of you invokes, let him not say: O Allah, forgive me if Thou wisheth,’ but let him be determined and cherish a great hope and verily Allah does not consider anything great which He granteth.

—Muslim.

5. Same reported that the Apostle of Allah said: A man is given response so long as he does not invoke to commit a sin or to severe blood-tie and so long as he is not in haste. It was asked: O Apostle of Allah! what is in haste? He said: I have invoked;
I have invoked, but I don't see any response to me. Then he becomes worry at that time and gives up supplication. —Muslim.

6. Abu Darda' reported that the Apostle of Allah said: The invocation of a Muslim for his brother (Muslim) on the back of absence is accepted. There is an angel commissioned near his head. When he invokes for good of his brother, the commissioned angel near him says: Be it so. And for you the like rewards. —Muslim.

7. Jaber reported that the Apostle of Allah said: Invoke not against yourselves, nor invoke against your sons, nor invoke against your properties. Get no hour from Allah in which you beseech a thing and it is granted to you. 2157

8. Nu'man-b-Bashir reported that the Apostle of Allah said: Invocation is divine service. Then he read: And your Lord said: Call Me, and I shall give you response. —Ahmad, Tirmizi, Abu Dawud. Nisai Ibn Majah.

9. Anas reported that the Apostle of Allah said: Supplication is the marrow of divine service. —Tirmizi.

10. Abu Hurairah reported that the Apostle of Allah said: 2157. Note should call an invocation against himself and against his children and properties as such invocation may occur in an hour in which invocations are generally accepted.
There is nothing more honourable to Allah than invocation.
—Ibn Mjah, Tirmizi (Approved, Rare).

11. Salman al-Faresi reported that the Apostle of Allah said: Nothing but invocation repels a decree, and nothing but obedience to parents increases life.
—Tirmizi.

12. Jaber reported: There is none who invokes for anything but Allah gives to him what he beseeches for or witholds from him a harm like it, till he does not invoke to commit a sin or to severe a blood-tie.
—Tirmizi (Rare).

13. Ibn Omar reported that the Apostle of Allah said: Invocation does benefit to what is sent down or what is not sent down. Therefore, O servants of Allah, you should take to invocation.
—Tirmizi (Rare).

14. Ibn Mas‘ud reported that the Apostle of Allah said: Beseech Allah of His favour, because Allah likes to be beseeched; and verily the best divine service is prolonged hope for relief.
—Tirmizi (Rare)

15. Abu Hurairah reported that the Apostle of Allah said: Whoso does not invoke Allah, He becomes displeased with him.
—Tirmizi

16. Ibn Omar reported that the Apostle of Allah said: For
whomsoever among you, the doors of invocation is opened up, the doors of blessings are also opened up for him; and Allah was not sought for anything (that is) dearer to Him than what He was sought for peace of mind.

—Tirmizi

17. Abu Hurairah reported that the Apostle of Allah said: Whoso is pleased (to see) that Allah should respond to him at the time of calamities, let him increase invocations at the time of happiness.

—Tirmizi (Rare)

18. Same reported that the Apostle of Allah said: Invoke Allah being certain of response and know that Allah does not respond to the invocation of an absent mind.

—Tirmizi (Rare).

19. Malek-b-Yasar reported that the Apostle of Allah said: When you beseech Allah, beseech with the surfaces of your palms, and don’t beseech Him with their backs. And in a narration reported by Ibn Abbas: He said: Invoke Allah with the surfaces of your palms and invoke not with their backs; when you finish, rub your faces therewith.

Abu Daud.

20. Salman reported that the Apostle of Allah said: Verily your Lord is the Ever-living, the Generous. He is shy before His servant when he raises up his hands before Him to return them empty.

—Tirmizi, Abu Daud, Baihaqi.
21. Omar reported: Whenever the Apostle of Allah raised up his hands in invocations, he used not to put them down until he passed them over his face.

—Tirmizi.

22. Ayesha reported: The Prophet was fond of all embracing supplication and he used to leave what is besides it.

—Abu Daud

23. Abdullah-b-Amr reported that the Apostle of Allah said: Verily the invocation most speedy in response is the invocation of an absentee for an absentee. —Tirmizi, Abu Daud

24. Omar-b-al Khattab reported: I asked permission of the Prophet for Umrah and he gave me permission. He said: O dear brother! have a share for us in your invocation and don’t forget us. He uttered a word in exchange of which the world even will not satisfy me.

—Abu Daud, Tirmizi

25. Abu Hurairah reported that the Apostle of Allah said: As for three persons, their supplications are not refused: a fasting man at the time of Iftar, a just ruler and the supplication of an oppressed man. Allah takes them (invocation) up above the clouds, and the doors of heaven are opened up for them, and the Lord

2258. Tirmizi narrated up to 'forget us.'
says: By My honour, I must give you help though after a while.

—Tirmizi

26. Same reported that the Apostle of Allah said: Three invocations are granted without any doubt therein: the invocation of a father, and the invocation of a traveller and the invocation of an oppressed person.

—Tirmizi Abu Daud, Ibn Majah

27. Anas reported that the Apostle of Allah said: Let every one of you implore his Lord for his needs, the whole of them, so much so that he should implore (even) for the thong of his shoes when it is torn off.

He added in a narration reported by Sabet al Bunani as Mursal: So much so that he should implore Him (even) for salt, and so much so that he should implore Him for his shoe-thong when it is torn off.

—Tirmizi

23. Akramah from Abbas reported: (The manner of) invocation is that you should raise up your hands up to your shoulders or adjacent to them; and forgiveness is that you should give hint with a finger; and complete dedication is that you should spread out your hands together.

And in a narration, he said: Complete surrender is like this, Then he raised up his hands and placed their palms in front of his face.

—Abu Daud
29. **Obay-b-Ka'ab** reported: Whenever the Apostle of Allah made mention of anybody and invoked for him, he used to begin with himself.

—**Tirmizi (Rare, Correct)**

607w. **Anas** reported: The Apostle of Allah used to lift up his hands in invocation, so much so that the brightness of his armpits could be seen.

—**Taihaqi**

607w1. **Sahl-b-Sa'ad** reported from the Prophet: He used to keep up his fingers in front of his two shoulders and then invoke.

—**Baihaqi**

607w2. **Sa'eb-b Yezid** reported from his father: Whenever the Holy Prophet invoked and raised up his hands, he used to pass his hands over his face.

—**Baihaqi**

607w3. **Ibn Omar** reported that he used to say: Verily your lifting of your hands is an innovation. The Apostle of Allah did not go beyond this, that is, up to the breast.

—**Ahmad**

607w4. **Abu Sayeed al Khodri** reported that the Apostle of Allah said: There is no Muslim invoking with an invocation wherein there are no sin and severance of blood-tie but Allah grants to him one of the three things: either He takes speedy action of his invocation, or reserves it for
the hereafter or He turns him away from an evil like it. They said: In that case, we shall invoke more. He said: Allah has got more. —Ahmad 607 w. Ibn Abbas reported from the Prophet who said: Five invocations are responded to: the invocation of one oppressed till he takes revenge, the invocation of a pilgrim till he returns, the invocation of a warrior till he finds ease, the invocation of a sick man till he recovers and the invocation of a brother for his brother (Muslim) on the back of absence. Afterwards he said: Of these invocations, the most speedy in response is the invocation of a brother on the back of absence. —Baihaqi

SECTION 2

2259. Remembrance of Allah (ذکارالله)

(a) Zikr of Allah. To remember Allah and His attributes is the object of all divine services. It is greater than all other divine services and is testified by the following verse: Verily prayer removes indecencies and unlawful things, and remembrance of Allah is greatest (29:45Q). The object of prayer is to remember Allah. The Quran says: Keep up prayer for My remembrance (Q). The object of the Quran-reading is to remember Allah after calling to mind His power and prowess, His glorifications and praise etc. The object of fasting is to make the body fit to remember Allah by curbing the rising passions. The object of pilgrimage is to remember Allah after coming to His symbolic house and the great assemblage of men before the Almighty. In short, Zikr of Allah is the object and it is obtained through various modes of worships, such as Prayer, Fasting, Haj, Zakat, Invocations, seeking Refuge etc.
(b) Direction and Excellence of Zikr. The Quran in many verses directs the people to remember Him. It says: Remember Me, and I shall remember you, and be thankful to Me and be not ungrateful 2:152Q. Remember Allah much that you may attain salvation—62:10Q. Allah has praised those who remember Allah standing and sitting and lying on their sides and reflect on the creation—2:190Q. There are traditions in this section which will go to show the excellence of those who remember Allah. Only one is here quoted. The Prophet asked his companions: Shall I not inform you of the best of your actions, and the purest of them near your Master, and the highest of them in your ranks, and the most efficacious for you than the expense of gold and silver? He said: Zikr of Allah—38:38. A remembering tongue is the best property—38:49. Allah is with one who remembers Him—38:51. Remembrance of Allah is a secret key to open the doors of Allah’s mercy, and such a man is like one who is living among the dead.

(c) Modes of Zikr. Besides the modes of Zikr through the compulsory duties like Prayer, Fasting, Haj, Zakat and Quran-reading, there are other modes, such as Tasbih, Takbir, Tahli, Tahmid, Tqdis, Istigfar, Taubah, Dowa and Tauhid. The Tauhid (الله لا إله إلا هو) is the greatest formula of Zikr. Its value is greater than all other formulas. Secondly, Zikr should be made silently and submissively. The Quran says: And remember your Lord within yourself submissively and fearing and in a voice not loud, in the morning and in the evening and be not of the heedless ones—7:203Q. It appears therefore that Zikr Khafi (silent Zikr) is better than Zikr Juli (loud Zikr).

(d) Stages of remembrance. There are four stages of remembering God in order of merit: (1) The first stage is that of a beginner. He moves his tongue with Zikr of Allah with an absent mind. He is still better, because the tongue which would have been otherwise occupied in frivolous talk is restrained from that. (2) The second stage is a little higher in rank. Such a man moves his tongue with Zikr sometimes with an attentive mind and sometimes with an absent mind. (3) The third stage is higher than the second. Such a pious man has got his mind and tongue always engaged in the Zikr of Allah, Tasbih, Tahli etc. The Quran says of such persons: Those only are...
believers whose hearts become full of fear when Allah is mentioned, and His communications are recited to them—8:2Q.

(4) The fourth is the highest stage. In this case, the Object of love (Allah) is seated in the throne of the mind of a pious divine. Nothing can gain access to it. At that time, his words and ideas are drowned in the all-pervading Allah. He himself loses his ego and merges in to the Universal Self. Every other thing in the world is then drowned in the sea of forgetfulness. At that time, his hands become the hands of Allah with which he catches, his tongue becomes the tongue of Allah with which he talks and his legs become the legs of Allah with which he walks. Then he begins to see wonderful things and speak unseen things of the future. That is Fana Fillah and Baqa Billah. That is the soul that is at rest (Nafsul-Mutma'innah). Of such a soul, the Quran says: Those who believe and whose hearts are set at rest by the remembrance of Allah. Behold! by Allah's remembrance are the hearts set at rest—13:28Q.
separate went in advance (to it). He asked: And who are those who are separate, O Apostle of Allah? He replied: Those males and females who remember Allah much. —*Muslim*

32. **Abu Musa** reported that the Apostle of Allah said: The parable of one who remembers his Lord and one who does not remember, is as the parable of one alive and one dead.²⁶¹

—*Agreed*

33. **Abu Hurairah** reported that the Apostle of Allah said: The Almighty Allah says: I am near My servant when he thinks of Me and I am with him when he remembers Me. If he remembers Me within himself, I remember him within Myself; and if he remembers Me in an assembly, I remember him is an assembly better than theirs.

—*Agreed*

34. **Abu Zarr** reported that the Apostle of Allah said: The Almighty Allah says: Whoso does a good deed, there is (reward) for him ten times like it and I add more; and whoso does an evil, the reward of an evil is an evil like it or I forgive; and whoso makes approach to Me of one span, I make approach to him of one cubit; and whoso makes approach to Me of one cubit, I make approach to him.

²⁶¹ This refers to heart which becomes dead when no spiritual food is supplied to it. It cannot grow and thrive and give out better thoughts and ideas.
of one fathom, and whoso comes to Me walking, I come to him running; and whoso meets Me with an earth full of sins without setting up anything with Me, I come to him with forgiveness like that.

—Muslim

35. Abu Hurairah reported that the Apostle of Allah said:

Verily the Almighty Allah said:
Whoso illtreats a friend of Mine, I indeed give him punishment with an encounter, and no servant of Mine can seek nearness to Me with a thing better than what I have made obligatory upon him; and no servant of Mine continues to seek nearness to Me with optional prayers until I love him. When I love him, I become his ear with which he hears, and his eye with which he sees, and his hand with which he holds, and his leg with which he walks, and if he begs of Me, I must give him, and if he seeks refuge to Me, I give him refuge. I have no greater hesitation for anything I do than My hesitation to take away the life of a believer who dislikes death; then I dislike his dislike but there is no escape from it.

—Bukhari.
36. Same reported that the Apostle of Allah said: Verily there are angles for Allah who roam about in the high ways in search of those who remember Allah. When they find a people remember Allah, they proclaim: Come to your needs. They surround them with their wings in the lowest heaven and then their Lord asks them with full knowledge about them: What does My servants say? They say: They read Thy Tasbih, Thy Takbir and Thy Tahmid and Thy Tamjid. He says: Have they seen Me? They say: No, by Allah, they have not seen Thee. He says: How (will it be) if they see Me? They say: If they see Thee, they will become more devoted to Thy service and more devoted to Thy greatness and more devoted to Thy glorification. He says: For what do they implore? They say: They implore Thee for Paradise. He says: Have they seen it? They reply: No, O Lord, by Allah they have not seen it. He says: How (will it be) if they see it? They reply: If they see it, they will desire it more and seek it more and cherish more hope for it. He asks: From what do they take refuge? They say: From the fire. He asks: Have they seen it? They reply: No, O Lord, by Allah they have not seen it. He asks: How (will it be) if
they see it? They reply: If they see it, they will hasten more in fleeing away from it and being fearful of it. He says: I bear witness to you that I have just pardoned them. An angel out of the angels says: Among them there is a man who does not belong to them. Verily he has come with a want. He says: They are friends. So their friend will will not be unfortunate. *Bukhari* narrated it.

In a narration of *Muslim*: He said: Verily there are angels for Allah who constantly roam in search of the assemblies of *zikr*. When they find an assembly wherein there is *zikr*, they sit with them and some of them surround others with their wings till they fill up what is between them and the nearest heaven. When they become separate, they ascend and climb up towards the heaven. Then Allah asks them while He is fully aware of their conditions: Whence have you come? They reply: We have come from near Thy servants on the earth who recite Thy *tasbih*, and Thy *takbir* and Thy *tahli* and Thy *tamaam* and they are imploring from Thee. He asks: What are they imploring from Me? They say: They implore Thee for Thy Paradise. He asks:
Have they seen My Paradise? They reply: No, O Lord. He asks: How (will it be) if they see My Paradise? They seek Thy protection. He asks: From which thing do they seek. My protection? They reply: From Thy fire. He asks:

Have they seen My fire? They reply: No. He asks: How (will it be) if they see My fire? They reply: They seek Thy forgiveness. He says: I have pardoned them, and I granted them what they asked, and I have given protection of what they sought protection. They say: O Lord! there is among them a man who is a great sinner. He was passing by when he sat with them. He says: And to him also I have extended My pardon. They are a people whose friend cannot be unfortunate.

37. Hanzalah-b-Rubai al-Osaidi reported: Abu Bakr met me and asked: O Hanzalah! how are you? I replied: Hanzalah is a hypocrite. He said: Glory be to Allah from what you speak. I said: We remain in presence of the Apostle of Allah who reminds us of the Fire and Paradise, as if we see them with our own-eyes. When we come out from near the presence of the Apostle of Allah and mix with wives, children and properties,
we forget many things. Abu Bakr said: By Allah, we certainly feel like this. Then Abu Bakr and myself began to walk till we came to the Apostle of Allah. I said: O Apostle of Allah! Hanzalah is a hypocrite. The Apostle of Allah said: And what is that? I said: O Apostle of Allah! we remain in your presence, while you remind us of the Fire and Paradise, as if we actually see them; but when we go out of your presence and mix with wives, children and properties, we forget many things. The Apostle of Allah said: By One in whose hand there is my life, were you to remain for all the time as you remain in my presence and in the remembrance (of Allah), the angels would have certainly handshaked with you upon your beds and in your paths. But, O Hanzalah, one hour, one hour (thrice). —*Muslim.*

33. Abu Darda' reported that the Apostle of Allah said: Shall I not inform you about the just of your actions, and the purest of them near your Master and the highest of them in your ranks and the more efficacious

---

2363. If you find your mind ready to remember Allah for only an hour, you must remember Him and if your mind is heedless, you must perform other duties in that hour.
for you than the expense of gold and silver and better for you than your meeting with your enemies whose necks you smite and who smite your necks. They said: Yes. He said; Remembrance of Allah.

—Malek, Ahmad, Tirmizi, Ibn Majah.

39. Abdullah-b-Busr reported that an unlettered Arab came to the Prophet and said: Who is the best among men? He replied: Happy is he whose life has been prolonged and whose actions have been good. He said: O Apostle of Allah! which of the actions is the best? He replied: Your parting away from the world with your tongue saturated with the remembrance of Allah.

—Tirmizi, Ahmad.

40. Anas reported that the Apostle of Allah said: When you pass by the gardens of Paradise, enjoy (their fruits). They asked: And what are the gardens of Paradise? He said: The circles of Zikr.

—Tirmizi.

41. Abu Hurairah reported that the Apostle of Allah said: Whoso sits in a place wherein he does not remember Allah there is disappointment for him from Allah; and whoso sleeps on a bed wherein he does not remember Allah, there is disappointment for him from Allah.

—Abu Daud.

42. Same reported that the Apostle of Allah said: There are no people who get up from an assembly wherein they have not
remembered Allah except that they get up from, as it were, the dead bodies of asses while there is disappointment over them. —Ahmad, Abu Dani

43. Same reported that the Apostle of Allah said: No people sit in an assembly wherein they neither do remember Allah, nor send blessings on their Prophet but to court disappointment. If He willeth, He punisheth them; and if He willeth, He granteth them pardon. —Tirmizi

44. Omm Habibah reported that the Apostle of Allah said: Every discourse of the son of Adam is against him and not for him except injunction for good or prohibition from evil or remembrance of Allah.

—Tirmizi (Rare),

45. Saoban reported: When it was revealed And those who hoard up gold and silver, we were near the Prophet in one of his travels. Some of his companions said: It has come down about gold and silver. Had we known which property is best, we would have acquired it. He said: The best of it is a remembering tongue, and a grateful heart and a believing wife who helps him in his faith. —Ahmad, Tirmizi, Ibn Majah

46. Abu Sayeed reported: Muwawah came out to a group within the mosque. He asked: What has made you sit together? They replied: We sat
together, by Allah, to remember (Allah). He said: By Allah nothing but that has made you sit together! They replied: By Allah, nothing but this has made us sit together. He said: Behold! verily I have not sought oath from you as a blame on you. There was none in my rank near the the Prophet of Allah who was mentioned less than myself. The Prophet came out to a group of his companions and said: What has made you sit here? They said: We have sat to remember Allah and to praise Him according as He guided us to Islam and favoured us therewith. He said: By Allah, nothing but that thing has made you sit. They said: By Allah, nothing but that has made us sit. He said: Behold! I have not sought oath from you as a blame on you, but Gabriel came to me and informed me that the Almighty and Glorious Allah take pride in you before the angels.

—Muslim

47. Abdullah-b-Bosr reported that a man said: O Apostle of Allah! verily the doctrines of Islam have appeared difficult to me. So make me acquainted with a thing which is easy for me. He said: Your tongue shall not cease to be saturated with the remembrance of Allah.

—Ibn Majah, Tirmizi

(Approved, Rare)

48. Abu Sayeed reported that the Apostle of Allah was asked: Who of the ser will be better and higher

—Al-Tirmizi
in rank near Allah on the Resurrection day? He said: Those males and females who remember Allah much. It was questioned: O Apostle of Allah: even than a warrior in the way of Allah? He replied: If he fights with his sword with the infidels and the polytheists till it breaks and he is dyed with blood, one who remembers Allah is better than him in rank.

—Ahmad, Tirmizi (Rare)

49. Ibn Abbas reported that the Apostle of Allah said: The devil reclines on the heart of the son of Adam. When he remembers Allah, he retracts; and when he is headless, he whispers evils.

—Bukhari (without Isnad)

50. Muaz-b-Jabal reported: No servant did an action which went more for his salvation than the remembrance of Allah.

—Malek, Tirmizi; Ibn Majah

51. Abu Hurairah reported that the Apostle of Allah said: Verily Allah says: I am with My servant when he remembers Me and his lips move for Me.

—Bukhari

6087. Malek reported: It reached me that the Apostle of Allah used to say: He who remembers Allah among the heedless is like a warrior behind those who flee away; and he who remembers Allah
among the heedless is like a
green branch of a dry tree;
and in a narration: Like a
green tree in the midst of
trees; and he who remembers
Allah among the heedless is like
a light in a dark house; and as for
one who remembers Allah among
the heedless, Allah shows him
his place in Paradise while he is
yet alive; and as for one who
remembers Allah among the heedless
he is forgiven for as much as the
numbers of ‘Fasih’ and ‘A’jam’,
and Fasih is all children of
Adam and Ajam is all animals.
—Razin.

609w. Abdullah-b-Omar reponed
from the Prophet who
used to say: There is a polish
for everything and the polish
of heart is the remembrance of
Allah; and nothing can save more
from the chastisement of Allah
than the remembrance of Allah.
They asked: Nor even Jihad in
the way of Allah? He said:
Nor even if he fights with his
sword till it breaks. —Baihaqi

SECTION 3
2264. Names of Allah

(a) The following are the ninety-nine names of the Divine
Being:

(i) Names relating to His person: (1) —the One, (2) —the
True, (3) —the Holy, (4) —Free from want, (5) —
Self-sufficient, the First, the Last, the Ever-living, the Self-subsisting, the Existing, Allah, there is no god but He.

(ii) **Names relating to His act of creation:** the Creator, the Creator of soul, the Fashioner of shapes, the Originator, One who brings distress, One who benefits.

(iii) **Names relating to His love and mercy:** Lord, the Most Compassionate, the Most Merciful, the Benignant, the Accepter of repentance, the Forbearing, the Pardoner, the Accepter of gratefulness, the Author of peace, the Granter of security, the Beneficent, the Giver, the Exalter of ranks, the Bestower of sustenance, the Great Giver, the Ample-giving, the Patient.

(iv) **Names relating to His greatness and glory:** the Grand, the Mighty, the Strong, the Supreme, the Powerful, the Possessor of greatness, He who compels others to work according to His will, the Great, the Generous, the Praise-worthy, the Glorious, the Firm, the Jewel, the Manifest of glory and honour, Lord of glory and honour, the Light, the Equitable, the Ruler, the Jailer, the Majestic, the Just, the Exalted, the One who brings forward, the One who puts off, the One who goes, the One who bears, the One in charge, the Keeper, the Conqueror, the King, the Greatest Judge, the Indicter of retribution, Controller of all things, One who straitens, One who gives honour, One who accepts prayer, One who raises the dead to life, One who records, the One who reproduces, the One who gives life, the One who causes death, Master of Kingdom,
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(vi) Names relating to His knowledge: (91)īnā. the Knowing, (92)īnā. the Wise, (93)īnā. the Aware, (94)īnā. the Seeing, (95)īnā. the Witness, (96)īnā. the Ruler, (97)īnā. the Guardian over all.

Of these names, the word 'Allah' may be called His proper name and the others are His attributive names. The most important of His names are Allah, Rahman, Rahim and Gafar. There is difference of opinion regarding the greatest name of Allah among the jurists. According to them, it is one of the following: (98)īnā. the Mighty Maker, (99)īnā. the All-Powerful, (100)īnā. the Lord of the Day of Judgement.

It has also been said that Ism Azam is that name of Allah which appears to an individual most appealing to move towards God. The latter seems to be in consonance with reason.

(b) Significance of the recitation of Allah's names. The Quran enjoins upon us to recite the names of Allah in the following verse: Allah has got the best names; therefore invoke Him therewith and leave alone those who violate the sanctity of His names—7:183Q. This does not mean that these names shall be counted on a rosary which the Prophet never did, but the real significance is that these attributes contained in the names shall be followed by men. To this effect, the Prophet said: Imbue thyself with divine attributes. These names set up the ideal which we shall try to attain. For example, Allah is Rahman (the Most Compassionate) in showing mercy, He does not distinguish. He sends rain, sun-shine and other benefits of nature equally on all. Similar should be our mercy with all of His creatures. Such is the case with all other attributes. If we can attain to this great ideal, we shall reach perfection in the true sense of the term.
52. Abu Hurairah reported that the Apostle of Allah said:
Verily there are 99 names (one hundred but one) for Allah.
Whoso counts them will enter Paradise. And in a narration:
And He is odd and loves odd.
—Agreed

53. Abu Hurairah reported that the Apostle of Allah said:
Verily there are 99 names for Allah. Whoso counts them will enter Paradise.
—Mishkat

54. Boraidah reported that the Apostle of Allah heard a man
say: "O Allah! verily I beseech Thee as Thou art Allah. There
is no deity but Thou, the One, Free from want, One who begets
not, nor was begotten, and there is no equal like Him".
He said: He has beseeched Allah with His greatest name.
If He is implored with it, He gives; and if He is invoked
with it, He responds:
—Tirmizi, Abu Daud

55. Afiṣ reported: I was sitting with the Prophet within
the mosque while a man was praying. He said: O Allah!
verily I beseech Thee, for Thee is all praise, there is no deity
but Thou, the Benign, the Bountiful, the Originator of heavens
bearing, O One possessing majesty and honour, O Ever
possessing majesty. The Prophet said:
He invoked Allah with His greatest name—that wherewith if He is called, He responds; and wherewith if He is beseeched, He gives.—Tirmizi, Abu Daud, Nisai, Ibn Majah

56. **Asma' bint Yezid** reported that the Apostle of Allah said: The name of Allah is greatest in these two verses: "And your Lord is one God; there is no deity but He; the Most Compassionate, the Most Merciful"; and in the opening of the Family of Imran—"Alif, Lam, Mim; He is Allah; there is no deity but He, the Ever-living, the Ever-Subsisting" 2263 —Tirmizi Abu Daud, Ibn Majah, Darimi

57. **Sa'ad** reported that the Apostle of Allah said: The invocation of Zun-Nun, 2265a when he invoked his Lord remaining in the belly of the fish, was 'There is no deity but Thou. Glory be to Thee; verily I am one of the oppressors'. No Muslim invokes therewith for anything but is responded thereto.

—Ahmad, Tirmizi

610w Boraidah reported: I entered the mosque at night with the Apostle of Allah when lo! a man was reading (the Quran) and raising his voice

2265. These are verses of the Quran.

2265a. Zun-nun is the Prophet Jonah (Yunus). He has got a story behind him. He fell down from a boat and was devoured by a fish. He was within its belly for a time till the fish disgorged him in an island.
high, I asked: O Apostle of Allah! do you say this as a man of show? He said: Rather a penitent believer, He said: While Abu Musa al-Ashari was reading, and raising up his voice, the Apostle of Allah began to hear his reading. Thereafter Abu Musa sat with invocation. He said: 'O Allah! verily I bear witness to Thee that Thou art Allah; there is no deity but Thou, the One, Free from want. He begets not, nor was He begotten; and there is none equal to Him. The Apostle of Allah said: Indeed he has implored Allah with such a name of His that if something is beseeched therewith, He gives and if some thing is invoked therewith, He responds. I asked: O Apostle of Allah! inform him what I heard from you. He said: Yes. Then informed him of the saying of the Apostle of Allah. He said to me: You are my true brother to-day. You have conveyed to me the tradition of the Apostle of Allah.

—Razin

SECTION 4

2266. Tasbih, Tahmid, Tahlil, Takbir

(a) Meanings:

Tasbih— to recite سببَلِ الله (Glory be to God).
Tahmid— to recite الحمد لله (All praise is due to God).
Tahlil— to recite لا إله إلا الله (There is no god but Allah).
Takbir— to recite الله أكبر (Allah is Greatest).
Taqdīs- to recite سنعل المَلَك (القدر) (Glory be to the Holy king).
Hailulah- to recite لا حَلْ لَّا قَوَّةٌ إِلَّا بِاللَّهِ (There is no power, and no strength except through Allāh).

(b) What do their recitations signify? The greater is the realisation of the significance of each formula, the greater is the merit. Only verbal recitations unattended with the inner significance carry little value. Take for example الحمد لله (All praise is due to Allāh). At the time of reciting it, one must realise that whatever he does, credit is due therefore to the Almighty Being and not to himself. A clock is not to be prized for its regular working, and an aerial plane is not to be praised for its flight. Praise for the clock and plane is due to their makers. Similarly man is a machine which speaks, hears, sees and does wonderful things by its brain. Praise for all his achievements is not due to the man-machine but to its Maker, because He had endowed man with all these powers. So there is nothing for man to boast of and to take pride in presence of his fellow creatures. When this is realised very deeply, a great spiritual efficacy is achieved. There is significance of other formulas in a similar way.

(c) Everything glorify Allāh in its own way. The Quran supports this theory: Do you not see that Allāh is He whom all those who are in the heavens and the earth do glorify, and the birds with expanded wings. He knows the prayer of each one and its glorification—24:41 There are many other verses in the Quran to this effect. It is only the majority of men that donot glorify.


58. Samurah-b-Jundub reported that the Apostle of Allāh said The best of discourses is four: 'Glory be to Allāh,' said 'All is for praise Allāh'; 'there is no deity but Allāh' and 'Allāh is greatest.' And in a narration: Ahe dearest of words near Allāh is four: 'Glory be to Allāh,' 'All praise is for Allāh' 'There is no deity but Allāh', and 'Allāh is greatest.' It will not injure you with whichever of them you begin. —Agreed
59. Abu Huwairah reported that the Apostle of Allah said: That I should utter ‘Glory be to Allah’, ‘All praise is for Allah’, ‘There is no deity but Allah’ and ‘Allah is greatest’ is dearer to me than what the sun rose upon.—*Muslim*

60. Same reported that the Apostle of Allah said: Whoso utters ‘Glory be to Allah, and with His praise’ one hundred times, his faults are forgiven though they are like the waves of the sea.

—*Agreed*

61. Same reported that the Apostle of Allah said: ‘Glory be to Allah and with His praise’ one hundred times, nobody will bring on the Resurrection Day better than what he will bring except one who says like what he had uttered or uttered more than that.

—*Agreed*

62. Same reported that the Apostle of Allah said: Two words are light for the tongue, heavy in the balance, dear to the Merciful: ‘Glory be to Allah and with His praise,’ and Glory be to the Almighty Allah.

—*Agreed*

63. Sa'ad b. Abi Waqqas reported: We were near the Prophet. He asked: Can not some one of you acquire everyday one thousand merits? Some one of his comrades asked him: How
can some of us acquire one thousand merits? He said: He should read Tasbih hundred times and then one thousand merits will be recorded for him and one thousand sins will be effaced from him. —Muslim.

64. Nafe' reported that a man sneezed by the side of Ibn Omar. He said: All praise is for Allah and peace be on the Apostle of Allah. Ibn Omar said: And I say: All praise is for Allah and peace be on the Apostle of Allah and this is not in this way. The Apostle for Allah taught us to say: 'All praise is for Allah' upon every condition.

—Tirmizi (Rare).

65. Abu Zarr reported: The Apostle of of Allah was asked: which word is the best? He said: What Allah has chosen for His angles' — 'Glory be to Allah and with His praise'. —Muslim.

66. Juwairiyah reported: The Holy Prophet came out from her presence at dawn when he had finished the Fajr prayer and she was within her mosque. He thereafter returned after it was forenoon, and she was then sitting (still). He said: You have not ceased to remain in the condition in which I found you on separation! She said: 'Yes'. The Prophet said: I uttered after (I went from) you four words for three times, Had they been weighed with what you uttered since that day, they would have
outweighed: 'Glory be to Allah and with His praise like His numerous creation and self-satisfaction and adornment of His Throne and the depth of His words. —Muslim.

67. Anas reported: When we landed at a place, we used not to read Tasbih till the camels were let off. —Abu Daud.

68. Abu Hurairah reported that the Apostle of Allah said: Whoso says "There is no deity but Allah; the One; there is no partner for Him; for Him is the kingdom and for Him is all praise, and He is powerful over all things" one hundred times every day, has got (the rewards of emancipating) ten slaves, and one hundred merits are written for him and one hundred sins are effaced from him; and there is a guard for him for that day of his till it is dusk; and nobody brings better (rewards) than what he brings except a man who acts more than the former. —Agreed

69. Abu Musa al-Ash'ari reported: We were with the Apostle of Allah in a journey. The people began to shout Takbir. Then the Apostle of Allah said: O people! take ease to yourselves, you do not call One who is deaf or who is absent. Verily you call One who hears and sees and He is with you; and he whom
you call is nearer to some one of you than the neck of his riding camel. Abu Musa said: And I was behind him saying within myself: 'There is no power and no strength but through Allah.'

He said: O Abdullah-b-Qais! shall I not guide you towards a treasure out of the treasures of paradise? I said: Yes, O Apostle of Allah. He said: There is no power and no strength but through Allah.

—Agreed

70. Jaber reported that the Apostle of Allah said: Whoso says 'Glory be to the Almighty Allah and with His praise', a date-tree is planted for him in paradise.

—Tirmizi

71. Zubair reported that the Apostle of Allah said: There is no dawn in which the servants get up but a proclaimer proclaims 'Glorify the King, the Most Holy.'

—Tirmizi

72. Jaber reported that the Apostle of Allah said: The best Zikr is—'There is no deity but Allah,' and the best invocation is—All praise is for Allah.'

—Tirmizi

73. Abu Syeed and Abu Hurairah reported that the Apostle of Allah said: Whoso says 'There is no deity but Allah, and Allah is greatest,' his Lord confirms him in truth by saying: 'There is no deity but I, and I am greatest.' And when
he says: 'There is no deity, but Allah, He is One, there is no partner for Him,' Allah says: 'There is no god but I; I am Single; there is no partner for Me. And when he says, 'There is no god but Allah. For Him is the kingdom, and for Him is all praise,' He says: 'There is no god but I, for Me is the kingdom, and for Me is all praise. And when he says 'There is no god but Allah, and there is no power, and no strength but though Allah,' He says: 'There is no god but I, there is no power, and no strength but through Me. He used to say: Whoso utters it in his sickness and thereafter dies, the Fire will not devour him.'

—Tirmizi, Ibn Majah

74. Sa'ad-b-Abi Waqqas reported: He went to a woman with the Prophet while there were seeds or pebbles with which she was reading Tasbih. He said: Shall I not inform you of what is easier than this to you or better? Glory be to Allah (as profuse) as the numbers He created in heaven, and Glory be to Allah (as profuse) as the numbers He created in the earth, and glory be to Allah (as profuse) as the numbers, between these things, and Glory to Allah (as profuse) as the numbers of which He is the creator; and Allah is greatest like that; and All praise is for Allah like that, and Ahere is no god but
Allah like that, and there is no power, and no strength except through Allah like that.

—*Abu Daud, Tirmizi (Rare)*

75. *Amr-b-Shuaib* reported from his father who from his grandfather who had reported that the Apostle of Allah had said: Whoso reads Tasbih one hundred times at dawn and one hundred times at night, is like one who makes one hundred pilgrimages; and who so reads Tahmid one hundred times at dawn and one hundred times at night, is like one who attacks one hundred cavalry in the way of Allah; and whoso reads Tahlil one hundred times at dawn and one hundred times at night, is like one who sets free one hundred slaves out of the children of Ismail; and whoso reads Takbir one hundred times at dawn and one hundred times at night, nobody gets that day more than what he gets except one who reads like that or more than what he reads.

—*Tirmizi (Approved, Rare)*

76. *Abdullah-b-Amr* reported that the Apostle of Allah said: Tasbih (fills up) half of the Balance and Tahmid of Allah fills it up (wholly), and ‘There is no god but Allah’ has no screen against Allah till it reaches him.

—*Tirmizi (Rare)*
77. Abu Hurairah reported that the Apostle of Allah said: No servant ever utters 'There is no god but Allah' out of sincere faith, but the doors of heaven are opened up for him till it reaches the Throne, so long as he does not commit great sins. —Tirmizi (Rare)

78. Ibn Mas'ud reported that the Apostle of Allah said: I met Abraham in the night wherein I was taken to heaven. He said: O Muhammad! convey my greetings to your followers and inform them that Paradise is of pure earth and of sweet water and it has vast fields, its plantations are glorification of Allah, praise of Allah, 'there is no deity but Allah', and 'Allah is greatest'. —Tirmizi (Approved, Rare)

79. Yusairah (and he was one of the Refugees) reported that the Apostle of Allah said: You shall read Tasbih, Tahliil, Taqdis and count with fingers. Verify they will be asked and given the power of speech, and you shall not be heedless and so forget mercy of Allah.

—Tirmizi, Abu Daud

80. Sa'ad-b-Abi Waqqas reported: A Beduin Arab came to

---

2267. See note 2266 for meaning of Taqdis. That the main limiter of the body will be endowed with the power of talk on the Resurrection Day has been corroborated by the following verses: On the day when their tongues and their legs will bear witness of what they did (Q). On the day, We will set a seal upon the mouths etc. (36:65).
the Apostle of Allah and said:
Teach me a word which I shall read. He said: Read, 'There is no deity but Allah; He is One, there is no partner for Him; Allah is greatest in greatness, and profuse praise for Allah, and glory be to Allah, the Lord of the worlds; there is no power, and no strength except through Allah, the Beneficient, the Almighty. He said: These are for my Lord. What is then for me? He said: O Allah! forgive me, guide me, give me provision and pardon me.

81. Anas reported that the Apostle of Allah passed by a tree dry of leaves, and he stroked it with his staff. Then the leaves fell down. He said: Verily all praise for Allah, glorification for Allah and 'There is no deity but Allah' drop down the sins of a servant just as the leaves of this tree fall down.

82. Makhul reported from Abu Hurairah who had said: The Apostle of Allah narrated to me: Increase saying: 'There is no power, and no strength but through Allah,' and verily it is of the treasures of paradise. Makhul said: Who-so says: There is no power, and

2968. The narrator had some doubt whether the Prophet uttered 'Fi' في in place of Wa و in the last sentence.
no strength except Through Allah,' and 'There is no place of refuge from Allah except to Him,' Allah removes from him fifty doors of harm, the least of them being poverty. 2369

—Tirmizi

611w. Abdullah b. Amr reported that the Apostle of Allah said: Praise is the principal thing of gratefulness. He who does not praise Allah is not grateful to Him. —Baihaqi

612w. Ibn Abbas reported that the Apostle of Allah said: Those who will first be called to Paradise on the Resurrection Day will be those who praised Allah secretly and openly. —Baihaqi

613w. Abu Sayeed al Khodri reported that the Apostle of Allah said: Moses (peace be on him) said: O Lord! teach me something with which I may remember Thee and call Thee. He said: O Moses! say 'There is no deity but Allah.' He said: O Lord! everyone of Thy servants reads this. Verily I desire a thing with which Thou shouldst particularise me. He said: O Moses! if the seven heavens and their inmates besides Me as well as the seven earths had been put in one scale and 'There is god but Allah' in another scale, certainly 'There is no god but Allah' would incline down with them. —Shafi'i Sunnat

2369. Tirmizi says that the chain of narration of this hadis is not unanimous and that Tirmizi did not hear from Abu Hurairah.
614w. Abu Hurairah reported that the Apostle of Allah said: ‘A牢记 is no power, and no strength except through Allah’ is a medicine for ninety nine diseases, the least of them being anxiety. —Taihaqi

615w. Same reported that the Apostle of Allah said: Shall I not guide you to a word out of the treasures of Paradise under the Throne? —There is no power, and no strength except through Allah. The Almighty Allah says: My servant has submitted and resigned completely. —Baihaqi

616w. Ibn Omar reported that he said: Glorification of Allah—it is the prayer of the creations, and praise of Allah is an expression of gratefulness, and ‘There is no deity but Allah’ is an article of monotheism, and ‘Allah is greatest’ fills up what is between heaven and earth. And when a servant utters ‘There is no power, and no strength except through Allah’ the Almighty Allah says: He has submitted and resigned completely. —Razin

SECTION 5.

2270. Repentance (توبة, توبة), forgiveness (إستغفار) and seeking
(a) What are Taubah and Istigfar? Istigfar is to seek forgiveness to God for commissions and omissions whether specific or general, and Taubah is repentance which signifies the turning back penitently
from a sin which has just been committed or which has chance of being committed in future. Man is not free from sin. Therefore Taubah is of utmost importance in the formation of a religious life. It has got three elements; namely, to have knowledge that the act done is wrong, to be sincerely repentant for its commission and to be careful in future not to commit it again. Therefore Taubah takes its birth from the light of knowledge and faith. True turning back comes when a man knows that he has taken poison unawares. He tries then to disgorge what he has eaten for fear of life. In order to save soul, a greater repentance is necessary and a firmer determination not to have repetition of the foul thing that has hitherto been done. Hence a man of wisdom and faith can have the benefit of Taubah.

An angel needs no Taubah because he knows no sin. The devil has got no need of Taubah because sins and virtues are all equal to him. As man has got both angelic and devilish tendencies, he has got greater necessity of Taubah in order to purge off the impurities that gather on soul from time to time. By the tears of repentance, the soul must be washed. Repentance is therefore a remedy for taking away a misguided soul. Any boat man, recognising that he is going in a wrong direction, must at once turn to the proper way. Similar is the turning back of a sinner.

(b) Taubah is Wajib. When no man is free from sin, Taubah is necessary and therefore binding on every Muslim. The Quran lays down: And turn to Allah, all of you, O believers, so that you may be successful - 24: 31Q. The Holy Prophet was sinless, yet he was foremost in seeking forgiveness to his Lord. That was for attaining perfection. Taubah is therefore a spiritual exercise turning away the mind constantly from evil actions and evil thoughts. Some of the important circumstances under which Taubah becomes compulsory are the following.

(1) In case of an unbeliever. At the dawn of intellect, he must make Taubah from infidelity; idolatrous practices and superstitious beliefs. (2) In case of a Muslim. When a man is a Muslim by birth, he must make Taubah from all the evil practices of his parents at the lawn of knowledge and turn back to an intelligent understanding of the principles of religion in order that faith may be firmly rooted in the soil of mind. (3) In order to ensure a sincere turning, one must make Taubah even from all evil thoughts and turn back to good thoughts and good actions. This in turn will lead
to the constant remembrance of God.

(c) **Merits of Taubah.** As has been said above, Aaubah has got an wonderful effect on the purity of soul. Ahe Almighty Allah lays down: Verily Allah loves those who repent—2.222Q. This is because a man is constantly reminded of God by means of Taubah. The wound on soul which falls therein on account of sin is healed by the fire of repentance. If it is not healed, the soul may receive further wounds by the commission of further sins and in this way a complicated desires for soul will arise. On the other hand, if the first wound is healed, soul is made fit for the seat of the Almighty Allah. In case of sincere Taubah, the following results are obtained: (1) Mind forgets the recurrence of sins. (2) Mind becomes careful of committing future sins. (3) Such a man examines the previous omissions of compulsory duties from the dawn of intellect up to the day of repentance and tries to fulfil them. He prays the Qaza prayers in full, pays the unpaid Zakats on a rough account of all previous earnings, keeps fasts which were broken, returns the rights and dues of others which have been taken or used unjustly and takes pardon from those whose honour has been damaged by backbiting or by other means. This is true God-fear and Allah says of such a person: And whoso fears God, He will find a way out for him and will provide him from where he could not count (Q).

(a) **Acceptance of Taubah.** If there is sincere repentance for commission of any sin, Allah certainly accepts it. The Quran lays down: Verity Allah accepts repentance from His servants (Q). The following rules should however be observed at the of time of repentance. (1) He must be certain of receiving pardon from God. (2) He must firmly determine not to commit the same sin again. (3) He must be sincere in repentance as Allah directs: O you who believe! Make to Allah a sincere Taubah; perchance your Lord will remove from you your evil and admit you in Paradise. 66:8Q. Such a repentance brings out tears from eyes, makes the outward look pale and keeps him always anxious and fearful of God. His condition becomes like that of a man who took poison unawares but for fear of death tries to discharge out the last particle of it in the stomach. (4) He must remove the effects of the evil deed by immediate performance of good deed. Heat removes cold and likewise good deeds remove evil deeds. This is the natural law. The pious men lay down the following duties.
for such a man. (i) He must be fearful of the punishment of the next world for such a sin. (ii) He must pray two rak'ats of prayer. (iii) He must seek forgiveness at least 70 times to God and then read 'Glory be to Allah, the Great, and with His due praise.' (iv) He shall give alms to the poor. (v) He shall keep fast for a day. It must be remembered that mind plays the greatest part in repentance than the tongue. Th Qur'an says: But whoever repents after his oppression and becomes good, certainly Allah will accept his repentance—5:39Q. So these are they whose evil deeds are changed for good, and whose repent and does good, he turns to Allah a good turning—25:70Q.

Some exceptions. The following cases have been excepted from general pardon but Allah is above than what He framed. He forgives those whom He wishes and punishes those whom He wishes.

(1) Repentance of one who turns back to infidelity after repentance and remains therein up to his death. The Qur'an lays down: Surely those who disbelieve after their faith and then increase in disbelief, their repentance shall not be accepted—3:89Q. In this sense, the Qur'an again says: Verily Allah does not forgive that anything should be associated with Him, and He forgives what is besides that.

(2) Taubah of a confirmed sinner at the time of death. The Qur'an secites: Verily repentance to Allah is only for those who commit sin in ignorance and then turn to Allah without loss of time; these it is whose repentance is accepted by Allah. And Allah is Knowing, Wise. And repentance is not for those who go on doing evil deeds until, when death comes to one of them, he says: Certainly I repent now, nor for those who die unbelievers—3:17, 18Q.

(3) Taubah at the time when the sun rises from the west heralding the coming of the Hour.

It is said by some that the great sins are not forgiven. It is quite against the spirit of the Quranic and traditional teachings. It is opposed to the verse 4:48Q in which Allah says that He forgives what is besides Shirk. Of course the Qur'an says: If you give up the great sins of which you are prohibited, We shall remove the evil deeds from you (4:31Q), but that does not mean that the great sins will not be forgiven. In support of this, Allah reminds us: O those who have been extravagant to their souls! don't be dispersed of Allah's mercy (Q). Verily Allah forgives all sins (Q).
(d) Causes of unwillingness for Taubah. The readers should learn that he who is not willing to repent for sins but repeatedly commits them has got his mind affected with a serious disease. This unwillingness arises for four reasons: (1) disbelief in the next world; (2) to be grossly engaged in worldly happiness, (3) procrastination and delaying repentance and (4) to understand the mercy of God in a wrong way. If these things can be removed by a firm belief in the next world, by an eagerness to get the heavenly bliss and to avoid eternal punishment, by taking up good deeds promptly after sins and by weeping and seeking forgiveness to God, a true turn may come in one’s life.

83. **Abu Hurairah** reported that the Apostle of Allah said: By Allah, I seek pardon of Allah and return penitently to Him every day more than seventy times. —*Bukhari.*

84. **Agarril Mujani** reported that the Apostle of Allah said: Verily He is near my heart, and I seek forgiveness of Allah hundred times a day. —*Muslim.*

85. **Same** reported that the Apostle of Allah said: O people! return to Allah penitently; verily I return to Him penitently hundred times a day. —*Muslim.*

86. **Abu Zarr** reported that the Apostle of Allah said in the matter of what he had narrated from the the Blessed and Almighty Allah 2371 Who said: O My servants! verily I have made injustice unlawful on Me and made it unlawful for you. Q.My servants! don’t do injustice

---

Reference: 1 ; 98 ; 4.198 ; 26:10 ; 26:104. 161 ; 88:147.

2371. This is hadise Qudsi, that is a tradition uttered from the revelations through Gabriel.
to one anther. Every one of you is misguided except one whom We have guided. So seek guidance from Me and I shall grant you guidance. O My servants! everyone of you is hungry except one whom I have given food. So seek food from Me and I shall give you food. O My servants! everyone of you is naked except one whom I have given cloth. So seek cloth from Me and I shall give you cloth. O My servants! you commit sins day and night and I forgive all sins. So seek forgiveness from Me and I shall forgive you. O My servants! you can never overtake My injury and so you do Me injury; you can not overtake My benefit and so you do Me benefit. 2272 O My servants! if your former and latter (generations) and your men and your Jinn remain upon the purest heart of a single being among you, that will not decrease anything from My kingdom. O My servants! if your former and latter (generations) and your men and your Jinn remain upon the most sinful state of the heart of a single man among you, that will not decrease anything from My kingdom. O My servants! if your former and latter (generations) and your men and your Jinn stand in one lofty place, and beseech Me and I give everyone his beseeched thing, that

2272. It signifies, 'Neither injury, nor benefit can do me any thing. So if you commit a sin, it will be against you; and if you do a virtuous deed, it will be for yourself. Hence you shall be affected by, virtues and sins.'
will not decrease what is near Me except as a needle decreases when it is admitted in a sea. My servants! these are your actions which I shall count for you and thereafter compensate them for you. Let him who wishes good, praise Allah; and let him who wishes other than that, not blame other than his ownself.

—Muslim.

87. Abu Sayeed al Khodri reported that the Apostle of Allah said: There was among the Israelites a man who killed ni'tey nine persons. Thereafter he came out to seek (repentance). He came to a hermit and asked him and said: Is there any repentance for him? He said: No. Then he killed him and began to seek (repentance). A man said to him: 'Go to such and such a village'. The Death then came to him. He inclined his chest towards it (village and than the angels of mercy and the angles of punishment fell out. 23/2a. Allah then revealed to it (village.) Come near Me and to another Go far away He said: Measure the distance between these two. It was then found that this was nearer than half a cubit and so he was forgiven: Agreed.

23/2a. The angels of mercy wished to take his soul to the house of mercy and the angels of punishment to the house of punishment as the man was repentant in the former case and as he murdered so many precious in the latter.
88. Abu Hurairah reported that the Apostle of Allah said:
By One in whose hand there is my life, if you had not committed sins, Allah would not have destroyed you and brought a people who then commit sins and seek forgiveness from Allah and then Allah forgives them.

—Muslim.

89. Abu Musa reported that the Apostle of Allah said: Verily Allah extends His hand at night to accept one who commits sin during the day, and He extends His hand during the day to accept one who commits sin at night, till the sun will-rise from its place of setting.

—Muslim.

90. Ayesha reported that the Apostle of Allah said: When a servant recognises (sin) and then repents, Allah accepts his repentance.

—Agreed.

91. Abu Hurairah reported that the Apostle of Allah said: Whoso repents before the sun rises from its place of setting, Allah accepts his repentance.

—Muslim.

92. Anas reported that the Apostle of Allah said: Allah becomes too glad at the repentance of His servant when he repents to Him. As regards a certain man from amongst yourselves, his riding camel was at a desert. It then slipped away from him, and there were food and drink on it. He became
للمأسرين في شجرة نافذة في ظلالها
فأمس مريد أصلح نفسه فديثوما هو كذلك
فإنه بها دائرة عينه، فأخذ بخطيهما ثم
قال للفرج الله الست عزيم
وأنا رجل أخطأ من شدة الفرح
(مسلم)

عن أبي هريرة قال قال رسول الله
سلمان بن عبد اذناب ذناب فقال رب
اذنبت فافطر فقال ناقة أعلم علي
إن له يا يغفر اللذن وبخ الله به نفرت
لعيني ثم مكث شاة الله ثم أذناب
ذناب فقال رب اذناب ذناب فافطر فقال
اعلم علي إن له يا يغفر اللذن
وبخ الله به تفرث لعيني ثم مكث ما
ما
هاء الله ثم أذناب قال رب اذناب
ذناب فافطرة لي نقال أعلم عيني
أني أيا يا يغفر اللذن وبخ الله به تفرث
ما
have pardoned My servant. So let him do what he wishes.

—Agreed.

94. **Jundub** reported that the Apostle of Allah narrated: A man said: By Allah, Allah will not forgive so and so. Verily the Almighty Allah said: Who is he who lays blame on Me that I shall not forgive so and so, but I have forgiven so and so and nullified your actions, (or as he said.)²²⁷³

—Muslim

95. **Shaddad-b-Aus** reported that the Apostle of Allah said: The best mode of seeking forgiveness is that you should say: O Allah! Thou art my Lord; there is no god but Thou. Thou hast created me and I am Thy servant, and I am upon Thy covenant and Thy promise. As far as I can, I seek refuge to Thee from the evils of what I have committed, and I return to Thee with Thy favour on me and return to The Penitent with my sin. So pardon me; and nobody doth pardon sins except Thou. He said: Whoso reads it at day-time out of sincere faith in it and then dies that day before it is dusk, he becomes one of the inmates of Paradise; and whoso reads it at night with a sincere faith in it and then dies before it is dawn, he is one of the inmates of Paradise.

—Bukhari.

²²⁷³ There are some who say that Allah will not forgive such and such a transgressor. It is unlawful to Allah has got power over all things: He may forgive and may not forgive.
96. Anas reported that the Apostle of Allah said: The Almighty Allah said: O son of Adam! I have forgiven you for what you have implored Me and hoped from Me inspite of what is in you, and I won't mind. O son of Adam! if your sins had reached the clouds of heaven and thereafter if you had sought forgiveness from Me, I would have forgiven you and I won't mind. O son of Adam! if you had met Me with an earth full of sins and then if you had met Me without setting up anything with Me, I would have certainty come to you with an earth full of forgiveness.

—Ahmad, Darimi, Tirmizi
(Approved, Rare).

97. Ibn Abbas reported that the Apostle of Allah said: Whoso sticks to seeking forgiveness, Allah will create for him a way out from every difficulty and a relief from every anxiety, and He will supply him provision from on is hwhere he does not know.

—Ahmad, Abu Daud, Ibn Majah

98. Abu Bakr Siddiq reported that the Apostle of Allah said: He who seeks forgiveness can not be tired of it even

2273a. Ahmad and Darimi reported from Abu Zarr.
2274. This refers to the following verse: And whoso fears Allah, He makes out a way for him and gives him provision from where he does not know; and whoso relies on Allah, He is sufficient for him (Q).
though he returns (to it) seventy times a day. — *Tirmizi, Abu Daud.*

99. **Anas** reported that the Apostle of Allah said: Every son of Adam is a sinner, and the best of the sinners are those who repent constantly.

— *Tirmizi, Ibn Majah, Darimi*

100. **Abu Hurairah** reported that the Apostle of Allah said: Verily as for a believer, when he commits a sin, a black spot falls in his heart. If he repents and seeks forgiveness, his heart is cleansed; and if he adds to (it), it (spot) increases till his heart is covered. That is the rust for you which the Almighty Allah mentioned: Nay, rust has fallen upon their hearts for what they have earned.

— *Ahmad, Ibn Majah, Tirmizi* (Approved, Correct).

101. **Ibn Omar** reported that the Apostle of Allah said: Verily Allah accepts the repentence of a man so long as he is not at the point of death.

— *Tirmizi, Ibn Majah*

102. **Safwan-d-Assal** reported that the Apostle of Allah said: Verily Allah created a door (of repentance) in the east, the breath of which is the distance of seventy years (journey). It will not be shut up so long as the sin will not rise up from the front; that is (because of) the saying of *Almighty Allah.*

*[Arabic text]*
Allah: On the day when some signs of your Lord will come, nobody's faith which he had not got before will do him any benefit – Tirmizi, Ibn Majah

105. Muwayiah reported that the Apostle of Allah said: Emigration will not stop till the repentance stops; and repentance will not stop till the sun will rise from its place of setting.

—Ahmad, Abu Daud, Darimi.

104. Asma'a bn-Yezid reported: I heard the Apostle of Allah read: O My servants! those that are reckless upon their souls, don't be despised of the mercy or Allah. Verily Allah can forgive all sins, and He does not care.

—Ahmad, Tirmizi (Approved, Rare).

106. Ibn Abbas reported about the saying of the Glorious and Almighty Allah ‘Except the passing ideas' 275 The Apostle of Allah said:

"If Thou shouldst forgive, O Allah, forgive great sins:
And who is Thy servant that commits not small sins?".

—Tirmizi (Approved, Correct, Rare)

105. Abu Zarr reported that the Apostle of Allah said: Allah will say: O My servants! everyone of you is misguided except one whom I have guided, so seek guidance from Me and I shall give you guidance; everyone of

275. The verse runs: And those who avoid great sins and indecencies except passing ideas, verily your lord is magnanimous in pardon (Q).
you is poor except one whom I have given riches; so beg of Me and I shall give you provision; everyone of you is a transgressor except one whom I have forgiven. So whoever knows among you that I have got power over forgiveness and seeks forgiveness from Me, I shall forgive him and I don't mind. If your first and your last (generations), your living and your dead, your young men and your old men gather together upon the most unfortunate heart of a servant out of My servants, that will not add to My kingdom even the wing of a fly; and if your first and your last, your living and your dead and your young men and your old men gather together over the most pious heart of a servant out of My servants, that will not decrease even the wing of a fly from My kingdom; and if your first and your last, your living and your dead and your young men and your old men gather together in one lofty place and everyone of you seeks what his hopes dictate and I grant every seeker among you, that will not decrease (anything) from My kingdom except like one of you who passes by a sea and dips a needle therein and then lifts it up. That is because I am Generous and Magnanimous. I do what I will. My gift is order
and My chastisement is an order
and verily My order for a thing
when I willeth is My saying for
it 'Be', and then it comes in to
being. —Ahmad, Tirmizi,
Ibn Majah.

107. Anas reported from the
Prophet: He read: He is the
Object of fear and the Owner of
forgiveness. He reported: Your
Lord said: I am an Object to
be feared; so whoso fears Me,
I become One who forgives him.

2376 —Tirmizi, Ibn Majah,
Darioni.

108. Ibn Omar reported: We
were counting that the Prophet
was saying to an assembly one
hundred times: O Lord, for-
give me and accept my repen-
tance; verily Thou art the Accep-
ter of repentance, Forgiving.

—Ahmad, Tirmizi, Abu Daud
Ibn Majah.

109. Bilal-b-Yasar-b-Zaid, a
freed slave of the Holy prophet,
reported: My father narrated to
me from my grand father that he
had heard the Prophet say: Whoso
says: 'I seek forgiveness of Allah
who is—There is no god but He
the Ever-living, the Ever-subsist-
ing, and I return to Him', he is
forgiven even though he turns
back from a holy war.

—Tirmizi (Rare)

110. Abdullah-b-Bosr reported
that the Apostle of Allah said:
Happy is he who will find in his

\[\text{\tiny \textit{Note: This is in accordance with the verse. Verily Allah does not forgive that anything should be done with Him, and He forgives less than that one whom He}}\]
\[\text{\tiny \textit{likes.}}\]
record much of seeking forgiveness. 2277

—Ibn Majah, Nisai.

111. Ayesha reported that the Prophet used to pray: O Allah! make me one of those who, when they do good deeds, seek reward, and who when they commit evils, seek forgiveness.

—Ibn Majah, Baihaqi.

112. Al-Hares-b-Suwait reported: Abdullah-b-Mas'ud communicated to me two traditions—one of the two was from the Apostle of Allah and another from himself. He said: Verily a believer sees his sins as if he is sitting behind a mountain with a fear that it may fall upon him; and verily a transgressor sees his sins like a fly that passes by his nose. He said: Thus with it, that is with his hand. Then he removed it from him. Afterwards he said: I heard the Apostle of Allah say: Allah is more pleased with the repentance of His believing servant than a man who landed in a land open to danger with his camel having food and drink thereon. He placed his head and slept a sleep. Then he awoke (to find) that his riding camel went away. He searched for it, till when the heat and thirst became intense (or what Allah wished), he said:

2277. Nisai added: In the actions of a day and a night.
2278. Muslim narrated this hadis as Marfu', and Bukhari as Maqafi (held up) up to Ibn Mas'ud.
I shall return to my place where I was. Then I shall sleep till I die. Then he put his head upon his arms to die. He awoke when lo! his riding camel was by his side with his provision and drink thereon. Allah is much more pleased with the repentence of a believing servant than this man with his riding camel and his provision. 2378

— *Muslim and Bukhari*

113. **Abdullah-b-Mas'ud** reported that the Apostle of Allah said: One who is repentant for his sins is like one who has got no sin. 2378a

— *Ibn Majah, Baihaqi*

617w. **Ibn Abbas** reported from the Apostle of Allah who said: The Almighty Allah said: Whoso is aware that I have got power for forgiving sins, I forgive him and I don't mind so long as he does not set up anything with Me.

— *Sharhi Sunnat*

617w. **Abu Sayeed** reported that the Apostle of Allah said: Verily the devil said: By Thy honour, O Lord, I shall not cease to misguide Thy servants as long as their lives will remain in their bodies. The Almighty and Glorious Lord said: By My Honour, greatness and exalted rank, I shall not cease to forgive them so long

---

2378a. It has been narrated in Shrahi-sunnat: He said: Bewailings are repentance, and one who repents is like one who has got no sin.
as they seek forgiveness from Me. —Abdul Ahad

618w. Abu Hurairah reported that the Apostle of Allah said:

There were two men out of the children of Israil, who were
dear friends. One of them strove hard in divine service
and another used to say: (I am) a sinner. He began to say:

Astart from what you are in. He used to say: Let me be
alone with my Lord, till be found him one day in a
transgression which he thought to be serious. He said: Tbstain.

He said: Leave me alone with
my Lord. A guard was sent
to me. He said: By Allah,
Allah will never forgive you
and admit you in Paradise.
Then Allah sent an angel to
them and took away their souls
and both were taken together
near Him. He said to the sin-
nner: Enter Paradise by My
mercy. And he asked another:
Can you deprive My servant
of My mercy? 'No' he said 'O
my Lord'. He said: Take him to
the fire
—Abdul Ahad.

619w. Abu Hurairah reported that the Apostle of Allah said:

Verily the Almighty and Glorious
Allah will certainly raise the rank
of a pious servant in Paradise,
and he will ask: O Lord! why
is this for me? He will reply:
Owing to your son who sought
forgiveness for you. —Abdul Ahad.
620w. Abdullah-b-Abbas reported that the Apostle of Allah said: A dead man in the grave is not but like a drowning man seeking for help, waiting for a call which should reach him from father, or mother, or brother, or a friend. When it (call) reaches him, he becomes dearer to him than this world and what is therein; and the Almighty Allah certainly admits (rewards) like mountains for the inmates of graves out of the invocations of the inmates of the world; and verily the gift of the living to the dead is seeking forgiveness for them. —Baihaqi.

621w. Ali reported that the Apostle of Allah said: Verily Allah loves a believing servant tried (by sin) but greatly repentant.

—Ahmad, Baihaqi.

622w. Saoban reported: I heard the Apostle of Allah say: I don't like that there should be this world for me in exchange of this verse 'O My servants who have been unjust to themselves! don't be despaired—the verse, A man asked: As for one who is a polytheist? The Prophet remained silent and then said thrice: Behold! and also he who is a polytheist. 2279

—Ahmad, Baihaqi.

623w. Abu Zarr reported that the Apostle of Allah said: Verily the Almighty Allah will certainly forgive a sinner so long as the

2279. A polytheist is not also deprived of Allah's mercy as He may forgive him and turn his mind towards the straight path of Islam. The remaining verse runs as follows: Don't be despaired of Allah's mercy, verily Allah for gives all sins and verily He is Forgiving, Merciful.
screen does not fall down. They asked. O Apostle of Allah! and what is screen? He replied: It is the death of a soul while it remains a polytheist.

—Ahmad, Baihaqi.

624w. Same reported that the Apostle of Allah said: Whoso meets Allah without setting up anything in this world equal to Him and having sins against him like mountains, Allah will forgive him.

—Baihaqi.

Section 6

2280. Mercy of Allah

114. Abu Hurairah reported that the Apostle of Allah said: When Allah created the creation, He wrote a record which is near Him above His Throne: Verily My mercy surpassed My wrath (and in a narration: prevailed upon My wrath).

—Agreed.

115. Same reported that the Apostle of Allah said: There are for Allah one hundred mercies of which He sent down one mercy among Jinn, men, beasts, birds and insects. They are therewith at amity with one another, therewith they show kindness to one another, therewith the animals show affection to their young ones; and Allah kept in abeyance ninety nine mercies with which He will show mercy to His servants on the Resurrection.
Day. Agreed upon it. And in a narration of Muslim from Salman, there is a similar report, and in its last he said: When there will appear the Resurrection Day, He will show His perfection with this mercy.

116. Same reported that the Apostle of Allah said: If a believer could know how much of the punishment is near Allah, nobody would covet His Paradise; and if a polytheist could know how much of mercy is near Allah, nobody would be despaired of His Paradise. —Agreed.

117. Ibn Mas'ud reported that the Apostle of Allah said: Paradise is nearer to one of you than the thong of his shoe, and the fire is like that.

—Bukhari

118. Abu Hurairah reported that the Apostle of Allah said: A man who did not do any good said to his family (and in a narration a man was extravagant to his soul; when death came to him, he instructed his sons) that when he would die, they should burn him and spread his half in the land and his (another) half in the sea. By Allah: if Allah had destined for him, He would certainly inflict on him a punishment with which He would not punish anybody in the world. When he died, they did what he had ordered them. Allah
ordered the sea and it collected what was therein, and He ordered the land and it collected what was therein. Then He said to him: Why have you done this? He replied: O Lord, out of Thy fear, and Thou knowest best. Then He pardoned him.

---Agreed---

119. Omar-b-al Khattab reported: A captive (infant) came to the Prophet when lo! a woman from the captives whose breast stored up milk came running. When she found (her) infant out of the captives, she took him and kept him attached to her bosom and suckled him. The Prophet said to us: Can you imagine that the woman can throw her child un to fire? 'No' we said, 'she cannot throw him.' He said: Allah is more affectionate to His servants than this (woman) for her child.

---Agreed---

120. Abu Hurairah reported that the Apostle of Allah said: The actions of any of you will never save him. They asked: O Apostle of Allah! not even (save) you, O Apostle of Allah? He said: Nor even I except that Allah kept me covered with His mercy. So be upright, be moderate, pray at dawn and at dusk and a portion of the night, and have will and will, you will then reach (your goal).

---Agreed---
121. Jaber reported that the Apostle of Allah said: The action of any of you shall neither admit him in Paradise, nor save him or myself from the Fire, except with the mercy of Allah.

—Muslim

122. Abu Sayeed reported that the Apostle of Allah said: When a servant accepts Islam and makes his Islam good, Allah expiates for him every sin he committed (before Islam), and thereafter there come in exchange of a good action rewards of ten times like it up to seven hundred times, up to manifold times; and of a bad action (punishment) like it except that Allah may forgive it.

—Bukhari.

123. Ibn Abbas reported that the Apostle of Allah said: Verily Allah ordained virtues and sins. Whoso intends a virtue and then does not do it, Allah writes for him near Him a perfect virtue; if he intends it and does it, Allah writes for him near Him ten virtues up to seven hundred virtues, up to innumerable times; and whoso intends an evil and then does not do it, Allah writes for him near Him a perfect virtue; and if he intends it and does it, Allah writes for him only one evil.

—Agreed.

124. A'mer ar-Ram reported: While we were near him, that is near the Prophet, when lo! a
man with a sheet on him and something in his hands approached and placed it (sheet) upon him and said: O Apostle of Allah! I passed by a thicket of trees and heard therein the chattering of the young ones of birds. I caught them and placed them in my sheet. Then their mother came and began to fly round my head. I kept myself away from them and it fell down upon them. Then I covered them all with my sheet and they are with me. He said: Put them down. Their mother refused but to stick to them. Then the Apostle of Allah said: Do you wonder at the affection of the mother for its young ones? By One who sent me with truth, Allah is more affectionate to His servants than the mother of the young ones for its young ones. Return them till you place them wherever you took them. Then he put them back. —Abu Daud.

125. Abdullah-b-Omar reported: We were with the Prophet in one of his holy wars. He passed by a people. He said: Who are these people? They replied: We are Muslims. A woman was burning fire under her kettle and her child was with her. When the fleck of fire rose high, she took it to a side. Then the Apostle of Allah came (there) and she asked: Are you the Apostle of Allah? 'Yes' said he. She said: My father and mother be sacrificed to thee, is
not Allah the Most Merciful among the merciful? 'Yes' he replied. She asked: Is not Allah more affectionate to His servants than a mother for her child? 'Yes' said he. She said: A mother does not certainly meet her child in fire. Then the Apostle of Allah burst in to tears. Afterwards he raised his head towards her and said: Verily Allah will not punish His servants for their sins except him who is disobedient, rebellious, raising rebellion against Allah and refusing to say 'There is no god but Allah'.

—Ibn Majah.

625w. Oqbah-b-A'mer reported that the Apostle of Allah said: Verily the parable of one who commits sins and then does virtuous acts is as the parable of a man upon whom there is a narrow coat of mail which throttles him. He then does a virtuous act and so a knot is unloosened; thereafter he does another (virtuous) act and so another knot is unloosened, till it falls down upon the ground.

—Sharhi-Sunnat.

626w. Abu Darda'a reported that he had heard the Prophet delivering sermon on the pulpit and saying 'And for him who fears the Lord are two gardens—(55:46Q). I asked: Even if he commits fornication and theft, O Apostle of Allah? He said
for the second time: And for him who fears the Lord are two gardens. I asked for the second time: Even if he commits fornication and theft, O Apostle of Allah? He said for the third time: And for him who fears the Lord are two gardens. I asked for the third time: Even if he commits fornication and theft, O Apostle of Allah? He replied: Even though the nose of Abu Darda' be claved! —Ahmad.

627w. Saaban reported from the Prophet who said: Verily a servant seeks the pleasure of Allah and continues to do that (till) the Almighty and Glorious Allah says to Gabriel: Verily such and such a servant of Mine seeks to please Me. Listen, My mercy is upon him. Gabriel responds: Allah's mercy is upon so and so. The bearers of the Throne utter it, and those who are around Him utter it, till the inmates of the seven heavens utter it. Afterwards it comes down to the earth for his sake. —Ahmad

628w. Osamah-b-Zaid reported from the Prophet about the saying of the Almighty and Glorious Allah 'But of them is he who oppresses his soul, and of them is he who is moderate, and of them is he who is foremost in good deeds.' 2391 He said: Everyone of them is in Paradise. —Bashagi

2391. The verse runs: When We gave the Book for inheritance to those whom We choose among Our servants, but of them is he who oppresses his soul, etc. (33:95).
126. Abdullah-b-Mas'ud reported: When it was dusk, the Prophet used to say: We get up at dusk and the kingdom enters at dusk for Allah, all praise is for Allah, there is no deity but Allah, He is one, there is no partner for Him, for Him is the kingdom, and for Him is all praise, and He is powerful over all things. O Allah! I implore Thee for the good of this night and for the good of what is therein, I seek refuge to Thee from its evils and the evils of what is therein. O Allah! I seek refuge to Thee from indolence, and extreme infirmity, and the evils of old age, and the calamities of the world and the chastisement of the grave. When it was dawn, he uttered it in addition: We get up at dawn, and the kingdom gets up for Allah. And in a narration: O Lord! I seek refuge to Thee from punishment in the fire and punishment in the grave. —Muslim.

127. Huzaifah reported: When the Prophet went to his bed at night, he used to put his hand under his cheek and then say: O Allah! in Thy name I die and live. And when he awoke from sleep, he used to say: All praise is for Allah
who has brought us back to life after He made us dead, and to Him is the Resurrection.

_Bukhari and Muslim from Bara‘a 128._ Abu Hurairah reported that the Apostle of Allah said: When some one of you goes to his bed, let him sweep his bed with a corner of his cloth, because he does not know what was left over it in his absence and then let him say: In Thy name, O Lord, I place my side and in Thy name I raise it up. If Thou withholdest my soul, have mercy on it; and if Thou sendest it, guard it with what Thou guardest Thy pious servants. 

_Agreed upon. And in a narration:_ Let him afterwards turn to his left side and then say: In Thy name. 

_And in a narration:_ Let him sweep it by a corner of his cloth three times and if Thou withholdest my soul, forgive it.

_Bara‘a-b-A’jeb_ reported: When the Apostle of Allah went to his bed, he used to sleep upon his right side and say: O Allah! I surrender myself to Thee and turn my face towards Thee, and entrust my affairs to Thee, and turn my back to Thee out of hope and fear for Thee. There is no refuge and no escape from Thee except to Thee; I believe in Thy Book which Thou hast revealed; and in Thy Prophet whom Thou hast sent. The Prophet said:
Whoso reads them and then dies in that night of his dies upon the natural religion. And in a narration, he said: The Apostle of Allah said to a man: O so and so! when you go to your bed, make ablution your ablution for prayer, then lie upon your right side and then say: O Allah! I have resigned myself to Thee-up to His saying—Thou hast revealed. He said: If you die in that night of yours, you will die upon the natural religion; and if you get up in the morning you will meet with good. —Agree l.

130. Anas reported: When the Apostle of Allah went to his bed, he used to say: All praise is due to Allah Who gave us food, drink, sufficient means and shelter. How many are there who have got no means and no shelter.

—Muslim

131. Ali reported that Fatemah came to the Prophet complaining to him of what she had received in her hand from the mill, and it had reached her that a slave came to him and he did not part with him. She mentioned it to Ayesha. When he came, Ayesha informed him. He said: Then he came to us while we went to our beds. We were going to stand up when he said: Stick to your places. He advanced and sat
between me and her till I perceived the coolness of his feet over my bosom. He said: Shall I not guide you to a better thing than what you seek for? When you go to your bed, read Tasbih 33 times, Tahmid 33 times and Takbir 34 times. That is better for you both than a servant.

—Agreed.

132. Abu Hurairah reported that Fatimah had come to the Prophet asking him a servant. He said: Shall I not guide you to what is better than a servant? Read Tasbih of Allah 33 times, and Tahmid of Allah 33 times and Takbir of Allah 34 times at the time of each prayer and at the time of your sleep. —Muslim.

133. Abu Hurairah reported: When it was dawn, the Apostle of Allah used to say: O Allah! We enter the dawn in Thy name, and we enter the evening in Thy name, and we live in Thy name, and we die in Thy name and to Thee is the return. When it was evening, he used to say: O Allah! we enter the evening in Thy name, and we enter the dawn in Thy name, and we die in Thy name and to Thee is the Resurrection. —Tirmizi,

Abu Dawd, Ibn Majah

134. Same reported that Abu Bakr said: I said: O. Apostle of Allah, enjoin something which I
shall read when it is dawn and when it is dusk. He said: ‘Say, O Allah, Knower of the unseen and the seen, Originator of the heavens and the earth, Lord of everything and its owner. (59: 23Q). I bear witness that there is no god but Thou. I seek refuge to Thee from the evils of myself and the evils of the devil and his polytheism’. Read it when it is dawn and when it is dusk and when you go to bed.

—Tirmizi, Abu Daud, Durimi.

135. Aban-b-Osman reported: I heard my father narrate that the Apostle of Allah said: There is no servant who reads thrice in the morning of everyday and in the evening of every night: “In the name of Allah, One by virtue of Whose name, nothing in this world nor in heaven can do harm and He is Hearing, Knowing” but that harm overtakes him. Then Aban was overtaken by the paralysis of a side and a man began to look at him. Aban said to him: What do you look at me? Behold! this is the tradition just as I informed you but I did not read it on that day that Allah might have removed His decree from me. —Tirmizi, Ibn Majah, Abu Daud.

And in a narration reported by him (Abu Daud): No sudden calamity will overtake him till it is dawn; and whoso reads it at dawn, no sudden calamity will overtake him till it is dusk.
136. A certain daughter of the Prophet reported that the Prophet used to teach her and say: When you get up at dawn, say: 'Glory be to Allah, and praise to Him, and 'There is no power, and no strength but through Allah, what Allah willeth, cometh into being and what He willeth not, cometh not into being. I know that Allah is powerful over everything and that Allah has encompassed everything with His knowledge.' Verily whoso reads it when it is dawn he is protected till it is dusk; and whoso reads it when it is dusk, he is protected till it is dawn. —Abu Daud.

187. Ibn Abbas reported that the Apostle of Allah said: Whoso recites when it is dawn: So, glory to Allah when you are at dusk and when you are at dawn, and for Him is all praise in heavens and earth, and at night and when it is noon—up to His saying—and thus you will be raised up' (Q) will get what he misses in that day of his; and whoso recites them when it is dusk will get what he misses in that night of his. —Abu Daoud.

188. Abu Ayyash reported that the Apostle of Allah said: Whoso reads at dawn 'There is no god but Allah. He is One, there is no partner for Him, for Him is the kingdom, and for Him is all power. I have said that He is powerful over...
everything, there is for him (reward) equivalent to the emancipation of a slave from the children of Ismail and ten merits are recorded for him and ten sins are effaced from him, and ten ranks are raised up for him, and he is safeguarded from the devil till it is dusk. And when he reads it at dusk, there is for him (reward) like that till it is dawn. A man saw the Apostle of Allah about what a sleeper sees. He said: O Apostle of Allah! verily Abu Ayyash narrates a tradition from you in such and such a way. He said: Abu Ayyash has spoken the truth.

—Abu Daud, Ibn Majah.

139. Al-Hares-b-Muslim Tamimi reported from his father who from the Apostle of Allah had said: He whispered to him. He said:

When you finish the Magrib prayer, read seven times before you talk with anybody: 'O Allah, save me from the Fire', because when you read that and then you die in that night of yours, there is written for you salvation from it. And when you pray the Fajr, read like that, because when you die in that day of yours, there is written for you salvation from it.

—Abu Daud.

140. Ibn Omar reported: The Apostle of Allah did not give up these words when it was dusk and when it was dawn: O Allah! I implore Thee for peace of mind in this world and the
Hereafter. O Allah! I seek from Thee pardon and peace of mind in my religion, my world, my family and my property. O Allah! cover my faults and save me from my fearful things. O Allah! protect me from my front, and from my back, and from my right, and from my left, and from above me; and I seek refuge in Thy greatness from my destruction from below me (that is sinking down of earth.)

—Abu Daud.

141. Anas reported that the Apostle of Allah said: Whoso recites at dawn: 'O Allah! we get up at dawn bearing witness to Thee and bearing witness to the bearers of Thy Throne and Thy angels and all Thy creations that Thou art Allah, there is no god but Thou, Thou art Single, there is no partner for Thee, and that Muhammad is Thy servant and Thy Apostle', but Allah forgives him of what he commits of sins in that day of his; and if he recites it when it is dusk, Allah forgives him of what he commits of sins in that night.

—Abu Dawd Tirmizi (R. u. e.)

142. Saaban reported that the Apostle of Allah said: There is no Muslim servant reciting when it is dusk and when it is dawn three times: 'I am pleased with Allah as Lord, and with Islam as religion, and with Muhammad as Prophet, except that it becomes
the duty of Allah to please him on the Resurrection Day.

—Ahmad, Tirmizi.

143. Huzaifah reported: When the Prophet went to bed, he used to place his hand under his head and thereafter say: O Allah! save me from Thy chastisement on the day Thou wilt gather together Thy servants or resurrect Thy servants.

—Tirmizi, Ahmad from Bara’a.

144. Hafsah reported: When the Apostle of Allah intended to go to bed, he used to place his left hand under his cheek and thereafter say thrice: O Allah! protect me from Thy punishment on the day Thou wilt resurrect Thy servants. —Abu Daud.

145. Ali reported that the Apostle of Allah used to recite at the time of his going to bed: O Allah! verily I seek refuge to Thy noble countenance and Thy perfect words from the evils of what Thou takest by its forelock. O Allah! Thou removest debts and sins. O Allah! Thy army will not be routed, nor Thy covenant will be broken, nor fortune can help a fortunate man against Thee. Glory be to Thee and praise to Thee. —Abu Daud.

146. Abu Sayeed reported that the Apostle of Allah said: Whoso recites thrice when he goes to bed: I seek forgiveness to Allah, there is no god but He, the Ever-living, the Ever-subsisting, and I return to Him, Allah forgives
him his sins though like the waves of the sea or as much as the sands of A'laaj, or as many as the leaves of trees or as the numbers of the days of this world.

—Tirmizi (Rare).

147. Shaddad-b-Aus reported that the Apostle of Allah said: There is no Muslim who takes to his bed by reading a chapter from the Book of Allah but Allah entrusts an angel to him. Nothing will then come near him to injure him till he gets up when he gets up.

—Tirmizi.

148. Abdullah-b Amr-b-AL's reported that the Apostle of Allah said: There are two virtuous deeds which no Muslim does but enters Paradise. Behold! they are easy and those who act up to them are few. He shall recite Tasbih of Allah ten times at the end of each prayer and His Tahmid ten times, and His Takbir ten times. He narrated: I saw the Apostle of Allah counting them with his hand. He said: Those amount to 150 in tongue and 1500 in the Scale, and when he goes to bed, he used to recite His Tasbih, Takbir and Tahmid 100 times. Those amount to 100 in the tongue and 1000 in the Balance. Who is he among you who commits 2500 sins in a day and a night? They asked: And how

---

4. A'laaj is an eastern land.
5. Thirty times of these formulas recited at the end of each prayer would 150 times recorded in the five prayers a day. 150 multiplied by 10 would result. Quran gives ten rewards for one single virtue.
shall we commit them? He said: The devil comes to someone of you while he is in prayer and says: 'Remember this, remember this,' till he finishes. It is likely that he will not proceed but come to his bed. He (devil) continues to lull him to sleep till he sleeps.

2284b - Tirmizi, Abu Daud, Nisai

149. Abdullah-b-Gannam reported that the Apostle of Allah said: Whoso recites at dawn - 'O Allah! whatever gift I have got at dawn or from anybody of Thy creation, (it is) from Thee. Thou art single, there is no partner for Thee, for Thee is all praise, and for Thee is gratefulness,' fulfills the gratefulness of his day. Whoso says like that at dusk, fulfils the gratefulness of his night. - Abu Daud.

150. Abu Hurairah reported from the Prophet who used to say when he went to his bed: 'O Allah! Lord of the heavens and Lord of the earth and Lord of everything! Intersector of seeds and germs! Sender of the Torah, the Bible and the Quran, I seek refuge to Thee from the evils of everything bad. Thou art overtake by its forelock, Thou art the First and there was nothing before Thee, Thou art the Last and there will be 

2284b. In a narration of Abu Daud, there is a slight alteration as he said: 'No servant is careful of two attributes of habity in prayer, which no servant. These are accordingly little alterations in other places of this tradition.
nothing after Thee; Thou art the Manifest and there is nothing over Thee; Thou art the Secret and there is nothing below Thee; pay my debt for me and remove my poverty. —Abu Daud, Tirmisi. Ibn Majah.

151. Abul Azher al Anmari reported: When the Apostle of Allah went to bed at night, he used to say: In the name of Allah, I put down my side for Allah; O Allah! forgive my sins, and remove my evil spirit, and free me from my secured loan and make me (join) the highest assembly (of angels).

—Abu Daud.

152. Ibn Omar reported: When the Apostle of Allah went to bed, he used to say: All praise is for Allah who gave me sufficiency and gave me protection and gave me favour and drink, who showed me favour and gave me honour, and who gave me much. All praise is for Allah in every circumstance. O Allah! Lord of everything and its controller, and Deity of everything, I seek refuge to Thee from the fire.

—Abu Daud.

153. Buraidah reported: Khalid b. Walid complained to the Prophet and said: O Apostle of Allah, I have not slept this night on account of insomnia. The Prophet of Allah said: When you
go to bed, say 'O Allah! Lord of seven heavens and of what they have given shade, and Lord of the worlds and of what they have grown, and Lord of the devils and of what they misguided, be a protector for me from the evils of the whole of Thy creation lest one of them commits excess on me or oppresses. One who seeks Thy protection is honourable, Thy praise is exalted, and there is no deity besides Thee, and there is no deity but Thou.'

—Tirmizi

154. Abu Malek reported that the Apostle of Allah said: When one of you gets up at dawn, let him say: We get up at dawn, and the kingdom gets up at dawn for Allah, the Lord of the worlds. O Allah! I beseech Thee of the good of this day, its victory, its help, its light, its blessing and its guidance; I seek refuge to Thee from the evils of what is therein and the evils of what is after it. Afterwards when it is dusk, let him say like that.

—Abu Daud

155. Abbur Rahman-b-Abi Bakrah reported: I asked my father: O my father! I heard you recite every morning 'O Allah pardon me of my body, O Allah! pardon me of my hearing, O Allah! pardon me of my sight. There is no deity but Thou. You shall repeat it thrice when you
get up at dawn, and thrice when you enter at dusk.' He said: O my darling! I heard the Apostle of Allah making invocation therewith. So I like to follow his course.

—Abu Daud.

629w. Abdullah-b-Abi Aufa reported: When it was dawn, the Apostle of Allah used to say: we have got up at dawn, and the kingdom got up at dawn for Allah, and all praise is for Allah, glory and greatness are for Allah, and also creation, order, night, day, and what inhabits therein for Allah. O Allah! make the early part of this day a blessing, its middle part a hope for success and its last part a success, O the Most Merciful of the merciful.

—Navabi.

630w. Abdur Rahman-b-Abza reported: The Holy Prophet used to say when it was dawn: We get up upon the religion of Islam and the formula of monothelism and upon the religion of our Prophet Muhammad, and upon the creed of our forefather Abraham, who was upright and who was not one of the polytheists.

Ahmad, Darimi.

SECTION 8

2285. Invocations on different occasions

158. The Abbas reported that the Apostle of Allah said: When someone has wishes to come to his house, he should say: In
the name of Allah, O Allah, save us from the devil and save from
the devil what Thou wilt give us. If it was ordained that a child
would be born by that to them, the devil will not be able to in-
jure it at any time. —Agreed.

157. Same reported that the
Apostle of Allah used to say at
the time of danger: There is
no god but Allah, the Great, the
Forbearing, there is no god but
Allah, Lord of the great Throne,
there is no god but Allah, Lord
of the heavens and Lord of the
earth, and Lord of the August
Throne. —Agreed.

158. Solaiman-b-Sorad re-
ported: Two men abused each other
before the Prophet while we
were seated near him. One of them
abused his companion in an angry
mood while his face became
red. Then the Prophet said:
I know certainly a formula
which, if he recites, will remove
from him what he finds of
anger: 'I seek refuge to Allah
from the accursed devil.' They
said to the man: Why
don't you hear what the
Prophet says? He said: I am
not a mad man. —Agreed

159 Ibn Omar reported: When
the Prophet rode upon his
camel for going out on a journey,
he used to recite Takbir thrice
and then say: Glory be to
Allah who subjugated this for

* * * * *

Say: 'O ye who believe!—when
the call is heard for prayer on
the day of prayer—answer it
as it were a call from the Heavens
accompanied by an Angel.'

(Kitab al-Jinn)

Verily Allah is upon His servants,
and is the best of the helpers.
us and we have no power over it, and certainly we shall return to our Lord. O Allah! we seek to Thee in this journey of ours piety, righteousness and action with which Thou art pleased. O Allah! make this journey of ours easy for us and shorten its distance for us. O Allah! Thou art the Companion in journey and the Guard over the family. O Allah! I seek refuge to Thee from the troubles of the journey, ghastly scenery and the evils of changes in property and family. When he returned, he recited them and added therein: Those who return, those who repent, those who worship and those who praise our Lord.

—Muslim.

160. Abdullah-b-Sarjâs reported: When the Apostle of Allah undertook a journey, he used to seek refuge from the turmoils of journey and the turns of fortunes and loss after gain and the invocation of the oppressed and unpleasant scences in family and property.

—Muslim.

161. Khaolâh-bn-Hakîm reported: I heard the Apostle of Allah say: Whoso gets down at a place and says 'I seek refuge with the perfect words of Allah from the evils of what He created, nothing will injure him till he departs from that place of
162. Abu Hurairah reported: A man came to the Apostle of Allah and asked: O Apostle of Allah! I have not met the scorpion which stung me last night. He said: Listen! if you had recited when it was dusk 'I seek refuge to the perfect words of Allah from the evils of what He created', it would not have injured you. —Muslim.

163. Same reported: When the Prophet was in a journey and got up a little before dawn, he used to say: Some one hears (my) praising of Allah and the good of His trial upon us. O our Lord! take us as Thy companions and favour us with our taking refuge to Allah from the fire. —Muslim.

164. Ibn Omar reported: When the Apostle of Allah returned from the holy war, or Haj or Umrah, he used to read three Takbirs upon every lofty place and then say: There is no god but Allah, He is One, there is no partner for Him, for Him is the kingdom, and for Him is all praise, and He is powerful over all things—Those who return, those who repent, those who prostrate, those who praise our Lord. Allah has proved His word true, and helped His servant and rejected the Allies alone. —Agreed.

165. Abdullah-b-Abi Aufa reported: The Apostle of Allah invoked against the infidels on
the Day of the Allies. He said: O Allah, Reveal of the Book, Hastener of account, O Allah! defeat the confederates. O Allah! defeat them and give them a shaking. —Agreed.

166. Abdullah-b-Bosr reported: The Apostle of Allah came down to my father and then we served him food and Watbah. 2286 He ate something therefrom. Thereafter date was brought to him and he was eating it and throwing away the seeds in the midst of his fingers and closing up the thumb and the middle fingers. And in a narration: Then he began to throw away the seeds upon the back of his thumb and middle fingers. Then water was brought to him and he drank it. My father said while he was catching hold of the rein of his beast: Invoke Allah for us. He said: O Allah! give them blessing in what Thou hast provided them, forgive them and show mercy on them. —Muslim.

167. Talhah-b-Obaidullah reported: When the Prophet saw a new moon, he used to say, O Allah! make it shine upon us with security, faith, peace and resignation. My Lord and your 2287a Lord is Allah. —Approved, Rare.

(a) Mean the Lord of the new moon.

(2286)
168. Omar-b-al-Khattab and Abu Hurairah reported that the Apostle of Allah said: There is no man who sees one afflicted and says: 'All praise is for Allah who pardoned me from what He afflicted you with and gave me excellence over many out of those He created,' except that that calamity will not overtake him wherever it might be.

—Tirmizi, Ibn Majah.

169. Omar reported that the Apostle of Allah said: Who so enters a market and says: There is no deity but Allah, He is one, there is no partner for Him, for Him is the kingdom, and for Him is all praise, He gives life and causes to die, and He is alive and will not die, in His hand there is good and He is powerful over everything,' Allah writes for him 1,000,000 virtues, and effaces from him 1,000,000 sins, and raises for him 1,000,000 ranks, and builds for him a building in Paradise.

—Tirmizi, Ibn Majah (Rare).

170. Mu'az-b-Jabal reported that the Prophet heard a man invoking by saying: O Allah! I seek to Thee perfection of gift. He asked: What thing is the perfection of gift? He said: An invocation with which I hope for good. He said: Verily the perfection of gift is the entry in
to Paradise and salvation from the Fire. And he heard a man say: O One possessing glory and honour. He said: You have been responded to. So beg. The Apostle of Allah heard a man say: O Allah! verily I beseech Thee of patience. He said: You have beseeched Allah of disaster! beseech Him of peace.

—Tirmizi.

171. Abu Hurairah reported that the Apostle of Allah said: Whoso sits in an assembly wherein there is much vain discourse and says before he gets up, 'Glory be to Thee, O Allah, and praise to Thee, I bear witness that there is no god but Thou, I seek forgiveness from Thee, and I return to Thee' except that he is forgiven of what he commits in that assembly of his.

—Tirmizi, Baihaqi

172. Ali reported: A beast was brought to him that he might ride on it. When he put his legs on the stirrup, he said: In the name of Allah. When he sat upon its back, he said: 'All praise is for Allah.' Then he said: Glory be to One who has made this subservient to us, and we have got no power over it and we shall certainly return to our Lord.' Afterwards he said thrice: 'Praise is for Allah' and 'Allah is greatest,' thrice, and 'Glory to Allah.' I have been unjust
to myself, so forgive me, and verily none but Thou can forgive sins. Thereafter he laughed.

I asked: What thing do you laugh at, O Commander of the Faithful? He said: I saw the Apostle of Allah doing what I have done. Then he laughed. I asked: For what have you laughed, O Apostle of Allah? He said: Verily your Lord is certainly pleased with His servant when he says: O my Lord! pardon me of my sins. Then Allah says: He knows that none but Myself can forgive sins.

—Ahmad, Tirmizi, AbuDaud

173. Ibn Omar reported: When the Prophet bade farewell to a man, he used to take hold of his hand and used not to let it off till the man let off the hand of the Prophet, and he used to say: I entrust to Allah your religion, your safety and the end of your deed (and in a narration, the seals of your actions).

—Tirmizi, Abu Daud, Ibn Majah

174. Abdullah alkhatmi reported: Whenever the Apostle of Allah wished to bid farewell to his army, he used to say: I entrust to Allah your religion and your safety and the seals of your actions.

—Abu Daud

175. Anas reported: A man came to the Prophet. He said:
O Apostle of Allah, I intend to undertake a journey, so pray for my blessing. He said: May Allah provide you with piety. He said: Incense (prayer) for me. He said: May He forgive your sins! He said: Increase (prayer) for me; my father and mother be ransomed to thee! He said: May He make good easy for you wherever you stay. —Tirmizi (Approved, Rare).

176. Abu Hurairah reported that a man said: O Apostle of Allah! I wish to go on a journey, so give me instruction. He said: You should take to piety and Takbir at every lofty place. When the man departed, he said: Shorten the distance for him and make the journey easy for him.

—Tirmizi.

177. Ibn Omar reported: When the Apostle of Allah went on a journey and the night came on, he used to say: O world! my Lord and your Lord is Allah, I seek refuge to Allah from thy evils, and the evils of what is in thee, and the evils of what has been created in thee, and the evils of what haunts thee, and I seek refuge to Allah from tiger and black animals, from serpents and scorpions, and from the evils of the inmates of the world and the evils of the begetter and what he begets. —Abu Daud.

178. Amas reported: When he used to travel, he used to...
say: O Allah! Thou art my arm and my helper, and I take strength from Thee, and I attack with Thy help, and with Thy help I fight.

*Tirmizi, Abu Daud.*

179. **Abu Musa** reported: When the Prophet feared a people, he used to say: O Allah! we put Thee in front of their attack, and we seek refuge to Thee from their harms.

—Ahmad, Abu Daud.

180. **Ommeh Salamah** reported: Whenever the Holy Prophet came out of his house, he used to say: In the name of Allah, I resign upon Allah. O Allah! we seek refuge to Thee lest we slip away, or are misguided, or are unjust, or oppressed, or we ignore or we are ignored. **Ahmad, Tirmizi and Nisai** narrated it, and in a narration of Abu Daud and Ibn Majah, **Ommeh Salamah** said: The Apostle of Allah did never come out from his house but raised up his look towards heaven and said: O Allah! I seek refuge to Thee lest I go astray or I am misguided, or I oppress or I am oppressed, or I ignore or I am ignored.

181. **Anas** reported that the Apostle of Allah said: When a man comes out of his house and says: In the name of Allah, I resign upon Allah, there is no strength and no power except
through Allah,' he is addressed at that time: You are guided, you are given ample means, and you are protected. The devil turns away from him. Another devil says: How are you in comparison with a man who is guided, given means and is protect ed. —Abu Daud.

182. Abu Malek al-Ashari reported that the Apostle of Allah said: When a man enters his house, let him say: O Allah, I seek from Thee a good entry and a good coming out. In the name of Allah, we enter; and to our Lord Allah, do we resign. Thereafter let him salute his family

—Abu Daud.

183. Abu Hurairah reported: When the Prophet wished to bless a man when he married, he used to say: May Allah bless thee, and may He bless thee both and unite thee both in good.

—Ahmad, Tirmizi, Abu Daud, Ibn Majah.

184. Amr-b-Shuaib reported from his father who from his grandfather who from the prophet who had said: When some one of you marries a girl or purchases a servant, let him say: O Allah! I beseech Thee of her good and the good of what Thou hast created for her, and I seek refuge in Thee from her evils and the evils of what Thou hast
created for her; when he purchases a camel, let him catch hold of the lofty portion of its hump and let him say like that. And in a narration about a girl and a servant: Then let him catch her forelock and let him invoke for blessing. —Abu Daud, Ibn Majah

185. Abu Bakrah reported that the Apostle of Allah said: The invocations of an aggrieved man are: 'O Allah! Thy mercy I hope for, so don't leave me to myself for even the twinkling of an eye, and make my entire affairs good for me. There is no god but Thou.

—Abu Daud

186. Abu Sayeed al khodri reported: A care-worn man said: O Apostle of Allah! Anxieties and debts have been constantly upon me. He said: Shall I teach you a word? If you recite it, Allah will remove your grief and pay your debts on your behalf. I said: Yes. He said: Say when you get up at dawn and when you enter at dusk: O Allah! I seek refuge to Thee from anxieties and grief, and I seek refuge to Thee from weakness and indolence, and I seek refuge to Thee from miserliness and cowardice, and I seek refuge to Thee from crushing debts and oppressions of men. He said: Then I did that. So Allah removed my cares and
paid my debts on my behalf.

_Abu Dawūd._

187. _Ali_ reported that a covenant slave came to him and said: Verily I am unable to pay my price of freedom, so help me. He said: Shall I not teach you some words which the Apostle of Allah had taught me? If there be debt due from you like a huge mountain, Allah will pay it on your behalf; Say, O Allah! save me with Thy lawful things from Thy unlawful Things and give me riches by Thy grace from those besides Thee.

_Tirmizi, Baihaqi._

188. _Ayesha_ reported: When the Apostle of Allah sat in an assembly or prayed, he used to utter some words. I asked him about the words. He said: If you talk good, it will be a seal on them up to the Resurrection Day; and if you talk evil, it will be an expiation for him: 'Glory be to Allah, O Allah, and praise to Thee, there is no god but Thou, I seek forgiveness from Thee and I turn to Thee.'

_Nasai._

189. _Qatadah_ reported: It reached him that when the Apostle of Allah saw a new moon he used to say three: a new moon of good and guidance, a new moon of good and guidance, a new moon of good and guidance.
faith in One who created thee. Thereafter he used to say: All praise is for Allah who has taken away such a month and brought in such a month.

—Abu Dawūd

190. Jaber reported: Whenever we ascended, we used to recite Takbir; and whenever we alighted, we used to recite Tasbih

—Bukhari.

191. Anas reported: Whenever any affair gave the Apostle of Allah anxiety, he used to say: O the Ever-living, the Ever-subsisting, I seek help with Thy mercy. Tirmizi (Rare)

681w. Ibn Mas'ud reported that the Apostle of Allah said: Whoso has got excessive anxieties, let him say: O Allah! I am Thy servant, and the son of Thy servant, and the son of Thy mate, and in Thy hand there is my forelock; and in Thy hand, there are my past (things), Thy order is just, Thy decree is for me, I implore Thee with each name with which Thou hast named Thyself or which Thou hast revealed in Thy Book, or which Thou hast taught to some one of Thy creations or selected him in the preserved secrets near Thee, to make the Qur'an the fountain of my heart and a disperser of my cares and anxieties. No servant uttereth it but Allah removeth his anxiety and giveth joy to him in its place.

—Rasin
632w. Abu Sayeed al-Khodri reported: We said on the Day of the Ditch: O Apostle of Allah! is there anything for us to recite? And indeed the hearts have reached the throats. 'Yes,' said he, 'O Allah! cover our secrets faults and save us from the fearful things.' He narrated: Then Allah had smitten the faces of his enemies with wind and Allah inflicted defeat with wind.

—Ahmad

633w. Boraidah reported: When the Apostle of Allah entered a market, he used to say: In the name of Allah, O Allah, I seek good of this market to Thee and the good of what is therein and I seek refuge to Thee from the evils of what is therein. O Allah! I seek refuge to Thee lest I am affected with a losing concern.

—Baihaqi

SECTION 9

2287. Seeking refuge to Allah

634w. Abu Hurairah reported that the Apostle of Allah said: Seek protection from Allah from the turmoil of calamities, clouds of misfortune, evils of tongues and lots of enemies.

-agreed.

635w. Anas reported that the Prophet used to say: O Allah, I
seek refuge to Thee from cares, anxieties, weakness, indolence, ungratefulness, miserliness, burden of debt and attack of men.

—Agreed

194. Ayesha reported that the Prophet used to say: O Allah! I seek refuge to Thee from idleness and infirmity and debts and sins. O Allah! I seek refuge to Thee from chastisement of the Fire, and the trial of the Fire, and the trial of the grave, and from the punishment of the grave, and from the evils of the trial of riches, and from the evils of the trial of poverty, and from the evils of the trial of one-eyed Dajjal. O Allah! wash off my sins with the water of ice and cold and cleanse my heart as the white cloth is cleansed from impurities, and keep a distance between me and my sins as Thou hast kept the distance between the east and the west.

—Agreed.

195. Zaid-b-Arqam reported: The Prophet used to say: O Allah! I seek refuge to Thee from inability, indolence, cowardice, miserliness, infirmity and punishment of grave. O Allah! give my soul its piety and its purity. Thou art good to those who purify it. Thou art its guardian and its friend. O Allah! I seek refuge to Thee from a learning which gives me benefit, and from a heart which is not
humble, and from a passion which is not satisfied, and from an invocation which is not responded to.

—Muslim.

196. **Abdullah-b-Omar** reported: It was of the invocations of the Apostle of Allah: O Allah! verily I seek refuge to Thee from the disappearance of Thy gifts, and the change of Thy pardon and the suddenness of Thy punishment and all Thy displeasures.

—Muslim.

197. **Ayesha** reported: The Apostle of Allah used to say: O Allah! I seek refuge to Thee from the evils of what I have done and the evils of what I have not done.

—Muslim

198. **Ibn Abbas** reported that the Apostle of Allah used to say: O Allah! to Thee I resolved, and in Thee I put faith, and upon Thee I relied, and to Thee I turned, and with Thee I dispute. O Allah! I seek refuge to Thy honour. There is no god but Thou, lest Thou shouldst misguide me. Thou art the Ever-living One who will not die while Jinn and man will die. —Agreed.

199. **Abu Hurairah** reported that the Apostle of Allah used to say: O Allah! verily I seek refuge to Thee from four (things)—from a learning which brings no benefit, from a heart which does not fear (Allah), from a passion which
is not satisfied, and from an invocation which is not responded to. —Ahmad, Abu Daud, Ibn Majah, Tirmizi.

200. Omar reported that the Apostle of Allah used to seek refuge from five (things): from cowardice, miserliness, evils of age, trials of breast and punishment of grave.

—Abu Daud, Nisai.

201. Abu Hurairah reported that the Apostle of Allah used to say: O Allah! verily I seek refuge to Thee from poverty, scanty means, and disgrace, and I seek refuge to Thee lest I should oppress or I should be oppressed.

—Abu Daud, Nisai.

202. Same reported that the Apostle of Allah used to say: O Allah! I seek refuge to Thee from opposition, hypocrisy and bad character.

—Abu Daud, Nisai.

203. Same reported that the Apostle of Allah used to say: O Allah! I seek refuge to Thee from hunger which is the worst companion, and I seek refuge to Thee from breach of trust which is the worst secret habit.

—Abu Daud, Nisai, Ibn Majah.

204. Anas reported that the Apostle of Allah used to say: O Allah, I seek refuge to Thee from leprosy, elephantitis, insanity...
and virulent diseases.

—Abū Dāwūd, Niṣāḥ al-/nsāḥī

205. Qutbah b-Mālik reported that the Apostle of Allah used to say: O Allah! I seek refuge to Thee from undesirable manners, actions and passions.—Tirmīzī

206. Shutair b-Shakal reported: I asked: O Prophet of Allah, teach me a formula of refuge with which I shall take refuge. He said: Say, O Allah, I seek refuge to Thee from the evils of my ears and the evils of my eyes, and evils of my tongue and the evils of my heart, and the evils of my semen.

—Abū Dāwūd, Tirmīzī, Niṣāḥ al-nsāḥī

207. Abū Yāsīr reported that the Apostle of Allah used to supplicate: O Allah! I seek refuge to Thee from extreme old age, and I seek refuge to Thee from my doubt, and from drowning, burning and extreme old age and I seek refuge to Thee from the troubles of the devil at the time of death, and I seek refuge to Thee from my death in holy war by fleeing, and I seek refuge to Thee from my dying being bitten (by snakes).

—Abū Dāwūd, Nsāḥī

208. Aisyah reported that the Apostle of Allah looked at the full moon, and said: O Aisyah! I seek refuge to Allah from the evils of this (moon). Verily, it brings darkness when it sets in.

—Tirmīzī
109. **Imran-b-Hussain** reported: The Apostle of Allah said to my father: O Hussain! how many deities have you worshipped to-day? My father replied: Seven, six in this world and one in heaven. He asked: Which of them do you count for your hope and goal? He replied: One who is in heaven. He said: O Hussain, listen. If you accept Islam, I would teach you two words which will give you benefit. He narrated: When Hussain had accepted Islam, he said: O Apostle of Allah, teach me the two words which you have promised me. He said: Say, O Allah! inspire in me guidance and protect me from the evils of my passion.

—Tirmizi.

210. **Amr-b-Shuaib** reported from his father who from his grand-father, who from the Prophet, who said: When someone of you gets up frightened in sleep, let him say: I seek refuge with the perfect words from His wrath and His punishment, and the evils of His servants, and from the whisperings of the devils and from what they bring. Then they cannot injure him. There was Abdullah-b-Amr who used to teach it to those of his children who attained puberty, and for those who did not attain puberty.
from them, he used to write it is a tablet and hung it up in their necks. —Abu Daud, Tirmisi.

211. Anas reported that the Apostle of Allah said: Whoso seek Paradise to Allah thrice, Paradise says: O Allah! admit him in Paradise. And whoso seeks protection from the Fire thrice, the Fire says: O Allah! save him from the Fire.

—Tirmisi, nisai

212. Muslim-b-Abi Bakrah reported: My father used to say at the end of each prayer: O Allah! I seek refuge to Thee from infidelity, poverty and punishment of the grave. Then I used to recite them, He said: O my darling! from whom have you taken this? I replied: From you. He said: Verify the Apostle of Allah used to recite them at the end of a prayer.

—Nisai, Tirmisi, Ahmad.


Nisai: Munz reported from the Prophet, who said: Seek refuge to Allah from greed which leads to destruction.

Ahadit, Baihaqi.
635w. Qa‘qa reported that Ka‘ab al Ahbar said: But for some words I recite, the Jews would have made me an ass. It was questioned to him: What are those? He said: I seek refuge to the countenance of the Almighty Allah than whom there is no greater thing, and to the perfect words of Allah which no pious man or transgressor should miss, and to the good names of Allah which I know and which I do not know, from the evils of what He created, spread and made fit.

—Mulek.

SECTION 10.

2288. All-embracing invocations

214. Abu Musa al-Ash‘ari reported from the Prophet that he used to supplicate with this supplication: O Allah! forgive me of my sins, ignorance and extravagance in my affairs, and what Thou knowest best about it from me. O Allah! forgive me of my earnestness and frivolity, my mistakes and intentions and everything of what is with me. O Allah! pardon me of what I sent in advance and what I will send in future, and what I kept secret and what I disclosed, and Thou knowest about it better than myself. Thou art the First, and Thou art the Last, and Thou art powerful over all things.

—Agreed.
215. Abu Hurairah reported that the Apostle of Allah used to say: O Allah! make good for me my religion which is a protection of my affairs, and make good for me my world wherein there is my livelihood, and make good for me my hereafter wherein there is my return, and make the life longer for me in every good deed, and make death a consolation for me from every evil. —*Muslim*.

216. Abdullah b-Mas’ud reported from the Apostle of Allah who used to say: O Allah! I beseech Thee for guidance, piety, self-abnegation and contentment. —*Muslim*.

217. Ali reported that the Apostle of Allah said to me: O Allah! guide me, give me strength, and remember with guidance Thy way of guidance, and with exactitude with the exactitude of an arrow. —*Muslim*.

218. Abu Malek al-Ash’aji reported from his father who said: When a man accepted Islam, the Prophet taught him prayer. Afterwards he directed him to invoke with these words: O Allah! pardon me, and show me mercy, and guide me, and forgive me and give me provisión. —*Muslim*.

219. Anas reported: The invocation of the Prophet mostly
was: O Allah, give us good in this world and good in the hereafter, and save us from the punishment of the Fire. —Agreed.

220. Ibn Abbas reported that the Apostle of Allah used to invoke by saying: O Lord! give succour to me but not against me, help me but help not against me, contrive for me but contrive not against me, and guide me and make guidance easy for me, and help me against one who has rebelled against me. O Lord! make me to be thankful to Thee, to remember Thee, to be devoted to Thee, obedient to Thee, humble to Thee, hopeful in Thee, repentant, oft-returning; O Lord! accept my repentance, wash off my sins, respond to my invocation, confirm my proof, strengthen my tongue, guide my heart, and unloosen the tie of my breast.

—Tirmizi, Abu Daoud, Ibn Majah.

221. Abu Bakr reported that the Apostle of Allah stood upon the pulpit and thereafter wept. He said: Seek pardon of Allah and peace of mind; and nobody has certainly been given a better thing after faith than peace of mind.

—Ibn Majah (Approved; Rare)

222. Anas reported: A man came to the Holy Prophet and said: 'O Apostle of Allah!
which invocation is best? He said: Implore your Lord for peace of mind and pardon in this world and the hereafter. Then he came to him on the second day and said: O Apostle of Allah! which invocation is best? He replied to him like that. Afterwards he came to him on the third day. He replied to him like that. He said: When you have been given peace of mind and pardon in this world and the hereafter, you have indeed attained salvation. —Ibn Majah, Tirmizi, (Approved, Rare)

228. Abdullah-b Yezid al-Khatmiy reported from the Apostle of Allah that he used to say: O Allah, give me provision of Thy love, and the love of one whose love will do me benefit in Thy sight. O Allah! make what Thou hast provided me out of what I love a strength in me for what Thou dost love. O Allah! make what Thou hast deprived me of what I love a leisure for me for what Thou dost love.

—Tirmizi

224. Ibn Omar reported: The Apostle of Allah rarely departed from an assembly till he invoked with these invocations for his Companions: O Allah! give us a share of fear for Thee with which Thou shouldst intervene between us and
Thy sins, and of obedience to Thee with which Thou shouldest take us to Thy Paradise, and of sure faith with which Thou shouldest make disasters of this world easy for us, and provide us with our ears, and our eyes, and our strength so long Thou dost keep us alive and make him an heir from us, and fix our attack upon those who oppress us, and help us against those who are hostile to us, and do not put calamities in our religions, and make not the world a greater object of our anxieties, and the termination of our knowledge, and don't make those who will not show kindness on us to prevail over us.

— Tirmizi (Approved, Rare).

225. Abu Hurairah reported that the Apostle of Allah used to say: O Allah! give me benefit with what Thou hast taught me, and teach me what will give me benefit, and increase my knowledge. All praise is for Allah in every circumstance, and I seek refuge to Allah from the plight of the inmates of the Fire.

— Tirmizi, Ibn Majah, (Rare).

226. Omar b-al Khattab reported: Whenever a revelation came to the Prophet, a silent noise was heard near his face like the humming of bees. One day,
there came the revelation to him and we stayed for an
hour. He was pleased with it and turned his face towards
the Ka'ba. He raised up his hands and said: O Allah! give us more and not less, and give us honour and not
disgrace, and give us gift and don't deprive us, and choose us and choose not against us, and please us and be pleased with us. Afterwards he said: Ten verses have been revealed to me. Whoso observes them, will enter Paradise. Afterwards he read: 'Successful indeed are the believers'—till he fin-
ished the ten verses. 2399

—Ahmad, Tirmizi (Rare)

227. Osman-b-Hunaif reported: A man short of sight came to the Prophet and said; Pray to Allah that He may pardon me. He said: If you wish, I invoke; and if you wish you may be patient which is
better for you. He said: Invoke Him. He narrated: Then he ordered him to make ablution and to make it good and to invoke with this invocation: O Allah! I declare Thess and turn my
face with Thy Prophet Muhammad, the Prophet of mercy, and I saw my
face with set resolve my hard
heart. He may teach thee need
of mine for me. O Allah! accept his intercession for me. — Tirmizi
(Approved, Correct, Rare)

228. Abu Darda' reported that the Apostle of Allah said:
Of the invocations of David, it is (one): O Allah! I seek Thy
love, the love of those who love Thee, and the deeds which will
take to me Thy love. O Allah! make Thy love dearer to me
than my soul; my progeny, my family, and (even) than cold
water. He narrated that when he mentioned of David talking
about him, the Apostle of Allah said: He was the most pious
of the mortals. — Tirmizi
(Approved, Rare)

229. Ata'a-b-Sayeed reported from his father who said:
Ammer b-Ya'ser said prayer with us and shortened it. Some peo-
ple asked him: You have made the prayer light and short! He said: Listen to me
about that. I have indeed invoked therein with the injo-
cations which I heard from the Apostle of Allah. When he
stood, a man who was my father from among the people
followed him, except that he adopted a surname for himself.
He asked him about the invo-
cation. Thereafter he came
and communicated it to the
people: O Allah! with Thy
true knowledge and Thy

power over creation, keep me alive so long as Thou knowest that the life would be better for me, and take my life when Thou knowest that death would be better for me. O Allah! I seek to Thee to fear Thee secretly and openly, and I seek to Thee the word of truth in pleasure and wrath, and I seek to Thee moderation, in poverty and riches, and I seek to Thee gifts which will not finish, and I seek to Thee solace of my eyes which will not be cut off, and I seek to Thee contentment after decree, and I seek to Thee a happy life after death, and I seek to Thee the pleasure of seeing Thy face and a desire to meet Thee but with no crushing injury and a misleading trial; O Allah! adorn us with the adornment of faith and take us to the guidance of those who were guided.—Nisai.

290. Omme Salamah reported that the Apostle of Allah used to say at the end of “Fair prayer: O Allah! verily I seek to Thee profitable knowledge, good-acceptable actions and pure provision.

—Ahmad, Ibn Majah, Baiyaqi.

Abu Hurairah reported: (As an invocation, I have committed to memory) the Apostle of Allah said: I shall not give it up: I will continue teaching such as I can as much as I can. O Allah, show me how to follow Thy way and to remember...